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P R E F A C E . 
THE ATJTHOR, as Special Convmissioner of the United 
States, visited in the years 18G0, 1861, and 1%$%, parte 
of the West Coast of America^ mid the Hawaiian Islands. 
When not occupied by the duties of his commission, he 
availed of wayside opportunities of observation, and of 
otherwise obtaining information of these countries. I i ^ , 
the intervals of professional engagements since his re-|L 
turn, this, and incidental reflections, have been thrown 
together, and are embraced in this volume. Among 
other things «oted are the doings of certain religionists. % 
This has been done with the freedom and candor de-
manded by the importance of the subject. 
" I speak not of men's creeds—they rest between 
• Man and tía Maker—but of things allowed, 
Averr'd and known—and daily, hourly seen." 
The old Hawaiian paganism, which once protected from 
panishmeht those guilty of the greatest crimes who 
sought the inviolable " Pahonua," ceased to give immuui-
6 PKEFAOB. 
ty to wrong. Surely Ciiristianity, wMch. has followed it, 
should afford no refuge to false disciples, who '* are hear-
ers and not doers of the "Word." The religion of Kev-
elation k best served by the exposure and condemnation 
of such,.wherever found, and whatever their profession 
of faith. " Faith without works, like the body without 
the spirit, is dead," says an Apostle of Christ. 
BALTIUOEE, March, 1865, 
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WEST COAST 
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C H A P T E R I . 
TO TAGS TP.QU HEW TORE TO ASPDTWAIX. 
ONE who hás adorned English literature with the fadeless 
coloring of rare genius, has said, in answer to the question— 
"Bat why then publish ? There are D O rewards 
Of fame or profit, whea the world grows weary, 
I ask in turn—why do yon play at cards ? 
"WJy drint ? why read ?—To make some honrless dreary. 
It occupies roo to torn back regards 
On what I,ver seen or pondered, sad or cheery: 
And what I write I cast opon the stream, 
. To swim or sink—I have had at least my dream." 
I n the contemplation of the ocean that lies before me, ãiul 
ihroogh which for weary days we shall cleave a pathless way, it 
is wise to &eek the means " to make the hours less dreary." And 
another inducement for noting the incideuta and thoughts of 
travel, is found in the entertainment, and possibly profit, that 
may thereby be afforded to friends whose hearts will welcome all 
that comes from the wanderer. For their pleasure, then, as well 
aa for my own pastime, I find myself imitating earlier efforts in 
chirograghy, when uniformity was a stranger to manuscript, 
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and straight lines and curved made a merit of changing places. 
A pitching, rolling, and tremulous steamship, ia not the mos£ 
desirable writing academy, however appropriate for extempora-
neous gjTjmastics, feats of -which are constantly being performed 
by those who have not yet " got on their sea legs," for the amuse-
ment o£ others who have heretofore been muttered into service. 
The " Northern Light," under fall head of steam, bound from 
Kew York to Aepmwall, ültustrates the absurdity of striving for 
preeminence in either art, when Bubjected to a discipline de-
stractive of physical equilibrium. 
The "hauling out" of a vessel bound on a long voyage, 
freighted with a full cargo of passengers, is a ecene of deep in-
terest to those united by a sympathy proceeding from a like des-
tiny. And when fairly underway, there are presented phases 
of character and conduct amusing to look on, when the new 
tenants take proprietary possession of state-room and berth, and, 
going to housekeeping in a small way, begin to arrange their 
own and investigate their neighbor's affairs. Here, as elsewhere 
on the voyage of life, impatience, jealousy,'envyj and discontent, 
characterize the many; while happily for the amiably consti-
tuted, a spice of pleasantry and contentment distinguish the few. 
Fortunately for those who cherish the graces of a gentle and 
joyful spirit, there is a pacificator on ship-board that never 
fails-in due time to avenge the wrongs inflicted on them by i l l -
nature. With the upheaving swell beneath, aná the saucy 
waves rudely boxing the intruding craft, s ea s i cknes s soon merges 
dissatisfaction in indiiferenee to all things, and the troubles of 
the spirit are forgotten those of the stomach. Thanks to this 
discipline of nature, by the time the penalty of human frailty 
is Ãilly paid, a general humiliiy prevails; anger subsides, arro-
gance becomes quite accommodating, and all arc ready to enter, 
into any commutation of damages for outraged dignity. I t is for-
tunate for commanders that there is such a panacea for the ma-
levolent distempers of those "who go down to the great deep 
in ships." 
I shall spare you the description of specialities of suffering, 
where nearly all of several hundred passengers seemed as i f they 
Liad been indulging in bumpers of antimonial wine, and that, 
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too, often witliout regard to the- recognized code of politeness. 
Even tlio " old sa l t " who paced the deck, B\vah in hand, giving 
practical lesáons i n good manners, did not withhold his commen-
tary on the sad delinquency of those who aslioro arrogated a 
superior refíneniDiit. 
Exempted myself from such ills, i t was pleasant to have at-
tention diverted to other scenes. The deep hlue ocean, when 
fairly off soundings, is of wondrous beauty, and this color is es-
pecially the characterktic of the Gulf Stream. "Whether this 
be owing to greater depth, or to motion, density, or more active 
•chemical properties, is a question for learned and experienced 
nautical philosophers to solve. Aa mere amateurs, we were suf-
ficiently interested in seeking the line where the darker waters 
of the Stream, we are told, from its higher level overflow later-
ally its ocean water banks, and mingle with the common water 
of the sea. And crossing its nearly a hundred miles of width, 
rocked by saucy waves, the ofFspriüg of atmospherical disturb-
ance so likely to ensue from the tropical caloric embosomed in 
the giant flood, that rolls eternally onward to meet in antagonism 
the icy currents of the north, ample time was afforded to con-
template the grandeur, and reflect on the phenomena of the 
ocean-river, which, more than the greatest of earth, carries bene-
factions wherever i t flows. A vast vitalizing stream of creation, 
equalizing extremes of temperature which otherwise would con-
sume with fçrvid heat the fairest portion of the world, and bind 
in fetters of ice regions, which through it^agency yield rich trib-
ute to rejoicing millions; feeding the winds with warm vapors, 
to fall ín refreshing rain on the thirsty latid; facilitating navi-
gation and commerce; and guarding nature from the terrible 
consequences of aqueous stagnation ; while i t contributes to the 
genial movements of the air so necessary to the healthful econ-
omy of our planet. The west of Europe, in • contemplating its 
exemption from polar frost, should not forget i to obligation to 
this grand " hot water apparatus " of Nature. Without it, Vic-
toria's carriage of state might degenerate into a Kamschatka dog-
sledge, the "Emerald Isle" lose its jewelled appellation,- and ice 
palaces adorn the Seine for the fetes of Kapoleon. And who 
can say that future generations may not be indebted to the Gulf 
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Stream for an " overland route" between Europe and America, 
when the deposite of boulder, roels:, and earth, brought by myr-
iads of icabergs from the far north, and unloaded by the resist-
less agency of the heated corrent which meets thcBe freighted car-
riers on. the Grand Banks of i f ewfoundlandj shall have aecomu-
lated until these shoals, emerging froja the sea, shall assert their 
prerogative to terrestrial distinction! • 
: Many a gem of literature lies hidden by modeat merit in the 
fagitive corner of a portfolio. The following apostrophe to the 
Gxilf Stream, by a young Baltimore poetess, should not be al-
lowed to rest in its place of concealrnent: 
"Pulse of the Ocian'e boaoding heart, 
^Tild throbbing tiirongh the deep. 
Bursting the calmer tides tqjart 
"With an impetuous sweep, 
^"here have thj-wares thoir place of rest í 
Where do thy -warm tides flow? * 
Vein of the oceans heaving breast, 
Bearing the tropic's glow 1 
Far down below the solemn deep, 
Like ancient fiineral pyre, 
The ling'ring ashes scatter'd deep ' -
Of old volcanic fire ; 
But all their gleaciing heat and light 
Have perish'd long ago— --
Save llim who gaides thy torrent's might, 
Thy mytteriea none may know. 
Hast thou a buried treasure hid, 
Of gold and gleaming pearls, . 
"Where island gems are set amid 
Thy wnvelet's eilv'ry carls Í 
And Host thou pour thy crystal foam 
Along Colombia's strand, 
To irinlle in the patriots' home, 
Tho ñ-eeman's favor'd landf 
Still flowing ever through the deep, 
Thou mark's! thine onward way 
By restless waves that never sleep, 
' When other tides delay; -
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. . Bearing the warmtli of southern clime 
Upon thy surges fret-, 
Sweeping afar in power sablime, 
Wild current of tlie sea I 
Like to a strong, resistless wil l , 
Deep iu the earnest ¿oul, 
That through all change, and trial, stül 
Speeds to the conqueror's goal; 
Cleaving its way through threalrning storm, 
Breasting the battle's strife, ^ 
) • Then spreading waves of passion warm 
O'er calmer seas of life! " 
There's the dinner gong! Shall I sentimentalize or gorman-
dize ? The calls of grosser humanity make themselves heard at 
times above refined perauaaives. I am mortal; good-bye. 
. The beauty of a crimson dawn at sea induced an early " turn ' 
out" this morning. A hard blow last night caused a rollicking 
sea, which looked, indeed, decidedly L£ blue." And well i t might, 
for the "waves had been at their noisy revela through the small •/ 
hours, and the roar of their mirth, and wild chorus of their 
music, told of a merry time in their boundless starlit banquet 
buli But a tranquil atmosphere brought smooth water, in-
viting invalids on deck, who seemed to think, despite their late 
despair, that they still had a chance of treading tetra jimia in 
the future, and hence essayed to walk; a feat awkwardly, and 
amusingly performed, for reeling and lateral motions prepon-
derated over progressive, and the varying angles and incidents of 
inclination and declination, were many degrees from a desirable 
perpendicular. However, perseverance afforded a good perform-
ance of a " Comedy of Errors." 
Among the results of this release of the " cabinM, crib'd, 
eonfiaM," was the renewed function of the vocal organism, a 
piece of the human mechanism of no use during sea-sickness. 
But when convalescence is established. Babel, I am sure, did not 
put^forth a greater confiision of tongues than are uttered on the 
decks of a California steamer crowded to repletion. A l l nations ; 
are represented on board the " Northern Light," and by the 
time there were compounded the varied tones and semi-tones of 
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the E n g l i t f i ) its masculine, feminine, and n e u t e r ( I speak of its 
tones), its sharp, its shrill, its mellow; its high, its low; its eon-
orous, its nasal; its oral, its guttural; ita grave, its gay ; its fast, 
its slow; its tearful, its joyful; its fiobbing, its caehinatory; and 
so on a d l Ü ñ t u m — b y the time these vocal modifications were 
commingled with extravagances of emphaaís, varied articulation, 
and diverse pronunciation, with other "high faint i n " et ceteras 
of style, into which illiterate Americans, with a due admixture 
of the extreme Yankee, and of the foreign cross, male and 
female, are capable of twisting, distorting, contracting, expand-
ing,'and otherwise doj .ng the English language; and the com-
' pound was blended with an approximative variety of G e r r r u m 
and JWsA, and a* slight sprinkling o f F r e n c h ) S p a n i s h ) and other 
tongues, the possessors of which catching the spirit of trans 
Atlantic transcendentalism of style seemed resolved not to be 
outdone, and therefore clamored mora vociferously, screamed 
louder, and gesticulated more furiously, setting conventionalities 
of social law, as well as the laws of sound, at defiance; I say, by 
the time these vocal phenomena were commingled there was 
produced, as chemists call it, a r e m t U c m t ( I will not say a m ĉza 
resultant for fear of being misapprehended) that out-babbled 
Babel. 
And as i f this wordy war were not sufficiently discordant, 
music, too, as it was libellously termed, was brought to aid iu 
the desecration of surrounding sublimity; and a villanous ac-
cordeon and execrable guitar, more villanously and execrably 
thumbed, and attuned to human tones alike their own, made day 
hideous, and drowned the solemn requiem the ocean was chant-
ing around, 
"Land, ho!" was cried this morning—five days from !¡!sew 
York. I t was the island of Mariguana, one of (he easternmo.st 
of the Bahama?.. "We -tcered through the Ta^s of the same 
name between it and Crooked Island. Large quantities of sea-
weed betokened our approach to land, cheering us as it did Colum-
bus, whose dejected mariners i t encouraged to hold on their way 
until they at last reached San Salvador, one of the same group 
somewhat to the west of our present southerly course; thus the 
ocean drift was made to point the way to the "Western "World. 
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Running along tlio west shore of Inagua, during the afternoon 
the intensity of tropical heat was realized, the easterly breeze 
which had previously refreshed us being shut off by that island. 
It is one of the Bahama salt factories, and produces little else. 
I t presents a sterile look, and is of no value to any but an ag-
gressive nation, like the liritish, wlio own it, and to whom in 
war it serves as a port of shelter and supply, and from which as-
saults may be advantageously made on enemies. American 
commerce, large and increasing with unprecedented growth, 
is everywhere overlooked by these marine watch-towers, and 
especially do these "lookouts" command the hundreds of mil-
lions of productions flowing in a continuous stream from the 
cotton States, aud from the fertile basin of the northern con-
tinent by the Mississippi River, • 
A, dilapidated village on the southwest end of Inagua, 
with a few schooners at the wharf, showed but little commerce; 
anda nominal light-house near by, which is said never to cheer 
the mariner with a welcome ray in darkness and storm, evinces 
a neglect or parsimony not common with the British Govern-
ment. The JIariguana Pass is much used, and marine interests 
call for a light on the important headland overlooking it. A 
due southerly course brought us next off Jifaysi Point, the "west 
end of Cuba; and steering still south, we steamed through the 
"Windward Passage, Santo Domingo lying to the east, and faintly 
seen in,.the distance. The remembrance of the bloody passages 
in its history, when, in the negro insurrection of 1791, the demon 
of relentless savagery and ruin, under the standard of a white 
infant impaled on a stake, in two months laid waste with fire 
and sword more than a thousand sugar, coffee, and cotton es-
tates ; massacring two thousand persons of all ages, and both 
sexes; Bawing some asunder, crucifying and chopping others in 
pieces, perpetrating atrocitiea more horrible than deatji on wives 
and daughters, whose eyes were scooped out in revelry of brutal-
ity; and when children, " untimely ripp'd from their mother's 
womb," were thrown aa food-to hogs; was not calculated to in-
spire a wish to draw nearer to that ill-fated island, onée the 
feome of refinement, and a rich garden of tropical production; 
sow the domain of semi-barbarity, and throughout the greater 
part an uncultivated waste. 
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From thirty to forty miles further on our route the little 
guano islandj Navasa, was Been. Jta value as such was discov-
ered a fewi.years since hy a Baltimore'mariner—Captain Cooper 
—who took possession, and proceeded to ship the fertilizing de-
posit. The Haytiens attempted to displace him, but being una-
ble to show title to the island, the United States maintained 
their citizen's right of diseoveiy Mid settlement. 
We are steering southwest across the Caribbean Sea for Aspin-
wall—Jamaica invisible to the .weat. Happily we shall pass on its 
windward side; its airs are not bhrthened with the perfumea of 
Oeylõn. A dimpled sea and pleasant east wind, are the agreeable 
attendants of the pi*esent; and the spirite and appetites of passen-
gera are roeponsive. Not to Bpeak of the steerage, it may be said 
. that the more pretentions pasfeengerB, the upper-ten of the cabin, 
are wonderfully characterized by quantitative propensity, while 
the onmivorous nature of man ÍB íllnstrated by them still more 
strikingly. The tables, formerly almost untenanted, are now 
crowded with the disciples of sensualism. The art of gastronomy 
is clearly in the ascendant.' Fish', flesh, fowl, familiar with ice 
alternated with tropical heat, and hence passing into that al> 
normal condition known by pathologiets as r a m o l i s s e T n m t ; vege-
tables in season and out of season, the hebdomedal occupants 
of the ship's hold, some, doubtless, the forestallers residuum, 
withered, wilted, and decaying; clams from Squam Beach, and 
Shrewsbury oysters, which had long ceased to mourn their lost 
sea-homes, and had passed into that state of dissolution indica-
tive of speedily being no longer "tenants at will;" pickles, 
pastry, puddings, and pecans, duly decorated with those dernier 
resorts of the dinner table, almonds, raisins, and filberts, íwhich 
generally prove alike first in the order of morbid causation, and 
first in that of retrovereive result; all these in varied style de-
vised to deceive the inexperienced and unwary, simple and com-
plex, underdone and overdone, and not done at all. with the liq-
uid accompaniments of clmmpagne-cider and cider-champagne, 
brandy and Bordeaux, pale-ale, porter, and pop, are " pitched 
into," and pitched into themselves by old and young, with a 
voracity and perseverance indicative of a probable short allow-
ance on the morrow, if Aspinwall should not then be reached, 
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. ^. I t aboukl not excite surprise that passengers who are guilty 
©f such indiscretions, with that, commonly superadded, lingering 
long and sometimes sleeping on deck during a greater part of the 
night in the tropic.-;, should have dangerous illness to ensue; es-
pecially, when in disembarking, often homesick and dispirited, 
they indulge in the excessive use of una'.-customed fruits, and 
become enfeebled by the intensity of the land heat. The observ-
ance of customary habits, when these are conformable to tem-
perance, and the avoidance of unseasonable exposure, fatigue, 
and that undue escitement which, results in indirect debility, will 
contribute much, to prevent the i l l effects of the numerous agen-
cies of mischief ever in activity in tropical regions. And atten-
tion to these rules, before and during a voyage, will prevent or 
aid the recovery from sea-sickness; relief from which, may also 
to some extent be had by occupying the waist of the ship, espe-
cially at the commencement of a voyage, this part not being 
subjected to extremes of motion like the bow and stem. Atten-
tionshould also be given to reading, and even to writing, i f 
practicable, to avoid looking at the pitching and rolling of the 
vessel, more palpably indicated when measured by surrounding 
objects. I t is -sufficiently distressing to realize these motions 
when Bitting on deck, without magnifying through the eye their 
effects on the brain, and through it aggravating also these on the 
stomaclt,/ Mental occupation wil l preclude, too, to some extent, 
Rpprettensiona of evil, which cannot but aggravate the reality 
that must come sooner or later to nearly all. The maintenance 
of a quiet position by reclining is comforting, and cannot be 
avoided in severe cases. But the voyager must accustom him-
self to the ship's motion at last, and the sooner he essays to do this 
in the open air, and by moderate approaches, the earlier will he 
secure comfort and acquire the privilege of personal locomotion. 
Yioleat cases of gastric irritation and vomiting may.require a 
resort to anodynes or sedatives. Among the most valuable and 
safe of tíie latter, is ice. The ship's surgeon should be consulted 
in. the nse of others. I f none* "be on board, a person's custçmary 
dose of laudanum, morphia, chlorodine, or prussic acid, may be 
xesorted. to; and good brandy wi l l be found a useful stimulajit. 
Eveii ia sickness, ice cannot be had on board this steamer, ex-
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ccpt at extra charge. Tbi,- slionld not be in the dog days, con-
sidering the immense and clieap eapply in Ifew York, and tbe-
high passenger fare on tin's roate. 
I would not incur the charge of captionsness, and shall avoid 
reference to sundry inconveniences and discomforts to which pas-
sengers are subjected on the New York end of the California Line, 
beyond the control of the commanders of steamers, and only to 
be remedied bj the proprietor. But a cnatom of universal rep-
robation should not pass without remark; I refer to a diarge on 
this steamer of ten cents per pound on all baggage exceeding 
fifty pounds weight. I t is euflieicntiy extortionate to be subject 
to the highest eteamship fare known to any greatly travelled 
route, without the addition of this unjust, and as it often hap-
pens, grievous charge. The reason assigned for i t is, to prevent 
transportation of merchandise. I f this be BO, it would be a suf-
ficient protection against imposition to subject a passenger's 
legitimate baggage—his wearing apparel—in all cases of suspi-
cion, to inspection. But who can be expected to travel thou-
sands of miles on a continuous route, consuming several weeks 
of time, in hot weather and cold, wet and dry, with but fifty 
pounds of baggage, inc luding the weight of the* trunk ? That 
alone, even empty, will sometimes "kick the b e a m " of such rc-
etriction, certainly i f an overcoat be strapped on the top. I t 
looks like the inauguration of rates of charge according to per-
sonal weight and measure. I f this shall follow—and who can 
gauge the con^ciOnee that reengnizes no rule o f action bu t the 
gratification of avarice—-it "will be well for travellers to apply 
practically their juvenita lc^>i'i!> in subtraction and red net km. 
Tins indirect mode of levying on the necossitk- <>íthe i ravell ing 
cummuni ty . is alike opi're.;--ive t<> tho-e o f re-irh-Ti d means, and 
insul t ing tu the r ich , both <jf whom w o u M ro-j-ecr a manly 
frankness, but despise whi le they are i n d i g m m t at indirect ioi i 
and injustice. The muny-hued and changeful dolphin , the type 
of unreliability, w i t h un-nhated greediness follows its prey, the 
helpless flying-fish, un t i l bounding from the water to escape its 
powerful foe, the l i t t l e v i c t i m encounters a new enemy in the* 
swooping sea-gull, and both pursue it alternately in sea and air 
to the death. Men have their similitudes in nature. He will 
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not be envied hy the just and noble, who finds bis resemblance 
in the voracious dolphin, or in the mean and nngenerons sea-
hawk. 
The lofty headlands of the Province of Porto Bello, in the 
.Republic of Xcw Granada, are in sight. The lifting up, or Hit-
ting bv of cloutU in the distance, revealing bills and valleys be-
neath or beyond, clad in verdure and constantly developing 
some new and lovely combination of light and shade, is so fan-
to look on, so refreshing to the water-wearied eye, so typical of 
the brief and changeful visions of happiness sometimes coming 
to us in dreams, when the darker curtain of care is drawn aside, 
and the liberated imagination looks out on the beautiful scenes 
of its own creation, that I must cheat you of these moments, and 
regale the eye and cheer the spirit with these exquisite dissolving 
views of nature. Such they seem ; for, as we flit past them, so 
rapid ia the change of the picture, that ere we can say "look, 
look, how beautiful!—'tis gone." 
Aspinwall was reached in a little over eight days from New 
Yorlc—distance two thousand miles—and too late to make the 
railroad connection with Panama; hence we must stay all night 
in this miserable abortion of a town, which is destitute of com-
fortable accommodations, but affords an undoubted chance of 
our imbibing a sufficient quantity of malarious poison to pro-
duce yellow fever, a malignant type of which has been prevail-
ing here for some weeks. The voyage was formerly made in less 
time, and could be now in perfect safety, and with great econo-
my of time to travellers, but for the parsimony of the monopolist 
of this end of the California steamer route. 
Aspinwall cannot be surpassed for filth, nuisance, and nox-
ious effluvia. The houses—mostly shanties of deal boards—aro 
built on piles in the midst of a marsh, with the railroad similarly 
supported, and filled between the cross-ties with earth brought 
from a distance, forming the main street, a few alleys crossing 
these at right angles, being nothing but bog pathways, with logs 
or planks to keep the pedestrian from premature interment, or 
submersion. The water-lots (there are no yards) are covered 
"ffith green, offensive, and poisonous scum, oozing up between 
the flooring of the lower stories; and every where, in and around, 
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the premises arc surcliarged witli animal and vegetable matter, 
in all stagop of putrefaction and decomposition. With the ex-
ception of the employés of the Panama Eailroad Company, the 
inhabitants are of the inferior raeea, from the Jamaica negro 
through all grades of cross and hue, up to the Chiriqni Indian; 
and having the filthiest and vilest habits, knowing no restraints 
of appetite orpassion, is i t surprising that tbie seething cauldron of 
physical abomination and moral degradation is a pest-house of the 
Isthmus ? Many of apopulation of seven hundred to eight hundred 
are now down witli malarious fever, of the fetal types Chagres and 
yellow. I t is dangerous for a native of the North to tarry at As-
pinwall in summer; and the natives are by no means exempt 
from these climate diseases, owing to their uncleanlinessj de-
fcanehery, general vices, and consequent impairment of vital en-
ergies, A physician of the town informed me that "more than 
half of the population ck<mged hands every year." I did not 
inquire into whose bands they had gone; the specimens left re-
moved any doübt. 
C H A P T E K I I . 
KAILROAJ) T K I F ACROSS T H E ISTHllUS OF PANAMA. 
FROM Asp in wall to Panama the trip id made by railroad forty-
seven railes long ; the time varies from three to four hours. This 
road,, eominenced in 1850, had its conception in the remarkable 
forecast of the trade and travel destined to demand facilities of 
travel between the two great oceans, and was commenced and 
prosecuted to completion under circumstances of peril, privation, 
and difficulty, unparalleled in the annals of similar improve-
ments, and eonstituting it an imperishable monument of the skill, 
enterprise, and energy of Messrs. George IT. Totten and John 0. 
Trautwin^ engineers; and in the finality of its construction, and 
subsequent management, of the administrative ability of David 
Hoadley, Esq., the present President. In the building of this 
great national highway, laborers were gathered from the various 
countries to be benefited by i t ; and especially did thousands 
of Irish, Germans, and Coolies suffer, sicken, and die, in their 
efforts to bring into closer commercial relations distant countries 
of the globe. Such, indeed, was the terrible mortality attend-
ant on the employment of unacclimated foreigners, that i t was, 
after much and sad experience, found Aeeessary to employ the 
natives of neighboring provinces and of Jamaica, with whose 
labor the road was finally completed in 1855. 
Leaving Aspinwall on the east side of ííavy Bay, the road 
soon crosses the narrow channel that separates the marshy island 
of Manzanilla, on which the town is built, from the mainland. 
Hounding the head of the bay the road then stretches across the 
peninsula between it and Chagres Elver, occasionally following 
the findings of the stream, while at other times it makes the 
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chord of its curres, and reaclímg Barbacoas, Uventy-ñre 
fi'om Aspínwall, crosses by a magnificent wrought-iron h 
six hundid and twenty-five feet in length, from the right 
left bank of the Chagres, along which it jrrms to the moi 
the Obispo Kiver, thirty-one miles from the Atlantic terr 
The river scenery is picturesque, and pleasing to look upoi 
sidering that we were journeying in a few hours over a di¡ 
that formerly required several days to make by boating. 
Chagres has made itself memorable in the annals of 
Every mile of its tnrbid tfnd sluggish Btream can tell sad U 
suffering and dissolution produced by its poisonous water 
the no less fatal malaria resulting: from rank luxurianc 
rapid decay of vegetation along its banks. 
Abundant rain, uninterrupted heat, and a virgin soil, g 
unsurpassed richness of coloring to nature's foliage and f 
in the valley of the Chagres. Crimson, purple, orange, 
pink, and "vehite, flit across the eye in such continued and 
succession, as to seem an ever-varying and endless kaleido 
and green throws in and around its sombre and its bi 
shades, to heighten the general charm. So emulous of cc 
ous life is this region, that i t conceals the proofs oí» dea 
decay; clothing the sapless trunk of the giant cedro anc 
trees, branchless and toppling to their fall, with parasitic 
twining their fibrils and clustering leaves around, and e 
times weaving for their heads corónete of flowers that ch< 
gaze. The representative tree of all sketches and engravi 
tropical scenery, is seen along the line of the route in 
variety and luxuriance; and no one can contemplate the ' 
which i t is put by the natives, from the posts of thei 
huts, and its thatch roof of broad leaves, to their food, bei 
and domestic utensils, without considering the palm as { 
blessing, as it is a beauty, in this tropical region. The 
stitions native may be excused for believing the soil favc 
heaven, which produces so great a boon; and especial];; 
thereto is added the spontaneous bread-fruit, plantain 
banana, pine-apple, orange, mango, papaya, alligator-pear 
would i t be a libel on his simplicity of character ant 
ulity to suppose, that he regarded as an "unquestioned pj 
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that favor, the growth here of that " Flor del Espirita Santo"— 
the flower of the Holy Ghost; its graceful blossom, of alahaster 
whiteness and delicious perfume, enclosing the image of a dove, 
perfectly proportioned,- subdued, and meek, the emblem of inno-
cence and celestial purity. 
But few of the richly-feathered tropical birds are seen by the 
passenger as he speeds his way along the railroad; perhaps, be-
cause of the noisy and startling encroachment upon their do-' 
main. Parrots, black and yellow turpiales, and a few scarlet 
breasted toucans with huge bills, having a less body of a bird 
attached to them, embraced the only ornithological specimens 
observed. t 
I t was a great relief to have this beautiful nature without, 
to attract attention from that less pleasing within. " Blaclr 
Bpirits and white," with brown, yellow, and copper, had posses 
sion of the cars, and mingled their interminable shadings as i f 
envious of nature's surrounding varieties. And the represen-
tatives of these closely-approximative tints, free and familiar as 
their near relationship of mongrelism authorized, ignorant or 
reckless of the comities of life, were, both men and women, busily 
pujfting the vilest weed known to the vegetable kingdom, raising 
clouds of smoky stench to offend eyes, nose, and lungs; accom-
panied by such extravagant gesticrdations, and voci^rons jargon 
of spurioua Spanish, as revived the scene of the weird witches. 
Seated before me in one of the cars of the accommodation 
train were two negroes, with their arms tied, behind them by 
strong ropes, and near them four others unpinioned, but all 
raider military guard. I took them for convicts, but was in-
formed by the conductor that they were impressed soldiers, part 
Of a contingent called for by the Executive of ífew Granada, to 
'meet the exigencies of an existing revolution. The two guards 
were of like color, uniformed with extraordinary simplicity, a 
striped cotton shirt and pants liiding so much of their natural 
ebony as a paucity of material would allow; while belt, bayonet, 
and rusty musket, which might probably have been the ofiginal 
of the comprehensive description, " without stock, lock, or bar-
yelj" made up the formidable accoutrements of the imposing war-
riors, under the command of an officer a shade lighter in com-
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plexion, and of more pretentionB costnme, for he was both capped 
and shod. This system of military impressment to supply the 
wants of the army, I was informed, was thfi frequent and favorite 
one of the authorities; certainly i t is an meonsistent example of 
Jree negroism of one of the young Republics, who?'1 universal 
liberty and equality are much boasted of. I f an urdesirable 
element of Central American population in other respecte, the 
negro seems here to be considered at least fit " food for gun-
powder." 
A t the several "way-stations" along the line of the road 
native villages are seen, the huts of which are built mostly of 
bamboo, with steep pitched palm-leaf thatched roof. Sometimes 
four posts support the rooÇ the space below being unenclosed, 
wliile a notched upright poet in the middle serves the purpose 
of a ladder or rude stairway to ascend to the garret above, the 
dormitory of the whole family. At some of these stations varie-. 
gated women presented themselves with the fruits of the country 
for sale. They wore heavily-flounced thin muslin dresses, hang-
ing slatternly off the shoulder, and close to the unshapely per-
son ; not uncommonly with a child astride the hip and clinging 
to the mother's neck, while she had both hands and head sup-
porting baskets. Host, of the inhabitants, however, not engaged 
in traffic wi^h the "señora" and "señoras," presented a near ap-
proach to nudity; a simple cotton skirt (crinoline is a myth) hung 
from the hip of the women, and with men pants similarly 
supported, being the almost universal costume, except where 
nature, always with children, repudiated even the artificiality of 
a palm leaf. But whatever the style, material, use, or freedom 
from dress, two customs were always observed, the wearing of 
plaid kerchiefs or straw hats by the women, and the retention 
of a filthy and knotty apology of a beard by the men. A razor 
would be regarded as a sign of modem civilization, and a barber's 
pole a harbinger of cleanliness and decency, along this highway 
of nations. Hurrying along the winding way, thinking of our own 
disturbing and dangerous doctrine of "squatter sovereignty," 
exemplified, too, by the pseudo-Spaniard and half-breed, the 
Indian'and African, who occupy and hold as much land as seems 
to them good, without let or hindrance—and who, from attach-
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ing no 'value to what cost tliem nothing, are correspondingly 
lazy and negligent of cultivation, merely living as benificiariea 
of a bountiñil nature, TVC finally reached the "summit," two 
hundred and fifty-eight feet above the Atlantic level, and thence 
descending rapidly a grade of sixty feet to the mile, the surround-
ing scenery becoming bolder and more picturesque than that al-
ready passed, we came to a singular basaltic cliff, the huge 
crystals of which were scattered round, disjointed, broken, and 
jagged, proofs of the utilitarian spirit which lias cast down and 
crushed its,massive columns; the pillars of earth's great archi-
tecture, perhaps, in ages past, but degraded now to the baser use 
of ballasting a railroad. Mountain peaks here become striking 
features in the scenery^ and the little babbling brook of Bio 
Grande leads the way hence to the valley of Paraíso; beyond 
which is seen, lifting its hold brow above the Pacific Ocean, the 
proud Mount Ancon, which, long before the generations of man, 
looked haughtily and unabashed upon the great sea that humbly 
washes its graceM foot, oh which now sits the historic city of 
Panama, "We approached this through a fine undulating coun-
try, showing better cultivation, adorned with groves of cocoanut 
and palm trees, through which wore revealed, near'at hand, the 
quaint tiled roofs, dilapidated fortifications, and pearl shell 
towers of the cathedral- Landed at the depot my companions 
of voyage proceeded forthwith aboard of the California steamer 
awaiting them in the bay, whilé I sought the omnibus, and soon 
found myself trundled over narrow streets familiar with ancient 
paving stones, and dumped out, without pity for person or purse, 
at the entrance of the " Aspmwall Hotel" of Panama. 
C H A P T E R I I I . 
HOC CTTT 0 ? P i S A l i A , AHD JSYJBOHS. 
THE city of Panama, the capital of the State of the same 
name, one of eight confederated States forming the Republic of 
New Granada, has been for ten years the focus of California 
emigration from the United States and Europe, directing i t to 
the golden 2iorth; as formerly the tide of adventure sought its 
sunny strand, ere sweeping on to found new colonies in the 
South, as well as North Pacific, to levy the jewelled tribute 
which Spanish avarice extorted of the simple and unsuspecting 
natives. I t has been so long the subject of history, so often the 
theme of the traveller, and even of daily journalism, that i f 
my story of i t be stale, it will be excused because the dish is so 
common that the spice of novelty can no longer be found to 
season it. / 
This city is built on a small rocky peninsula, by some con-
sidered of volcanic origin, water-washed on three sides, stretch-
ing eastward into the Bay of Panama, from the Pacific shore of 
the Isthmus of the same name; in latitude 8° 56' N. and 
longitude 79° 31' W. I t stands on the foot of a somewhat 
elongated hil l of five hundred and forty feet height called 
" Cerro Ancón," which commands the town and defences, and 
being unfortified, would he quickly occupied by an observing 
enemy. The city proper, embracing the parish of San Feüpe, 
confined strictly to the tongue of land before spoken of, covers 
about ninety or one hundred acres, and consists of two and three-
story houses, of dingy and antiquated appearance, built of stone, 
mixed occasionally with bricks, stuccoed; roofed with large 
heavy concavo-convex tiles, so arranged as to present an undu-
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lating appearance, and of such great woigiit as to demand sup-
porting rafters of mmsual size and strength. The heat, mois-
ture, and innumerable insects of the climate, some of them 
borers, very destructible to all timber except pitch-pine, would 
Boon destroy shingles. Slate and metal are objectionable, because 
of expense and the heat of the climate. The roof projects over 
rude and rickettv balconies, winch overhang narrow sidewalks, 
thus protecting pedestrians from sun and rain. Windows are 
rare; in their stead wide double doors are seen, opening both 
below on the street, and above on the balconies, affording free 
ventilation when open, but when closed during heavy rains, 
suffocation might be threatened were it not for small sigmoid, 
lozenge, or star-shaped holes in the walls, which serve as venti-
lators to the rooms. Jlost of the houses are furnished, also, with 
niches in. front for porous jars, in winch water is kept pleasantly 
cool by constant evaporation. The luxury of Northern ice is 
only to be had at considerable cost. In the better class of 
houses the rooms are large; and the ceilings, which are merely 
the rough boarding and rafters of the floor of the room above, 
except in the few instances of plank lining, are high, thua se-
curing airiness. Chimneys are unknown to Panama house archi-
tecture ; cooking is done on stone tables in the kitchen or little 
court-yard, when this latter is found, but generally in a primi-
tive way in the highway or byway according to necessity. The 
streets run north and south, east and west, corresponding to the 
sides of the nearly quadrilateral peninsula on which the town in 
built; they are paved with cobble stone, aifd vary in width 
from fifteen to thirty feet, including the sidewalks, which are 
írom £hree to four feet wide, mostly of flat stone. The proximity 
of the houses on many of the streets affords a ready means of 
gossiping; while from opposite balconies, prying into, the 
domestic affairs of neighbors may he indulged in, by the envious, 
jealous, and' mischievously inclined. Clumsy flower boxes, 
monkeys, and parrots, are the usual occupants of the balconies, 
for yards, either for floral culture, or for the accommodation of 
the latter Panamanian necessities, are rarely seen; and hence, 
also, children who contrive to escape from domestic thrald^m^ 
generally display their naked charms in the street, a custom 
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which, gives to Panama a peculiar claim upon the attention oí 
the young artist as a school for the stndj of unadorned nature.. 
The lovger floors of nearly all the honsea are occupied for busi-
ness purposes, families preferring the upper for residences; not 
merely because of more airiness, hut being less liahle to intrusion, 
they are better adapted to the careless and indolent habits of the 
natives, to whom & hammock, cigar, nothing to do, and I might 
say of many of them almost " nothing to wear," appear the ne 
plus uUm of human happiness. 
Several small unoccupied pieces of ground are called plazas, 
one of these near the centre of the city being considered ths 
plaza; and this from ite unattractive and unadorned old field 
appearance, would be entitled to no more distinction than the 
others, but that on its west side stands the cathedral, an anti-
quated grave looking stone edifice, two hundred and twenty by 
one hundred and fifty feet in size, with two weather-beaten 
stucco towers studded with pearl-oyster shells, boastful of bells 
for every modification of ceremonial and prayer; to which they 
are constantly devoted from the gray dawn to twilight eve, in 
giving formulary utterance; while the personal devotee is going 
through the pantomimic formulary within.' The interior is only 
imposing for size, the general architectural design is defective, 
the details unharmonions, and the decorations in wretched taste, 
exemplifying the rudest provincialism, On the south side of 
the plaza is the Cabildo, for municipal purposes, a long two 
story whitewashed stone building, with a plain, unpretending 
double colonnade supporting arches in front, above and below. 
À government house in another part of the town might be 
mistaken for common military barracks, i f not told that'therein 
were assembled at stated periods tile supreme officers of the 
Sta^e. 
Clmrches are numerous. Besides the Cathedral there are 
La Merced. San Francisco, Santo Domingo, San Felipe, Monjas, 
San José, Santa Ana, San Miguel, and Malambo—chapel of 
Jesus, all, of course, Roman Catholic; and nearly all, although 
presenting a decaying appearance, are still used as places of re-
ligious worship. Perhaps the church of Santo Domingo is the 
only one that may be regarded as irrecoverably dilapidated, 
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although the effort to preservo its memory as a sanctuary is still 
made by a couple of old devotees, who occupy a rude building 
adjacent to i t as a chapel; where they alone repeat their daily 
prayers, perhnps with more sincerity than the tinsel clad clergy 
of grander temples. "When gazinj: on the remains of this edifice, 
now fast crumbling before the silent touches of time, its lofty 
walls, noble columns and pilasterí, and superb arches, standing 
like mournful muiiuments of departed grandeur; with luxuriant 
nature draping with eternal verdure these mementoes of the past, 
hanging her graceful festoons from cornice and capítol, and 
crowning keystones with' chaplets of shrubbery; whilst grasses 
richer than tapestry decorate the walls, and their green mantle 
carpets the earthen floor; while I stood and gazed on these, and 
recalled the time when the deep peal of the organ reverberated 
within, and the solemn chant awakened the religious sentiment 
and holy zeal of the Spanish cavalier, to extend the dominion of 
the .Grogs, I did not wonder that the remnant of the once 
powerful people who worshipped here, seen in the. aged pair 
who still linger under the shadow of this formerly magnificent 
temple, should partake the holy sentiment, and cling to the 
memory of the glorious past. The poet of another land maj 
have monmed over euch a memorial when he sang 
" Here onco the glad Te Demn flnng abroad 
To heaven the mnaio of its matchless song; 
, Hero once the Miserere wailed to God, 
Joy echoing sweet, and sorrow sobbing long. 
J&t silent now, throngh ages dim and drear, 
In their old consecration standing 'dumb, 
The holy walls rise sad to heaven, and hear 
Through the long gloom those deeper voicea come— 
Yoices that know nor gladnees nor lament-
That thrill with no desire, nor conflict ken. 
The breeze, and billow, in ooe long Amen, 
To all God'e will and all His ways consent, 
Here once the prayers wero more tflan words could tell, * 
Impatient wishes that besieged the sky ; 
Nor wflfl there doubt of any miracle 
Save that life's longings and its hopes could die. 
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But now subdued hy tedious toils and carea, 
Desire fslis faint—hopo falters on the strain ; 
And Time and Nature with a deep Amen, 
* Fill op the breaks and echoes of old prayers. 
Amen ! Amen I if o warmer TOÍCÔ of praise 
The roined walls, the silent soul, may find; 
But oh, thoo Bolemn sea, and laouraful wind. 
Take np the burden of our elder days! 
Amen t Our hearts aro hushed, we frame as3'11 
No other gospel of fresh hopea in store, 
Bat wfeary of all tempesta, join the strain, 
That beata in grave accord on this stern shore. 
Amen i Amen! Amen!" 
A short distance west of Santo Domingo are the more exten-
sive rains of the church and college of the Jesuits, the fonnda-
tiona of which were laid in 1739; and they were built on so 
grand and costly a &cale, that they were not completed in 1773 
when that order was suppressed, and being expelled from 
Spanish America the structures were never finished. Decay is 
written on every part of these once proud proofs of the wealth 
and power, as well as of the religious zeal and pomp, of their 
priestly founders j trees, shrubbery, and weeds, are the sole 
tenants of halls, once designed for the nobler culture of the 
Bciences; roots and branches, like resistless levers, are over-
throwing columned corridor and massive arch; and the best' 
preserved part, the still unshattered walls of the church, lio 
longer resounding with choral voices, is now, in obedience to the 
promptings of a degenerate race, desecrated by being used as a 
cock-pit, where Panameños of all complexions assemble, fre-
quently presided over by a parish-priest, to wrangle over the 
brutal national amusement which is the disgrace of their hu-
manity. Strolling among these perishing relics of the past on a 
balmy tropical night, i t seemed to me as if the pale moonbeams 
crept more gently through the thick foliage that fanned the full-
ing ruins as i t waved in the soft sea bre'eze, and fell sadly on 
prostrate column and cornice, as if to touch with a last radiance 
their departing grandeur. 
Of the seven convents once inhabited by friars and nuns, six 
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are now in iums, the property by law having reverted to the 
State; and one only is occupied, by four nuns, situated near the 
" Puerta de las Ifonjas"—gate of the female monks ; which ia 
surmounted by a crunibííug àcníry-box, once probably of awful 
import to the challenged intruder, but now disregarded by the 
mei)-o'-wítr¿ boats' crews who generally land at this point. This 
property will also pass into the fiiinds of the State on the extin-
guishment of the order, the lingering remnant of which still 
ori'er their faint ori¿on¿ in the verdure covered cloi&ters; where 
vegetable nature presents a striking picture of undying vigor, in 
contrast to the waning mortality within. This reversion to the 
State will probably occur ere long, for the order is not lilceiy to 
recuperate by voluntary enlistment, the grace of celibacy not 
being much coveted—the bridal being preferred to the rehgious 
veil by the languishing Panameñas. 
The southeast corner of the peninsula on which the town 
stands, projects about five hundred feet in the same direction; 
and upon this is built the rampart, consisting of a strong case-
mated wall upon a solid rock foundation apparently of lava and 
shell, from twenty-five to thirty feet high to the top of the para-
pet, and an equal width, forming a fine esplanade, now used as a 
public " paseo" for promenading, and which from the casemate 
eaves situated ÍJeneath is called by the natives "Bóvedas." 
Two or three circular watch-towers are still standing on project-
, ing bastions, but like the wall they are gradually bowing to time 
and tempest; and another century will not have passed, ere the 
ceaseless assaults of sea, from whose rocky foundations was 
obtained the material of which wall and towers were in part 
built, will have, claimed its own. The casemates are now used 
as vile and filthy apologies for prisons; the convicts being pro-
miscuously thrown together and unemployed, of coarse are en-
gaged in, concocting mischief, and the adepts in instructing the 
uninitiated in crime. An arsenal and barracks are also parts of 
the dilapidated fortification, all of them defectively built, dirty, 
and disorderly. These emptied themselves as I promenaded the 
paseOy of a miscellaneous battalion on parade, of divers hues, 
ebouy and mahogany predominating. They were neither uni-
form in complexion nor costume. Some were jacketed, otheft 
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coated, sliirt-slecved, or bare-armed; some wore shoes, the feet 
of others rejoiced iu the vindication of their naked rights; some 
wore caps, Borne wool slouches, and others slouched wool; but 
all boasted of a yellow belt with bayonet, and an old musket 
that looked as i f i t might have long lain in some speculators 
locker, until i t found a market in revolutionary New Granada 
at two dollars and fifty cents " j w barrd" yielding at that a 
handsome profit. They were a wretched and forlorn looking 
set of warriors as they appeared on parade. Dejection was 
written on their faces, and timidity and apprehension charac-
terized their awkward attempts at drill. In one thing these vic-
tims of military despotism were alike; witli all of tliem the 
lower half of the face was covered, or sprinkled, according to the 
fertility of the soil, with dirty wool, of a texture conforming to 
the departure from the genuine negro standard. The retention 
of this grisly appendage, formidable in filth, is a privilege of de-
generacy. The semi-barbarous are prone to imilate the more 
vulgar practices of a liigher civilization, especially when they 
conform to natural indolence or love of the ferocious, Ofi the 
ramparts facing the sea, a single cannon on a broken carriage is 
all that remains of the formidable battery that bade defiance to 
the bold buccaneers, who longed to seize the golden deposits of 
which Panama was the custodian. The mongrel descendants 
of the stern old conquerors, who once fearlessly looked out on 
threatening fleets, are now so destitute of armarneut as to be un-
able to interchange a national salute with foreign men-o'-war 
entering the harbor. 
Around the-whole of the city, thus far described, is a strong 
stone wall both land and seaward, erected when modem Panama 
was founded in the year 1070, in its present site, by special order 
of the king of Spain, to protect this depot of colonial treasures 
from the marauders who had plundered and burnt the first city 
of Panama, founded in 1519, about four miles northeast of the 
present location. A wide ditch, the almost obliterated remains 
of which only are now visible, also protected the . city on the 
land side; and two gates on the land, aud two on the sea side, 
afforded communication with the city; the former have been de-
stroyed, the position of one of them only being recognized by a 
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street througti a dilapidated part of the wall, and the ruins of 
arch and drawbridge, with general rubbish filling the moat. 
; Just outside of the site of this western gateway—" Puerta del 
tierra"—is the considerable faubourg of Santa Ana, mostly of 
frame houses, a precinct of abominations repugnant to sight, 
hearing, and smell. And just beyond this on each side of the 
long street leading to the country, are cane huts, sometimes of 
open wicker work, at others bedaubed with mud, with high 
pitched grass thatched roofs, looking rather like cattle shelters 
of an inferior American farm, than abodes of human beings. 
These form the suburbs of San Miguel and Caledonia, and are 
occupied by wretched negroes and hybrids, whose habits are as-
similated to those of the brutes—donkeys, dogs, and hogs—which 
are seen to bo a joint tenantry. Here nakedness stalks abroad 
in shameless indifference to notice ; laziness and squalid poverty, 
inseparably united, assert undisputed dominion, and but for the 
kindly offices of the carrion crow, accumulated filth would breed 
a pestilence. Such are the disgusting precincts through which 
the foreign resident must pass, when, seeking relaxation from the 
toil of the day, ho drives at evening along the only highway 
leading from the city. 
The population of Panama is ten thousand, of whom about 
six thousand live within the wall, and four thousand outeide. 
Intelligent foreigners of long residence represent, that not five 
hundred of the entire population of ten thousand are of the pure 
white race—the boasted "Blanco Puro," the rest are mongrels 
of every cross of the European, African, Chinaman, and Indian. 
The experiment of practical amalgamation is here being fully 
tested, and self-boastful philanthropists may here learn results 
of applied theories, without putting to shame a profession of 
superior intelligence, and deteriorating inherited exaltation of 
race. Panama, once the proud mistress of the Pacific, the seat 
of Spanish power, civilization, and refinement, on the Isthmus, 
and the dictator of colonial destiny; the grand entrepot of South 
American and Mexican commerce and aiHuenee, where accumu-
lated silver and gold were estimated by the ton, and precious 
stones vied with the stars in beauty and brilliancy; this gem of 
the coronet of Spain, by a people's disregard of the distinctions 
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of nature's ordinances, by their enbmission to the rule of tm-
bridled passion, rather than to the laws of Him who made every 
" creature after its kind, and saw that i t was good," has descend-
ed to a more degraded condition than the aboriginal Indian 
race from whom the country was wrested. 
^ I n the degenerate ownership of the present day, decay and 
ruin seem written on all around; walls and fortresses, whose cost 
of many millions led to a monarch's inquiry i f " they were being 
built of silver or gold," are rapidly disappearing, no hand being 
raised for their preservation. Churches, whose spires shone with 
pearls, and whose altars were decorated with the jewels of false 
gods, are now crumbling in a common dust with the idol temples 
Irom which they were talcen by fraud or force; showing the 
error of that assumption, which inculcates the better adaptation 
of a religion of ceremonial to ignorance and debasement—the 
impotency of such merely, with the enhghtened and reasoning, 
' not being denied. The imposing grandeur of art may awaken 
the sensibilities to emotion of all, but divine truth alone can im-
press these with the enduring precepts fitting man for hia sphere 
of usefulness and progress here, and exaltation hereafter. I t is 
an unworthy pretence of religion that reposes upon no greater 
glory than the glitter of earthly things and unintelligible forms, 
while the longings of the immortal spirit are disregarded, and 
the soul is left free to riot in error, licentiousness, and vice, ig-
norant or unmindful of the pure precepts of truth, righteousness, ' 
love, mercy, and charity, whose observance is the measure of 
happiness in life, and of peace in death. 
Ko greater proof of the degeneracy and debasement of this 
country can be mentioned, than the abstraction by the govern-
ment of the revenue for collegiate instruction, and its appropri-
ation to oilier purposes. Even primary education cannot be had 
in Panama, beyond the reading and writing taught by four de-
crepid nuns, shut out from the world, knowing nothing of its 
wants, ignorant of progress and improvements, and who, to be-
come competent teachers, would have to return to the world apd 
learn anew themselves. The very few young men who aspire 
to literary and scientific attainments seek them in Europe or the 
United States; and the still fewer young ladies, who, like their 
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CQTomon mother, desiro to pluck the "fruit of the tree of knowl-
edge," must at great cost employ private teachers to show them 
how—a dangerous experiment oftentimes, for the knowledge 
"of good" and the knowledge "of evil" are so apt to become 
confounded under the tuition of a modem Apollo, that many a 
young Hebe learns that there is a serpent's sting in the arts of 
her teacher, only when she has realized the earliest sorrow of 
Eden. 
The American traveller destined for the west coast of-
America, on arriying at Panama, miiit amiably lay aside home 
habits and conform himself to customs as lie finds them. He 
cannot reasonably expect to change the usages of the countries 
he proposes to visit, and therefore must change bis own. This 
ready adaptation will invite freedom of communication, a de-
sirable means of information to a stranger; and although he may 
be required to breakfast at ten, and dine at five to seven, going 
flupperless to bed, he will Boon find nature under phj'siological 
laws accommodatingly inclined; and even i f he be required to' 
live, as he assuredly will , in an atmosphere of tobacco smoke, he 
may philosophically yield to its soporific influence, and become 
unconsdoTis of actual annoyance in dreams of bliss. Servant he 
must be to himeelf where all are on an equality, and where the 
negro, having been restored to his original privilege of indolence, 
would rather suffer want than perform a servile office, or labor 
in any form. As to the ceaseless pouncing of belhmetal, giving 
clamorous expression to religious fervor, which would thus ar-
rest the attention of heaven and commend itself to divine ap-
proval, forgetful that the unuttered prayer of the truly penitent 
. pierceth beyond the din of the self-righteous, one need not con-
sider this a reflection on his less demonstrative notions of what 
is right and acceptable, but rather let the "sounding brass and 
tmkling cymbal" remind him of the " charity" that " enduretb. 
all things and hopeth all things," and thns while i t teaches him 
...v.to i t will serve also to encourage his faypepf the future. 
.JTor recollecting as he will the '•'•fite worshippers" of his own 
^country who once gloried in the grandeur of the wild element, 
.land their achievements in staying its career, the echo even of whose 
discordant clamor is lost in the scarcely heard pulsations of the 
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great agent wliicli has revolutionised the system of protection 
against the terrible destroyer, he will be led to think that this 
senseless clatter may aiso cease, with other usages of an ignorant 
and bigoted people, under the plastic touch which has linked 
two oceans in commercial union across this isthmus, and is now 
slowly and imperceptibly moulding its destinies. 
The tout ensemble of Panama and its sarroundings, exquisite-
ly beautiful as these are, when, in the case of the former, " dis-
tance lends enchantment to the view," should be seen from some 
adjacent eminence. A l l Americans who visit Panama are in-
debted to A B. Corwine, Esq., United States Consul, and his 
accomplished lady, for hospitalities and attentions. For these I 
cannot be sufficiently grateful. Accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. 
C, we left the city by the Cruces road, and at the distance of a 
mile and a half, alighting at a now7 unoccupied country seat of a 
former British Consul, Ave walked along one of several wind-
ing paths, pleasantly shaded, up a gradual ascent, which termi-
nated in a summit known as "Cerro de los Buccaneros;" on 
which, for the accommodation of the weary, is found a tasteful 
rustic arbor. Clad in luxuriant vegetation of rich and varying 
green, rarely is so beautiful a spot seen even in the tropics; nor 
was I surprised to learn that its former owner, for whom the 
social life of Panama could have no attractions, yet lingered 
many years in the balmy air of its shadowy groves. The queen 
of the Adriatic, on whose waveless canals he now floats, knows 
not the abounding loveliness of this retreat. 
" In Venice Ta^so's echoes arc no more, 
And silent rows the song]ess gondolier; 
Her palaces ¡u-u crumbling to the shore, 
And inneic meet? not always now the ear; 
Those days are gone—hut beauty still is here. 
States fall, arts fade—hut Nature doth not die." 
In this tropical paradise gracefully the palm waves its plumed 
leaf in the southern breeze, to fan the golden pine-apples nest-
ling beneath in their green couches that border the shaded paths, 
and peep forth to breathe their fragrance, and tell the intruder 
how happily life may pass in this sweet solitude. Here also hang 
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the clustering plantain and banana, "while the gay orange and 
blushing mango give their brighter tints to enliven the graver 
hues of the luscious granadilla, nespero, and mamei do carta-
jeua. 
Tradition soys, that from this hill of the Buccaneers, the 
notorious EnglUh freebooter, Sir Jienry Morirán, on his way 
from the mouth of the Chagres Jüver acroís lhe Isthmus, fir-t 
gazed on the spires of old Panama, when, in lüOO, he executed 
his long-meditated and deliberately-prepared foray in the .British 
Island of Jamaica, against a Spanish possession. Our national 
cousins pretend a holy horror o f f í l l i b u s t e r i n g — a word of modern 
coinage implying a practice, as they profess, of modern origin, 
and which in its application to aggression and intermeddling, 
they and others have contrived, with persisting effrontery, to 
fasten on Americans as a special national propensity. Thus 
they would divert attention from like deeds of their past histo^ 
and acts of the present, dignified by grandiloquent diplomacy 
aa "balance of p o w e r " release of commerce from the shackles 
of selfish excluáivcness," "protection of Christians from infidel 
intolerance," " cause of the oppressed," " natural rights of man," 
"necessities of civilization," and so ou ( f . l nauseam. The au-
thentic narratives of events "which have transpired on this coast, 
have recorded enduringly the interuational outrages of Sir Henry 
Morgan and Sir Francis Drake; and to these might be added 
the violations of neutrality of lord Cochrane, to show how 
shallow is the artifice that would for selfish and ungenerous 
purposes, assail the character of another and kindred nation. 
While the British tattoo boastfully encircles the earth with its 
continuous echo, telling a tale of astounding aggression and an-
nexation ; and France, just treed from the intermeddling of com-
bined Europe, has appropriated to herself Algeria, Tahiti, and 
Savoy, and is now recalling her forces from China and Syria, to 
instruct Alexico in the duties of good government, or to establish 
her "natural boundary" of the Rhine; with such examples of 
jUlíhusteriTig before them, Americans may smile at a foreign 
diplomacy so ignoble, and a popular jealousy so unworthy as 
that, which would stigmatize as the special offence of others, 
acta signally illustrative of their own history. 
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From*the summit of Cerro de los Baccaneros we gazed upon 
the scene below and beyond, with diiEerent emotions from those 
which the titled fillibuster, Morgan, may be supposed to have 
experienced ; when, intent on plnnder, the devoted city, the de-
pository of countless treasures, lay revealed before* him. Away 
to the west and north rolled verdure clad hills of exquisite out-
line; while loftier heights, faintly Bèeft ia the distanee, showed 
whore the snowy Cordillera of the Bouthem Continent was ex-
tending its lower spurSj like the taper fingers of a polished arm, 
to receive the hard grasp of its rocky neighbors of the north. 
Valleys of virgin soil lay about their feet, mantled in fadeless 
green, reposing in unbroken silence, save by the shrill whistle 
and rumbling clamor of the locomotive, as hastening along the 
iron way which winds among these solitudes, i t awakens their 
sleeping echoes, and teaches them the exultant notes, of progress 
and civilization. Off to the east four or five miles, close down 
on the sea-shore, was seen the lone tower which marks the spot; 
where all that remains of proud Panama of old lies buried. A 
sad memorial of vanity and departed grandeur, it stands, like 
many others, deserted, neglected, and forgotten, without a hand 
to renew its mournful graces but that of nature, which, year by 
year, hangs garlands about its shattered summit, twines a green 
mantle around its body as i f to shelter i t from sunshine and 
storm, and wraps its foot with clustering and imperishable ver-
dure. To the southwest rises the bold " Cerro Ancón," with the 
long line of quaint huts at its eastern base, picturesque in the 
distance, however repulsive when near, extending to the city, 
seen further on stretching into the beautiful bay, with its towers 
and turrets reflecting the setting sun, and its buttressed wall 
looking darkly upon the ocean whose waves break ceaselessly at 
its base, Hinging at times their pnowy spray even on its frowning 
battlements. And still 1'urthcr beyond, reposing tranquilly as 
i f on the bosom of the sea, are seen the islands of Taboga, Tabo-
guilla, Flamenco, Perico, Islando, and Calebra, forming a beau-
tiful archipelago of ocean gems. The first named, about nine 
miles from the city, is cultivated in fruits and vegetables for the 
Panama market, and having upon it tjie extensive machine shops 
of the British Pacific Steam Kavigatipp Company j and the last 
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four, two miles off, belong to the American Pacific Mail Steam-
ship Company, on one of which the shops of this company are 
erected. The steamers of these two lines He near their respec-
tive islanclá, the American having an advantage for convenience 
of loading and discharging in the proximity of its anchorage to 
the city. 
Surpassingly beautiful as was the picture on which we gazed, 
the delight of its contemplation was heightened by the proofe 
of eommereial enterprise seen in the distance. There floated the 
American and British ensigns, side by side, the guarantee of 
improvement in man's destiny, and amelioration of human con-
dition. "We "beheld the proofe of American enterprise, energy, 
and capital, spanning the neck of land so* long a barrier in the 
path of commerce, linking together its great highways, and 
speeding ite progress to the Kortli Pacific, and to Central Amer-
ica, by the establishment of linea of splendid steamers. And so, 
too, waa seen the illustration of British enterprise in the unsur-
passed steamships forming an nnintermpted communication 
with the extreme South Pacific, and collateral branches of this 
great line to intermediate ports; both nations etanding ready 
with men-o'-war on each ocean to guard the great avenue of 
trade across the iathnlus for the benefit of the world. Such are 
some of the triumphs of peace—such the resulta of generooa 
emulation and cordial cooperation. May -wè not hope that these 
will always prevail over contracted envy and unworthy antag-
onism 3 
It would give no pleasure for me to write, or you to read, a 
detail of manners and cnstome moulded in all things by selfish-
nesa and-Bensuality. If the people of this country are capable 
of responding to the purifying influences of a rational and spir-
itual religion, and to the elevating power of education—a prob-
lem which contrariety of-opinion leaves of doubtful solution— 
these are not here to exercise their benign control; and hence 
indolences ia the negative evil, while lieentiousnesa, gambling, 
brutal arauijements, disregard of domestic obligations and tie 
decencies of life, 6tand forth conspicuous and positive vices. I 
epeak of the larger part of the population. The smaller frac-
tioiij lesa than one-twentieth, of Caucasian blood, whose misfor-
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tune it is to mingle its pure etream with this Dead Sea of social 
being, trae to its inheritance, is found here as elsewhere to assert 
i k prewgative of superiority in nmid and morals—in education, 
^ virtue, and in the refinements of domestic and social life. 
The unchanging heat of this intertropical climate produces 
great enervation, particularly during the wet season and preva-
lence of sultry southern airs, from May to December; and in-
ducing dismclination to exercise, it thus impairs physical re-
sources, and produces general deterioration, made very manifest 
when corresponding races are compared with the standards of 
temperate latitudes. A smaller and wasted frame characterizes 
both men and animals, a fact noticed by the least observing tour-
ist Acute disease is not, however, so prevalent in Panama as 
generally believed in the United States, and in Europe. Open 
directly to the sea, exposed to an nnchanging north wind in the 
dry, and an uninterrupted south breeze in the wet season; and 
buüt on a rock foundation with an unbroken reef on three sides, 
swept by a tide of from nineteen to twenty-two feet height twice 
every day; there are no miasmata in its immediate vicinity ca-
pable of producing the much-dreaded " Panama fever," so much 
spoken of in other countries. Great injustice has been done this 
city in the belief elsewhere of the origin of that fatal disease 
here. The town of Chagres, on the Atlantic side of the Isth-
mus, and its deadly river of the same name, with the impru-
dences and exposures to rain and sun incident to travel on it, 
and after leaving its malarious bed in crossing the intervening 
region, without necessary comforts or a change of clothing when 
drenched, caused frequent and malignant fevers before the com-
pletion of the railroad ; and the victims having reached Panama 
just before, or immediately after the development of the dis-
ease, to suffer and often to die here, this city was made by com-
mon rumor to bear an undeserved odium. My own observa-
tions, and facts derived from those correctly informed, lead me to 
the conclusion that Panama is safer than AspinwaH for travel-
lers detained on the Isthmus—an event of common occurrence 
with Americans going to and returning from the west coast of 
South America; for the lioyal "West India Company is interested 
in preventing a connection of the British Pacific Steam iiavi-
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fraídon Company's steamships with the ISfew York line, by which 
connection passengers could often be conveyed to and from Eu-
rope through the United States, in less time than by the Royal 
West India Company's line to Southampton. Thus is public 
convenience made subservient to private interest. But Ameri-
cans have no right to complain of this seifishness as a special 
sin of a foreign company, for who in a more censurable degree 
than the monopolizer of the ISTew York and Aspinwall line of 
steamers illustrates the wickedness of intense selfishness, and!* 
disregard of public comfort, convenience, and safety ? 
C H A P T E R I V . 
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A GÍTEST onboard the United States man-o'-war "Lancas-
ter," witli Flag Officer Montgomery in command of the Pacific 
Sqttadron, and Captain Rudd of the flag ship, as my hosts, and 
t ie accomplished officers of the -ward room as occasional com-
panions, what more could be desired to secure a delightfol voy-
age from Panama to Callao bat propitious elements t 
To a landsman a first-class man-o'-war, when its decks are 
trod for the first time, seemfl something of a mystery; and like 
most mysteries creates a sense of awe) to be overcome' only by 
the exercise of the American's inalienable right to question. I 
hope my shipmafeea forgaye earnest efforts to get rid of a dis-
agreeable ignorance; certainly my exertions appeared to receive 
the commendation of the old qnarterm aster, who pronounced 
me a " tolerable swab " ere the end of onr voyage. 
The " Lancaster " is coneidered ae superb a specimen of naval 
architecture aa can be boasted of by any country; of two thou-
sand three hundred and sixty tons, len<ith two hundred and 
seventy, and breadth of beam forty-six feet, full rigged and with 
steam power, her full armament twenty-eight guns, her present 
complement twenty-two ; twenty guns on the main deck carry-
ing nine-inch shells, and two pivot guns on the spar deck weigh-
ing, with carriage, twenty-five thousand pounds each, carrying 
eleven-inch shells weighing each one hundred and forty-two 
poimds, or solid shot of one hundred and eighty-two pounds 
weight, with an effective range of two and a half miles. Her 
complement of men is four hundred and six, and yet her sizf^ 
arrangement, and discipline are such, that one is not sensible of 
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tho presence of one-fourth of that number. Her engine, of 
beautiful construction and finish, has a power of eleven hundred 
horses, and gives a speed of eleven knots an hour i f her full con-
sumption of thirty-five tons of coal per day be used, without 
carrying sail, which with a good breeze would of course greatly 
increase her speed. Her double-hladed propeller, weighing eight 
tons, can be triced up so as not to impede her motion when un-
der sail alone. The '''Lancaster3' is supposed to have no supe-
rior afloat, in effective force, or as a steamer and sailer. 
I f the direct and manly policy which has characterized the 
past history of our country be followed "by future administra-
tions of the Oovernment, in its adjustment of international dif-
ficulties ; i f justice, candor, boldness, and resolute purpose, 
should be the attributes of diplomacy in its negotiations with 
ministerial tortuosity, delay, and frivolous pretest; i f the patri-
otic declarations of Jefferson and Webster, that " an American 
deck is American soil," and that " the flag covers all who are 
under ita folds," are still to be the proud boasts of American 
statesmen J i i freedom from search is to continue hereafter as 
heretofore the-American principle of maritime law and justice; 
and i f British emisers are not to be permitted to play the part 
of high constables of the ocean over American eommerce; then is 
it necessary that the United States should show a preparation to 
maintain their rights by sending abroad such defenders as the 
" Lancaster," always a more convincing argument with unwar-
rantable assumption, falsehood, and chicanery, than wordy dis-
cussion., however ingenious and earnest. 
But i t may blcoine necessary not to stop at the achievement 
of even such if hitherto unsurpassed triumph in ship building as 
that of the " iancaster," for the proposal to clad vessels of war 
hriron hafi indeed5 revolutionized ¿he whole system of naval 
warfare, and'-placed, the* formidable fleeta of the past at the 
mercy of snialler and apparently insignificant ships cased in 
impenetrable- armor. The experiments of "La Gloire" and 
" The WamoTi" •which have been madê  enabled the French and 
Ertglish to liest the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposi-
tioo, their capacity of resistance, aggresáon, and sea-worthiness. 
Bea^t' sueeessfulj others desiring to maintain national powlr 
have been prompt to remodel their navies. 
Is 
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î As formidable as is the merely^pauive display of this ship, 
it ^M)pt until she ia seen awaken^ into warlike life and acti vity, 
i^^Jier tremendous power and capability of destruction can be 
fpftfized. Early this morning the "drnm beat to quarters, and 
"itijái&ntly, as if a foe were bearing down upon ns, every man of 
the crew of four hundred was at his post, but a few moments 
being required to bring into effective condition for attack or de-
fence every engine of death of this terrible machine. The 
manning of her prodigious batteries on the main deck; the ac-
tivity, energy, and order of the men; their precision, prompt-
ness, and regularity of movement of the guns; tibe cooperation 
"of each one with another, and the noiseless harmony of all, no 
^word being spoken but that of command j the ease and rapidity 
• with which the ponderous Dahlgrens of the spar deck, of twen-
ty-five thousand pounds weight, were handled, loaded, turned, 
elevated, depressed, aimed, discharged, and the effects at two 
and a half miles distance of the borsting shell, upheaving the 
placid sea and showering the iron fragments far and wide upon 
ite dark bosom; the maiming of bulwarks by boarders with 
gleaming blade, pike, and battle-axe, a living wall of terror, 
supported by the stem and disciplined marines, in peace the 
sailor's jest, in battle his truest defenders; the rapid, yet steady 
and cool passage of ammunition from the ship's hold, as if the as-
cending buckets were holding the streams of life instead of the 
agents of death; the startling cry of " fire/' the signal bell, the 
attachments to the engine,' the instantly flashing torrents ascend-
ing to the topmost spars; these counterfeits of war bursting 
nnlooked for on the sight, and passing in less time than I have 
taken to describe them, with a rapidity and order the result 
alone of extraordinary drill and diBcipline, carried conviction 
of the perfection of command and general training on board 
the " Lancaster," and warranted the belief that from past expe-
rience of naval warfare, no just estimate can be formed of the 
dreadful carnage, perhaps to mutual and total destruction, to 
result from future encounters of ships of war armed with the 
present terrible engines of destruction, and directed by the per-
fect skill and discipline which now characterize the service. 
Do not suppose from this "pride, pomp, and circumstance 
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of glorious -war," that my shipmates do not recognize the obli-
gations of peace, and that there is no prayer uttered that all may 
live under its dominion. In your city this Sabbath day, with 
its many churches lifting their lofty spires and swelling domes 
to the sides, and frescoed ceilings an d arches reverberating, the 
diapason of the pealing organ and the solemn eloquence of the 
chant, or echoing the words of Divine truth : however impressive 
these, and however elegantly attired, graceful, and responsive 
the congregations that throng their cushioned pews and car-
peted aisles, there is not a more reverential and attentive as-
semblage than that coming together for religious worship on the 
gun-deck of this ship; one more sincerely imbued with the spirit 
that comes of a conviction of the existence of a Supreme Being, 
and our moral obligation to strive to conform our lives to His 
standard of truth and righteousness. With the vaulted heavens 
above and the txrandless ocean around us, all felt in His august 
presence alOce humble; officers and men came together, unmind-
ful of the distinction of worldly rank, conscious of a common 
brotherhood õf dependence, to offer up their united gratitude for 
preservation from the wrath of the tempest, and their one prayer 
for a contmaance of the protection of His sheltering arm. Truly 
did they know, as with one voice they declared it, " The sea is 
His and He made it, and His hands prepared the dry land;" 
and never waa the Psalmist's apostrophe more impressively ut-
tered than when it came from the lips of these brave, honest, 
and earnest sailors, who stood surrounded by the tremendous 
engines of battle, and " bruised arms," with which they were 
familiar, ** Oy come, let us worship and fall down, and kneel 
before the tord otir Maker! For the Lord is a great God, and 
a great King above all gods"! And appropriate was the 
prayer of those bound on a mission of liberty and civilization, 
the protectors of their country's example of c«ustitntional gov-
ernment to othfer nations, " O h l God, who art the Aujjhor of 
peace, and Lover of concord, in knowledge of whom etandeth 
orir eternal'life, whose service is perfect freedom, defend us thy 
humble servante in all assaults of our adversaries; that we sure-
ly triistmg in Thy defence, may not fear the power of any ad-
vefSKfiej.^ : * 
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, Such' a scene of sincere devoticat as that aboard the " Lancas-
ter" to-daj, was calculated to côrtfeth eonfideneg i a ibe incrcaa-
)wer and inflaence of our ¿buntry, wMch eaunot Ml to be 
ilisbed by the continued observance, hereafter as in the past, 
of iàe Christian precept, " deal justly, ^ad loY& mesej," It 
caBed to mind the illustrative anecdote told of the great qnecn 
of a kindred nation—great because/she practices fee roles of 
duty and virtue inculcated by Dime authority-rwlio, when 
presented with coetly gems by a foreign prince, was aaked in re-
turn to tell him the secret of England's greatness «nd gloiy. 
f Say to your prince," she replied to the ambaaeador, handing 
: .him at the uame time a copy of the Bible; and in the-spirit of 
, f̂aith and love which that book teaches, "say to your prince, 
• J that this is the secret of England's greatness." 
5/ After a day of heavy rain yesterday we are nov. steaming 
along leisurely under a clear sky, the thermometor-st delicious 
^ 80°, and a pleasant breeze dead ahead prohibiting the use of a 
>' foot of canvas. <;-' J 
Do you remember the pretty tale of the " Arabian Nights," in 
f which it is related that a beantiftd princess by the aame of Mary 
—most Marys are beautiful, you know—receivedfrom^her grand--
mother, who was an eschantr^s, when dying, a bead haying 
many faces to it, on each of which was engraven the figure of some 
object, the rubbing of which immediately secured tbe possession 
of the real object itself Í The first use to which the princess put 
the talismanie bead was to obtain possession of a magic couch ca-
pable of transporting its occupants instantly, and without dan-
ger, to any desired part of the world, and to perpetrate the very' 
common indiscretion of making off with a husband- But the 
most shameful part of the transaction—one which appears un-
happily to have served as a precedent even down to modem 
times—was that Mary ran off v r i t h ( m o t h e r w o m a r í ê husband ; 
for it appears by the veracious history referred to, that Aiaddin 
Abusliamat, the Mohammedan whom she inveigled, was already 
married to a sweet little lute player named Zobeide. Aladdin 
having some compunctions of conscience, or a lingering attach-
ment for Zobeide, did not like to abandon her altogether, and 
persuaded his new bride to take her along; so the amiable and 
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forgÍTÍng Zobeide mounted the charmed couch with the runa-
ways,' and off they âew together, insensible to fear, forgetful of 
danger, and unconscious ot' weariness, to a valley, where, we are 
told, contentment and happiness made the winged hours pass 
unheeded. Whether their abode was fixed in the vicinity of 
our own scandalized Salt Lake, and whether they were the orig-
inal colonists of the Mormon settlement there located, strangely 
in conformity with the policy of American statesmanship, and 
the moral sentiment of self-righteous religionists who "strain at. 
a kijat and swallow a camel," is not stated in the narrative. % • 
In seeking an illustration of present realities, I do not fear 
a misunderstanding of my meaning, or an impeachment of 
having been carried off by even a Princess; for my Mary being 
along, somebody would have to go off the enchanted couch with 
the certainty of a rapid descent and a hard fall. But it is natura} 
in these moments of welcome relief from the wearing and 
wasting exeitementa of the busy world, to recall the recollections 
of early years and their delights; and what visions of bliee and 
brightness should the strange and pleasing novelties by which I 
am snrrounded, so naturally revive, as those which fed the young 
fancy, and gave to maturer manhood many of the gilded frames 
in which were set the pictures of - real Hfe? Like the happy 
heiress of the enchanted bead, I too feel as if I had suddenly 
come into possession of a talismán having power to lift me above 
earthly things, and bear me tmharmed, and insensibly to myself 
to distant regions. During the day, through the delicate atten-
tions of my courteous hosts, I partake in their spacious cabin of 
the cotafortSj elegancies, and social refinements of a charmed hfe. 
At jught̂  " I lay me down and sleep in peace," without even the 
shadow of fear to darken my dreams, for I know that a sleepless 
eye, experience, and skill, keep the watch, and that a tried and 
veteraa lu¿ad holds the helm, 
TiVe/are going at moderate speed .along the west coast of; 
Soafch America between Point Galena, m á Cape francisco, the 
latter being thirty-nine miles north of, the. Equator, and forming 
the'S, -Wi hotmdary of a deep concavity scooped ont of this con-
tinent called by the old Spaniards " L a Mar Tranquilla"—th« 
TrM^pul Sea, or Begion of Calms, of English charts. We shall 
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c r i ^ die equator in a few honrfr^ngt one year to «Jày eínce this 
shfeÇCTOssed it in her norttwardíTóyíge after donfeling the Honu 
ooincidence,however, id noffioremartablo as that which atr 
tonded Napoleon's passage.to hia prkon at St Helena, when his 
.enjbing the line gave neither latjtnde, longitude, nor declination. 
Such an extraordinary fact might well attend an event having 
no parallel m history; an act vrithont honor, bravery, or 
mercy; a monstrous example of injustice, cruelty, and fear; a 
nation's impraonment for life, on an ocean lx>und rock, of a man 
who had confidingly surrendered himself to those he deemed 
inagnanimoufc enemies, as a prisoner of war—entitled to the im-
unities of sneh in the eyes of Christendom and civilization; 
and the more so in the eetimation of the truly noble, because of 
Ms*sublime genina, wonderful achievements, and grand concep-
tions of human progress! The deed must ever remain a dark 
spot on the escutcheon of Great Britain; and i f i t were not 
sufficiently blackened by the self reproach of snieide, an ever-
lasting stai* also on the memory of ter prime minister " Carotid 
artery cutting Castlereagh." - - -
The great superiority of steamships of war over sailing 
vessels, is strikingly exemplified in this voyage to Callao. 
Despite calms, or the still greater impediment of head winds, 
which have thus far attended *UB, the Lancaster is progressing 
steadily and speedily toward the accomplishment of an object, 
the prompt execution of which is considered of great importance 
to the national interests. Had the St. Mary's, now lying at 
Panama, a fine ship of her class but without auxiliary steam 
power, been despatched to Callao, she would have been baffled or 
been beating about for many weeks, or have been under .the ne-
cessity of stretching far out to 'westward beyond ,the direct 
course, and then standing south of her destination for favorable 
winds tõ bring up to her port, have consumert nearly two months 
in doing what with steam may be accompHèhed in eight to ten 
days. The British Admiralty have ceased to regard sailing 
vessels as reliable in war, or as efficient instruments of peace. 
The innovation of iron armor protection renders them still less 
deserving of consideration. And the French, by extraordinary 
energy, perseverance, great foresight, and liberal expenditure, 
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haveicpinmand at tMs time of a steam navy rapidly assuming the 
impenetrable feature, but little if any less formidable than that 
of. Great Britain. The command of the ocean must certainly be 
Stfrrendered, in the event of war, to that nation which has the 
largest steam marine and steel clad navy. So far from it being 
economical to keep in commission sailing vessels to avoid the 
vcost of steamships, i t really presents the parados of an expensive 
puce of saving ; for apart from their certain loss in a fight, and 
greater danger in many conditions of weather and position, the 
embargoes laid upon them in harbor by stress of weather, adverse 
winds, and tides; the loss of time incident thereto, and the great 
expense attendant on this inactivity; the wasteful consumption 
of time, too, in beating for thousands of miles to and fro, or the 
standing off and on for immense distances to reach a port of ; 
destination not one-fourth as far in a direct line, and wbich 
could be run under steam at a coet of fuel far less than the ag-
gregate of seamen's wages who have been kept uselessly drifting 
or beating about; must,satisfy the rational mind that uteam as 
an auxiliary element is essential to naval efficiency, and that 
these who avail of this certain motive power, must hold su-
'premacy over the slower and less enterprising members of the 
family of nations. 
^ Yesterday the thermometer showed Vô0—it was the last day 
Lof summer to us; in the evening we crossed the equator, and 
snow-we are in the last winter month of the Southern hemi-
Bghere. The transition i$ imperceptible in all respects—geograph-
; ¿cal extremes compromise their differences on a line of mutual 
^agreement without violent result; and in this set an. example of 
•- ,Wisdom to more impracticable liumanity. A' bright and balmy 
^mosphere, and smooth sea, are around us. The coast is but 
--Seven or eight miles distant; Monte Christo in the back grotmd 
v||$K>ut fifteen miles inlancL, and fifteen hundred feet higbf stand-
Éj forth, the prominent object of the ever-changmg panorama, pe San. Lorenzo, a fejv miles ahead, is seen jutting out into 
thô oceaa with bold and weather-beaten brow, guarded by two 
/Çiomment and rocky, islets looking defiantly on the waves that 
at their feet, one of them bearing a close resemblance to a 
wç^i-oportioned light house. Experienced' mariners inform 
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beaides'being incorajíé^ltfee old Sp&ztiâh dharto of this 
W are often found inaccim^^'áld the Englieh charts, 
ijh in the general more ráia&le, aíe in gome instances 
from the Spanish witíx .fiieir errors uncorrected. Since 
' independence of these Sontfa Americwi coon tries, their 
governments have been &o mueh ockiapfed in the bnginess of po-
litical organization, their pecumaiy' Vesourees have been so 
limited or go ehameftilly misapplied, and they have been so per-
petually subject to the disturbing inHuences of revolution, that no 
attention whatever has been bestowed on the enrveys necessary 
^o secure detailed and accurate knowledge, needful for safe 
v ̂ navigation and for the desirable development of the great re-
ijsonrces of New Granada and Ecuador, along which we are 
F^coasting. I f the leading commercial nations of the world, Great 
' Britain, France, and the United States, wonld unite for the pnr-
V pose; or either would explore with small steamers, and compe-
- tent surveying parties, this long line of sea coast, minutely ez-
* amining its biays, harbors, shoals, reeffe, rocks, soundings, tídés", 
* currents, and prevailing winds, and publish corrected charts, 
\ great advantage would result to them, and all others interested 
in the feafe navigation of this part of the Pacific. ' 
In doubling Cape San Lorenzo a pretty little village is seen 
on a cove indenting the coast just south of-the cape. Groves 
of coeoanut trees embower the picturesque cottages, and the 
inhabitants appear to be dragging nets along shore. They 
seem to be fishermen, and we have named the town Piscatoria. 
It is not designated on the charts. About fifteen miles S. S. W. 
of Cape Lorenzo, Plata Island is seen, so called by the Spaniards 
from their belief that Sir Francis Drake, who, nearly three cen-
turies ago, captured off Cape San Francisco a Spanish treasure 
ship, divided his plunder at this island. I t is about three miles 
long, presents a high bluff along its eastern face, except whero 
receding it forms a small harbor, the only landing visible. Ster-
ility seems to hold dominion over it, and man does not appear 
disposed to dispute its right. 
The life of the Devonshire skipper, Sir Francis Drake, as 
told by the historian Motley, was a remarkable one; after coast-
ing as such, he says, if in narrower seas, his spirit took a bolder 
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flight, and, ventured on a voyage with the old English'slaye 
tçaáçr John Hawkins, whose exertions in that then considered 
honorable and nsefal avocation had been rewarded by Queen 
jSfôsaòeth with Ji&r special favor, and with a coat of arms, the 
¿ m í whereof was a Tiegroh Jieaà^roper, chained." Such was an 
instance of England's agency, under the rule of the " good and 
great Queen Bess," in entailing upon America a social condition, 
which she is striving to regulate alike consistently with humani-
ty, and with her own safety; but for the existence of which, she 
is strangely considered deserving of harsh denunciation by the 
admirers of that right royal woman, and the descendants of that 
great race who laid the foundation of England's old renown and 
.. present copimercial grandeur. Soon after this, Drake, " the ter-
rrible Sea-King, ploughed his memorable furrow round the 
earth," carrying diénáy and destruction into the Spanish com-
merce of distant regions, and returning to England, as is assert-:, 
ed, with treasure enough to enable Queen. Elizabeth " to main-
tain a war -with, the Spanish King for seven years," besides en- ' 
riching the private speculators who had embarked in his bold 
enterprisô of striking terror into the Spanish possessions all over' 
the earth. I t was during this voyage that he made the capture 
-ftbove referred to, and secured and assorted the treasure at Plata 
Island. 
"We did not "cross, the line" until the night of yesterday; 
Consequently Keptune, engaged in taking his nap, did not come 
Aboard to assert his ancient prerogatives. This morning, howev-
he pregeuted himself in propria persona, and announced that 
^though be had ou a former occasion been aboard of this craft 
srith hia royal family, and aklminiatered the ceremony of initia-
lipa to oii trespaaserB on his dominion, yet he was duly informed 
Ij'.his d^ctlyas that she had since taken aboard, one who .had 
I^Yér.paid .tribute to his sovereignty. But that inasmuch as he 
ÍP$ts aware, through, diplomatic channels that I was a special eom-
ÍQissioner on behalf of a nation in whose nautical deeds he 
gloried, who had covered hia seas with matchless triumphs, en-
ficfaed them with the wealth of commerce, and spread upon 
iir bosom the blessings of civilization and knowledge through-
t̂fae world ; and as he knew that my mission was desigjject 
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to pròmote the comfort and wel&re pt tike brave and hardy mari-
ners-iffho acknowledged liis rule, aod were entitled to his ]>ro-
tecíÉçm ; therefore, not doubtiug.homage, and in deference 
toxfie obUgations of intematioaal coartes/, he would exempt 
mê jBrom the customary ceremoráal, and EDcrelv require tho pay-
1000 of a trifling tribute in pro forma recognition of his mari-
time rights. I was an attentive, and as you will suppose, a 
deeply interested listener to this address—for I had heard of the 
temblé ordeal and humiliation of tho victim* of this awful rite 
^JÑd. when the eoncluaion wad reached, and my self-possession 
jj iB recovered, I acknowledged a sincere and deferential appro-
patioapf Keptune's august consideration of my country and its 
arépresentatâve; and complying with the required recognition of 
íiis rights, expressed, in diplomatic phrase, the very high gratifi-
|cation felt at Úxê favorable opinion entertained by his marine 
majesty of the objects of my Government, which, in its zeal to 
prove its distinguished consideration of his friendship, had never 
rested in its progress, until traversing a continent it was able to 
plant its foot on the Rocky Mountaine, and stretching its arms 
^ to the Atlantic and the Pacific could exclaim, we may not en-
croach on thy imperial âomain, but thus let us stand in mutual 
relation and support, inseparable in manifestationa of greatness, . 
grandeur, and power. 
Yesterday my narrative of an audience was interrupted by 
•̂ v an intimation from the " orderly" that I was wanted on deck. 
On obeying the summons and looking out, I saw something 
g "very like a whale"—but whether it had some apprehension of 
í a harpoon, or a shell, or was too modest to be gazed at by the 
strange leviathan steaming alongside, I know not—taking a 
hurried glance and a "spout," it disappeared in tne depths be-
low. Shortly afterwards a school of black-fish came along, a 
species of porpoise, resembling it in general appearance and 
habits, and like it a breathing, or blowing animal. In the latter 
particular, too, it bears a resemblance to certain terrestrial crea-
tures known as " blowers'" and " hangers on," not only in gpottt-
¡ ing propensity, but also in ubiquity and tenacity / for look in 
whichever direction we would for miles around, there they were 
apparently innumerable, sporting their sdf-conceÜ8i following uRj| 
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for tours, and holding on with a persistence that finally became 
wearisome and disarusting:. 
The black-fish is larger than the porpoise, being from fif-
teen to eighteen feet long. I t yields an abundance of oil of an 
inferior quality to that of the whale, and therefore not sought 
so long as a sufficiency of the latter can be had.- But when 
-whalers have nearly completed their cruise, without having se-
cured a full cargo of the better quality, they frequently fill up 
with black-fish oil rather than protract their voyage. 
When my narrative of Heptane's visit was interrupted 
yesterday by the "orderly's" summons, I was about to say 
that when he was taking leave, his countenance assumed a 
threatening aspect indicative of a serious flare up. In explana-
tion of this it must be said that we have aboard the "Lancaster" 
the Fleet Surgeon of the Pacific Squadron, and eminently qual-
ified he is for his responsible office by varied attainments, skill, 
and experience. The doctor, like many of his prescriptions, is 
. a compound of many and miscellaneous materials. I cannot 
quote the trite figure of speech, and say that he is "neither* 
fish, fiesh, nor fowl," for his substantial dimensions give an un-
qualified contradiction to the metaphor, all of these having en-
tered as component parts, and liberally too, into his massive 
frame. Hor can he be considered unlike "any thing in the' 
heavens above, or the earth beneath, or in the waters under the 
èarth," for although he does not present the special eharacteris-
tica of any one thing of either of these divisions of the universe, 
jet there is that about him so diverse in constitution and physi-
MH orgaiiization, so complex in mental and moral nature, so 
'|$tmtiful in resource, and sharing so largely in the properties, 
l̂ bributes, phenomena, and capacities of what pertains to air, 
e&rth, and sea, that the similitude may be correct in a compound 
;J3 íioí in an elementary sense. The storehouses of land, ocean, 
fjçiLd atmosphere, have been ransacked by him for knowledge 
id amusement; and besides his generalities of resources, it 
ro; he added that he is specially qualified to bold the helm of 
* or the helm of a ship. He can navigate the Bay of 
ia or any other, with the same skill as the " Sick-Bayt" 
ship, in which many skippers go to the bottom. And 
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¡fto tbe officer of the d e c k , w t e n the doctor U near, shall 
stays," or " haul on a wrong taok.", "With the firat officer 
Jimmy Ducks, the ho^ifci-steward, and the loblolly-boy, 
•fê is both oracle and idol; "çfhen -he is on deck, and under 
M l headway of talk, a visitor is aa likely to take hira for the 
,«Sctaimodore as for the âeet-tfttrgeon, .Erfixy one consults him; 
ail quote him; the officers hare in and respect hira; the 
men adore and swear by him. H á state-room, six by seven feet, 
the size likely to be demanded for hi* earthly grave, if unhap-
pily he should die ashore, contains & greater variety, and more 
J l things in number and bulk of tibe curious, convenient, com for t-
jf able, comprehensive, and compendious, than were ever before 
M crowded and condensed into any corresponding compartment 
^ I will not attempt their enumeration, for, nevar a proficient in 
f arithmetic, in this effort it would be sure to fail me. Nor will I 
essay to name them, for my language would certainly prove a 
dead one before I could get half through the eataloghe. 
. Some days since, the doctor, in the prosecution of his untir-
ing investigations, determined to summon witnesses from the 
vasty deep, and for that purpose attached one of his mechanical 
' contrivances to the stem rail of the ship. This machine is a 
compound of a massive treat reel and a watchman's rattle. 
There is no necessity to watch the baited hook attached to it by 
a line and trailing in the ship's wake, for any thing seizing it 
and drawing on the line sounds its own death-knell. Scarcely 
had the doctor " cast his bread upon the waters," when a courser 
of the sea, on some miesion of his imperial master, indiscreetly 
laid hold of the tempting morsel, and thus sounded the alarm, 
which resulted in his being wound in by ratchet and spindle, 
and hauled aboard. I t was this irreverent act of the doctor 
that excited the ire of Neptune on his recent equatorial visit to 
the ship. Looking sternly for awhile at his old disciple, who 
had grown gray as the mariner's friend, whose home was on the 
wave, and whose resting-place ere long will probably be beneath 
it, the "short passing anger" soon faded away, and shaking 
Ms venerable locks, he spoke rather in pity than in passion, 
somewhat after this wise: " í í y ancient friend—I will not of-
fend thy republican ears by saying subject, however absurd t l / 
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not i^ of popular c a p a c i t j a n d r ight , and disastrous hitherto 
the'ifKperiments of se l f -government—I k n o w t h y p r o c l i v i t y for 
SOjriHÜng the depths of al l thmgs , and t h a t thou canst not re -
sti^in t h y frailty for d i v i n g into the dangerous abyss o f knowl-
edge; a n d therefore I forgive t h y i n j u r y and detent ion of my 
messenger—doubt less undes igned ly caused. But t h o u m u s t h e 
more careful in future w h e n thou heavest thy l ead , and see that 
there is not at tached thereto a n y of those barb* fashioned f rom 
that he l l i sh harpoon, w h i c h has become the terror of m y noblest 
creatures , a n d w h i c h I a m reso lved to prevent the barbarous 
use of, even i f I m u s t let loose a typhoon every w e e k a n d s i n k 
all the accursed Yankee w h a l e r s afloat on ray d o m a i n . " He 
t h e n bowed , " no t l i k e a danc ing-master at the head o f his 
''drilPd nymphs, b u t like a g e n t l e m a n , " courteously, yet with 
i dignity, and d i sappeared . This considerate c a u t i o n seemed to 
: h a v e but l i t t le effect i n r e s t r a i n i n g the doctor's researches j for on 
a subsequent v i s i t to the w a r d - r o o m to condole w i t h h i m on the 
¡5" unfortunate result of his l a te investigations in n a t u r a l history, '¿v; 
/ I found Mm getting h i s " tattler" r e a d y for a n o t h e r marine 
- foray. And he rather irreverently i n t i m a t e d that Neptune had | | 
rabeen " Bold " in supposing that he had been " heaving the l o g ; V 
r & h & v r a a not thinking o f taking "deep sea soundings," but w a s ^ 
¿ y i e e p in a conspiracy of getting " other fish to fry." Wherever ^ 
• lithe winds may blow, the billows bear this noble representative 
f òf tijte medical profession, may he, as n o w , rejoice the hearts 
t^ind gnar&ihe health o f his shipmates, cont inu ing happy in the 
ifeonscious poBsession of their confidence a n d affection Í 
"We had-head winds in crossing the mouth of the Golf of 
..^Ônayãquil, one-hundred and twenty miles wide from its north-
e r n pomt* St. Helena, to its southern, Cape Blanco; the latter 
Mk high M i d bold headlandj sloping gradually toward the sea— ^ 
whiteness g i v i n g its name. The doubling of Cape Blanco is . 1 
often difficult of accomplishment, the winds being baffling 
|&& the sea rough, that mariners consider i t the Cape Horn of 
íè west coast. Roughness and difficult navigation are, how-
r, characteristics o f the whole coast southward as far as Fa-
Point, the north cape of Paita Bay, including Talara Point, 
fííâway. The coast between Cape Blanco and Farina Point is 
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and bare, presenting a picture of barreimess and desola-
It trends nearly due nOTflj and Bouth, being the most 
rardly projectiug part of the Pacific shore of the southern 
inent o f America, Hence, however smooth the eea may be 
other parts of the coast, here considerable roughness ia 
¿píFto be encountered. And such was our erperience, for head 
Tffihd and swell continued to inereaee from the time we made 
Cape Blanco; and when n earing Farina Point—the shore being 
but a mile distant, for we hugged it pretty close here—they be-
ijpLme so violent as to make it necessary to send down all top-
Jbamper, fori.every thing left standing, and stow away wind eañs 
;and all other loose canvas ordinarily nntonched. Farina Point 
í is a dark, frowning, ragged, rocky bluff, eighty or ninety feet 
high, shelving abruptly down to a reef extending balf a mile to 
the westward, from "tfhich the breakers send np a fierce and 
ceaseless warning. Oar ship rolled and pitched in a manner to 
disturb the gastric equanimity of all but veteran seamen, and 
making physical equilibrium a stranger to novices, except when, 
after sundry evolutions, marchings, countermarchings, gyra-
tions, circumgyrations, side-steps, lock-steps, and no steps at all, 
they finally " came to " in a horizontal position. Having my-
self practically abjured allegiance to land, and passed equato-
rial muster, the only effect of tins morning's commotion was, 
by a few feats of gymnastics, to give, zest to life, and whet a 
sea-appetite for breakfast. We doubled the Point in from seven 
to ten fathoms of water, and are now steaming toward Port 
Paita with a smoother sea; the mountains of Amatapa, a spur 
of the Andes, looming np on our left, from three thousand to 
four thousand feet high, trending from the northeast to the 
southwest, and although thirty miles from the coast, they are 
seen at a l l points from Cape Blanco to Port Paita. 
Our whole course yesterday off the Gulf of Guayaquil was 
across a famous fishing ground, on which whales have been 
taken in great numbers. Many were seen by us, some coming 
quite near. One monster, apparently nearly a hundred feet in 
length, rose a few yards from the ship, spouted two columne of 
water shaming the streams of a steam fire-engine, and then 
hastily disappeared, perhaps to announce the coining of an in-
truderin Peruvian waters. 
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The town of Paita, incorrectly spelt Payta on most maps 
published in the United States, and haring its affluent Spanish 
proEtttaeiation of vowels superseded to North American ears by 
the Sew England whaler impoverishment Pay-tay—iQ the most 
northern seaport of Peru on the Pacific Ocean. I t is in south 
latitude 5° 5', and west longitude 31° 15'. and has a population, 
according to the estimate of the United States Vice Consul, of 
twenty-five hundred, which is probably more correct than Find-
lay's statement of hve thousand. The harbor is very accessible 
and ha? a fine depth of water; our ship is anchored in nine 
fathoms, half a mile from shore. The appearance of Paita ia 
npt prepossessing. The houses are clustered closely on the 
beach at the foot of a sand bluff about one hundred and fifty 
feet high, without a tree or blade of grass to relieve the unbro-
ken barrenness around. A substantial mole receives passengers 
on landing, a n d on this they pass a short distance to the custom 
house7 a n i r o n structure prepared in England for erection on 
its arrival here a f ew years since. I t is a two-story building, 
sixty feet square, surrounded by a neat iron balconyj and is sur-
mounted by a cupola, from the BtafÇ of which floats the Peru-
vian flag. Behind the custom house is the public store, of the 
same material. Al l other houses are built in the rudest manner 
aud of indifferent materials; usually of rough timber frames, 
filled in with clumsy sun:dried bricks—adobes, of a l l shapes a n d 
s izes ; or of Q-uayaquil reeds, whole or split, daubed with mud. 
À fôw houses of the élite, and the front of the cathedral, have, 
in addition to the mud, a rough east of lime stucco, or are 
whitened with a wash m a d e from the shell strata seen seaming 
the sand c l i ff back of the town. High pitched roofe are made 
ofcsÉQut reed rafters , thatched n ine or ten inches thick with flag 
leaves. Chimneys and windows are curiosities, the door admit-
ting sir, light, dust, a n d denizens, i n common. The streets are 
na^rò^r, irregular, unpaved; a n d when you are informed that the 
hloffiin the rear of the town is the commencement of a sandy 
plain or tabloza, of thirty to forty miles in extent, down the coast, 
and into the adjacent province of Piura, of which Paita is the sea-
port-fa desert on which rain rarely falls, and dews never—you 
iflftjr imagine the depths and drifts of sand blown from thfe 
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ndgfeboring hilk, tlirongh which the pedestrian most wade; and 
the quantity of dust he mustiniyrfa-wjien etirred by the breeze. 
Tkeburial service, "dust thOTr'art'ftnd unto dost thou slialt re-
tvem," seemed about to be Üln^trated in tíie midst of life, as, 
s^ht^eeing, we threaded . the byways—highways, there were 
none. Eyes, nose, ears, and lungs were the recipiente of boun-
tiful contributions of this plastic element of creation; nor was 
it at all surprising to us after a day's wandering about Paita, to 
find that the natives had already taken the complexion of the 
earth to which they must finally return. It seemed a forc&had-
fwing of fate, and may sorvo the same purpose as the death's ead and marrow bones exhibited in their churefcefly-to remind 
I the people of mortality. And yet this assiduity on the part of 
14 a painstaldng priesthood to oherish a conviction of what we are 
^ and what we must become, does not appear required by any in-
difference of the municipal authorities to " keep it before the 
^ people." Strolling about, I came to the cemetery at the foot 
of the bluff, inclosed by a close reed fence daubed with the in-
evitable mud. Ite surface was level, of sand, with pieces of 
board stuck sparsely in spots, to mark the resting-places of the 
' dead. Epitaphs were unseen; 'grave-mounde there1 were none, 
and monumental marble the sacred place probably had never 
,]biown. The rude blast had revealed the secrets of the grave, 
in many instances disinterring skeletons, parts of which were, ly-
ing scattered abont, strangera now to their life-long companions. 
The scantiest covering and meanest memorial were denied to 
these sad remains of mortality. Happily for England, even her 
country church-yards have known no such neglect; if so, the 
elegy of the poet would not have touchingly told of "the rude 
forefathers of the hamlet": 
" Ytt e'en these bones from insult to protect 
Some frail memorifll still erected nigh, 
"With uacouth rhymes and shapeless sculpture deck'd, 
Implores the passing tribute of a sigh. 
" Their name, their years, spelt by th' unletter'd Muse, 
The place of fame and elegy supply ; 
And many a hofy text around she strews, • " 
That teach the rustic moralist to die. 
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\ " For who, to dumb Forgctfulness a prey, ' ̂  
This pleasing, anxious being ere reeiga'd ; 
Left the warm precincts of the cheerful day, 
Nor cast one longing, lingering look behmd?" 
' In the middle of the cemetery is a pyramid of "bleached 
skulls—I counted more than a hundred on its exterior—gath-
ered, nc^doubt, from the scattered testimonials of this Golgotha, 
interspersed with various other specimens of human osteology^ 
tb give the structure form and compaetness. Surmounting it iii; 
a wooden criicifix eight or ten feet high, the whole forming a! 
monument of Paita 'i>ietyK refinement, and sentinient ,• not likely, 
despite the novelty of the design, to be copied by Anglo-Amer, 
'iiian taste and sensibility. 
; Paita is a considerable resort of whalers for repairing and 
íéfittíng after a long cruise; and for the transshipment of oil to 
tome ports when-it is desired to continue fishing. The last 
, qnafrterly return shows the large amount of two hundred and 
thirty thousand dollars in value of oil brought into this port. 
Paita ia also the outlet of the increasing productions of the in-
terior of the northern part of Peru, among the most valuable 
Of which are orchilla weed, cacao, and cotton. Many bales of 
the latter were seen on the mole, awaiting the arrival of the 
.insular British steamer for transportation: most of it is shipped 
Ê^Aíexico, but some of it finds its way to European markets. 
JS-is spoken of here as being next in quality to the Korth Amer-
$|ain Sea Island cotton. The soil and climate are said to be 
wfefl adapted to its cultivation; but I found it difficult to pro-
CEPTÔ satisfactory information in Paita, in regard either to the 
tácete of cultivation, extent of production, effective labor, or 
¿toeuremeut of supply; the evident purpose being, on the part 
òf those interested, as I was informed by the United States 
Vice Consul, to keep all the information relating to it as far as 
JÍQBBibíe a secret. This is the more readily doné because of the 
èâ^rrèning desert between Paita and the cotton-growing region 
GBtablishing a partial non-intercourse with inquisitive foreigner*. 
.Thia ábeence of reliable information m the more to be regretted 
by ̂ aufacturing nations in particular, and by the people gen-
erâ HÉ¿f the world, interested in a comfortable, convenient, and 
? iff 
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cheàp material of clothing, because of domestic disturbances 
tfef̂ atening to destroy temporarily, if not permanently, the 
<ááef Bource of supply. For five jeare, fmm 1856 to 1860, in-
ttl^ive, Great Britain, the greatest manufacturing country, re-
ceived from her own great empire of ladia, and therefore likely 
to^obtain its entire exportation of cotton, an average of but 
192,005,878 pounds; whilst ftom the United States, â conntry 
exporting largely to other nation^ as well as reserving for home 
çonBumption, she received an average of 869.126,742 pounds; the 
Jast year of the series, I860, the quantity reaching 1,115,890,-
08 pounds, being five times the import from India cUumg the 
"same year, 
Orchilla weed, referred to above as one of the chief exports 
of Paita, is a product of all the northern part of Peru. It hria 
a parasitic rather than an independent vegetable existence ;-̂ s 
stripped or picked from trees both large and dwarfed̂  and is 
sent in large quantities to Europe, where it is used for its valua-
ble property as a dye. ' 
In consequence of immediately Burronnding barrenness, fresh 
provisions are brought to Paita from a great distance, and there-
fore command at all times a high price. Wood and water aie 
among the great wants of the place; they are brought from the 
interior, twenty-five or thirty miles, on donkeys, and sold, the 
former at two reals—a quarter of a dollar—per ilcargo" of 
twenty-four sticks of algaroba, the sízç of an arm; the latter 
at three to four reals for twenty gallons. The natives may get 
enough water to drink, but it is jxdpably too costly for cleafili-
ness. 
Game-cocks appear to be the favorite and best cared-for den-
izens of Paita: trimmed to the top of the fashion, sleek and 
saucy, quite conscious of their importance, and that without 
them no soi-disant Spaniard could exist, they were found every-
where, the " observed of all observers," enjoying all privileges, 
except that of full locomotion, for they were tethered alike to 
rum-shop, custom house, private residence, and cathedral; the 
last named having two tied to its portal. Is this intended to 
signify the church's greater devotwn—to the cock-pit? or its 
custom of croirñng its own praises! or to remind modem dis-
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ciples of their predecessor St. Peter's denial of bis Master be-
fore the cock crew, and the duty of striving against a like ituman 
faitbJessness? Certainly priests and people are equally addicted 
to the ignoble pastime of cock-fighting, and the former is said 
to show himself often the more accomplished gatisman, and 
more skilful handler of his bird. Apart from this national 
amusement—and excepting the very few of a better class who 
are engaged in business pursuits—most of the natives, palpably 
of mixed Spanish, Indian, and Negro blood, appeared to be 
squatting on dirt floors eating melons, swinging indolently in 
hammocks, or celebrating a church festival by dancing and low 
buffoonery in the streets in fantastic dresses. 
. Paita being but a few degrees from the equator, it might be 
supposed that its climate is uncomfortably warm. But so far 
from this being the fact, the thermometrical range this Septem-
ber day has been from 60° to 70°. Residents inform me that it 
is seldom warmer, and that they sleep under blankets the. entire 
year. Dr. Davine, an Italian physician, who has been engaged 
in the practice of his profession in Paita for several years, says 
that in consequence of the coolness of the climate and the quan-
tity of dust in the atmosphere, a residence here is unfavorable 
to the health of persons predisposed to pulmonary diseases, and 
that such affections once in existence are always aggravated by 
continuance in the climate. 
- Poní teen leagues inland across the sandy plain is the city 
of Piiim, the principal tow of the province of the same name. 
Although often represented as having been the first Spanish set-
tleníeut ia South America, it is said by accurate historians not 
to be the same founded by Pizarro in 1531, shortly after land-
ing a^Tnmbez. That settlement stood on the plain of Targa-
8ol%a8hort distance from the present town, and it was subse-
quently abandoned in consequence of the insalubrity of the site. 
The dimate-of the present city of Piura is equally warm, and 
sÇjdty that it is said if a piece of paper remain on the ground 
ajlnighfc, BO perfectly dry will it be found next morning that it 
wüj admit of writing on equally well with one protected by «a 
portifoHo, This uniform temperature and dryness of the air, it 
ia thought, adapt this climate admirably to the treatment of 
5 
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syphilitic diseases; and many persons from other parts of South 
America, Zahoring under varionà and obstínate forms of tíjís af-
fbííííon, resort to Piura for greater "certaiiity of care. I am as-
sfeed by an intelligent physician of this neighborhood, that the 
syphilitic opprobria of other districts of country arc often speed-
ily removed at this place. It is beliov&d, however, and not "with-
õúl reason, that the water drank at Pinra contributes much to 
the reestablishment of health. l a their course tbet streams often 
flow over extensive beda of saraaparilla and fallen guaiacum 
trees, thus becoming strongly imbued with the virtues of these 
* valuable medicinal agents. At certain seasons the waters are BO 
; 3ow that the strength of the infosion ia greatly increased, thus 
: materially adding to their remedial virtues. This fact, and the 
uniform dry climate, may reasonably account for tho many re-
markable cures said to be effected at Piura. 
Bidding adieu to Paita, we hove our anchor of eix thousand 
one hundred pounds weight as easily as if it had been & fish-
hook, and " catted and fish'd " it in five minutes to the shrill 
fife's rendering of Old Dan Tucker, to which three hundred 
seamen in double file marked time, exhibiting a showy nautical 
manceuvre, as they hauled on " cat and fish tackle fali" Speed-
ily under way, a few minutes sufBced to bring us to Point Pai-
ta, the southern projection of land bounding the port, which, 
difiering-firom the sandy bluff nearer the town, presents here a 
steep, irregular rocky cliff, pierced so as to form an arch of fifty 
feet span, through which the breakers rolled and dnshed, indi-
cating that ere long it must bow to the ceaseless war old ocean 
f wages against this exposed part of the coast. 
/ 6 In rounding this Point, and for "many miles north and south, 
a finé view is had of the " Silla or Saddle of Paita," a cluster 
of peaks joined at their bases, situated some distance within the 
Point, and stretching southerly. The top of the ridge is undu-
lating, and aided by an accommodating imagination it may as 
appropriately be likened to a saddle as to any thing else. 
Fairly at sea again on our southerly course, several coasting 
traders were seen, sometimes called bastas, oftener loisas / they 
are rather a raft of logs than a ljull, are made of basta wood as 
light as cork, and have but a single sail to propel them. -They 
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are a frail-looking craft to live at sea, but are said to ride break-
ers in landing %vhcn boats would be swamped. 
Off tbe mouth of Sechura Bay yesterday, the sea was rough 
—-wind dead ahead and cool—60°. Passed Aguja Point, the 
southern limit of the bay, at night, steering south-southeast so as 
to pass outside of the Lobos Islands, to the west of the southcra-
most of which we are steammg moderately along this morning. 
We hare been out of sight of land nearly ever since losing yes-
terday that admirable landmark "The Saddle." Consequently: 
vie.- had an unbroken view of the moon rising from her ocean 
bath last night, and bumishmg the sea with a flood of light sur-
passing in brilliancy and beauty the moonlit water-scenes of the 
northern hemisphere. The stars trembled in their cold, clear, 
silvery garment, and the southern cross hung out its undimmed 
banner as.if it delighted to share in the adornment of the placid 
heavens. It was a beautiful effulgence on which I once gazed 
with a now translated one, that polished the bosom of Champlam 
with snbdned radiance as it sported its dimples in the breeze. 
How like her pure and joyful Hfel And how truly the tran-
scendent splendors of the scene which last night was spread 
illimitably around ua, pictured the sublimity and the eternity 
of her celestial existence 1 Owing to the unvaried clearness 
of the sky at and in the vicinity of Paita, there being no mists, 
dews, or fogs, the heavenly bodies are more distinctly seen there 
than perhaps in any other part of the world; and hence the 
sailor's simile, "as bright as the moon at Paita." This fact has 
aot been overlooked by astronomers; and it is hoped that at 
some future day—when the Peruvians shall no longer be the 
tictims of politicai agitation; when they learn that national good 
consists rather in culti rating knowledge, encouraging industry, 
Mid promoting morality, than in countenancing and becoming 
the agents of constant revolutions instigated by factionists, 
demagogues, and corrupt officials; and when they become con-
vinced that permanent government, subject only to the restric-
tions of Constitutional provisions duly administered, is essential 
to^national. prosperity—they will sea their duty in contribut-
ing t© the means of progresa and knowledge, by erecting and 
endowing an astronomical observatory in the neighborhood of 
Paita. 
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„ This nioming the men wei^.b^t to quarters for general in-
upection by the commanding officer, according to the naval 
ijggulations requiring it on the iirst Sunday of every month. 
After which, officers and meu were mustered on the spar deck 
to pear read by the executive ofiicer. of the ship, the Articles 
of,War, a duty also observed monthly; so that all, understand-
ing the requirements of the service, Mid the penalties of neglect 
or violation, may he prepared faithfolly to obey, or submissively 
to suffer. The Portuguese Hymn, then performed by the baíad, 
announced Divine service, when all hut those on duty repaired 
•to the main deck, there to listen to the Articles of God's 
Law, and to hear proclaimed the more terrible and enduring 
punishment that shall attend tíieir violation. And there to 
acknowledge also, as all did in sincerity and truth, for the 
proofa were around and about, that " The Lord is in His holy 
temple;" to recognize the justice of the exalted precept," Right-
eousness exalteth a nation, but sin is a reproach to any people;" 
and to pray that the " Eternal God, who alone epreadest out 
the heavens and rulest the raging of the sea; who has com-
passed the waters with bounds, tmtil day and night come to an 
end, would be pleased to receive into His almighty and gra-
cious protection the. persons of the ship on which we serve; 
that we may he preserved from. the dangers of tlie sea, and 
from the violence of the enemy; that we may be a safeguard 
unto the United States of America, and a security for such 
pass on the seas upon their lawful occasion; that the inhab-
itants of our land may in peace and quietness serve Thee our 
God ; and that we may return in safety to enjoy the blessings 
of the land, with the fruits of our labor, and with a thankful 
remembrance of Thy mercies." And believing with the Psalm-
ist that it is " a good thing to sing praises mito God—a joyful 
and a pleasant thing to be thankful," the sound of " lute and 
harp " went out over the broad bosom of His own waters with 
vocal thanks and praise, for that " His mercy is greater than 
the heavens, His truth reaching even unto the clouds!" 
Por more than a day numerous birds have accompanied 
us resembling domestic pigeons; and for that reason, and be-
cause they are "native to the manor" of Cape Horn, called 
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Cape-pigeons. They attacli themselves to ves&els doubling'that 
Cape "and follow them to warmer latitudes, when they return 
with any ship they may fall in with going toward their favorite 
cruising ground—the tempest-heaten shore of Terra del Fuego. 
They leave for a time their inhospitable home for the refuse 
thrown overboard by the ship's steward. They are web-footed, 
and very light, from the great quantity of plumage compared 
with the size- of their bodies; and sitting on the water to eat 
their food, theŷ 'ide the waves with the grace of swans. Time 
often hangs heavy on the sailor's hands, and he resorts to fish-
ing and fowling for amusement. The albatross is caught with 
baited hook, and the Cape-pigeon and smaller birds by becoming 
entangled irj a cotton thread floating at one end loose in the 
current of air astern caused by the steamer's headway. 
Jack, as all sailors are generically called, is in the estimation 
of "all the world" a queer animal. And he reciprocates the 
questionable compliment by a very unquestiouable notion that 
" all the world "—among whom he does not desire to he classed,, 
but prefers tp compose that choice and anomalous part there-
of referred to by an eminent functionary under the title of "the 
rest of mankind"—are not deserving through any merit, either 
active or passive, of-the salvation of being caught fey the foretop 
when sinking to perdition. Voracious aa sharks, in his opinion 
landsmen will steer a fellow awry, and then plunder him when 
caught sailing on a wrong tack ashore. And as to knowledge, 
of which they boast so loudly, they are fools indeed, in his opin-
IOD, who aro ignorant of the difference between a jibstay and a 
ratlin, or, as in the ease of a former Secretary of the Navy, who 
is said " not to have known a boatswain from a commodore." 
. : A. stroll about the ship affords an opportunity to observe 
Sanorç' hálate, and take lessons in nautical discipline, that 
mighè prove useful in other pursuits. - At one time Jack is 
found busy washing decks—gíráig them daily a cleanlinesa and 
poUsID surpassing the parlor floors of fashion; at another skil-
fuHy maneenvring immense batteries and handling them with 
a oelerity and precision and with a general perfection of ord-
nance; drill- that would justiij^ the conclusion that he had never 
been;ferailiar with the use of a "sqnilgee" and a "swab." 
f ô ^ TOT AGE FROM PANAMA TO POET PAITA, 
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Oa« moment he may be seenAl^ng listlessly on the deck, or 
eagãged in reading, writing on his'ditty-bos to the "girl be left 
S&lmid him," or playing a game of chess or draughts on a 
checker-cloth spread on the deck; and the next instant all 
motion, energy, and activity, when suddenly summoned to 
lower a boat and ply the flashing oar, to save a Bhipmate fallen 
overboard and struggling for 'life amid the boiling billowe. 
One hour ewingiâg in his hammock in deep sleep, and then 
quickly leaping to his feet at the ehrill piping & the boatswain, 
and mounting with alacrity the giddy mast, swinging to and fro 
in the reeling heavens, unseen from the deck below, conversant 
alone with the storm-cloud above, the tempest around, and the 
dark wave that lifts its crest in challenge to the surging spar 
. to which he clings, as faithfully performing his duty as if the 
eye of authority was upon him, and the voice of command could 
reach Ms ear. Again, washing his garments as if trained in a 
laundry, and speedily joining in the infantry drill with the pre-
cision of a veteran marine. One moment patching a shirt, pea-
jacket, and his stern-breeching, or improving th t̂ nether gar-
mentr—spoiled by a lubberly tailor—by giving it a shape in con-
sonance with nautical taste; and the next, executing the fly-
ing-artillery tactics with brass pieces on tL¿ main deck, in a 
manner to outbrag Captain Bragg of Buena Vista renown. 
Jack ^"an institution" $ui generis; and whether taken at 
handling a helm or a scrubbing-brush, a Dahlgren or a derrick, 
cutlass or a cathead, a game of all-fours, figlit, or fun, chess, 
checkers, foot-ball, or leap-frog, he is hard to beat. Such is 
the opinion of one who has seen standard specimens of the crea-
ture aboard the " Lancaster." 
The Andes are in sight, a hundred miles distant, lifting their 
snowy summits above the clouds! How impressive the scene! 
The most magnificent- chain of mountains and the grandest 
ocean on our globe, confronting each other in mutual wonder, 
and mutually proclaiming " So far shalt thou go and no farther "! 
As we are nearing Callao, the autocrat of the quarter-deck, 
considering it unseamanlike to enter port with rigging awry, 
ordered up the top-hamper sent down a few days since to pre-
sent less surface to a stiff head wind, and in an hour the ship 
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looked as trig as i f a spar or a stay, a brace or a becket, a truck 
or a tackle liad not been disturbed, lío belle just from her toi-
let, rigged for the promenade, ever looked more a-taunt-o than the 
"Lancaster," with her head-gear tossed jantily aloft and stroll-
ing ekyvrard, as i f making coquettish incursions into the clouds. 
"We steamed along leisurely during last night, our captain 
feeling his way cautiously on approaching our port of destina-
tion in the dark, and anchored in the Bay of Callao at eight 
this morning, a mile from shore, in seven fathoms. 
C H A P Í E B V . 
BiEDOR AXV crrr ot C Í L L Í O . 
THE harbor of Callao, in latitude 12° S,, is about six miles in 
length and breadtb, with ample depth of water, and entirely 
protected—no safer harbor being found. The city of Callao, 
and a prolonged beach, bound the harbor on the east; the island 
of San Lorenzo, four and a half railes long and one mile wide, 
rugged, barren, and from one thousand to twelve hundred feet 
high, stands on the west, with the small island of Fronton 
and the Palminos rocks to the southwest, serving the purposes 
of superb breakwaters in these directions; on the south is a 
long, low, sandy peninsula—Callao Point—extending west-
wardly toward San Lorenzo, but leaving a strait called the bo-
querón between its extreme point and that island; and on the 
north the harbor is open to the sea, this being the principal en-
trance to the port. The Boquerón, the southerly entrance,.is 
about two miles wide; and although there is depth of water 
enough in its rather narrow channel for vessels of largest 
draught, and it is sometimes used by sailing vessels with a fa-
vorable wind, its navigation, by such is not deemed safe, as there 
is not Buflicient room for beating, and a strong current—always 
found—may carry a ship ashore. Hence marine insurance is 
made subject to avoiding the passage of the Boquerón. Steam-
ers from and to the south use this channel in safety, and avoid 
the loss of time consequent on (Joubling San Lorenzo. In this 
harbor one hundred and fifty vessels are now riding at anchor. 
Among those flying the United States flag are three men-o'-war, 
the " Lancaster," " "Wyoming," and " Narraganset," all carrying 
auxiliary steam power, and mounting metal enough to batter 
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down Callao and its defences, and take the Peruvian frigate 
" Apnrimae," lying alongside, by way of repri&al for the seizure by 
the Peruvians of two American merchantmen. The controversy 
growing out of this act drags its vexatious length along, and is 
likely to hang fire indefinitely, false-hearted diplomacy and in-
solence of office being submitted to rather than risk the possible 
inconvenience that might result from a peremptory demand for 
redress of grievances. At this moment the " Lancaster " is ah-
sardly pretending international courtesy and friendship not felt, 
by belching forth a salute, causing the sea to tremble. I t is 
truly a magnificent cannonade, making the tall Andes to clap 
their hands in joy: 
" The glee 
Of tlie loud Mis shakes with its mountain mirth, 
As if they did rejoice o'er a young earthquake's birth." 
Callaò has a capacious mole for landing merchandise, and a 
smaller one for landing passengers in smooth water within that 
used for cargo. A sentinel stands at the head of the stairway. 
When we ^ nt ashore a large number of loafers of the darker 
tints, both sexes, and aH degrees of impoverishment, were seen 
Icnnging about. Despite this, however, there was an appear-
taace of business activity near the pier: fletero8y keeping their 
"boats in perpetual motion, seeking employment; and cargar 
cUrt'es, carrying their, burdens, bags, boxes, and bnndles to the 
railroad depot near by, and to which passengers were hurrying 
for the nest train to Lima. A large quantity of miscellaneous 
merchandise was seen in a picket-fenced custom-house storage 
lot, designed for articles under temporary official restriction; no 
building being necessary for the protection of such from rain, 
, "WÍiere none ever falls to damage goods. 
•: !, Callao is (ftnsed by a hotel. May those who come here be 
saved by friends from expiating their sins in such a purgatory! 
!pie population is twenty-five thousand, mostly of the mixed 
feeds, who from the frequent occurrence of earthquakes, and 
destruction of life as well as property that has attended 
t^tn, are not inclined to indulge extravagant fancies in build-
f ing large and costly houses. I t is considered safer to have tSem 
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of bat one Btory, and of the lightest and most yielding mat©-, 
riftfe, that they may yield and accommodate themselves to 
j£g§cks generally without being prostrated. The high, Blender 
walls of burnt brick of our northern cities wonld soon be shaken 
to pieces here. Üíost of the housea are small and low, consist-
ing of a light scantling frame abont twelve feet high, resting 
usually on timbers lying on the gronnd—there being no cellar. 
The interspaces of the frame are latticed or lathed with cane, 
split reed, or cornstalks, plastered with mud, in which chaff or 
4 ; iorse dung .is made to answer the purpose of hair in mortar. 
^Sometimes this rough coating is yellow or whitewashed. A 
large door and iron-grated window, often unglazed, with un-
1 planed plank floor, one or two mud-daubed cane partitions, and 
. a roof of thatch, or board, covered, when desired to protect the 
inmates from the sun's rays, with a considerable thickness of 
dried mnd as a non-conductor, complete the edifice, which, how-
ever suitable and lasting it may prove here, would be left un-
tenanted in the bleak and variable north, where well-grounded 
apprehensions would be entertained of its being blown or 
washed away by a Specimen equinoctial storm of that region. 7 
The better class of houses—embracing but few—and espe-
cially those built for storage of merchandise, ̂ ave a stronger 
foundation, usually of stone sunk several feet in íhe earth, on 
which is erected a frame of timber filled in with large sun-dried 
bricks—adobes—which are used in preference to fire-burnt 
brick, because cheaper, and also less apt to become cracked and 
overthrown by earthquakes. This wall, one story high and two 
feet thick, is plastered with mud. On it is built a second story, 
called the alto, of lighter materials, usually split reeds, and slen-
der framework, slightly rough coated as before described. This 
attention to flexible and elastic materials is considered indis-
pensable in the construction of the higher story, inasmuch as 
its .greater distance from the centre of motion makes it more 
liable to sway to and fro in terrestrial undulations. With a 
very thick wall of porous substance to break the force of shocks, 
for the first story, and for the second, light and flexible building 
materials, falling houses from earthquakes are not as frequent as 
when the Spaniards first settled this country. The altos are 
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ustially fui 'nished wit l i ba lconies of lattice or Venet ian, and soíntè-
t i raes close woodwork with c u r t a i n e d w i n d o w s , w h i c h look 
tasteful, airy, a n d convenient for the br igh t b l a c k eyes that peer 
from t h e m on t h e outer w o r l d .in misch ievous s e c u r i t y ; b u t they 
would no t suit the u t i l i t ar ian arch i tec ture a n d i n c e n d i a r i s m of 
our large cities. Even the best bui l t of these houses c o u l d not 
w i t h s t a n d the severities of a nor thern c l imate , a l though well 
adapted to the moderate t emperature a n d absence of r a i n of this. 
Heavy ra ins , a n d severe a n d q u i c k l y a l t e r n a t i n g frost a n d thaw, 
would speedi ly dis integrate t h e m . The fiat roofs of the better 
houses, formed of rafters, r o n g h boards, a n d covered i n most 
cases t h i c k l y w i t h dried m u d , are p a v e d i n some few others with 
brick. Two or three dormer-window l ook ing sky l ight s , always 
presenting a large funnel-like month t o w a r d the south, like the 
expanded Tipper part of a w i n d s a i l , stand on the roof for the 
purpose of ventilating and lighting the rooms below, w h e n , as 
is often the case, there are no side w i n d o w s . This ventilator 
is called a tmtvna, and was the invention of the San Cayetano 
o r d e r of friars, for the purpose of catching the south wind inva-
riably blowing here, and directing it below: it has shutters 
within, which inay be closed or opened by cords suspended 
within i-each. To a North American eye it has a clumsy and 
awkward appearance. The style and structure of the houses 
are certainly nnattractive, and housewifery is equally untidy. 
Negligence, disorder, and dirt prevail, whether from want of 
servants, where most persons in Callao look like such, or from 
indifference and laziness, I know not; but certainly brooms, 
brushes, and dusters are at a discount. If such household im-
plements be dutiable, the impost cannot be ad valorem, for that 
would involve a defeat of revenue where -vaim is not recognized. 
I t is probably owing in part to the want of "use of these insect 
exterminators, that a traveller landing at this commercial gate 
of Peru, must become familiar with fleas, and submit to terrefi-
trial torture. My constant experience is â  pungent reminder 
pearly professional duties—of minor surgical operations, phle-
liltHomy and acupuncturation. It may be safely assumed that 
Peru is remarkable for insect " industrial exhibitions," and the 
eefioras and sefloritas will testify that crinoline is the great $m-
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phitíieatre in which these are íiéM. My first night here sub-
jltited me to the onslaught of ft legion of fleas that preoccupied 
0 ® bed, and revelled in a sangnmary satarnalia through the 
dárk honre; some of them even ambushing themselves in shirt, 
.àíawers, and socks, to assail their Tictira mercilessly the nest 
day. 
: The streets of Callao rarely exceed fifteen or twenty feet in 
width, and are paved with cobble stone, with narrow sidewalks 
of slab. A few of the streeta ia the neighborhood of the fort-
,•. ress are wider. A promenade—the Alameda—at the north, end 
I of a principal atreet, is well laid off, and when finished will be 
a handsome improvement. At one end of it a singular mound 
: ia seen, four or five hundred feet in diameter at its base, and 
gradually rising to a height of thirty feet It is composed 
entirely of shingly deposit, oval-shaped, somewhat flattened, 
smooth, polished, unmixed with either sand or earth, and merely 
with the dust of human bones. From the great number of 
these in every stage of disintegration, it may he supposed that 
it was probably used by the Indians for burial purposes, and is 
one of the many huacas found in this vicinity, unless, indeed, 
it was the place of interment of the defenders of the castle 
during the long siege, when famine and pestilence did what 
the patriot army of Peru was unable by dir*2t assault to ac-
complish—reduce a stronghold defended by an equally indom-
itable Castilian courage and tenacity. This shingle furnishes 
an inexhaustible supply of excellent paving material. I t may 
have been rolled up by the sea, which perhaps formed an eddy 
here, in its ebb and flow, at some remote period, when the land 
had not its present relative elevation. 
In regard to this subject of the comparative height of the 
land, my observations forbid the adoption of Dr. Darwin's opin-
ion, that the western coast of this continent is gradually rising 
and encroaching on the sea, or the opposite view of other geol-
ogists, as being invariably applicable to the question at issue. 
For although shells of the conchylia;, native to this sea-coast, 
have been found at an elevation of eighty to one hundred feet 
on the island of San Lorenzo, thus showing a lifting of the land, 
yet it is well known that the Camotal̂  now an extensive shallow 
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between the main land and a part of the above-named island, 
•was, since the discovery of Peru, so high above water as to have 
been extensively cultivated, and produced large quantities of 
camotes— sweet potatoes—whence the name of the shallow. 
And further, the small islands of Santo Domingo, Farallones, 
and Pachaeamac, about seven leagues south of Callao—on the 
last named of which were, in 18-12, ruins that may have had 
some connection w i t h the great temple in that neighborhood— 
fonmd part of the cardinent as promontorUs. and were sepa-
rated by the earthquake of 1586, the former peninsular connec-
tion now being beneath the sea. So that, while there are proofs 
of rising in some places, and of sinking of the land at other 
parts of the continent, it is most reasonable to suppose that 
these results, contingent on earthquakes, have been attended by 
Tary ing phenom^ia. 
The shingle of the mound before described is similar to that 
of which the coast barricade is formed, which has been washed 
up by the sea to the height, in many places, of twenty to twenty* 
five feet, &emng the purpose of a natural breakwater to prevent 
inundations—to which parts of,Callao would be liable at high 
water but for this defence. 
The streets of this city are badly lighted with oil lamps. 
There are capitalists here who would gladly introduce gaa, but 
the comprehensive charter of a Lima company, obtained by a 
system of bribery unhappily not confined to Peru, is construed 
into an exclusive right to illuminate the whole country. Thus 
the barbarians outside of the capital will probably be restricted 
to the means of making darkness visible, until it may suit Li-
menian monopolists to engage in the enterprise. 
: But if not well lighted, Callao may at least claim a nu-
merous and noisy night-watch. Throughout the dark hours the 
cry of the serenos may be heard, as, pacing their beats, they, 
often with considerable pretension to musical execution, an-
nounce the hour and condition of the weather—"Ave Maria 
Tgoriesima t.. Viva Peru I Las dies bandado y sereno í" which 
be rather freely rendered, for the sake of measure, thus: 
Holy Virgin! may Peru e'er be seen ! * 
The hour is ten—the ereníng la serene. 
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[A different condition of weather causes the watchman to 
v^pr his cry, bat that seldom happens. 
t . Tlie churches are all Eoraan Catholic, and are destitute of 
: .'/architectural merit. The largest of them is now undergoing 
repair of extensive damage from a recent earthquake, the se-
verest known here for nearly a century, and which destroyed 
many houses, and caused a general smashing of crockery and 
glass. OAorUlos, the fashionable resort for sea-bathing, about 
seven miles.eouth of Callao, it is said suffered still more; among* 
other consequences of the shock there having been one which 
Jias given rise to a nice question of law. A house and lot welre 
J moved by the earthquake and deposited on adjacent prem-
ises. "Wlio owns the house and lot ?—a question threatening 
to occupy the legal mind of Pern, and pass through the courts 
of First Instance, Superior, and Supreme. 
The most imposing structure about Callao is the old Royal 
Fortress—Heal Felipe—built from 1770 to 1775, and costing 
the Spanish Government thirty millions of dollars; a sum so 
large that the king is said to have ordered, in bitter irony, a 
telescope to be earned to the top of his palace in Madrid that he 
might look at the fortification on which that enormous treasure 
for the period had been expended. A suspicion may have 
lurked nnder this imperial joke, partaken of under like circum-
stances in later times, and in governments self-boastful of purer 
popular element. The fortress, covering about fifteen acres of 
ground, is quadranguler, has very thick walls and parapet about 
twenty feet high, is * surrounded by a wide and deep moat, and 
has two projecting towers of great strength at the seaward angles 
—the Torreón de la Patria and the Torreón de la Sam. Fer-
nando. Outside of the enclosure of the chief fortress and 
several hundred yards to the west of it is the smaller tower de 
la Sania liosa. I t lias been stated that this royal fortress 
former] v mounted four hundred pieces of cannon. Mv conduc-
tor through it says that the number never was so great. Many 
of the pieces, however, were of very large calibre, and most of 
them were of brass. There are hut forty-eight now remaining; 
nearly all those formerly on the fortification having been sold 
by a president of this republic; who, having mainly through the 
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command of tins formidable place, elevated liimself to the first 
office of the government, and knowing from personal experience 
the advantage that would be given by the position to a rival 
who might be its commandant, determined to dismantle it and 
thus destroy a nursery of sedition. I t was one of the last royal-
ist defences that surrendered to the South American revolu-
tionists in their war for independence. Hany of the wealthy and 
faithful adherents of the Spanish crown withdrew into this 
stronghold during the reverses of the mother country; and not 
until they had stood an eighteen months' siege, sutlered great pri-
vations, and had their number reduced by starvation and death 
from many thousands to but two hundred survivors, did they 
surrender,' and then on terms of honorable capitulation. 
The court-yards of this fortress have of late years been used 
for other than military,purposes. Here are the custom house 
offices, and warehouses for the public storage of merchandise. 
"Within its walls is found also the Casas Matas, a prison, than 
which no country has one more dismal, dirty, undisciplined, and 
pestiferous. It consists of three subterranean apartments, each 
about eighty by forty feet in extent, apparently former bomb-
proots of the fortress, with light and air admitted by one only 
small grated side window communicating with a vertical funnel 
descending from the surface of the earth above, thus effectually 
precluding commnnication with outsiders. Ko bedding is pro-
vided for the prisoners, and no food by the prison government. 
Instead of the latter, two reals—nominally twelve and a half 
cents each—are allowed per day to a prisoner, to purchase sub-
sistence from victuallers who are permitted to cook and sell 
provisions in the prison yard. Free intercourse is allowed 
among those confined within, old criminals instructing novices; 
and there is no labor required of them inside, and only occa-
sional " wheel barrow " work at any time on the streets and 
roads. There are now one hundred and fifty persons in the 
prison • the accused awaiting trial and the condemned under-
going punishment being indiscriminately thrown together; the 
certainly guilty and the possibly innocent faring alike in all 
things, . A more odious prison system, and disgraceful den of 
moral and physical abomination, cannot be conceived of " than 
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this; , and in tlie opinion of everjr jnst and rational traveller 
ifc® a reproach to the Peruvian Government. 
„- In iURither part of the fortress are barracks for the accom-
•àS>dation of two thousand army recruits, who are here tanght 
ifoe drill—this being one of the chief schools of practice. They 
y$2& all cholo mongrels and negroea—aro armed with Minié 
anuskets, are well uniformed, have rude bunks for sleeping, and an 
abundance of coarse rations. The President—•Castilla—á»'said 
to take good care of those -who fight/or /am. In answer íò an 
inquiry of an officer—How long do your men serve? he said, 
i$" An long as tie government wants them." To another qnea-
•¿Mion—Do they enlist voluutanly % he replied, " They are taken 
i ̂ f when wanted wherever they may be found and whatever they 
may be about, and made to serve—no questions being heeded 
^ ? and no answers given." The rope's end was applied to several 
• * delinquents, showing the discipline in vogue. This is a Sooth 
'/ American JiepuMic! And ours of the north ifi affirmed to be 
V its model! 
A free hospital, that of Guadalupe, is established here for 
natives: foreigners are admitted on paying a per diem of four 
reals. It has one hundred and fifty beds, nearly all occupied. 
Sick paupers, soldiers, seamen, convicts—white, black, and 
cholo—men and boys—room together. Women have separate 
wards, 
A favorite dance of parts of this coast is called Zama Cueca. 
It consists in two persons—male and female—standing opposite 
to each other, and at the sound of music making a few steps 
backward and forward, elegantly or otherwise according to tho 
grace or clumsiness of the dancer, and then passing each other, 
turning in the act so as again to face, at the same time waving 
a handkerchief each over the head of the other alternately. 
Sometime? in the advance and retreat the parties whip at each 
other coquettishly, at the same time that the body is thrown 
into lascivious attitudes. . The music of a guitar, or some ruder 
instrument, accompanies the dance, and also the voice of the 
musician in a monotonous improvising chant. 
Strolling along the street last night with a friend, our atten-
tion was attracted to a larce door of one of the humbler dwell-
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ings throTrn wide open, and showing the front room of títe 
house to be occupied by twenty-five or thirty men and women 
sittiag along the sides of the room, while at its farther end facing 
the door was what appeared to ho a rude altar consisting of a cov-
ered table, crucifix, candles, pictures of the Holy Family, and gilt 
paper cuttings, above which was aii open cofhn standing on end-
containing the corpse of a child a year or two old, dressed in ( 
the habiliments of death. A bandage round its body prevented 
it from falling forward, its hands were crossed on its breast, and a 
•yirreath of flowers was on its head, fresh, bright, and beautiful, in - • 
mockery of the half-open dimmed eyes, sunken cheeks, and marble 
Jtroe and coldness of mortality below, contrasted with them. We 
stood looking on a strange national custom—a mark of respect 
liere, not an act of rudeness as it would have been considered in -
l&me other countries ; and shortly after, in token of the inmates' 
^appreciation of our kindly interest in the early fate of the little 
innocent thus publicly exhibited, a bottle of püco, and a copeta 
resembling acordi^l glass, were handed out to us, that we might :|;: 
join the friends in honoring the memory of the departed. We 
moved our hats and touched the copeta to our lips. In'the 
mean time a guitar was tuned by one of the men, who then 
passed it to a woman of olive complexion and long raven hair 
Ranging dishevelled over well-turned shoulders, who we pre-
¿tnned to be the mother of the deceased child; and who, after 
ãfoiking a few plaintive notes, glided into a monotonous air, 
$Spo of the company rising simultaneously and dancing in the 
Ittanner of the country the Zama Cueca. The musician also |;~f.. 
Ijlve vent to her feelings in a recitative lament, plaintively ^ 
ping, touchingly describing the interesting traits of the lost one, %\ 
| | é iailure of their efforts to save its sweet life, and the resigna-
$¡0a of its friends in view of its happier destiny. When the 
dance ceased, the cordial beverage of the country—pisco—was 
^Bsed round, all of the company partaking; and again we 
invited to join them. After this the dance was resumed 
tgE other couples to the same monotonous note and sad song, 
wfeáe other guests of both sexes smoked cigarettes, conversed 
f, and some of them mirthfully. We left the party thus 
J, my friend, who was familiar with the usages of the 
m 
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conn try, informing me that in this manner the night would bo 
spent, and also that they believed tíiat their chances of eternal 
h&jDpine&s would be increased by this presence of an angel in 
toe little corpse they were thns smgnlarly honoring. 
'i: The next night we witnessed the fimeral of the deceased. 
¿Tbis consisted of a procession o f i h e Mends walking in double-
file after the pall-bearers, each person carrying a lantern; in 
this latter particular the ceremony resembling the ancient rope 
torchlight procession whicb gave origin to the term funeral. _ 
Hurried movement and boisterous conversation detracted from 
the otherwise impressive effect o f the illuminated scene and¿ 
Solemn occasion. On arriving at the cemetery situated at Bella 
Y i s t a , a long iron rod l ike a provision merchant's trier, was-
thrust into the gravel and sand to a depth of two or three feet, 
to ascertain i f any previous interment had taken place at that -
spot, no stone or head-board being there to designate the resting- ; 
place of the dead. After trials in several places success finally , 
crowned the efforts of the inspector, and no impediment being 
encountered, one of the pall-bearers dug a hole, in which the 
angeUta was deposited and hastily covered. A last drink of the 
funereal pisco was taken over the grave in men\ory of the'.; 
departed and to refresh the weary watchers, who then in pro-.... 
cession returned home in gleesome mood; believing no doubt 
that they had performed the rites of sepulture in a becoming 
manner. Among the common people this is the usual mode of 
interment of a child, after a suitable celebration of its death by 
song and sentiment, pirouette and pisco. And fond as they are 
of children, and convinced of their purity and happy destiny, 
rather than omit honoring the event of their translation, and, 
appropriating to themselves the highest influence of their good-
ness, they will even lorrow an angelita from an unfortunate 
neighbor too -poor to defray the expense of a celebration, and, 
removing it to their own house, distinguish the occasion by a 
considerable outlay of money and a general " good time." I t is 
said that these celebrations are always characterized by mingled 
sadness, cheerfulness, personal respect, and good wi l l ; never 
by the wrangling, violence, and, brutality which so frequently 
attend the Irish wake. 
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Last Sunday the singular spectacle was witnessed of an 
ecclesiastical dignitary recently appointed Archbishop of Lima, 
received at Callao with military honors. He was on his way 
from Arequipa, of which be was forinerly bishop, to take posses-
sion of the metropolitan see, and landed here under a salute of 
artillery: a rabble crowd, black, white, and indistinguishable, 
pressing forward apparently seeking the martyrdom of being 
crushed to death, or trampled under foot, in striving for the 
privilege of kissing his most reverend hand, extended for the' 
purpose as he hastened by with an indifference or contempt 
befitting such servility. la Lima a grand parade attended his 
reception; the clergy dressed in fantastic canonicals, and many 
' thousands of the populace, particularly black and mulatto 
women, repairing to the railroad station to welcome him with 
burning mcensc, and to strew Ms way with flowers as he passed 
along making the sign of the cross, while the deluded people 
exclaimed, " Gh-aeios a Dios, yã mi taítita me echo la bendición " 
—Thanks be to God, my father has at last bestowed on me his 
benedicficrHi- The examples of personal degradation seen on 
this occasion showed that these people have made no step for-
ward in the true dignity of hnman nature since they shook off 
the Spanish yoke. When the simple sacrifice of a lowly spirit 
to God is all that is demanded for His service by divine law, 
enlightened conviction and pnre religious sentiment could not 
fail to be offended by the pubUc lemation of the archbishop at 
the cathedral to remove his hoãUy impurities^ ere consecration 
by being robed in bedizened vestments transferred on silver 
waiters by episcopal hands, which alone were fitted for the mys-
teries of the sacred toilet. And surely neither good taste nor 
good sense could approve of a street parade for three days by 
prieRfe- and people, for the purpose of propitiating the favor of 
the Ahrftghty against a recurrence of the earthquake of October, 
; tjjfi abeordity of the parade being heightened by the auper-
stitious multitude conyeying in procession to every church in 
the city ^ painting of" Señor de los Magros," which is said to 
have been miraculously saved on that occasion, when the church 
to whiol* it belonged was destroyed—God, as is here believe^ 
baling, interposed in behalf of this valued specimen of the 
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fino arts, although He declined to do so in favor of the eharch 
dedicated to His service. Following; this sainted picture were 
thousands of people, who addressed it their prayers, sought ita 
Hessings, and enveloped it in clouds of incense from a hnidml 
censers, swung, it cannot be said with troth, by the fata'^aiáñ 
of women, for most of them were dingy; while many I ^ | h e 
hne of darkness typical of their minds. îtff-
I am told, but shall not be here to see, that according tó an-
nual custom there will soon be a similar celebration in CaB&o, 
on which occasion an effigy called " Señor del Mar," duly d i ^ e d 
' and decorated, will be carried i n religious procession to a l l l h e 
' churches, and then to the sea-shore, for the purpose of conciíí^Qg 
the "vasty deep" and obtaining absolution from the pnnish-
ment once before incurred for sin, when a great wave was&ed 
away this town. The event was a sad one—earth and sea 
appearing to have conspired to destroy those of the Spanish. 
race whose crimes and cruelties, i n their dominion in this coun-
try, dimmed the lustre of their discoveries. * '^i-
Ton of the north realize a "firm-set earth,"but here.'its 
heavings and vibrations are terribly demonstrative. Proofe are 
perpetually repeated in the south to show that the solid eaiifa 
can "melt, thaw, and resolve itself;" that its crust has been 
broken up by subterranean forces, and its dissolved materials, 
carrying with them the tenants of lower levels, have riseniito 
unwonted heights; while other parts have sunk, burying thefr 
inhabitants beneath the ruins of pities, leaving desolation a^d 
the dirge of the retiring wave where but a few moments l̂ fbre 
were the pomp of the festival and the exultant peal of $ è T e 
Demn. 
On the night of October 28, 1746, while the feasts (H two 
of the Apostles were being celebrated, St. Simon and St Judas 
—the latter a model of many political disciples of modern 
times in bribery i f not in suicide—a series of earthquakes com-
menced, during the one hundred and twelve days' continuance, 
of which four hundred and thirty shocks occurred, shaking the 
foundations of earth, and threatening total destruction to the 
cities throughout this portion oí South America. Hvree min-
uks'oi that time sufticed to destroy Lima almost entirely; and 
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Callao^ in the same brief period, was utterly overwhelmed, for 
what the earthquake did not throw down and dash to pieces, an 
ocean wave, leaping its accustomed barriers, and sweeping over 
the devoted city, totally destroyed, entombing in the sepulchres 
of their demolished houses and churches, nearly five thousand 
persons. But two hundred of the population of this chief sea-
port of Peru escaped death, a few of whom were on a bastion 
of the fortress of strength sufficient to re?ist the sheet, and the 
remainder were washed on the island of San Lorenzo. In wan-
dering over the plain where Callao formerly stood, nearer to the 
southern shore and to the extremity of the peninsula called Cal-
lao Point than the present city, the ruins were still seen; moul-
' dering brick and bone mingling their dust, and blown hither 
and thither, the sport of the idle wind, telling of the emptiness 
of earthly splendor, and the uncertainty and brevity of life; 
while this remnant of mortality—perhaps of beauty and of 
power—serves also an inglorious use of the builder, iumishing, 
indeed, the chief material of mud plaster. 
" Oh that the earth, -which kept the world in awe, 
Shoold patch a wall to eipel the winter's flaw I" 
• r Parts of a few nearly-buried arches are still visible. Into 
one of the best preserved of these I descended, and found a 
tórge number of human bones, which, with the substantial ma-
âtmçy of the arch, justifies the opinion that this was probably 
impart of the substructure of the cathedral, a portion of a vault, 
pérhaps, ia which deceased prelates and others of the clergy 
bad been buried, according to Catholic usage. But a careful 
«fcB&mnation of these relics revealed so many bones of women 
and younger persons, as to lead to the conclusion that as the 
^sftshook of the earthquake was felt at the hour at which the 
x^giouft ceremonial o f the feast referred to was in progress, 
l̂ p f̂tbly many of the worahippers, young and old, descended 
vaults of the churchy as well from confidence in them as 
o í security from the unusual strength of the foundation, 
their sanctity, wMcih superstition would be apt to clothe 
ive power. Bat although sheltered from the fallijig 
H 
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^nílding, they conld not escape the ocean deluge which instantlj 
followed the shock of the earthquake, and thej thus perished by 
drowning. 
It is said by some traTellers that a part of the ruins of old 
Callao may be seen on a calm and bright day, at the bottoih of 
"Mar Brava"—rough sea—south of Callao promontory. Oth-
ers deny that these are visible at that place, and with mow rea-
son, for not only do the few remaining ruins clearly indicate 
the location of the former town, but if any part of old Callao 
' had been situated at the spot where ruins are supposed by the 
?viancifdl to be eobmerged, they oertainly could not have re-
mained there to this time, because, constructed chiefly of reed, 
adobe, and mud, the materials of the houses would have been 
speedily washed away, by this very rough arm of the oceans 
beating constantly and wildly under the pressure of an unchang-
ing south wind on the stony barricade erected by itself along 
the shore. Even if hard brick walls had been there overthrown, 
these would have been rounded by incessant water action and 
attrition, and thrown upon the beach ; bnt none such are found 
&mong the wide-epread gravel and boulders, to tell like the lat̂  
ter a tale of origin and action—whence they came and how they 
reached the shore. Ere long Cowper's description of man's per* 
ishable vanities will apply to old Callao: 
" We build with what we deem eternal rock: 
A distant age asks where the fabric stood ; 
And in the dust sifted and searched in vain 
The tmdiscoverable secret sleeps." 
It is not without uncomfortable apprehension that one strolls 
over this vast charnel-house, and surveys the testimonials of an 
instantaneous and fearful sacrifice to offended right and justice. 
For who can doubt that punishment was the desert of the Span-
iards, who, in their subjugation of the ancient Peruvians, shame-
lessly violated these, and indulged, in the grossest atrocities ? 
And yet with witnesses of evil and proofs of error around them, 
the people of this land continue to cling to the chief idol which 
has hitherto led and still directs them in dark and devious ways. 
So, too, they continue to be rocked by terrestrial convulsion, the 
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tj*pe of those which so often canse their political and social sys-
tems to tremble, and which will never become firmly and happily 
eatablished tmtil religious inenlcations and observances more in 
consonance with the principles and precepts of the Christianity 
of the Bible shall guide them. 
C H A P T E R V I . 
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FOEMEELT tíie joomej from Callao to Lima, although a día--
tance of scarcely seven miles, was both disagreeable and danger»-
ons; for if trayellers were not snffocated with dust, they were aK 
most certain to be robbed or murdered by highwaymen, who thení 
infested the route, and, in bold defiance or with the connivance^ 
of government, levied contributions on them. Now, the greater!v 
comfort and safety of a railroad are enjoyed, and passengers ar&f 
conveyed to the capital in thirty or forty minutes, at a half-dollar; 
fare, exclusive of baggage, which, if the bulk of a trunk, costs,; 
as much more% The road has but a single track, with an aa-
cending grade, from the coast to Lima—seven miles—of four-
hundred and ninety-eight feet. Twelve trains run each way^ 
daily, yielding, at the lowest estimate, five hundred dollars per: 
day net profit. The road belongs to SeSor Candamo, the ; 
wealthiest citizen of Peru, who owns two-thirds of the stocky 
and an English capitalist, who owns the remaining third, excepi' 
one share belonging to another person, who has refused $20,000 
offered for it by Señor Candamo. He has a fancy to pry into 
the mystery of management and receipts, commonly an enigma 
to stockholders. The above-mentioned profit does not include 
the freight on mercliandiso, which is not as large as might be 
expected between the principal seaport and the capital, for the 
reason that the owners of the railroad have been intimidated by 
threats of negro and cholo arrieros and carreteros, and they 
have sought to conciliate these dangerous enemies by restricting 
the carriage of merchandise, allowing the most of it to find its 
way by mule caravans and the clumsy old-fashioned carts of the 
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country, seen by the railroad passengers, trudging and trundled 
on the lima turnpike, running parallel nearly the entire length, 
at from one to two miles an hour, knee deep and hub deep in 
ruts, and enveloped in clouds of dust. 
The fields and meadows on each side of the railway are en-
closed by low adobe walls; the soil is a dark rich-looking loam, 
and the vegetation near to Lima looks exceedingly luxuriant, 
especially where the thickly-clustered tropical fruit trees are 
eeen growing. 
About a mile and a half from Callao the road passes the 
village of Bellavista, formerly the fashionable country residence 
of the wealthy inhabitants, and near to which is the only Prot-
estant cemetery in Peni. A commodious hospital for foreign 
seamen is located at this place; also a naval foundry; and 
it was here that the Chileans, in their last war with Peru, erected 
the batteries for bombarding the fortress of Oallao, which soon 
after was sturendered. liear Bellavista may be seen a rude 
wooden cross planted on a mound, to mark the spot, as tradition 
says, to which a Spanish frigate was carried and wrecked by the 
sea, which finished the work of destruction nearly completed by 
the earthquake in 1746. Farther on another crô s indicates the 
spot to which, the wave ascended the inclined plane toward the 
mountains. 
. Nearer Lima the remains of old canals used for irrigation 
are seen, and also the once celebrated Alameda, with its central 
drive and lateral promenades, bordered by shade trees, and hav-
ing turn-outs and stone benches for the wayworn and lounger. 
This avenue was designed by its founder, the Viceroy Higgins, 
to be completed the entire distance to Callao, in the same style 
õf convenience and adornment seen near Lima; but his death 
arrested the progress of the work, and the railroad is now likely 
to convert it into a dilapidated monument of the past, 
j / ' The railroad enters the city abruptly at its south-west qnar-
fíly and the passenger finda himself without the usual suburban 
i^ró>ach suddenly in close contact with mud walls and com-
Partly built mud houses, demanding a strict observance of a 
"iiotice" once seen in an American railroad car, " don't p̂ut 
yá&£head or -feet out the window." On reselling the station, 
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the traveller, on extricating ' MmseJf from the motley crowd, 
whang whom lie has taken the ehmces of snfíbcatíon from cigar 
smoke, i f the windows should fel closed, and from the dust of a 
• ramless region, if they should he open, will find cholos as eager 
to take his haggage as those muBances of American railroads 
' and steamboats, called porters, and that is saying enough to 
convince him of the propriety o f watching his valuables. T w o 
dollars per trunk, and five for a hack to the hotel, are the pen-
alties of being a foreigner, unieas Spanish enough can be rmiij-
tered to strike a bargain feeforehámL 
M y observations must be posted without keeping a day-book. 
T h e moments thus bestowed are those only incidentally falling 
h y the wayside of necessary official engagements. Hence, i í 
note of time were made, the proof of how rapidly it is passing 
would prove annoying without adding to the interest of what 1 
have to say. So that there shall be no occasion to mourn over 
the wasted moments of the present, nor to lament the collectivé 
sum of the past and future, we should be content. 
LIMA, the capital of Peru, was founded by Don Francisco 
Pizarro, in January, 1534, on the day celebrated b y the Koman 
Church as the Epiphany, or feast of the worshipping of the kings 
or magi of the east, and hence called by him JCa Ciudad de Itâ 
Reyes, the city of the kings. Pizarro being desirous of plant-
ing a city on the sea-coast, sent officers to select a suitable sité j 
and the Bay of Callao" affording a safe harbor and other com-
mercial facilities, as well aa being sufficiently central in view of 
territorial acquisition, they followed the river Rimac, which 
empties into the northern part of the bay, and finding that it 
iiowed through a fertile valley on the slope of the western foot 
hills of the Andes, and furnished a bountiful supply of pure 
water, they recommended the southern bank of that stream, 
two leagues from the coast, as a suitable site, on which Pizarro 
accordingly ordered the city to be bnilt. 
The present name of the capital, Lima, is derived from and 
is considered a softened comtption of Rimac, the Indian name 
of the river. The valley, we are told by Stevenson, an English 
traveller of great intelligence, was called by the aborigines 
J¿i?nac Malea, the place of witches, it being the, custom among 
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them to banish to this valley persona accused of witchcraft. 
But Prescott (" History of the Conquest of Peru ") states that the 
word Rimac signifies in the Quichua tongue, "one who speaks, 
from a celebrated shrine situated there, and much resorted to by 
Indians for the oracles delivered by its idol." I cannot venture 
to decide the point oí" difference between these authors. But it 
may be said in this connection, that Mr. Prescott is in error in 
stating that " the capital was somewhat less than two leagues 
from its (the river's) mouth, which expanded into a commodious 
haven for the commerce that the eye of the founder saw would 
one day float on its waters." The distance is not less than two 
leagues from the mouth of the river to the city, nor does the 
Rimac expand and form any part of the harbor whatever: it 
is insignificant for such a purpose; a fishing-boat can ficarcely 
navigate tho shallows at its mouth; while the truly " commo-
dious haven for the commerce" that centres here is on a scale 
of extent and depth becoming an arm of the ocean it really is, 
with islands and promontories as natural breakwaters against 
tho heavy swells and fierce winds which sometimes endanger 
shipping on other part^of this coast. It would be as just to 
regard the Galf of Mexico as the "expanded mouth" of the 
Mississippi River, as the Bay of Callao that of the Rimac. 
. . Although Lima is but 12° 2' south of the equator, the tom-
perature is not excessive, and is BO equable as not to vary more 
than 25° throughout the year; 60° of Fahrenheit being the low-
€|t, and 85° the highest indicated by the thermometer during 
jeyeral years, as shown by the carefally kept record of Sr. Pas 
Soldán, a resident of the capital, as distinguished for his scien-
tyie attainments as for his enlightened patriotism. Thus March 
ás'.shown to have been the hottest, and July the coldest month 
4̂  this part of the southern hemisphere. A corresponding eqna-
jblç. temperature prevails In Callao. An examination of the 
meteorological registers of the United States men-o'-war " Wy-
oming " and " ifarraganset," the detention of which in the harbor 
ó | Çíallao in the year 1860, embraced a joint period of eight 
nâ pAhs, from June to January inclusive, showed that the m?ni-
roiip temperature was but 59° (in August), and the maximum 
i ^ f ^ . variation of but 19°. And Mr. Decourcy, of Callao, in-
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formed me that a diary kept bj him for ten "years reported bat 
1(£ .variatioa for any one year, marked by a thermometer htmg 
in a non-conducting mud mansion, and exposed neither to re-
üeeted rays of the sun nor to emrents of air, the lowest degrèè 
^having been 62°, and the highest 72°. An extraordinary tua*; 
formity, perhaps unsurpassed in any part of the world. 
In attempting to account for the equable climate õf E m a 
and its vicinity, we must seek the probable explanation, first, in 
the influence of the neighboring snow-capped mountains, anâ 
the unvarying southerly breeze, in modifying a solar heat wMdli. 
in a corresponding latitude of the northem hemisphere is 
most insupportable; and secondly, in the scarcely varying tencp̂  
perature of the vast ocean which washes these shores, and witH 
which the same wind comes freighted to moderate the cold of 
winter. Doubtless the absence of rain may also account in parfc 
for the fact that no sudden transitions of temperature are known 
tere. Dews, amounting at times to heavy mists, fall at nighty 
dampening the atmosphere often for several hours after sunrise. 
These yield the required moisture for the luxuriant vegetatiorf 
of the valley, but they are detrimental to health, and counter-
act the otherwise beneficial influence of this equable tílimaté; 
over pulmonary diseases. 
The streets of Lima, in its central districts, run correspond-. 
ing to the points of the compass, crossing at right angles; those 
of the suburbs are without regularity. .Their width varies from 
twenty to thirty feet, and they are paved with hard rabble sto&e¿ 
having sidewalks from threç to four feet wide, of fiat stone, aü-
gularly enough importQd from England, labor beirtg too costly, 
or the natives too lazy to quarry granite found in inexhaustible 
beds a few miles east of the city. 
The river Rimac, running from east to west, divides the city 
into two parts. One, the larger portion, embracing four-fifths 
of the city, is situated south of the river ; and enclosed aa it is 
by an adobe wall twelve feet high, with gates and bastions now 
in process of dilapidation, which touches the southern bank of 
the Eimac, by its extreme ends east and west, it presenta a-semi-
circular shape, the length being about two miles and its width 
but little *over one. The other and smaller part is the irregular 
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shaped suburb of San Lazaro, forming the remaining one-fifth 
of .the city, and situated on the north side of the river, being 
united to the larger part by a substantial stone bridge, five luin-
died feet long, resting on six heavy piers, and •which has with-
stood uninjured the destructive earthquakes that have visited 
the capital. 
Lima has a general declivity from southeast to northwest, 
and those streets which run from east to west, and some few 
rnnning from south to north, have in the middle.canals, about 
two feet wide, walled, and arched in places to allow of vehicles 
crossing to opposite sides of the street, but open above through-
out the intervening extent These canals are called acequias, 
and through them run streams of water introduced by natural 
flow from the Kimac, the declivity allowing an uninterrupted 
passage, the river heading about fifty miles east among the 
tnoimtftios, and having a rapid fall the whole distance from its 
iource to the sea. 
Probably these acequias were originally intended to convey 
through the city pure water for domestic use, cleanliness, and 
çeneral hygiene. But they are now the depositories of all 
•orts of garbage and filth; and by the disregard of municipal 
'egulations forbidding such use except after midnight, they have 
Recome, without reference to time, the substitutes of water-clos-
the latter rarely being found, the night-bucket forming the 
maul intermedium, .and the direct use of the acequia a not un-
ipmmon custom in the less respectably inhabited parts of the 
|ty. These aqueducts, indeed, have degenerated into public 
çsspools, revolting to decency, repugnant to comfort, and detri-
ĉ ental to health; distributing the foul contenta and poisonous 
Sitiaria wherever a stream meanders; and . if perchance this, 
tÇui obstruction, should cease to flow, there results an abiding 
nd (intolerable offensiveneea. The acequias are the favorite re-
of that most obnoxious of the feathered family, turkey 
a, the municipal scavengers and privileged proprietors 
lerely of these pestiferous premises, but also of the arcade 
^ousertope, and the church towers, from which they com-
||itly survey their domain below, and swoop down to their 
vwhenever the uprising stench of a deposit announces tfie 
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spread of another foul banquet. That malignant yeflpw fevei 
with such a fiouree of pestilence in its midst, should Mave pre 
vailed in this city a few years eince, is not Burp^âugj al 
'though in this mild climate and with ordinary attentiò^lfo pub 
lie hygiene, and domestic and personal cleanliness, thaídiseasí 
could never have originated here, nor spread if imported-1" Tí i1 
unpleasant to refer to these things, but it is only by coheideriití: 
their habits and municipal regulations, that the condition of c 
people can be. determined. 
The honsee of Lima, like those of Callao, are of a structure 
demanded by its climate and liability to earthquakes. The lat-
ter reqioiree that they should be built of unusually massif and 
strong walls, capable of resisting shocks, or of yielding and 
elastic materials, adapting themselves to terrestrial movement, 
and recovering their original condition. As the former iaode 
of building would be too costly for ordinary dwelling-houses, it 
is used only for churches, prisons, and the most expensive edi-
fices, and even for these only in the lower story; the upper, 
when such exists, having the lighter materials of ordinary diall-
ings. Dwellings are of two classes, according to the jSjbik 
and wealth of their proprietor. The common kind are of very 
simple construction, usually one story in height, built on a íiíie 
with the street, or in long rows at right angles with it, and com-
municating therewith by a court or ml-de-mc. A scantling 
frame is first put up, the interspaces of which are filled with 
split Guayaquil cane, or with the wild cane of Peru, cima 
brava, these either being passed through holes bored in the tim-
bers above and below, and arranged parallel and near to each 
other, or interlaced obliquely, according to the fancy of the 
builder. Upon both sides of this framework a plaster is spread, 
consisting of mud mixed with cut straw or chaff. Partitions 
are made of split cano and mud plaster, separating one or more 
apartments. Chimneys in such houses are dispensed with, the 
mildness of the climate rendering artificial beat unnecessary for 
personal comfort, and the yard, when such is found, being the 
primitive kitchen of the common people. A door, and a win-
dow, cften without glass, and grated with iron bars, together 
with roof of thatched Sags, or plank covered with mud several 
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ches,thick, complete the building. Two stories and several 
>artnients are sometimes found, built of like materials, floored, 
id generally more commodious and comfortable. 
The residence of a wealthy inhabitant occupies the four sides 
' a square open court, or patio, as it is called, the approach to 
inch is by a well-secured gateway large enough to admit a 
rriage, and usually guarded by a porter. The court iñ taste-
lly paved with small rubble stone, or with the bleached verte-
se, or other small bones of animals, arranged so as to form 
namental figures. The house, one or two stories high, has 
ílories faicing the court, the alto, when it exists, being pro-
?ted by a projecting roof, and having a stairway leading to its 
Bery, which gives access to the upper rooms, all of which 
en on the gallery. The alto in front is provided, also, with a 
Aiced or glass window balcony above the gateway, something 
:e a bay-window overlooking the street, which serves the very 
portant purpose of ladies' observatory. The principal mate-
il of these houses is usually sun-dried bricks, adobes, for the 
ver story, the wall of which is very thick, though sometimes 
3 entire building even of this class is framework and cane, the 
icco of the inside being not so coarse as that in common use. 
all paper hides the defects of the interior plastering, and par-
ions are made of board covered with papered canvas. In 
ba, as in Callao, the mud roof is preferred m the best non-
ilductor of heat in warm weather, but plank and cement roofs 
i also used. The invariably flat roof is often furnished with 
girador—a look-out. Occasionally a first-class residence is 
ijo. tolerably well frescoed, and neatly, conveniently, and even 
ipriously arranged and famished. They certainly have an. 
ifantage over North American city residences, in that they 
t q no steep, narrow, and endless stairways to climb. The 
¡Jtby'light their mansions with gas, and a very few have, also, 
ler introduced into their houses; but Ijoth are used at an ex-
©ant charge: for gas, nine dollars per one thousand cubic 
for water, fifty dollars per annum for a single flow. The 
are well lighted by gas. If there be stabling on the 
it occupies a small court behind the dwelling, and is 
¿ble only through the front gateway and patio. Cellars 
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are not dug. Earth so near the lower floor would be detrimen 
al to liealth, Imt that it is always dry in this rainless climatt 
Necessary out-bnildings, common among the lower classes o 
> Korth Americans, are not fcfand in Lima, and a modem watej 
closet is unknown, from which, there result great discomfort, ir 
jury to health, and public as well âs private indecency, J 
stranger, accustomed, to the observances of a higher civilizatioi: 
in passing along thoroughfares of this capital, cannot avoid oJ 
fence to his delicacy ; and a municipal regulation tolerates;,tb 
weekly call at houses by an incorporated French company, ú 
the broad face of day, for revolting contributions that liav! 
failed to find their way into the filthy acequias, and are porpet 
nally passing by drayloads through crowded business street^ t< 
the disgust of foreigners and the annoyance of well-bred éiti 
zens. " 
The many cracked, inclined, warped, and twisted houses ĝ çj 
in Lima, attest the force by which they have been tried; $iK 
show the discretion of the people in sacrificing appearance tt 
security, and in seeking the best means of guarding against the 
effects of that power which heaves the granite foundations of 
earth, lifts and sunders its crust, and moves even the ocean to jtt 
will. Korth American thin walls of brittle material^ ambitif̂ ne 
of height and often measuring the ambition of vulgar owners, 
would crumble into fragments under the might of a Peruvian 
earthquake, involring all, property and people, in destruction. 
But secure against ordinary danger by architectural ingennity, 
and having the accessible patio to escape to in the event of 
threatened demolition of his house, the patriotic Limeño would 
rather take the risk of the earth's ague paroxysm than not to 
make a sensation in the world. He seems to have pleasure in 
knowing that his country can get up a phenomenon that cannot 
be equalled elsewhere. 
Hotels! What shall be said of them ? Send a live Yankee 
down here, with plenipotentiary powers to take Maury's Hotel 
Franjáis, iíorin's Hotel, Hotel de la Bola de Oro, Hotel de 
1'Europe, and Hotel 1'Universo, and put them together; let 
him turn them inside out, expel the fleas, drive out the billiard 
and rochambor tables and their devotees from the best and 
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most public apartments, and get rid of the worthless cholo 
apologies for serrants; let him bring clean table and bed linen, 
and not forget a lot of Irish chambermaids and a cargo of well-
trained waiters of the Pennine sable standard ; let him have full 
authority to do all tilings in general and every thing in particu-
lar as he may decide to be according to the last Isew York 
model; and above all, let him bring with his characteristic 
shrewdness, intelligence, energy, activity, and go-ahead-ativenesa, 
that ethical element so hard for hotel keepers to compass, to 
wit: conscience enough to charge but twice the worth of a thing, 
and there wonld then be one house of refuge for the way-wom 
traveller such as Lima has not seen, and ia not likely to possess 
by any other process. It would be a waste of words to describe 
the present hotels of this capital. What do you think of a 
hotel in /iphich, i£ you are not a billiard player, yon rrmst either 
go to your chamber or intp the street ? Without parlor, reading 
room, or reception room, for a weary guest to sit in; without a 
servant to wait on you except at table, or a bell to ring for one 
even if he could be had. Indeed, the possession of a house bell is 
the singular exception to the rule. The American Minister's resi-
dence has one, and it serves to remind hife wandering countrymen 
of the conveniences of home. Indeed, bell-metal appears to have 
been all used in the manufacture of church bells, and it may be 
that the natives have come to the- sage conclusion that they make 
noise enough for the whole city. It may be safely assumed that 
if Paradise ia to be won by perpetual peals from tower and fcink-
linga at the altar, surely the people of lima have a cheery pros-
peòé ahead, for the former cease only to call the faithful to the 
house of prayer, that the latter may remind them wlien there of 
their .duties as worshippers; and so a continuous religious cere-
monial, in f̂fhich bell-metal performs a chief part, is in progress 
from monnng until nig&t. 
-7 .sAnfiiw words more about hotels—for even among evils there 
ifl a choice. 1^ then, fate should direct your steps to this city 
of filÉt^ festivals, and fleas—and the rest of Christendom can 
prodttc© none such as the last mentioned for numbers, magni-
tndejjmA ferocity, and it is doubtful if Mohammedan Turkey can— 
seek Ifilfoxy's Hotel Français; there, and there only, you may 
•7 
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t̂and a chance of not comproznisiog your character for chastity, 
and of retiring to youf chamber witíurat a tapada insisting on 
; accompanying yon to cheer the loneltnese of night. Bat as you 
vrill be charged for eveary thing that you" get, and many that you 
do not get, from Úiqfórteró's'i&s when you enter the front gate, 
to his unconscionable exaction 'when you pass out; for the mod-
icum of candle •which lights yoa to bed, to that which should 
light yon when you have to go in the dark; and many things 
unnecesBary to specify now, ín t which icUl 'be specified in the 
bill of whoever shall go there, it may be useful to assist you in 
the settlement of your account by giving Borne information about 
Peruvian currency. As etrangers are expected to pay liberally 
for the benefits and pleasures of travel, it is not to be-presnmed 
that they will have any use for lesser values, nevertheless tbey 
may be named. 
S I L V E R COIN. ^ 
Cuartillo, ( i Real.) equal to 3£ centa 
Medio, (iReal.) « -. " 
Bea], " I S i " 
Pecetii, " • 25, " 
Peso, " 1 dollar. 
GOLD COIN. 
Cuartillo de oro, eqnal to 1TV dollars. 
Escudo, « . . . . . . S i " 
Doblón, " 4 i « 
Media oaza, " 8} " 
Onza, M 17 • " ' 
There is no Peruvian monev bein^ coined at this time: an< 
the little of former datfâ in circulation is rapidly diBappcarin; 
before the more debased Bolivian currency. Small change i 
scarce, and dealers substitute it by ha lv ing reals for medios, an 
these latter they cut again for cuartillos. The paper issue ur 
happily sometimes known in our own country in violation o 
its organic law—the Constitution—which gives the Grovemmer 
only the power " to coin money and regulate the value thereof; 
which proldbits the emission of " bills of credit," and mak( 
nothing " hut gold and silver coin a tender in payment of debts: 
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the unJawful representative of value, which, on each recurring 
mercantile crisis causing a suspension of specie payments, favors 
rogues and defrauds the honest, has no existence in Peru, j ^ v -
bitrary and absolute as is this Government's disregard of consti-
tutional provisions, ye t it lias not ventured on such an extreme 
of usurpation as to trample under foot the legal standards of 
value, and to substitute an illusive invention of financial craft 
tor the precious meVals. It recognizes the truth that interna-
tional commerce demands, and will have, actuality of v a l u e ; and 
whatever its other tyranny, it has stopped short of the oppres-
sion which would enforce thp circulation among its own people 
of that which itself will not receive in payment of imposts, and 
which it could not become a purchaser with in a foreign market. 
In the matter of currency, at least, this Government has set an 
example of justice and consistency to some others of loftier pre-
tension, however faulty in fulfilment. 
The seaccity of small change does not appear to restrain the 
national propensity for gambling, shown by the almost daily 
drawing of lotteries adapted to the means of the poorer people, 
who would rather go without food than lose the chance of get-
ting a prize by staking their real or medio. The streets swarm 
with lottery ticket venders, crying at the top of their voices the 
tempting prizes—"Mil pecoa! para mañana.'* " Mil pecos! pata 
luego." " Quarto mil pecos I para lunes." These venders are 
the pests of the streets, iio one is free from their importunities. 
They are like the ne-wsboys of large American cities j yon can-
not turn round without running against one. In the restaurant, 
the hotel, the market, even at the church door, one is button-
holed, and ceaselessly screamed at—" Mil pecos! para mañana." 
Great . as the national vice of gambling has always been, it is 
saidf fcô be actnally increasing. Nor is it likely to diminish 
among the lower classes while those ürhigh official stations and 
of great social influence, encourage, as they do, the practice by 
public example, staking thousands on the turn of a card, even in 
thft̂ neeence of their wives and children., If General Castilla is 
th©: chief gambler as "well as the chief magistrate of Peru, losing 
sixty tUçngand dollars a night and drawing his draft as Prosi» 
dent ^¿iq , English Banking House for its payment next mom-
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ing, what ia to be expected but tbat Ms snpporters trill becom^ 
his imitators in official fraud as -well as in the base habit of seelefi 
ing another's fortune at the cost of possible impoverishment ofy 
MB family ? And what can be hoped for in a claim for iudem ;̂ 
nity fornational outrage against sneh an Executive but prevarica-;; 
tion, quibbling, and delay, •which have characterized his conducid 
in the negotiation now about to be closed by our national self* 
respect i -l 
Those who spend their emal] earnings, and what they can| 
beg or borrow, in tlie licensed street-gambling of lotteries, aref 
of the lower elates of the populace. But as the classiticatioij^ 
of society here differs from any of which you have personal!: 
knowledge, it ia proper to say in wliat it consists. And pre-t 
mising that it rests rather on the comparative superiority of | 
blood—the natural distinction of race—than upon, any adventi | 
tious circumstances, it may be sufficient to say that the aborigi<-
nal race was the Indian; and that subsequently there came intoj 
tliia country the Spaniard, then the Negro, and recently thsi 
Chinaman, to enable one to come to tolerably correct concluí 
eions as to results, when it'is added that the proposal of Xorthj 
American miscegenation has in South America been practically 
applied. To wit: - s 
, » The "White and Indian have given to Peru the mestizo. 
White and Negro, the mvlaUo. * 
White and Chinese, the cMno-Mcmco., 
Indian and Chinese, the cfdno-chola. 
Negro and CMne&e, the zainbo-chmo. 
Indian and Negro, the chmo. 
White and mulatto, the cuarterón. 
White and mestiza, the creóle—so called here, but altoi 
gether different from the creóle of the Southern States of Nortlj 
America. 
Indian and mulatto, the chino-oscuro. 
Indian and mestiza, the me&tizo-daro. 
Negt-o and mulatto, the zambô negro. ' 
Negro and mestiza, the mvZatio-oscuro. 
With these data, and knowing that the created distinction| 
of the primary races have been shamelessly disregarded bj? 
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man, and that the baser passions have subverted reason, senti-
ment, and sympathy, the many modifications of admixture and 
relative proportions of blood may be surmised, which character-
ize a population presenting a greater variety of tints, of physi-
t-al and mental endowments, than can be found probably else-
where in the world. The definiti^e terms Spaniard, Cholo, 
Zambo, Negro, are generally heard, to signify the White, Indian, 
Mixed, and Black, but it is beceming customary to designate all 
except the anthropological antipodes—Caucasian and Negro—as 
cholos f and thus the originally mild, inoffensive, industrious, 
and provident Indian people, will probably soon have to father 
all the.physical and moral debasement resulting from this in-
discriminate crossing of original races and this corrupted prog-
env; all the feebleness, vicious organization, and defective 
vitality of the mongrel element proceeding from violations of 
the laws of creation; producing, too, perpetual conflicts, both in 
social and political life, until those laws shall be vindicated, as 
they inevitably wi l l IKJ, and the outrages inflicted upon nature 
as well as upon the original Indian race, shall be repaired by 
tho extinction of all title to perpetuity on the part of the 
immerically weak, and the aboriginal element still dominant on 
this part of the continent sha31 be restored to the condition i t 
held at the time of the Spanish conquest. And this event will 
be hastened by the late act of the Peruvian Government eman-
cipating tho negro slaves, who have consequently become, 
according to the testimony of observing and intelligent citizens, 
a curse to the country and to themselves—robbers, assassins, 
drunkards, and general disturbers of the public peace. Idle 
¡oíd debased, they arc passing through a transition of barbarism 
to extinction, a final event contemplated with satisfaction by 
:dl who are interested in the social elevation, political stability, 
and general prosperity of Peru. 
Another evil resulting from the legislative abolition of judi-
ciou.* and responsible control over so large, and when freed 
from disciplinary restraints so disturbing an element of society, 
:md from the withdrawal of this labor from industrial pursuits, 
c-j*ciidly of rural districts, is the importation of Chinese Coolies 
to supply the wants of agriculture. Thus, instead of a system 
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of servitude, in jdiicli it was the iiitereat of the planter to cher--; 
ish and protect, from physical and moral evils, the laborer, 
whose life and well-being were the measure of his own pros-. 
perity, one lias been introduced attended with unprecedented 
cruelties.. In fact, the importation of Coolies has taken the 
place of lhe African slayp trade, with an aggravation of the 
sufferings of the " middle passage," as fcbown by the startling 
proportion of deaths on the voyage, and the frightful picture 
of emaciation and disease on landing in Peru. And when sold 
into temporary slarery, which haa been glossed to dazzle dupes 
with the term " free apprenticeship," it is to learn that the 
more work can be forced from him during his term of service, 
and the scantier his food and clothing, the larger will be the 
employer's profits—there being actually no motive of interest in 
husbanding the Coolie's resources of health and life beyond the 
limit of the bond. Hence the treatment he receives on the 
hacienda, which is his territorial prison during the term of ser-
vice which consumes the prime of liis years, is characterized by 
great inhumanity. The task-masters of Coolies are negroes or'. 
mnlattoes, whose natural insensibility and proclivity to cruelty 
fit them for drivers; and who, it is the general opinion here,, 
seem to consider that if the Coolie succumbs to the severity of ... 
discipline, and becomes enfeebled or diseased, it is better by ; 
additional severity to rid the hacienda of him altogether-
giving him the choice solely of death, or seeking the cold 
charity of strangers. Hence the frequent meeting of impover-
ished ahd emaciated Chinamen on the streets of Lima; and the 
pitiful spectacle presented by the poor wretches in the pest-
house of the Refugio. 
The Límeñiaris of pure Spanish descent, and especially the 
women, are quick in detecting any shade of the innumerable 
adulterations of blood, however slight the deterioration; and 
priding themselves upon their nobler race and their freedom 
from taint, they may be excused the very common weakness of 
announcing the discovery of another's misfortune. The white, 
skin is the badge of superiority universally recognized, notwith-
standing the pronunciamentos of equality by*aspiring military, 
chieftains, to conciliate the brutal blacks and mongrels, who. 
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•-Ijayè thng become the ready instruments of revolutions and the 
:Q0^8 in a d& facto political eiulm&ment of the nation. In 
..^•^tries boasting of constitutional government, there has yet 
-no such utter disregard of law and personal riglits, no such 
ídLand unblushing executive encroachment on the preroga-
of coordinate branches of the Government, both legislative 
d-jndicial, as in Peru. By Presidential command, the army, 
led police, and battalions of negro cargadores and aquadores, 
rçh Xo the polls on days of election, and excluding all by 
it and violence who differ with those exercising official 
wer, fulfil the prearranged programme of the Executive, 
phe halls of national legislation have been closed by Castilla's 
ilpler, and fixed bayonets gleaming in the black hands of a 
0̂̂ ublÃc<m tyrant's tools have prevented the exit of deputies, 
iHMil, under threat, they have revoked decrees passed in con-
pbnnity with constitutional right, and offensive alone to his 
despotic will. Elections in distant parts of the State have been 
annalled by the President when his favorites and partisans 
were not returned; judgments in international questiona have 
been rendered in courts in obedience to his instructions, and 
have afterwards been quoted in diplomatic discussions as jndi-
;:cial decisions demanding his official recognition and fulfilment; 
iWid wars have been declared, and decrees of imprisonment and 
lííáaishment violative of personal rights, proclaimed and enforced 
gainst citizens obnoxious to his suspicion and jealousy, proving 
Hjlie actuai Govemraent an absolute despotism rather than a 
É&üstitutional republic. Events transpiring here, from day to 
í'ífoyj may well suggest the inquiry, What have Peruvians gained 
#¿t. casting off the monarchical yoke of Spain, unless it be the 
ppmlege of voluntary svhmismon to a Premãeníial yoke not less 
wÉBmg, and going to destruction in their own way t 
í̂̂ üEíear the centre of the city is tlfb public square, Signified by 
pie name Plaza Mayor, The great square embraces about 
Ibur acres. It is neither enclosed, paved, nor adorned, except 
fejp. a monumental fountain, consisting of a column supporting a 
• figure of Fame spouting water from its trumpet, which falls 
; 'with, that issuing from other ports of the column and its orna-
mental appendages into a capacious basin, whence it is taken 
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by aquad&fs—water-carriers. For its transportation two kc 
are placed endwise in hoops, attached to a pack-saddle on 
hack of a donkey. The aquador, armed with a formidahle pro| 
stick for supporting one keg when ho removes the other, 
which is freely nsed for beating his little beast- also, motmif 
behind the load, his feet often trailing on the gronnd, and thngj 
he traverses the city furnishing the indispensable element .$| 
about a real the* load. Several other fountains, of less pretenj 
sions, all supplied, as ia the principal one, by water fçpm tb^ 
rirer Eimac, through pipes, are located in other parts of fchiji 
city. .-jj 
The patient and much-abused donkey is the chief agent ii¿ 
the general carrying trade of the city; whether it be m.ilfe¿ 
bread, fruit, meat, grass, charcoal, wood, adobes, earth, reed, oi| 
other useM and ornamental articles requiring transportation^ 
the indispensable donkey and his pannier are brought intos 
requisition. And it is interesting to observe with what intelli^ 
gonce and safety he perfozms his task ; large caravans, with bnî  
one driver, threading the narrow, and at times nearly obstructed 
streets, in single file, andj with an obedience and precision dej 
serving of more considerate and mercifiil treatment than thej| 
usually receive from their brutal negro task-masters; who seeEÍ| 
to have been relieved in' Pern from compulsory labor only tegj 
become the more cruel in their inflictions npon animals burii 
little less intelligent, and far more useful and amenable raj 
authority, than themselves. 
On the north, south, and west sides of the plaza, are arcadg|¡ 
in front of the houses, covering the sidewalks, which are her|| 
wider than elsewhere, and handsomely paved with marble tAeflf 
These arcades, columned and arched toward the plaza, foraey 
sheltered promenades for the fashionables, who resort here aŝ  
well for pleasure and sight-seeing as to make purchases at thgl 
fancy and other shops that border the arcades, and brilliantíj^ 
illuminate them at night with their show-window gas-lighi^| 
On the north side of the plaza, behind the shops, is a court-yardj| 
with a portal guarded by armed soldiers, and over whicfâ 
floats the national flag. Around this space are the building 
for the accommodation of the criminal court, the office of th^ 
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sCIôlendente, and the former Viceroy's palace, now the official 
.'slfcgfàenee of the President of Peru, but unoccupied by General 
^ l ^ f l a , who continues to reside in his private mansion in 
" part of the city. The whole block on the north side 
ieplaza is called Palace Square, but it has neither grandeur 
íèxtent to justify the name. The archbishop's palace has a 
it claim to consideration as such. All others called palaces 
itnilt of common materials, and are unimposing, squatty, 
.dirty-looting edifices. On the west side of the plaza there 
ifoxmd nothing worthy of mention. Nor is the south sî e 
larkable for aught except, about the middle of it, the entrance 
Wi'CaUegon depetateros—mat-maker's alley—the site erf" Pizar-
'jjalace; where, on the 26th June, 1541, he was, after an 
ior&raary career as a discoverer and a conqueror, and the 
inisition of an influence and power only second to those of 
sovereign, assassinated by a band of eighteen or twenty con-
spirators; who, as unfortunate followers of Almagro, the former 
•corapanion- in anna of the conqueror, but subsequently basely 
murdered by his brother Hernando Pizarro, Had followed their 
young chieftain, Piego, the son of Almagro, to his compulsory 
confinement in Lima. And being disappointed in long-expected 
tedress of their grievances, and indignant at the ridicule, scorn, 
iand contumely heaped upon them by the officials and compan-
Jçnfl of Pizarro, finally determined, by a bold assault, to rid 
*I*ertt ôf one they considered a tyrant, and tima release them-
ipírefl and friends from intolerable oppression. As is the case 
¡|tÜx most desperate enterprises, daringly prosecuted by fearless 
ÍSJfiríta acting in concert, well knowing that certain death will 
¡afeíÉbe penalty of failure, this proved entirely successful. Inured 
wpdanger, confident in his prowess, accustomed to triumph, 
Ipjairro disregarded the warnings of a confidential attendant 
|||&inst'the "men of Chile," as Almagro's followers were de-
p^V^y called, and thus allowed himself to be Attacked at 
lyantage in his own house. He'perished, however, as be-
fa Castilian, and one of the greatest warriors of that warlike 
'flffihxmig first offered up several of his enemies on the altar 
<rf Bas sacrifice. So easily is the passive multitude controlled by 
imp and resolute few, that the scorned and derided men 
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of Chilo of an hour before, became, instantly on their &ucc 
revolt becoming known tliroughout the capita], the reco^ 
dictators of Peru ; and the body of the man who had j u s t 
to breathe, find on whose breath wheh living had Jmng 
destinies of the State, and the fortune or fate of eoeb of̂  
citizens, was hastily wrapped in its bloody shrond, and stealtl 
buried by the dim light of a few tapers in an obscure corner^ 
the cathedral vault, nnlxmored in his passage to the -tomb"̂  
the pageant which had BO often garnished his path of trinny 
a§d unattended, gave by a few domestics, and by one the sj 
of charity designates his wife—although the impartial histoi 
throws a doubt over the relation, but not on the fact, b y sa] 
"he was never married." Since then, on the erectioxL of 
present cathedral, his remains were removed for the second 
from their resting-place, and with pomp and ceremony de&iij¡̂  
appropriate to a just consideration of hie eminent services to i 
country, they were deposited in the vault of the metropolit 
church. Here they are said to be exhibited for a trii 
gratuity by the sacristan. Certainly the mummied remains^ 
human bodies are seen in stone niches of the cathedral vault 
but I do not believe common rumor—commonly a l iar—wl 
designates one of these as the body of Pi2arro, any more thi 
believe in a reproductive power of the holy cross, or of JPizarr 
shirt; which last, if you will consider the remark a truth 
not a paradox, it* may be said you caaTmy a piece of, if 
wish to he "sold." Most visitera are represented to have carrij 
away a piece of this miraculous garment, but there i t is,;j 
same snuff-eolored mystery, in a tolerable state of int 
yet. A few years since an English speculator, ernuloaa^ 
Bamum's sensational enterprise, surreptitiously cut off and 
away the mummy's hands; and there are those in X i m a , w i 
deterred by a belief in the sacrilege from descending- into.-ij 
vault, yet state, that the vital forces were temporarily renèi 
in the offended limbs until the hands were reproduced, 
the act of regeneration has only happened in the fancy of ̂  
credulous; the extremities are seen, but in the mutilated, 
dition referred to, and the old sacristan has been too lionc 
strengthen the delusion by attaching other Jt-aruls. íTor dicN 
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v6&y .wy thing to me to encourage the impression that this is 
-vííizan'o's body. He states, that some years since several bodies 
;;̂ ritii0ut inscriptions were disinterred. This one of them he 
ĉonsiders the.remains of a former well-known prelate. If it be 
,>tottt8£ as we are historically informed, that Pizarro "was tall in 
ire and well proportioned," then certainly the body spoken 
';not his, for it is not over a medinm height, and but for the 
underneath would be decidedly flat-chested. "What, per-
is more correct than many of the stories about this body, 
at not long ago an old pair of shoes, mouldy, pliable, and 
Jresented as having belonged to the great conqueror, were 
*$Uo an antiquarian at a high cost. Their value was seriously 
iieeiated on a subsequent critical examination, by the dis 
)Yexy on them of the nearly obliterated stamp, of a Lynn 
rafactory. Italy is not alone in the readiness with which 
^':8ho imposes on the credulous. I f paintings of the old masters 
"- can be produced to order, BO can the shoes and shirts of dis-
coverers and conquerors. Pizarro was slain in 1541, and buried 
kaatily, without embalming. His remains were twice removed 
and reinterred, the last time in 1607—sixty-six years after the 
first burial. How mfich of them was probably found at that 
ytíipe? The historian Prescott says, "his hones were removed 
.the new Cathedral." And yet sensationists who, with Hudi-
" can see what is not to be seen," point out a tolerably 
i-preserved body as that of Pizarro! 
gÇhi the east side of the plaza stands the cathedral referred to 
3, and the archiepiscopal palace. The base on which the 
stands is ten feet above the level of the plaza, emhrac 
fcBpackms paved area enclosed by an iron balustrade, giv-
f'the- building a suitable elevation to exhibit its great size to 
î aiitage, this being not less than one hundred and seventy feet 
it hy four hundred depth. The walls and the pillars within 
Í$Èiassive and strong, of stone, burnt brick, and adobes, with 
stucco. But although the size of the building is impos-
^^|í3ie architectural design is not so, an inharmonious assem-
jlfêK $lsge of orders, and a rude composite with an undue proportion 
Y I Stride fancies, giving an ensemble at variance with rule and 
góodt taste. Two towers surmounting the front façade, contain 
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fine peals of bells, two of these of mmBual size, having an 
quisitely rich tono: their vibrationg, especially in the still hoi 
of midnight, floating on the air in lingering melody and pn 
longed cadence, hs if the heavens gave hack the sweet notes 
token of acceptance. The white, slate, red, and yellow ws 
on the exterior of the church, detract much from the effe 
which would otherwise be produced by its massive proportions 
The sombre hue of age, and this is now measured by centuria^ 
would be much more imposing than the glare of a vulgar wa3]~| 
coloring. The interior has thirty-two immense square eolumi 
supporting arches, mostly gothic. The floor is paved wit 
brick, much worn from long use. The roof is of narrow pis 
arched, and covered outside with a thin coat of plaster. Jiati 
ing been thrice thrown down by earthquakes, that now descri! 
was built and has been found best suited to resist shocks, 
embellishments are on a scale of considerable grandeur, ant 
would be effective but for the quantity of tinsel obtruded every-r 
where, not only on the high altar and choir, near the middle oj^ 
the church, but from the twelve or fourteen altars, or rathei 
distitict chapels, which occupy the large spaces between 
heavy pilasters against the walls, corresponding to the eolumi 
supporting the roof. The side altars are rich, and the high al̂  
tar is truly magnificent; but it is to be regretted that the effect 
of its grandeur is destroyed by the intervention of the choir bil 
tween it and the main entrance, especially when its beauíáfuil 
columns, capitals, cornices, and mouldings, its statuary, gold-l 
wrought custodium, embossed silver altar table, immense silveri 
candelabra, and innumerable decorations of precious woods 
marble, as ŵ ell as of metals, are gleaming in the radiance of¿ 
thousand wax candles, as in the ceremonial of grand festivals! 
A.mong the heavy and elaborately-carved oak chairs appropriates)̂  
to high functionaries, one is pointed out which is said to havèt 
been used by Pizarro, when, weary with war, satiated with the 
blood of innocent victims to hjs lust of power and plunder, a 
perhaps realizing the vanity and vexation of life, he sought-
conciliate divine clemency by a public show of sanctity, 
was not because of the proffered "honor" by the sacristan that! 
it was availed of to rest; but for the reason that the immeng|| 
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area-of-the clmrcli, although tlironged at times •with worsMp-
p e r S j ^ so nearly destitute of the means of seating them, that it 
wetild- have been unwise to refuse an opportunity that might 
not again have been presented in this large edifice to relieve my 
fatigue: 
* Another chiirch, that of San Augustin, is much visited by 
;-.'^angerB. It is large, and its interior architectural and other 
> éiábellíshmeuts are thought by the citizens to excel those of the 
, ~eatBedra]. This cannot be doubted, if glare and glitter are re-
ieâ ded as the essentials of beauty, for from entrance to altar, 
jrom floor to ceiling and dome, there was a rarely-equalled dis-
r' --play of gilt and gaudiness, in the celebration last night of the 
, five of the feast of the- nativity of the blessed Yirgin Mary. 
-CHmson tapestry covered the large columns and draped the 
.VaJk. Hany. colored nnislina, blue and buff, scarlet and green, 
and lighter' tissues of as gay tinta, forming banners and looped 
penaantó, sparkling with spangles, and shining also with silver 
pape* figures, foliated, radiated, stellated, and twisted into every 
imaginable form and device, were festooned from column to col-
umn, and hung i n endless profusion from arches and altars ^ of 
. which latter there were, besides the grand altar, twelve others 
along the side walls. All these were loaded, too, with other 
• ííglittermg decorations, so t h a t the eye burned with the intensity 
-"©f reflected light wheresoever i t gazed. All glared with gilt 
Vaisd plated vases and candelabra, and a hundred images of the 
, ' Virgin and of angels, clad i n embroidered silks, satins, lawns, 
51&<lizened - muslin^ a n d laces, wreathed with artificial flowers, 
'*tóíd holding in their hands bouquets of the same sorry imita-
' ^tiaüa. To all this gay attire of religionism was a d d e d statues 
.-'-and paintings of Christ a n d the Mother, and of saints innnmer-
•i. rabie, in every fashion of dress and of gaudy coloring ; the meek 
'.eotmtenance and holy character of the latter being borlesqued 
jspÇOToetimes by the dress of a htoomer, with indelicately-abbre-
•t'f&ted skirt; at others by an extravagant amplitude of modem 
/^nboline. Variegated lamps, too,*radiated their rainbow hues, 
* as jtf.. in rivalry of civic tetes ; while really rich chwideliers of 
gfáj8£ and candelabra of glass, of silver, and as is said, and it 
rea^'. ê emed, of gold, holding a thousand wax candles, re-
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fleeted the flashinir rays, until tlie chnrch eeeraed a blaze 
light. This brilliant illuminatioa recalled the descriptions 
the ancient PeruYian temples of the Sun, whose golden mirri 
gathered tlie beams of the great laminary, to dazzle the vi&i 
of its BID cere and simple-minded worshippers. 
It might, reasonably be expected that the effect of such 
spectacle, aided by the impressive chanting of a hundred richl; 
robed prelates and priests, seconded by a powerful choir wit; 
Sconcia and Cecchi to lead, would be deeply impressiye npõ^ 
the compact assemblage of devout women, who kneeled or 
immovable for two hours on the floor, spread only by their sma; 
woollen rags, usually borne by themselves or servants to ch 
for that purpose. As to the men, they were deemed the luc' 
few who eecured a remote standing comer, even at the cost of Á 
coat from the descending showers of melted wax from flaring 
candles. Would it be uncharitable to suppose that they were 
excluded from the body of the church because of their idolatry 
Most of them seemed to be worshippers of the modem Marys,-
whose flashing eyes served to increase the brilliancy of the scene. 
iChe religions services above spoken of were repeated on the' 
succeeding day at the church of San Augustin, the feast of thè 
nativity of the Blessed Virgin being observed as one of the 
most holy of the Soman church. Secular business was sus-' 
pended, and all the churches were open and filled with theL 
faithful The occasion afforded an opportunity to see in publia 
the famed, and somewhat fabulous beauty of Lima. So extj-av-"̂  
agant have been the pictures drawn by travellers of the personal 
attractions of Limeñas, that one may be excused for having al-
lowed his attention to be withdrawn from the spiritual to the"-'r 
temporal, from the Virgin ' Mother of the past to the virginH' 
daughters of the present—from Bethlehem to beauty. But 
candor will not permit my joining the general acclaim to their 
transcendent charms. The Li^eQa of pure Castilian descent,' 
uncontaminated by inferior blood, it is true, is sometimes found 
a model of symmetry and grace; with regular features, clear.-
complexion/arched dark eyebrows, a profusion of black hair/ 
small hands and feet, and a flashing black eye, but little less 
dangerous than the tender blue that less frequently sheds its'; 
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•-..inuld tay from out the constellation of dazzling neighbors. But 
tlie departures from this standard are nianyj even among those 
1̂  of̂ nutainted Spanish lineage, and innumerable among others 
^ ôf imptire blood and degraded caste. It is probable that if 
who formerly testified to a universal Limeña loveliness, 
tã seo the women in later fashions of dress, they would con-
le that the sctt/a-y-manto, the mysterious garment then worn, 
-.much to shape their opinions. The interest felt in that 
16 dress may justify a description of it, 
le name is composed of two substantive words, as the dross 
riste of two essential parts. The mya is a skirt hanging in 
jntly quilted folds from' the waist nearly to the ground, 
lííqnsequence of this quilting it is drawn in, or narrowed 
it the knees, so as to give an appearance of want of freedom 
(íihe use of the limbs, which, however, is more apparent than 
because of the elasticity of the skirt. The material of the 
\ is usually black silk. The manto, made of a lighter mate-
than silk, but also black, is attached to the saya at the waist 
^behind and at its sides, whence it is brought up over the shoul-
and head, concealing one arm entirely, which is folded up 
^hold the opposite sides of the manto together across the-
and revealing only a part of the other arm, and the 
id, which is raised for the purpose of drawing it over the 
^ leaving bat one eye exposed. A well-turned arm and 
! hand, with taper fingers, adorned with brilliants, not more 
Hag than the flashing eye, near which they loiter in coquet-
^miachief, show to great advantage in such a costume, and 
^naturally lead to the .conclusion that all the unseen is in 
ifal. harmony. A gay colored shawl, usually crimson, is 
tinder the manto, and over the shoulders, covering the 
í^&çtfellmg in front, aiding by the bright reflection in beau-
; the revealed arm and hand, always left exposed when the 
ia of pure Caucasian descent. Owin^ to the awkward 
ice given to the figure by the contraction of the saya at 
and which gavo to it also the name saya ajustada— 
P in-*—the Limeñas improved the style by opening out the 
g it drop freo and unconiined, and giving an air of 
WSt«tee'and grace to Ac person, this being called in contra-
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distinction saya d ĵTÍicgaã-a. And thus it was worn until a 
few years since, conrenient to the wearer for all artfnl purposes, 
and "bewitclimg to the beholder—the chirimoya -of dress—its 
captivating mysteries not to be described by language any more 
than the neitared sweets of that elysian fruit. 
A few years since European fashions, under the skilful lead-
ership of a few cunning beauties, began to make inroads upon 
the previously irresistible saya, which had placed the least fa-
vored in personal charms, provided she had but a bright eye, 
. and understood the art of using it, on the same vantage ground 
with tlie loveliest As in most important questions that have 
agitated the world, a compromise "was the result, and the Bwya-
y^nariio is now supplanted by a large shawl, usually black, 
whicb the wearer throws over her head j and when it pleases her 
to be concealed, it is drawn over the face from eacli side in such 
manner as to hide all but one eye, one end of the shawl being 
thrown carelessly over the shoulder after the manner of a Span-
ish cavalier's cloak. A LimeSa is said to be tapadad, and she 
is called a tapada, when thus covered. The shawl thus worn 
answers all the purposes of concealment afforded by the manto, ' 
-but is by no means as becoming. Indeed, so clumsy is it unless 
of very fine and flexible material, and adroitly managed, and 
so troublesome to the wearer, that the prettier women, unem-
barrassed by the necessities of intrigue, are outwitting their less : 
comely cotemporaries, and with ready pretexts appear in public 
adorned as of old in the ricb and courtly Spanish veil, and some 
of them even in that artful invention of modern millinery, the 
cunning little bonnet. It is refreshing to see this irresistible de- -í, 
vice of Parisian civilization, on the form, fit, color, and embel-Kr| 
lishment of which bang the hopes and happiness of nearly haif.i| 
of the Caucasian race; and when, here in Lima, where it hfis% 
not yet fully established its empire, it happens occasionally-^ 
nearly to touch one's cheek as it flits by on the narrow footway,-;*! 
it brings thoughts of rosebuds and sweetness, pleasant thoughtsiji 
and tender emotions. :tí§ 
So far then as relates to the once celebrated Ximeíía cos-^ 
tume, the saya^y-manto, it may be written a thing of the pasí^lt 
preserved as a relic of the wardrobe, or donned by prettj||| 
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señoras occasionally to prove to curious strangers how fascinat-
ing those might become even i f a little mystery were necessary 
to awaken the imagination to charms, in their own cases too 
real to need artificial aids. And its successor, the less elegant 
tapada, which has nothing but its adaptation to deeds of dark-
ness to recommend it, is travelling along the same road; ere 
long its decline and fall will be written too—fashion has so 
decreed. But woe to those who, not made of porcelain clay, 
-fall into the trap set for them by charms that seek the light. 
The.raising of Mokanna's veil brought not more certainly bor-
. ror to his sworn priestess, than the removal of the tapada some-
. times brings disappointment and disgust to the worshipper of' 
- fancied beauty; for it ia said that liaisons unwittingly indulged 
in with mestizos and negras in the favoring-shades of night, 
aiding the Reception of white-gloved arms and whitened eye-
lids, have resulted in a denouement recalling the Prophet of 
Khorasaen's fearful apostrophe: 
" Here—judge if hell, with all its power to damn, 
Can add one curse to tUe foal thing I am." 
However unlucky those whose misfortune it will be to stand 
' revealed in repulsive feature, and doubtfol or undoubted com-
plexion, the sooner this masking costume, a lingering badge of 
. immorality, is driven from Limeuian society the better for its 
deputation. Whatever sufficient considerations led to its adop-
ICtioDL—and its admirers and apologists have been ingenious in 
p îaggesting many—whether modesty, protection irom weather, 
•TtüíBdence, reserve, convenience in dispensing unseen and un-
iiJmpwn the charities of life, it must be conceded that its perver-
^ftoji.to disreputable purposes, the facility with which it can be 
pffiad has been used for intrigue, and for the avoidance of 
^detection when exposnre would invite just condemnation, make 
Kit desirable that the revolution in dress already begun should 
'¿Bot be arrested. The sooner it is completed the better for the 
^ character of the really virtuous, who have unhappily borne an 
unjiisfc odium from the follies of the indiscreet, and the sins of 
their frailer sisters. The beneficial influence such change 
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would exercise in reforming actual immorality cannot 
doubted. 
A description of the seventy churches, parish and conveif| 
tual, of Lima, would be tedious and uninteresting. The 
resemble each other in general appearance and structure 
tent ally and internally, varying in size, some of them beii 
insignificantly Email, while others although large are witbou|j 
grandeur, and arrest the attention merely by being overloadt 
with tasteless and unharmonious decorations. The mention oí 
a few may be excused. The church of San Pedro, more the 
two hundred years old, is next in size and nearly as large as tim 
'cathedral; but time and frequent earthquakes have so damagi 
and digfigured it, as to render an outlay sufficient to restorã 
its original stre|gth and style beyond the straitened means oi 
those who administer its trusts. And indeed the appropriatioi 
of so large a sum for purposes of pomp and vanity, would be of 
doubtful propriety even if possessed, when the wants of tĥ  
crowd of beggars surrounding ite postal, and petitioning th<|| 
nearly as impoverished looking devotees passing in and ont, im 
considered. The halt, the blind, the poor, might well invok|f 
curses rather than blessings upon those who, indifferent to thi 
suffering and destitution, should divert the gifts of divine benç 
ficence and the means of charity to purposes of empty sliow| 
and a splendor that would shame the pretences of those whcl 
profess to obey and teach the precepts of Christ, and yet wonMl 
witness the afflicted pauper kneel day by day unrelieved at thei 
door of His sanctuary. 
The church of Nuestra Señora de la SIerced, also large ai 
elaborately ornamented, is in a better state of preservation, thi 
San Pedro. It belongs to an order of priesthood considered oi 
of the richest in South America at this time. Our Lady of Merej 
is the patroness of the army of Peru, by whom her bedizene l̂ 
effigy is escorted with great military parade on all occasionll 
observed in her honor. 
The church, monastery, and college of San Francisco, witlj 
their gardens, cover a space of from twenty to twenty-five acrq^ 
The church still retains much of the splendor for which' it w0fe 
formerly distinguished; but this order of priesthood has lost i | 
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former sources of wealth, arid the monastic buildings are rapidly-
going to ruin. The porch, pillars, cornices, mouldings, panelled 
roof, statuarv, hangings, altar, and general ornaments, with the 
steeples ami fine "bells of the church, i-liow that this part of the 
once celebrated establishment still possesses, a strong hold upon 
the religious sentiment and reverence of the people. The 
chapel del milagro also retains the traces of tasteful embellish-
ment, a remaining few of the finest collection of paintings of 
the old masters ever owned in America by a religious institution 
—bnt nearly all purloined, sold, or perishing from neglect—and 
the vestiges of a high altar, Madonna's niche, elaborate carvings, 
and general architectural decorations, showing that these must 
have originated in extraordinary religious zeal, or love of mag-
nificence, and a high appreciation of the -fine arts, and great 
affluence. The ATadonna, once sacredly cherished in this chapel, 
formerly stood over the entrance to the church; and it is related 
of it and believed by these superstitious people, that on the 
occurrence of a severe shock of an earthquake in 1630, the Hgure 
turned round facing tlie altar and lifted up its hands in a sup-
plicating manner, thua preserving the city from destruction. 
For this miraculous intercession the Madonna received, by a 
special ecclesiastical decree approved by popular sentiment, 
the addition to her holy title of del mUa-grò. 
The convent of San Francisco was founded in 1657, and 
Completed at a cost, of twelve millions of francs. In its present 
" ruins the evidences are seen of former magnificence and opu-
...lence, dilapidated cloisters, untenanted studios, deserted banquet 
• íialls, corridors that no longer resound with the footstep of 
'monastic power, and arches that do not now echo the revelry of 
. licentiousness, defaced frescoes of the good saint's life, falling 
.arbors, uprooted gardens, walks neglected, grass-grown and 
imrseries of weeds, and broken fountains which have long since 
"leased to cool the air with their refreshing waters, mark the 
retribution which has overtaken the luxury, dissoluteness, and 
debauchery of which it was the undoubted and shameless seat, 
and which disgraced their profession of faith when its five 
hundred resident monks stripped the miserable natives of 
natural rights as well as of their silver and gold, and robbed 
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their temples of jewelled idols to recast for the enrichment an&f 
celobration of tbeir own scarcely more rational rites, and to coiiif 
into the purchase money of sensual indulgences and a proñigacyj 
that dishonored the memory of their excellent and benevolent 
founder. But the penalty of sin and wickedness was finally! 
paid, and there lingers but a miserable remnant of this onca • 
powerful order. These are the occupants of cloistered cells^ 
damp and dreary, novrshovrn to the visiting stranger in proof of,J 
their self-sacrificing devotion to the cause of religion; 'with little^ 
else to cheer their loneliness but a wooden crucifix, and a human'l 
skull whose speechless eloquence reminds us " to this complexioaj 
wç must come at last," an ox-hide bed and a blanket, frrownj 
bread, and cruse of water. May penance and prayer procurei 
them a happier destiny than the present! The hand of railitarj| 
despotism which they upheld and strengthened, and which só | 
long oppressed the feeble and once happy natives of the soil, atl 
length has been stretched forth to seize and appropriate tlie; 
property purchased and adorned by their ill-gotten wealth; audi 
the cholo soldiers of the nominal President but aditai Dietatarà 
Castilla, the mongrel descendants of the ajicient Peruvians, 
now seen revelling in the refectories, drilling in the arcades, an^ 
hanging their burnished arms against the pillars and altars 
this convent. 
An Irish gentleman—a Catholic—temporarily domiciliatecíj 
in the convent, gave me much information about church rna6-.',| 
terá ; and if at times my remarks upon these seem severe, tbej 
facts on which they are based must certainly be regarded asj 
coming in his case from love of truth rather than from sectariíiíi| 
prejudice. He showed me through the buildings and grounds^ 
pointed out the proofs of earthquake power, in shattered walld 
demolished cornices, and crumbling corridors, and directe* 
attention to a dome of elaborately-carved woodwork of eiupaa*-̂  
ing elegance, and to some fine paintings still remaining of thfc-J 
many which formerly adorned the walls of the monastery. T K ^ 
few paintings left have been removed from different parta of Ibel 
establishment to the " Retreat" by the present worthy Superio^f 
for better preservation, and protection from tlie bands of clerical! 
spoilsmen, who, in many instances, taking advantage of seci 
& « 4 H 
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¡--tleittajid for valuable works of art, were discorered to have sold 
- jymaçrous masterpieces belonging to the monastery,, for the 
í.-íoeajis of gratifying their lusts, indulging the vanities of 
ĵnifltresses, and providing for the necessities of their chil-
dren Í 
^ t ' J i y cicerone was a religious formalist of the strictest school, 
lá not only a zealous defender of the faith but also of the some-
it . celebrated women of the famed capital of Peru, who he 
iidered shamefully slandered not merely by common rumor, 
| t also by the tales of more responsible travellers. As we 
sauntering along a panelled corridor and vestry, admiring 
ijtejtubens, and as some assert, a Murillo, my new-made 
jüaintancc indulged—as I thought rather fiercely—in de-
lènncing the libels on Limeña virtue; when, stopping suddenly 
|fbre an image of the Virgin, he devoutly made the sign of the 
knelt, and muttered doubtless an appropriate prayer, 
len rising, and while still ms-â-vis with the Holy Mother, 
'lie shocked me by the abrupt, and considering the presence 
^especially profane remark, that "those who circulate such vile 
jasharges against the women of Lima are a paók of damned liars 
id Bcoundrels." A candid chronicler should not witlihold this 
lion, but give Limenaâ the benefit of it. Doubtless my Hi-
friend was sincere; certainly he was much incensed at 
.̂imputation; I know not why, for he did not intimate that 
been subjected to any suspicion of demonstrative investi-
Btit uttered as was his emphatic denunciation in the 
?p.C6 of his professed patroness, may it not be supposed that 
led thereby to commend himself to her special protec-
. m confidence that his irreverence would be overlooked in 
fisppreciation of the ehivalric zeal that dictated a defence of 
|jnah*gned sex—as daughters of earth, deserving heavenly 
fX-T-. A change of public opinion on this delicate subject it 
%h& conceded, however, will be more likely to follow good 
a,than a lavish expenditure of quixotism; and the abolition 
fr8(vya-y-manto and tapada, when thoroughly accomplished 
• persistent efforts as well as prayers of those whose acts 
|áto disguise, will effect much to this end. 
other church is regarded with BO much superstitious 
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reverence as to be entitled to brief notice, and then I shall-
speak of institutions in which will be found more practical 
charity iuul benevolence; and therefore they ¿iré to be regarded ^ 
as the truly religions in an honest Christian sense. vi 
The church of Santo Domingo is said to be the oldest in the j 
city. It has the appearance of great antiquity, and enjoys the -
distinction, as well as the danger, of having the tallest steeple 
in Lima; a preeminence certainly not to be envied in view of í 
its liability to be toppled over—if not a sacrifice to tíreworks— 
by that no respecter of persons and things so apt on this conti-i 
nent to shake down the monuments of man's vanity. The¿ 
general architecture and decorations of this church, like those { 
of the other religious edifices, are in profusion, and also, in the,' 
main, in bad teste. But in addition to the severa} altars in the' ' 
common and tawdry style, there is one, the altar of our Lady; 
of the Rosary, which looks as if its various parts were of mas-'-
sive silver ; pedestals, colnmns, capitals, cornices— chased, em- ~ 
bossed, and fluted—j^resent a superb display of the precious '•. 
metal. Ko altar in Lima can compare with this in effective andi 
actual richness, although excelled by some others in massivê ! 
proportions. The niche for the figure of my Lady of the Eosary| 
is of exquisite material and workmanship; and her dresses, 
numerous as the days of the year, and gorgeous in brocade^ 
lace, and embroidery, can challenge the wardrobe of the vaiu-'̂  
est of earth's temporal queens in variety" and richness. The-i 
rosary of the saint is formed of pearls of largest eize linked ' 
by diamonds, emeralds, rubies, and other precious stones, which,;, 
with her finger and ear-rings, are valued at hundreds of thoti-J 
sands of dollars. 
This church being the custodiary of the properties of this!! 
jewelled Saint Rosario, the wealthiest of the calendar, and whô  
still continues to have large accessions made to her estates by" 
the bequests of the dying who desire her holy intercession for= 
forgiveness of sins, has a large surplus beyond the support of̂  
her great state, and thus can maintain a great number of liolyi 
fathers. These minister luxuriously to their own, as well as tcf 
the necessities of the saint, who, although dead and biiried, and| 
therefore it should rationally be supposed having no temporal 
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wanta, is jet by her devotees considered specially deserving of 
posthumous honors because of her life of extraordinary purity 
amid uuusiiii! temptations of poverty ; her obscure place of in-
terment having been indicated by the miraculous growth on 
her grave of a rose-bush in token of the divine purpose to have 
perpetuated the memory of her virtues. The age of pious 
frauds has not passed, happily for the holy fathers of Santo 
Domingo. 
On the annual celebration of the feast of the rosary, besides 
a brilliant illumination within the church, from silver lamps, 
candelabra, and chandeliers, the display of gaudy hangings of 
crimson velvet, embroidered muslin, and silk, and an atmosphere 
of perfume from scented vapors, costly drugs, and spices, to intoxi-
• cate the senses of the votary, the exterior is in full feather with 
flags, fireworks, and variegated lamps, with a clatter of bells 
beaten through an unending gamut of discord. I t is the riéplus 
•ultra of inflammable display, noise, and nonsense of Lima relig-
ioniam. It resembles a New York Independence day in riot, 
combustion and explosion, disorder and disgrace to municipal 
government. The deluded victims of ignorance, priestcraft, 
and superstition here, seem to think that heaven can be most 
effectually startled into a recognition of their wants aud vows, 
by letting loose all the explosives of human invention—rockets, 
• Êre-crackera, torpedoes, roman-candles, flaming-circles, spit 
-. (fevds, and fiery serpents—by the cargo; and by a din and 
^mproar unparalleled save by the wild tumult of modern Ameri-
f ,CWi rowdyism and partisan pyrotechnics, which have disgrace-
^ittlly superseded orderly political meetings and enlightened dis-
v-cussion. 
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DESCEIPTIOS OF L U I A COSTIIiTTED B E S E T O L Z S T ISSTITITTIOSS—BCBOOL OF M E D I C I N E — 
P U B L I C P l t O l í E S A D E S — U i W i r T H E l . T E E J K D S A H O K A L AMUSEMENTS—MOKUMEST6—: 
CHAMBER OF D E P U T I E S — S t X A T S t H A M B E H — F O R M E R TSIBUNAL OF THE ISQCISITIOS—h • 
R E L I O i O C S INTOLERANCE P E B L T T A S A E M Y — S E S A T O K S AKD D E P U T I E S — A D M I N 1ST RA-
TI OH OF J U S T I C E — E D U C A T I O N . 
MOST of the important and really benevolent institutions of*'? 
Lima, are under the control of one special board of directors.; 
Many years since a philanthropic citizen bequeathed a considera-' 
ble property for charitable purposes, and named the managers of 
the trust. The property thus donated for public charities has beerf 
added to from time to time by others, some of whom have given1) 
money, a part of them bestowing real estate, the annual reveal 
nue from all of which amounts to $250,000; and it was said to; 
me by an intelligent citizen of Lima, that but for neglect audi 
pilfering^ it would have amounted by'this time to nearly twicer 
that sum. The Peruvian Government, regardless of the illegal** 
ity of the act, abolished a few years ago the board of managers?' 
appointed under the bequest, and nominated one of directors in\ 
its stead, consisting of eighteen citizens, authorized to fill their,;, 
own vacancies, thus perpetuating their official control, and with;^ 
power to appropriate the large income derived from invest| 
menta, in such manner as to them should seem best for the pro^l 
motion of the objects originally designed. This board is subdi' -í 
vided into executive committees, for the better supervision of 
the several institutions, and they have a duly appointed corpse 
of "administrators"—employes—consisting of major domos,';, 
physicians, surgeons, pharmaceutists, nurses, who are in all cases| 
sisters of charity, porters, and servants, a total number of two.4 
hundred and forty-two, who are distributed among, and perform.̂  
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. the duties demanded for the care of the following institutions 
supported by this munificent trust: 
1. The Hospital of San Andres, for men, consisting of a large 
central room surmounted by a dome; from this room radiate 
several long and commodious wards with high ceilings. Each 
ward has light admitted from above, there being no side win-
dows for-the accommodation of impertinent curiosity, or to en-
danger patients by draughts of air, atmospheric purity being 
secured by suitable ventilators above and below. The floor is 
of highly-polished asphaltum—easily cleansed. Xeat iron bed-
steads have superseded here, as they should in every hospital, 
the more cumbrous and less durable bug-breeders of wood, and 
bedding is abundant and clean. Closets, bath rooms, and an 
ample supply of hot and cold water, and all accessories needful 
for the comfort of the sick, and the convenience of the convales-
cent, are provided. Each bed is numbered, and has suspended 
at its head in brief, the daily medical record of the occupant's 
condition. A permanent dressing-table in the surgical ward 
has numerous drawers, ̂ applied with necessary dressings and in-
3truinenta to meet sudden emergencies; charpie, rollers, cush-
ions, sponges, plasters, ointments, can be had at a moment's no-
tice, and without the 'delay often realized in similar establish-
ments at home for such articles to be brought. The operating 
room is spacious and well lighted, and the attendance of in-
ternes upon the visiting surgeon, the quiet and orderly manner 
of performing their respective duties, each having his specially 
assigned office, and no one interfering with that of his colleague; 
the personal presence, also, of the nurse to give information i f 
sought, and to make, herself, a note of the prescribed diet, as 
the chief interne does a record of the progress of the case, and 
the assistant that of the medical prescription; the presence, too, 
of a servant with water and napkin for the surgeon-in-chief, so 
that each patient shall be examined with unsoiled bauds ;* and 
nmnerous other evidences of order, decorum, foresight, prompti-
tude, cleanliness, and discipline, arc entitled to commendation, 
and make San Andres a model worthy of Xorth Arr^erican imi-
taliou* The larger wards are occupied by charity patients, and 
these aró certainly more comfortably provided for than any t-imi-
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lar class of patients my various official positions have brought 
under my notice. There are smaller and leŝ  crowded wards 
for patients not on the charity list, at a moderate per diem ; and 
neat, well-ftirniihed private rooms, for the better class of pay-
patieats. at a charge of one and a half to two dollars per day. 
These rooms, having all the comforts and conveniences of a pri-
vate residence, with faithful and'experienced attendants, are 
much sought by invalid strangers in Lima. 
I have not seen anywhere a dispensary at all comparable 
with that of San Andres. I t has three large-sized apartments 
for preparing, compounding, and dispensing medicines; and for 
completeness, arrangement, and decoration, of câ es, shelves, and 
shop furniture in great -variety, and for numbers, quantity, and 
quality of medicines, i t may be confidently said, that the botioa 
of San Andres Hospital is not surpassed by the showy apoth-
ecary shops of the chief cities of the United States. Although 
admitted—by special courtesy to a stranger—to the private 
apartments of the Sisters of Charity, a sense of propriety for-
bids a reference to the arrangements of their seclusion, further 
than to say that these are remarkable for the perfection of order, 
neatness, yet appropriate plainness, characteristic of these good 
Samaritans everywhere. The sisterhood "having charge of this 
hospital, and of several others in Lima, came from France a few 
years since on this special mission of benevolence. The Supe-
rior, bearing the appropriate name Angelica, and who illustrates 
her title by her good deodsj is a lady distinguished alike by her 
accomplishments, exalted character, disinterested charity^and 
administrative ability. In the Crimean war, like Florence 
Nightingale, now an historical character, enjoying in life the 
rare happiness of witnessing the effulgence shed by a self-sacri-
ficing devotion to good on the destiny of mankind, she, too, 
proved an angel of mercy to the suffering, the distressed, and 
the dying. Answering the appeal of humanity again, she has 
com'e to this distant land to serve those who need her kindly 
aid and admonition, as w7ell as the influence of her holy exam-
ple; and none but a bigot would fail to honor her noble charac-
ter and generous deeds, and wish for her a present happiness, 
flowing from consciousness of good done here, and a reauzation 
of more glorious reward hereafter. 
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I t may be added, that the mode of cooking by steam is well 
adapted to the "wants of this large establishment, and that the 
arrangement and economy.of the cuisine are as perfect as the 
other departments of" the hospital, among which is an extensive 
and well-regulated laundry. 
" The Hospital of San Andres has five hundred and fifty beds, 
.and there are at this time in its wards three hundred and nineteen 
patiente. The following are the most prevalent diseases: Dysen-
tery, diarrhcea, rheumatism, fevers of various kinds—particularly 
intermittent—pleurisy, pneumonia, pulmonary consumption, and 
Venereal, the last being especially the pestilence of the place. 
- • I am indebted to Dr. Ornellas; a Portuguese physician of 
great eminence, and surgeon-in-chief of San Andres Hospital, 
for politely conducting me through this and similar institutions, 
as well as through a fine botanic garden attached to the hospital, 
and for much information on medical and other subjects relating 
to this country. 
2. The Hospital of Santa Ana, for women, is another of the 
munificently endowed charities under the direction of the Bene-
Jicentia. I t is similar in general plan, extent, construction, and 
administration,* to San Andres, and therefore need not be de-
scribed. I t is subject to the same rules of admission, and is 
governed by similar regulations. More than three hundred 
beds are provided for patients, and there are at this time two 
'hundred laboring under the same diseases found in San Andres. 
3. A Lunatic Asylum is also provided by the same benefi-
-̂ceni administration, having now one hundred insane inmates 
^treated according to the present rational system, adopted first 
"-in France, and now pursued in all enlightened countries. The 
.'ínnldíng is constructed with reference to the improved treat-
-inent, and a moderate space is provided for the out-of-door exer-
/isses, amusements, and occupations, which make a part of it. 
•;-!It is the only institution of the kind yet established in the three 
"íáòst northern republics of the west coast of South America, 
Hew Granada and Ecuador having nothing but prisons for the 
CCBifiiiement of lunatics, merely for security. These are, in fact, 
inorcj, pest hmses for creating and confirming insanity. Such 
•have been the favorable results of the rational system of treat-
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ment in Lima that the countries named send many of this class 
of unfortunates here; and n-hen their friends are unable to 
recompense the institution, the Beneficentia has been governed 
by an enlarged philanthropy and received them without re-' 
muneration.* Pay patients are charged aB in American asylums, 
according to the aceommodatíons required. 
4. Another of the excellent institutions of Lima is a Mater-
nity, or lying-in hospital, in -which inidwives are practically 
taught the duties pertaining to that department of medical 
practice. AJÍ obstetric college annexed to the Maternity, under 
the direction of La SeDora Benita Paulina Fossei, has a collec-
tion of preparations illustrating every branch of instruction in 
.midwifery, with instruments, manikins, natural objects, and' 
monstrosities. There are, also, a professor of the anatomical 
structures relating specially to this branch of science, a professor 
of the physiology of the same, and a professor of the theory 
and practice of obstetrics, with female internes and externes in 
attendance. 
5. The Beneficentia has also founded orphan asylums for 
boys and girls, in which they are instructed until fitted by • age 
and education to be placed under other care to be taught some 
useful occupation. An appendage to this is a foundling hospital 
for abandoned children, conducted similarly to those of France, 
and thought by some excellent citizens to diminish the frequency 
of infanticide. Besides these various institutions, the Benefi-
centia has purchased, enclosed, laid out, and adorned a ceme-
tery for public use, called— 
6. The Pantheon, from the building which is ita chief 
ornament, and which is situated just within the main entrance. 
It is situated outside of the city wall, beyond which it is reached 
by an unpaved road covered nearly knee deep with dust. The 
Pantheon occupies a space of probably ten or twelve acres. I t 
is without shrubbery or trees within the main enclosure, except 
along the principal avenue; the foreground being also sparsely 
planted with flowers. But with such a soil, climate, and dews, 
flowers should be perennial, clothing the tombs in a perpetual 
garb of beauty, and breathing forth their fragrance a sweet 
offering to the memories of the departed. The cemetery is sur-
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rounded by a high, mud-colored adobe wall, except a small 
space in front embraced within a plain iron raiiiug. The mode 
of sepulture is above ground, in cells or niches of brickwork, 
arranged in tiers three or four feet deep, each cell receiving an 
a^tilt body placed in it horizontally. 'When the cells are 
entirely closed, a block of them presents the appearance of a 
massive wall seven or eight feet high and as many thick. 
Sometimes the blocks of cells are arranged on the three sides 
of a square, so as to enclose an open court on which they face, 
and from which they are reached for burial purposes. Each 
court is called a department, and is designated by the name of 
a saint. When wanted for use, tba cell is opened by removing 
the bricks which temporarily close i t ; and when the body has 
been laid within, generally but not invariably coffined, the 
month of the cell is again closed by a marble slab, suitably 
inscribed, not to be removed again if the cell has been purchased 
for permanent occupation by the payment of one hundred 
dollars ; otherwise, i f leased for the usual term of two years, by 
the payment of ten dollars it wil l be opened after the lapse of 
that time, the remains removed to a deep pit in the centre of 
the cemetery, the common receptacle of all such, and the cell 
released to some other tenant. I f burial be sought* as a charity, 
it is given in that " tomb of all the Capulets." There arc now 
but six monuments indicating Mibterranean interment. Four of 
these are directly within the main entrance, between it and the 
Pantheon, and were erected probably by an act of Government, 
in memory of the Peruvian Jfarshals Gamarra, Nicochea, La 
Mar, aiid General Salazar. They are tasteful, appropriate, and 
well executed, relieving somewhat the stern sameness of the 
scene; and it is surprising that the beauty of the sculptured 
marble dofes not tempt wealthy survivors to place over their 
departed similar memorials of affection, honorable alike to the 
living and to the dead. The Pantheon proper-—the edifice— 
designed for ornament rather than for use, is a chaste structure 
of about fifty feet height, and proportionate diameter. The 
domê  light and graceful, is supported by eight interior columns, 
w i t H n the circle of which, upon a suitable pedestal, is a group 
of three beautifully sculptured Italian marble figures of life 
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size, represent i nxr an angel supporting a cross ivith one hand'j 
while the other is pointing npiyard, and a male and femalî  
kneeling, with upturned faces, in attitude of listening to th&i 
declaration. "Canet tnba et mortui resurgent incorrupt i "—thefj 
trumpet shall sound and the dead shall be raised incorruptible^ 
The presence on wall, turret, and tomb, in attitude of ex— 
pectancy, of that loathsome bird of evil omen—only that and-' 
nothing more," none other being there, as in our own hallowed 
resting-places, to lull with melody the mourning spirit—did not: 
enhance my estimate of a civilization and refinement whicfej-̂  
imitating a Hindoo custom, exposed the festering remaina of^ 
mortality, if not on scaffolds and roofs of houses to vultures, yefĉ  
to the light of day and the air of heaven in an uncovered -
chamei vault, truly^ 
"A thing 
O'er wliich the raven flaps her funeral wing." 
Besides the benevolent institutions established and supported [ 
by the Eeneticentia, there is another hospital, the Ilefugio dé i 
Incurables, containing at this time eighty-seven patients. Â j 
convent, building belonging to one of the nearly extinct orders^ 
of monks, is used for the purpose, and the still lingering rem-;;-
nant of these religionists have charge of and support the J 
sick, that they may thereby propitiate ¿he Executive govern-,'-, 
meut to allow them to retain possession of the convent'"' 
property, which a law of Peru declares forfeited to the State ? 
whenever the number of friars belonging to any one order shall . 
be reduced below thirteen. Most of the patients in this R̂efuge 
have incurable cutaneous diseases. It is also the pest-house to;." 
which cases of small-pox are sent; and many Chinese coolies^ 
who are refused admission to other hospitals gaiú admission.•> 
here. It is a wretched lazar-house, filthy in the extreme, with~;U 
out order, comforts, or anything to gladden the, fleeting into-'% 
menta of expiring mortality save the prospect of speedy release j 
irom sufiering and neglect. The poor monks are incapable of I;: 
enforcing discipline, and cannot pass from the indolence and in-'^ 
diligence of the past to the menial offices required for the main-vl 
tenance even of necessary cleanliness. • 
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Anotlier hospital, that of San Bartolome, is devoted to the 
accommodation of sick and wounded soldiers, being supported 
by the national government and under its exclusive control. I t 
is a large building somewhat on the plan of San Andres, but i t 
' is by no means as -srell arranged, or aa orderly, cleanly, or com-
fortable. I t has five hundred beds, and contains at present two 
hnmlred and fifty-five patients. Its generally defective and 
dirty condition does not indicate much regard for the cholo vic-
tims of war and exposure, however much Castilla may tickle 
their fancies with showy uniforms, and pet them when in health 
and capable of performing service in upholding and perpetuating 
arbitary and despotic rale. 
. ^.Having spoken of the hospitals, nearly all, certainly the 
largest and best organized of which I have named, it may also 
be stated that Lima has a National School of Medicine. Al-
though founded before, this did not go into full operation until 
1855. Its officers are a dean, secretary, librarian, and curator, 
and a medical faculty of thirteen professors and several auxilia-
1168, to wi t : Professora of Practice of Medicine*; of Descriptive 
Anatomy; of General and Pathological Anatomy; of Physi-
ology; of General Pathology; of Medical Kosology; of Surgi-
cal Kosology; of General Therapeutics and Materia Medica j of 
Pharmacy; of Surgical Anatomy and Operative Surgery; of 
Legal Kedicine and Toxicology. Also a Master or Teacher of 
Clinical Medicine, several Auxiliary or Adjunct Professors, and 
aa Anatomical Dissector. 
The collegiate editice is commodious and conveniently 
arranged, and contains an excellent museum of preparations in 
natural history, mineralogy, botany, physics, anatomy natural 
and pathological, surgery, and obstetrics. The course of in-
straction extends through nine, months of the year, and the 
student is required to study five years, undergoing an examina-
tion at the end of each course of lectures, and a linal examina-
tion at the end of the üí'th year, which is designed to test his 
general attainments before he can be entitled to a diploma as 
.doctor. A fee of four dollars is charged the student by the 
secretary for inscription on entering the college; the course of 
instruction is gratuitous, there beiug no charge but the inscrip-
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tion fee until graduation, -when a fee of one hundred and twenty ^ 
dollars is exacted. The college is endowed by Government with 
a sum of £20.000 annually, specifically derived from the import 
duty on ice. **Independently of its precious virtue as such, the ;•; 
faculty are thus interested in prescribing iee as a febrifage;^ 
The number of students in attendance on the last course of lee-
tures was eighty-seven. The college eurnculum looks well on 1 
paper ; but it b due to candor to sav, upon the authority of two I 
accomplished European physicians now in practice here, that ia • 
this as in many other things, degenerate Spanish pretension ex- '̂  
eeeds largely the reality. 
The j&sladistwa General de Lima for 1858, states that thej; 
Faculty of Medicine of the University of Lima is required by 
law to examine not only all physicians and surgeons, both 
national and strangers, who pay on being admitted a fee of ; 
$125, but also all pharmaceutists who pay $60, dentists $50, : 
phlebotomists $25, and matrons $30. As many as eigh-
teen natives and ten foreigners are said to receive medical ; 
diplomas annually. The Estadística further states that there ;. 
were in Lima in that year, sixty-one regular physicians, "K 
twenty-eight pharmaceutists, thirteen phlebotomists. and cup-'-v; 
pers, two male and thirteen female accoucheurs, and five % 
dentists. • '; 
I have said that I must note things cúrrente cálamo, and as j-
I happen to see them; i t is therefore hoped that the narrative 
will be excused which puts hospitals and cemeteries before ; 
public parks and senate chambers. "Whenever the chance is . 
aiforded to stroll," I stand not upon the order of going, but go at i 
once." But for this rule my observations would be very meagre'i y~ 
Formerly the only public promenade and drive was out-; :\ 
side of the city wall on the .Callao avenue, which for about a'-'). 
mile had a double row of fshade trees, seats, turnouts, and aque-l^ 
ducts, and was the great resort of citizens who sought pleasure 
or fashionable display. Being beyond the beat of the police, :; 
frequent robberies and assassinations caused it to be abandoned^ 
and two other public walks, called alamedaŝ  were opened with-, 
in the safer limits of the city. These are both in the snburi>1 
of San Lazaro, north of the river Bimac, and access is had ié~ 
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them b j a substantial stone brids'í which spans the river. The 
ala/rdeãa nueva runs tliree-fourths of a mile along the right 
bank of the Eimac, baying a drive in the middle, and a double 
row of shade trees bounding a spacious walk on each side. Mid-
way this alameda stands an exquisitely-chiselled marble statue 
of Columbus. The figure has a height of nine feet standing upon 
a pedestal of twenty feet. An Indian woman is represented 
crouching meeldy at bis feet, in whose band a cross is being 
placed by the great discoverer, while with one of his hands 
raised above her head, and his eyes turned toward heaven, he 
seems in the act of commending her to divine mercy as he gives 
her the symbol of revealed truth. A granite pediment and 
substantial iron railing enclose the monument, which is of such 
rare merit as to have induced the city of Genoa, before it left 
Italy, to offer a large sum for it, that by its retention the mem-
ory of* the great discoverer might be appropriately honored by 
the country that gave him birth. 
A short distance from this beautiful work of art, on the north 
aide of the paseô  stands au amphitheatre capable of seating more 
than ten thousand spectators of the barbarous bull-bait, the 
Spanish national holiday amusement, and the favorite Sunday 
entertainment of the inhabitants of the capital, especially during 
grand festivals; but one which, although generally attended by 
the higher classes, and even by the clergy uutil recently, is now 
I am assured by foreign resideuts resorted to by the less respect-
able people alone, as is also the Coliseo de. gallos—the circus for 
cock-fighting-—except on some extraordinary occasions. I t is 
gratifying to find that this withdrawal of encouragement from 
a brntal diversion by those whose example in all comra uni ties 
* exercises a reformatory influence over the vicious inclinations of 
* the masses, lias been inaugurated. The higher civilization which 
^ COmes of the cultivation of gentle and refined sensibilities, and 
of intellectual pursuits and pieasures, forbids an indulgence in 
sf pastimes which blunt the kindly sympathies of human nature 
*̂ by familiarity with suffering and gross sensualism, and create a 
* false standard of excellence and nobleness by elevating to the 
5't rank and honors of a hero, one who has nothing to distinguish 
* him "but the brute courage of a bull dog, or the cunning and 
J 
i 
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activity of a monkey or a oat. Is the mataãor who ven 
into the arena where an enraged bull is challenging: him to t' 
attack, any hoMer than the dog which may have preceded h 
and been tossed into the air ? Or is he more adroit than 
monkey because he may have eluded the plunge of the infuria' 
aiiiinjd. and driven into his victim's spinal marrow a gleami 
Pteel which science and skill not ids own furnished him ? 
u, hope that the partial withdniwal of Peruvians from the am-
phitheatre gives promise of a general emancipation of the Span-; 
is!) race from indulgence in this barbarous pastime. But letntt 
America and Great Britain denounce harshly and without com-
punctions of conscience the cruel diversions of other nations,' 
complacently thanking God " that they are not like other men,-?; 
when they, under pretence of encouraging the " noble art of self-
defence," crowd around the prize ring, betting tens of thousands 
of dollars on human brutality, rejoicing in every blow that in-
' fiicts pain and disgraces their nature, and exulting at injuriei 
that may send a fellow-man to liia final account—an heir of eter-' 
nity self-degraded to the level of a perishinir beast seeking tira» 
the presence of Him who made man in Ifis own image. A 
Spanish bull-fight is the event of the amphitheatre in which it 
takes place, and is forgotten with the day of its occurrence.. 
The " set-to of the Benicia Boy and Tom Savers " agitated two 
Anglo-Saxon nations for months, took place within an hour's^ 
ride of the metropolis of boastful England, and was attended 
British noblemen and members of Parliament; and its result con?; 
vnlsed one nation with joy, threw the other into mourning, and 
engendered a spirit of wide-spread bitterness and lasting ánimos:, 
ity. "Which pastime is the more inhuman—the Spanisli or An^ 
glo-Saxon ? "Which the more disgraceful to national character ^ 
Another pascô  called the Aísiineda de los Descalzos—literally 
rendered the alameda of those without shoes from the convent of. 
the "bare foot friars "situated near it—excels that already*; 
spoken oí' in the beauty of plan and decorations. I t is at the 
foot of a small outshooting spur of the Andes named Cerro 
San Cristobal, from the summit of which the best view is o 
taiued of Lima at its foot, and Callao in the distance. The alal 
meda is a long narrow enclosure with walks, flowers, ehrubbery,! 
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BtadeteeeSj and seats for visitors -within a handsome i r o n railing,: 
and_Qtiiéide of it a fine carr iage d r i v e . O n e h u n d r e d vases on 
and twelve colossal m a r b l e statoes e s e c n t e d in Koine 
ting variona arts, are tasteft i l l j distributed a m o n g the 
í.^iíiitíes of B a t n r e ; and the a r c h e d - g a t e w a y is surmounted hyv 
nptopriate statuary. This park is lighted by gas at night, and 
f$S'tli'a resort, especially about sunset , of fashionable mtizens 
•pedestrian promenading, the interior or lounging on the 
Barbie settees, to feast his eyes on the grace a n d beauty flittingv 
$mtí; while tíie handsome t u r n o u t makes the c i r c u i t of the 
.ámid. dazzling glances, the e n v y of the ambitious, the ad-
'l^tion of all, achieving a triumph which its wealthy ownei", 
atedwitb. Peruvian pride, vainly believes will resound through • 
n t í i c a and echo i h the fashionable stüons of Europe. At the 
t h eu'd of tin's alameda, separated from it by the width of the; 
^ l ^ p ^ y s t a n d the ehureh of San Diego without any special at-
jlfeffaptfffl^.ttnd- the heat&rio—house of female seclusion—called 
^Ês^flíiíiSmxtf a ehapel/beíng on one side of the latter^ and. the 
.̂ tfc&íífleá̂ of the Keoolefa de los Agonizantes with a small cbapel, 
o n the other side. • ' 
y. A h o u t three gqiuureç east of the plaza mayor is a small irreg-
£*ljúár space dignified by the name Plaza ãe la CkmstUiwiony near, 
Reentre of which i s the only ornament to distinguish i t from 
i,with ns would be considered a common with a dirty ditch 
i^.through it. O n a marble pedestal twelve feet h igh iô à 
l ^ e q a è a t r i a n etatue, erected in the year 1858: 
''" A Simon Bolivar, • ; . ;/ 
. i f , ^ Libertador \ ' 
? L a íTacion Peruana.'' ( 1 : 
j^On i h e sides o f the base are chiselled i n basso-relievo, views 
ijfehattles of .Ayacucho and Junin, both fought and won by 
'i'Y"' 1824, and. resulting in the. ertahhshment of South 
independence*'. This statue was east i n Munichv and, 
m • spiri t a n d expression are concerned, great suceess was 
.certainly siírpasaing in these merits tijA monument 
memorytoíQeineral Jackson » t W a ^ i n g t o n ; although 
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in artistic gkill. as PIICRU by balancing the whole statue upon 
the hind legs of the horse in the latter monument. Mr. Hills has 
excelled the Afunich artist, who was com]>elIed to make the long 
tail an additional pillar of support in the Bolivar equestrian, 
statue. 
Ou the east side of the Plaza de la Constitución is the hall 
of the Chamber of Deputies, curresponding to the United States 
House of Representatives. The exterior of the building is not 
imposing. The chamber in which the deputies git is in size 
about ninety by fifty feet, and has a high arched ceiling and 
dome, giving many reflecting surfaces and consequently con-
fusion of sound. A balustrade divides the chamber into two 
parts; aç outer for the accommodation of spectators, who are 
also admitted to galleries aliore, and an inner and larger 
part of ihe main floor for the deputies, wbieh is carpeted and 
furnished with high-backed cushioned chairs arranged in two 
rows on each side of the hall. The president of the Chamber 
and two secretaries are seated at a table at one end of the room, 
and a tribune resembling an antiqxiated church pulpit is situ-
ated on each. side. The deputy addressing the Chamber occu-
pies for the time a tribune, wbicb elevates him aboye the level 
of bis hearers. 
This legislative body is now, in. conjoint session witli the 
Senate, engaged in amending the Constitution of Pern, so that 
an opportunity is afforded to see their proceedings; and while 
candor compels a coudemnation of many things in this country, 
let even-handed jiistice record the fact that the deliberations of 
this body are characterized by an order, a decorum, and a 
dignity, to which the House of Representatives of the United 
States are too generally indifferent. The attention due to 
courtesy as well as to the subject under discussion, is given by 
all when a deputy is addressing the Chamber. There is neither 
reading, writing, nor talking, to tell of weariness and rudeness; 
^o unparliamentary interruptions, nor vulgar displays of mere 
muâuMilar oratory; no indecent display of legs on desks ; no offen-
sive pov)ls of tobacco juice on the floor; and nothing to be seen 
of that ñithVsjndispensable appendage of an American Congress, 
designated "spiftfcnon," by an affectation of delicacy and refine-
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merit, whichj nevertheless,'tolerates the actual presence of the 
imisanee, and countenances its use. It* it he asked what is a 
tobacco-chewing representative to do when in the discharge of 
iiis duties, without such a bar-room convenience?—the answer is 
plain. "When he aspires to a seat in a deliberative assembly, 
•which, in the experience of other countries, docs represent the 
intelligence and retinement of people, and should also in our 
own, as when he seeks an entrance into good society, a condition 
precedent should be the abandonment of dirty practices, as 
offensive to some of his associates as it is to all that better half 
of our race, whose comfort and pleasure a well-bred gentleman 
will seek to promote at whatever sacrifice .of mere sensual in-
dulgence. I f a man cannot control his vulgar propensities and 
coarse appetites, he should remain in a suitable sphere in life, 
and with congenial companionship. 
The Senate Chamber is situated on the south side of the 
same Plaza de la Constitución, and occupies the grounds of that 
most diabolical of all the self-constituted tribunals which have 
in the history of religion claimed to have derived authority from 
heaven to do the work of hell. Indeed, the Senate Chamber is 
the identical'room in which that terrible tribunal, the Spanish 
Inquisition, held its awful sittings, and where were pronounced 
its fierce decrees. The room is of moderate size, and with nothing 
to distinguish it as the forum of the highest legislative power of 
the nation, except some specimens of superior roof-panelling 
and carving; The Senate was not in session at the hour of my 
visit, and thought was left free to lift the veil of oblivion from 
. cruelties of which this chamber was formerly the scene. iSTor 
did it seem wonderful, that when the act of the Cortes of Spain 
abolishing the Inquisition was promulgated in Peru, then a 
Spanish colony, that the people who had long groaned under 
its tyranny, and trembled in perpetual fear of its secret execu-
tions, should have rushed, as if with one impulse, to revenge 
their wrongs by the destruction of the instruments of torture ; 
and that they stood petritied with horror at what they beheld. 
Arid after such revulsion, on the discovery of machinery con-
cealed amid the curtains of a canopy for moving tjie head of a 
crucified image of Christ, which was made to confront the 
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accused, and to approve of inquisitorial judgrnents bv bolomnljg 
bowing, it was not strange that they vented their rage byfl 
demolishing even the sacred syinbol of their faitli. \hu± &acriv| 
Iciriouslv made the instrument of a base trick. What must havefj 
been the commingled terror, joy, and rage of those who foimdjj 
among the secret archives of this dreaded tribunal the recorded^ 
condemnation of "t'riends who liad long before secretly dis-^ 
appeared ! and some of whom found, too. their own names, withv 
the charges on which thev probably would have been summoned ;i 
to an awñil account. A\rhen the room of torture was buret:; 
open, and there were seen a table with iron collar, and etraps to. 
secure body and limbs; with cords, axle, and wheel, to stretch,-;; 
break, and dislocate the human frame; pillory, and scourgesí 
stiffened with blood ; gags and nippers ; netted wire with points! 
projecting inward, of various sizes adapted to body and limbs;! 
and finger-screws for crushing nails and bones ; all, contrivance3.| 
of torment, to compel agonizing nature to conform to the be-xj 
bests of priestly power, even to the acknowledgment of guilip 
although innocent; when these were revealed to them, it was to| | 
be expected that the frenzied people would break them int<>| 
fragments, as they did, and cast them forth from this preemefcjj 
of hell. To the disgrace of his memory, Ferdinand, in lS12j|| 
restored this institution ; but it was of short duration, for thé|¡ 
successful revolution, and independence of the South Ameríe&náf 
colonies of the mother country, shortly after resulted in its * 
permanent abolishment. 
I t is not surprising, that the people of these countries, suffer- 1 
ing from ecclesiastical and political despotism, those mutual 
supporters and beneficiaries, should at last, have thrown off the 
yoke. But there is still more for them to do before they shall » 
have accomplished the full redemption of human right, and vin-
dication of human privilege. Those who will not tolerate < i r i l 
and religious liberty in others, are themselves unworthy of them, ̂  
and they are apt to realize the fate of those who tumble mto.^ 
the pit of their own digging; nor can progress be assured but 1 
by the spread of knowledge. Let Peruvians then erase fiom ^ 
their national Constitution that article which gives an ecclcs)a&- J 
tic¿l precedence in a political assembly. Let them strike fiom 
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it that prohibition of religious freedom which is its disgrace, 
and which denies to imm the privilege of publicly worshipping 
God according to the dictates of hi¿ conscience, " none daring 
to make hmi afmd."' Let them c^rablish schools where knowl-
edge shall be placed within reach of the humblest pupil, to the 
extent necessary for the just and intelligent exercise of those 
political privileges, which are alike hi.s natural heritage and his 
dnty; but without thereby inculcating a release of the citizen 
from the parental obligation to provide, as tar as in him lies, the 
farther means of eminent success in life; and also without de-
volving upon the industrious and meritorious classes burdens 
of taxation oppressive to them, whilst they tend to encourage 
irresponsibility, idleness, and worthlessness in others. And let 
snch schools be independent of ecclesiastical institutions, and 
free from sectarian influences; the object and aim of which are 
too generally to inculcate fanatical dogmas, and partial precepts, 
and to poisou the pure and natural fountains of liberal senti-
ment ; thus shaping the instruments of a selfish clerical aggran-
dizement and power, while they unfit the pupils for enlarged 
and diversified intercourse. Let Peruvians watch executive 
power, check its efforts at consolidation of government, resist 
its arbitrary decrees, and teach it obedience to the popular will 
as deliberately determined and set forth in the organic law. 
ILet them disband their large standing army at a time of pro 
fessed peace, for i t encourages aggression upon neighboring 
. States, and thus leads to frequent foreign wars; and it is the 
agent of perpetually-recurring revolutions, and of Executive en-
: eroachments at home. Thus, whilst relieving themselves from 
excessive taxation for the support of an oppressive military es-
tablishment, increased capital would be thrown into the chan-
nels of trade, and the capacity for labor of the discharged sol-
dier now festering in indolence, or a means of mischief, would 
be turned to useful account in agricultural, mining, and manu-
faoturmg enterprises. These are all languishing for assistance; 
ia fact, many valuable products are lying useless j n unopened 
mines,- and the music of even a single factory is still unheard, 
because the hand of military impressment would be outetretched 
to seize the employes, regardless of the interests of pruprietors, 
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or the wants ol' iiapovorished families, whenever coldiors aré 
desired for purposes of personal ambition, domestic rvranny, or 
tresj)ii?5 oa neh/hboring nations. An American on arriving in 
Lima is surpvised at the number of soldiers passing and repass-
ing, and in view of home 'usages looks for a- grand volunteer 
parade. But lie looks in vain ; these men are of the regular 
national army; every day their gay uniforms are seen in bar-
racks, bar-room, and boulevard. There are six thousand of 
them stationed in the capital, all except the officers being cho-
los and negroes, ready to do their affiliated chief Castilla's bid-
ding, whether it be to confirm him in the Presidency, contrary 
to the provisions of the Constitution, to punish or displace recu-
sant deputies, or to intermeddle in the affairs of feebler repub-
lics. The Peruvian standing army is nearly twenty thousand ; 
in time of peace greatly disproportioned to the population of the 
Republic. 
Wc should not forget that the reality of war is apt to follow 
the creation and cherishing of its instruments, and that the 
price of its fierce glories is not alone the stream of human blood 
. that deluges and desolates the land, nor the mountain of debt 
which for its maintenance mortgages the toil of unborn millions 
for generations; but religion must stop her labor of love, and 
science, too, stand still and cease to work for the improvement 
of man, and the exaltation and ennobling of human nature, 
that victims may be furnished to the hateful lloloeh. and igno-
rance and passion, brutal instincts and violence, assert their 
savage sway, and revel in carnage and oppression. True, the 
reign of wickedness and wrong, the domination of selfish, in-
human, and tyrannical rulers, may not always last. The reflec-
tive historian, Alison, has said of injustice : '"'Ko special inter-
position of Providence is required to arrest i t ; no avenging an-
gel need descend to terminate its wrathful course. I t destroys 
itself bv its own violence. The aveiiiring ano-el is found in the 
human heart." , Yet however sure the punishment of those who 
have wielded for evil the power entrusted to their hands, it were 
far better than that the innocent should suffer and the helpless 
perish, the multitude be borne down by misen-, murder inflict 
its diversified decrees of death, and tyranny stalk abroad un-
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challenged, that the agencies of war should " sleep the sleep 
that knows no waking," and that the death-angel should have 
no access to the swift keys of that terrible organ, whose accom-
paniment is ever 
" A loud lament, and dismal Miserere." 
The Senate Chamber is not as largo as the Chamlier of Depu-
ties, and the portal looks like the gateway of an ordinary ̂ «¿¿0 
more than the entrance to the upper house of tiie national 
legislature. The room is small and unadorned, except an 
elaborately-carved wood ceiling. The President's table, the 
chairs and tribunes, conform to an extreme republican simplicity. 
The' senators, two for each province of Fern, are designated faj 
lotfrmn the Chamber of Deputies ; "the latter, consisting of one 
hundred arid six members—one for every twenty thousand 
inhabitants—leing appointed by an electoral collegê  which is 
elected by the people. Thus a more intelligent and dispassionate 
creative element is interposed between the generally ignorant, 
unreflecting, and impulsive lower classes of citizens, and an 
organic part of the Government designed to exercise great in-
fluence over the welfare and destiny of the State. I t is to be 
regretted that other and grave impediments to a successful 
experiment of this mode of election of the national legislature, 
prevent a fair comparison of it with the more direct democratic 
method of some other republics. Both the legislative chambers 
are guarded by armed soldiers, the gleaming bayonet serving to 
remind the members of the expediency of shaping proceedings 
in conformity to Executive will. Most of the public buildings 
in Lima are also under military guard ; no stranger can fail to 
recognize the supremacy of the military over the civil rule. 
• The administration of justice is effected through the agency 
of—1, Justices of the Peace, elected annually by popular vote. 
% (JowrU of First Instance, in which the judge must be thirty 
years of age, a native of Peru, and five years a practitioner of 
law. The Judge of First Instance, Prosecuting Attorney, and 
Reporter of this court, are presented by the Superior Court in 
two ternary nominations to the President, who selects from 
the officers of the court, whose term of service is during 
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good conduct. Kadi province lias one judge; some have two or 
more, according to population. His jurisdiction is generally 
both criminal and civil; except in Lima and Arequipa, where is 
a special judge for each class of eases, because of the greater 
amount of duty. 3. Superior Court I n this court the judge 
must have served as judge of an inferior court, as prosecuting 
attorney, or as reporter, at least for four years. There are not 
less than three judges in the Superior Court, with one prose-
cuting attorney, and one reporter; but the number may be 
increased according to pnpulaiion. In Lima there are as many 
. as ten. In civil cases not less than three judges, and in crimi-
nal cases not less than five, must sit. There are seven Superior 
Courts in Pern, the judges being appointed by the President, 
by selection from two lists of nomination presented by the 
Supreme Court. The other ofheers of this court are also ap-
pointed during good conduct. 4. A Supreme Court, composed 
of seven judges and one attorney -gen eral, who are nominated 
by the President to a joint convention of the Senate and Cham-
ber of Deputies. To be eligible to this court the candidate 
must have been a member of the Superior Court eight years, or 
hare been engaged in the practice of law during twenty years, 
thus securing the greatest legal experience of the country. This 
court in Peru, as said by Guizot, "is like the Areopagus." I t 
is the protector of the citizen in all revolutions commonly en-
4angermg the liberty of the weaker party. The executive 
power may, and often does oppress, but this court never. The 
appointment is for life. The mode of appointing the judiciary 
in Peru gives greater assurance of capacity and impartiality 
than does the popular election of judges prevalent in many of 
the United States; in which partisan prostitution however 
debased, and conventional -intrigues however unprincipled, are -
too commonly the passports to place and preferment, thongh 
ignorance and corruption thereby occupy stations where knowl-
edge and virtue alone should be found, though violated law 
remains unvindicated, and crime stalks abroad "unwhipp'd of : 
justice." ;• 
Besides this portion of the machinery of law, there are in 
Lima as many as two hundred and sixty-six counsellors, attor-
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neys, clerks, registers, and sheriffá; certainly a large number for 
a population of 125,000 inhabitants. 
If the character of the btfiMmgs provided for schools be 
considered the measure of Peruvian estimate of education, the 
stranger would in this respect lie very unfavorably impressed; 
for with the exception of one academy fur young ladies, con-
ducted by several French Sisterâ of Charity, there are none in 
Lima worthy of comparison with even public primary school 
edifices in the United States. And yet the cost of instruction 
in private literary institutions is high—from five dollars per 
month for A B C, to thirty dollars per month for the general 
branches of education. 
The public school system is a failure, both in regard to plan 
and result; and until freed from the trammels of sectarian re-
ligionism, it is not likely to accomplish the general improve-
ment contemplated by the enlightened philamhropy in which 
the Bystcm originated. At the College of Xuestra Señora de 
Guadalupe, the children of wealthy parentage receive a better 
education than in the public schools; but this is by no means 
up to the collegiate standard in Xorth Amenta. The College 
of San Carlos, founded in 1770, and as at present organized an 
amalgamation ef three other literary institutions, is entitled to 
h i g h e r commendation than any other in Vóru. The building, 
contains tolerable halls, a refectory, and a library. Law and 
theology, the classics, French and English languages, natural 
philosophy, mathematics, geography, history, and some of the 
fine arts, arc taught. As to the L'niversity of Lima, once the 
chief seat of learning in South America, and in its palmy days 
Bending forth some eminent men who were ornaments of various 
branches of knowledge, Its buildings in the vicinity of the 
Chamber of Deputies, with spacious court, corridors, halls, fresco 
paintings allegorical of tho sciences, and inscribed quotations 
from the classics, are the lingering monuments of what it was, 
hut no longer is, a proud and honored seat uf iearning—that 
•wMch' best determines a nation's claim to civilization, influence, 
and power. 
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DEPARTCRE FROM LIMA, 
FROM law and learning let us turn to a subject of unmistak-' 
able interest to the Limeilian, and which has shared as largely, 
of his munificence as lie has of its abundance. Whatever neg-; 
lect may be chargeable to those iu power for failure in providing-
suitable food for the mind, certainly they are not to be faulted" 
for neglecting to furnish facilities for obtaining the more sub-.; 
stantial aliment,for the stomach. Producers and forestallers 
are provided with a superb market-bouse. An entire manzmm^ 
a square of ground of about four hundred feet in each direc-
tion, has on its four sides a convenient, neat, and showy build-
ing, enclosing a large court, and divided into apartments open-1 
ing both on the street and on the court, which are occupied by ''; 
green and dry grocers, and other venders. The'court faces of t% 
the quadrangular building have along their entire length han¿i 
some arcades, paved with granite slabs, and forming a covefed'J 
corridor or passage way for purchasers. The court within this ^ 
enclosure is paved and divided into four equal parts, over eaehS 
of which is a roof supported by iron pillars, and open in tb$| 
middle for ventilation. These four buildings are fitted with |̂ 
stalls for the use respectively of venders of meat, fish, poultry^ 
fruit, and vegetables; all of these articles being in abundance^ 
but at extravagant prices. For example, fresh meat not less-i 
than twenty-live cents per pound. Smoked hams, fifty to,' 
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sixty cents por pound. Lard, thirty to forty cents per pound. 
Butter, one dollar per pound. Eggs, four to six cents each. 
Potatoes, superior, thfee for twelve cents; inferior, ten for 
twelve cents. Sweet potatoes, ten for twelve cents. Let it 
be remembered that potatoes are indigenous to Peru, and were 
exported thence to Europe; '^nd the scarcity and cost of labor 
may be fairly estimated when such a price is demandeij for 
a native esculent. Cabbage, per head, twelve to twenty-four 
cents. Cauliflower, per head, twenty-five to fifty cents. Wlieat 
flour, for one hmidred pounds, nine dollars and a half; and for 
a single pound, twenty-five cents. Fruit and fish in proportion. 
'No one should migrate from. ^Sorth to South America for cheap 
living ; but i f prî mpted by other considerations thus to change 
residence, let him arrange to spend the Christmas holidays at 
the old homestead, or take it good-humoredly when he finds he 
must pay seven dollars for a turkey, two dollars for a chicken, 
and thirty-two cents per quart for milk, wherewith to compound 
that necessary, but most deceptive and villanous of all festive 
beverages, egg-nog. For coffee, thirty-seven cents per pound 
most be paid. Peruvian sugar costs twenty-live cents per 
pound. Green tea, in three-pound boxes, good quality, two dol-
lars and a half per pound. The vegetable market is well sup-
plied ; the exposure on a stall of blade maize—Indian corn -
was a curiosity. The gifts of Flora are not equal to expecta-
tion in this tropical region, and the pudieros dejlores of former 
times, tasteful comminjilinss of fruits and flowers, the sweet and 
the beautiful, were not seen. Perhaps they are not sought in 
•-republican market-places, as once in the proud days of the old 
monarchy in the plaza mayor, when high-born seOoras graced 
Üiat scene of vice-regal grandeur. Nor are the fruits equal in 
quality, variety, or profusion, to those found nearer the equator; 
although the reddish-yellow granadilla, the golden pine-apple, 
.and gay orange, contrasted prettily with the darker fig, banana, 
and palta; while that queen of fruits, the chirimoya, with its 
Blightly-indented covering looking like a reticulated green man-
tle, lay scattered around to gladden the eye and gjve promise 
of customary pleasures in reserve at the American Minister's 
in the evening, when the unsurpassed hospitality of his mansion 
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shall cròwn i:? rare grace and intelligence, its :Mc'a?t of reason^ 
and. fiow oí' soul." with a fitting feast of this- clvi-inu i'ruit. It^ 
is a wonderful ]iroduct. of nature that suííirestí ro the palate 
combined deliciuusncss of strawberry, sicide-pcar. and peach, . 
with a daali hi' the nectarino. l int whv should fastidiousness 
forbid my naming the American Jlinistcr í Trae, tliere has.-i 
been such a deterioration of qualification for diplomatic ap-| 
pointments in our country th^t it is questionable i f the reputó-'-
tion of a man of actual wort)) be not damaged by the notoriety 
of appointment. But John lUndoIph Clay is not of the pot- ; 
house school of politicians, nor ^ he of that class of diplomatists. ¡ 
His public life dates back to a purer period; his character as an) 
educated gentleman and enlightened statesman is establishedf:i 
and his courtesy, and high-bred social qualities, his dignity and 
ability, have made him popular abroad, and honored at home, by;; 
all who have sufficient patriotism to consider duty to country. 
paramount'to party fealty. • 
A l l the sellers in the Lima market are women, generally 
cholos. This probably results from the large number of men.: 
taken for the army, and from their fear by healthy and robust.̂  
countrymen of being seized by the press-gang, i f they should., 
venture into the city with the products of their labor, The¡ 
dainty stranger should not visit the market before breakfast; his.1 
appetite will not be strengthened by seeing a saleswoman flea^ 
hunting in her dog's hairy tegument, and turning from the m - | 
tercsting pursuit to dip, with her hand, sausage meat for a puiv "í 
chaser; or by seeing another, crack between her linger nails, • 
less agile insects taken from the head of her child who divides :" 
her attention with customers, desisting from the entertainment ; 
to assort mutton chops, possibly intended to appease his hungeiy;! 
probably already snlliciently satisfied with what he... has seenl- v 
The lower classes, who form the great body of the community,! 
.are regardless of cleanliness and modesty. I t is not uncommon.̂  
40 see the carcasses of dogs lie for days in front of houses, and " 
buzzards feaslmg on them, to the removal of which an entire-',; 
indifference is shown by those to whom the putrefaction, it'.; 
might be supposed, would be both offensive and uuhealthy.:¡ 
Women may sometimes be seen riding astride a mule with an;: 
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infant in the arms taking its primitive meal, or a?leep witli the 
pendant hreast exposed to the public gaze. In fact it is rarely 
the case that one walks in any part of the city during the day 
or night, without being shocked by sights of indecency, immod-
esty, and immorality, too gross even to be hinted at, and dis-
graceful to the arrogant civilization and Christianity of the na-
tion. I f one thousand seven hundred and ninety-three priests, 
exercising ecclesiastical authority, and performing religious func-
tions in this city, as published in its statistics for 185S, with the 
machinery therein also enumerated, of seventy churches, forty-
two'vhapels, six hundred and twenty-eight altars, and vast power 
of influence and enforcement, cannot produce a better state of 
morals and manners, it shows either a defective system of relig 
ion, or incapacity and faithlessness on the part of the executors 
bf the holy trust; and the one should be amended, the other 
driven forth from the sanctuary, or both be radically reformed 
if both be at fanlt. The statements of candid citizens, and of 
foreign residents of many years, compel the belief that the gen-
eral demoralization is mainly due to a depraved clergy. The 
precepts of the just and conscientious few cart have but slight 
induence in ptrrifying the turbid channel of social life, while 
most of their brethren are stirring the pestilential current and 
wallowing in the mire themselves. I f priests, taking vows of 
chastity and devotion alone to God, perjure themselves, obey 
the lusts of the flesh, and scatter their illegitimate ofispring 
abroad, with the sole self-deluding merit, of not disowning them, 
thus giving the brazen lie to their profession, it is to be expected 
that in both Ivino* and lecherf thev will find imitators amone 
'.those whose temporal purity they should guard, and whose eter-
nal welfare it is their solemn duty to promote. The unblushing 
boldness with which clerical debauchery stalks abroad in Lima, 
renders it needless to put in any saving clause <jf declaration. 
The rigorous virtue and exacting morality which claim a public 
deference in "AngJo-America, especially of the crosier and sur-
plice, may cause a doubt of statements made in these matters ; 
and therefore, if the obligations of truth were not imperious, I 
would gladly give them a coloring more in hannonv with home 
experiences. But the representations of competent and nnprej-
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udiced pers(jU5. verified as far as practicable by mv own obser-
vation?, must not Lc misstated. 
The oJcbratiou of mass at an early hour of Sunday morn-
ing, dot-i not exempt a priest from the- duty of obeying the 
divine command, Kemember the Sabbath day to keep it holy.''. 
And yet. he may be seen on that day as on others, in bull-ring' 
and cock-pit, restaurant and tavern, with commoner and concu-
bine, joining in noisy revel, or looking on with complacent 
sanction. !Xor does the going down of the sun always arrest 
his wayward peregrinations; lor vicious inclinations being un-
satiated, at that hour when the clerical robe after the holy of-
fices of the day should be folded in the pure atmosphere of the 
private sanctuary, it may sometimes be seen profaned by the 
pursuit of street adventures, at corners with tapadas, its wearer 
in gay and lascivious conversation, or threading byways in ful-
filment of a lustful assignation. "We may demand in the name 
of Christianity, and in its own language, is he who standest in 
high places " instructed out of the law "—" a light of them 
which are in darkness—and " teacher of others "—not to teach 
himself? Thou that sayest a man shall not commit adultery, 
dost thou commit adultery ? •*' " Thou that aiihorrest idols, dost 
thou commit sacrilege Í " Is i t not strange that those who assert 
a special privilege to study and expound the Holy Scriptures, 
should fail to give a just interpretation, and make a righteous 
application of these, in their own cases? I f the Bishop of Are-
quipa will turn to the " weak and beggarly elements of the 
world," i f he cannot, like his great predecessor St. Paul, '"''con.- . 
tain," but must obey the carnal 'desires, " let Imn marry " as he 
is commanded by the Apostle, like an honorable man and con- • 
sistent Christian, and not prove a stumbling-block to his more 
scrupulous brother. And let him not encourage the frailty of ' 
depraved disciples by a shameless example of licentiousness 
made public by his procurement of separate apartments in Lima 
for bis seven concubines and his thirty-five illegitimate chil-
dren, during his absence on a mission to the lioman head of 
the church; who, i f rumor speak truth of his virtues, would 
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The streets of this capital were yesterday the scene of a pro-
cession which was a disgrace to its professed enlightenment, and 
an idolatrous yiolation of the letter and spirit of its boastful 
Christianity. A gorgeously-gilded throne, home on the shoulders 
of negroes, partially concealed hy a deep valance, supported the 
pontifically-attired effigy of St. Peter, its right arm moved by 
secret machinery being occasionally raised in attitude of blessing 
the throngs of deluded worshippers who bowed their heads for 
its benediction. And another similarly-decorated dais, bore a 
life-size "graven image" of La Jferced. the patron saint of the 
arms of Peru; elegantly arrayed in curls, coronet, richly-em-
broidered criifolme, and robe; pearl necklace and ear-rings, 
brooch and bodice, and holding in its uplifted and jewelled fin-
gers a silver yoke. I t was not said that the last named was dis-
played as a type of the enslaved condition of the people, or i f it 
were only significant of the Church's invitation to bear its yoke 
" because it is easy, and its burthens l ight ;" a tact which need 
not be questioned by those who would seek its indulgences, and 
imitate the clerical profligacy by which it is disgraced in Peru. 
These effigies were escorted by prelates and other ecclesiastics; 
and that of La Merced was preceded by six pert-looking mulatto 
girls—designed to represent virgins—carrying incense upon sil-, 
ver salvers, from which numerous censers swung by priestly 
hands were kept supplied, and rolled upward their perfumed 
clouds to tell of the adoration of her votaries. The whole pro-
cession moved to the,measured chant of hundreds of the clergy, 
who often bowed, behind whom followed the civic dignitaries 
of the nation and city, hare headed and reverential; and after 
these came the plumed warriors, on horse and foot, witli breast-
plate and helmet, lance, sabre, musket, and cannon, flaunting 
banners and martial music, guarding the saints through the 
city, and back to the altars of the church of La Merced, whence 
they came; and where they will receive, hereafier as heretofore,. 
tEe petitions and vows of thousands of misguided religionists. 
Can popular regeneration be rationally looked for when exam-
ples of ecclesiastical protligaey arc patent to the public eye, 
when such violations of divine precepts are practised, and such 
10 
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delusions devised to mislead the ignorant by those fuithless min-
isters of Christ— 
" Who grope their dull way on 
By the dim twiokling gleams of ¡iges gone. 
Like sujK-rstitious thieve-?, who think the light 
From dead men's marrow guides than beet at night ; 
"Who cheat the weak belie ver'e Minded eye= 
By nonsense heap'd on nonscnsi'. to the skies ; 
And civc (hem mirach-?, ay, tcmiui ones too. 
Seen, heard, attested, every thing—but true." 
That it may not be supposed that 1 am looking at what is 
passing around me with prejudiced eyes, and coloring first im-' 
pressions of novelties too highly, I will quote at some length 
f r o m A Trai'erfi VÁinerlqut du Suã, par F . Dahaãie. Paris, 
1859." This French traveller, himself a lioman Catholic, but 
evidently one whose sense of religious duty inculcates the sin of 
compromising the lofty character and capacity for good of that 
Churcb, by concealing the wickedness of unworthy disciples,' 
says : " The religious processions of Lima are actually converted 
byprofane women into Carnivals of Venice—ridiculous, absurd 
masquerades! The ceremony loses its sacred character; the., 
tapadas absolutely making or refusing assignations with those 
proposing; the assistants absolutely compressing the waists of ; 
the tapadas more frequently than they say their prayers. . . 
I t is but a piece of mundane coquetry, with imposing finery and 
trappings. They go to the Pantheon to* celebrate A l l Souls. 
Bay as they go to a bull-fight or opera, ogling and laughing 
over the very aslies of their friends, with not even a souvenir of 
thought or sincere prayer for the loved beings who lie in the,: 
earth. Lima is the heaven of women, purgatory- of men, and 
hell of asses—except that one of the last mentioned cherished 
bv the Archbishop for Palm Sunday, when he is decked o^t 
with finery and heads the procession of the day. The populace 
would consider their damnation certain if any one of them 
attempted to ride on this holiest of asses, or i f they required of 
i t any species of work, or offered i t any indignity. Women con-
sider a husband only as he may contribute to their love of dress 
and indulgence; interest with them is the only motive of mar-
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riage. I t is a strange tiling for love, that sweet passion which 
ennobles life, to penetrate the heart of a Limeña. Do not ask 
her for tears or confusion, experienced by others of the young in 
the presence of the objects of tht-iv devotion; neither look for 
that voluptuous sensation which makes a bride so beautiful and 
interesting at the approach of the solemn moment. She goes to 
the altar with indifference, and does, not try to conceal i t : she 
would underrate herself i f she made her happiness or in infortuno 
to depend on the feelings entertained toward her by her hus-
band, "What does she care about the mysterious joy between 
two loving beings? She has but one passion, that of display; 
but one imperious desire, that of living the leader of fashion. 
It is that, which, the day after the wedding, would take her to 
Chorillos ; and she would even on that day annoy herself in her 
solitude, i f required to remain at home to await her husband's 
return from busiuess. This insensibility does not prevent the 
Limeiiian from throwing herself into marriage with ardor. 
Although she may deceive the watchfulness of parents, yet she 
is anxious of complete liberty; besides, a husband represents an 
increase of wardrobe and jewelry-box. And so strong is this 
desire that many young Limeñas are humbugged by cunning 
grocers, who, knowing the confidence felt in the powers of St. 
Antonio to procure husbands, fix up an image of that saint on 
an altar near their shop door: on this altar the señoritas deposit 
their offerings of sugar, tea, candles, etc., and much to the profit of 
the grocer, whose stock in trade is thus disposed of, whilst it is 
sure to find its way back, constituting thus a matrimonial cir-
culatinj; medium. I f the men become the slaves of the women, 
they must certainly be admitted to become eventually both in-
different and lazy slaves." 
I t may well be questioned i f ilons. Dabadie is not alike un-
generous and in error, in throwing the whole burden of indjf 
ference and disregard of the joys and obligations of the matri-
monial tie and domestic relation, upon the women. Xo one 
can scrutinize social habits in Lima, without becoming sensible 
of the fact that women are probably " more sinned against than 
ginning." For not only have they j'rovocations to faithlessness, 
and opportunity afforded for its indulgence by sanctioned cus-
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toms, buí they arc? taught by the universally-recognized disso-
luteness of men not to place confidence in them, and not to 
contemplate marriage as a means of happiness beyond its pow-
er to furnisl) an establishment, and make a woman nmtress of 
her own actions. I f notorious dissipation, debauchery, and un-
eonquerable passion for gambling among the men of Lima, 
causing an abandonment of the family hearth at those hours 
which, after the necessary business absence of the day, should 
be consecrated to the duties and to the joys of home, may be 
regarded as some excuse for insensibility, indifference, devotion 
to dress, and intrigue, among the women, then do they not do 
serve our author's sweeping denunciation; nor should they be 
held up as especially criminal. And let it not be overlooked that 
amid the trials of solitude, and experience of the unreliability 
of those who should be their protectors from evil, and shield 
from suspicion, they are to a great extent without the religious 
consolations which should be broiiirht to the son-owing heart by 
righteous counsellors, to sustain them in the agonies of loneli-
ness, suspicion, and neglect; but that in their stead, the poison 
of insinuation, and the pestilence of justification of guilt, are 
breathed upon them, even by the false prophets of their faith, 
who know full well 
"lliat once plung'd in 
Their woman's soul will know no pause in sin ; " 
and that thus they will become the dupes and victims of their 
own infamous designs. I t would not be just to join in this un-
qualified condemnation of Limeñas. "Women, as a sex, are 
purer and more virtuous than men ; instinct, reason, and inter-
est, make them so. The observing know i t ; the candid 
acknowledge it. Let us apply the general truth to the particu-
lar case we have been considering. 
ilons. Dabadie continues: " I n the street of San Francisco, 
opposite the monastery of that name, a kind of barracks is found 
containing quite a population apart from the rest. There, lives 
a class of women and children, whom one would think came 
in a direct line from gypsies, if their complexion did not show a 
variety of a thousand shades from white to black. These women 
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are the acknowledged mistresses, and the children the progeny 
of the monks of the higher order, who visit them at all times, 
and pay them a stipend according to their means; meagrely, 
for the expulsion of the Spaniards from the country has im-
poverished the convents. 'La casa de la monjas'—the house of 
nuns—as the people ironically call it, is a real Gromorrah. The 
clerical protectors of the tenants ivho inhabit it, vrillingly mis-
take the cltfimbers, not having the v:eaJ¿mss of the laity of being 
jealous of each other. Do not suppose that we are amusing 
ourselves in speaking i l l of the monks of Lima. Observe them 
on a festival day of great sanctity, either in the procession or in 
the churches, and you will have proved their barefaced licen-
tiousness. In tedious ceremonies, brothers who have no active 
participation in the service, go out of the temple and smoke in 
the adjacent cloister, under the portico of the church, or on the 
sidewalk, amusing themselves with trifles. I t is shocking to 
find them in the processions, when bearing the cross, banners, 
and candles, having no respect for their robes, nor for the 
sainted images they carry, nor for religion, nor for decencies 
demanded by the occasion. They shut both heart and ear to 
the aacred songs which ascend toward heaven. They smile at 
the women, who flutter about like butterflies, as the cortege is 
passing along; cast lascivious glances at them, and address to 
them words of double meaning. On returning to the church, 
two lines of monks are often formed at the portal, through which 
the crowd pass into the interior, and there too they indulge 
themfielv£s without restraint in jest and sarcasm, compliment 
and repartee; alluring complaisant Christian señoritas, white, 
black, or copper-colored, and addressing to them shameless 
gallantries; the spectator, I will not say religious, but merely 
of proper delicacy, taming away in disgust from such unblush-
ing libertinism. These abominations among themselves they 
are the first to expose, for in their stated elections for superiors 
of convents, such is the bitterness of rival aspirants and their 
partisans, that they publicly charge against each other infamous 
transactions, making known the number of their concubines and 
illegitimate children, and crimes which society has deemed it 
necessary to erect penitentiaries to punish." 
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Such is the testimony on Permian morals and religion of â ? 
French traveller. Jiappíly free from the imputation of sectariaii'^ 
prejudice. It is a >ad truth, that many of the Catholic clergy J 
of Lima tlcirrade the religion they profess, pollute the altar a t ' i 
wíiicíi tht.-y how, and defile their sacred Tcstnicnt̂ . They dôó* 
base themselves by tlieir lewdness and general ?eniuaHty, andjf 
are exemplars of the worst of sins. Can a State he profited by. * 
maintaining such a clergy, to the exclniion of others of a com- ¿ 
mqp Christianity, whose presence and exercise of religious 'i: 
functions, if in obedience to the pure and tolerant spirit of the ^ 
Gospel of Christ, might shame frailty, and purge His sanctuary j 
of wickedness? Can the interests of religion be maintained, •.? 
and its divine precepts be rightly interpreted, by violations of .. 
its sacred obligations? Can the depravity of social life be re-' * 
formed by corruption? Can virtue be learned of vice? Can t 
good come out of evil? A terrible retribution has overtaken ' 
the descendants of those who, under a professed purpose of ri 
extending the dominion of the cross, perpetrated "barbarities on ? 
the unoffending aborigines of this land, at the recital of which 
the soul sickens. And what was achieved by this cruel crusade. \ 
of a mistaken Christianity ? "When Peru was first trod by the 
Spaniard her people enjoyed a high degree of civilization, and -i 
a government and institutions securing personal safety and,'' 
happiness, political tranquillity and national prosperity. Indus-
try prevailed, agricultural wealth abounded, wonderful facilities / 
of intercommunication were provided. Unnumbered flocks 
furnished fleeces for garments, and ample granaries supplied the .; 
wants of those even whom age or affliction disqualified for £ 
labor. And the nation possessed, too, a religion far loftier in .j 
its conception than a mere physical idolatry, for i t contemplated. 
in the sun the great giver of a supreme beneficence, as i t is 
even to later finite comprehension its most glorious type.- Was 
the Peruvian made happier or better by the change forced upon' -:; 
him; in that which was given him for that taken away; and i 
especially in view of the manner in which it vras effected ? The 
truth of history, and that of the present, answer the question.' . 
Delivered over to a brutal soldiery as vassals, the shameless lust-': 
and avarice of their conquerors necessarily led to their debase-. ': 
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ment and miscrv; towns, villages, and private houses were pil-
laged, in violation of the inculcations of cinlization, to say noth-
ing of the obligations of Christianity. The rights of person 
and of property were so utterly disregarded as to have incurred 
universal condemnation since; as such harbarities in all future 
time, however palliated and by whomsoever perpetrated, will be 
reprobated by just and enlightened nations. The sacred clois-
ters of the virgins of the sun were polluted by grossest outrage. 
Temples were desecrated and plundered; granaries despoiled ; 
flocks of the cherished llama and vicwia were wantonly de-
stroyed; aqueducts and canals were neglected; the great na-
tional highways were suffered to fall into decay ; and finally a 
religion of complicated mechanism, of multiplied saints appar-
ently deified, incomprehensible ceremonies and symbols, of 
fierce fanaticism and intolerance, inconsistent with the teachings 
of Divine mercy and sacrifice for man's redemption ; regarding, 
too, the object to be attained as justifying any means however 
inhuman ; such a Teligion, forced upmi the country by a war of 
Woody ferocity—not bestowed by a blessed mission of peace— 
to supplant one of a simple idea, emanating from a*daíly con-
templation of the great source of light and heat, of joy, of 
growth, of glory, to nature; that which symbolizes beyond any 
other work of Creation, Supreme Power and Beneficence. 
Punishment, however tardy at times, is nevertheless sure to 
overtake ottencea against humanity and right. .Nor can finite 
man foresee the manner any more than he can the day and the 
hour of its coming. But it will stand confessed in its own time. 
A n d no one can now fail to recognize the deterioration that has 
set its seal in Peru on the Spaniard—a representative of supe-
rior man—as the penalty of violating laws which Nature has 
assigned for the government of her crcatnres. The commingling 
of races, while it is destroying the numerically weak, is debas-
ing the higher standard to-a level, which, under the influence 
also of the rivalries and jealousies of varied and conflicting 
mongrelism in political and social life, is rapidly sinking below 
that which preceded it in the progress of events. Truly a ter-
rible retribution has overtaken the descendants'of those who 
were guilty of gross violations of morai and natural law; not, 
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whatever they may have professed, in the interest of Inw Chrie-| 
tianity, which teaches obedience to both, but because thch soute^ 
guided bv seliislj and animal instincts, were filled ivith vi?ion¿> 
of sold rather than with xisions of glorv; least of all was c©̂ : 
lest i LL! íílory regarded, except as a means of ooneihatinp; thô' 
Church—but too ready, as it proved, to pander tu their schemes 
of avarice, plunder, and sensual indulgence. •? 
Christianity appears to have been a practical failure here,| 
as in some parts of >*orth America, where profession seems-J 
to have been mistaken for fulnhntmi, and where the greater*' 
the departure from its holy spirit and purpose, the greater; 
have been the protestations of sanctity. In contemplating re- \ 
ligionism in Lima and reflecting on that of Puritan Amer i -
ca, one cannot fail to recognize, in the doings of the Penman , 
Catholic and of the Protestant Covenanter, a like realization.; 
of ceremonial ism—differing only in vain-boastful formulary— 
of bigotry, intolerance, selfishness, and actual ignoring of the? 
precepts of the Prince of Peace, whose mission was one of 
righteousness, love, mercy, and goodwill tomen; not, as illus-^ 
trated by their history, of injustice, persecution, bloodshed, and; 
cruelty. 
Pern has its " Institute Naval-2[ilit-ar" a conjoint military^ 
and naval academy, located in the capital on a lot of ground of;'' 
very limited extent; the building, possessing neither architect 
tural beauty, strength, nor convenient arrangement, occupying 
the entire space, with the exception of two small court-yards!'-
There are forty midshipmen, and fifty-five cadets in this institu*' 
tion. A l l the branches of general education are taught except 
the spoken languages, instruction being given in but two of; 
these—English to midshipmen, and French to the cadets, indi-t 
eating the opinion entertained by this Government of the com-
parative merits of the respective nations in the naval and mil£ 
tary science of war. Military tacties are taught from the timó 
of entrance, twelve years of age, except artillery practice, whicli 
is reserved for the last year. The expenses of the Institute axe 
defrayed by the Government. I t was closed for several years 
before General Castilla's accession to power. He reopened iî . 
and in his hands, doubtless, it proves an important piece of tliè 
\ 
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n^cliinery by which he undisguisedly enforces the edicts of his 
arttitrary will. When bayonets are seen to gleam at the door 
of legislative hall:*, as i f to remind representatives that they 
have a master, and that the military is the dominant power of 
this pseudo-republic, ¡md when grave senators are taken into 
custody until they shall record enactments in conformity to Ex-
ecutive dictation; when an armed soldiery pace the courts of 
the Presidential mansion (an anomaly in republican govern-
..'ffiient, wherein the people are supposed to be the shield as well 
the creator of their chief oüicer), and even, as I have seen, 
.' form, by lying across it, the threshold of his door, that punish-
ment for violated law, and retribution for oflicial cruelty, shall 
-not reach its occupant; and when cuirassiers with flashing 
'. blade guard his steel-clad coach in its swift transit, that out-
, raged public opinion and private wrong may not avail of an 
opportunity of vengeance; it will not be denied that the educa-
tion and training of such instruments of usurpation, identified 
with his fortunes and obedient to his will, evince at least fore-
eight, and considerate preparation to defend despotism. 
Lima has also a Musouni and a Library, The former, called 
the Museum of the College of San Fedro, is situated on tho 
; grounds in the rear of, and belonging to the church of that 
name. I t consists of a meagre collection of specimens in nat-
,i/Hrül history—principally in zoology, geology, mineralogy, and 
|pbotany; some Indian mummies, implements, and trinkets; but 
dicing few in number, and badly arranged and /̂reserved, there 
|f& ¿o inducement for the visitor to tarry among them even if his 
^|eary limbs did not compel him to seek a seat elsewhere that 
ifjSaimot be found in the Museum, unless indeed he may desire to 
.ílòok at the historical portraits of some of the old Incas and the 
Viceroys, that give the walls an historical interest. There 
yjbemg no Government endowment of the Museum, it is not 
to have its sphere of usefulness enlarged ; for the cultiva-
of the natural sciences in this Capital, as in many even 
;er cities of the United States, is not of that popular charac-
ter, to lead either to the search after specimens, to genermi;, 
Contributions, or to sufficient beque^s to enlarge and enrich it. 
An Academy of Design in the same building with the ifu-
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seum, affords pratultous instruction to a small number of Bt í^ 
dents in this branch of the Fine Arts. The National Library^ 
adjacent, is more worthy of attention. I t was founded in 182j| 
—the books of tha.TTniversify of San Marcos formiii<.f its nucleu^ 
SiinscijuenLly the libraries of sereral jnonasteries—tliose gr&aÊ 
storehouses and conservatories of ancient learning:, without 
which the " dark ag'es " might have embraced even the presenĵ  
epoch in their forbidding cycle—and some personal collections^ 
were added. I t contains now about thii-ty thousand volumes,? 
in all the department* of literature and science ; and possesseŝ  
some very valuable old books on religious and historical sub^ 
jects; those relating to the Conquest, and to Spanish Viceroy^ 
alty in South America, arc great treasures. The library is pu&f 
lie. The apartments are commodious, well ventilated, andj 
cleanly; and are supplied with comfortable seats, tables, and writp 
ing materials for visitors. Padre Vi j i l is the librarian, an attend 
tive officer and a scholar, accessible and courteous. l i e was for^ 
merly a popular priest of the Roman Catholic Church in Peru^ 
but was recently excommunicated because of his support of the| 
civil authority against encroachments of ecclesiastical powerif 
An ecclesiastic himself, such a statement might seem incredible J¡ 
but Padre Viji l is familiar with history, past and present; and 
possessing more than ordinary wisdom and judgment, he com-€. 
prebends the true interests of religion, and the importance of i 
keeping them free from party corruptions and intrigues, anctói 
in position to- assuage the bitterness of partisan agitation, and 
the cruelties of civil revolution—an example worthy of imita-^ 
tion by many Protestant fanatics of our own country. He pos-
sesses, too, a liberality of opinion truly Christian, and a purity of^ 
life above suspicion. Such qualities of head and heart were of 1 
necessity at war with the sensualism and general sinfulness of 
the ministry of his Church. I t is not surprising that he'" 
should have been deposed from the priesthood by his superiors^ 
though not degraded in popular opinion. His present position!! 
is well suited to his tastes; and while he enjoys the confidence^ 
and respect of the best citizens of Peru, he is at liberty to pur-1' 
sue his investigations at leisure, and continue without let or 
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Mndrance his efforts in behalf of the rights of Ms fellow man, 
whether these be civil or religious. 
The rapid increase of the library has made it necessary to 
enlarge its accoTinnodations, and an apartment is now being, 
fitted up which was formerly the refectory of the Jesuits, who 
owned this and other property in the vicinity, when, before the 
suppression of their order, they were in the hekdit of power and 
prosperity. Judging from the magnificent pruportions of this 
room, and the superbly-carved oak culling, it probably was, in 
the palmy days of that r ich order, the scene of many a costly 
revel. I t is strange that such a splendid banquet hall should 
have been recently devoted to the base uses of a wood-cellar! 
Yet such has been one of its mutations. And now, hav ing been 
purified of sensuality by degradation and penance, it ri?cs to 
the loftier office of treasuring the imperishable records of learn-
ing and science. Long may such be its noble use! And long 
may Padre Vij i l continue its philanthropic and incorruptible 
presiding genius! 
I t may hare been inferred from what lias already been said, 
that the State reh'gion of this miscalled liepublic is Roman 
Catholic, and that its Constitution prohibits the exercise of any 
other. But i t should be acknowledged that the executive au-
thorities have lately, under the pressure of foreign diplomatic 
privilege, winked at the private worship of a few Protestant 
Christians. This is interpreted to mean that the Government 
wi l l not prosecute them to punishment, nor hound on a fanatical 
populace, provided they make no open profession of their faith, 
no public display of their profane rites. The Protestant in 
.lima who seeks to worship God, obeys literally the Gospol pre-
cept—" but thou when thou prayest, enter into thy closet, and 
when, thou has shut the door, pray to thy Father which is in 
Becret." And can those who fulfil that injunction in sincerity 
and truth; who do not believe that righteousness is dependent 
On " modes of faith,*but that " his can't be wrong whose life is 
in the right;" doubt the realization to themselves of the Divine 
promise, "and thy Father which seeth in secret shall reward 
thee openly " ? I t is to be regretted that the Peruvian religion-
ist does not perceive that it is this anti-christian policy which is 
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weakening the foundations, and shaking the pillar? of his church^ 
Miroughout hi* own and some other lands. Tie fliould know: 
that its stren<rth "would host come of pnritv; of the "charity^ 
4hat suifereth lonir and is kind, envieth not. vaimteth not itself; 
is not puffed up;'; and of the observance of the Divine com-1 
mandment thou shalt love thv neighbor as thvfelf "—on whieh,^ 
and on the love of God best shown bv <jbedience to His will , , 
"hang all the law and the prophets.'' 
The Japanese worshipper of the sun, and the Turkish fol-
lower of Mahomet and the Koran, are more tolerant than the; 
Peruvian Catholic ; for the former bv treaty stipulation has con-! 
ceded the right of wordiip. according to the dictates of eon-; 
science; and the latter recently denounced the fanatical zeal of.-
his Syrian subjects, and granted to France the vindication of, 
the sacred observances of Christianity on Turkish soil. Itj 
would be a commendable example of consistency i f Louis Napo*.; 
Icon would also see to it that his co-religionists of South America. ; 
do not discredit their profession of faith by persecution and pro- ;. 
scription. 
Keturning one Sunday morning from an ineffectual effort to': 
find the sanctuary of Protestant Christians, I realized the tratKl 
that secrecy in their religious observances was demanded by a.-
liornan Catholic government, in the enactment of whose lawa^ 
the ecclesiastical power of the country largely participated. A n d | 
when on another occasion, in company with our Minister resi-^ 
dent, we sought by a narrow passage-way a studiously hidden i 
room having but a simple platform for a clergyman and a fewá 
rude benches for forty persons there assembled, I should have;; 
felt hmniliated but for the assurance that He also was there, who^ 
said, " Where two or three are gathered together in my narae'J 
there am I in the midst of them." For what are sculptured.-; 
column and groined arch, embroidered robe and jewelled altar,,^ 
and all the magnificence with which wealth and power can^ 
clothe the proudest temple,, compared with the glory of His i 
Presence'? What form of ostentatious ceremonial, or of merely J 
typical presentation, can touch the heart, and reach the con-.:--; 
science, like the simple teaching of that "pure religion nnde-í;: 
filed before God—the wisdom that is from above, first pure, ;! 
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then peaceable, gentle, and easy to tie entreated, full of mercy 
and good fruits, without partiality, and without hypocrisy " ? 
Contemplating these tilings, tlie candid mind naturally in-
quires, witj¿ what pretence of reason can Catholics convert. Ire-
laud into a modern aeeUlema, in resistance to antagonist 
ecclesiastical prerogative; und in the United States complain 
of ' 'Know Xothing"- party persecutions—in both of which 
countries they enjoy constitutional freedom of religious opinion 
and worship—when, throughout nearly this entire somhern con-
tinent, there is constitutionally proclaimed the "Apostolic relig-
ion;" the exercise of none other being permitted ? !Xor does 
the disgrace of this prohibition in Peru attach alone to its origi-
nal legislation; for, within a few days, in this capital, the Sen-
ate and Chamber of Deputies refused, after an earnest and pro-
tracted discussion, to expunge that intolerant and anti-republi-
can provision from the fundamental law of the state. 
A building now about being completed in Lima, and in-
tended for penal and reformatory purpose?., is deserving of some 
notice. In the year 1853 Señor Mariano Felipe Pas Soldán 
visited the United States, conimis-ioncd by the Peruvian Gov-
ernment to examine and report upon their penitentiaries, with 
reference to the introduction of improvements into the prison 
system of Peru. I t is but just to say that this investigation 
was set on foot and conducted by Señor Pas Soldán in a spirit 
of philanthropy, and with an ability honorable to his Christian 
cllaracter, and to the high intelligence of Ids pure Spanish ori-
gin. A report to his Government shows that he visited and in-
spected the various penal and reformatory institutions of the 
District of Columbia, and of the States of Maryland, Pennsyl-
vania, New York, and Massachusetts, embracing their jails, 
penitent i;í r i es, houses of correct inn, and house-; of refuge; and 
that as a result of his observations, he recommended to his Gov-
ernment a system of imprisonment and a plan of building 
adapted to its fulfilment, embracing the guod points and dis-
carding the bad of the institutiuns ho visited. In this respect 
his investigations resulted most happily. To the examination 
he brought an active, searching, and comprehensive mind ; and 
the tield before him was rich in materials, the United States 
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having "been the reformers of the old and now obsolete syst 
of imprisonment among civilized nations; and many of 
separate State Governments having made liberal appropriatíô| 
for the objects cdntemplated by the movement, whieh attract 
the earnest attention and inspection of the leading Powers"| 
Europe. 
The prison edifice, planned, and now nearly finished, und¡¡ 
the superintendence of SeOor Pas Soldán, is unequalled by ai 
penitentiary in the United States, in general design, and in sj 
cial adaptation to the prison Bjetem of associated labor in 
lence, with personal isolation at night. The whole premises 
enclosed by a stone wall thirty-five feet high, one side of whii 
has a portal giving admission directly to that part of the bml< 
ing in which are situated the various offices and the warden^ 
apartmente. A main corridor leading thence, has on each sidt 
store-rooms, and from it also diverges at right angles on eacjj 
side a smaller corridor, which communicates through strot 
iron-grated doorways with a wing, in which are contained tlij 
lodging cells, one hundred in number, for the female convit 
The main corridor then connects at its further end through tw| 
strongly-seciired doorways,, with a rotunda or observatory tí 
stories in height, the upper being set apaH as a chapel, whilif 
from the other two stories radiate five corridors, conununicatzM 
with a corresponding number of wings, in which are admirablyl 
constructed woricshops, kitchen, refectory, and cells for solitar 
confinement of men at night. The total number of cells is oní| 
thousand. The wings are two stories high, and in their coipl 
struction and entire appointments for security, comfort, anf 
cleanliness, they enrpass similar departments of all other pnr 
ons of the United States, the model penitentiaries of which • 
have carefully examined. It is not my purpose to dwell oM 
details which might prove tedious and uninteresting; but it im 
due to candor and justice to say, that while Señor Pas Sole 
gratefully acknowledges his obligations to the States visited foi| 
much and valuable information, and especially for the radiat 
principle, which affords the greatest facilities for the conductii 
of business and enforcement of discipline, yet has he, by thqic 
ough knowledge of his subject, together with architectural 
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and ingenuity, planned and built a penitentiary affording per-
fect security, and the means of non-intercourse of convicts, and 
therefore likelihood of reformation. The walU are of stone and 
burnt brick, and are of great thickness and strength to resist 
the shock of earthquake?. An abundant .mpply of pure water 
from the river üiinac aíiurds a neeessarv element of cleanliness 
and health. If the Peruvian Govermnent. which has thus far 
entrusted the design and execution of this jrreat improvement 
to Seflor Pas Soldán, should continue to him its contidence until 
the consumí a.it i on of his work, by the introduction of requisite 
discipline, it will probably prove of incalculable benefit to the 
State, as well, as an enduring monument uf bis own philan-
thropy and patriotism. 
The fashionables of Lima have a watering place, to which 
they resort in the bathing season, embracing the months of Jan-
uary, Februaryj and ifareh. Chorillos furnishes a salt sea for 
the Limeñas, and a "salt river" for the Limeños. Into the 
former señora.? and señoritas plunge, and come out refreshed and 
beautified. Up the latter sefioraá are rowed by gambling pilots, 
who understand the shoals and quicksands of the dangerous 
stream, and how to give the awful cold doii'-hi, all but veterans 
in the deceptive navigation coming out wearied, waited, and 
woe-begone. Germany has its Baden-Baden. America its Sara-
toga and Xewport, and Peru its Chorillos, all useful i f wisely 
used ; all hurtftd when abused. Many visit these resorts of in-
valids professedly for health ; but mistaking the means of secur-
ing it, and worshipping at the shrine of Mammon, rather than 
at the altar of Hygeia, they quit them, eurdng the babbling 
waters 
"That keep the word of promise to the ear, 
And break it to the hope,'' 
without reflecting that their; is the sin of umis-:ion as of com-
mission, which has added to the afflictions uf the body as well 
aa to the burdens of the souk 
Chorillos is a town of several thousand permanent inhabit-
ants on the sea-coast south of Callao, nine miles from Lima, and 
connected with it bv a siu<_dc track railroad, ilidwav between 
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the two cities is the pretty Kttle eountn' v i l l i i ^ of MiniflorcSj 
in the vieinity oí' which the battle of La Palma was fouirht in 
January. l*u~>, when, by a victory of Castilla over .Echenique, 
the former made himself numinally President, but ab-olntely 
Dictator of Peru. Camilla's triumph, it is said, was chk'fly due 
to the braveiy of an American adventurer, a Texan Kanger, 
who, thinking that he detected a hesitation in Echenique'? ad-
vance on Castilla's retreating forces, attacked him impetuously 
fit the head of his own company, and changed the fortune of the 
day. This trivial event shaped anew the destiny of the coun-
try, and established the powt-r of a man of selfish purpose and 
resolute will, and as ignorant ut̂ iho teachings of history and of 
the true priiK-ipk'n of republican government, as he is reckless 
of official obligations and of constitutional restrictions on exec-
utive power. 
The appearance of Chorillos is not attractive ; and no hotels 
being provided for guests, visitors must assume the care of pri-
va te residences. The town stands on a high bluff, and on the 
beach below bordering the sea there are manv small mat-cov-
ered huts, arranged in rows and clusters, with narrow interven-
ing alleys. These are the dressing-rooms, where bathers disrobe 
themselves, and don the kirtle and pant of blue Hannel prepara-
tory to taking the sea. Indian attendants accompany the bath-
ers, who dip listlessly into very placid water without any of the 
elap-dash, heels-over-head accompaniments of a Cape May roller. 
The art of photography has had a remarkable success in 
Lima. The gallery of Mr. Pease—-Za Ccdfa de Plateros d<: San 
Pedro—contains some unsurpassed, life-like, and beautifully-
finished photographs, the perfection of which has led persons to 
think that there is something favorable to the art in the some-
what subdued light of Lima, and in its uniform temperature, 
•which makes it unnecessary to change the force of materials. 
Mr. Pease is fortunate in possessing several rare painthiirs pur-
chased from old families, whose reduced fortunes from the vicis-
situdes of revolution compelled their sale. Among these is a 
Holy Family, the property of a former Viceroy, which possesses 
merits as a work of art so gréat that a Trench artLst was sent 
from Paris to Lima to make a copy of i t ; and becoming enam-
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orcd of its extraordinary "beaBtie^, lie attempted stealthily to re-
move it, and to leave his copy in its stead. The theft was de-
tected and nearly resulted in tragical consequences to himself. 
Jbour thousand dollars have been reí\i¿ed for it by the present 
owner. In his possession is also a magnificent and well-pre-
served vieereg';d bedstead, with the still more curious receipt for 
"2,000 hard dollars dated in Lima, 2'J January, 1040," on the 
occasion of its sale by a retiring Viceroy to his successor ; the 
vender being the Count of Cinchón, whose wife learned from 
the Indians the anti-periodic properties of the Peruvian bark, 
•which subsequently was named CincJiona, m her honor. At 
this day it is regarded as one of the most valuable of natural 
productions, from which is derived the well-known quinine, in 
all malarious regions perhaps the greatest gift of science to man. 
The statements herein made, and the reflections indulged in, 
are the results generally of personal observations of public 
things; in part derived, too, from those whose long residence 
in tins country has made them as familiar with its condition as 
if they were i; to the manor born." The sanctity oí private life 
has not been invaded by criticism; when its hospitalities have 
been accepted, remarks upon its usages have been deemed a so-
cial sacrilege, and therefore avoided. Dut the puhllc and its 
out-of-door life, opinions, and customs are not entitled to the 
immunities of the tapada. 
In obeying the obligations that now require me to leave 
Lima, I feel none of the regret expressed by another traveller, 
who tells us that he was so fascinated by his surrotmilrngs, as 
scarcely to have had the power to tear himself away. To recall 
its past gives me no pleasure, for the history ot'the Spanish con-
quest of this country is one of blood, treachery, religious perse-
cution, and robbery. Whether the tyranny, the butcheries, and 
extortions of viceroyalty, or the persceuthms, cruelties, and 
mtirders of the inquisition be euiisidered, nothing but horror and 
indignation attend their recollection. Xor does any pleasure 
come from the contemplation of moru recent events, and the 
efforts of the country to shake crí the political and religious 
atrocities of which it was the victim under the rule of Spain ; 
for the daily proofs are before us that, while the professed tbr-
"n 
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muían- of írnvcrnment and its official aircnts were cliattircd. the 
actual political spirit and results remain; that despotism and 
op]>rc>~ion arc still here ; and that Fuperstition. bigotry. iLnd in-
tolcrancc. lhe oiiVpring of ignorance and dclnsioii, arc aa 
they were in the days of Pizarro and uf his viceregal successors, 
tiic religion of the people. Of what hoimr to God. or henefit 
to man. are its proud adornment of Miurdies. its brilliant festi-
vals, its pageantry of processions, the startling or the dulcet 
tones of its hundred hells, at whose pea) as in the Angolns. bua-
iness. and breath almost, arc suspended ; what the swell of 
mingled choirs, with solemn pomp of ceremonial, i f the char-
ities of the Gospel are unfelt and untaught, and the spirit of 
divinely-inculcated love has no participation in rites which 
arc unhappily but a vain and empty mockery of the religion 
of Christ 'i The climate of Lima may be equably mild, its airs 
balmy and perfumed with the fragrance of flowers—as a fanci-
ful writer lias said who was forgetful of its acequias—its fruits 
beautiful to the eye and luscious to the taste, but what avail 
these to restrain the footstep that would shun the pollution of 
its moral atmosphere, and -escape from the vice and dchanchery 
that holdly invade, or insinuatingly beset its path ? 
A last duty on shore was a sad one—to follow to the grave; 
all that remained of Lieut. James I I . Moore, of the frigate 
" Lancaster," who died in Lima at the residence of Mr. Xaylor, 
an English merchant; the attentions of whose family to a stran- . 
ger will be gratefully remembered bv tho^c of his countrvnien 
who saw in them worthy disciples of Him who "went about 
doing good." Lieut. Jioore was an oiiicer of rare promise of 
distinction, faithful in duty, honorable and generous in ail his • 
relations of life. He was buried in the British Protestant cem-
etery at Bellavista. by the side of Captain Lambert of the Brit-
ish navy, who was recently murdered in the suburbs of Lima 
at midday, probably by robbers, who were never arrested. 
Lieut Moore1» body, refused the use of a hearse because he was 
"a heretic!>—although a Christian—was borne to the grave by', 
his countrymen, attended by an English officiating clergyman, 
the officers and crew of the United States sliip " "Wyoming," then 
in port—the "Lancaster" having returned to Panama—theoffi-
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cers of her Britaanie ^[ajesty^ hliip " Vixen," and a number oí* 
American and English gentlemen, residents of Lima and Callao, 
who united, as i f of one nation, in paying a last tribute of re-
spect to the memory of a brave and accomplished officer. Sad 
as were the reflections incident to this loss of a fellow-country-
man in the prime of life and reality of uicfalne>3, and his bnrial 
far from the land of his love, yet did the event show those of 
kindred nations forgetful of past differences, and bound by a 
bond of sympathy, uniting in manifestations of respect for the 
departed; illustrating the benign influence of a common origin, 
language, and literature, when cherished hy the relations of 
peace. 
C H A P T E R I X . 
HARiiOR OF C A L L A O — I S L A X D OF 8 X S LORENZO—THE B O q U E R O S — E L F B 0 K T O 5 — T O T i O B 
TO VJLTJLRAISO—SEA-COAST OT SOLTI1EE.S T E K r , OF BOLIVIA ANU KtiliTDER-N CHILE— 
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COBIJA CALDERA CHASAECILLO LA PEPJ^ÍA COQUIMBO A R K I T A L AT VALPARAISO. 
ÍLAVTNG bade adieu to Captain Mítchell, the galiant com-
mander, and his accomplished officers of the United States ship . 
" Wyoming," at anchor in the harbor of Callao, whose courtesies 
will he gratefully remembered, I went aboard of the British 
Steamship Navigation Company's steamer " Lima," hound for 
Valparaiso. Anchor hove and ship underway, we steered for. 
the southern outlet of the harbor, in which, for the first time , 
after the declaration of American Independence, the national; 
birthday of the United States was saluted by a British man-o'-
war. On Commodore Stockton sendirfg a lieutenant to make 
an acknowledgment of the unusual comity, Admiral Sinclair • 
manned his boat, and accompanied by his officers, boarded the • 
American frigate, saying, with a sailor's characteristic frankness, 
" fifty years have passed since mother and child quarrelled—-i 
time enough to wipe off old scores." ^ 
An occasional phenomenon of the harbor of Callao, called 
" the painter," darkens all white paint about vessels in port at : 
the time. I t is thought by some persons to depend on disen-. 
gaged sulphurous gas, which causes au active effervescence of-; 
the water, and results probably from interior changes taking, 
place nearer the earth's surface here than elsewhere, and may . 
have connection with the cause of the frequent earthquakes ofV 
this region. • 
The lighthouse on the north end of the island of San Lo-J 
renzo was visible in the distance, a very unusual circumstancéjl 
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tor as it is high enough to be in the perpetual fog that envelops 
the island heights at night, i t is, I am assured "by old traders at 
this port, of no use whatever. I t would ho well to put it lower, 
below the line of fog, or put it out, and thus relieve foreign 
shipping from a heavy assessment for its support. 
On nearing San Lorenzo the larboard bulwarks of a Peru-
vian frigate were seen barely lifted above the water, showing 
the spot where, with all her armament and four tmmlml of her 
crew on hoard, she was capsized a few days since, in an attempt 
to put her into a floating dock for repairs when a heavy sea was 
on. A fine ship is probably lost to the country, which can ill 
afford it, and one hundred and fifty persons were killed or 
drowned by the accident. President Castilla was near being 
of the number, having gone ashore but five minutes before. 
Like his Scotch exemplar he seems to " bear a charmed life." 
"We steered across the harbor due west, and came so near to 
SaJi Lorenzo before changing our course, that the steamer seemed 
intent on climbing its bold heights ; but suddenly heading south 
she swept close along shore, taking as wide a berth as possible 
of " Callao Point Reef," and the " Whale's Back," which lifted 
its dark outline above the water, in bold contrast to the sea of 
foam that whitened, its lower rocks. Emerging from this nar-
row channel, the Hoqueron, the islet of El Fronton was soon 
passed—supposed to have been once united to San Lorenzo, but 
at present separated from it by a narrow and impassable strait. 
And now, a few detached rocks having been left to the west-
ward, we are fairly at sea. 
" Once more upon the waters I Yet once more ! 
Ajid the waves bound beneath me as a steed 
That knows its rider. Welcome to their roar ! 
Swift to .their gmdancc, whersoe'er it lead !" 
The next morning after leaving Callao we made the Chincha 
Islands; fourteen hours by steam from the port of departure. 
On these islands—three in number—are the rich guano deposits 
of Peru. The original word is kuanu, signifying in the ancient 
Quichua dialect (1 animal dung." The word now in general 
use is an abbreviation of piahu kuanu, " bird dung." The ter-
minal syllable nu of the ancient dialect has been changed by 
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the Spaniards into' ?w. The European orthography guano, now 
so generally adopted as to make an effort to correct it probably 
uscle??, i-^ erroneous, the Qnichua language, -u'ljieh originated 
the name, being •without the letter g. 
The deposit of these islands is doubtless due to the accumu-
lated excrement of marine animals and birds, which are seen 
now in great numbers. The sea-lion and the seal, both by their 
presence in the adjacent waters at this time, and their skeletons 
in the strata of guano deposited ages since, tell of their agency 
in its production ; while myriads of hirds skimming the neigh-
boring sea in quest of its abundant fish, show that they too 
have been agents in the general economy of nature, by furnish-
ing a valuable fertilizer for impoverished soil. 
These islands being situated within the rami esa region of 
this coast, furnish the richest guano known to agriculture, inas-
much as its fertilizing ingredients are not dissolved and washed 
away. A peculiarity of a great part of the coast of Peru, from 
the neighborhood of Arica to Cape Blanco, embracing about 
16° of latitude, is, that rain is rarely known to fall within its 
limits. Stevenson, an English traveller of accurate observation, 
gives the following rational explanation of the anomaly: " In 
April or Hay the mists called ' Garúas' begin, and continue 
with little interruption t i l l November, which period is usually 
termed the winter solstice. The gentle winds that blow in the 
morning from the westward, and in tbe afternoon from the 
southward, are those which fill the atmosphere with aqueous 
vapor?, forming a dense cloud or mist; and owing to the obli-
quity of the rays of the sun during this season, the evaporation 
is not sufficiently rarified or attenuated to enable i t to rise abovè 
the summits of the adjacent mountain?, so that i t is limited to 
the range of flat country lying between the mountains and tbe 
sea, whicli incline toward northwest. Thus the vapors brought 
by the general winds are collected over this range of coast, and 
from the cause above' mentioned cannot pass the tops of the 
mountains, but remain stationary until the sun returns to tbe 
south, when they are elevated by his vertical heat, and pass over 
the mountains into the interior, where they become condensed 
and fall in copious rains. That rain is not formed on the coast 
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is attríbutaHe, first, to a want of contrary winds to agitate and 
unite the particles; and secondly, to their proximity to the 
earth, which they reach in their descent hefore a sufficient 
number of them can coalesce and form themselves into drops." 
The agricultural use of guano is by no means of recent dis-
covery. In the time of the lucas it was employed as a manure 
in ancient Peru. The islands near the coast being easy of access 
were much resorted to by the natives, and the guano hkincOj the 
fresh white deposit, was preferred, as it doubtless had the fertil-
izing properties in greatest strength. The mode in which the 
Peruvians used guano was different from that by us. A hollow 
at trench around the young shoots was partly filled with the 
manure and then covered with earth. The field was then 
flooded with water, which was readily done in a country freely 
intersected by aqueducts. But for this the radicals would have 
been destroyed by the potency of the guano, the saline ingredi-
ents of which were thus dissolved and diffused in the circum-
jacent soil, where they were subsequently sought out and 
appropriated by the roots without danger to their delicate 
organization. The field was kept submerged but a few hours. 
The aggregate superficial extent of the three Chincha Islands 
is about seven square miles; they are designated northeru, 
middle, and southern. The northern is the largest, and is that 
yielding the greatest quantity of guano, eighty feet being con-
sidered about the average depth; though a gentleman largely 
interested in the trade told me that he had measured it at an 
indicated point having a depth of one hundred and fifty feet. 
;The original estimate of the length of time—one thousand 
-years—that this deposit on the Chinchas will suffice for the 
wants of the world, is likely to prove fallacious. So great has 
become the demand for it, that half the deposit of the largest 
island has been removed already; and a considerable quantity 
has also been taken from the middle island, llore than a 
inmdred vessals are now lying at anchor around and between 
the two larger islands taking in cargo, besides many loaded and 
awaiting formalities of exportation in the harbor of Callao, 
showing the extraordinary increase in the demand for guano 
within a few years. Instead of fifty thousand tons being re-
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moved annually, according to the oriirinal calculation, it is now 
known that for three years bat little leps than liyc hundred 
thousand tons liave been shipped per annum. And so great 
are the pecuniiirv wants of the Peruvian Government, from offi-
cial improvidence and delinquency, that it is now thought that 
witli corresponding recklessness and continued forced sale, the 
deposit at these islands will become exhausted in ten or twelve 
years. Large as will have been the aggregate revenue of Peru— 
probably from five hundred millions to eight hundred millions 
of dollars—from this source, yet there is not a country paying 
its quota of that immense sum for the use of guano, that will 
not have derived more benefit from it than this. Elsewhere 
agricultural skill and industry have made it tributary to a pro-
duction which hiifi resulted in blessings—developing internal 
improvements, affording means of education, promoting social 
happiness and general prosperity. To Peru it seems to have 
been a curse, for it pensions officials to fatten on public plun-
der ; yrliile it encourages perpetual revolutions, that place and 
peculation may reward successful treason and reckless disturbers 
of domestic peace. I t fosters, too, a large. standing army, re-
sulting in oppression, paralyzed industry, and wars with their 
attendant evils. Limited to the moderate expenditure actually 
demanded by the administrative necessities of a small republic, 
how great the good that might be made to flow to the country 
from a judicious use of the large eurplus revenue ! And how 
brief the time would be before an intelligent and enterprising 
people, directed by wise and honest leaders, with such means at 
command, would climb or pierce the Andes; and uniting the 
Pacific and the Amazon with an iron band, would awake the > 
slumbering echoes of mountain passes with the panting enginej 
and speak into life the dead elements of immense mineral and 
agricultural wealth ! 
That an idea may be formed of the large amount of shipping 
engaged in the guano trade, it may be stated that during six 
months of this year—1S60—from April first to September thir-
tieth, as ascertained from the United States Consul at Callao, 
the tonnage of American vessels entering that port was 111,648 
tons, being but 9,992 tons less than that of all the other foreign 
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vessels together, which was 121,640 tons. The registered ton-
nage of the ships is here referred to. One-third more should 
be added to show their aciml carrying capacity, which would 
in like proportion increase the guano thus shown to have been 
exported, and in like manner the value of cargoes and the 
amount of freight. Thus it will be seen that at thirty dollars 
per ton, the guano shipped in six months in American vessels 
from the Chinchas, and which according to Peruvian commer-
cial regulations, must take its final departure from Callao, was 
•worth $4,465,920, and the amount received for freight to one-
half that sum. The cargo in the above estimate is considered 
as all guano; but it should he stated, for the sake of accuracy, 
that a very trifling part thus shipped was vacuna and goat skins, 
and Elias' sherry wine. Although the shipment of guano here 
referred to was in American bottoms, nearly one-third of i t was 
on foreign account, in addition to what was exported to Europe 
in English, French, and German vessels. The above estimated 
value of guano is the price in Peru; i t is twice that in the 
United States—sometimes even more. 
I t most not be inferfed, however, from the above compari-
sons of United States and all other foreign tonnage engaged in 
the etep&rt trade of Callao, that the former enjoys any similar 
proportion of its import trade. American manufacturing and 
mercantile complacency maybe mortified by the truth, but nev-
ertheless the fact cannot be changed to gratify national vanity. 
The record shows that of the total value of imports into Callao 
in I860, to wit, $8,562,957.16, the United States furnished a 
total of but $192,836.44; while Great Britain's proportion 
amounted to $2,582,109.33; that of France to $2,395,898.79; 
and even Germany, Chile, and Panama contributed more to the 
wants of Peru than the United States did. 
Five miles south of the Chinchas are the two small and 
barren SaUista isles / and near them the hidden and dangerous 
Salcedo rock. Steering in shore from the Chinchas, a half hour 
brought us to Pisco, the seaport of the province and of the in-
land town lea. Pisco has a population of six thousand, but 
there is nothing in its location or appearance deserving notice. 
I t has the finest mole in South America, a half mile long, ex-
tending beyond the rather threatening looking breake^, and 
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built of iron I>y l [ r . Wheelright, a United States civil engineer,-
at a cost to the Peruvian Government ot' $450,0U0. . 
Before the: abolition of negro slavery, many negroes werê  
engaged in cotton and wine growing in this province, who still 
remaining here, form a worthless part of the population of Pia-
C0j of no use to themselves and a burden to the rest of the, 
community, most of whom are cholos. The chief merit of thia 
act of Pern was that she was not unmindful of the equal claims 
of citizens to protection and justice; that she did not imitate 
some others of larger profes-ion* of moral and physical gran-
deur, and play the national philanthropist at the cost of those 
who aided in giving her existence and power ; that she did not 
merge a government protector in a public robber. The debt 
incurred by Peru for the emancipation of the negro slaves was 
$3,900,000; two hundrod dollars being allowed to the owners 
for each slave, with interest until paid. The debt is now nearly 
extinguished ; but it will be long before the country wil l recover 
from evils that have followed the error of confounding the po-
litical slavery of the Caucasian race with personal servitude of. 
an inferior race, between whom it is as impossible to establish a 
harmonious relation of equality, social and civil, as it would be 
for human capacity to anuul the fiat of Supreme "Wisdomj and 
recreate them with similar physical organization, moral senti-
ments, and intellectual endowments. Agriculture is languish-, 
ing for labor; and that labor, once useful under necessary direc-
tion and control, is perishing, now that it is cast loose without 
the powers to sustain it in competition with a higher order of 
intelligence, energy, and enterprise. 
The very small quantity of cotton now grown in this prov-
ince of lea, is of long staple and silky texture, and is all pur- . 
chased on French account. The largest export from Pisco is the 
product of the vine, the Aguardiente dú I-'isco, of this district 
of Peru—" Pisco " as i t is commonly called—the ordinary 
brandy of the country. A much superior quality and of more 
exquisite flavor, is the Italia de Pisco, usually known, especially 
abroad, by the more familiar name " Italia;" i t is made from a ' 
richer grape, the ^Inscatel. Don Domingo Elias, a wealthy 
planter and once President of Peru, is also extensively engaged 
in manufacturing wine. I t is known here as sherry wine, and 
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after having made the voyagc of the East Indies, i t is consid-
ered by good judges equal to the he^t sherry of Spain. One 
hundred and twelve thousand gallons are produced annually. 
I t readily brings three dollars per gallon.' Pisco and Italia are 
conveyed to market on mules in large pear-shaped jars, contain-
ing from five to ten gallons each, called botijas. 
From ten to twelve miles south of Pisco is the deep liay of 
Paraca, well sheltered, and better suited for anchorage and land-
ing than the open roadstead of Pisco, where the surf is often 
dangerous, and the swell so great that vessels cannot lie at the 
mole in safety, but lying off are loaded and unloaded by means 
of launches. Marinera say that the mole should have been built 
at Paraca instead of Pisco. The large interests and influence 
of Señor Elias determined its present location. 
From the Bay of Paraca the coast sweeps for ñve or sis 
railes to the westward, and then again to the south, forming a 
bold and elevated, but barren promontory—the peninsula of 
Paracas. On the north face of tins peninsula is an image of 
which the following is a rude representation : 
I tS EL BOQUEEON DE PISCO.—COAST SCENE. 
The height of* the middle crucifix is not less than five hun-
dred feet—estimated by the known height of -the hill. I t is 
plainly seen from the Chincha Islands, thirteen miles distant. 
I t is ditched in the earth, and but for the exemption of this part 
of Peru from nain it would soon be obliterated. There are no 
record; to tell at what 'time this symbol of Christianity was 
sculptured on this desolate hill-side; but tradition says that it was 
done in the time of Pizarro, and in a single night, by the united 
effort of many zealous Catholics, tu impress the worshippers of 
the Sun with a conviction of Divine interposition, and thus by 
a pretended miraculous manifestation of the emblem of their 
faith, to win the Peruvians from idolatry. The present inhab-
itants of the neighborhood make annual pilgrimages to the 
shrine, and after deepening the impressions of the figure they 
drink pisco, dance the zama-cueca, and have a good time gener-
ally. 
Doubling Cape Paraca we entered a channel between the 
promontory and San Gallan Island, two and a half miles wide, 
called EL Boquerón de Pisco, through which the wind blew with 
violence, as i f to dispute our passage. But a short struggle 
gave steam the mastery, and we soon emerged from the stormy 
funnel, the ocean spreading ilhmitably to the west, and to the 
east a barren hilly coast etretching southward hundreds of miles, ^ 
seamed by deep ravines as we approached Islaj, and streaked : 
and patched for ten or twelve miles north and south of that ^ 
town, as i f with the lingering snow-marks of spring in colder re- . ' 
gions, but here by drifts of a whitish powder blown about by 
the steady winds of this coast. This substance becomes fixed 
in some places by incrustation and admixture with other sub-
stances. After an examination of it and the phenomena attend-
ing its presence at Islay, I conclude that i t is the widely dístrib- \ 
uted disintegrated lava bed, or substratum of the great desert 
situated between the seaport Islay and the inland city of Are-
quipa, thrown up and spread during ages over that extensive. 
volcanic region. Occasionally the background of this winter-
looking scene, where winter never comes, was the far-off Andes, 
pencilled against the eastern sky in faintest outline. From 
Pisco, our last point of departure, we encountered a stiff south- .. 
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cast trade wind, which gave us a rough sea, and delayed some-
what our arrival at Islay. Distance from Pisco three hundred 
and thirty miles—direction sontheast. 
Islay, in latitude 17° S., lias between three hundred and 
three hundred and fifty house?, and a population—as stated by 
Mr. Gibson, resident agent of the Pacific Steam Navigation 
Company—of about twenty-five hundred. I t is the seaport of 
ths important inland city Arequipa, the second in size in Peru, 
situated from eighty to ninety miles in the interior, and having 
a population of forty thousand. Arequipa was the ancient city 
to which the Marshal Almagro returned after the first Spanish 
incursion into Chile, when he encountered disheartening diffi-
culties on his mountain march south, and terrible sufferings on 
his retreat nearer the seacoast across the great desert of Ata-
cama. Here, too, i t was that he received information of the 
insiuxection of the Peruvians, and the danger that threatened 
the city of Cuzco, from which he had departed on his southern 
expedition of conquest and annexation; and where he was 
shortly after treacherously garroted by command of his old, but 
perfidious associate Pizarro. 
Islay is built on the brow of a rocky bluff two or three hun-
dred feet high, of steep ascent, and overlooks a little bay or har-
bor, formed by the coast line on the east, a bold promontory of 
three-quarters of a mile on the south, and a western barrier of 
several rocky islets that serve as a breakwater against the ocean 
Swell, which, however, still rolls in sufficiently strong, especially 
at the full and change of the moon, to render landing at the 
mole very difficblt. Lady passengers are often put ashore from 
launches by means of an arm-chair or basket swung from a re-
volving crane rigged with suitable tackle. They are thus hoisted 
to upper regions like other valuable merchandise—for are they 
not made a marketable commodity by modern usage í Two of 
Buch, who have by graceful manners and charming esprit, wou 
tí» admiration of our ship's company—an English rose-bud and 
aflaahing jewel of the Emerald Isle-—sought to startle the na-
tives with blue eyes and the latest fashions. One of them, not 
calculating on an impertinent sea, all of human nature having 
been deferential, allowed the propitious moment for a step and 
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a "bound to paps, and in the pause was rudely assailed by a pre-
siunptuous rollor that lifted her saya deçplkgaâa even beyond 
the questionable height of a Broadway parvenu. Belles, who 
prefer disembarkinpr by the stairway of Isla y to being' triced up 
to the air of yo-htave-o, would find the saya ajustada a moré 
modest though less capacious costume. The houses of Islay are 
built of simple materials—fewer of adobe and cane, and more 
of clapboard and shingle, than seen elsewhere in my Peruvian, 
rambles. A fountain in the public square, near the custom 
house, receives, through pipes, a moderate supply of water from 
adjacent hills. Several vessels are at anchor taking in cargo— 
wool, rice, cinchona, and specie, in exchange for European mer-
chandise, chiefly drygoods and iron, now lying at the landing 
in considerable quantities. Flour in bags of one hundred pounds 
—quintals—principally from Chile, is largely imported, upon 
which there is a duty of two dollars per quintal, not for the 
protection of agricultural interests, however, for-wheat is not a 
product of Peru. Add this and four dollars per quintal for 
transportation on mules to Arequipa, to the first cost of the 
flour, and it will be seen that its citizens pay dearly for the staff 
of life: Music is at a high premium, too. On a pianoforte 
the duty is ninety dollars; and fifty more must be paid for 
freight to the capital of this province letween two mules. I t is 
not easy to decide which are the least of asses, the carriers by 
necessity of the physical burden, or those who submit to the 
civil burden of such unrighteous taxation. The pseudo-repub-
lics of this coast are strangely illustrative of oppressive govern-
ment. But criticism should not be arrogant of political sanc-
tity, for our turn may yet come to exemplify the subserviency 
of so-called republicans to those who have usurped and tyran-
nically exercised unconstitutional power. I t was a novel sight 
to witness ail merchandise, even to sacks of wheat, iron bed-
steads, and bales of goods, carried on meirs shoulders up a steep 
acclivity of two hundred and fifty feet height, from the landing 
to the custom house plateau, where mule caravans awaited to 
convey itT:o the interior. An Anglo-American seaport similarly 
situated^ the entrepot for the commerce of a populous back 
country, would not be long without an inclined plane railroad 
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and a stationary engine, or horse-power, for the raising of this 
large quantity of merchandise. The citizens of Islay talk of a 
railroad to the interior. They come of an ancestry remarkable 
for grandiloquence—none so capable of killing a question by 
speaking against time; this doubtless will-be the fate of the 
proposed railroad to Arequipa. A desert to cross without wa-
ter and without fuel, and haying neither skill, capital, nor labor, 
yet Peruvians propose to build the road! Xced more be said ? 
True, the historian Prescott seems to have thought it practica-
ble, for he says that G onzalo Pizarro " caused galleys to be built 
at Atequipa, to secure the command of the seas." But i f he 
had personally crossed, or even read authentic descriptions of 
the mtervoning desert of seventy-five miles extent, lie would 
have known the impossibility of their being transported from 
that far inland city to the sea, and would have omitted a state-
ment, in view of natural difficulties, altogether absurd. 
Two remarkable excavations in the earth are found three-
fourths of a mile west of Islay, near the extreme point of the 
promontory on which the town stands. These are enormous 
baains of rock, each about three hundred feet wide at the top, 
and two hundred and fifty feet deep, gradually narrowing to a 
diameter of probably one hundred feet at the bottom; circular 
in form, and each communicating by an aperture of fifteen or 
twenty feet in diameter with the sea; the water entering and 
escaping in unison with the ocean swells, and sending up the 
. subdued melody of its flow from the depths below like the sing-
ing fountain of the Arabian tale of enchantment, as if to tempt 
the weary to cool chambers and sparkling waters, winch once 
reached, might prove both batli and bnrial place. Standing 
-above and looking at the coming and going tide through the 
archways of these vast wash-bowls, but little power of imagi-
nation was needed to fancy Neptune driving his variegated 
coarsers into one of tliem at early dawn, calmly to make his 
morning ablutions away from the agitations of his wild domain. 
How were these excavations of rock formed ? Bid they result 
from undenniniug by the ocean through ages of alternate ebb 
and áow—assaults of tempest waves and rending earthquakes, 
with final fail of unsupported masses, and washing away of the 
crumbling debris ? 
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All liauda aboard, in obedience to the summons"of the part-
ing gun, -wo bado adieu to Islay, and steered from the harbor 
between two of the before-mentioned rocky islets, "which ap-
peared whitewashed with guano-blanco by tens of thousands of 
pelicans covering their castellated crags, and circling about them 
jealous of the intrusion near their sea-girt homes. With calmer 
waters than rocked us before our arrival at Islay, wc again bore 
away southeastwardly, and next morning at six o'clock anchored 
in the little bay of Arica. 
The town of Arica is in the Province of Moqucgua, the 
most southerly of Peru—its latitude 18° 28' S. It s t a n d s on a 
nearly level plain formed by the recession of the coast-range 
from the shore-line, and communicates with the interior by a 
valley which pierces the s u i T o u n d i n g hills, aflbrding a distant 
view of the Cordillera, and bringing d o w n by its little river 
Azapa, when in flood in the spring, a supply of fresh -water for 
the town and shipping. At other seasons very good water is 
obtained from wells. The anchorage for shipping is protected 
on the south by a bold rocky point six hundred feet high, from 
the base of which extends a reef on which the surf incessantly 
beats in noisy war. This extends to a low islet, from which 
projects another. shorter reef, the whole forming an admirable 
breakwater in that direction. The water-front of the town is 
protected from the incoming rollers by a stone wall, north of 
which is a mole for the landing of merchandise. Still further 
on stands a commodious bonded warehouse a n d enstom-honse, 
two stories high, chastely built of çtone, and faced t h e i r whole 
length of ono hundred a n d t w e : y feet by a handsome iron 
colonnade. Beyond this a r e tl capacious warehouses and 
oilices of the Pacific Steam Wavi^-Jon Company, a n d these a r e 
flanked at t h e north c u d by t h e railroad s t a t i o n buildings. All 
of those facing the harbor, present an imposing appearance. 
Behind them arc tho dwelling-houses a n d Btnal l stores, neat and 
clean, yellow or whitewashed adobe buildings; m o s t of thorn 
ono story high, frop+hig on streets from twenty to forty feet 
wide, running at .ight angles, a n d smoothly itnd beautifully 
paved w i t h small rubble stone diversified with ornamental 
figures; the sidowalks being of white slabbing. A pretty 
¡.i 
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marJiot-ipIacc and three tasteful churches break pleasantly the 
sameness of the scene; and at the north end of the town shade 
trees and flower-gardens relieve the eye from the glare of re-
flected light. Conspicuous among the houses ia the very inviting 
hotel of Madame Aimò—a largo fiquavo two-story building, sur-
rounded by two suites of open galleries, and a handsome garden 
of ornamental trees, shrubbery, and flowers. The voyager, 
weary of restless waters and a rolling and pitching ship, longing 
for the rest and senso of safety of terra firmo,; and the traveller 
from Bolivia, jaded, hungry, worried by mulo obstinacy, and 
often suffering from ythe serochê  resulting from diminished 
atmospheric pressure in climbing even the mountain pass of 
TJaylillos, 14-̂ 50 feet above the sea, on brain, stomach, lungs, 
ancl eyes, may well rejoice in such a hotel as is found at Arica, 
and such a hostess as Madame Aimò. This town has a popu-
lation of three thousand, mostly Indians and Indian half-castes. 
It is the seaport of this district of Peru, and also of the neigh-
boring licpublic of Bolivia, when trade is not interdicted by 
disagreements between the two countries. It is in communi-
cation with Tama) thirty-five miles to the north-northeast by 
railroad, the only one of any considerable extent in Peru—the 
seven miles road of Callao to Lima, and the nine miles from 
Lima to Ghorillos, really being what even a ÍJorth American 
frontiersman would call "one-horse institutions." Tacna is the 
largest town and the capital of the Province of Moquegua, 
having a population of twelve thousand, including the residents 
of suburban haciendas. It is the starting point for the trans-
montane region of which La Pas is the capital, and the placé 
at which preparations must be made for that tiresome mule-
back journey of four days. The railroad was built by an 
English contractor, Mr. Joseph llagan, for a joint-stock com-
pany; but its ownership has passed exclusively into the hands 
of the builder and Señor Candamo, the largest capitalist of 
Peru. Mi*. I I . obtained the grant to build the road, with a 
Government loan of $2,000,000, anc] ¡jgQ a guarantee of six per 
cent, on the cost. The vales—bonds—of the company, held by 
the Government as security, -wove afterward sold, and they "were 
bought by Mr. I I . at forty-eight or fifty cents on the dollar. 
12 
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Tho trnnsnotion sliowed two things: first, that sharp apccula-
tions nro not limited to "Wall Street; and secondly, that the 
Stntcfl of South n3 well as of JSTorth America are doomed to be 
moreilesaly plucked by the shrewd, selfish, and mercenary. The 
railroad faro to Tacna is four dollars, and half as much more is 
charged for baggage. The road has a gradually ascending 
plnno; for half tho distance frdm Arica the grade being thirty-
fivo feet, and the remainder seventy feet to the mile. 
Three ships and several smaller vessels are n o w at anchor in 
tho harbor of Ai'ica, and a large rpiantity of imported merchan-
dise is lying at the mole; as also wool, copper, a n d tin, products 
of this country, awaiting exportation; a n d an abundance o f 
Biigar-cane, chirimoyas, oranges, and other tropical fruits and 
vegetables, for coastwise transportation to less favored districts 
further south. 
On a hill, somewhat more than a mile from the town, there 
is an ancient burial place of the Peruvian Indians, from which 
many mummies have been removed by curiosity-hunters. A 
Government prohibition has arrested the frequent desecration 
of tho graves; although, occasionally, a foreign resurrectionist 
escapes detection and bears off a snuff-colored, shrunken sjieci-
men of humanity, folded up and wrapped in coarse cotton or 
woollen cloth. These remains become rapidly reduced to powder 
when exposed to the air, and are blown abroad by the winds to 
fulfil other uses in the economy of nature; yet when first disin-
tored they present an appearance of excellent preservation, 
which is due, perhaps in part, to nitre contained in the soil 
of this region. Onfc million quintals of nitre, I was informed, 
aro exported annually from Callao, realizing about two millions 
of dollars. 
Taking leave of this very pretty and improving little seaport, 
we stood out of the 13ay of Arica, d .abling the surf-crested reef 
and steering close along a steep rock-bound coast resembling 
Bomowhafc the palisades of the Hudson River. In rounding the 
barrier reef a glorious sight was presented, as increasing dis-
tauco lifted tho magnificent panorama from "which we were 
passing; a bold spur of the Andes, bounding beyond with dark 
and frowning heights a nearer and brighter picture ; while the 
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beauties of town, valley, and mountain, seemed to lead the ejè 
to the contemplation of the grandeur of the far-off summit of 
proud Tacora, "svhieh raised its snow-crow like frosted silver 
ahove the clouds, and bathed its icy minarets in the gleaming 
light of an intcrtropic sun. The day was clear, the air balmy, 
and the sea smooth and polished as a burnished mirror; all 
nature sought to elevate the sentiments, and rejoice the spirit; 
but the thought of that home, with its blissful associations, so 
longed for and so long lost, would wind its way among the 
heartstrings, and awaken sympathies responsive to its touch of 
tenderness. 
At 11 o'clock r. M. of the day wc loft Arica we arrived at 
the next port in our route, Ig-uiquiy latitude 20° 12' S., and laid 
off a short time to land passengers and freight. Of course 
sight-seeing was impossible, but no disappointment was felt, as 
Captain Bloomficld, of our steamer, familiar by long service 
with this entire coast, and reliable authority concerning it and 
its various and variegated races of humanity, informed us that 
" no one need desire to go ashore, for nothing but salttpctire 
would be found worth seeing." His high appreciation of tins 
saline is accounted for by his English birth and education. Our 
venerable kinsman, Mr. Bull—with respect may ho always be 
spoken of—has a wonderfulpenclmnt for the explosive, of*which 
it is a chief ingredient; and no person of candor will deny that, 
comprehending fully its use, he has also p\it it to effective ac-
count. The town stands on a slight indentation of the coast, at 
the foot of a cliff two thousand feet high, and has huts sufficient 
for a population of fifteen hundred persons, who are supported 
by the production and sale of nitre, upward of one million of 
quintals, at a value of about two dollars per quintal, btíing 
shipped annually. Part of this probably finds its way to Callao 
before final exportation, hence a corresponding deduction must 
be made in the quantity already stated to be shipped from that 
port. The importations at Iquiqui are the necessaries of life, 
nothing being grown or manufactured here, or in the vicinity j 
even the water used is distilled from sea-water or is brought a 
distance of thirty miles. 
It was here that the two United States vessels, "Lizzie 
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Thompson" and "Georgiana," delivered their cargoes of lum-
ber and barley, and were chartered to load with guano at 
JPabdlon do Pica and Punta de Lobos, about forty miles further 
south, where they were subsequently captured by the Peruvian 
war-steamer "Tumbez," by the special order of the central 
government. It was this act that led to the controversy be-
tween the United States and Peru which has resulted in an 
interruption of diplomatic relations, after an unanswerable ex-
position by the American minister, Mr. Clay, at Lima, of the 
facts at issue, and the principles involved in the unwarrantable 
seizure of these vessels. It neither comports with the dignit3r, 
rights, nor interest of neutral nations, to submit to the commer-
cial restrictions, seizures, and losses incident to the civil strife, 
and revolutionary struggles for personal or partisan ascendency, 
perpetually agitating these Spanish-Ameri can countries j espe-
cially when belligerents, practically if not by treaty stipulations, 
nationalize each other by negotiations and agreements which 
ignore the idea of rebellion against legitimate government, and 
create in impartial judgment an equality of claim to national 
respect and recognition. 
Bearing away from Iquiqui due south, we ran within three 
miles of that small part of the republic of Bolivia which borders 
on the Pacific, after having passed JPaqidqui, a promontory a 
quarter of a mile long and thirteen hundred feet high, jutting 
at right angles from the bluff of four thousand feet, which for 
hundreds of miles rises almost perpendicular from the sea, with 
its dark craggy brow frowning upon the waves as if indigimnt 
at their ceaseless aggressions. Although guano may be seen in 
superficial patches at Point Francisco two miles north, nnd 
Point San Philippi two miles south çf Paquiqui, yet the last-
named place is the only important guano port of Bolivia, except 
Cobija, further south. Pour English vessels arc now loading at 
Pnqutqut, nono of the guano deposited there being shipped tot 
the United States. It is not considered equal in quality to tk ' 
of the Chinchas, in consequence of its less proportion of ammo-
nia. The guano at Paquiqui is the deposit of birds, that at the 
Chinchas of the various species of seal as well as birds. Bolivia 
sells annually to the highest bidder the exclusive privilege of 
removal. 
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Twenty or twcnty-irre miles iurtlicr south is Tocopilla, con-
sisting of a number of small liouses, and several copper smelt-
ing furnaces stimcVmg on the "bench directly under a lofty meta-
morphic bluff, that presents at numerous points and. for long 
distances north and south the outcropping of rich copper ore, 
which looks like immense metallic buttresses for the grand sea-
wall of (he Southern Continent Copper ifl the great mineral 
staple of this coast for more than five bundred miles—even be-
yond Cocpiimbo. Three ships are riding at anchor close in 
shore; and as "we pass along almost within hail of the lofty cliff, 
fourteen furnaces arc seen in blast on this part of the Bolivian 
coast. We left Iquiqui at midnight, and the next day, at 5 p. M., 
anchored off Cobija, in latitujlo 22|0 S., the only seaport for 
general commerce belonging to Jiolivia. 
This town has twenty-five Imndred inhabitants, and is situ-
ated at the bnse of a hill from which extends westward!/ for 
half a mile a low and rugged promontory forming the southern 
boundary of the harbor. The junction of the promontory with 
the mainland is occupied by a part of the town; a small but by 
no means formidable looking fortification stands on its outer 
point; and several furnaces in blast occupy the intermediate 
space, their tail chimneys giving forth the flaming token of in-
dustry and enterprise. We wcro landed from a launch upon a 
tolerably good wharf, on which stood the inevitable cholo senti-
nel—the unvarying sign of South American military dominátion 
—and a promiscuous crowd of all colore, a compounded multi-
tude of races, assembled to seize upon onr steamer's cargo of 
flesh, fish, fruit, and forage in general, which the sterile soil and ' 
almost equally unproductive waters hereabouts fail to supply; 
and for which these people arc dependent mainly upon partiJ of 
Fern and Chilo, and even to some extent on the Argentine Tie-
public in the interior. The houses are weather-boarded, of one 
story, with shingle or plank roof. The streets are unpaved. 
Public buildings—a custom house, port-captain's officej eliurch, 
and military barracks of course. In the centre of the town is a 
dusty plaza, on the sides of which are storeliouses, and where 
are assembled every morning several hundred mules to bo 
loaded with goods for the interior. The cxportations of Cobija 
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are principally copper and guano; the former amounting in 
value to nearly $2,000,000 aimually. An idea may be formed 
of the cost of housekeeping hem by the following prices: Fresh 
meat eighteen cents per pound, and if the supply be exhausted, 
a not uncommon occurrence, the inhabitants become vegetarians 
until next steamer-day; flour twelve dollars per hundred ; pota-
toes five cents per pound; cabbage and cauliflower one dollar a 
head; rice and sugar twenty-five cents per pound; butter one 
dollar to one dollar and a half per pound; fresh water furnished 
by two distilleries, sixty-two cents for sixteen gallons, and if 
one of these sources of supply should fail from any cause the 
price rises to one dollar; servants wages twenty dollars per 
month. I shall have too much regard for any Mend of mine to 
recommend him for the consulafo at Cobija; for apart from the 
abaenco of social, scenic, mid even sensual attractions, he might 
find it impossible to balance bis debtor and credit account; un-
less willing to imitate a foreign futictionary, who, coming off to 
the steamer for an expected paeltagc, and impelled by curiosity 
to see its contents before going ashore, unwittingly opened it and 
exjwscd to some of us a large lot of miscellaneous jewelry not 
intended to be seen by impertinent observers, but designed to 
be clandestinely introduced into Cobija withouí payment of 
duty. Relying on the silence of strangers who were not Govern-
ment detectives, lie hastily concealed the package, and was 
shortly afterwards observed in familiar conversation with the 
port-captain, who little supposed that he was interchanging 
official civilities with a smuggler. Kations owe it to justice and 
self-respect to see that they are represented abroad by those who 
will not degrade themselves, and dishonor their country, by 
engaging in unlawful acts against the Governments to which 
they are accredited. 
A brief detention at Cobija sufficed for discharging freight, 
and wo were soon again climbing the long swells of the Pacific, 
which lifted our steamer on their shoulders like a plaything, 
and let her down into their deep trough with gentleness as if 
they loved their favorite too fondly to deal roughly with her. 
The air is bracing, bringing health from the breezy south. Its 
coming is welcomed, and it passes on its vm-y ladened with love 
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for those afar off, who arc ever in mind and heart. It ia said 
that our voyage will not bo varied by chango of scene for a day. 
So let it be ! There is enough in the billowy floor beneath us, 
and the boundless canopy above, to inspire thought and exalt 
the spirit. Through these we may contemplate that eternity 
of which they are the symbols, to which we are hastening, and 
the immortal interests of which it were well for us duly to 
weigh. 
At dawn of the second day after leaving Cobija we were 
passing the low sandy coast of Ataoarna, the northern province 
of Chile-~§ometimos improperly written Chili, hut thô former is 
the Chilean Gommmmi orthograghj—and at 7 A. M. we entered 
the snug little bay of Caldera, about a mile and a half in 
general diameter. The town of Caldera^ in latitude 27° S., 
like nearly all along this coast, is built on the southeast side of 
the harbor, being protected in that direction from the almost 
constantly--prevalent southerly winds, by a promontory extend-
ing westwardly, which presents at its point a rugged breast-
work of rocks than which nothing could bettor resist the cease-
less war of ocean swells and occasional violent storms. A 
substantial pile wharf prolonging a well-built etono breakwater 
and abutment, heavily floored, and on which is a terminus of 
the Copiapo railroad, forms a small inner harbor of smooth 
water for eonvement landing of passengers at a etait-way. The 
sandy slope on which the town stands is spotted liberally with 
sandstone and dark granite looking rocks. Five or six streets 
seem to be under municipal regulation, but these are litipaved, 
though the luxury of freestone sidewalks is found to prevent 
the pedestrian becoming stalled in sand. In my ramble oyer 
the town, eight or ten houses only were seen with aLtoŝ  the rest 
having but one story, scarcely high enough for a specimen 
Ken tuck i an to stand up in. The houses are built of scantling 
frame, lathed with split cane, and indifferently stuccoed or 
roughly wcalher-boarded, and have slanting roofs of shingle, 
plank, or matted cane. A church seemed to be slowly creeping 
toward completion; but it is probable that by the time it is 
finished it will require rebuilding. I f the custom of one of your 
bishops, as well known for political partisanship as for ecclesias-
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tic'.il tyranny, not to consecrate a cliurah unt il the uttermost fer-
tliiug is ftctunllj paid for its erection, should prevail licre, it is 
to bo feaved that the people of Caldera will ho regarded "by some 
of tho fiolf-righteoxis as outside barbarians, inasmucli as they are 
not likely to have one temple dedicated to the service of relig-
ion. A double-towered building asserts its prerogative of archi-
tocturnl distinction, and imitates many a seedy aristocrat by 
looking scornfully, through i ta own dilapidation at shabby 
noighbore, as no doubt its occupants the town officers do at the 
ciinaillc over wliom tliey rule. Strolling outside of the town, I 
saw but one dwarfed and sickly-looking shrub in all the sur-
rounding waste of sand and rock. Provisions for the two 
thousand native tatterdemalions are brought from a distance, 
and fresh water is the product of 'distillerica. The only induce-
ment to live liere is in tho opportunity for capital and enter-
prise to profit by working the. neighboring mines of copper, and 
the not very distant rich silver deposits of Chaílarcillo and Tres 
Puntas, the former of which alone has exported $80,000,000 
in bar silver and crushed and crude ore, since its discovery 
in 1832. 
An intelligent gentleman, for a time resident at these mines, 
who came aboard the steamer at Caldera, gave me some inter-
esting information about them, of which the following is a 
summary: Chanarcillo is a village, not of houses but of eaves; 
a hill covered with round holes, resembling a piece of wood 
honeycombed by worms. Twenty leagues to the south of Copi-
apo (which is about fifty miles east-southeast of Caldera) at the 
termination of a chain of mountains which extends for a long 
diiitaiice, varying its directions, and whose surface reflects vari-
ous motallic hues, a hunter of Guanacos discovered in May, 1832, 
. a deposit of wlver of incalculable value, which in less than ten 
years produced more than twelve millions of dollars. There are 
upwards of a hundred mines now being worked, some very rich, 
others oeenmonally so, but all justifying expectation of ultimately 
richly rowurding tho perseverance of their owners. The veins 
at eon.sidcmblo depth aro richest. The works of the chief mine 
of ChuiiareiUa, called Bcscubrcdora, as much on account of first 
discovery as of richness, extend to a greater depth than any 
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others; but Las Guías, L a Carlota, La Santa üosa, E l Rosario 
de Picon, La Colorado, La Guia de Carballo, E l Reventón Colo-
rado, and several others, aro also in ilourislúng condition. A 
considerable TI umber of others, although at present not very 
productive, arc yet valued at iminenso sums by their owners; 
and'if a mine be abandoned by one party it is unhesitatingly 
purchased by another, who pucsues the "work until a fortune 
is made, or all that lias been embarked in the enterprise is 
lost. Chafiarcillo is one of the parts of the Republic of Chile 
whero the greatest activity prevails, and probably for many 
years it will continuo a principal source of its riches. In the 
midst of the mines is a small villago named Placilla, "where 
miners go for relaxation and frolic; and there in an hour is 
expended in gambling, flirtation, and drinking, the proceeds of 
long labor and deprivation of comfort, and the occasional nuts 
of metal tlwir consciences oblige them, to 'purloin, that the pa-
tron who works much less than they do should not he unrea-
sonably rewarded. 
It is related of these mines of ChañarciHo, that they were 
discovered in Jtay, 1832, by a donkey driver, who was seeking 
wood, and hunting the huanaco (guanaco) at the same time for 
amusement. Bccomiug fatigued, ho sat on a stone to rest, and 
soon perceived ã projection of his scat to he formed of silver. 
Godoi, the poor mule driver, thus suddenly became the possessor 
of a secret, which, discreetly kept, or wisely imparted, would have 
bestowed on him unequalled wealth. He forgot the guanaco, 
and would have forgotten his wandering donkies had he not 
needed a conveyance for some of his sudden riches to Copiapo, 
Ho found himself in a difiiculfc position; how to turn his dis-
covery to profitable account, was the question. To obtain use-
ful counsel, lie at last confided his secret to Juan José Callejas, 
an old explorer and miner by profession; who, although a 
placer hunter of many years in the neighborhood, liad not been 
as lucky as the poor wood-cutter. Godoi presented hiiri one-
third of the now-found riches for the benefit of his professional 
experience; and after having appropriated the immediately 
accessible cream of his discovery, Godoi sold his remaining two-
thirds of title, and free from all anxieties of ownership and husi-
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ncss, reiircd to taste tlie pleasures of riches. Altliougli novcr, 
oft a donkey driver, recognised by kindred, lie soon fonnd him-
self, its tlio affluent J)o?b Gocloi, sought out and courted by 
nuinorons i-olatives, the discovery of wliom surprised liirn as 
much as the discovery of the silver mine. Intimate friends and 
smiling patronesses also visited and courted him, in ivhom 
ho recognized those who had been before merely purchasers 
of his panniers of wood. Qodoi, like other weak-minded per-
sona aspiring to social position, felt obliged to .return these 
numerous and delicate demonstrations of regard. And to show 
his appreciation of the efforts to please him, ho threw open his 
house with unrestrained hospitality. Magnificent dinners were 
succeeded by splendid balls; these by nights of debauchery; 
and the always crowded breakfast board with daily gambling, 
followed; until ruinous expenditure resulted in impovej-ishment, 
and oil even was wanted for the lamp which lighted his foot-
steps to dissoluteness and disgrace. Godoí awakened to the fact 
that he was abandoned by pretended friends, and that the joys ho 
had tasted as in a dream had turned to bitterness in reality. 
A generous friend of the explorer who had become wealthy 
through the discovery, on learning the misfortune and penury 
of Godoi, presented him a share of a single vein which yielded 
him fourteen thousand dollars; with which sum his benefactor 
induced him to purchase a farm in Coquimbo, where, profiting 
by the wisdom dearly purchased, and no longer trusting to the 
arts of the false and delusions of the wicked, he lived some 
years in domestic peace and happiness; and then dying, ho left 
an example of humble but honest occupation in early life, and 
simple competency with industry at its close, to tell how much 
more* real happiness they bestowed than did the great riches 
unregulated by moderation, useful employment, and morality, 
which cursed his middle age. 
Elevou copper smelting furnaces are seen in blast at Caldera; 
and the superintendent of these informed me that several others 
on the opposite side of the harbor, not as strongly built, were 
lately shaken down by an earthquake; this, like other districts 
of Chilo, sullering greatly from these visitations. The exporta-
tion of fino copper is eighteen hundred tons annually, worth 
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from ninety to one hundred and ten pounds sterling per ton; 
but nntcli more of regulus and crude ore are shipped. Chcm-
aral, which we passed last night, fifty miles to the north of Cal-
dera, is also an important smelting point, producing copper 
largely, and greatly increasing the exportation. 
A railroad projected hy Mr. Wheel"'* and built by Mr. 
Evans, both from the United States, -̂ ends iifty miles, from 
Caldera to Cojnajpo—which lias a population of fifteen thou-
sand—and then on to Pabellón^ seventy-three miles from Cal-
dera. This road pays a dividend of sixteen per cent, per an-
num. Another company has continued the road to Ohanarcillo, 
twenty-eight miles further; but the enterprise has not proved as 
profitable. A fine station and car-houses, and a machine shop, 
are at the Caldera terminus of the road ; and largo quantities 
of ore, coal, coke, and general merchandise lying at the depot, 
showed an actively-opcrated road. Coal and cuke aro brought 
from England; the latter for locomotive fuel, the former "for 
smelting. The southern part of Chile has large deposits of coal, 
but it is not so valuable for smelting purposes. 
About thirty feet above the water-line of the harbor, and a 
hundred in shore, the low bluff near the railroad depot is exca-
vated under projecting rocks so extensively, as to induce the 
belief that it was once water-washed. It sustains tlie opinion 
of ocean recession at this point. 
ISTo Chinamen were seen, as in Peru, among the tawny Chil-
enos, squatting on the wharf under their gaily-striped ponchos, 
or listlessly lounging through the streets. Slavery, little under-
stood by the ignorant masses in its extended application to na-
tional, social, and domestic condition, and in its relations to 
nature's ordinances; and misrepresented by artful demagogues 
and fanatics, the more readily to deceive the unthinking and 
accomplish selfish purposes, or gratify an insane idea however 
hostile to the public peace, is so repugnant to these people—who 
do not know what freedom is except as implied by the license 
to stir up an occasional row, which they call revolution, and 
getting shot or banished for it by arbitrary and irresponsible 
authority—that they will not even allow the volunta/ry servitude 
of Coolie apprenticeshif), temporary though it be. Is not this 
" straining at a gnat and swallowing <i camel"? 4 
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The " Scotland," a Boston barque, ]ms just dropped anchor 
alongside. She sailed from this port a few days since loaded 
heavily with copper, and for want of a " trunk'1 for its proper 
distribution, became strained, leaked badly, and must discharge 
cargo and repair. A " broken back" is sometimes the consc-
quciieo of carrying copper cargo without suitable staging; and 
such is as fatal an accident to a ship as to a man. 
Having added to our list of passengers for Valparaiso, we 
steamed out of harbor and headed south for Coquimbo, our next 
port of destination. Between seven and eight o'clock of the 
morning after quitting Caldera, wc were off La Serena, a town 
of ten thousand inhabitants, on the coast of Chile; and at the 
distance of seven or eight miles looking attractively in its pic-
turesque surroundings. It was in this vicinity that'Pedro dc 
Yaldivia established his first colony, when, in 1540, with one 
hundred and fifty Spaniards and a few Peruvian Indians, after 
traversing tho inhospitable desert of Atacama, he marched into 
the heart of Chile, to lay the foundation of the present city of 
Santiago. A bold enterprise, considering his small force and 
meagre resources, and in view of the fact that the Marshal Al-
magro, who had been empowered by the Emperor Charles of 
Spain to discover .and occupy the country for the distance of 
two hundred leagues south of the limit of Pizarro's territory, 
and who had made the first attempt to penetrate Chile and bring 
it under Spanish dominion, had but a short time before been so 
discouraged in the effort as to leave the country, and return to 
Cuzco without prosecuting tho enterprise to the extent of per-
manent settlement in any part of it. L a Serena occupies a 
small plain between lofty hills, which bound the river valley, 
extending inland. And hero for tho first time for niaii3r hun-
dreds of miles, the green garniture of earth was unfolded to our 
view. Church steeples were scon rising gracefully above white 
houses and dark trees; and although not heard in the distance, 
no doubt their bells pealed forth their Sabbath chimes, to call 
worshippers to their religious observances. The anchorage 
being far from shore "wc passed on seven or eight miles furtlicr 
to the recognized seaport of tins district—Coquimbo—in Irtti-
tude 30° S., which is better sheltered, with deeper water, and 
greater facilities for commerce. 
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Coquimbo has n, dusty plaza, guarded from tide and roller 
which seek to sprinkle it , by a stone wall, beyond which projects 
a wharf for convenient landing of passengers and freight. On 
the other three sides of the plaza aro frame store-houses and 
public oflices; miserable looking shanties compose the rest of 
the town. These arc scattered along the foot of a hi l l of rocks, 
pUcd in inextricable confusion, and defying intrusion from man 
or beast. From the deck of the steamer sixteen furnace chim-
neys may be counted, which, in respect to the day, arc not i n 
blast. Their foreign ownership and direction may account for 
tins observance; for the commandment, "Heinember the Sab-
bath day to keep i t holy," is not obeyed by the coast natives. 
"The Sabbath comes, n. day of blessed re? 
What hallows i t upon this Christian 
I t is not sacred to a solemn feast. 
"Hark ! hear you not the forest monarch's roar ? 
Crashing the lance lie snuflg the spouting gore 
Of man and steed, o'erthrown beneath his horn; 
The throug'd Arena shakes wi th shouts for more; 
Tells the mad crowd o'er human entrails torn, 
Nor shrinks the female eye, nor e'en affects to mourn." 
Sixteen vessels are lying at anchor, loading and unloading, 
showing a considerable import and export trade with the interior 
through this place. The shipments from Coquimbo are copper 
—metal and ore. • 
A large cargo of human live stock, chiefly of the complexion 
of the great staple of the coast hills for five hundred miles, and 
uncounted baskets, bundles, and promiscuous truck, having been 
taken aboard, the signal sent its echoes of departure among the 
distant heights, and a wild rush of affrighted natives was made 
from the steamer for the launches clinging to her side. So great 
is their horror of sea-sickness, that when a voyage is inevitable, 
they bury themselves in berth and blanket as soon as they come 
aboard, and there remain, i f cabin passengers, until arriving at 
their destination they are aroused from torpor to go ashore. A 
separation at Coquimbo is a scene of action and expression, of 
tragedy and comedy, not easily forgotten. But the wild ex-
citement, the mingled exclamations of apprehension, terror, and 
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•warning, the boisterous joy and ridiculous gymnastics of Bomo 
who gained the launches in safety, though sometimes at the cost 
of ii wet jacket, and the wail of agonized parting of others, 
could not drown the hoarse word of conjmand that rose from 
tho sliip's gallery above the din; and the " let her go " of Com-
inodoro Bloomfield soon gave us a headway that merged the 
fortunes of all in the destiny of the steamer. The copper-skins 
of the second class speedily went to work rigging shelters on the 
forecastle with shawls and fancy blankets, to protect themselves 
from the cooler winds of the higher latitudes wc arc daily 
making; the rocky promontoi-y of Coquimbo, as wc bore away 
from the harbor, looking like a huge rasp forged in Yulean's 
workshop. 
From thirty to forty miles south of Coquimbo n promontory 
of tho coast is seen, sternly sterile in its aspect, and culled, from 
its supposed resemblance to a cow's tongue, "Lingiía de Vaca." 
^Ve have a beautiful day and delicious atmosphere, inspiring 
pleasant thoughts. I would like to put together a missive of 
such, but my stateroom-companion-—we have filled up at the 
various stopping places to repletion—is so garrulously inclined 
and inapprchensivc of my monosyllables, that an attempt to do 
so might disturb feelings in harmony with surrounding nature. 
I will go on deck and look on the great sea, ever-full of sub-
limity and instruction. 
The breeze of yesterday afternoon heightened to a gale in 
the evening, and through tire night blew furiously from the 
southwest, disturbing the ocean in such a fashion as to make 
tho horizontal the favorite position of every thing on deck and 
in cabin. Pedestrians are nowhere to bo found, the nearest 
pcreonal approach to perpetual motion—a German diplomat— 
having " turned in " to avoid being burned over. Old Boreas 
seeing to think that nautical novices have underrated his power 
to toas tho Pacific about. However the name may imply tran-
quillity, wo do not now deny the Pacific's entire submissiveness 
to tho higher power of upper air. We have been pitched, pelted, 
pummelled, and punished particularly and promiscuously, enough 
to show ite ability to get up an elemental row, even in this 
latitude, after tho manner of that "Horn" wltich is generally 
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supposed to have no equal alternativo dilemma. The heavy 
blow made it necessary last night to stand farther off the coast' 
than usual; and as the steamer's COIU-RC this morning is south-
east to make our destination, she is struck by cross-seas from 
the southwest with such force that tyu- port state-room lights are 
sunk under water. All things movable aro lashed, and even 
man descends fi-om his high estate, or has to submit to the 
humiliatiou of being "floored." Oh I that I were a pendulum 
for a time, that the perpendicular, which is my anatomical right, 
might be maintained! Better the monotony of merely apparent 
oscillation, with conscious rectitude, than the largest latitude of 
motion resulting in a sense of actual degradation. 
There is a difference of opinion about tho origin of the name 
Talparaiso, the chief seaport of Chile, for which wo nro bound. 
While some say that tho Spaniards who entered Chile from 
Peru, across the desert of At acama, while seeking tho sea down 
the valley of Quillota, first beheld here the beautiful harbor in 
a setting of verdure, which called forth the exclamation Yal 
Paraíso—Yale of Paradise; others refer it to the early mariners, 
who, after a weary voynge wore rejoiced by the surpassing scene 
of surrounding hills and quebradas clad in the livery of early 
spring, when, doubling the rocky bluff which shields the little 
bay on the west, they cast anchor in its welcome haven. Tho 
inspiration which so baptized the spot may be comprehended, if 
these bold men were as mercilessly buíFcted as we were for the 
day before we made the port. Put why this ocean should Iiavo 
been called E l PadjiGO^ by Peruando de Magelhaens, who first 
entered it by the strait that bears his name, is not as easily 
understood, especially when it is remembered that in that famous 
voyage he sailed with great storms—" con gran tormenta "—even 
as far as latitude 32° 20'. 
As we neared our destination, steering southerly, Concón 
Point was passed lying on the left,, and Yalparaiso Point, sur-
mounted by its light-house, on the right; the semicircular bay 
stretching before us about two and a half miles long aud two 
miles wide, with eighty merchantmen and men-o'-war riding at 
anchor in the port next in commercial importance to Callao on 
this coast. The city of Yalparaiso was seen occupying a narrow 
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crcaccntic beach, ovevloolred by mimerons liills, most of "u-hiclx 
• also nvc stiulded thickly with, houses standing on terraces, rising 
above each other to the height of from two Imndred to two 
Imndred and fifty feet 
A citizen of Yalparaisojrelieved me from the annoyances to 
which strangers are usually subjected by importunate boatmen 
and hotel runners. Landing at a fine .mole, of three excellent 
hotels, the Union, Aubrey, and Santiago, the first was selected 
for a brief residence, and fully sustained the recommendation 
given of it by an American resident, for comfort and attention. 
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TH^ plirn of tliG city of "Valparaiso was determined by ne-
cessit}', not design. Embracing tbo semicircular bàrbor to 
which reference has been made, is a correspondingly shaped 
sierra, a range of hills of from twelve hundred to fourteen hun-
dred feet high. These hills, fifteen or sixteen in number, are 
partially separated from each other by ravines called quebradasy 
and they are sufficiently distinct to have received special names, 
to wit: Cerro Alegre^ Cerro ã& la Concepción, Cerro del Ba-
ron, Cerro de Béílmista, Cerro de Yungai, Cerro de la Cordil-
lera, &e.; while others, the usual resorts of sailors when ashore, 
have borrowed an English nautical phraseology, and are known 
among foreign mariners as the foretoj), mcmitop, mizsentop. 
However experienced Jack may bo in surmounting difficulties) 
climbing into these altitudes proves dangerous, and he often 
comes down with a mortifying reminder that his lonely hunk 
below deck is safer than a more social hammock aloft.- Some 
of the hills are deeply seamed with gullies; others present pla-
teaus which the hand of art lias formed into terraces made ac-
cessible by steep winding paths and stairways. Long since the 
foot of the sierra probably dipped boldly into the waters of the 
bay, and was washed by ocean swells; but centuries of disinte-
gration furnished debris of stone and earth, which has been 
washed from the hills by rain-torrents, and thus has been grad-
ually formed a crcscentric level belt along the water's edge, two 
miles in length, and of varying width, on which the business 
13 
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part of the city lias been built. So narrow is this beach between 
the rocky buttress of the Cerro de la Concepción and the water 
line, that but a single street is found there, which, being near 
the centre of the elongated city, may be compnrcd to the con-
tracted middle of an hour-glass held horizontally; while (lie 
expanded parts of the city, extending cast and west from its 
"waist, find a similitude in the enlarged bulbs of the glass. The 
west end—el Puerto, the Port—is the older part of Valparaiso, 
where wholesale "business is tratisaetcd, and where arc also fotmd 
the Intendencia, or local government house, the cnstom-lionsc 
and public stores. The cast end of this lower part of the city 
is the moro modem, over whicli business improvements are ex-
tending, and is called the Almemiral, from an almond grove 
that once beautified the spot. From the contracted middle, 
streets radiate east and west; more numerous and widely spread, 
however, to the east, over the Almendral, than to the west, over 
E l Puerto, the former being larger. These streets are traversed 
at right angles and at unequal distances by cross streets, in most 
instances, indeed, mere alleys, -which are little else than less 
precipitous continuations of the gorges of the adjacent hills. 
Commerce has appropriated the greater part of tin's level space 
to its own use, hence parts of the adjoining heights have been 
sought for as residences; and there, on ledge and hill-side, on 
projecting rock, ànd along the rims of ragged gullies, citizens 
have built dwelliugej which, however picturesque the panorama 
they present from a distance, rising above each other in succes-
sive tiers like a great amphitheatre, yet are, when scrutinized 
closely, a confused assemblage of indifferent huildings, in dan-
gerous and dirty localities; tottering in many instances on the 
brinks of precipices of a hundred feet, and in others overlook-
ing ravines of filth which would prove sources of pestilence hut 
for the daily hurricanes that sweep over the Sierra, and disperse 
the malaria at one season, and the torrents of rain which at 
another wash away accumulated nuisances, threatening, too, the 
miserable hovels that stand on their verge. An exception to 
this description must be made of the Cerro Alegre, improved 
as it is with tasteful cottages, and terraced and adorned wit] 
flower-gardens and shrubbery; where English, German, and 
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American residents form a distinct social community, cherish-
ing their peculiar characteristics, promoting each other's happi-
ness and improvement "by the cultivation of literature, accom-
plishmcnls, and amusements of a higher civilization; and con-
tributing by their example of good order, industry, and peace-
ful pnrauit of Uio means of happiness, to elevate the native 
standard of progress. This happy result of foreign and native 
intercourse in Valparaiso none can fail to perceive, "who have 
mingled with Chilean families of the higher class, among whom 
will be found examples of rare moral excellence, intelligence,, 
accomplishment, and refinement, however immoral, vicious, ig-
norant, and degraded the vulgar masses. 
But the enlightened and accomplished few, and the occa-
sional examples of domestic and social virtues, eliould not be 
regarded as furnishing the standard oí public intelligence and 
morals. I t would he equally just to involve partial excellences 
in the condemnation of the vices of the many. However pain-
fully national sensitiveness may feel the judgment, yet truth 
demands the acknowledgment that jpubUo virtue is neither a 
sentiment nor an observance in Yalparaiao; an opinion com-
mon among travellers, and generally entertained by foreign res-
idents ; who recognize in the frequent abandonment of the do-
mestic circle, by old men and young, either a greater love of 
vicious indulgences elsewhere, 01* a want of attraction at home; 
who see in the stern discipline of the mother who marches her 
daughters m single file before her on the street,, watchful of 
their every movement and loolc, a want of confidence in them 
and in others, sadly indicative of Aer unfavorable opinion of 
filial and of public morality; who infer from the refusal to en-
trust sisters to the care and protection of their own brothers, or 
of other near kindred, a deplorable evidence of lost faith and 
of profligacy in those best known to them; who perceive in the 
separate apartments of a large number of females without visi-
ble means of support, reasonable presumption of abandoned 
habits; who behold in the atrocious excesses, robberies, and 
murders of the soldiery, during revolutionary outbreaks, and 
the indulgence by them of licentious and savage passions, proofs 
of depravity, originating in an education of infamy, or in 
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•wicked Jieglect; and who recognize on tlic public streets, in the 
multiform diseases known only to a secret nomenclature, the 
proofs of a wide-spread depravity, associated with a recklessness 
of consequences or a destitution of the means of relief. The 
want of the latter evinces a lamcntahlc disregard l>y the muni-
cipal authorities of the public hculfh. in excuse of tins neg-
lect it may be stated that the inihienei; of the clergy is said to 
have been exerted to prevent any public provision being made 
for the treatment of diseases incident to lewdness. A physician 
of eminence informed mo that the medical profession ascertained 
an enormous pcrccntngc of such diseases; and through a cuni-
missioncr appointed for that purpose, prepared and proposed 
to the civil authorities sunitai-y measures for their freafntent 
and prevention. To their amazement they found themselves 
opposed by the highest funct ionaries of the church, the proposal 
being denounced as subversive of the will, of God, and calcu-
lated to encourage immorality and legitimate vice. Municipal 
benevolence, threatened by clerical malediction, resisted kindly 
influences, instead of remembering that the Head of the Chris-
tian Church traced with His own hay d the Divine Judgment, 
" He who is without sin let him cast the first stone; " and that 
He "went about all the cities and villages, healing every sick-
ness and every disease among the people." 
The hospitalities of a charming family often afforded mo the 
opportunity of gazing from the Cerro Alegre upon the busy 
scene below, where ships flying the flags of all nations, and 
obedient to port regulations lying as if in line of battle, rode at 
anchor with merely sufficient length of cable to guard against 
. accidents in a rarely tranquil harbor ; while launches bore their 
cargoes to shore, to be carried thence through busy streets to 
the spacious warehouses of E l Puerto. Beyond was the grander 
scene, whore occâ t spread out its heaving bosom on tho one 
hand, and on the other the verdant Viña del Mar skirted with 
its emerald setting the snowy-crested surf that washes its foot, 
and the Campaña of Quillota in the distance, looking darkly 
down on humbler comrades; while a hundred miles off to the 
northeast Aconcag-ua lifted its proud summit more than twenty-
two thousand feet toward the heavens, as if to assert its pre-
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rogntivc of majesty over nearly nil its mighty brothers of tlie 
Andean Gordillcra. It is np]>vo|)riatc that sncli a scene, show-
ing the destiny of man luHillcd in tlie iictive enterprises of life, 
and the grandeiir and heneiieenne of nature, should be outspread 
for'the daily contemplation of those who, like the residents of 
Occro Alegre, appreciate the noMonesa of the former, and the 
lessons ofhumility and gratitude taught by tlie latter. 
At the base of the mole, <m which alnnc merchandise and 
pillen jiura arc pcnnif.lcd to he landed that flimiggling maybe 
prevented, stand;; the Oustom-hoiise, the upper floor of which is 
used its an Exchange and Commereinl Keading-Itoom. Com-
modious firo-prnof bonded warehouses on the beach further west, 
are overlooked by a not voy formidable fortilication on the 
heights above. To the Routti of the customdiouse is the principal 
plaza, on which arc nfumlly seen largo rpmntitios of foreign 
goods undergoing inspection and delivery. Fronting on tho 
phiza opposite to the oustom-honse tho Intendencia, a substan-
tial hut plain building, the oilicial residence of tlie Intendcnio^ 
or Governor of this Province, and furnishing also offices for 
certain subordinates. Behind the Intendencia, as also in other 
parts of the city, arc barracks for the military, many of whom, 
in flaunting regimentals, are kept on hand in thia so-called 
model repnhlic of South America, to hold in check the turbulent 
spirit, of this people, who are thought to he especially hold and 
revolutionary in their tendencies, perhaps from thé influence of 
the free speech and insubordinate example of tlie l^rgc foreign 
element of Valparaiso. The city boasts of two other patches of 
ground called plazas—the Plaza de la Municipalidad and the 
Plaza Yietoria. On the former several dirty alleys debouch; 
and the latter, although boasting of the contiguity of the theatre, 
and the mausoleum of a fountain which seems to have died of 
drought, shows so many traces of vandalism as to indicate a 
republican repugnance to the fine arts similar, with shame be 
it said, to our own. 
Both hereditary partiality for contracted thoroughfares and 
a necessity to economize space, have led to the making of 
narrow streets, barely wide enough to allow of two vehicles to 
pass each other, and not then without the wheels dipping into 
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the curb-gutters, and liberally bespnttermg perl est mns on (lie 
four ibet wide sidewalks, from licnd to foot. WVctelied h the 
fash ion :it>lo señora, cveii in fair weather, who happenf) on (hose 
narrowest of promenades at the moment', of pju-ing each othev 
of two omnibus coaches: nothing will s;ivo her from a shower 
of iillh, but retreat through the nenresf duorwny ¡tt liiuul eap:i-
ble of admitting an expansion of crinoline, cert;iinly not adapted 
to Spanish-American sidewalks. And in flic wet season, when 
the streets and quebradas are filled with torrents of muddy 
water from the hills, an India rnhber armor, or :t cloi-c coach, 
affords the only security against a baptism ruinous alike to 
costume and composure. The streets are also unusually rough, 
from the promiscuous use of large ami small sigues in paving, 
The business part, of the town has somewhat of a European 
look, as well because of the height and general style and 
material of buildings, as from the character of goods and their 
display in shop-windows;'and also from the great, number of 
foreigners, their dress, language, maimers, and customs, there 
GCCU. While elsewhere, the Spanish one-story or low two-story 
houses with projecting balconies are found, roofed with tons of 
red tiles sulficicnt to crush any ordinary framework. The 
humbler houses arc floored- with bviclc, and lumng grated un-
glazed windows, - look cheerless, comfortless, and prison-like. 
Balconies are now prohibited by law, because of the combustible 
nature of their materials, and the narrowness of the streets, 
favoring the extension of fires heretofore very destructive in 
"Valparaiso. But where these mementoes of antique architec-
ture remain, tlie ostentatious closets on them—generally sought 
to be hidden in other countries—do not give strangers a favor-
able opinion of former Chilean refinement, particularly when it 
is considered that worshippers in these profane temples, going 
and returning, were the " observed of all observers." 
The churches at Valparaiso are neither so numerous as at 
Lima, nor so violative of good taste in architectural design. In 
the latter city idolatry seems to be canonized even in the high-
ways and by-ways; but in the former, religious ceremonials arc 
seen only in the churches and at the Pantheon. Intercourse 
with a higher intellectual cultivation and enlightened religious 
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sentiment, is slowly leading to ibo entertainment of more 
rational views and ohservances; besides which it is impossible 
to command deference for priestly processions in the crowded 
thoronghfUrcs of business, more intent on the dominant duties 
of life than on the tinsel, trmnpery, and pliarisaical street-
cornet' shows of priostenift; winch have no higher aim or use 
than imposing on the jgnoranl, :md tickling the fancy of de-
luded and superstitious followers. Nine Jíoman Catholic sanc-
tuaries ditily assert their prurugsfivu of constitutionally-decreed 
worship ; while a Prutcstnnt Kpiseopal atuí n Congregational 
Church arc graciously allowed by the Minister of the Interior 
to hide themselves unostentatiously within high ineloBurcs, thus 
avoiding oñ'ence to national religious prejudice. 
One of the many hills surrounding the harbor is devoted to 
burial purposes, and on it is the Pantheon, a cemetery of three 
or four acres, with adobe "wall, gateway, and chapel. Hero arc 
closely-crowded vaults and graves, and many monuments of 
excellent design and execution, showing a higher sentiment and 
better taste than prevail in Peru. My visit to the Pantheon 
happened on All-Sahits* day—called also All-Souls' day—a festi-
val strictly observed here, business being suspeiidcd, and every 
Catholic considering it a religious duty to bestow votive oifer-
ings in memory of departed friends, and aid in all the ways in-
culcated by the Church in extricating their souls from the pains 
and penalties of transgression. I fell into the living current of 
men, women, and children, setting with a free will toward that 
mournful spot, to which they must soon be carried -whether they 
will or not. They bore wreaths, bourjuets, and baskets of flow-
ers, and passed through an alley bordered by hovels, the tenants 
of which profited by the chance of selling dulces, for which 
señoritas have a passionate fondness; while black eyes occa-
sionally Hashed invitations from window and door to turn aside 
the unwary. Then winding our way up a tortuous acclivity 
along the edge of a ravine of pestiferous exhalations, we next 
ascended a steep hill-side, and imally turning abruptly to the left 
from the dusty ascent, wo clambered along a rugged pathway 
winch led to the cemetery gate. There stood sentinels armed 
and accoutred for destruction, fit representatives of the dread 
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master they served, and whose portal they gimrded—a need-
less Service, however, for all are -wclcoinc withiu these domains 
of death, whether they come to lionor or to be honored, to pray 
or to he prayed for, to return or to remain. It inspired sym-
pathy and respect to sec the living Bnokinrr the resting-places of 
their beloved and there depositing on polished marble and ver-
dant mound the silent tokens of a flection, vciicration, grief, and 
hopo. And if candor would allow, gladly would this narrativo 
he hero arrested, for there is no gratiiicatiou in recording in-
stances of pious fvand, and of superstition and delusion, 
although the offspring oí'sincere religions sentiment. 
Priestcraft in all ages, and of its various modifications of 
faith, form, and doctrine, has well understood, that the readiest 
road to the purse of the believer is timmgh his heart. Tin; 
fears of the dim and uncertain future, and the lingering Uive 
and desiro to secure the eternal happiness of departed spirits, 
respond to tho talisman of an intercession, the cilicacy of which 
1ms been inculcated by the artful and designing; who would 
not, if they could, recognize the insult to heaven in supposing 
that their human interposition could divert it from adherence 
to the righteous and eternal principles of its own moral govern-
ment, and the unchanging judgments founded upon them; and 
which assuredly recognizes no influence to divert it from these, 
bought by filthy lucre. This inculcated delusion is not found 
here alone, but the sectarianism of other nations arrogating a 
higher reach of intelligence and reason, is tarnished by the samo 
theological artifice in one or another of its various forms. It is 
not surprising, then, that the clergy should have availed of this 
sad occasion, "when the sensibilities of the heart were tenderly 
alive to impressions, to levy contributions on superstitious credu-
lity. In many parts of the cemetery were seen 
" State Priests, sole venders of the lore 
That -works salvation," 
with upturned eyes, or resting occasionally on the purse of the 
employer who stood by, mumbling prayers for the repose of the 
deceased, or for extrication from presumed detentions by the 
way, or exclusions from heaven; sometimes stopping in their 
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orisons to ask the nmne of the beneficiary on whoso behalf the 
petition w¡\ñ made, that by its audible announcement in the 
right place and at the proper time, no mistake could he made 
by the saint addressed as to the identical person to be benefited 
by the intermediation. The length of the prayer and the num-
ber of i Is repetitions, important conditions of successful appli-
cation for celestial favor, were observed to depend on the 
amount of the fee ; about which a little misunderstanding arose 
occasionally, the Vadre generally succeeding in enforcing his 
own views of the contract, a very natural result as he probably 
reserved the right to revoke what lie had done. One handsome 
young priest of uncommon shrewdnciis and business tact, and 
with a lurlung devil in his piercing black eye, seemed to treat 
the occasion as afTording the chance of a profitable speculation. 
And, as appeai'B to be the case everywhere-"with the young and 
good-looking of the clerical profession of ail forms of faith, he 
was an especial favorite with the Indies, who were certainly the 
chief victims of pious fraud hero as elsewhere. The mediations 
of this popular Padre were always engaged several performances 
ahead, so great was the demand for his pleadings, the persuasive 
eloquence of which may have been fully known to some of his 
fair patrons, l ie was absolutely loaded down with small change, 
which lie turned into his well-lined pockets by the handful!, like 
a huckster on market-day enjoying the monopoly of a much 
sought after commodity. In the chapel a general service was 
held for the repose of all the dead collectively. Occasionally 
there was seen near a tomb an old family servant, a wreck of 
better times, with rosary in hand petitioning heaven in behalf 
of those whose kindness in life was not forgotten in death; an 
unbought offering of grateful intercession more precious than 
the marketable appeals of the crafty and heartless. 
Separated from the Pantheon by a narrow lane is a sinnllcr 
burial ground for Protestant scpuUure. Formerly a foreigner 
not of the Itoman Catholic faith, had not where to lay his hcml 
when death stilled its «achinga. Put religious intolerance hns PO 
far yielded to the benign influence of a growing cominercinl in-
tercourse, that a heretic may now find interment without (lio 
friends who carry him to the grave being stoned, as in times 
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past, by a Chilean mob; and without the probability that the 
body will be disinterred, and subjected as formerly to proihno 
oxposurc. 
Still 1'uvtljcr from the Pantheon is a Pottcr's-iield, where the 
bodies of the poor and friendless are put into a pit capable of 
holding many hundreds. They arc placed in layers with inter-
vening strata of earth, the horrid sopuldire of decomposing* 
mortality being left open to the day until idled, when it is 
covered with caustic lime and scaled with carlli. JTithcr also 
a living throng of impoverished looking beings bent their steps. 
And here, too, was seen the false disciple of llini who went 
about doing good, ostentatiously displaying the cnicilix, the 
holy symbol of soli-sacrifk'C, but which wan insuHed by him who 
bore it stretching forth bin hand to take the pillance of poverty, 
for naught was heve but the coin vi' wreiehednoss. And vbat 
could he doled out for its piece of copper, but a modicum oí' 
even hj'pocritioal sanctity?—the miserable victim of imposture 
throwing himself upon his straw that night without even so 
much as a penny' loaf of bread to appease the pangs of hunger. 
Whatever the name of the festival of this day, whether " All 
Saints " or "Al l Souls," certainly they are not all saints who 
arc the chief actors in its celebration; and as to their own souls, 
they will stand much in need of holier intercession to save 
them from the penalties of unrighteousness. Turning speedily 
from this last repugnant scene, I joined on the way to the city 
a cheerful throng who were descending the hill, apparently 
self-satisfied with what they doubtless deemed the good deeds 
of the day. 
A stranger in Valparaiso will not fail to observe, immedi-
ately on landing, the heraldic looldng Fire Insurance badges; 
sometimes three or four, representing as many different com-
panies, being seen on a single house, showing an unusual appre-
hension of lire. And this is not surprising when it is considered 
that scarcely a .day. passes without an alarm ; and so disastrous 
have been the conflagrations that property of $5,000,000 value 
has been destroyed in ten hours by one lire. Insurance com-
panies are said to have preceded frequent fires here, and it is a 
mooted question if they are not also entitled to the priority of 
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cause ami effect. I did not ecc nn Jnannxnco badgo or ft fire-
engine in Lima ; and one only of Uto latter in Callao, and Hint 
was exliiliitcd as a curiosity fo a wondering crowd. Nor did J 
see a fire nor hear an alarm in eiflicr of those cities; but from 
Nortli American experience it may lie inferred'that an oppor-
tunity will POOH lie allnrdcd hy fhe curious to test the capacities 
ofthe new apparatus in ('ailao. In Valparaiso, however, insur-
ance coin]>ani('i', lire companies, lire bells, and ilrcs of course, 
aliouml. Several of the first named are of foreign capital sent 
here for investment, and so probable is the investment to become 
jwmanent that the speculation may -well bo declined unless to 
gratify a disinterested desire to relievo the distresses of others. 
The lire companies have peculiar and independent orgauizations 
according to the nationality of thciiMncvnberSj most of whom 
arc foreigners. À law exempting all í i remen from the perform-
ance of military duty secures the services of a sufficient num-
ber of able-bodied natives to mnn each apparatus. The steam 
fire-enirine and alarm telegraph have not yet been introduced 
into Chile. J>y and by she will be taught their value. But a 
tug with a iirc-cnginc attachment, and the head of water given 
by the elevation of the city reservoir, located two hundred and 
forty feet above the level of the port and Almendral, are im-
portant additions to the ordinary means for the extinguishment 
of iires. 
Valparaiso is -well lighted with gas, but it is too costly, 
when the large coal deposits around Arauco Bay, and the 
facility of water transportation thence, are considered. Tho 
street gas lamp is an improvement on that of our cities. A 
long-handled lighter is used for turning a coclc just below the 
lamp, and then by pushing up with it likewise a perforated tin 
trap floor, hinged on one side, the flame is instantly communi-
cated to the burner "within. The lighter being withdrawn the 
trap falls to its place by its own weight. A moment merely is 
consumed, and climbing -with the clumsy uso of lucifer matches 
are avoided. 
Kvery house has a ílag-staff projecting from its front. A 
law of the republic requires a display of the uationnl flag on 
every anniversary of the revolution of independence, an event 
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which generally wastes a week in its celebration. Patriotism 
galvanized into activity by legal enactment and penalty, is not 
worth perpetuating. 
A noteworthy and creditable social leatnre is that the low-
est Chileans are exempt from a filthy habit o f very many J^orth 
AincricanSj embracing even some who other wise might be con-
sidered exemplary gentlemen. ISo excuse o f health, natural 
want, or refined gratification, can be made for our national vice 
of tobacco chewing, and spitting the oilcnsivc extraction in 
every place, public and private—church, countíng-rooni, parlor, 
and promenade. If a visitor is seen rolling a quid about his 
befouled mouth, and threatening to beapattcr the carpet of a 
high-bred Chilena, she will conclude that a mistake has been 
made in his introduetion- to her house, and wilhdnuv under the 
impression that he is a " plug ugly " gone astray. .Kvcn cigar 
pmoldng is not common, the milder and less oifensive eigavito 
alone being tolerated in good society, though never used by 
ladies. Vulgar women, and men generally, use tobacco in this 
least pernicious form. 
The Valparaiso market is well supplied with fresh meats, 
vegetables, fruits, and groceries.. A family may live here at 
about the cost of residence in New York. 
The currency is convenient, and pretty looking, much like 
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Copper forms a consklcraMc amount of the circulating 
meflium of CJiilc. The Government lias ceased to coin doub-
loons or their fractions since the year 1851; yet they remain in 
circulation and form a largo part of the currency of the country. 
All considerable pay men ta aro made in gold, owing to the 
scarcity of silver, which is only used to make change; and even 
for I hat silver coin has Ronietimcs commnnded a premium of 
from one to seven per centum. The decimal system of cur-
rency was adopted in this country by Legislative Act in 18/ÍÍ, 
and seems to have been borrowed from Franco. The Peso is 
the unit of value, and is divided into one hundred parts denom-
inated centavos. 
In 1S20 the population of Valparaiso did not exceed five 
thousand, fin mo then it has increased greatly in commcrciid 
importance, and its populution is now estimated at soventy-fivo 
thousand. J'Yencii, (Jcrimuis, English, and Americans, contrib-
ute largely to make up this number. These are reoop;n!zcd ns 
well by their business activity, energy, and enterprise, as by 
their fairer complexion and European costume, though in dress 
they arc imitated by the better class of Chilenos. The natives 
who arc direct descendants of Spaniards retain the physical 
characteristics of that renowned people, and the grace and dig-
nity of deportment for which they have always been distin-
guished; to "which is added a charming candor of address to 
those properly introduced to Chilean families of high social 
position. But the mixed race of Spaniard and Indian, who 
compose three-fourths of the population of Valparaiso, of ah 
proportions of the original blood and corresponding physique 
is an inferior class to the Castilian, having a less stature— 
although surpassing the Peruvian Cholo—a tawny skin, coars-
features, straight black hair, and uncleanly and indolent habit-
Most of this degenerate race are intensely sensual, and regard 
less alike of private virtue and public good faith. Pegradatior 
profligacy, and poverty, arc so palpable, that no candid chrom 
cler can avoid the acknowledgment of their unusual existen<"•< 
"Were it not fur the corporate regulatitTn which designates on 
day in each week as "beggar day," and prohibits public aim 
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seeking on others, the principal promenade and chief hnsincss 
tlioroughfiiro would be contirmally crowded with mendicants 
and íifTíicted outcasts. 
There are a few excellent academics in Valparaiso ibr the 
education of the children of wealthy eitizen?, where, in addition 
to the usual hranches of learning, the English and !<Ycnch lan-
guages—considered hero necessary ¡irconipli^hinents—are well 
taught; but at greater cost than in Hie Uniied States. The 
provision made for instruotion of indigent children is meagre, 
and the public school system is a fid lure. 
Only one charitable in^Hlution irt worlhy of mcnliou—the 
city hospital. It has three hundred bed;1, and is dependent fur 
support on individual rontribulimip, no public provision being 
made for it. ft is qui I'd uncrpial to f he demands ¡mido upon it 
for relief of the large number of afllirtcd and deplilufe. (Sepa-
rate hospitals for the care and treatment oi' Brifish, French, and 
American seamen, arc provided by their respective govern-
ments. The iirst named two being subject to the control of ex-
perienced and permanent officials, aro well organized and con-
ducted. But United States mariners are unfortunately subject 
to the evils of changes, corresponding to those of the home gov-
ernment, and having no reference whatever to considerations of 
competency or faithfulness. 
Nearly all the physicians in successful practice in Valparaiso 
are of foreign birth and education, and most of them honor 
their profession by skill and conduct. Two pseudo-mod i cal 
practitioners, having scarcely a pretence of patronage, resorted 
to the novelty of homoiopathic delusion to avoid starvation— 
" whoso tongues and souls in this arc hypocrites." They now 
realize an infinitesimal subsistence of body, at the cost of a com-
plete loss of conscience. 
Most of the apothecaries are Germans; none of English or 
North American nationality. The reason assigned for this is, 
that the licentmting board of the University "require all 
candidates to produce diplomas of pharmacy; and as in those two 
countries none are issued, English and American apothecaries 
are not admitted to examination." They are in error; several 
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colleges of pharmacy are in successful operatic]! in the Unite 
States, affording full instruction in Materia Medica, Chcmistry 
and Pliarmacy, and conferring a graduate diploma on every sh: 
dent who lias attended the required course of lectures, served ; 
full practical apprenticeship, and is found qualified on afina 
examina tion. 
C H A P T E R X I . 
A nittLOCnO AND A D l t l L O C M M l O — I I A C ! D A r K S ü ' r l . A S — C t U i . F . A S T W - M C — r / . E A S U I T i ; 
AND PAIS sAsmviciirr». 
Jí¡AnrAr OR th o morning of a fcasi, day, when nW Jmsiiicss 
accord in i* to eiifitom was puKpcndcd, I Kliirlodin (.'onniany with 
tlm United States Consul on a he fore-break fast ride of twelve 
miles to the hacienda Permeias, an estate of several leagues ex-
tent Our convejanco was a, birlocho; before the introduction 
of stngc-eoaohes tlio «sii.il carriage for Santiago travel, and still 
often used on that and other roads. The birlocho is a heavy,, 
lumbering chaiso, consisting of a one seat body mounted on 
strong leather thorough braces attached behind to vertical semi-
circular steel springs, running on two large clumsy wheels, and 
having shafts "for on-e horse. On the outside of the shafts 
another horse is attached by a strong rope to some part of the 
vehicle, a hook on the other end of the rope slipping into a 
ring of his saddle girth. The driver is mounted postilion fash-
ion on the'latter horñc, and directs the movements of the 
"birlocho either by pulling the bridle of the shaft horse, or by 
urging in the opposite direction the horse he rides against the 
shaft, at the same time punching the neck of the shaft horse 
with a formidable looking whip handle. Tho postilion's 
limbs aro wrapped in leather leggings; and with bandit slouch 
and variegated poncho, knotted raw-hide whip—so called 
probably from habitual enactment as well as constituents—and 
colossal spurs savagely serrated, the birlochcro, as the postilion 
is called, presents—douhtlcss to the eyes of horses—a truly ter-
rific appearance. 
Soon after starting we came to the conclusion, from our 
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bounds and rebounds, lateral inclinations, iiiflections, retroflex-
ions, superpositions, and general churning, that if either of us 
should suvvivo the morning ride, ho would he likely, in fulfil-
ment of Hal stead's physiological theory, the offspring of a cor-
duroy road si umber, to have " ôort digestion wait on appetite." 
For instead of climbing the Cuesta which we began to ascend 
just outside of the city limits, at a paco indicativo of a humane 
regard for horse flesh, the birlochero scaled the steep ascent of 
one thousand four hundred and eighty feet so fast, with such 
recklessness of obstacles, a n d indifference to precipices, as 
showed that ho had bowels of compassion for neither man n o r 
beast. Our w a y was over and beyond the Sierra that over-
looks the city, ü u d like all mountain roads, this one wound 
with abrupt turns along the pides of acclivities, bounded on one 
Hide by overhatigiug eliils, while deep ravines yawned on the 
other. The summit of the Sierra having been reached without 
death, but with the fear of it constantly before our eyes, our 
Jehu jpeou, apparently impelled by pride of superior daring a n d 
skill in horsemanship, redoubled his brutal onslaught on tla 
poor beasts now dripping with sweat from their incessant cfTort: 
and plunging his rowels into the blpody flanks of the òne, a n d 
plying his knotted thong on the flayed hack and sides of ilir 
other, away lie dashed, deaf to all appeals, allowing us no privi-
lege of ad ion but to hold on, shut our eyes to consequences, and 
pray [or deliverance. Dr. Pago's giant windmills crowning the 
heights, winch once gave flour to California and a fortune {> • 
their proprietor, stood stili, as if in mute amazement at (In 
strange intrusion; while troops of dogs with loml-numthcd 
bay joined in tho race, giving renewed impulso to the w i h ' 
Chileno, who precipitated his flight down the descent. rJV 
have been at the mercy of winds and wavos would have been ¡ 
blessed fortune, hut it was min ío prej, for, it j eo ftwaiting im 
pending inte, wo á'üjfa v,- •. • 
" ftttitno «ítted, ind bent tip 
Knch corporal Agent to UiQ tcMblo font." 
At such a furiotin pfieo oi wo woro going Busponso was 
of long duration; the plnin boJow WfttMxm reached, ami wit! 
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it camo Bomo sense of safety. But uur flight was not arrested; 
over tlie level wo went pell-mell, and having entered the do-
mains of our host and bounded over three miles of his hacienda, 
wo iinally brought up at the court-yard gate. And never was 
a more fliiiccrc "thank God" uttered than ours at that mo-
ine ut. 
A hearty welcome awaited TIE!, " our stem abimms changed 
to merry meetings," a breakfast that lionored the guests and 
was not less honored by them, and a laugh at the incidents of 
the morning, handed these over to the past and opened the way 
to piensan tor events that followed. 
The court-yard of an acre of grouud is enclosed on three 
sides by an adobe wall; on the fourth stands the .family mau-
fiion, a quaint looliing, long, one-story stucco, many roomed, 
tile roufod building, with un amplo (lining-ronin nt right ¡ingles 
to the mnin edifice, and a balcony before and behind. Although 
BÍmple mid unostentatious without, the dwelling is handsomely 
furnished, aflbrding both comforts ami luxuries within. It was 
formerly the abodo of religionists, as a Jesuit convent; it is now 
the residence of purity and sentiment, intelligence and reiinc-
rnont, in the accomplished fjamily of a German and Chilena mar-
riage. On the side of the house opposite to the court-yard is a 
large and handsome garden of shrubbery and flowers, of rich va-
riety and coloring. Bounding this beyond, a cresceu tic border of 
weeping-willows and acacias is seen, mingling their dense folinge 
find deep shades, and passable at one point only; seeking which 
in my exploration, access was found to a rustic bridge spanning 
a crystal stream that came leaping and babbling over rocks 
above, as if telling a tale of pastoral life to which it luid just 
been a delighted witness; and spreading out'into a limpid lake, 
it dimpled and sparkled in the sunshine, seemingly laughing 
at its recent gambols; and then stealing away, sheltered itseff 
under the shadowy banks, to dream of the flowers and folinge 
that stand there gazing into the placid depths, in rapture of 
their own beauties reflected from the mirrored bosom of the 
sleeping waters. The opposite side of the stream is set in a 
similar garland, passing which, and then through a queer little 
cane-wicker gate, of fitting lightness to swing willingly to the 
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fairy fingers witli ivliidi it is íumiliar, my eager foot led by tJie 
mysterious bcauiics of the scene, wandered on among fruit trees 
of raro variety j rivalling cncli otlier in profusion and riel mess. 
Culinary plants, too, wero seen marslialled in rank and tile on 
open spaces; and Jlowers stood by, there as everywhere—for 
Novemlu'i- U the May numtli <»(' this southem hemisphere—the 
queenly lookers on of luxuriant lioriieulturCj lavishing their 
be:tutirs on siirmiinditig natniT, and difl'using perfumed tribute 
un (he wings oí' zephyrs. Along the border of a part of this 
abounding garden. How tlie fugilive waters of the picturesque 
little l:die of wliich mention was made. From this stream arti-
ficial canals escapi1, meandering like wayward brooklets to re-
fresh the fliirsly soil, and whisper to roses and violets, as they 
sloop to receive the dewy the happy dreams of recent slum-
liers. O H ¡nuithcr side of thU (Jhilean Kdcn rise Lombardy 
poplars, jirini and stalely, Imt occasionally forgetful of accus-
tomed dignilv, waving their tall apires, and rollicking in the 
breeze in very wanlonness of joy under its balmy inspiration, 
.lieyond these was seen an outstretched prairio of several hun-
dred aeres, clad in a tnnntle of verdure that gracefully bent and 
rose again before the playful winds like ocean swells; and this 
changeful expanse is bounded in the dislanco by a rolling sierra, 
whose steep sides arc seamed by dark quebnulns. The land-
scape is of rare beauty, and wauls nothing for its perfection but 
a INorth American forest to crown the wavy outline of the far 
off heights. 
It was with feelings of reverence and gratitude that I turned 
from this outspread witness of divine power and goodness, to unite 
with the family and visitors of our host in their church offering 
of thanks and praise. There, in a tasteful little Catholic sanc-
tuary, the two hundred jyeons of the estate joined the wealthy 
proprietor on bended knee at a common altar; and the heart of 
a IVofcsf ant, free from the tramincls of iiitolonutco, gladly availed 
of ihn oeciision to oft'ei' lis Irllmlo of fhnnkfidnofis to the Hamo 
" KnUiur who nvl, in liiMtvmi" nml who, wlintovw nwtnrlnn In-
toiemuee^fii.'Vdlishness may moideafo, known no disliiicUon 
ilir.. F'*rti»o?e of His children who worship Ilim "in spirit and in 
The ceremony of mass was followed by excellent admo-
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n i t i o i i to ¡111 a t t e n t i v e a u d i e n c e , c o m p o s e d ch ie f ly of s e r v a n t s to 
t h e m a n o r b o r n , w h o s e g e n e r a l c o n d u c t , I a s s u r e d , was a t 
a l l t i m e s consistent with the t e a c h i n g of t h e Apostle, to " p u t 
a w a y alt b i t terness , a n d w r a t h , a n d aji^cc, a n d c l a m o r , nnd evil 
s p o a k i n » ; , w i t h m a l i c e j " and to " b o o b e d i e n t to t h e m (hat aro 
( t h e i r ) nnistovs a c c o r d i n g to the l l c sh , w i t h Icur ¡uid I r c m l i l i n g , in 
s ing lenes s o f h e a r t , a s u n t o Christ." Aller the rolh/unu; services 
o f the day, i t b e c a m e a q u e s t i o n how the rest o f it w a s to be spoi l t . 
T h i s r e s u l t e d in a n agreement', o f thni i ly a n d f r i ends to ^cck s o m e 
d e l l a m o n g t h e n e i g h b o r i n g ' h i l l s , nnd there , w i t h fnre-l b o w e r 
ibr dining-hiill, a n d sward íov t e r t í v e b í n t r d , f ' i givi» ( l ie f leet ing 
h o u r to s o c i a l p l e a s u r e n n d r u j n y m e n l o f i m h n v . 
T h e bu^y note o f p i v p n r n t h m snon n^ouudrd IhriHiLdmut fhn 
h o u s e h o l d , n h o w i n g that a l l en tered b e i i r t i l y into the spir i t o f 
t h o i m p r o m p t u pi<:-nÍ(\ n \ v tm\ w h i e l i bns niit. been rendered i n l o 
Spanish, h u t hns b e e n b o d i l y f r m u f c r r r d ; and, i i m n i H i r n i n- it 
is i n o u r " h a r s h , n o r t h e r n , hî -iing. g r u n t i n g gut t u r a l , " it s o u n d s 
m e l o d i o u s ns u t t e r e d hy t l io f i i l vcr - iongnod señorí l . ' i s o f thiíí ely-
s i u m . AVhon t l ie m o m e n t of s t a r t i n g e:\ine, c a r r i a g e s w e r e t i l l ed 
w i t h m a t r o n s a n d ¡^atrons , n n d p r n n c i n g s teeds m o u n t e d b y t h e 
y o u n g and g a y , a j o v i a l s o n of m e r r y Kngland . l i l t ing h i s y o i c e 
a b o v e the din of d e p a r t u r e in the u n i b r g o t t c n " O v e r the h i l l s 
a n d far a w a y . " 
A d i s t a n c e of a mile a n d a h a l f , in a d i r e c t i o n opposit e to thnt 
b y w h i c h wo had e n t e r e d the h a c i e n d a , o v e r JieldK, across m e a d -
o w s , a n d a l o n g a river h a n k , b r o u g h t u s to t h e foot o f the h i l l s , 
b e t w e e n t w o of which wc p a s s e d ; a n d , a s o u r g r e e n a v e n u e nnr-
rowec l , t h e o c c u p a n t s of carriages w e r e c o m p e l l e d to d e s c e n d to 
t h e h u m i l i t y of p e d e s t r i a n ism, a n d f o l l o w a p a t h t h r o u g h b r a k o 
a n d b r a m b l e , b r o k e n for u s b y t h e e q u e s t r i a n s w h o had gono 
before. Emerging f rom t h e c h a p a r r a l , a v a l l e y w a s r e a c h e d 
s h u t in from the f m m m n d i n g world in its e n t i r e eirenit, oxetfpl 
where w c e n t e r e d , b y l u l l s m a n t l e d in v e r d u r e , a n d d e c k e d Mrtthji 
w i l d flowers. An arbor of Bóldo a n d Molle, t w i n e d w i t h 
rayan, in n a t u r e ' s o w n p r o f u s i o n a n d f a n t a s t i c - a r c b i t e e t u r o , t i l 
on a gentle s lope , s u f f i c i e n t l y c a p a c i o u s to accomnftil;1! 
pany; a n d when t h e l i n g e r i n g p e d e s t r i a n s r e a c h e d t h a t b o ^ 
of b e a u t y , o u r happy p r o d e c e s s o r s w e r e f o u n d e n j o y i n g its 
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íYcsbhig sliadc, seated on outspread shawls a n d ponchos ; and 
the j n c l o d y o f a g u i t a r , touched h y an accomplished ecfioritn, 
w i t l i (lie lu to - l tkc voice o f Iicr gazelle-eyed sister, w e r e f loating' 
d o w n the £!;lcii i n bannonions unisoii j a w a k i n g the echoes o f .t)ie 
f i lee] i i i i^ rpiehrada. 
( i a ^ i i i ^ a round , and moved by the i n s p i r a t i o n o f fiwect, 
so iu id^ how n a t u r a l for the entranced sp i r i t to j o i n the s t ra in ! 
ITcrc, upon Chile's land of roses, 
Brightly the light of noon reposes ; 
A n d lofty Aconcagua's brow 
"With snowy crown is gleaming now, 
Gazing upon the vertlant bowcra 
Keilectcd i n hh robe of sleet, 
"While summer i n a vale of flowers 
Is slcupi ng beauteous at his feet; 
And melody ascends to greet 
The dews his golden clouds d i s t i l ; 
A m i hrealliing music as they meet, 
Gives Imiguage (o the sparkling r i l l . 
Kcsf. r enewing lhe desire o f adventure , t he p a r t y t u r n e d ou t 
to y>roy>cc¿ lhe peí j ueste i v d ¡tpnl; i i i r n a i u r c ' s spoils, a n d rare were 
the j cweU t l i a t 'were gathered, . [ ' ' loni l rnbiep, sappbirep, auio-
t h y s U , pearls, and the tojuiz, were soon w o v e n w i t h the emera ld 
in to wreath.^ hraeclefR, neehlaccs, an i l bouquets ; and , b l o o m i i i í í 
on brows, b lus l i ing on bowm.H, r i o t i n g i n r i ng l c t f l , decorating; 
dresses, and flashing a l l over b e w i t c h i n g Gbi le ima a n d t h e i r em-
be l l i shed cavaliers, a botanis t on a tou r o f discovery, coininp; 
suddenly i n t o th i s h a p p y va l l ey at t h a t m o m e n t , m i g h t have ex-
u l t e d a t finding \x floral species of the genus homo. A n d pre t ty 
were the sentiments, and oftentimes eloquent , t h a t these mut< 
teachers o f the good and beau t i fu l í n s p i r e d . M a n y a t h o u g h ' 
s t rayed f rom the b r i g h t and pure sccno b e l o w t o t h e h o l i e r on< 
o f heaven ; a n d to more than one, buds a n d blossoms w e r e em 
blems o f the t ransla ted w h o n o w b l o o m i n the sp i r i t -home. 
«"Wondrous truths, and manifold na wondrous, 
God hath written in those stars above; 
But not less in the bright ilowcrcts uudcr us • 
Stands the revelation of liia love. 
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" Bright ancl glorious is that revelai ion. 
Written all oyer this great world of ours; 
Making evident our own creation, 
In these stars of earth, these golden flowers. 
" Gorgeous flowerets in the sunlight shining, 
Blossoms flaunting i n the eye of day, 
Tremulous leaves, w i t h soft and silver lining, 
Buds that open only to decay. 
" I n all places then, and i n all seasons, 
Flowers expand their l ight and soul-like wings, 
Teaching us by some persuasive i-cnsoits 
ITow akin they are to human things. 
" And wi th childlike, crcdulmis afleclion, 
We behold i l i e i i tender luids expand ; 
Emblems of our own great resurrection, 
Emblems of the bright and better land." 
~No exploring expedition e v e r returned home more delightc 
than tins joyful party to the howcr, from its vfiUey and hill-si 
T v i i n d e r i n g ; and when dinner "was shortly after announced, no 
one was'wanting in a willing and graceful acceptance of the 
arm offered to Doña J . and Doña T.,—Doña L . and Doña O.,— 
Doña K. and Doña E . , &c., ifcc., as politeness or a more ten-
der sentiment prompted. A peep through the leafy wall of the 
corridor, along which we passed, revealed the cook h a s t i n g nn 
entire mouion on a cane spit in a primitive kitchen, with ser-
"vants busily arranging turkey, tongue, ham, fowl, and other ne-
cessaries of the feast. A few steps brought the guests into n 
natural dining saloon, its walls of dense undergrowth of li(re% 
maqui, and myrtU, being columned with 1>oldo a n d imiten / 
while a ceiling of foliage hung on spreading bran chef, mid fn*-
cocd by intrusive sunbeams, perfected the unique arehiíectun* 
It was not surprising that the urgent appeal of nppct i to 
needed, to draw attention from the beauties of the Imntjnct 
to the creature comforts of the banquet; and that tlio ínvft 
to be seated was oft repeated, ere the snowy cloth òíí 
spread with an elegant service, and surrounded with g r n s s y ^ . 
mans embroidered with shawls, received its share of nttentíof^ 
de 
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Scats being at last occupied, tlio tal^e, speedily loaded ivitli 
substantials and dainties, soon nttesied tlio general joy. And it 
is appropmto that an American should record this, the happiest 
day to him since he left his northern home, in the language 
which iurmshed sentiment to the feast; for let it be added in 
acknowledgment of the accomplishments of the compaivy, that 
with one exception, all present, from Chile and varío as other 
countries, conversed m Mi(flis/i, imd complimented it on this 
convivial occasion, by making it the vehicle of "wit and repar-
tee, of toast and response. 
Dinner ended, music and the dance followed, and here the 
Zaina Ornea captivated foreign guests by the spirit of its pecu-
liar poetry; nor did wc wonder, when wc saw the artful feints 
and graceful coquetry of the davlt-eyod damsel who danced it, 
(hat the cuvaliovn of the party were emulous of being whipped 
by her embroidered handkerchief. 
Our estimable hosier, the venerated guide and guardian oí 
the bright'ppirits, who, like unswerving satellites revolve about 
her domestic orbit, warned us in duo time that 
" The fjohlcn bowel's of Even 
In UH! rich west IjejiiUi to widicr"— 
and the delights oí' this Chilean pic-nic faded away like the de-
clining sun robed in retiring spletnlnr, for they scorned to gather 
a greater and a brighter joy as the day's bliss was coming to a 
close. The hacienda Pefiuelas never entertained a happier 
party; and when the festive hoard of its historical old mansion 
echoed again, as it did, the innocent mirth and sparkling 
thought of its inmates, ere separating for the night they once 
more partook of its muuificcnt hospitality, I thought that this 
reunion might justly ho regarded one of the examples of dit-
fuscd good resulting from that revolution, which, by releasing 
immense domains from entailed clerical possession, devoted them 
to a more general and unselfish use. 
The blushing morn aroused those guests who remained all 
night; £>\d while others were preparing for departure I stole 
awgflr to take a last lingering look at the flowers—those "new 
'iñudo old acquaintances," who smile wherever met with in the 
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wide world, and speak a welcome and fainiliar language to the 
Itcart. Awakened from their slumbers "by the matin song oí' 
hirda, and .the prattling stream dimpling itself in beauty to meet 
I lio rosy day, they were taking their dewĵ  baths. 
" To one who look 'd from upper air 
O'er aEl fclic encliantcd region there, 
How beauteous imisfc have been (lie glow, 
H ie life, the sparkling iYom below I 
Fair gardens, shining streams, iv i th ranka 
Of blushing Howcvs un thciv bunks;" 
And golden fruits, reposing there, 
Breathing a perfume on the air. 
Cofl'co liaving been ecrved, and tlie good-by spoken with that 
(•cling of madness ever attendant on its utterance to those who 
Ilústrate, as does the family of the hacienda Pcfinclns, the pa-
•fintal, filial, and friendly virtues, and who wo never again ex-
>ect to meet on earth, ray companion and myself"started for 
Valparaiso. And then it was I realized the sense of doom, felt 
>y the condemned on his way to execution ; for the sight of the 
irlocliero who brought us out on the wings of the wind, like 
'tanrpio's ghost, renewed the unobUvious past, and accursed the 
lour with dread of the future. Macbcth's fearful apostrophe 
" Avaunt and qui t my s ight! Let the earth hide thec 1" 
'•arcely served to tell my horror of his presence. Gladly would 
hiivo taken the road on foot rather than have (.rusted again to 
hut iucantntc fiend, whose eye seemed to gleam, with renewed 
h>y of niischief. But neither appeal nor expostulation awak-
ned in my companion kindred feelings, or disturbed his stoical 
qiiniiiinity: ho had received a California training, and did not 
'•ur—ii\ ihift caso literally—" tho devil on horseback." I was 
•••r*fl fnrUumtc; u\ BinUing back in the birlocho, and heaving a 
¡gli, I surrendered myself to impending fate. 
The incidents •that marked the conduct of the birlochero it 
; iicodlcps to narrate. Tiio rccnactmcnt of the scenes of tho 
'Utrning before, with, if possible, a greater indilFcrcncc to cpn-
'fpiencos, induced by copious imbibitions of chicha, was tho 
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precnrsor of In's climax of madness, when, descending tlicsievra 
toward the city, witli a rocky precij)iec on one side of the road, 
lio attempted to turn a short curve at a running sj'ced. The 
jerks of the btrloclio'a lateral slide as the curro w a s "being turned 
told of imminent danger; and then the off-wheel striking an 
.obfiiaelo a n npsct, hegan, my r o m p a i n o n falling from the lower 
side of the vehicle on the verge o f the precipice. It w n s in-
stinctively manifest that my chjin'co of escape lay in becoming 
braced between dashboard and back, and taking the chances of 
the birlocho, for If thrown out from the ascending side with the 
momentum then received, the rocky depth •\yould have been sure 
to rcvonl a fatal sequel. Another moment sufficed to complete 
the disaster. Happily, a last hound of the horses drew the vehicle 
from the edge of the gorge, and it was capsized within a step of 
a nearly perpendicular descent of a hundred feet. Wedged as I 
was in the birlocho, I of course shared its fate, and w a s buried 
under it. My companion though mueh injured retained his 
consciousness, and dragged me in a state of insensibility from 
the wreck. Such restoratives as could be obtained from a kind 
nafive woman living near by, iimdly brought me back to sense, 
a most painful one of dreadful usage. J I; is needless to particu-
larize injuries. 
The birlochcro rendered no assistance, cither in dieengaging 
me from the broken birlocho, or in restoring mo from tempora-
rily suspended vitality. Eithcrcoufoundcd by the consequences 
of his folly, or disappointed in not having achieved a full suc-
cess by disabling my comrade also, he is represented as having 
stood by unharmed—for the post-horso and rider arc always 
safe in such accidents—and to have remained for a short timo 
stupefied or in sullen indifference, and then to have disappeared 
altogether. 
Fortunately, the family carriage of my excellent friend Sefior 
Kammerer, came by from his hacienda; and two ladies, Señori-
tas Clara and Isabella Alvarez Gondarco—may God bless them I 
—relinquishing their seats, insisted on our use of them; and 
thus I was.conveyed by Dr. I . 13. Gordon—United States Con-
sul—generously forgetful of his sufferings and thoughtful only 
of me, to his own house; whore I received kindest attentions 
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from liim, and from Dr. A. Kekl, of Valparaiso, and offers 
of serviço from many American ami English friends. 
My injuries although painful arc gradually yielding to treat-
ment and time, and to the kind attentions of a noblo-hcarted 
American resident of Valparaiso Mr. P. A. McKcllar, and lug 
accomplished Chilean lady, to whose hospitable residence J wasi 
conveyed when snflicicntly recovered for removal; and where I 
am now hcing invigorated by the pure atmosphere, and rejoiced 
by the beautiful prospect of a superb garden of several acres ex-
tent, often thrown open to the public .Here the lily and the 
rose, the cactus find the cnmilbi, flic iiorapondla. and the siem-
previva, the jasmine and the heliotrope, the honeysueklc and 
the hyacinth, the verbena and the violet, the malva and the 
miguoneUe, are looking up lovingly at the ehisleriug chemes, 
grapes, peaches, and pears, smming themselves above; with an 
occasional tall jN"orfolk-isle-pinc, pimienta, and magnolia, stand-
ing sentry around like grenadier outposts of this Eden. On this 
scene, lying at the foot of a range of steep hills, and truly in my 
eyes a Val Paraiso, my chamber fronts; and from its window, 
while I write these lines, I regale the senses; delicious per-
fume coming to me on every breeze, the eye revelling on the 
most beautiful of nature's gifts, while birds of rich plumage and 
sweet song aro my neighbors in an adjoining aviary; and on o 
of them of such sad and tender note, that it seems a 
"Sweet visitant o f Paradise; 
For, Heaven forgive that thouglt t ! the ivhile 
"Which makes me both to weep and smile, 
I aomctimes deem that i t might he 
The lost one's Roul come down to me! " 
And it tells mo, too, of the terrestrial home, and the beloved 
there, and the tones of affection and sympathy which have 
made me forgetful of the affliction often my lot. Thus listening, 
and thus thinking, I fall into a sweet dream of peace, purifying 
to the spirit, cheering to the heart, and in every way promotivo 
of that good result which my kind friends here spare no pains 
to secure. The names of these friends must be ever in my 
heart,; and if, in the fulness of its gratitude, I have mentioned 
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them, and spoken of things violative of that rule of publication 
which shoulil hold the private relations of life sacred, and re-
Rtraln me from personal allnsioíi^ majr I not be pardoned? 
Thus ends a chapter of sunshine and Shadow, . 
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JODftKEY TO { y M i T I A Q O — C A 5 A ULAN C A — T U R T i r o VTM'.F. ROUTES TO T H E C A P I T A I , — R f l C H -
K A S AND C U E S T A S — M E L I P 1 U . A — T 1 I K C O I I D I U - K I I A — C I I U - E A N A C U I C U L T U l l E . 
I 
LTÍAVTIÍG' Valparuiso i'or Suutingo at four A, M., the dear 
fitara served na lampa for flic brief period before divu n. IMiore 
arc two modes of public conveyance between tlie chief seaport 
and tito capital: one tbc welt known American or English nine 
passenger, four or six in band coach; the other a smaller four-
wheel carriage for four persons, with tongue and pair of horses 
attached thereto, and two other horses outside of these pulling 
each b j a single rope attached to some part of the vehicle; the 
horses thus travel abreast, unless there are more than four, in which 
case two of them, may draw from the tongue .'is leaders, and are 
then managed by a postilion mounted on one of them, while a 
driver in the carriage holds the others in rein. Thus they act 
on the rule that two heads aro better than one, which does not 
always hold good in this case as they sometimes act contriiriwise, 
the passengers paying the penalty of disagreement. I f there 
were no other objection to postilion driving as it prevails in 
Chile, it is sufiicient that ho does not incur the risk to which 
his recklessness often subjects those entrusted to his care; for 
he is always safe on the outside in the event of accident, and in 
case of the tumble of- a party down a precipice he readily disen-
gages himself and horse from the vehicle at the moment of dan-
ger, by unhooldng the trace-rope from his saddle-girth. Im-
munity from personal danger encourages his disregard of the 
safety of others. I had ample experience of the recklessness of 
a birlochero, and therefore took the American coach, and had a 
sense and a realization of security. But if you should make this 
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journey and trust yoursolfto the Bo-called lYencli line, pay the 
postilion .in extra feo for tlic privilege o f tying a rope round Ms 
neck; and put a revolver in your "belt. I f lie shows himself a 
dare-devil, pull the rope; and if he disregards the hint, shoot 
him on the spot: for if you do not lull him, the prohahility will 
he. thai,—your doom being lhat of most persons—you willbe 
more apt to see San Diablo than Santiago. 
The road for a distance of thirty miles from Valparaiso is 
uupaved, ami nvueh obstructed by mule trains and ox-teams; 
the former carrying on pack-saddles wood, "wheat, wool, and 
flour, and in panniers poultry, meat, and vegetables ] the latter 
drawing large clumsy "wagons and carts, with hugh wheels and 
tongue, and a body of elosety-intertwincd cane sides, raw-hide 
top atrctclicd over bows, and floor of the same, for the tviins-
portation of merchandiso in general. Tine usual team consists 
of eight oxen arranged in pairs, which pull from a yoke attached 
to the horns; while two extra oxen arc fastened head-on behind, 
as well to hold back in descending the steep hills of this moun-
tainous country as to relieve those of the team that have become 
weary or fuot-sore. The roads arc made and kept in repair hy 
Government, and a regulation requires that the wagons shall 
drag behiml each wheel a. block, to check them when stopping 
on a hill-side. The drivers of these merchaudise teams arc like 
their confreres, the happily nearly obsolete professional team-
sters of our own country; generally lawless in public conduct, 
ami licentious in private morals. They display a gay poncho, 
and the smallest specimen of a round crown, narrow brim, straw 
or chip hat, tied on with a gaudy check handkerchief bonnet-
fashion. .Armed with a fifteen or tirenty feet pole or goad, with 
iron spike point, each sceptred chief walks either before or at 
the side of his team, and, in imitation of more distinguished 
tyrants, punishes his victims according to his humor, generally 
contriving to get them where thoy ought not to be, and in the 
way of every traveller on the road. And unfortunate is he wlio 
meets an ascending ox-team, or a dozen of them—for they usually 
move in processions—when he is going down a cuesta in a bir-
locho at a rimning gait. He may take his choice between a 
smash up on one side, a leap down the precipice on the other, 
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or impalement on the intermediate horns of' ike dilemma, as lie 
pleases. 
The country over which wc passed looked barren, yet tho 
soil was rich in places, as shown by heavy crops of barley, 
wheat, and garden vegetables, -where properly cultivated. The 
houses seen along tíic road are built of light scantling or pole 
frames, idled in with cane or common brushwood, daubed with 
mud, and thatched with hay or straw. A mere shed serves fur 
kitchen and dining-room, and half-clad families and nearly 
disrobed wagoners and muleteers were seen as we passed tho. 
pueblos, taking their morning meal in primitivo fashion, with 
'ingers for forks, and seated on the ground. 
At seven and a half A. M. we stopped for hrealdnst thirty 
nilos from Valparaiso, at the neat little viilnge of C<tm Jí immt, 
•ontaining about two thousaml inhabifants; so called from a 
vhitc„post-houso built there by Valdivia, the great Spanish 
-ioiicer of Otilo. At this town the road to Santiago ibrks, 
••iving a choice of routes to the traveller. One branch takes a 
i early duo cast direction, and traverses two sierras, important 
oographical features of this region of Chile, the Sierra de la 
'asta, which is crossed at the Cuesta de Zapata (pass or depres-
:o)V of Zapata), eighteen hundred and sixty feet high, and the 
'ierra de Prado^ which the road passes over at the Cumia de 
'radO) at an elevation of twenty-four hundred and twenty feet. 
his branch of the Santiago road is fifty miles long from Casa 
lauca, giving a total distance from Valparaiso to the capital 
:' eighty miles. Tho other branch of the fork runs southeast 
oin Casa Blanca, and after passing several uulmportant spurs 
' the Sierra do la Costa, to wit: Las Oreadas, Cuesta del lioldo, 
nesta do la Mina, and the somewhat higher Cuesta do las 
< ¡i-migas, it crosses the considerable Portezuelo de las Ibacache, 
eive hundred and fifty-eight feet high; much less, however, 
will be observed, than the two lofty cuestas on the other route, 
lis brunch then seeks the valley of the Mm/pit, Piver, still 
rlhcr to the southeast, and changing itis course to the cast at 
; town of Melipilla, runs through the gap of the Sierra de 
ado which gives passage to tho liiver Maipá, tiras avoiding 
! tedious climbing, abrupt turns, and precipitous and danger-
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ous descent of the Cuesta do Prado on the firet-meutioned route. 
This secoTul brancih is known as the Melipilla road, from its pass-
ing through that town; and after turning the Sierra de Prado, 
it changes its course to the northeast, crosses the Ifa/pocho River 
a short distance north of its ailhienco into the Jiíaipú, and pre-
serves the general northeastwardly direction, running frcquently 
dose along th¿ left hank of the Mapocho until it readies Santi-
ago, seventy-five miles from Casa 131 anea, or a total of one 
hundred and five miles from Valparaiso. It will thus be seen 
that the Melipilla road is twenty-five miles longer than the first 
described, or Cm'icavi road, as it is sometinies called, from its 
passing through a village of that name about midway between 
the Cuesta do Zapata and the Cuesta de Prado. But the greater 
safety of tbe Melipilla road, as well from the preferable mode 
of travelling it as from its avoidance of the short curves, steep 
descent, and fearful precipices of the other, is cheaply purchased 
by its increased distance, especially when it is considered that a 
longer time is not required to reach Santiago by this route. 
The French line takes the Curicavi road, while the American 
coaches always travel the Melipilla. After leaving Casa Blanca 
the lati cr road was íouud in much bcilcr condition than that 
nearer Ysilparaiso; many rich and w ell-cultivalcd quebradas 
were also seen as we ascended the Cuesta Ibacacho; and in de-
scending the caster 11 face of that, pass, the mighty Andes, from 
fifty to sixty miles oil-, burst suddenly on the Bight, stretching 
far to the north and south, marshalled like an army of giants; 
the imperial Tupungato towering at their head, with its snowy 
banners unfolded like pennons of peace from its proud domes, 
although the earthquake slumbered within its mysterious depths. 
And as we traversed the scorched and dusty plain at the foot of 
the Cuesta, breezes from the icy chambers of the distant Cor-
dillera came by, to refresh us with their coolness. Pursuing 
our soiithcastwardly course between the ridge we had just 
crossed and the loffier one we were seeking to turn, we came to 
that fertile part of the valley abo^t ten miles before reaching 
,Melipilla, where the immense hacienda of San José is situated. 
This estate, of many leagues extent, belongs to Don Juan de 
dios Correa, the largest landed proprietor of Chile, now in in-
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voluntary retirement in Paris, for reasons of tin's free State. 
Far away were seen strctcliing the rich ileitis, teeming with luxu-
riant, crops; while others, irrigated throughout, and enclosed 
by Bubstantial and higlily-ornamcntnl adobe fences, pastured 
numerous herds of cattle. From this hacienda to Melipilla the 
country appears very productive; and this pretty little town of 
ñvo thousand inhabitants having been passed aí, twelve and a 
half r. nr., our route changed to the cast, and continued through 
a highly-cultivated region, vineyards and fields of heavy-headed 
grain skirting the way on cither hand, while lengues of graceful 
poplars bounded the mngnificcnt avenue wc hero travelled. 
At the little villngc of San Francisco de Monte'1'wo crossed the 
Mapoclio liivcr, and ascended its left bank in a northeast direc-
tion through, a beautifhl valley, but padly deficient in forest 
timber, us is all of Chile that I have seen. The Cordillera, 
which for somo timo had been hid from view, rose again before 
ns, now that wc had entered upon the great valley on which its 
feet had rested for uncounted ages, appearing like a castellated 
wall of the world, supported by mountain abutments, and 
crowned by a snowy parapet, gleaming in the setting sun like a 
silver crest, around which the wondering clouds gathered as if 
in adoration. How sublime the spectacle of that mighty crea-
tion on whose stupendous pillars the overarching blue of 
heaven seemed to rest in tranquil grandeur, dividing a continent 
throughout its length; reposing its head on a lap of tropical 
verdure, while its foot is clothed in polar sleet; separating nation-
alities, giving birth to vast and untold rivers, and determining 
their flow ; yielding mineral wealth, without which labor would 
delve in poverty, and industry need incentivo and reward, com-
merce languish, and the arts fail; and finally, reminding man 
of his feebleness and dependence, by shaking even hia empires 
with its mighty throes 1 
Great quantities of shingle and boulders arc found along the 
course of the Mapocho Kivcr; these arc used in making roads 
and fences. Their presence^shows the enormous water-power 
formerly in operation in the basin between the Andes and the 
Coast Kange, to shape and distribute so extensively the rocky 
debris of these mountains. 
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Tlic lai'ge production of cereals thimtghout a great part of 
the country over winch wc have passed to-day is surprising, in 
view of the nonusage of improved agricultural implements. 
The soil is upturned by a wooden plough without either share 
or coulter of iron, guided hy a single stick handle, as in the day: 
of the old patriot farmer Oincinnatns, for whoso simple mode of 
tillage Ohiloans seem to have an alñcling reverence : to the rurh 
tongue two oxen arc yoked by the horns, and the patient beast: 
are banged incessantly by a ponchoed peon with a long pole 
Wagons of hay were seen in process of loading and unloadin; 
without a hay-fork, and by hand only ; and, despite the speed; 
and cleanly mode of threshing by machinery, the now obsolci-
mode everywhere else of treading out grain by racing animal 
over it, is still in vogue hero. The Creator has bestowed a muy 
niíicent land on these people ; in view of natural gifts they ha\ 
fallen short of the degree of progress they should have made 
and the efforts of foreigners in their behalf seem really to ire 
them into jealousy ; although without them Chile would scared 
bo entitled to her preeminence as the most flourishing Sout 
Amencan republic. 
"We readied Santiago at six r. M.—fourteen hours from Va' 
paraíso—distance one hundred and live miles; excellent time 
but we had California drivers, who lenow how to handle the ril 
bons, and that too without hurting cither passengers or team 
They were part owners of the line, and watchful over their o\\ 
interests, which forbade recklessness. 
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cirr OP SANTIAGO—HOUSES—CASADA—HOTANIC c u n n E u AND AGHICOLTURAL scuoot.— 
T L A Z A D E L A I H D F . r E S n K N C i A — F A L S K RKCOiin OF S T A T I J A R t — C H l ' R t ' r t F . S — H A L L S OF 
C O m i l E S t ) A K D JUSriCK—ECCLKSIASTICAL CONTRAST—CAMPO DF, MARTR—I'B.VITEK-
T I A U V — V A LACE—HOSPITALS—C'JIAHITIF.H Y l S I U C A T f : ! ) . 
SANTIAGO, in 33° 20' S. luUtiule, lies close to tlvc wostevn 
elopo of tlic AIKICB, mid immcdiittcly south of Ceno Blanco, 
lienca, and San OristoTalj foot hills of a spur of these mountains, 
on a ylain to general observation nearly level, but having suffi-
cient declivity to the west to allow of the free flow of water fur-
nished by the Mapoeho Ittvcr to the city, and which is distrib-
uted throughout it by innumerable small aqneducts. These do 
not run in the middle of the streets, as do the acequias of Lima, 
but across the (¿uadms (squares); and where they pass from one 
to another of these they are covered by flat stones, or iron plates. 
Nor are they the depositories of all the garbage, as by city regu-
lations that is carted away at stated periods; yet enough of 
filth finds its way into these canals to make them in hot weather 
somewhat disagreeable and imperilling to health, especially 
when not duly covered, or when they become choked by accu-
mulated sediment or offal. 
Like Lima, the capital of Peru, so this city, the capital of 
Chile, has running through it from east to -west, and dividing it 
into two unequal parts, a river, the Mapocho ; which, rising in 
the chain of mountains to the northeast, flows first southwest 
toward Santiago, then westward a short distance, and then 
changes its course to the southwest again until it empties into 
the Maipii River. The portion of the city south of the river is 
much the Ifirgor, and embraces the public buildings, finest resi-
dences, commercial depots and offices, and places of fashionable 
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resort generally. In the aljsenco of any reliable recent censiis, 
owing to the evasions and denials of the poorer classes from ap-
prehension of military impressment and taxation, the actual 
population of Santiago cannot be satisfactorily ascertained. It 
is estimated to exceed at this time one hundred tliousand inhab-
itants, and probably may number one hundred and twenty-five 
thousand; to the observation of the traveller this calculation 
scorns reasonable, as well, from the crowded state of the principal 
streets and public places 01̂  holidays, as from the extent of the 
city, which covers a space of seven and a half square miles. The 
streets, in general of Spanish American narrowness, are not as 
well paved as they should be, considering the abundance of ma-
terial at band in the various conditions of rock, boulder, and cob-
ble stone. Throughout the southern portion of Santiago they 
intersect each other at right angles, embracing quadras of a little 
over lour hundred feet in each direction. These afford ample 
space for the expanded style of building deemed a necessary 
measure of safety here, as in the greater part of South America. 
The suburban houses arc rudo one-story structures, adobes, cane 
and mud being the materials, with thatched cane or flag roof. 
The residences of the better classes of citizens are substantial, 
commodious, and ornamental; and having strong and stout 
walls of well-made adobes and burnt briclf, the street fronts of 
the finest houses in Santiago invariably have an alto. But the 
natives feel greater personal security in the one-story back build-
ings which surround the inner courts, to which access is had by 
a large gateway under the middle of the front edifice. It 
would be difficult to find anywhere more convenience, beauty, 
and even mngnificcnee, than arc found in a first-class residence 
in Santiago. This city is the capital of the wealth and fashion 
of Chile, as well as of its Government. Many of its citizens nro 
the owners of landed estates and mines yielding princely annual 
incomes, in several instances ranging above a half million of dol-
lars per annum ; and no expense is spared hy these persons 
cither in the erection of mansions or in furnishing them. A first-
class house does not consist alone of the buildings around the 
one 2'>â 0 (court) with which the gateway communicates; it is 
common to find a second patio behind the first, similarly sur-
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rounded by apartments and an open corridor, and adorned by 
flowers and a jet d'eau. Often a third patio and suite of apavt-
zncnts are found ; wliilô a fourth and eveu a fifth are seen in 
more opulent residences. The seclusion as well as safety of this 
arrangement, and the facility with which every branch of do-
mestic economy may be isolated when desired, as well as the ex-
emption from toilsome climbing of stairways, commend this 
style of architecture to the old, to invalids, and children, as well 
as to the lover of privacy and quiet It is adapted to this mild 
climate where furnaces arc unknown, fuel being used only by 
the cook, or occasionally in a brazier; and where also man is 
not reduced to a minimum of space by an overcrowded popula-
tion. 
The distinguishing improvement of Santiago, that which host 
serves tho purpose of a landmark to strangers stvollmg about 
town, is the Canada; so called from a species of cane or ilag 
that grew abundantly on the banks of a rivulet which once me-
andered along tho nearly three miles of space now occupied by 
this beautiful promenade and drive. The Cañada runs from east 
to west the length of the city, and lias throughout probably two 
miles of its extent six parallel rows of ornamental trees. Be-
tween these are walks, fountains, and statuary; and a paved 
avenue on the outside affords to wealthy Santiagninos the means 
of displaying on holidays, and according to fashion on Sundays 
and Thursdays, their fine equipages. Seats, too, are provided for 
those who seek refreshing breezes, sprinkled and cooled by the 
rap idly-flowing waters of artificial streams and jots, and where 
the}'' may linger and listen to the operatic music of a full band 
provided at stated periods by the public authorities ; while they 
gaze at the proud summits of the Cordillera in tho oast, radiant 
with the golden glories of a setting sun, then bathed in change-
ful and mellowing hues of vermilion, and violet, and purple, 
ere veiling themselves in darkness; and look also on the bold 
brow of tho Sierra de Prado in the west, which seems to gather 
a darker iVown at the transcendent majesty and beauty of its 
loftier brother. 
Another cailada, or, as a public walk is also called, alameda, 
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long, and shaded throughout its entire length by rows of poplars. 
Not far from this suburban Canada is a botanic garden of 
sixty acres, beautifully improved with drives and walks; trees, 
shrubbery, plants, and flowers—indigenous and exotic; rivulets 
and lakes; bowers, bowling greens, and hedges. A farm of 
larger size, for practical instruction of fifty boys in agriculture, 
is attached to the garden. The pupils—all of whom are inter-
nes—are also taught the usual branches of scholastic educa-
tion, with whatever has connection with rural pursuits. Both 
the garden and farm arc conducted at the expense and under the 
direction of the Governnieut. 
Among other municipal improvements for the use of citizens 
are seventeen fountains. These nfibrd the only water-privilege, 
except by purchase of aguadores (water-carriers), who deliver it 
at houses, as hi Lima, on donkeys. The want of enterprising 
capitalists or public spirit to weave the city with a network of 
water-pipes, leaves even palatial residences without the bounti-
ful supply that might readily he had from the Mapocho Eivei*. 
Probably the speculation would prove a losing one, for the re-
pugnance of the majority to the use of water for purposes of 
personal cleanliness is shockingly palpable. An endemic hydro-
phobia seems to prevail. Is it caused by hereditary hatred of 
their fovefatliers' Moorish oppressors, and opposition to all their 
usages, among which was the religious rite of ablution? 
Nearly midway betweeu the cast end of the great Canada 
and the Mapocho River is the P ima de la Independencia^ occu-
pying the spaOe of a quadra. A part of the plaza is enclosed 
by a neat iron balustrade and planted with flowers, in the mid-
dle of which, somewhat elevated, is nu octagonal red porphyry 
basin of about thirty feet diameter, in which is a marble pedes-
tal sculptured in basso-relievo portraying scenes and actors in tire 
Chilean revolution of independence, supporting suitable water-
spouts, and surmounted by statuary of life-size representing 
Liberty striking a chain from the arms of an Indian girl. This 
is very well as a matter of art, but not reliable as delineating 
truth: unhappihy, productions of the chisel are as often in-
spirations of fancy as of fact. If ever chains were riveted 
upon a free-born race it was by the conquerors of the American 
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Indians, Loth north and 'south. Kor docs the injustice and 
cruelty of that infliction rest with past generations alone. At 
this day the more exalted representatives of manldnd in intel-
lect and knowledge, and boastful, too, of a higher moral culture' 
and religions sentiment, among whom millions of our own self-
righteous countrymen stand prominent, whenever the greed of 
territory prompts, demand' of them possessions given to their 
fathers long ages since by the Great Spirit. And if, unwilling 
to surrender their inhcritanee, they resist a claim repugnant to 
the laws of nature and God, the penalty of blood is fiercely en-
forced ; and the remaining few, helpless and dismayed, overcome 
by brute force none the less disgraceful because cloaked by the 
purchase for a mess of pottage, nro" cast out to pine in grief, oi-
to perish in want. It lias been truly said by a distinguished 
prelate of Minnesota, that "there is not a man in America who 
ever gave an hour's calm reflection to this subject, who does not 
know that our Indian system is an organized system of robbery, 
and has been for years a disgrace to the nation." 
^Fronting on the four streets bounding this plaza, are, on the 
north side, several municipal buildings; on the east and south, 
arcades, where the chief fancy retailing is done; and on the 
west side the cathedral. The latter, although the mctropolitau 
.'hurch, is still incomplete; yet there is much about it that 'is 
•mposing. It is not less than three hundred and fifty by one 
'lundred and thirty feet in size; but neither its extent nor ex-
terior appearance indicates the effectiveness of its interior. Ah 
hough there is, as in most Catholic churches 4 have seen in 
Wth America, a display of bad taste in the tawdry trajjpmgs 
•nd tinsel, which always detract from the grandeur of propor-
ions, and architectural embellishments appropriate to a temple 
¡edicated to the Most High, yet its twenty massive columns and 
'umcrous graceful arches, supporting a semi-elliptical roof, its 
I'oscoes and gildings, rich high altar, and some fine vestry paint-
Mgs, do not fail to impress the spectator favorably. The walls 
re of dark-gray friable granite, very thick, and strengthened by 
¡nssive abutments. 
Behind the cathedral is the Jesuits' church—Iglesia da la 
'om/pania. It is largo and built of dark Spanish bricks, which 
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give it a very antiquated look outside. The interior is imposing, 
the high altar being of beautiful design and finish. Some of 
the paintings ^are excellent, and the admission of' light from 
above through stained glass of the roof and an effectively-con-
structed dome, deepens the religious sentif.icnt of the devotee by 
its unwonted and solemn influence. A great objection to this, 
as to nearly all Spanish-American churches, is a brick iloor, on 
which worshippers are compelled to sit and kneel for hours, 
with merely a small carpet-rug (borne to and fro) to protect 
them from its cold and damp. When it is considered that most 
of the church-goers are women, that the early morning hour, 
and just from a warm hod, is the time usually chosen to seek 
preparation for the trials and temptations of the day—which, 
whatever may ho said by captious travellers, aro no greater in 
agood society" here than elsewhere—and that the special 
church-going robe, the black manto, is the only extra covering 
put on at this the coolest part of the day, it is not surprising 
that there should be, as I am professionally informed there is, 
an unusual prevalence of female constitutional weakness, and an 
extent of special disease among thorn that is considered an op-
probrium of physicians. Since (ho above was written this 
Church of the Compania lias been destroyed by iiro during the 
•ceremonies of the feast of the Iminaculato Conception, more 
than two thousand persons, it is said, having perished i n the 
flames. To any one who has seen in niches and on ledges thou-
sands of candles, and scarcely fewer lamps, suspended carelessly 
from arches and ceilings of South-American churches, in illu-
minated celebrations, in close proximity to inflammable mate-
rials, such as artificial flowers, silk and muslin banners, curtains, 
and drapery, pictures, paintings, and wooden statuary, i t is not 
surprising that this awful catastrophe should have occurred. It 
is hoped that the religious vanity of those of the clergy who 
have encouraged and participated in such displays, has been suf-
ficiently rebuked by this terrible holocaust to prevent their rep-
etition. 
On the opposite side of the Daza do la Compania to the 
Jesuits' church is the If all of Congress; a very unpretending 
two-story building, not to describe "which can give no offence to 
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its members; who, doubtless, will feel very mucli gratified, as 
well (br reasons of personal comfort as national pride, when the 
now capítol near by—which seems to have dragged its slow 
length along to a resting-place—shah have been completed. 
On the east side of the plaza stands the Hall of Justice; a 
low, stuccoed, and pilastered building. The ostentation of an 
inexplicable wooden balustrade on the top lifts it above its leg-
islative neighbor; though the decisions of its inner courts may 
not be considered as preeminent by that revolutionary and not 
very deferential confrórc. 
It is needless even to ñamo twenty-iivo or thirty inferior 
churches, most of which are but coarse imitations of the worse 
features of the few more conspicuous and in better taste. A 
fact in reference to them of singular uniformity is their unfin-
ished condition; and it is the more remarkable in view of the 
characteristic devotion of Catholics, and the liberality with 
which they contribute to uphold the dignity and extend the in-
iluencc of their profession. The reason assigned by some for 
this defect, seems to a charitable interpretation of human mo-
tive incredible; but if it bo true that it is, as surmised by some 
persons, a priestly device, the more frequently and speciously to 
appeal to parishioners for contributions, which are diverted from 
the purpose designed to the sensual and hvxnrious gratifications 
of the clergy theinsclves, then is their perfidy doubly wicked; 
for, while it shakes and endangers, by discovery and reproba-
tion, the faith of proselytes, it would also defraud Divinity 
of the willing tribute of His simplc-mmdcd but sincere wor-
shippers. 
The linesfc of the churches of Santiago are not equal, either 
in architectural design and finish, or in embellishment and fur-
niture, to the grandest in Lima. A certain sameness exists in 
bolh cities, growing out of the imperious requirements of coun-
tries subject alike to earthquakes; but beyond this, Peru ex-
hibits move church grandeur and general opulence of decoration, 
especially in altar-furniture, than Chile. This may be accounted 
for by the accessible wealth in precious metals of Peru at the 
timo of its conquest, and for a while after, and which was rapa-
ciously and ruthlessly seized by the invaders, wherever found, 
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and appropriated by both people and priests. The wild spirit 
of adventure kindled in Spain by the discovery of this mineral 
treasure, brought hosts of the needy and unscrupulous to 
strengthen the already powerful temporal and spiritual coali-
tion, who did not stop at the plunder of every Peruvian shrine 
of its sacred jewels, and every house of its silver and gold, but 
tortured the victims of oppression, robbery, and lust, until they 
revealed their buried treasures and gave up their household gods, 
with their freedom and their virtue. Deducting the Crown's 
one-fifth of the treasure seized, which, in the early history of the 
conquest, was faithfully paid, whatever may have occurred when 
viceroynlty became firmly established and conscious of power, 
the Church secured directly and indirectly the larger share of 
the rcraaiudcr; for, what it failed to obtain by self-appropriation 
and division of spoils, it rarely failed eventually to get the greater 
part of, by fees, contributions, and bequests, for its good ofliees 
in assuaging the pangs of disturbed conscience—which, in those 
times of violence, cruelty, rapine, and murder, were many and 
grievous—and otherwise comforting the distressed and the 
dying ; white even the dead were considerately cared for at the 
instance of opulent friends. 
It is not diilieult, in view of theso facts, to account for the 
affluence and grandeur of the churches and church establish-
ments of Lima, which were more distinguished even before the 
Peruvian revolution of independence than now. But the suc-
cess in the acquisition of wealth by the Church in Chile was 
neither so sudden nor so great. Almagro, to whom by royal war-
rant this part of the continent was granted for discovery and 
occupancy, and who was the first Spaniard to penetrate its inte-
rior, after having himself examined the country as far as the 
valley of Coquimbo, and despatched a part of his command fur-
ther south, who explored nearly to the river Maule, abandoned 
Chile because it ivas not a country of gold, and returned to 
Peru, to contest with Pizarro the possession of the imperial city 
of the Incas; and although Yaldivia some years afterward 
reentered the country, establishing various permanent settle-
ments, and passed much beyond the extreme limit of Áhnngro's 
exploration, his reward was rather the glory of daring aclnove-
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mcnt than the acquisition of mineral wealth. The metallic 
riches of Chile have been gradually "brought to light, as its other 
great resources are being developed; and, accordinglthe 
worldly flggrandizonient of its Church was for a time in abey-
ance to its spiritual mission. This was for tanate, for it was kept 
thereby freer from the corruption and vice of its more worldly 
neighbor, and better prepared to fulfil its great duty. The very 
early history of its efforts in Chile were accordingly signalized 
by many examples of self-sacrificing devotion to the cause of the 
religion of Christ. It is strange that the purification of poverty 
is necessary to perfect piety! With the discovery of the pre-
cious metals, came here, as elsewhere, the yearning after and 
acquisition of riches. ' The evidence of this is palpable in tho 
structure and adornment of religious edifices; but, as before 
said, they are less imposing than in Lima. It is probable that 
greater wealth contributed also to increased ecclesiastical demor-
alization. 
A principal public resort on occasions of national celebra-
tion by military parade and review, is the Ca?npo de Jlfarte, a 
level square of one hundred and fifty acres, beyond the southern 
limits of tho city, with a wide drive and promenade, with orna-
mental trees on all sides, facing which, on the north, is the 
handsome artillery barracks; on the east and west, beautiful 
cuintas (country seats) spread over the extensive plain formerly 
known as the jyaTiypa; and on the south is tho Penitentiary. A 
few words about the Penitentiary, in conformity with my rule 
of gathering by the wayside and noting as opportunity offers. . 
This institution is built on a principle sound in theory, and 
sustained by the experience of many States of North America; 
and yet in its discipline, and the general administration of its 
affairs, stopping so far short of the system professed to have 
been adopted, as to have utterly failed in the objects desired— 
which certainly should be more than the mere confinement of a 
human being like a wild beast. A quadrilateral brick wall of 
suilicicnt height and strength, on which thirteen guards fur-
nished by the military authorities do duty, encloses about ten 
acres of ground. Immediately within this outer wall is another, 
enclosing an octangular-shaped space, in the centre of which is 
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a building capable of holding only about fifty or sixty persons, 
•vrliicli is used as a cliapcl. Its small size implies that religious 
observances are not popular with the convicts, or that Govern-
ment considers the most of thorn too hardened to waste church 
accommodations on tliem. Surrounding this little nucleus of the 
prison is a many-sided paved court, from which radiate twenty-
live uncovered passages, called in the prison language streets, 
the entrance to each of which is commanded by an iron gate. 
On opposite sides of some of these open corridors or streets, arc 
long rows of cells extending as far as the inner octagonal wall 
before spoken of, against which the far end of each block of 
cells abuts, while the ranges of ôells of adjoining streets are in 
contact, back to back. Each cell is seven by eight feet in size, 
is designed for solitary confinement at night, is strongly built 
of burnt brick, and lias an iron-grated door opening on its cor-
responding street, in the centre of which is a wall sufficiently 
high to prevent conimunication between the inmates of opposite 
cells by conversation or signs. The whole number of cells is 
five hundred and twenty-five; of inmates five hundred. On 
other streets workshops arc erected, in which the convicts are 
engaged in cabinet and smith work, and shoemnking during the 
day. This associated labor counteracts the reformatory effect 
of personal isolation during the night; for no provision is made, 
either in arrangement of the shops, or by the enforcement of a 
suitable discipline, to secure that moral isolation which is the 
chief feature of the Auburn system of imprisonment, and abso-
lutely necessary to its success. By a singular regulation of this 
Penitentiary, the product of labor is passed to the credit of the 
convict, who receives the full proceeds of salo when ho is dis-
charged. Thus the entire expense of the prison falls on the 
Government, instead of the convict being required to contrib-
ute to his own support as in the United States, which is but just 
to the community who are presumed to have already suffered1 
fronj his crimes, while it inflicts no improper hardship on the 
convict; but on the contrary he becomes instructed thereby in 
a trade that will servo him usefully when restored to society, 
and he also acquires habits of industry. This defective regula-
tion, which seems to have originated in false considerations of 
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kindness for the convietj presupposes idleness or occupation to 
bo properly optional -with him—certainly a great error in re-
formatory effort. For, if lie be without the capacity of earning 
a subsistence, and have no habits of industry, ivhat guaranty can 
there bo that his unlawful depredations on society will not en-
tail upon the State his continuous support? True, if ho de-
clines to work he is excluded from the shop, and confined to his 
cell. Tiro enjoyments of the shop aro thus considered sufficient 
temptation to exertion. "But this implies defective discipline, 
affording the opportunity of companionship. And it also ig-
nores the fact that, if the semblance of occupation is put on 
without actual labor, it answers tho purpose to avoid confine-
ment. The rule seemed so erroneous that doubts arose as 
to my proper understanding of the Supcrhitcndont's statement 
of tho fact, but it was Bubsequcntly rcaflirmed. From what 
was learned of the very recent neglect of all efforts to reform 
tho barbarous system of imprisonment so long the disgrace of 
civilized nations, it is but just to report a commendable im-
provement, and it is reasonable to expect a further approach to a 
perfect system in Chile; particularly if the Government should 
place at the head of the movement such a philosophical and 
practical philanthropist as Señor Paz Soldán of Lima. 
Although the transition from a penitentiary to a palace may 
not seem appropriate, as many translations from a palace to a 
penitentiary would be if justice were duly administered, yet 
my story must be told in the order of occurrences; and the op-
portunity being afforded to see the chief public building in San-
tiago, incidentally to the discharge of necessary duties, it must 
be noted accordingly. 
The palace covers a square of four hundred feet, near tho 
centre of the city, fronting on a plazuela by no means large 
enough to exhibit its architectural pretensions to advantage. 
Erected about sixty years since, it was intended for the resi-
dence of the Spanish Viceroy, whose court was but little less 
distinguished by displays of grandem' and opulence than that 
of his royal master. The intention being at the time to erect 
Viceregal palaces in both Mexico and Chile, two plans were 
prepared in Madrid for the buildings. Cut by mistake, that in-
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tended for Santiago was sent to Mexico, and that for the palace 
at Mexico was sent to Santiago. Before the error was detected 
they were commenced according to the plans received, and were 
so completed—-the palace here at a cost of $900,000. The fa-
çade is of light granite, the order Doric, two stories in height, 
except at the centre, where the main entrance is, and where it 
rises to three stories, surmounted by a dome. Between the nlto-
rcliovo pilasters the iron-grated windows give to the' edifice the 
appearance of a prison, which is increased by the armed senti-
nels at the doorway, at the corners of the street leading to it, 
and at the military barracks opposite. On entering the portal, 
a guard-room is found on the left, facing the quarters of the of-
ficer of the day on the right. Just beyond the former is a broad 
stone staircase, over the arched entrance of whicli is an inscrip-
tion announcing to the visitor that it leads to the dwelling of 
His Excellency the President. A corresponding stairway on 
the right is inscribed with ' the notice that above will be found 
the department of the Minister of the Interior and of Eoreign 
Relations. Ascending this latter stairway and passing through 
a vestíbulo, a balcony is reached surrounding a courtyard about 
fifty feet square, with a little murmuring fountain in the centre, 
emblematic perhaps of the stream of complaints flowing to the 
office of his excellency the Minister. From the astute mind 
and philosophic character of this statesman, it is probable that 
the latter disturbs his equanimity as little as the former. From 
the balcony access is also had to the offices of other members of 
the Executive Cabinet, to wit: to those of the Minister of Jus-
tice and Public Worship, the Minister of War and Marine, and 
the Minister of .the Treasury, whoso respective clerks are also 
accommodated in this building. 
Occupying a considerable part of the palace will liliewise 
be found the National Mint, the coinage of whicli is very cred-
itably executed. 
Of course hospitals have not been overlooked by a medical 
rambler. Of these, the Hospital o f San Juan de Dios^ now 
used exclusively for men, is the most remarkable, from its 
anti quit}'', extent, position, administration, and general useful-
ness. It is situated at the east end of the Cañada, on its south 
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aide, near the Church of Sau Augustin, and is iulmirably located 
for ventilation and view. Altliough the present building is com-
paratively of recent erection, the institution was founded in the 
early part of the seventeenth century, by the monks of the relig-
ions order of San Juan de Dios, who then owned the ground on 
which the hospital now stands, and which was formerly occupied 
by their convent. Some of the monks, ap was the case with many 
of these okl religionists whoso monasteries in fact were the de-
positories of medical literature in the dark ages, possessing some 
knowledge of medicine, were in the habit of humanely devoting 
it to charitable purposes; and educated physicians being then 
scarcely known in Chile, they prescribed for all who applied to 
them for advice, and often took into their convent, and in imi-
tation of the good Samaritan, administered pcvsonally to the 
afllictions of the destitute. Thus originated this great chanty, 
honorable to its founders and honorable to those who now per-
petuate its blessings to suffering humanity. As the order of 
monks, whose manic, and the memory of whose good deeds, the 
hospital preserves, became extinct, the National Government 
took the management of its affairs; and by public appropri-
ations and private bequests it has, from time to time, been 
enlarged, new buildings erected, and its general condition im-
proved. * Its glorious destiny of benevolence and usefulness, as 
long as moi'tality with its pains and penalties shall endure, will 
make it a monument of the philanthropy and liberality of its pious 
founders and of Chilean legislation, more imperishable than the 
bronze and marble that listlessly adorn the neighboring Canada. 
All the hospital buildings are of one story," except the mam 
front on the Canada, two portions of which have altos. The walls 
arc of adobes and three feet thick, securing exemption from being 
thrown down; roof of indestructible tile, and Aoors of asphaltum 
and burnt brick, for greater cleanliness. The buildings are 
arranged around quadrangular patios, there being five of these 
well-paved, with the exception of that attached to the' front 
building, which is adorned with flowers and shrubbery, and a 
fountain with jets. Capacious galleries open on most of the 
courts, allowing coimmmication between different parts of the 
establishment without the necessity of passing through inter-
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mediate rooms; at the same time, by tlio devotion of each coxirfc 
and its surrounding edifice to a different use, the various depart-
ments are sufficiently insulated to prevent undue interference 
with the peculiar duties, discipline, and management of each 
other. The medical and surgical wards aro separate, large, 
well-ventilated, and clean; the hedding amplo and of good 
quality; and the general administration under a corps of ex-
perienced, polite, and attentive Sisters of Charity, and pro-
fessional attendance l>y educated and skilful physicians and sur-
geons, are such as to deserve commendation. The botica 
(pharmacy) is large, handsomely arranged, and abundantly 
supplied with medicines, and all needful accessories of that de-
partment, and has an accomplished pharmaceutist in constant 
attendance ,to compound prescriptions. Its arrangement of 
appropriately-labelled jars for keeping a supply of the various 
invalid beverages and most necessary decoctions, without the 
objectionable delay attendant on preparation when called for, 
is deserving of imitation in corresponding institutions in the 
United States. Bath rooms are numerous, and well supplied 
with hot and cold water ; and the Idtclien and laundry show a 
studious regard for health and comfort. The hospital has at 
this time more than five hundred patients; the number is some-
times as high as six hundred. This, and all other charities 
under the control of Government, are managed by a Board of 
Trustees named by the Executive authorities, composed of men 
of wealth ancl respectability, who' serve without compensation. 
The Hospital of San Juan is the owner of certain estates, houses, 
and investments, the income from which, together with contri-
butions and occasional bequests, arc ordinarily sufficient for its 
support. If not, the public treasury is called on for assistance. 
The hospital statistics show the most frequent diseases to be 
those ordinarily classiiied as diseases of the chest; those of the 
stomach and bowels, particularly gastric fever and dysentery; 
and venereal affections: the latter, here as in "Valparaiso, sur-
prisingly significant by its very large proportion, of either a 
remarkable immorality among the lower classes of the popula-
tion, or of a lamentable neglect of curative means. And as I 
am professionally informed, and believe also from my limited 
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opportunities of observation, it is cliiefly owing to tlio great 
prcYalcuco of the last-mentioned class of diseases tliat in pro-
portion to population an unusually large number of blind 
persons is met "with, both in hospitals and bigbways. It has 
been eloquently said by a medical writer in tho Annalcs cíe la 
TJnwcrúdad: "Looking round the whole horizon, we do not 
find a single spot that casts the germs of epidemic miasma 
toward our blue slcy; yet in the midst of this beautiful land 
we perceive death cutting down the tender plants of the gener-
ation, and striking off the young branches of the tree, leaving 
only tlie dried limbs, in whose veins ilow the poisons that afilict 
society. The venereal disease is the prime mover of the revolu-
tion effected in the human species—the infernal contagion trans-
mitted and transmissible. That the mortality of the country is 
due to it I cannot doubt, after seeing the innumerable children 
who have been brought to the charity hospital suffering with 
scrofulous syphilis." I t would be, happy for this country if 
means were adopted to interpret to the unlettered and unthink-
ing multitude the " band writing " perpetually obtruded before 
them. If this be not done, despite their fair inlieritance of land 
and climate, the Vpas in tlieir midst, poisoning the fountains of 
public health, will bring to the nation, as to the children whoso 
fate is touchingly proclaimed above, premature decay and death. 
Another hospital is that of San Franxcisco de Borja, It is 
devoted exclusively to women, is eligibly situated, and consists of 
ten separate and distinct one-story buildings, each one hundred 
and thirty feet long by thirty feet wide. These are arranged in 
equal numbers on opposite sides of a large, open, oblong space, 
laid off in walks, and cultivated in flowers and shrubbery. These 
buildings, in which are the wards for invalids, stand in two rows 
endwise opposite to each other, and each building is at such a 
distance from those of the samo side, as to allow of intermediate 
gardens in addition to the main central one. The whole presents 
a very pleasing appearance, and contributes doubtless to cheer tltc 
sadness of many a suffering inmate. It is designed to have a 
large and more showy edifice in front, for oflicial as well as other 
occupancy; this will more perfectly shield from observation and 
intrusion, the present buildings and their inmates. From three 
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hundred to four hundred patients are usually accoramodatedj 
whose discaseSj with slight exceptions, correspond to the general 
character of those named when speaking of the Hospital of San 
Juan do Dios. An income of twenty-five thousand dollars per 
annum, from property held under charitable bequests, consti-
tutes its chief support. Sisters of Charity aro the efficient in-
struments in its excellent management. 
The Alms House is another of the charitable institutions of 
the city, and is devoted solely to the destitute and infivm. I t 
consists of commodious ono-story adobe buildings, arranged 
round five patios. Suificient ground is attached for useful and 
ornamental gardens, and the two hundred and sixty-five inmates 
of both sexes looked well-clad, clean, comfortable, and contented. 
The premises once belonged to the Jesuits, whose large posses-
sions, on the extinction of that order, were wisely made in most 
instances tributary to the promotion of charitable objects. 
Sisters of Charity in this, as in the institutions already men-
tioned, are the administrators of the benevolent trust. To avoid 
tedíousness I will, merely in justice to the spirit of practical 
charity of Santiago, enumerate briefly several other institutions 
having their origin in enlarged philanthropy. 
Four Dispensaries are supported by Government, at which 
about fifty thousand persons are said to receive gratuitous,medi-
cal assistance (Annually. 
A n Insiduiion o f Mocmgclical Charitytho expenses of which 
are borne by private subscription, gives medical advieo and at-
tendance at their houses to the poor, and pecuniary aid when 
necessary to deserving objects. 
Hospedería de San Rafael^ supported by subscription, where 
destitute or sick strangers are taken and provided for until they 
can get employment. It should be added, however, to the 
honor of Santiago, that foreigners arc received into all the hos-
pitals without charge; and I am assured by those who are in 
position to know, that if any distinction be made between them 
and natives, in regard to attention and treatment, it is in favor 
of the former. 
The XnsiUiUlon of the Good Shepherd) a Magdalen Asylum 
16 
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for profligate women who desire to reform. Supported hy sub-
scription. 
Casade Maria—for indigent girls who, from parental neglect 
and want, might be led from fchc path of virtue. 
A 1 íonse of Materniiy—for charitable accouchement. Main-
tained at the cost of Government. 
Casa de .Expositos, a foundling hospital. And also a Provi-
denoia, to which the little unfortunates are removed in the event 
of passing through tho many dangers that beset tender infancy ; 
and where they are educatcdj taught some useful employment, 
and whence they go when a suitable home can be provided for 
them. The establishment of these latter charities has been re-
garded by some persons as a boon to licentiousness ; and a volu-
minous writer upon Chile, who has discussed both its public 
institutions and social customs with much ability and freedom, 
if not always in the latter case with discretion, has pronounced 
the Casa de Expositos an "encouragement of vice." But this 
seems to be a reversal of the order of cause and effect; for if the 
vice liad not been in existence and calling for the adoption of 
some means to mitigate its efí'ccts, such an institution would not 
have been thought of. It was the sequence in tho order of 
events, a necessity growing out of antecedent depravity, with 
the pei'2>etuation of which it is manifestly unjust to burden it. 
It would be as reasonable to condemn all tho other noble chari-
ties it has afforded so much gratification to mention, which 
contribute to brighten a national escutcheon dimmed by un-
doubted defects, and such a3 distinguish the philanthropy of 
other lands, because forsooth their provision for destitution and 
distress may "encourage the vices" upon which these in nearly 
all cases depend. Profligacy, debauchery, drunkenness, bring 
poverty and disease. Pity beholds the suilerer, leads him to the 
door oí:' Mercy, where Chanty ministers to him, and says, "Go, 
Bin no more." When the man sick of the palsy was brought to 
Jlim who went about doing good, to be healed, l ie first said, 
" Son, be of good cheer, thy sins he forgiven thee ; " and then, 
after this Divine manifestation of beneficence, "Arise, take up 
thy bed and go unto thy house ;" thus showing His knowledge 
and forgiveness of the frailty inseparable from human nature. 
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And it is to be forgiven not merely "seven times," according to 
a worldly diapenstitioii, but "seventy times seven," in obedience 
to tltc precepts of heavenly trutb, find in iulfilment of that 
" charity which never iaileth ; hut snflcretli long, and is kind." 
In human affliction, the withholding of relief would often de-
stroy, hut rarely reclaim ; for the lamp of life is then too flick-
ering to shed even a ray of hope ere it goes out iuffthc darkness 
of death. The shadows of coming gloom increased by the licarfc-
lessness of man, deepen the despair that welcomes oblivion. "We 
arc commanded to imitate our Father in heaven, and to be per-
fect oven as l ie JR. This is undoubtedly difficult, and to some 
may seem impossible. irct having been enjoined upon us by Him-
self, and contemplating His comprehension of our capacities, and 
that He is too just and merciful to require aught that we have 
not the ability to perform, the effort of obedience, far from being 
presumptuous, is hut a proof of that faith wIiíeliTcmovetli moun-
tains, and brings the blessings of goodness within reach of human 
attainment. And this capacity of resemblance must be con-
ceded, in view of the illustration of Divine inculcation of love 
and duty : "Ho maketh His sun to rise on the ovil and on the 
good, and sendeth rain on the just and on the unjust." Throned 
in mystery, as God may seem to a finite comprehension, His 
great essence is thus revealed to those who seek tho light of 
heaven, and would become wanned with the glow in thfeir own 
hearts of its immortal love. And this "loiw, the fuljihneni of 
the law" must go forth on its benign mission with healing on 
its wings, lifting up the broken-hearted, and causing the won-
dering multitude who-have lingered in error, to glorify the Om-
nipotent Source of such goodness, when they sec " the dumb to 
speak, tho maimed to be whole, the lame to walk, and the blind 
to see," whether they be " evil or good, just or unjust." This 
application of benevolence is especially duo to this continent; 
for if it be true that even in older communities, where the 
social organization has had a longer time to adapt itself to the 
requirements of necessity, civilization increases human dispari-
ties, find that the more the wealth and luxury of the few, the 
greater the poverty and wants of the many, then are the people 
of tins country, of deteriorated race, who compose by far the 
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larger part of its population, entitled in a marked degree to the 
considerate care and assistance of those through whom such 
evils have come upon them. The more powerful, cnterpmmg, 
energetic, and intellectually-exalted Spaniard, in the struggle 
for imisteiy, whether in dominion, government, commerce, mines, 
or landed estate, haa achieved triumph and possession. Hence 
the general indigence and ignorance of the mixed race are even 
greater than found in homogeneous nations; and the sense of 
these is the more galling, from the contrast with surrounding 
opulence. Better for the unhappy victims of oppression and 
depravity had they enjoyed conscious equality and competence, 
even with the imputation of barbarism. The Spaniard further 
entailed upon the descendants of the aborigines, through force 
as well as example, unnatural relations, vices, and diseases, to 
which those primitive natives were strangers. Apart, then, from 
general considerations of humanity, there is justly devolved upon 
the aiHuont representatives of the Spanish race, a jjpccial trust 
to minister to the necessities and Bufferings of those whose 
"vices" are the offspring of a "higher law" of civilizatioji— 
accursed in this as in some other phases of human relation— 
rather than the product of their own simple, and, in comparison 
with the pioneers of Spanish dominion in America, purer na-
tures. No additional force can bo added to the obligations of 
humanity and religion by the consideration, but still it should 
not be overlooked that the day is not distant when, unless 
largely strengthened by immigration, the European element of 
Chilean population will be merged in the degenerate mixed 
race; or its gradually weakening power be wrenched from its 
grasp by rapidly-increasing social antagonism. The cherishing 
of kindly sympathies, and exercise of enlarged philanthropy, 
may serve then to perpetuate blessings to a posterity who, what-
ever may be the pangs of misfortune, will yet find alleviation in 
the memory and fruits of the good deeds of their ancestry. 
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B E S C n i P T I O H OY SANTIAGO C O N T I N U E U — L U N A T I C A S Y L V i i — M E D I C A L S C H O O L — 
L i m t A U Y — M I L I T A R Y AND M E C i l A N I C I B S T I T U T B S — F A NT U E O S — O F F I C I A L AND INTER-
NATIONAL D I S C O t t R T E S Y — S A N T A L U C I A — A P O Q U I N D O M I N E R A L S P l t l N O S — T A L L E Y O F 
S A N T I A G O — I l A I L I t O A D S . 
TnB remark was made to mo in Lima by a member of the 
Bencficcixtia, that the only asylum on the west coast of South 
America for the rational treatment of insanity, waa the one in 
that city. He was in error. At Santiago a Lunatic Asylum is 
found of large size, excellent arrangement, and admirable gor-
ernment. A lot of ground t h r e e hundred and GÍxty-iive yards 
long by from one Innulrcd to two hundred yards in width, is en-
closed b y a substantial w a l l fifteen feet high. A building of 
two Imndred and fifty feet, forming the centre of the front 
wall, contains the administrative o f f ices ; -while within, running 
lengthwise the enclosure, is an alley, with many long one-story 
buildings extending from it on both sides, arranged parallel to 
each other, having patios between them for exercise and garden 
cultiration, and f r o m w h i c h the rooms are entered. The main 
wralls of the building are forty inches, and the partition walls of 
the rooms for separate occupancy are twenty-five inches thick, 
both built of adobes. The strongly-framed roof, of cane and 
mud, as a good non-conductor of heat in summer, is further 
covered with tiles saturated with soap and alum, which ia said 
to make them water-proof. Thirty-two of the cells, several of 
t h e m of oval shape, are dark, and lined with quilted India rub-
ber to prevent personal injury, for the confinement exclusively 
of madmen. And for further protection, some of these have 
oak bedsteads built in the wall. Warm and cold baths are 
liberally provided, both plunge and shower; also a swimming 
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pond, wnllcd and cemented, wliicli. is found fin. excellent hy-
gienic means from the amusement mid exercise it affords. The 
number of inmates at present is one hundred and seventeen. 
A very full proportion of cures is reported; and the advantages 
of the vwdern system of treatment, a gentle and tranquil deport-
meiit, and consistent firmness, •with rational amusement, enter-
tainment, exercise, occupation, and appropriate medical pre-
scription, as contradistingnished to the old and barbarous sys-
tem of unvarying severity and- seclusion, are fully sustained 
by the experience of this institution. The Santiago Lunatic 
Asylum was built and is supported by the national govern-
ment. 
Chile possesses the means of educating medical attendants for 
these numerous hospitals. A university established in 1842, be-
ing the reorganization of one chartered more than two huiuhcd 
years before, embraces the faculties of philosophy and humanities, 
physical and mathematical science, medicine, law, political sci-
ence, and theology. The medical school, .consisting of a full 
corps of professors, -is in operation; the course of instruction 
aiming to meet as far as practicable," in the infancy of the in-
stitution, the wants of the country. To foreigners aspiring to 
practise medicine, surgery, or pharmacy, in Chile, the privilege 
is extended upon presentation of a diploma from a respectable 
•university, and being found competent after a strict examination, 
both theoretical and practical, by question and answer, attack or 
maintenance of proposed doctrines; beside diagnosis, prognosis, 
and prescription; and surgical operations on the cadaver. The 
fees amount to $120—the travelling and incidental expenses to as 
much more. Owing to the delay incident to examination, the 
detention at Santiago grows il'ksomo to the candidate. Usually 
live or six weelcs are occupied in ridiculous formalities, which 
should not consume more than two or three days. I f "unsuccessful, 
tho candidate may present himself for examination again after 
the lap ê of six months. In pharmacy tho examination is well 
suited to test the qualifications of candidates for license to com-
pound and vend medicines. Ignorance and presumption, either 
in jn-escribing or administering medicine, meet with no favor in 
Chile. In this respect site is in advance of many of the States 
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of ISTorUi America, the lives of whose citizens are considered by 
no means as precious as individual right to do in all things as 
one pleases, for the brief time that malady or malpractice may 
permit him to exercise it. Besides several excellent academics, 
for •primio instruction of the children of wealthy parentage at 
high charges, Government has provided a National Institute^ 
•normal sefwoly and many p r imar ¡ / in&tituiions f o r public in -
struction) "which, although not up to the standard of merit of 
similar institutions in some other countries, are yet creditable to 
this young repuhlic. 
A Jli lUary Institute is also provided for the education of 
naval and army ofHecrs. Boys of twelve years arc admitted 
and instructed during five years of study in the various branches 
of mathematics, elementary and profound, history, geography, 
navigation, the French and EiigUsh languages, drawing field 
fortifications, artillery and infantry tactics, gymnastics, and 
sword exercises. There are sixty cadets in tho Institute; but 
the building, which is in admirable order, and the grounds, are 
ample for the accommodation of many more. 
Still another admirable institution supported by Government 
is that for instructing boys, of whom there are now five hundred 
in the school, in the useful mechanic arts. They arc also taught 
the usual brandies of scholastic education. This will prove 
one of tho most useful institutions of Chile. I t is nearly self-
supportive. 
San tingo has a National IJhrary of 30,000 volumes, to which 
the public has access; a reading-room with suitable furniture 
being likewise provided. A^d in the same building is the 
National Museum, in the formation of which a French natural-
ist, M. Gay, had the chief agency. The ornithological and 
botanical departments, embracing the birds and plants of Chile, 
arc nearly complete; as is also its zoology. Some fine speci-
mens of Chilean minerals are in the cases ; but the shells of the 
country are few, and present hut little attraction, Altogether 
the collection, as representing the natural history of this coun-
try, is highly creditable. The Museum is opened to the pub-
lic on one day of each week. Strangers are admitted at any 
time. 
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The Pantheon of Santiago, like that of Lima, is on the small-
est scale, not inore than about fifteen acres being walled in for the 
cemetery of a city whose population certainly exceeds one hundred 
tliousand. Sucli scant dimensions are scarcely pardonable, as it 
lies at the foot of Cerro Blanco—well adapted to purposes of 
sepulture, but nothing else. This cemetery is a splendid specu-
lation at the enormous charges made for temporary burial, the 
same leasehold interment prevailing here as in other Spanish-
American countries, and the same horrid feature of gratuitous 
communism existing too. And if the immense receipts for con-
veyance, burial, removal, and masses, had been appropriated to 
the purpose, the avenues and paths of the Pantheon might have 
been paved with gold by this time. A little chapel within the 
entrance tells the visitor that its uplifted cross is " Spcs unico " 
—the sole hope—of those who pass that portal for the last time. 
There is more taste displayed than in Peru, in the adornment 
of the resting-place of the dead; cypresses, shrubbery, and 
flowers abound, and there are some appropriately designed and 
well-executed monuments. Some curiosity was felt to sec the 
statue of which Lieut. J . M. Gilliss (Superintendent of the 
United States Naval Astronomical Expedition to the Southern 
Hemisphere) said, one of the mausoleums "is surmounted by a 
nude figure of Grief executed in white marble, which, by order of 
the archbishop, has actually been covered with a petticoat of black 
cloth from the waist to the knees ! " This declaration has been 
indignantly denied by Santiaguinos. Certainly no such attired 
figure is now seen ; but a winged marble statue of Grief was 
observed, with inverted torch in .the right hand, the left resting 
on an urn consecrated to the ashes of D. Juan Henrique Rosales 
and D. Maria del Rosario Larram, daubed with coarse cement 
in a manner designed to represent a fig-leaf. "Whose vandal 
delieacy is commemorated by this act I know not; but, the 
whole story of this offending specimen of the fine arts, and the 
sadness it was designed so touchingly to tell, is suggestive of the 
question—which is more obnoxious to criticism, the vulgar 
affectation of modesty that could not look upon nature with the 
purity that truth and virtue teach; or the misapprehension of 
duty which included in a formal report to the Congress of the 
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United States, remarles on unoílleial subjects offensive to tlie 
sensitiveness of a country that bad, with singular alacrity, aided 
in promoting the objects of that scientific expedition—of •which 
the officer above referred to lias stated that, " throughout nearly 
the three years of our residence at Santiago, the Government 
evinced the most earnest disposition to forward the objects of 
the Expedition, and to extend every possible consideration to its 
members ofiicialiy and personally. Our equipments and every 
subsequent object for public and personal use had been admitted 
free of duty, a site liad been prepared for our observatories, a 
guard liad been stationed there to protect them, every necessity 
had been promptly supplied when sought; in short, we had been 
the recipients of its courtesy and cooperation from the moment 
of arrival at the capital." Mr. GiHiss came to Chile accredited 
to its Government as an officer of the United States l^avy, sent 
on a scientific mission. As such ho ivas received, and how treated 
is recorded in his own language. I f the report to his Govern-
ment liad embraced solely observations and reflections upon the 
objects of the Expedition, as directed by Congress, he would 
have been entitled to commendation for the faithful and able 
manner in which he had performed his whole duty; and great 
benefits would havo resulted, not merely to science, but to the 
political and commercial relations of tho two countries. But to 
embrace in such a document descriptions of social, political, and 
religious customs, private as well as public; even in some in-
stances drawn from the sanctuary of domestic life into which he 
had been received almost as the guest of the nation ; to accom-
pany these with criticisms often severely censorious, while jest 
gives additional pungency to others; and to present the whole 
record of science, social organization, a7id scandal, to the Govern-
ment authorizing the Expedition, to be bij itprmted and circu-
lated as a State document) can scarcely be regarded, when judged 
of either by the rules of international courtesy or personal 
politeness, as legitimate and civil. It is the undoubted right of 
every traveller to observe, record, and publish his observations 
and reflections; but the mode of so doing should be rightly de-
termined, and the obligations imposed by formally accredited 
and officially recognized position, and private hospitality, should 
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not be disregarded. It was witli mortification that frequent 
remarks were heard in Valparaiso mid Santiago of the dis-
courtesy of a countryman "who had been long :md largely the 
recipient of Chilean attention and entertaimnent, public and 
private. These remarles were often characterized by great 
bitterness, induced perhaps by the consciousness that many of 
flic public faults and private íbililes, which had been exposed, 
-wore truthfully represented. But an equal consciousness is felt 
by Americans, and the remark universally made by other foreign 
residents here, that whatever these faults and foibles may have 
been, they should not have been presented to our Government 
as an official report, side by side with an acknowledgment of 
national courtesy and cooperation in the objects of the ICxpcdi-
tion. And further, that the strange oversight, or extraordinary 
iiitcniational incivility, should not have been perpetrated by our 
Government, of publishing and distributing that report as an 
accepted State document. " Our country right or wrong," 
sounds so patriotic as to have become an axiom with dema-
gogues. But our country, justified when right—condemned 
when wrong, is a far more honorable aspiration of conscience, 
and one that candor obliges me thus to exemplify. " 
In this connection it may be remarked that the rocky hill 
of Santa JLucia^ on which the necessary buildings of the United 
States Astronomical ISxpcdition were erected, lifts its stern crest 
one hundred and ninety-eight feet above the city of Santiago 
surrounding its base, an everlasting monument, not only of the 
scientific enterprise which would peer into the mysteries of 
space, and map anew, by the trembling light of its own firma-
ment, the southern hemisphere; but of that indomitable spirit 
of Spanish discovery which sought to penetrate the unknown 
regions of earth, and give to civilization the tribute of a vast 
conquest. It was on its craggy height that Pedro Valdivia,1 
three hundred and twenty years ago, in "1541, planted the forti-
fication, from which, as from an eagle's eyry he swooped upon 
the startled inhabitants of the beautiful valley at its foot; and 
to which ho retreated when danger threatened him, to renew 
his energies, mature his plans, and await a more propitious 
moment to accomplish his bold purpose of adding a new empire 
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to the already surpassing dominion of Spain. But for the fore-
sight which contemplated the probable perils that would beset 
him, and the niilitiiry sagacity that instructed him to occupy 
so defensible a position by his small force, the wonderful achieve-
ments of Valdivia would never have made his name famous in 
history; iilthough the Rpnnish .Monarch, it is rciisonablc to 
suppose, might have eventually subjugated that portion of Chile 
not ruled by the nnoonrjucrnblc mid still unconquercd Arnuea-
nian. IS or was it long before "Valdivia had cause to congratulate 
himself on the prudence which had led him to secure a place of 
refuge in case of hostilities with the natives; for scarcely liad 
ho founded the town of Santiago, so named in honor of the 
patron saint of Spain, when the Mapochin Indians, then in-
habiting that part of the valley, becoming awakened to the 
purposes of the invaders, attaelied them, and utterly destined 
the town. But for the almost inaccessible fort on Santa Lucia, 
it is probable that the Spaniards would have been exterminated. 
As it was, they were barely able to maintain their jiosition until 
reonforced from Peru. 
The west side of the hilt is rugged and precipitous: the 
summit is reached from the enst by a steep, rudely-terraced 
path. At the outbreak of the 0!iilc:ui wat* of Independence a 
battery on this hill commanded the city. It is now dismantled, 
to prevent revolutionists overawing the Government by seizing 
it. A little lower than the site of the battery is still seen the 
building of the former astronomical observatory, liot now used 
as such, the instruments having been removed to the Agricul-
tural College. A short distance from the foot of Santa Lucia, 
to the cast, is the small, one-story, adobe, tile-covered house 
occupied by the conqueror of Chile moro than three centuries 
ago. It is carefully preserved as a monument of the old Spanish 
pioneer. On the way from this remnant of the olden time, 
another relic of the past was seen—the residence of the Countess 
del , one of the few who persisted in retaining, the title, 
with the pride and many of the customs of ancestry; among the 
last, that of driving four horses to her coach. Having been 
notified that such was the exclusive privilege of the President, 
she haughtily retorted, " I f nny more such communications are 
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made tó me I will drive s i x " This was satisfactory to snpremo 
authority, and it was decided to " let the Castilian alone." 
My remaining clay in Santiago was devoted to visiting the 
Apoquindo Mineral Springs, about two leagues east of the city. 
Taking the road along the Tajamar, which follows the left bank 
of the Mapocho Kiver for three miles we then passed through a 
riclily-cultivated country, adobe walled vineyards hanging their 
clustering fruits around in great profusioiij while olive groves 
and fig-tree orchards darkened the way with their deep shade. 
Beyond this first land belt of great fertility, the more rapid ac-
clivity of the foot hill watcr-shed yielded a less bountiful supply 
of fruits and vegetables; and then the bacienda of the Franciscan 
friars, who own the Springs, was seen unfolding its vineyards 
from which is produced the luscious Mosto, a native wine resem-
bling that of liordeaux. IVie Ajioquindo fSj??'ii)ff$) next readied, 
arc situated twenty-five hundred and seventy-four feet above the 
level of the sea, and seven hundred and twenty-four feet above 
that of the plaza at Santiago • the latter being eighteen hundred 
and fifty feet above the sea level. The improvements are neither 
handsome, commodious, nor conveniently arranged, and consist 
merely of one-story adobe buildings, with projecting tile roofs, 
and very primitive apartments, for the accommodation of proba-
bly sixty or seventy persons. There are five springs, and seven 
roughly-constructed bath-rooms, within two-thirds of a circle of 
fifty feet diameter; the bath-pools of perhaps six or seven by 
three or four feet size, being sunk in the earth so as to receive a 
sufficient quantity of water. One of the baths is a natural basin 
of rock, five feet in diameter and four feet deep; the others are 
artificially walled. Three of the springs have water of like 
properties, and are used for baths alone; the other two are both 
emetic and purgative. But the attendants were found to be so 
destitute of accurate information in regard to the temperature) 
constituents, and medical properties of these waters, that no con-
fidence could bo placed in their statements. The following, 
which I transcribe bodily from an Essay on the mineral waters 
of Apoquínelo by Professor I . Pomeyko of Santiago, published 
in 1848, will be found more reliable:—"At the foot of the first 
band of porphyritic earth of the Andes, in a cheerful, pleasant, 
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and healthy locnlity, sonic four or five streams o f mineral -«'ater 
come from the interior of the rocks and flow down the ravine, 
mingling with another rivulet of pure water, without leaving in 
their course any deposit of salts, or saline efflorescence. The 
water of Apoqumdo is clear, crystalline, odorless, of a very disa-
greeable taste, diilicull; to describe, and left standing in a closed 
vessel forms no deposit. It is neither acid nor alkaline • exerts' 
no action upon vegetable colors; and only by boiling and con-
centration, presents saline substances, a part of these forming a 
pellicle upon the surface, while another part is precipitated. 
The gas evolved during t he ebullition scarcely disturbs water of 
barytcs, thus showing that these waters contain scarcely a trace 
of free carbonic acid. 
" In three different seasons of the year I have measured the 
temperature of the Apoqumdo waters at their flow from the 
crevices of the rock, principally in the two little streams whence 
is taken the water for drinking. The Reaumur thermometer 
marked 
80th July, 1848, 3 8* C R Tcmporaturo of air, 17° 50' I t . 
15th Ootobor, 1848, 18° 8' R. " 21° l i . 
6th November, 1843, 18" 2' IÍ. " 22° ' R. 
[Lieut. Gilliss's Fahrenlieit thermometer showed in the month 
of April in a spring on one side of the ravine 74° 5', and in a 
spring on the opposite side of the ravine 74° 3/. Allowing for 
difference in season, closely correspondent with Professor Do-
meyko's report.] 
" The water of the bathing well, a water for its medicinal vir-
tues in cutaneous diseases called " itch water," has the^ame tem-
perature. 
" In this well there is an intermitting evolution o f gas, the dif-
ferent sized bubbles rising from the bottom in considerable quan-
tities; fifteen or twenty seconds rarely passing without bubbles 
appearing. This gas is colorless, inodorous, extinguishes com-
bustion, is not absorbed by a solution of caustic potash, and agi-
tated with a solution of barytcs scarcely clouds it. . According 
to these indications, this gas can be n o other than nitrogen, pos-
sibly mixed with a minute portion of carbonic acid. When ana-
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lyzccl in the laboratory of the Instituto, this gas gave "but two pev 
cent, of oxygen. This development of nitrogen gas in the midst 
of ii fountain of mineral waters is an interesting phenomenon, 
and one of much importance in terrestrial physics, hut is not the 
only one that has been observed. iDcrzelius found that the 
mineral water of Porla (in Switzerland) in a well of a yard 
in depth, slowly gave off bubbles of gas, composed of six parte 
of nitrogen and one of carbonic neid (by volume), and, according 
to (he same chemist, it arises from Hie decomposition of nitro-
genous organic substances. The Porla wtiter containa neither 
sulphurcts nor sulphuretted hydrogen, and the greater part of 
the substances dissolved therein consists of hi carbon ates, chlo-
rides, and organic matters. 
" Longclmmps, in a treatise; on miner;d waters published in 
183'.1', says, that in all the mineral waters that he 1ms analyzed, 
he has found nitrogen, sometimes pure, at others mixed with a 
little carbonic acid, rarely mixed with oxygen, and never with 
the latter in as groat proportion as in atmospheric air. The 
waters of Baréges gave Longchamps four cubic centimetres of 
nitrogen for each litre of water, but these waters differing from 
those of Porla are sulphurous; they contain sulphur and sul-
phate of soda with considerable silica, which has led Long-
champs to think, first, that the bases were found in a metallic 
state in the interior of the globe (Davy's hypothesis) combined 
with sulphur or chlorine; and secondly, that the sulphate of 
soda came from the conversion of sulphurct of soda into sul-
phate, by the action of the oxygen of the air introduced by 
rains into the crevices of the rocks, filtering through the pores 
and cracks. 
"Anglada also, in a memoir upon sidplmrous and warm 
mineral waters (1831), says, likewise, that all waters containing 
or giving out sulphuretted hydrogen contain nitrogen, which 
gas, according to Anglada, owes its origin to the air carried 
along by the waters in their course, and the oxygen of which is 
absorbed by the sulphur of the sulpluirets in solution. 
" The Apofpiindo waters do not belong to the class of which 
Longchamps and Anglada treat. In them there is no trace of 
sulphur in the state of sulphurct or hydrosulphuret, and even 
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tlie amount of sulphate of limo is very small. This water by its 
composition resembles that of Porla; but that which is most 
notable in the "water of Apoquínelo is, first, the great quantity 
of salts contained in it, amounting nearly to the maximum 
contained in the most saline and active waters. Secondly, 
the great proportion of chloride of calcium contained in this 
water, greater even than that of CauqncncB. And, third, tho 
almost complete absence of free carbonic acid, and of car-
bonates. 
" Herewith is the composition of the Apoquindo water taken 
from its source, compared with the analysis of the Oauqucucs 
water, showing both great analogy and concentration : 
COMPOSITION OF HACK 1,000 I'AKTS ItV WEIOUT. 
Drinking Wdtcr of Aiwiimulo. Cnu<)iiení\8 Water. 
Chloriilo of Oiilcitim, . 3.1 n.r) . . . . 1.920 
" fcSoiiium, . . . 1.177 . . . . 0.821 
" jHagncsium, . . 0.03i . . . . trace 
Sulplmtt! of lime, . . 0.032 . . . . 0.041 
Iron and fthinmia, . . 0.020 . . . . 0.009 
Silex, . . . .0.035 . . . . 0.020 
Organic matter, . , trace . . . . trace 
Total of aalinc contents, .3.433 . . . . 2.820 
" The same water, brought to the laboratory well corked and 
sealed, gave by ebullition, in an experiment conducted with 
great care, seventeen to eighteen cubic centimetres of gas in 
each litre or cubic decimetre of water. But this gas analyzed, 
gave a more considerable proportion of oxygen than that con-
tained in the free gas of the basin of "itch water," although 
the said proportion was not more than one-fifth or one-sixth 
part of the volume of gas evolved in the ebullition of these 
waters. 
" I have also sought in the Apoqiiindo waters for the presence 
of iodine or bromine, using for the former chloride of palladium, 
and for the latter the ordinary method, but have been unable to 
^discover the slightest trace of cither substance. 
" The water of the basin in which baths are taken, contains 
also the same salts as the thinking water, with the difference 
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that the said salts are found in less considerable proportion 
than in the latter, perhaps in consequence o f some pure spring 
water running near the basin mixing with the mineral water. 
The mineral water of the basin contains but 2.037 of the salts 
in a thousand parts; much less it will be seen than the water 
taken where it escapes from the roclís. líeííecting on the results 
o f this analysis, it is seen : 
" 1. That if the energy and medicinal virtue of waters depend 
upon the quantity o f salts contained in them, the water of 
Aporpiinclo must produce effects at least as prompt and manifest 
as that o f Oauquenes. There would remain only the determina-
tion o f the possible influence of local circumstances, of air, tem-
perature, and hygromctric state of the atmosphere o f the two 
places, upou'invalids. 
" As far as the height above the sea-level is concerned, it is 
nearly the same in both localities ; that o f the Cauqucnes baths 
being, according to my barometric observations, eight hundred 
varas (the vara is about thirty-three inches, English measure-
ment), and Apoquindo nine hundred and thirty-six varas above 
the level of the sea. 
" 2. ^Nearly the whole of the dissolved salt consisting of com-
mon salt and chloride of calcium, the latter forming about two-
thirds of the entire matters in solution ; this chloride ought to be 
that which produces the principal effect upon invalids using the 
water. • 
" 3. It is seen that the Apoquindo waters and that of Cauque-
nes are analogous to each other in nature, and form perhaps a 
class of mineral waters distinct from all those known on the old 
continent. This class of waters, whose peculiar character con-
sists in the great quantity of chloride o f calcium contained in 
them, arises in the midst o f formations precisely identical 
in a geological point o f view; and it is not less interesting to 
observe that the electro-positive elements which most abound 
in the said waters, are those which also abound in the 
variegated porphyries and zoolitic rocks predominating in such 
localities. 
" It is desirable, in consequence of the now ascertained charac-
ter of the Apoquindo water, and o f the important facts collected 
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by certain plrysicians of the capital from their use of it, that the 
Governinentj or the municipality of Santiago, should erect bath-
ing establishments and other suitable accommodations lor in-
valids at these springs ; and also a hospitnl for the poor, whose 
frightful mortality should stimulate tlxe zeal of patriots, and the 
humane." 
It if:, hoped that the extract above quoted has not proved too 
long and scientifically minute to command perusal. Apart from 
the useful information it imparts, it shows that Chile is not 
without residents of scientific attainments who arc active in 
making known its resources. 
Since the publication of Professor Domeyko's essay, some 
improvements have been made; but still those are not either as 
extensive or convenient as arc demanded by the wants of the 
large population within a distance of seven miles, to thousands 
of whoso afllictcd, it is believed by the best informed physicians 
of Santiago, these mineral waters might prove of great advan-
tage. The present buildings arc located on the gradually-sloping 
foot'of the mountain, the valley of Santiago lying unfolded be-
low, spread with grass and grain broken into dimples by sportive 
zephyrs, white sunshine and shadow eliasc each other over its 
fair bosom. Long avenues of Lombardy poplars like military 
hosts stand marshalled in columns, and olive groves reveal their 
deeper verdure to give variety to the picture. Across the car-
pet of green and gold the Mapoeho River takes its winding 
way, as if a subtle serpent sceldng elysian bowers. And far 
away in the distance the Sierra de Prado lifts its dark form and 
sharp crest against the western sky like an impassable wall; 
whilst behind, the towering Cordillera raises its head in gran-
deur, and in pride of the surpassing scene unrolled at its foot. I t 
is not without cause that the Santinguinos dispute the origin of 
the limine Talparaiso with their commercial neighbor, and refer 
its etymology to Valdivia's soldiers, who, on going to the coast 
from tliis beautiful creation, exclaimed to the founders of the 
seaport who were boasting of its beauties, " Y a al Paraíso"— 
go to paradise—meaning their enchanting valley. 
On our way back to the city the opportunity was availed of 
to look at the Taj miar (breakwater), a wall of nearly three 
17 
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railes length on the south bank of the Mapocho River, built at 
the instance of the great benefactor Portales, to protect the 
city against inundation when the river is in flood. The wall is 
twenty feet high and from iivc to six feet thick. The river is 
spanned by two bridges ; one of them of substantial masonry, 
six hundred and fifty feet long, supported thirty fect abovo low 
water on eleven strong- arches. This space is demanded to give 
passage to this wild mountain stream when swollen. 
No more proof is needed to show that Chile is in advance 
of its neighbor Peru, in the enterprise necessary to develop nat-
ural resources, than is found in its railroads and telegraph lines, 
now in operation or in process of construction. The latter 
country has but the Lima and Callao, and Lima and Chorillos 
Kailroads, seven iind nine miles long respectively; and the Arica 
and Tacna road of thírty-íívo miles length. Chile can boast of, 
Firsts the Caldera and Copi&po Railroad, seventy-four miles i a 
length ; originally built to Copiapo, fifty miles, and subsequently 
extended to Pabellón, twenty-four miles further; the whole 
having been finished in 1856 by an English and Chilean com-
pany at a cost of $2,500,000, under American construction. Its 
transportation of copper ores is heavy. Second, the Pabellón 
and C'hanarcillo Railroad, which, although in fact an extension 
of the first mentioned, was built and is owned by a different 
company. Its length is twenty-four miles; it was finished in 
1859 at a cost of $800,000. The main business of the road is 
the transportation of copper and silver ores. T l i i rd , the Val-
paraiso a n ã SoAiiiago Railroad, length one hundred and ten 
miles; finished to Quillota, thirty miles, at a cost of $7,000,000; 
thence to the capital under contract, and now being pushed for-
ward after considerable delay resulting from political revolu-
tions of the country, and conflicting pergonal interests striving 
to divert the road from the route originally decided on ^y the 
able American engineer, Mr. Campbell,' whose high sense of 
duty and undeviating integrity and self-respect, led hiin to re-
sign bis position in the employment of the Chilean Government, 
rather than swerve from his convictions of right, or submit to 
the intermeddling of the ignorant and selfish. His successor 
may be more politic and accommodating in unimportant mat-
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ters, but will be compelled to endorse the surveys and recom-
mendations of Mr. Campbell by their adoption. For, unless 
the valley of the Quillota River (more appropriately called Acon-
cagua) is pursued to the point at which that stream is joined by 
the Tabón Kivcr, and thence southeastwardly along that river to 
the offshoot o f the Andes, forming by its westward stretch across 
the great interior valley of Chile an intcrmontane link with the 
Coast Range ; and unless that spur of the Andean Cordillera is 
crossed at the Cuesta o f the Tabon, of only twenty-six hundred 
and fifty feet height, with the Tabon River rising on one side 
flowing northwardly, and the Zamjia JRwer rising on the other 
side flowing southwardly, to conduct the road to the Ma/pocko 
Hiver, and- hy a slightly deviatm-g line and unsurpassed grade 
to its eastern terminus, Santiago is likely to be visited from 
the seaport yet several generations, by ox-teams, French dili-
gences, and American stage-coaches. Mr. Campbell may await 
the approving verdict of the nation. The pedestal of his mon-
ument is erected—the column will soon be placed upon it.* 
Fourth^ the Southern Railroad, from Santiago to Talca, one 
hundred and forty miles; finished to Rancagua, fifty miles from 
the capital, at a cost of $3,900,000; and now under contract 
and progressing to San Fernando, thirty-ono miles further. 
Fif th, the Cañada Railroad, which is merely a city passenger 
branch of the last-named road. I ts double track was laid two 
miles along the outside of the fashionable Santiago promenade, 
at a cost of $74,000. It is a profitable investment for the own-
ers, the fare being a decimo, and no official perquisites—in rail-
road parlance " stealings "—by the conductors. This self-pay-
ing operation, to which the attention of railroad stockholders in 
North America has been directed of late as the great cause of 
small dividends, or no dividends at all, is prevented in the Ca-
nada city railroad by the passenger being furnished with a metal-
lic check in return for his fare, and on leaving the car he depos-
its the check in a locked box at the door. The number of 
checks informs the agent at the end of line, who alone holds the 
* Since the above was written the Santiago and Ynlparatso Railroad has been com-
pleted on the line of survey indicated. Its length is one hundred and fourteen and 
one-quarter miles; and the running time between the termini is eight houra. 
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"key of the tell-tale, how maii3r fares the conductor lias received. 
Besides the above roads, there arc projected one of nine miles 
from Coquimbo to L a Serena, and another of forty-five miles from 
Tongoy to Ovalle^ the latter certainly to he pushed forward with 
energy, and speedily completed under the superintendence of 
Mr. J . A. Barnard, civil engineer; a fellow-citizen who honors 
his own country by serving Chile with rare fidelity and profes-
sional sldll. Tdegra-flh lines are in operation hetwecn Santiago 
and Valparaiso, Santiago and San Felipe, Santiago and Talca, 
Caldera and Pabellón, Talcahuano and Concepción. 
I start to-morrow for Talcahuano by the land route to avoid 
awaiting the steamer at Valparaiso. The journey will he long 
and wcansomc, but the attractions of the great valley will prob-
ably repay one for any enduranco of fatigue, exposure, and de-
privation. As to danger, it might be as well, were it not too late 
to oficet it, to consider the expediency of obtaining a life insur-
ance in accordance with the Chilean custom, to wit: for a spe-
cified time, the insured person Iwing for the period named to 
receive the amount of the policy ; if he should die all is lost, but 
as life is already gone the money can be of no moment to the 
one most interested. The Santiaguinos consider it an excellent 
method of providing a marriage settlement ibr a daughter, who 
being insured in childhood, on surviving, does not become a 
bridal beggar; and whoso chances of matrimonial bliss arc pro-
portionably increased. I f she should die, the relief of the hus-
band from the burden of support cancels the loss of insurance. 
As the hotel watchman is invariably on the corridor at my 
hour for rising, enjoying his early morning napy he cannot be 
relied on for an early morning rap, and I shall have to " caU " 
myself y to be in time for the southern train. Hence as it is now 
midnight, this last Santiago despatch must be abruptly closed. 
And in bidding you good-night, I will also say good-bye to the 
Hotel Ingles, that one of the three inns of the capital at which 
tolerable accommodation has been found, although water and 
towels arc sadly needed, and bells also, or an indicator, to pre-
vent the unceasing calls from the galleries, which mahc of the 
patio a bedlam from morning to night. 
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ON a bright Dccombcr morning, at a cost of a decimo (ten 
, cent's), the usual Santiago hack-hire, and the cheapest prohably 
iu the world, I reached the southern railroad station directly 
south of the west end of the Cañada, with time to spare to take 
a look at its buildings; and where I was shortly after joined by 
the United States Minister to Chile, who was to be my com-
2X((jnon chi voyage, 
A substantially-enclosed space of sixty acres contained the 
following buildings, erected wifh referenco to capacity, con-
venience, and durability, unsurpassed in the northern States: 
Eesides a commodious edifice in which are the various offices of 
the company, there are a first-class railroad station proper, three 
hundred by ninety feet in extent, with iron columns, rafters, 
braces, and corrugated iron roof, all of best finish, made in Eng-
land for erection in Santiago. ¿A circular engine-house, con-
structed entirely of iron, one hundred and sixty-eight feet in 
diameter; also made in England at a cost of $60,000. It is 
capable of accommodating sixteen engines, nine of which aro 
now built and in use, nearly all American, manufactured by 
Ilogers & Ço., of Paterson, New Jersey; and found on full and 
fair trial to be superior in power and speed to the English im-
ported locomotives, which they have superseded. A machine 
shop one hundred and twenty by fifty-five feet, of brick and 
adobe, with projecting corrugated iron roof; the machinery all 
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American; the workmen AroericanR, English, and natives. A 
car slied tlircc hundred and fifty b y forty-iive feet; ii double, 
open colonnade supporting an iron roof. A freight house two 
hundred and eighty b y thirty-eight feet, thiclc adobo walls, with 
close fire-proof shutters and corrugated iron roof. 
The water for the use of this station is brought three miles, 
from the Mapocho River, in iron pipes laid for this special use. 
There are few railroad stations more complete or hotter ar-
ranged, or as cleanly and orderly, as this of the Southern Chile 
Railroad Company ; and its appearance gave promise of good 
management in t h e wording of the road on which wc were ahont 
to trust ourselves to the care of American engineers, certainly 
with more confidence than can he felt in the wild Chilenos, who 
dasli down the neighboring cuesta EIS if the question of human 
endurance were the problem of their lives, which they were 
dally engaged in solving. 
The eai-s being well filled with first, second, and third-class 
passengers, at a cost respectively of one dollar and a half, one 
dollar, and half a dollar, for Rancagua, a distance of fifty-four 
Spanish (fifty English) miles—the third-class passengers out-
numbering both the others—Ave started in a southerly direction 
np the valley, because with the ascending scale of latitude; the 
Andes on our left to the east, and the Coast Range on our right 
to the west, about twenty-five miles asunder at Santiago, but 
approaching nearer at some points while they recede at others, 
an average width of the valley being probably about eighteen 
miles. 
In thus designating the boundaries of the great valley which 
stretches to the south from %three hundred and fifty to four 
hundred miles, it may he stated that from twelve to fifteen 
miles north of Tupungaio, the imperial peak of this region, 
which is but little north of east of Santiago, the Andes throw 
off a mountainous chain westwardly called Sierra de la Dehesa, 
which pursues its somewhat flexuous course under the local 
names of Sierra de l a Gualtatas, and Sierra áe la Meza alia / 
on the last is the Cumbre de Tdbon. It'is near this important 
cumbre—over which, by the surveys of our countryman Mr. 
Campbell, the Yalparaiso and Santiago Railroad will have to 
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croE9 -witli a two feet lu'gher grade than that with whicli the 
Baltimore and Ohio Kailroad cresses the AUeghauies—that tliis 
oiFahoot of the Andes changes its course to the southwest, and 
reaching a point twenty-five or thirty miles southeast of Quil-
lota, divides into two chains, one of which, the less of the two, 
continues on in a southwest course under the names Sierra de 
la Viscacha and Sienta de Zapata^ and then wcstwardly run-
ning out to the seaeoast just north of iho Maipú River, after 
having given numerous spurs •which traverse the Province of 
Valparaiso. The other, and more elevated chain, passes almost 
due south, under the name of Sierra de Prado, several times 
spoken of before, and forms the western boundary of the great 
basin in which Santiago is situated, while the great Andean 
Range itself forms the eastern boundary. It is at a somewhat 
depressed part of this Sierra de Prado, and yet at a height of 
twenty-four hundred and twenty feet above the sea, that the 
well-known Ouoiita or Pass is Ibimd through which the traveller 
by one of the routes linds his way to the capital, and the descent 
of the steep zigzag declivity of which causes him so much terror. 
It is this last chain, the Sierra de Prado, which pursues its way as 
the true coast range south of the Maipii River, and far on even 
to the Province of Valdivia; and by this name I shall call it, 
avoiding that of Cordillera, as applied to it by a few writers, 
and restricting that term solely to the bacltbono of tho Andes, 
according to the invariable usage of the natives. Certainly the 
word cordillera, which signifies a chain, is specially applicable 
to the greatest mountain chain of ike world. Thus, too, will be 
avoided the confusion resulting from its application to the com-
paratively limited chain of the coast, unless a suffix is always 
added, as the Cordillera dc la Costa. 
The plain over which the railroad passes south of Santiago 
presents occasional isolated hills, otherwise the surface seems 
nearly level, a slight declivity to tho west being manifest by the 
flow of water in the innumerable small canals by which the 
whole region is irrigated—these being supplied by the great 
Canal de Maipii in its passage from the river of that name to 
the Mapocho ; and further on by the Maipú River itself, and 
then by the many streams in their passage from the great moun-
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tai a cJiain toward tlie sea. Tlio railroad excavations invariably 
exhibit a substratum of boulders, cobblc, and smaller rouncled 
stones, and these are seen in cuttings of thirty-two feet depth, 
showing the long-continued, extensive, and powerful action of 
water in breaking up the mountain debris thrown oil* by cnrtli-
fjuakes, frost, and avalanche, and round tug ami spreading it 
over immense eurfaco and to great depth. They are interesting 
questions to consider, if this be the result of mountain streams 
swollen into torrents by heavy rains and thaws, spreading widely 
and shifting their channels from time to timo from this cause, 
and from terrestrial convulsions winch often induce surface 
changes? Or if consequent on agencies at work ages since, 
when the ocean itself may have stretched forth a giant arm into 
the iutcrior of the continent, washing (he base of the Cordillera 
on (he east, ami of the Coast Range on the west ? Or if incident 
to tliesc combined causes? 
However unfitted for agricultural uses this stony valley un-
doubtedly once was, it is now very productive, and is constantly 
being made more so by the deposits of soil and fertilizing ele-
ments brought down from the mountains, by numerous rivers, 
and distributed by small aqueducts over every square mile of 
this section of Chile. Tlie recovery of this sbingly neighbor-
hood from sterility, is tlie result of recent enterprise. 
The road to San Bernardo, nine and a half miles, is bordered 
by beautiful quintas, and rieb pastures where immense herds of 
cattle driven down the valley are fattened for the Santiago 
and Valparaiso markets. Beyond San Bernardo vineyards 
cover thousands of acres, and olive and fig orchards now beautify 
lands whicli a few years since were nearly valueless, but through 
irrigation and culture have become exceedingly fertile. Leagues 
of graceful alamos (poplars) lift their tall spires on every hand, 
serving the varied purposes of shading avenues, bounding estates, 
fencing, fuel, and building. The certain and rapid growth of 
this tree from the planting of a mere twig, fits it especially to 
the wants of the country, which through this region is almost 
destitute of natural timber. Many of the large estates arc 
enclosed b}' high and thick adobe walls, perforated thickly with 
air-draught openings, which might serve admirably for musketry 
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loop-lioles in the revolutionary encounters of the Republic. 
. The walls arc tile-capped, to prevent rain washing and climbing. 
The adobes arc made b y ploughing the soil, and Hooding it with 
water from a canal; the water then being drawn off, cattle are 
turned on to tramp the ploughed soil into mud, which is then 
mixed with straw and tramped again, then moulded in trouglm 
of a suitable size, and exposed to the sun to balic. Such is the 
most convenient and the usual material for mansion and fence 
" on the best haciendas. 
The announcement of our approach to the Maipu River 
attracted the attention of passengers to the outer world, the 
Chilenos from their cigaritos, with which they beguiled the 
tedious hours and poisoned the inner atmosphere, and the five 
Americans aboard from their books and papers—none others 
were reading or noting. A traveller along lho west coast of this 
great continent cannot fail to notice the absence of one special 
AmcHccm "institution;" the token of enterprise, activity, in-. 
tent, i i K p i i r y , power, .knowledge—the proof of progress—the 
•newsboy! On the landing, at the station, on car and steamer, 
in hotel or street, the same Dead Sea of mind is found, with no 
daily literature, no magazine, no quarterly, no guide-book even, 
absolutely nothing to stir up the passive elements of moral 
being. I f the shrill voice of that young merchant of civilization 
—for that is the commodity in which be deals—could bo once 
heard awaking the echoes of this fair garden of tho world, the 
hopes of nations woidd bo cheered b y the promise of its actual 
freedom and development; for it would be the proof that the 
now fettered press had burst its chains, and stood forth in the 
majesty of its might, guaranteeing to man the realization of his 
lofty destiny. 
The bridge over tho Maipú, one of tho finest rivers of Chile, 
has eleven spans and a total length of eleven hundred'feet; it is 
built exclusively of stone and iron, timber not being used for 
railroad bridge purposes, in eonscf¡ucncc of warping and crack-
ing from the long-continued dry weather of summer. The heavy 
rains of winter finding it thus twisted and cracked, swells it 
again b y unequal absorption into shapes at variance with rail-
road necessities. An American traveller cannot look at such 
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splendid monnraents of science and sldll as this bridge, and cor-
responding works on tliis road, -without feeling proud of his 
countryman, Mr. Evans, their constructor; who, while contrib-
uting to the prosperity of Chile and to the development of its 
natural resom-ces, nobly illustrates the enterprise and capacity 
which have placed his country among the most progressive of 
nationalities. 
The floods of the Maipú wash down from the mountains 
great quantities of limestone, which is gathered by the peons 
when the swollen river subsides, a n d burnt in limekilns along 
the hanks, furnishing on excellent building and agricultural ma-
terial, as likewise that required for t h e eomjndsory xoliiiewashing 
of houses on the occasion of the annual natio?iaZ celebration. 
This stream also deposits a B e d i m c n t w h i c h grouts the shingle 
along its course w i t l i a natural c e m e n t , making the banks in 
mahy places impervious to water for a thickness of ten feet. 
Up the valley to the loft of the road, along which the Colo-
rado, the northeast branch of the Maipú, descends, the summit of 
Tupungato may he seen lifting its snowy crown in imperial 
grandeur twenty-two thousand four hundred and fifty feet above 
the sea., wresting from Chimborazo its ancient celebrity, and dis-
puting with Aconcagua, Llimani, and Sorato, the preeminence 
of altitude on the western hemisphere. 
It was on the plains of the Maipú, but a few miles east of 
the point of passage of the river by the railroad, that the deci-
sive battle was fought which secured Chilean independence; 
the Spanish army six thousand strong, in perfect discipline, and 
flushed with a recent victory on the banks of the Maule, having 
been here, within a few days* march of the capital, encountered 
by six thousand five hundred Chilenos in April, 1818, and de-
feated with great slaughter ; two thousand of the royalists hav-
ing been killed and wounded, and three thousand five hundred 
made prisoners—nearly the entire force. 
The Maipú River pursues its way to the Pacific through the 
great portal of the Coast Range, of which mention was made in 
describing the Melipilla road to the capital. The plain over 
which the road passes to the south of the river Maipú, is much 
encroached on by mountain spurs; and, after passing the An-
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gostura Kivei* eighteen miles south of the Maipú. hy a fine towcr-
briclge of three hundred and sixty feet, it becomes reduced to a 
mere gorge, where the Andes come down in the hold hill of 
Chiyi, twenty-five hundred feet high, to •within ninety or a hun-
dred feet of a lowlier spur of the Coast Range. The river flows 
northwardly between the two, and the railroad cuts the toe of 
the Coast Range spur—the whole gorge being swept by tho 
river when swollen. This is tho celebrated Angostura of the 
Southern Railroad-—the word signifying narrow pass—and is 
sometimes called Angostura dc Payne to distinguish it from 
another Angostura further to the south. 
A few miles beyond is the Convent of Mostazal, erected by 
Don Pedro José Luco who married his own niece by permission 
of His H oliness tho Pope, on condition that he would build and 
support this convent on his hacienda in mitigation of the sin. 
Near the convent is the haunted bridge, on the character of 
which for the supernatural, an .adjacent hydraulic ram, erected 
for the supply of a railroad tank with water, exercised a con-
trolling inllucnce ; for when it was put in operation, the simple 
and superstitious natives, ignorant of its presence and action, 
thought its continued pumpings the meanings of an evil spirit 
in the bridge, and sought the mediatorial ofliccs of the Padre of 
the convent, who came with paraphernalia, retinue, and expur-
gatoria! prayers, to exorcise it. Put the ram being incorrigible, 
and continuing to pump, tho spirit was supposed to be too much 
for the good father ; who, in consequence, was about to lose his 
hold on the faith of his iloclii, when one of the railroad engineers, 
dreading the loss of tho padre's benign influence, explained to 
him the mystery of the spiritual phenomenon, much to his edifi-
cation and unconcealed merriment, and thus he was speedily 
restored to the confidenee of his rebellious parishioners. 
The great valley soon resumes something of its former width, 
and at the distance of nine miles from the Angostura, the 
northcrij boundary is readied of the magnificent hacienda de la 
Compañía of Don Juan de dios Correa, containing ninety thou-
sand acres of land. This gentleman's estate of San J osé, on the 
Mclipilla road, of one hundred and twenty thousand acres, has 
already been spoken of. "With such an example of landed pro-
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prietorship, the remark of ah intelligent foreign resident is not 
surprising, that, excepting the cities, and quintas owned h j 
wealthy citizens, and the mines, the whole landed estate of Chile 
belongs to about three 'hundred persons. The effect of this, 
hitherto, has been to make this Government an actual oligarchy. 
For as the right of snll'ragc, by law, is in those citizens only who 
have attained the age oí' twenty-five years who can read and 
write, those who possess real estate of a certain value, and those 
who have an employment the income of w3iich must bo equal to 
the annual rent of such estate, estimated at not less than one 
dollar and a half per day, it must be evident that, as not onc-
iiflh of the inquilinos or peons, who compose the great body of 
the rural population, can read and write, and as their daily 
wages rarely amount to a medio peso (a half dollar), they have 
but one chance of voting, and that is by a jhiltious property 
qualification conferred on them by the proprietor of the estate 
on which they live, and for which act of grace they, of course, 
deposit the ticlcet furnished to them by him. The extent of tins 
power is exemplified by the fact, that Señor Correa is said to 
have mustered into service, in a fortnight, two thousand of his 
retainers for revolutionary purposes. It is not wonderful that 
the Government should have found Paris a safer residence for 
Señor Correa than San José, and that ho should have been 
recommended to that school of stem republicanism to learn obe-
dience to its behests. Nor is it surprising that such a feudal 
system, and the perpetual jealousies of rival aspirants incident 
thereto, should lead to intrigues, combinations, and revolutions, 
for personal and partisan aggrandizement; that treason to the 
State, not obedience to the Law, should be the rule; In the 
political convulsions of tlve Spanish American ^Republics, this 
treason to the State is as frequently the act of those holding the 
reins of government, as those striving to wrest them from their 
hands ; for the usurpation of powers not granted by the written 
Constitution, is as much treason to the State as the violation of 
special enactments for its safety under that fundamental law. 
And the apology for arbitrary acts by an existing organization 
of government, that they would also become the rule of action 
of successful revolutionists, is a plain avowal of a purpose of 
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despotism under the hypocritical pretension of free institutions. 
As to the motto on the gold coin of Chile, " equality before the 
law," it is a national falsehood. Such a condition of citizenship 
is impossible, "with the two hundred and forty-nine thousand 
nine lumdred and fifty-two square miles of territory, parcelled 
out among only three hundred of its one million and a half of 
inhabitants. And if any tiling more were wanted to prove the 
declaration a coined lie, it is found in that Article of the -Consti-
tution proclaimed in these words : u ¿LrtÍc,¿<3 5.—La religion de 
la Republica do Chile es la Católica Apostólica Romana con 
csclusioR del ejercicio publico de qualquiera otra." " TIie reli-
gion of the Republic of Chile is the Apostolic Roman Catholic 
to the exclusion of the public exercise of every other." "Was 
there ever a more barefaced profanation of political principle ? 
A llcjmblic decbtring its own intolerance ! A prohibition of 
religious liberty, the dearest right of mankind, by the funda-
mental lato of a country just released from a foreign yoke, and 
professing to have established free institutions I 
Rut it is not without hope that the friend of Chile looks for-
ward to the day when, " by reason or by force," as is proclaimed 
by another of its representatives of value, these antagonists to 
progress will disappear before a move liberal spirit. Recent 
legislation contemplates the final abolishment of the law of 
entail, and the liberation of the landed estate of the country 
from its present limited control, that it may become tributary to 
the happiness and welfare of the many, instead of to the princely 
wealth and power of the few. Already an enlightened statesman 
and patriot, "whose administration of the interior and foreign 
relations of the country is distinguishing this epoch as the proud-
est and most prosperous of Chilean history, has decreed that the 
words of the Constitution, " exclusion of public exercise of 
religion," do not prohibit the primie exercise of religious rites 
according to the dictates of conscience; and, accordingly, two 
enclosed Protestant churches have been recently dedicated to 
religious worship in Yalpnraiso. That city and Talcahuano 
have also burial-places for Protestant dead, where friends may 
consign them to earth without danger of personal violence. 
And already the young men of Spanish descent are returning 
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home from foreign colleges and travel, bringing the knowledge, 
and imbued with the liberal sentiments of other lands, to give a 
nobler impulse to the destinies of their own. And the young 
women of Chile also are discovering that Protestant foreigners 
are worthy of their confidence and affection; and the sooner pro-
hibitions to such marriages by a narrow-minded clergy arc re-
moved, the sooner will tlic country realize the advantages of an 
infnsidh of moral and social elements surpassing in purity and 
power those of the degenerate Ilispano-Indian race composing 
four-fifths of its population. 
A law lately passed by Congress confiscates the property of 
all persons instigating or participating in revolutions, to defray 
the damages incident thereto. This, it is professed by its advo-
cates, will exercise a salutary inilncnoo in restraining causeless 
disturbances of the public peace; while it cannot prevent a 
general uprising of the people, demanded by the public good, 
when arbitrary and unconstitutional powers are exercised by 
faithless agents, But it cannot be denied that such obstructions 
placed in the way of so-called factional disturbers of the public 
peace may also prove impediments to popular movements for 
necessary reforms. The objects of ambition are generally veiled 
by plausible pretexts; and the path of progress has been con-
stantly barricaded by despotic power with similar obstacles. 
The friends of free institutions should be too jealous of their 
privileges voluntarily to surrender them in cases of doubtful ex-
pediency, at the instance of crafty aspirants, or from impulses 
growing out of apparent emergencies. It should be candidly 
admitted, however, that personal ambition and antipathies, and 
ecclesiastical love of power, more frequently produce the factional 
struggles in Chile miscalled Revolutions, than do considerations 
of political principle or national policy; and hence the readiness 
with -which combinations arc formed between rival leaders and 
parties of opposite professions, for the purpose of achieving the 
displacement of those in power by revolutionary movements,* 
which, if successful, result in renewed struggles among them-
selves, and new alliances of antagonistic elements to strengthen 
the chances of triumph. • The maintenance of principles regards 
with suspicion a compromise dangerous to their purity, and to a 
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trmmpli whicli can only "be permanent, if it repose on untram-
melled virtue and right. And the opinion of intelligent foreign 
observers is, that it is very rare to see a really disinterested and 
pure patriot, engaged even remotely in the political disturbances 
of the country. Such arc well aware that it is not hy duplicity, 
dishonesty, affiliation with ecclesiastical sclfmhncss and intoler-
ance, and factional intrigues, that they can hope to establish 
the success of sound political principles and constitutional lib-
erty. A victory gained by such means, is like a nectarcd draught 
that turns to poison on the lip, and results in an immediate and 
perpetuated struggle with former coopcrationists whose only 
hope is in distraction, and who will labor as untiringly for the 
overthrow of one party as of another who will not relinquish to 
them the rewards of success. It may bo for those reasons h i 
part, that the distinguished gentleman now at the head of tho 
Department of tho Interior, Señor Antonio Yaras, has positively 
refused to allow his name to he presented to tho nation as a 
candidate for the cilice of President of the Republic—a refusal 
deeply regretted by enlightened and patriotic Chilenos, and uni-
versally by foreign residents, who have seen in Sefior Yaras' 
able, consistent, just, and firm administration of the affairs of 
his office, proofs of great sagacity, and a rational ground for be-
lief that under his Chief Executive guidance, as a statesman and 
patriot, Chile would continue to prosper, as she has for several 
years, in an unprecedented manner. Office can have no allure-
ments for such a man, whose high intellectual resources can 
always confer on him eminenco and happiness; who may not 
choose to he suspected by any of having exercised his official 
functions for ulterior purposes of political advancement; and 
who may be unwilling to sacrifice a jot of principle to policy 
and expediency. But when such considerations result in such 
conclusions, it is a misfortune for the people whose condition im-
poses them. 
The defile of Angostura do Payne having been passed, the 
valley is seen to widen again to the east and west until the 
hacienda de la compañía of Señor Correa is reached. On this 
estate is an isolated and remarkably steep hill of three hundred 
and fifty or four hundred feet height, accurately described by 
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Lieutenant Gifliss as presenting a " surface covered at intervals 
of a few feet with a network of lines intersecting each other 
diagonally, not unlike paths made by goats." l ie adds : " The 
regularity of their intersection, 'however, would forbid such a 
supposition," leaving the appearance an unexplained phenome-
non. But the mystery of Lieut. Gilliss ceased to he such to us 
when another side of the Pan de Azúcar (sugar-loaf) was 
hrought into view; a large numher of sheep being actually seen 
browsing, as they climbed and descended the hill obliquely, the 
numerous paths decussating each other, and intercepting quadri-
lateral spaces, producing the network appearance spoken of, 
from the hase to the summit. The mysterious lines are sheep-
paths—nothing more—although in a land of many wonders. 
Despite the mathematical postiilatc, that a straight line is the 
fihorfcCBt distance between two points, a sheep has an instinctive 
notion that the old saw "the longest way round is the shortest 
way through " has some truth in it—and that the shortest way 
to reach the top of a hill is spirally; and a continuous corkscrew 
thence to tlie base again, unless the sheep be a very clumsy 
worker, must give "regularity of the intersections," however 
incredulous the philosophical inquirer. 
Having crossed this immense estate with its rich pastures, 
and its fields of heavy-headed grain, spreading out their tens of 
thousands of acres of agricultural wealth, traversed near the line 
of the railroad by a macadamized avenue bordered by poplars 
for half a league, presenting an unsurpassed persjjective to the 
mansion of the wealthy haciendado emhowcred in shade-trees 
at its further end, we soon arrived at the station of Jiancagua, 
the present terminus of the Southern Railroad, iiffcy-four miles 
from Santiago—time three hours and a half. Taking one of the 
several vehicles jockeying for passengers on the plain of shingle, 
on which we slipped and slid in ridicule of equipoise, we rode 
to the town, a mile off. 
The literal " cMry-all" in which we were literally all 
carried, was unmistakably antiquated, and looked as if it were 
the time-honored rcinahjs of a Spanish gift to some Pmumnu-
cian Indian chief, whom the invaders endeavored to inveigle 
into submission "before resorting to force, and to have drifted 
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down to later days ^vitli the ebb and How of aboriginal fortune, 
to have floated on the tide of revolution, weathering military 
outbreak and civil commotion, and to have descended from its 
exalted function of conveying royalty through all mutations of 
time, to the final hnmldc office of transporting railroad passcn-
gera to nnd from the ancient town uf líancagua. Our "coach" 
had wheels, body, and tongne, hut they were not such as usually 
distinguish that honorable vehicle ; for the wheels, besides exer-
cising lho independent revolutionary proclivities of the people, 
from their unequal si/.c, bore hut little resemblance to such, ex-
cept in the presumption that (hey had once been round. The 
body had neither doors nor curtains; and from its loss of sub-
stance and general dilapidation, it, was shrewdly suspected that 
the reverence in which it had been held as a .remnant of royalty 
by those who mourned over the monuments of departed great-
ness, had led to its gradual passing away from the prevalence 
of an endemic passion for relics. And the tongue was as much 
like a cow's as a coach's; broad, and pliant enough to penetrate 
the anterior ail-holes of the vehicle by retroversion, if the mulish 
beasts attached to it had not, with characteristic stubbornness, 
refused to accommodate themselves to its abortive efforts. 
Three asinine rocinantes roped abreast, and driven by a Jioto 
attired in a somewhat more ailluont than Georgia costume, for 
lie had a chip hat, something more of a shirt than a collar, and 
the dependencies of breeches, conveyed us alter varied pummel-
lings and prodigious efforts, through a mile of dust and loose 
cobble stone to the J/bid de V Unio?i, a one-story adobe building 
planted in the midst of muddy-looking huts, that seemed as i f 
they were being borne down by the trouble of a superincumbent 
load of tiles. The estimated population of Rancagua is from 
four to five thousand, mostly of varying copper shades. 
The objects attracting attention, on entering the capital of 
the Department of Kancagua, to which the advent of a railroad 
should have brought something of improvement in social con-
dition by this time, were, besides shirtless urchins, and in emu-
lation of Constantinople, countless dogs—the undoubted equals 
of that class of people everywhere whoso incapacity for refined 
and intellectual pleasure gives congeniality to the compnnion-
18 
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ship of brutes : first, tlic interesting ceremony of kissing a little 
-wooden saiat, for which blessed jmvilegc the holy father who 
was its custodian and carried it through the street, levied upon 
each person a tithe—the equivalent of an American missionary 
"tis-but;" second, the registering of voters and issuing the 
certificate of qualification ; third, the church, riddled by bullet-
holes patriotically preserved, to show where General O'JIiggins 
with a few Chilenos made a stout defence against a superior force 
of Spanish royalists, through whom ho afterwords cut his way. 
Our stay in this town was too short to allow of wanderings, 
which would hare paid poorly for the loss of necessary refresh-
ment, and imperious appetite decided in favor of casucla, fish, 
eggs, beefsteak, mosto—all good, as were also the bread, butter, 
and coffee ; hence llanongua must bo reported more favorably 
of than appearances indicated. Twelve dollars purehased a seat 
in the French Company's coach, driven six in hand by a Cali-
fornian, and at meridian the route w-as resumed toward Talca. 
It was a pretty picture that greeted the eye, as passing from 
the town, luxuriant gardens and fields were seen decked in the 
choicest livery of summer; while the Cordillera, clad in its 
snowy mantle, overlooking the genial valley, told that winter 
still reigned in those upper regions. A ride of a mile and a 
half brought us to the Gachajpoal Rimr^ which, from its origin 
within the Andean Chain, on the slope of the Cru-z de Piedra 
cluster of mountains rising to the height of seventeen thousand 
feet, is fed even in the dry season of summer by melting snows, 
and hence is even then abundantly supplied with water; while 
at times, either from, heavy rains in the region in which it lias 
its numerous sources, or from unusual thaws, it becomes greatly 
swollen, its torrent spreading over a vast extent of surface, and 
devastating the whole country along its banks. The expanse 
of boulders and gravel visible on every side, shows its capacity 
of wide-spread mischief, and the power it must possess thus to 
break up, round, and sweep away millions of tons of rock from 
mountain quarries. The waters of this river reach the Pacific 
by the Kapcl 'River, into which it empties. The Cachapoal 
was crossed by a fine bridge erected for the passage of the 
Southern Kailroad, which is finished to this point although not 
vet run hovond "Rancajinfi. 
BATHS OF CAUGUTCNES. g'/S 
It is up the valley of tin's river, about thirty miles east of 
Ranciigna, nearly three thousand feet above the sea,'and within 
the Andean foot, that the Baths of Cauguenes are Bituatecl . 
They are cclelirated in Chile for tlie possession of medicinal 
properties, and especially for the cure of rhcumatiam, secondary 
s y p h i l i s j and c h r o n i c cutaneous eruptions. The hatha are not 
easy of access, the road "being rough, acclivitous, and in many 
places narrow and dangerous, m a k i n g the sure-footed mule 
necessary; and the too sick for such a means of conveyance, and 
the timid, are c a r r i e d on an extemporaneous ambulance or hand-
barrow, called l a n g a r i t t O ) formed of four poles lashed together 
with thongs near their ends, over which a rawhide sacking is 
stretched. A visitor who returned from those baths during my 
sojourn in Santiago, and who had great faith in their virtues, 
from his having been cured in ten d a y s of an inveterate syphi-
litic rhenmatism, informed me that the springs are three in 
number, f r o m which eight or ten baths, sunk in earth terraces 
below each other, arc filled; each bath being separately sheltered 
by a thatch cabin for privacy. The temperature of the water 
varies from 100° to 120°, according to the time required to f i l l 
the bath. The composites of lime are the chief elements of the 
water. The accommodations, formerly consisting of a few rude 
cabins, arc now being increased by the erection of a commodious 
hotel; and the proprietor is also h a v i n g the most difficult and 
daiigevou.H part of the road to the springs improved. To obtain 
the full bcneñt of the water it is necessary, besides applying it 
externally, to drink of this rather warm beverage, considering 
it is distilled in a snow-covered retort of the Andes. 
About two miles south of the Caehapoal is the Mio Seco, 
formerly the principal bed, but now only a branch of the first-
named river—the old channel having become greatly obstructed 
by rooks and trees swept from the mountain by floods. Although 
named dnj7 tho Seco presents quite a full and turbulent appear-
ance from the unusual thaw of this hot day. The road south 
of the Kio Seco is as level as a floor, and naturally paved with 
shingle, which from long use has been broken and consolidated 
like a macadamized turnpike. AVcll-cultivated fields, rich 
alfalfa pastures, with an occasional vineyard, and what closely 
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resembled apple orchards, but proved to bemethorlically-jilaTitcd 
Espinos, enclosed by substantial adobe or boulder fencing with 
parapet of d ry mud or tiles, bounded our "wide avenue; which 
-was enlivened b y mule trains, country carts, and herds of fat 
cuttle on their way to marlcet. These evidences of thrift and 
industry, with the newly-constructed bed of the Southern lioad, 
now ready for the rails, w i n d i n g its w a y within F ight through 
adjacent iickls, made our r i de of nine miles to the village of 
fiequinoa, interesting and cheering. An equal distance further 
on brought us across two little esteros of limpid water, Tipcvum 
and McncLozei; to the beautiful Jilo GlarMo, which, having 
received the two befovo-named crystal stroams, scehs the Cacha-
poal, with which it unites before that r i v e r pierces the Coast 
Itango of mountnins. The distinction made l i y the natives be-
tween the Estero and Kio is, that the former rises from springs 
near the foot of mountains, and ex'eept in the rainy season, is 
always placid and clear; while the latter rises "within the moun-
tnins, and oven in the dry season, from the molting snow, is 
tijimdly I 'wo l lon w i f h a fnrldd mid ofVn impofuous iorrenf. 
.JNOÍU' the Kio OInriilo is the t o w n o f liengo, containing about 
two thousand inhabitants, and consistinü* of strasrsdinc houses 
bordering the roadside for more than two miles, thus enabling 
the traveller in transit to see to best advantage whatever of ex-
ternal attraction Hengo may possess. We certainly entered this 
town with pleasing anticipations; for, we plead guilty to a par-
donable weakness of our sex, and were eager to catch the first 
glance at the pretty señoritas who live in travellers' talcs, and of 
whom an American astronomer has recorded that, " what most 
elicits the attention of the passer is the handsome features of 
the women." But cither our smitten country]nan's retina re-
tained the lingering impressions of those celestial orbs which 
had been nightly winking at and coquetting "with him as he 
lovingly gaz-ed at them from the summit of Santa Lucia, and he 
mistook them for the terrestrial satellites man loves to have 
revolve about his path, "on w h o m " the poet tells us " (han on 
the lights above there hang m o r e destinies;" or wo were most 
unfortunate in making our observations during an occuUation, 
for wc strained our vision in. vain for a realization of blips ful 
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anttcipíitions. It was finally voted that this f a r t o f ike Report 
of the United States Naval Astronomical Expedition was an 
error of observation, resulting from an ocular illusion, and that 
we should be guilty of a libel upon some other parts of Chile if 
we imputed to their social heavens the possession of less brilliant 
constellations. 
licyoml Ivcngo the road becomes somewhat more undulating, 
and about six miles from the town passes over the slightly-ele-
vated lennination of a spur of lho Andes, which for some time 
had been noticed gradually encroaching upon our route. 
Crossing this, we entered the Angostura Jicgulêmu, a second 
narrow pass formed by the Andes and Coast Kan go, throwing 
off lateral spurs which approach within a hundred yards of each 
other. A creek, the Estero de Kegulómu, winds along the 
southeast foot of the Andean spur, mid passes through the gorge 
in a northerly direction, and preparations are in progress to 
throw over it a railroad bridge of three hundred and fifty feet 
length. This is the last point at which we saw the advancing 
work of the great Southern lioad. for the completion of which 
Chile should put ibrth all her energies, as upon if. will depend 
the development of the resources of her truly magnificent interior 
valley. A narrow part of the valley was now travelled fora 
distance of about two and a half leagues, when wo crossed the 
l i i o tiaji- Fernando^ an arm of the ttio Trnfjuiririca^ embracing 
an insular tract of laud, on which stands the town of San Fer-
nando (a contraction of St. Ferdinando), in latitude 34° 35' S,, 
where wc arrived at 4 o'eloclt r. jr., glad to find that it was not 
inundated by this wild mountain stream, which in heavy rains 
itnd thaws holds the inhabitants in constant apprehension. 
The population of fían Fernando is variously estimated. I f 
the Department of Colehagua, extending from the Kivcr Cacha-
poal to the Teno, and from the Andes to the sea, of which it is 
the capital, is corveetly reported as having from ten to twelve 
Ihoitsaiid inhabitants, San Fernando probably contains half the 
number. The plaza is a mere common ; the streets, with few 
exceptions, are unpaved ; find (he houses, low, untidy, and un-
sightly, might, with few exceptions, be called wretched mud 
huts. " Carpentier's liotci," of winch the owner of the stngo-
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lino is proprietor, and to which TVO were of course carried to get 
the gruh—nothing more—singularly included in the stage-fare, 
wc found to he a mean and miserable Iiovfol, without even pre-
tence of decent accommodation about it. Dinner without 
dishes, and a chamber without comfort or cleanliness, were the 
re i i l i t i cB of " cntertamment." A t in pan o f casítela^ fiery with 
aji, for the inner-man; a n d a ilag-mat bed without shccls, and 
a patched coverlid lihe Joseph's coat of many colors, for the 
outer-man, were the sum nud substance of our " fare included ;" 
that liorrible gratuity^ -which precluded even t h e poor privilege 
of grumbling. An infinitesimal portion of the iicry broth 
served to allay any desire for its further acipiaintanee; and even 
had our couch invited i t , slumber-would h a v e been a stranger 
to our eyelids, from fear of the tons of tiles visibly tlu'catening 
us from above with entombment on the spot. Long before tho 
peep of day we were in motion, and at. 4 o'clock A. M. WC bade 
adieu to San Peruando, rejoicing in tho belief that we should 
never again become the victims of its contract of hospitality. 
It was a balmy morning on which wc rode over the wide 
level bed of shingle spread to the south between the town and 
the liio Tinguiririca, which lias its source in the snows of tho 
extinct volcano of San Femando ; and there, amid a vast waste 
of stone traversed in places by brooklet arms of the river, which 
waywardly left it to return again after strolling awhile in co-
quettish adventure, birds of gay plumage were welcoming with 
matin songs the rosy dawn that leaned upon the snow}' crest of 
the Cordillera, looking into the twilight valley like a blushing 
bride over her nuptial couch. It was a picture of rare beauty ; 
and well might that silvery orb, in all ages the recognized queen. 
of planetary brilliancy and grace, linger as she did in the azure 
canopy above, when all her sister stars had passed away, as if 
unwilling to withdraw her gaze from so fair a scene. A drive 
of about three miles brought us to the principal channel of tho 
river j and it was well we attempted its passage in the early 
morning, for even t h e n it was running r io t from its swollen 
flood of melted snow from the previous day's heat, and which 
had not subsided entirely during t h e night. On t h e afternoon 
of tho day we should probably have found it impassable, its 
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course being short, and quicldy affected by thaws. The baggage 
"was removed to the top of the coach to be above the reach of 
water, and our team of six horses being increased by the addi-
tion of two more, under the guidance of a postilion, they dashed 
forward, and by dint of persevering effort under whip and spur, 
and wild Inirralis, sonictimcs plunging and iloundcring, at others 
swimming, a7id oecasioualiy thrown down by the huge boul-
ders swept along by the fierce current—the rumbling noise of 
which could be heard as they rolled along the rooky floor of the 
rivcB—they finally succeeded in landing us safely on the oppo-
site side of the ford. .[lough as ivas the road over which wo 
passed for half a league beyond, and until we got fairly off of 
the plain over which doubtless this river had from time to time 
shifted its course, yet was it welcomed after escaping from the 
furious Tinguiririca. 
The country soon again presented a higher degree of cultiva-
tion, fields of wheat, barley, anil alfalfa, covering the valley, 
which, along this part of our route, has a width of from twelve 
to fifteen miles. And here, too, as further north, the fruits 
brought by the early emigrants from Europe thrive luxuriantly, 
the mild and uniform climate producing almonds, olives, grapes, 
pomegranates, and figs, as also quinces, apples, pears, plums, 
cherries, and peaches. The dried peaches of Chile exceed in de-
liciousness any found in North America ; and it may probably 
be said with truth, that the Iluasco raisins surpass any produced 
in the Mediterranean for delicacy and lusciousness; as much so, 
perhaps, as the Yimgai coffee of Bolivia excels in richness of 
aroma and flavor any of the world, not excepting the famed 
berry of Mocha. The Ytmgai cofTcc crop is small, and very 
costly. In the Yalparaiso market it readily commands from 
three-quarters to one dollar per pound. 
Such was the genial temperature and general beauty of sur-
soundings of our morning drive, that we had no difficulty in ap-
preciating the appropriateness of the name of the aborigines, 
who at the time of the Spanish invasion occupied this district of 
Chile: J^romanciaws—more lately corrupted into Puruman-
eians—signifying "people of delight," as we arc informed by 
the supplementary notes to the Áhbé Don J . Ignatius Molina's 
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History of Chilo, " being derived from the beauty of the country 
•which they inhabit." Substantial walls of boulders enclosed the 
haciendas and quintas bounding the road; having a thickness 
of four feet at the base, gradually dhninishing to the height of 
five, sometimes being cemented, and with a corresponding para-
pet. The farmers of tin's region profit by the geological changes 
consequent on earthquakes, which often shift the course of rivers; 
the extensive deposit of stone thus brought from mountain 
sources, furnishing them secure and enduring fencing. Over 
tliia whole region a network of canals for irrigation was seen ; 
hence a dry season gives the haeicmlado no uneasiness, for the 
adjacent Andes have always a supply of snow for summer con-
sumption ; and these also fui'nish enriching mineral deposits, to 
renew exhausted fertility from careless cultivation and unaltcr-
nated crops. 
Leaving the uniinporfant village of Chhnbarongo on the 
right, wo passed on to the crossing of the crock of the same 
name, the fertilizing waters of which traverse numerous aque-
ducts. Weary with looking on feudal dependents of the varied 
degrees of guaso, inquilino, and peon gañan, who, with their 
female companions of Indian tints and corresponding social posi-
tion, had since wo left San Fernando monopolized the highway 
with their mules and ox-carts, it was to us as cheering as it "was 
charming, to behold the representatives of higher rank, in three 
fair young señoritas with pretty blonde faces, rows of ivory in 
ruby settings, and eyes like brilliants beneath arching, brows of 
ebony, who looked from their carreia as it moved solemnly along 
to morning mass, at the village church near by. May the ori-
sons they offered to heaven procure for them pardon for the 
heartache they gave some of our companions, although it cannot 
be said artlessly, for their furtive glances and winsome smiles 
revealed the intent of mischief. The carreta honored by these 
houris, is the country coach of Chile for parties of pleasure, 
social visiting, and going to church. It consists of a cart, or in 
deference to its high office Ave will say carriage body, ten or 
twelve feet long and live feet wide, the sides of which are some-
times boarded and painted pale blue or yellow, but nearly al-
ways interwoven cane or ñag is the material; and the top, 
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arched fiigli enougli to allow a moderate sized lady to stand up, 
is similarly made, the cane or flag-leaves being interlaced tightly 
and thickly, to make it water-tight and a good non-cònductor of 
heat. The floor is plank or ox-hide, and the seats are arranged 
along the sides, cab-fashion, that the occupants may face each 
other, kittle barred windows intimate the necessity of guarding 
the precious freight from being stolen by waylaying lovers, 
I f you happen to be looking toward one of these at a time th;tt 
a sciiorita is peering through it, so luminous will it appear, that 
you might readily suppose it the focus of a calcium light. Cur-
tains before and behind secure seclusion or otherwise, according 
to the humor of ihc inmates. The body is mounted on two 
large, clumsy wheels, running on a wooden axle, and, being un-
familiar with lubricating substance, they indulge a propensity 
for hideous creaking to " fright tire souls of fearful adversaries " 
contemplating a foray. Á tongue, sometimes looking like a 
young sapling fransferred in its native state from the forest, lias 
a cross-piece at the unattached end having on its under surface 
two slight concavities, which, being placed on the heads of two 
oxen, is lashed to tlieir horns by rawhide thongs. When there 
are many passengers, or the company is ambitious of extra style, 
two additional oxen arc placed in front, pulling by a rope at-
tached to the tongue. The carralero (carter or coachman), nt-
tircd in a variegated blanket hung on his shoulders, his hend 
protruding through a slit in its middle, called a ¿poncho^ and 
short-legged white trowscrs of an amplitude sullicicnt to induce 
the belief that they might have descended from Moorish ances-
tors on one side, with a little sugar-loaf chip or straw hat, with-
out brim or band, and armed with a fifteen feet lance-headed 
pole, walks in advance of his reflective steeds, significantly dis-
playing for their due regard the emblem of authority, and in-
strument of punishment for waywardness and transgression. 
" The ox knoweth Ins owner " wo nrn told by the prophet Isaiah ; 
but it is manifest that the declaration was intended to apply to 
the ancient representative of that observing beast only, and by 
no means was designed to impeach bis capacity of improvemout 
under modern instruction ; for it is placed beyond question that 
the Chilean ox knoweth likewise, and full well, his owner'sjptm, 
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to wlioso unsTverving requireinents ho is meekly submissive, 
meiistmng Ins movements in strict conformity -with the carra-
toro's appreciation of his own comfort, convenience, and dignity; 
which, it cannot be disputed, is unalterably conservative, and 
opposed to the shifting and troublesome tendencies of a dis-
contented, and in his judgment rather fast age. Such is the 
fashionable equipage of the interior of Chile, an attempt to su-
persede which by more convenient and rapid means of convey-
ance, except in, and immediately in the neighborhood of large 
cities, is considered an unworthy encouragement of foreign inno-
vations, derogatory to social interests, and dishonoring to Chilean 
nationality. But I have wandered from the most agreeable 
part of the theme, from the lovely freight to the lumbering con-
veyance. How it was that the fair spirits within this prisma 
i)a?i did not take " the wings of the morning," and fly over the 
glad earth clad in green and garnUured with flowers of bright 
and beauteous hues, was a mystery. Perhaps an antiquated 
duenna was ensconced in a corner of the vehicle, who held them 
in unwilling bondage. I f so, they had only to have intimated 
their grievance and they should have been set free, and the an-
cient representative of domestic tyranny who guarded them 
have been ducked in the canal running through the adjoining 
meadow, as a punishment for doing what no governess in this 
country is expected to do—watch her young mistress too closely. 
A short distance beyond, the road turning to the cast became 
a wide avenue, passing through a hacienda of great extent and 
fertility, and bordered by Lomhardy poplars thickly planted and 
of luxuriant foliage, causing a twilight within its walls of ver-
dure. Again pursuing our southerly course, several miles fur-
ther on we reached a less attractive region of a higher level than 
that part of the valley over which we had been travelling, and 
hence not intersected by canals as are the lower surfaces. This 
elevated tract stretches from the Andes to the Coast Range, a 
distance of sixteen or eighteen miles, and ten or twelve miles 
across in the direction of the road, and is more uneven, and 
studded with numerous small isolated hills varying in height 
from twenty to fifty feet, looking like volcanic blisters on an up-
lifted surface, as if an internal effort had been made to connect 
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the two mountain chains by a great cross-link, which had failed 
for "want of sufficient uphcuval force. This tract, known as Los 
Gerillos ãô Teno, was in time past infested by highwaymen, the 
hills serving as watch-towers whence the approach of travellers 
could ho seen for several miles, and behind which the robbers 
concealed themselves until proximity made escape hopeless. 
À more thickly-populated adjacent country, and the efforts of 
Government to arrest and punish offenders, have given to this 
section of the Province of Colchagua a better reputation than it 
formerly had ; although a sole remnant of the bandit tribe may 
possibly have existed in a wayside lioto, who had evidently 
been imbibing liberally of Chiccf,, and seemed ambitious of a 
general breach of the peace and a passage of arms with our 
postilion in particular. 
Away to the southeast forty or fifty miles, an extinct volcano 
— E l Descabezado—was scon lifting its decapitated trunk more 
than thirteen thousand feet, and standing forth .in grandeur of 
massive proportions from the clustering peaks that stretch away 
to the north and south, as if he scorned support even in his head-
less condition. Over his bold shoulders the snow mantle fell in 
graceful folds, here and there being thrown aside by the blast 
to reveal some noble outline of figure ; but dropping lower, as 
if in boastfulness of hardihood he thus proclaimed to his loftier 
brothers of Aconcagua and Tupungato, that eternal snow with 
him measures from three thousand to four thousand feet more 
of depth than with them. A gap in the lower Andean ranges 
showed the point at which the river Teno was pouring forth its 
flood; and we were soon destmcd to renew our morning expe-
rience of the effect of a summer-day's sun upon a snow moun-
tain stream; for shortly after, when we reached that river, we 
found a French travelling coach that had passed us some miles 
back, and several ox-teams, standing on the bank contemplating 
in dismay the furious torrent, which seemed to indicate an im-
possible passage. What was to be done? The Frenchmen did 
not show any signs of advance. The great Emperor's " allons " 
did very well for national glory, "but " allez" in their estimation 
suited better their personal safety. They evidently had made 
up their minds that some others might he, although they should 
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not talk, braver than themselves. As to the Chilenos, they ap-
peared to he striving by sundry solicitous coaxings to instituto 
an initiative consultation with tlic oxen; hut from their inflexi-
ble silence and immobility, they evidently designed to throw the 
onus of this vjater question on the carreteros, avoiding ah re-
sponsibility and danger too if possible, and wisely concluding, 
no doubt, that it was sufficient for them to bear the burden on 
land. 
Our gradually reduced stage-load consisted now of an Eng-
lishman, who was a member oí' the Valparaiso bar, intelligent, 
courteous, and fearless ; a Californian who had crossed the plains, 
hunted grizzly hears, and encountered the greater danger of can-
vassing the State for the gubernatorial office—need more be 
•said ? and a third inside passenger,.whose Anglo-Saxon ancestors 
entered laud in the colonial province of Maryland under the 
patent of Lord Baltimore two hundred years ago, and who 
could not repudiate the moral force of the race from which he 
sprang, if ho tried. Our driver, of California mettle and nerve, 
called out as soon as he liad taken his survey of the scene, 
"What say you, gentlemen, shall we try it?" It would have 
been hopeless to wait for the racUing of the Andean snow, the 
supply was rather large, and centuries of summers had vainly 
expended their hottest efforts to reduce it; retreat is becoming 
an obsolote English word, and Americans refuse to revive it; so 
the answer was a unanimous " aye." The baggage being again 
transferred to the top of the coach, and preparations made for an 
escape from it and a buffet with the torrent if necessary, two 
powerful oxen trained to the service were put in the lead of the 
six horses ; as well for the advantage of their steady draught, an 
indispensable quality when unseen boulders are to be encoun-
tered, as for their unswerving obedience to direction, thus serv-
ing to keep the horses from, becoming uuinaniigeable from fright 
of the tumultuous waters. "While the driver skilfully guided 
his team, the postilion, an experienced carretero, stripped to the 
buff, mounted his spirited charger, and with goad in hand took 
his station beside the pair of oxen in the lead. Several smaller 
branches of the stream were thus crossed, all serving to reduce 
the main river from which they escaped, and a rough bed of 
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shingle being also passed, we then plunged into the turbid flood 
which rushed by in volume and speed, as if a mountain lake had 
burst its barriers. For a time it seemed as if we were likely, 
instead of pursuing a circuitous land route to-the Pacific, to seek 
it by the shorter and less tedious channels of the Ilio Teno, and 
the liio Mataquito into which the Jirst-named empties ; and we 
soon found it necessary to mount to the higher altitudes of the 
coach, which sprung a leak and threatened to bilge, sometimes 
floating and fit others attempting lateral somersets, Noticing 
this latter gymnastic proclivity, our pilot steered an oblique 
course across the stream so nc;irly in the direction of the current 
as to present the back of our extemporaneous pontoon boat in-
stead of the side to its force. -By this inanocuvre it received a 
momentum that assisted the crossing, and in from ten to fifteen 
minutes we, more frightened than hurt, landed on the opposite 
side of an unquestionably dangerous looking river of two hun-
dred and fifty yards width, in its swollen condition. Our own 
joy on reaching shore in safety was scarcely greater than that 
of the French travellers left behind, interested spectators of the 
experiment; for they saw in the favorable result a promise that 
they might risk its repetition with impunity, and "nllons" now 
became doubtless the animated word of command to their postil-
ion, although we did not wait to see whether or not they re-
ceived a cold bath in the icy waters of the Kio Teno. 
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lijiSiiiiiiNO our journcj, tlie road led for ÍI mile or two over ft 
rough and "barren tract, and then tlio country presented an ap-
pearance of agricultural wealth; a rich soil and teeming crops 
bounteously irrigated, and long lines of the alamo bordering the 
road, which itself was thronged with happy people, pedestrians, 
equestrians, arrieros, and carrateros. The road costume is pe-
culiar, and may be reduced to four essentials for each sex, that 
is of the nine-tenths of the population seen in travelling, who 
have the ring of the Indian copper; the one-tenth of Caucasian 
silmr is not in common circulation. The dress of the men con-
sists of a little conical straw hat, i7ii?ius the apex; a ]?onc7iOy 
resembling, a gaudy Venetian carpet with a longitudinal slit 
in the middle to pass the head through, hound with bright rib-
bon, and hanging from the shoulders around the body down 
to tlio hips; a graceless garment befitting its sluggish Indian 
inventors/but an incumbrance to one who values the privilege 
of manhood to use his arms. To the (Meno, from the inquilino 
to the roto, the poncho is bed, board, and broidery; for lie sleeps 
on it, cats from it, and often spends the wages of a year to pro-
cure one of bright colors with which to decorate his person. A 
pair of trouscra, -which would be both more symmetrical and 
useful, if some of the material were taken from the width and 
added to the length; and finally, spurs of terrific proportions 
secured to the heels, sometimes through the intermedium, at 
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others independently of, the less necessary appendage a pair of 
shoes. The women have invariably two Jong black hair plaits 
hanging down the back ; a gay shawl worn ;l I'Espagnole, one 
end thrown graceijilly over the shoulder, or ¡1 la tapada to conceal 
the greater part of the face when concealment is a merit or co-
quetry dictates the cunning device; a skirt à Fan tí que—inno-
cent of inflation; and the gaudiest-colored shoes obtainable. 
From this it will be perceived that parts of our road were not 
without a eonsidcrabie display of hummi butterflies, althougli 
the variety of species was not great, the yellow and red evidently 
predominating. 
By the sight of a large cross on a hill we became aware of 
our approaching a town ; and in a few minuted* more, doubling 
the hill, we passed along a prolLily-slmdcd alameda, and landed 
at the principal hotel of Gnrko. "While breakfast was being 
prepared we strolled about the town, containing about iivc 
thousand inhnbiUnts; a public pvomcnade of nearly a jnile, 
planted with poplars, and aqueducts of limpid water running 
down their long avenues; houses without taste or variety, except 
that some were built of adobes and others of mud-daubed reeds, 
occasionally whitewashed, and squatty enough to warrant the 
belief that their enormous tile roofs were slowly crushing them 
to the earth; unfmished churches withoutcxtcrmil architecture, 
whatever may be said of internal sanctity; adults burdened 
with ennui, and children not burdened with books, or any sense 
of obligation to use them, made up the sum of observations, 
from which we cheerfully returned to something more agreeable 
to hungry travellers—an excellent breakfast—except the butterj 
which from the abounding alfalfa pastures of the neighborhood 
ought to have been golden, fresh, and of rich flavor, but was 
pale, and old enough to vote at the coming election for Presi-
dent of the Republic, were it not for the constitutional disquali-
fication of poverty. 
A hearty meal despatched, scats were resumed in the coach, 
and a productive country of four or five miles having been 
passed over we reached at meridian the Rio Lontue^ heading in 
the snow mountains of Las Liamas, in the vicinity of the Plan-
chón Pass; from the inountaiuof which name, as also from 
^ ItIO LONTUE. 
those forming the group of the extinct PetcToa Volcano, it 
receive a part of its tributary waters. though this river at 
the crossing is divided into several arms, winch flow separately 
over a shmgly valley two miles wide, yet its principal stre.im 
was so swollen, deep, and rapid, from recent tliaws, that no 
attempt to ford it had h u m hazarded for several days. The 
continuous route -was therefore interrupted by stopping Hie 
coaches on the opposite banks of the river, and tranplcrriiig 
passengers and baggage over an Indian hinging bridge, fnr an 
exchange of conveynjieca. This bridge, although of much more 
rude materials, is ncvcrthelcRS constructed on similar principles 
with the suspensión bridge of other countries. Two Ptrowg 
timbers, forked at the upper ends, arc planted five or six feet 
asunder, perpendicularly and deeply, on each bank of the river, 
and connected by a cross-piece lashed to each. Timbers of 
equal fitrcngtU, but less height, planted somewhat further from 
the stream, give secure attachment to two cables made of raw-
hide, which supported in the forks of the main timbers are 
thrown across the river. From these strong horizontal cables, 
are suspended vertically numerous raw-hide ropes, or thongs, 
which are attached to and support long poles that thus traverse 
the direction of the stream; upon these last rests a flooring 
composed of lighter cross-pieces, filled in and closed up with 
cane, branches, and reeds, of sufficient quantity and strength to 
bear the weight of a man, and even a mule or horse. Not hav-
ing lateral braces, and being very clastic, our hanging bridge 
required care in crossing, to avoid a bath h i the Lontue, of 
nearly freezing temperature, from the icy fountains of the 
Cordillera. 
Shortly after resuming our route on the south side of tho 
river, we crossed a considerable and the last arm of the Lontue, 
the ílio Seco; and although a few well-cultivated haciendas 
wore seen, the general aspect was that of unthrifty husbandry, 
and a greater disregard than further north, of the means of 
irrigation at the disposal of the inhabitants. The fencing, some-
times made of trees or posts, sparsely filled in with dead acacia 
branches, at others consisted merely of dry brush. Many of 
the habitations along the roadside arc in the fashion of Indian 
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lodges, with but a single opening answering the threefold pur-
pose o f door, "window, and chimney. These huts arc made of 
brush, c a n e , or flags, lashed or rudely twined into a coarse 
matting; and having but o n e apartment, with earthen floor, for 
the whole family, and visitors t o o , if any should tarry at night.. 
Even the hovels, one remove from savage 'design, possess no 
higher claim t o b e considered the dwellings o f a civilized race; 
for apart f r o m the wattled w a l l a of reed and brush, sometimes 
daubed with mud, to b o washed off b y the lirst heavy rain, with 
thatched roof o f flags o r straw, ( h e occupancy o f but one apart-
ment in sickness and health, b y day and by night, and b y all 
ages, sexes, and conditions, huddled promiscuously together, 
showed a shameless disregard of the decent observances of life. 
It is to the interior of Chile that the traveller must come, to sec 
the actual national condition—social, moral, and political. It 
is not as represented b y the limited better race and class of. the 
few of its cities, where accumulated wealth, means o f cducatioiij 
and iiiterconrse with foreigners, have chastened and refined those 
within whose reach these gifts have been placed, that w e are 
able to comprehend the status o f the people at large; but by 
looking upon the populace as i t is mainly constituted, o f jorna-
leros, guasos, peons, and rotos, its dependent and laboring classes,, 
by whatever name these arc known, who possess but in a few 
instances e v e n a mite of fee simple property, no coequal political 
rights, no education, no justly remunerative pursuit, no chance 
of preferment here, and no hope of a hereafter, as they are 
taught to believe, but that which a privileged priesthood may 
choose t o give iii return for the fee wrung even from the hand of 
toil and want, that has j u s t grasped the poor reward of daily 
labor, or grubbed a pittance from s o m e comer of its master's 
estate. Aye, master! For i f n o t so technically and in the 
phraseology of statute law, he is so by the stronger law of fact, 
resulting from the tenure o f estate; and thc^dn and such like, 
the serfs of the country, can no i n o r e shako off their servitude— 
their slavery—than they can dispense with tho morsel o f food 
that sustains life, and f o r which they arc dependent on the 
employment, or the bounty, o f the great landholder or the 
miner. 
10 
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In Chile, as elsewhere, capital will rule; and he who wields 
it is master, however politic it may bo to tmppress the term, for 
fear of giving offence and producing troublesome fmtagonisms. 
To say nothing of the dominant power of English wealth in in-
iluoncing the destinies of other nations, it is sufficient, in illus-
tration of the truth, to refer to the undeniable influence of 
capital in controlling fho elections in our country, and even 
mastering the honest public will by giving to it a Presidential 
master. _ "When fully examined and understood, the problem of 
free government, as presented in most modern republics, exhibits 
some strange features; imd the self-delusion of the multitude 
who arc its boastful supporters, and its victims too, becomes 
manifest. 
The traveller who has sense enough to consider the political 
question of human rights, in its application to beings of a like 
race and natural endowments, without being carried by trans-
cendental philanthropy to the absurd length of insisting that a 
goose having wings can soar as high as the eagle, and is entitled 
to wheel in loftier space with that imperial bird; or to the 
equally foolish extreme of affirming that an ass (not a human 
ass) is as swift as a horse because he has the same number of 
legs, and movable ears; such a traveller, unprejudiced by the 
errors of education, sccldng truth, and open to rational con-
victions on a practical question ; who sees the negro, in his ap-
propriate relation of servitude and dependence to the Caucasian, 
submissive as a child, affectionate in his instincts, imitative of 
others, looking for guidance, and obedient although inclined to 
indolence; will not find the term master oí such horrible im-
port, when applied to one who, being of the master race as 
ordained of God, can direct him in the path of usefulness to 
himself and others. From an imperial master of the same race 
of mankind to a schoolmaster, so many gradations of station 
arc perpetually obtruded on us to "which that "word of relativo 
supremacy is applied, that the sensitiveness must be strangely 
abnormal that will take offence at its application to one of su-
periority in the scale of natural being, whether lie be the Cau-
casian master of a Negro, or the Caucasian master of a Peon. 
It was not, then, with censorious purpose that the remark was 
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made when I drifted aAvay from my narrative, that the Peon 
has his master in Chile. ÜNor can lie ehako off his absolutê  al-
though not nominal sltwôry, so long as the Spaniard approaches 
to numerical equality, preserves Iiimself from deterioration of 
blood, and remains true to the nobler spirit and instincts of his 
race. Jínt t h e boastful pretence of free institutions, and the 
hypocritical show of hatred of the condition of slavciy, which 
will n o t allow e v e n the semblance of it presented by a tempo-
rary coolie apprenticeship, i s , under the circumstances of actual 
social and political condition, deserving of a share of the repre-
hension due to the high priests of anti-slavery elsowhevo; who, 
for the liberation of the negro from a condition of servitude, 
sanctioned by the Law and the Prophets, by Christ and the 
Apostles, by the example of a l l nations, and the constitutional 
compacts of their own land, would glory in a carnival of the 
llaming torch a n d bloody hand; in the midnight murder of men 
a n d women of their own race, and the worse than murder of 
virgin purity; in the assassination of the feeble and unresisting, 
decrepitude already tottering on the verge, of the grave, and 
helpless infancy just come to breathe new love into human 
hearts. And yet with complacent inconsistency and cruelty, 
these deluded propagandists of freedom crush under the wheels 
of the same political juggernaut the lingering representatives 
of aboriginal liberty in America; thirst for the blood of those 
who refuse to be their "hewers of wood and drawers of water," 
and insist on living in the land their fathers gave thein j and 
from the Rock of Plymouth to the Father of Waters, applaud 
an Executive decree of death against hundreds of unresisting 
children of the forest, who, whatever the offences against civil-
ization of their untaught nature writhing under a sense of gross 
wrongs, still surrender to those who claim to be the special rep-
resentatives of civilization and Christianity, and hence are 
bound to " deal justly and love mercy." 
Chilenos should not allow national sensibility to become un-
duly wounded at an exposure of social and political condition, 
by those who certainly manifest no nncandid disposition to con-
ceal their own defects, or to complain that others have been 
quick to detect, and ready to criticize them. However errors 
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may be presented, either to private or public cogniziinee of those 
interested, it is the part of wisdom to mark ami mciul them. 
The most influential inhabitants, those favored by fortune and 
rank, have probably not chosen to forego case and comfort, and 
examine "where alone they may be seen, in filthy suburban hov-
els, and in the miserable lodges and huts of remote provinces, 
the social destitution, moral ""debasement, and political corrup-
tion or utter abnegation of the lower classes. They fihonld not, 
be offended at the wayside observation which perceives, and the 
spirit of frankness that reveals these; the one not being imper-
tinently. curious, nor the other unfriendly. Had my visit to 
Chile been restricted to its seaports, T might have doubted the 
correctness of a description representing accurately its physical 
grandeur, fertility, and general resources, as seen since leaving 
Valparaiso. And yet with such gifts of a bcncliecnt Creator, a 
moral degradation has been found of wide prevalence. It must 
be understood that these remarlis apply to the unfortunate 
many, in birth and poverty; not to the favored few, of blood 
and wealth. The. absence of home comforts, the disregard of 
domestic relations, the renunciation of matrimonial^ parental, 
and filial ties, the ignorance or indifference to moral restraints, 
and the disregard of Christian precept by a general profanation 
of the Sabbath; the day specially selected for military drill, 
drunken debauch, gambling, cock-fighting, and horse-racing, 
heretofore seen, were again observed during this Sunday drive 
to Talca; the road being enlivened by a Grovernment registry 
of voters under military supervision, horse-races, general licen-
tiousness, cock-fights, dog-fights, and low gaming, from pitching 
coppers, through various grades of hazard, up to monté. Such 
are the blots upon the body politic, patent to all who choose to 
read the record unfolded before them; and for the existence of 
which, in a country professedly Christian, there must be some 
censurable cause operating upon the social organization. 
•Whether this results from the deterioration incident to amalga-
mation with an inferior race, -whose baser characteristics main-
tain the ascendency, or bo consequent on some radical defect in 
the political framework fastening upon society the evils of igno-
rance, civil disqualification, and an exclusive or defectively ad-
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ministered clmrcli, ave questions not to be diacussed cúrrente 
cálamo. But they deserve the unprejudiced investigation and 
profound reflection of the leading minds of Chile, upon the de-
termination of which the destinies of a magnificent country 
greatly depend. 
Passing through Molino with a large plaza and a little 
street, where voters were ngain seen being registered under mi l -
itary surveillance, the first town through whicli our road ran 
in the Pfovince of Talca, beginning at the Rio Lontue and ex-
tending south to the Maulé River, we came, four or live miles 
beyond, to'the l l i o Claro. Grossing this, we soon entered upon 
a rough and sterile tract, with but few mere patches of cultiva-
tion ; and such continued to be the characteristics of the country 
nearly to the city of Talca. Many of the hills were very steep 
and it often - became necessary to assist our team of 6 ix by the 
attachiucnt of an extra horse; a service rendered by an outrid-
ing Chileno always in attendance. The Chilenos are fearless 
and skilful horsemen, and would make a formidable cavalry if 
mounted on horses of sufficient weight. Those of Chile are too 
light, although they arc well trained to the charge by a custom 
of riding them under the spur against strongly-supported trans-
verse poles, and against each other "breast to breast; and so vi-
cious does a horse become at times by this training, that he will 
spring suddenly against an approaching horse and dismount the 
rider before he can guard against the shock. 
About fourteen miles south of Molino is the Quebrada de la 
McM'ca, noted for the excellent chicha, furnished at its famous 
jiosadtty a horn of which, for the want of a gohlet, proved re-
freshing to "us on a hot day. 
At Ghagre, where we changed horses, apparently about thirty 
or thirty-five miles due west of E l Descabezado, the stones of 
which the fences are made present nothing of the characteristics 
of the scoria found about Los Cerillos, but are lighter even than 
indurated clay or sand; its exceeding lightness and great friabil-
ity, as well as its grayish-white color, warranting the "belief that 
it was formed of the ashes of a-volcano—perhaps Descabezado, 
when active—agglutinated by rains falling on successive lamina, 
and sun-dried, producing a stone as light as pumice. This 
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•whole region abounds in it , not a boulder being visible. A great 
part of the land along our route of to-day being incapable of 
irrigation, is barren, desolation reigns around, and there is noth-
ing of immediate wayside scenery to give, interest to the ride. 
Travellers were few, a pack-train and herd of cattle with f n 
occasional horscninn scarcely serving to relieve the oppression 
of loneliness; and but for the Cordillera, with its unrolled pan-
orama of grandeur arid magnificence, bounding the vision to the 
east, and Pcteroa, Descabezado, Nevada de Chilian, and Piedra 
lasting snow, pencilled with eilvcry light, or mellowing in softer 
radiance or darker shadow, as jealous clouds conecalcd tlieir 
beauties from the sun; but for these eternal oracles of God, that 
speak conviction to the human mind, calming its doubts and 
confirming its faith, and that awaken the sleeping emotions of 
the heart to strange delights, there would be no temptation to 
repeat the rido from the Rio Claro to Talca. Having crossed 
the unimportant streams of Chagra and Panqué, and passed for 
a short distance somewhat better cultivated fields near the city, 
we found ourselves, at six r . jr., dashing over paved streets and 
skirting the Plaza de Annas, to the fashionable but rather hum-
ble-looking hotel which faced one of its sides. 
Talca is about one hundred miles by the road southwest by 
south from San Femando, i n latitude 35° 14' S. I t was founded 
in 1742, and is much nearer to the Coast Rango of mountains 
than to the Andea, being but a few miles from the foot of the 
former, from which i t is separated by the Rio Claro in its south-
erly stretch, to empty into the River Maulé. Being the capital 
of the province of the same name, i t has a considerable popula-
tion, estimated at jfiftecu thousand ; and i t is the point to which 
the Southern Railroad is tending, and, i t is sxipposed, w i l l be 
made its southern terminus. The policy would be short-sighted 
that would arrest that improvement short of the Bay of Con-
cepción or the Biobio River. 
A minute description of Talca would not repay one for the 
perusal. I t may be imagined from what has already been said 
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of other second-class Spanish-American towns. Rectangular 
streets badly paved, or not paved at a l l ; a plaza, with or -with-
out a fountain, according to the facility of getting water, and 
sometimes a fountain to commemorate the want,of i t ; the plaza 
being usually surrounded hy the public buildings and municipal 
ofllccs, and the grand theatre of religious and military displays, 
revolutionary and other riotous movements; an alameda shaded 
by Lombard y poplars"; squatty houses of indifferent matcnais, 
rude construction, and without, architectural design ; and unfin-
ished churches. .The personnel are equally characteristic, and 
consist in the main—exceptions being undeniable, and the nobler 
because of surrounding degeneracy—of a lazy, bigoted, crafty, and 
selfish priesthood; and an ignorant, indolent, superstitious, and 
impoverished population. I n the winter a more refined and in-
telligent class of inhabitants is found in Talca than at other sea-
sons, the baciendados of the province with their families resort-
ing thither for amusement and the facility of social intercourse, 
which cannot be enjoyed in tlic country in bad weather and at 
the distances they reside from each other. Still, the influence 
of this temporary accession of a higher education and morality 
is but partial in its effects upon the mass of society, and exercises 
no control whatever over the more powerful agents who so sig-
nally fail in their great oilice. The u bell of agony " (thus reli-
giously known) was beard to echo for hours from the church-
tower the expiring groans of one who for long years bad been 
2>ar excellence the recognized reprobate'of the community, ven-
erable in vico and weary of wickedness only because ho was 
going "where profligacy and lust could no longer give joy to sen-
sual appetite, and who nd\v, at the final moment, was shrived 
and purified of sin by virtue of liberal bequests and the saving 
grace of a wafer, conveyed to him in a clerical coach o f siaiõ 
through the streets, at the approach of which every head bowed 
and every knee bent; while the military, as i f in burlesque of 
the benevolent mission, saluted this transubstantiated "Prince 
of Peace" hy presenting ar?ns as i t passed along. Such scenes 
were not calculated to establish confidence in the reformatory 
influence among the clergy of a partial secular enlightenment, 
nor to give a traveller a high opinion of Talca religionism. 
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The Hotel l'Europe, at wliicli we ñtoppcd, was built in con-
formity to the Continental mie—a ono-stoiy, qnadraiiguliir edi-
fice, on the sides of a patio, to -wliich access was had by a gate-
way. On the sides of the court were the dining-room, chambers, 
and billiard-rooms—the last an indispensable in the liuinblest 
inn—while a parlor is rarely seen, and a reading-room never. 
Brick floors, commonly met with in the chambers of interior 
Chile, are neither agreeable nor healthful- their board ceilings 
are safer than the heavy stucco with which ours are loaded, and 
the falling of which sometimes proves dangerous to life. But 
the partitions of our uiiddlo-dass houses arc preferable to those 
of corresponding houses in Chile, bo!h for security and privacy ; 
for muslin, however prettily covered with paper, wil l neither 
shut out a thief nor the snoring serenade of a neighbor, whose 
inheritance of evil 
Burlliens e'en the tranquil night with discord 
And murder of sweet sleep. 
The regular nine o'clock p. sr. dinner was excellent, as also 
the 10 A. M. breakfast, both sustaining the reputation of this 
town for abundant and cheap food ; which, it is said, has hereto-
fore induced many families of diminished incomes to resort 
thither, causing Talca to be called at one time, in derision, " the 
bankrupt colony." 
Although at the season for visiting the Baths of Chilian a 
public stage-line is run- two or three times each week south of 
Talca, yet, during eight or nine months of the year, persons trav-
elling south of this city are compelled to take a private convey-
ance. This was our necessity, and with the aid of some fellow-
countrymen found permanently residing here, we succeeded in 
hiring a cawetela, two postilions, and ten horses, to carry two 
of ns to Tomé, nearly two hundred miles, for four ounces— 
about fifty-seven dollars of our coin. Full time being taken to 
visit the chief points of interest, we bade adieu to a city which 
in the civil war of 1859 was for a time the headquarters'of the 
Revolutionists, liad been strongly fortified, barricaded, armed, 
and provisioned, and, to the surprise of most of those who had 
become involved in the movement, was surrendered with scarcely 
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a show of resistance. Bribevy sometimes becomes a great mili-
tr.ry strategist, and is supposed to have achieved trhunplis in 
Chile as elsewhere. 
Our carretela was simply an okhfiishioned <M5, with square 
body, standing top, seat on each side, and door behind, mounted 
on two wheels, with shafts for one horse; in the case of the car-
retela another horse being attached on the outside of the shafts 
hh-locho fashion, for the use of the postilion, who guides both 
horses. Eight loose horses were driven along by another 
postilion, and these furnished relays. I t was an odd way of 
procuring (/m7¿ horses, but the only one of getting any at all, 
as none could be obtained on the route. The poor beasts had a 
hard time, for being left free, and availing themselves of their 
supposed privilege to range, they strayed froiiv the load to pick 
the wayside grass, and were driven from side to side, and some-
times over extensive plains by their roto persecutor, thus passing 
over double the distance they would have done by confinement 
to the direct route; and when their turn came to go into harness, 
they were no more fit for duty than when taken out. Such is 
one of the inveterate customs of Chile, which we took the liberty 
of commenting on in English—a condemnation intelligible t o ' 
our Chileno drivers might have resulted in our abandonment on 
the road. 
After having lost the gratciul shade of the Alameda, and a 
wide poplar bordered avenue by which we left Talca, we crossed 
an inhospitable plain presenting nothing òf verdure but that of 
scrubby espinos to relieve the barren scene; althougli the valley 
far off to the east, near the converging head-waters of the Maulé 
River, is rich and well irrigated artificially. Even the grand 
outline of the Cordillera, so long the object of admiration and 
wonder, seemed fading away to the southeast as we sought the 
Coast Rango, along the eastern foot of a spur of which—the 
Cerro Chivato—we passed many huge granite boulders bounding 
the road; and finally crossing a hilly oiFshoot of the Range, we 
entered the rocky valley of the Maulé Rvuer. ' As we descended 
the hil l , the river was seen with its deep and impetuous torrent 
nearly a mile wide, a short distance above Los Ferales, the usual 
head of navigation; with large numbers of pack-mules and cattle 
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standing on its banks, awaiting their turn to be ferried across. 
We were now thirteen miles from Talca, without an inn or 
decent habitation o f m»y kind in which to seek shelter; and i t 
was by no means agreeable to learn that we might be detained 
many lioxus on the L o t slimgley river bank, or in the dried 
brasil rancho near by , a very {icpt-liovcl of abominations, ere we 
conkl get to the opposite side. But we determined to shorten 
• our detention i f possible. 
A traveller i n Chile soon learns the meaning of yajxOj and 
its wonderful effiency in accomplishing resulta. I t is uncertain 
i f the above is the correct spelling of the word, or i f i t may not 
rather be Uapa, f rom u Blapar—to add an additional portion of 
quicksilver in extracting metals." But whatever the orthogra-
phy, the wclhunderstood signification is, something given for 
which a return of fnvor h expected—in our vernacular, a bribe. 
Foreign residents here, very arrogant of their own incorrupti-
bility, impute to Chile the special indulgence in the practice the 
word implies. B u t i f they had a little more candor, they would 
admit that i t is rather an epidemic than an endemic vice; that 
like cholera, no comnrninities escape i t , and that it often prevails 
most extensively and fatally where the science of government, 
commerce, and manufactures, chum to have elevated the human 
race to the highest rank of virtue and refinement. Be this as 
i t may, we can testify tha t Chilenos arc in the path of progress 
and civilization as determined by the ahove test—the yapa 
worked as a charm on the Maulé. We were put aboard of the 
next launch w i t h deferential consideration; our extra hor&es 
having been previously driven into the stream to "padclle their 
own canoe," a w i l d Chileno on a trained swimmer whooping 
them before h i m w i t h frightful yells. And when they woro 
seen struggling w i t h the furious current, sometimes disappearing 
beneath i t , at, others rol led over like huge boulders, and finally 
swept a mile down stream before landing, i t was suggested that 
"the other side of Jo rdan" was probably not moro diíTicult to 
reach than the south bank of the Maulé. However, the excite-
ment of novelty often blunts the sense of danger, and we 
"shoved oif," under the auspices of ten breech-clothed, hut 
otherwise nude hoatmen, with integument of the color of well-
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taimecl solo leather, stretched over splendidly-deTeloped muscles; 
read)'' for pushing, poling, rowing, steering, swimming, or any 
other kind of river service that might "become necessary. And 
a hard time they had, for once in the channel, and fairly within 
the power of the impetuous torrent, away we went down stream 
with a speed of twenty knots, despite the vigorous efforts of our 
watermen, who couhl do no moro for the time than to keep the 
how of our trembling craft head-on toward an eddy helow, 
formed by a saml-har from the opposite hank, into which happily 
our pilot succeeded in shooting her; and by rowing and drag-
ging along shore, we were finally landed in safety, well pleased 
at the opportunity thus offered, to transfer from our pockets to 
the palms of the Chilenos, the yapa now due—for unlike a pro-
cess of gold mining, in this of undermining, the product is oh-
taiued before the quiclc~ú\vQY is applied. 
Mosfc of the inhabitants of the Provinces of Talca and Maulé 
are half-breeds and other mongrel descendants of the ancient 
Promaneians, the courageous, robust, and warlike tribe of Indians 
who occupied this part of Chilo before the conquest; and who 
defied and successfully resisted the efforts of the Peruvian Incas 
to subdue them, as they did likewise the siihscf{ucnt in vasion of 
the Spaniards under Ahnagro; and who failed to preserve their 
liberties, from a too generous confidence in the seductive 
promises of Valdivia, at a still later period. This conqueror 
having artfully stimulated jealousies and resentments against 
their neighbors, and using one to aid in the conquest of another 
tribe, thus succeeded in subjugating all except the wiser and 
invincible Araucanians. The line physical development, bold-
ness, and activity of onr boatmen well illustrated the Buperiority 
of their aboriginal ancestry. 
Having now entered the Province of Maulé, of which the 
river we had just crossed forms the northern boundary, we pur-
sued our route over a level and sandy country for a short dis-
tance. The soil, although still thin, appeared more productive, 
but without the irrigation commonly found further north. 
Passing a posada, and some prettily embowered rustic cabins, 
where were seen soldiers in gaudy uniforms reclining in the 
shade of large willows trimmed so as to look like immense 
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unibrellas, -sve mon after camo to tlio inill , the crystal stream 
of which was crimsoned w i t h blood by the fratricidal battle of 
Loncomilhi, in 1851, which wi l l ever remain painfully memora-
ble in the annals of Chilean revolutions. I t was a consequence 
of the discontent incident to a Presidential election, considered 
by many illegal i n the ancans, and false in the declared result. 
After various mi l i t a ry movements on the part of the opposing 
forces this battle ensued, for the numbcr engaged in it one of 
the bloodiest of modern times; in which eitizens of the same 
country, and the samo religion, were arrayed against each other; 
lather against son, brother against broth or, relatives of all de-
grees engaged in deadly strife, the manoauver of combat being 
disregarded and mi l i ta ry discipline forgotten in a ferocious hand 
to hand fight, in which the glittering stcei gave no quarter, and 
night only Btilled the panting cilbrts of human rage. Of eight 
thousand men engaged in the battle of Loncomilla, i t is stated 
that less than three thousand were capable of bearing arms on the 
morning after darkness arrested the carnage, a result attesting 
the peculiar bitterness of c iv i l strife. General Bulnes, in com-
mand of the Government forces, would gladly have escaped the 
next day with his shattered remnant of one thousand, i f he had 
possessed the means o f crossing the Ma\ile Rivei'. Summoned 
to surrender by the victorious General Cruz, commander of the 
revolutionary army, 33nines contrived, by prolonged discussion 
of terms, to gain time tor the secret action of emissaries, who, i t 
was then supposed, and ia now generally believed, succeeded in 
bribing some of the leading revolutionists, whoso treachery and 
desertion compelled General Cruz to retire from a field actually 
won, and of which he remained master on the night before, and 
eventually to enter i n to a treaty terminating the war, in which 
his party obtained no greater rights or privileges than they had 
previously possessed- That General Cruz was duly aware of 
the cause of Ids misfortune, is shown by one of his despatches, in 
which, although lie declined to "criminate any individual," ho 
proclaims his " disappointment as dependent upon causes within 
his own camp;" and adds, that lie had " counted on the co-. 
operation of others, who failed him in the hour of need—his 
successes being inexplicably reversed.' 
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I t vrns an instance of perfidy not surpassed by those with 
which every chapter of the history of Spanish conquests in 
America teems; and supports the opinion of some, who believe 
that the ancestral disregard of good faith is imitated by their 
posterity. 
Five or six miles south of the battle-field we crossed the 
Putagan River at hi^h-water mark, a braneh of the Loncomilla^ 
which empties into the Maulé a short distance west of the ferry. 
Having mounted the steep southern bank'of the Putagan, we 
bore south-southeast across a treeless plain, fourteen or fifteen 
miles in extent. This was uncultivated, level, and allowed an 
uninterrupted view of the nearer Coast Range, and more distant 
mountain sebnery nearly due east from this point, with' the Lon-
gavi and Cerro Florida, wrapped in their white mantles, stand-
ing like giant spectres among the lowlier peales of the Cordillera. 
Although our road lay over an nnwatered and barren plain, tlio 
foot of the Andes could be seen skirted with a broad bolt of 
verdure, indicating mountain streams and their enriching 
tribute. Far in the distance ahead, a mirror-liko expanse of 
water appeared across our route, and trees suspended above i t as 
i f in mid-air. I t was a mirage^ for as wo approached it dis-
appeared, and having, after two hours of weary travel, descended 
forty or fifty feet from the higher level wo had traversed, and 
come to the clear and tranquil Jlio Achihieno, we had no diffi-
culty in accounting for the illusive picture of a lake and trees 
which the pencil of refraction had sketched in the air above to 
charm us with its beauty. Although wide, and in some places 
deep, the Acliihucno was forded in safety, our postilion appear-
ing tó be familiar with the signs of depths and shallows. 
Ascending to the table land on the opposite side, and chang-
ing horses, wo struck across another sterile plain of equal extent 
with that left behind. Wi th the exception of one small vino-
yard, the vines of which clustered about a little brook that 
strangely distilled its limpid waters midway this desert, a boon 
to the thirsty traveller, there was not a spot of verdure to re-
lieve the expanse of barrenness. 
The setting sun took leave of us as we pursued our way 
across this desolate plan), but still gilded the mountain tops after 
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having loft the lower world in shadow, and as a last sign of de-
parting glory touched with a roseate ray the lofty brow of the 
Corro Florida. I t was a scene of transcendent beauty " that 
seen became a part of sight," for the rare privilege of beholding 
which we bore umnurmuringly the discomfort and danger of 
being benighted on this waste. Our destination, Parral^ íiffcy-
íive miles from Talca, in latitude 35° 42' S., was not readied 
until after 10 p. M. The latter part of the route was unseen, 
and of course nothing can bo said about it, except that sundry 
severe joltings and sudden " backing and filling " indicated that 
a more rugged country was passed at the conclusion than at the 
com men cement of our day's travel. 
On entering Parral, old-fashioned lanterns, dimly lighted by 
tallow candles, were scon hanging from the fronts of all the 
houses, in obedience to municipal regulation, serving to light us 
to the posada selected by our postilion, where we obtained a 
miserable meal and as mean a bed in an out-house; but even 
these were welcome to hungry and wearied travellers. 
Although up with the dawn and ready for the road, one of 
our postilions, who was a " Jack of all trades," found i t neces-
sary to turn blacksmith and shoe some of his horses, having 
provided himself for emergencies before leaving Talca. The 
detention enabled ns to look at Parral, stare at the natives, and 
be stared at. As many as two thousand persons of all shades 
of Immanity, down to the sable servant, the politically presumed 
equal and undoubted familiar of our landlady, are accustomed 
to stow themselves in the not numerous, nor commodious, nor 
ambitious tenements of this town ; the amphitheatrical cock-pit 
having better design and finish than most of the houses, no 
doubt in consideration of the brave bird's courage and endur-
ance entitling i t to higher distinction. The unpaved streets 
looked like a continuous kitchen from primitive -wayside fires ; 
while olive-hued damsels, innocent of toilet, stepped softly about 
in unsandalled feet, clothed simply in the mystic garb which 
asks no aid of art, because most artful in that i t half conceals, 
yet half reveals fair maiden charms. Had they tendered us a 
cup of the savory coiFee they were preparing for the morning 
beverage, to detain us strangers for inquisitive regards, the ac-
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ccptíince would not have been waived for want of correspond-
ing curiosity. Carreias—ox carts—too, wore creeping along, 
A N OX-CAKT. 
ladened wit l i small round stoncB, probably for paving the court-
entrance of some village grandee. Carts, did I say? But not 
such as are thus designated in the north. Nor drays, as seen, 
there. Kor chariot either. Yet more like the last as pictured 
by the pencil of art than any vehicle of modern civilization. 
The Chilenos manifest a decided preference for the classical in 
some things—or is i t merely an insuperable prejudice against 
foreign innovation ? Their adherence to the old Roman plough 
has been spoken of—a knee of hard wood with two oxen at-
tached to i t through the medium of pole and horns, by which 
the ground is scratched two or three inches deep ; a most effect-
ual cultivation to prevent the market being overstocked with 
cereals. Perhaps this wi l l account for the regulation of the 
price of wheat by the few proprietors of landed estate, to suit 
their own views of value. The" ox-cart consists of a square or 
oblong frame with a dried ox-hide bottom, resting on a wooden 
axle running on two low solid wood wheels, from two to two-
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and-a-half fcefc diameter: from tl.c vant of iron t i r e s these 
wheels ÍU'C worn irretrnkvly, and ave rarely a perfect c i rc ie . Jv 
rado tongue, or its substitute two poles attached near t h e onus 
of the axle and i in i t inç before so as to intercept an isosceles t i i -
anglc, being secured to the horns of the oxen, elevate the oait 
somewhat i n front, dropping it behind likotlio old G r c o i a n char-
iot; the resemblance being increased sometimes by t h e addi t ion 
to the cart o f an oval or square wicker body, like a ch in^-ware 
crate open behind. I n this the freight is stowed, and w h e n un-
loaded the driver there indulges in drowsy meditation. I n re-
gard to the team the clnssicil rcacinhlancc fails; i t ce r t a in ly 
would not have been crowned for speed at the O l y m p i c games. 
The carrctcro's head-gear is changed from the fashions o f north-
ern Chile. F rom Talca to this place, and so on t o w a r d the 
Ih'obio, i t is a coarse felt, color blue or black, of con ica l shape, 
but with the apex slightly ilattcncd in. I t is called a- m a u l é , 
from the province where i t originated and is still u s e d . One 
might suppose from its shape that i t is worn in honor o f E l Des-
cabezado, which rises and sets in the minds of the peop le o f this 
province as the wonder of creation. They.are excusable ; Eng-
lishmen would t h ink so too i f i t looked down on "Windsor 
palace. 
Beyond Parra l the soil looks dark and rich, but the -want of 
water must bo sensibly felt in a country where there i s n o ra in 
for seven or eight months of the year—embracing t h e spring 
and summer, when moat needed for agricultura] purposes. I n 
the southern hemisphere, i t must be remembered, t k o spring 
commences the twenty-second of September, summer i n Decem-
ber, autumn i n March, and winter in June. Good c r o p s of 
wheat and barley wore seen during our morning ride ; n n d had 
they been sown sufficiently early to obtain the occasional show-
cm of early spring, they would have been heavy. F r o m twelve 
to fifteen miles south of Parral we came to the clear a n d p lac id 
P e r q u ü a o g u m River, which was forded without difficjulty, We 
were now i n jprovinee o f JY îible, the ninth in the sei-ies pass-
ing southwardly from the extreme northern province o f A t a -
caraa; and changing our direction to the south by west, w e saw, 
after going a few miles, the first post and rail fence w e l i a d yet 
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met mt l i , indicating our proximity to timber; the great want 
. of whicli is a sad deprivation to Cliilc. This sign of thrifty 
husbandry was a pleasant sight, after the wearisome leagues of 
trenches and wretched brush hedges by which we had been 
passing. Then we came, a little further on, to luxuriant fields 
of the cereals ; maizo sown broadcast, beans and other garden 
vegetables, ami vineyards, w3iicli continued to border the road 
until after a ride of thirty miles from Parral we came in sight 
of the bright red tile roofs of Sa/iv Carlos, looking gaily out 
from among tiie deep green foliage of ornamental trees which 
embowered that neat little town, giving i t an air of cheerfulness 
and comfort we chose to take as tokens of assured welcome and 
hospitality to travellers, who bad keen appetites for an eleven 
o'clock breakfast. 
20 
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TiiEiiic is ono vegetable to tho growth of wliicli the dimate 
and soil of Chilo aro well adapted, and wil l produce of fine 
quality, tho production of which is prohibited under heavy 
penalty, even to the small extent of supplying the personal 
wants of the plantei*. Government has monopolized the trade 
in tobacco, and appoints agents to regulate the importation and 
salo of i t . Of course the revenue from i t is large in a country 
where the cigarito is used freely by the men, and women too of 
low degree; the human bVeath and clothing, the breahfast and 
dinner table, the hotel, coach, car, street, all places being pol-
luted by its offensive exhalations. I t would be difficult to 
determine which is the more valuable source of revenue to the 
State, the above, or a like monçpoly of the sale of playing-cards. 
I t is a severe criticism on the condition of Chile by its own 
Government which practically avows that more revenue can be 
raised from ita vices than in any other maimer. Aa little sym-
pathy as those are entitled to who are taxed on a vile weed that 
natural taste abhors, and a stringent education of which is re-
quired to constrain i t to tolerate the poisonous product, yet i t 
must be acknowledged that i t is an anomaly of republicanism 
which punishes a citizen for cultivating on his own land an 
article, the use of which by its own reservation of sale, the Gov-
ernment appears to consider commendable and proper. 
The town of San Carlos is in the Province of Nuble, nearly 
on the intersection of latitude 36° S. with longitude 72° E. I t 
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contains about four tbonsanA inhabitants, and is surrounded by 
one of the best vine-growing districts of Chile, the "wine made 
in this vicinity being perhaps equal to the celebrated Mosto of 
Gauguenes, produced about twenty miles to the northwest in a 
somewhat move hilly region. 
The growth of lhe vineyard throughout Chile, and especially 
in the Provinces of Maulé, JSTuble, and Concepción, the climate 
and soil of which are remarkably adapted to the purpose, is only 
second in value to that of the cereals. Ghacoli, chicha, and 
acjuardienU, products of the grape, are the favorite drinks of 
the common people; and modo, a wine, when properly made, 
of rich flavor and excellent body, is not only extensively used 
by the wealthier classes in Chile, but is often in demand for 
exportation. The above-named drinks may bo thus described: 
Chacoli is much like cider, and is the unfermented juice of the 
grape; chicha is made by boiling chacoli, which hastens fer-
mentation, each kettlefull remaining over the fire until scum 
ceases to come to the surface; aguardiente is distilled from the 
pulp, skin, and seed, left from the manufacture of chicha, with 
a portion of freshly-expressed grape-juice. Mosto, the choicest 
drink, is made according to the received methods of the best 
wine producers of France and Germany. Nono of theso are 
brandied except when exported in fresh casks. Our breakfast 
at San Carlos was graced by Mosto, equal to choice Burgundy, 
at twenty-live cents per bottle 1 I t -would be well for North 
Americans i f they could substitute this delicious beverage of the 
South for the fire-water which consumes them while i t is con-
sumed. We testified by deeds to our host—more significant 
than words—our appreciation of his excellent beef, mutton, 
coffee, and bread of surpassing quality, for which Chile is 
famous. I have not seen an indJiferent loaf since my arrival at 
Yalparaiso. 
Our carretela being in readiness, we left San Carlos with a 
grateful appreciation of its excellent fare, and better men physi-
cally for the eiijoyment of it . As we crossed tlie plaza the 
judges were seen sitting there in state registering voters, in the 
broad glare of day, as i f boastful of the openness and fairness 
of proceedings. There was no challenging, no intimidation, no 
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bullying, no figliting over tlie inviolable privilege. I t was in 
this instance certainly a tranquil and dignified procedure, be-
coming the preliminary arrangements for the excrciño of an 
inberent and sovereign right—none daring to make its possessor 
afraid; and one worthy of imitation by many of our own 
conn try men. Our road continued south by west across a dis-
trict-where extensive, "well-enclosed fields of heavy-headed wheat 
were sporting their golden waves. I t was a scene of agri-
cultural wealth, reminding us of the magnificent prairies of 
Illinois, when, near barvest, they seem to heave and swell with 
luxuriant crops. This may justly be considered a teeming gran-
ary of the republic, where wonderful fertility and cultivation 
are exhibited through leagues of our progress. The policy of 
those public agents would indeed be short-sighted, which, with 
a knowledge of the resources of this great interior, would Jail to 
penetrate i t with the Southern Kailroad, now winding its slug-
gish way through its first and second chief divisions, soon to 
rest, i f rumor speak true, in the Province of Talca. With im-
mense reaches of bowling-green, scarcely a swell of earth requir-
ing the hand of the leveller, and water convenient of access, 
this magnificent valley seems specially adapted for a railroad 
from the capital to the Bay of Concepción; and even beyond, 
if the heroic Araticanian should ever be cheated or bullied out 
of bis possessions. And while i t would reanimate present in-
dustry and startle new enterprise into life, none can doubt its 
own rich reward of employment. Wi th vast regions yet await-
ing judicious agriculture, irrigation, and improved implements, 
to repay to an inconceivable extent the band of labor, no 
portion of the earth producing finer or more abundantly of 
cereals; bounded by hills adapted to the vine, of suitable climate, 
and affording unsurpassed pasturage for sheep; with water-
courses wasting a power equal to the wants of all the factories 
of England, and mountain timber, and immense deposits of 
coal to the south; what should prevent the great valley from 
distributing throughout its own limits, and beyond them, its 
flour, wine, woollens, building-materials, and fuel? 
A ride of fifteen miles brought us to the Hwc?* JtfubU, a 
wide, clear, and strong stream; and at the point of our crossing, 
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with depth biifficient to allow of light-draught steamboat navi-
gation. The Nublo heads in the Andes near the celebrated hot 
baths of Chilian, the waters of which i t receives. A ferry-boat 
put ns on the opposite side, and having ascended the steep bank, 
we passed over a country not as remarkable for fertility and 
cultivation as tlmt on the north side of the Nublo; which, 
having a lower level, bad doubtless, from changes of channel 
and overflow, derived its great fertility from the enriching de-
posits of that river. But still the growing crops looked promis-
ing, and our day's journey had lost none of its interest, when, 
seven miles from the ferry, the steeples of Chilian were seen 
lifted above surrounding trees, to tell us we were near our rest-
ing-place for the night. 
Chilkm, in latitude 30° 1.2' S. and longitude 72° "W., is the 
largest town in the Province of Nuble; and having a population 
of twelve thousand, is perhaps the fifth in size in Chile—Santi-
ago, Valparaíso, Talca, and Concepción, being larger. I t is 
regularly laid out, and, except its suburbs, is well improved, the 
streets being wider, the alameda prettier, and the houses better 
built and neater, than are found in any of the towns south of 
Santiago. The two large churches we visited are more chaste, 
and morq nearly finished than títose seen elsewhere; showing 
appropriate regard" for the external of piety, while internal 
ceremonies were impressive and sincere. The inhabitants are 
considered more agreeable and intelligent than those of most 
ports of the republic, except in regard to the few highly edu-
cated ; by intelligence is meant sprightliness and vivacity, for 
the public schools, i t is stated, are not well patronized. There 
is a marked improvement in the appearance of the people, the 
complexion showing a larger infusion of the white element than 
is observed in other parts of the interior. During an afternoon 
and evening stroll about town, more of the Caucasian character-
istics of fairness and feature, more of chastcness i n dress, and 
elegance of deportment were seen, than in any city of Chile in 
proportion to the population. 
A n excellent hotel dinner, with superb mosto at twenty ce?ite 
per lottle, was furnished us. And to give you a proof that the 
interior Chilenos aro yet a very primitively honest people, i t 
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may be said that in no instance during our valley journey were 
we charged more than two dollars each person for dinner, lodg-
ing, and morning coffee. Onr Roto postilions took care of 
themselves, according to contract—one charge covering all ex-
penses ; the safest and most satisfactory arrangement to be made 
by a stranger. Of their board I can say nothing. As to their 
lodging, they invariably threw themselves on their ponchos on 
the gallery outside of our door, to guard us, or—it might have 
been—to keep us from running away, and to seek the rest usual 
among peon servants, who snatch i t as they best can, in stable 
or corridor, on hay or poncho, and blanket it' obtainable, with-
out giving their employers any of the solicitude felt for negro 
slaves in North America. 
From sixty-üve to seventy-iivo miles from this town, nearly 
due cast, are situated what in other parts of South America arc 
known as the Baths of Chilian, but hero are called the Baths 
of the Cordillera from their being within the great mountain 
range of the Andes. The baths have such celebrity that i t may 
be interesting to hear something about them; but as my engage-
ments did not allow of my visiting them, I shall be compelled 
to give a translation of some of the most important facts relat-
ing to their location and virtues, taken from a Spanish medical 
monograph obtained here: 
" I t is said that in the beginmng of the last century, a friar 
of the religious community of San Juan de Dios, having heard 
from some of the inhabitants of that part, that hot water flowed 
from amidst the snow, at the proper season of 'the year visited 
the springs, and judging that they might be of service, went 
there every summer with persons afflicted with diseases deemed 
incurable, who were said to have obtained great relief, until at 
last in one of his excursions he was assassinated. The spot in 
which nature has placed the springs, is overtopped and sheltered 
by that grand mass whose summit lords i t over even conspicuous 
parts of the Cordillera. This Colossus, judging from the geolog-
ical nature of the ground, from the numerous places whence 
smoke escapea, and especially from the many mineral springs of 
hot and cold water, charged highly with principles the result of 
volcanic action, appears to be a volcano; extinct for the time, 
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in consequence of some fearful terrestrial convulsion and change, 
-which closed its crater; the products of the volcanic action still 
going on, being conveyed to other active volcanoes in the neigh-
borhood by p^bterranean passages, when a sufficiency of the 
compounds elaborated within is not discharged by the numerous 
breathing holes which surround this gigantic closed crucible, 
liowover this may be, from twenty to twenty-five leagues from 
Chilian, surrounded by nearly inaccessible hills, at the point 
where all vegetation ceases and the region of perpetual snow 
begins, a small spur exists of an irregular elongated shape, com-
posed of broken stones upon a sort of unctuous clay, and which 
separates two torrents; on this the most central point of the 
Grand Quebrada, the bathing establishment is located. Of the 
geological nature of the soil little is lenown; on examining a 
vertical section of the hil l to the north of the baths, i t appears 
to consist of a thick layer of porpliyritic aluminous non-volcanic 
semistratified rocks, from which some impure ferruginous waters 
flow, settling in immense masses of granite, some of colossal 
dimensions, some entire, others decomposed, united by a hard 
volcanic clay, shaded at intervals with different colors, and 
which appear to form the foundation. To these follow a thick 
layer of conglomerate rocks of an .ashy gray color, feldspar, 
burnt clay, native sulphur mixed with earthy substances, differ-
ent kinds of scoria, heaps of small pumice stones, and even true 
black and porous lava, all sufficient indications of the volcanic 
origin of the soil due to convulsion, which had taken place in 
long passed epochs. The surface of the soil presents peculiari-
ties. The borders of the pools which surround the bathing es-
tablishment are composed entirely of round stones; the mineral 
springs of both water and vapor arise'in certain hollows, the 
circumference of which (seen to be sprinkled with powder, i f not 
with crystals or needle-like pieces of sulphur separated during 
the ebullition) of an obscure gray clay, in some placea yellow, 
which results from the disintegration of the feldspar, which lat-
ter by itself forms the entire surface of these cavities exposed 
to the constant action of fire ; from whence i t results that the 
ground in the immediate neighborhood of the springs is exceed-
ingly hot. I n its general nature the soil appears to be an amal-
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gam of vegetable earth, very porous and much burnt mixed 
m t h small friaUe angular stones, ^ l i i t e mud mixed with differ-
ent shades of a yellowish red color, w i t h sulphate of lime, and 
an unctuous marl arising from the decomposition of different 
minerals. I t may well be said that the sulphurous acid, the 
uninterrupted evaporation of writer, the sulphur, and above all 
tho'direct action of an internal heat communicate to tlic soil, 
soft in some places, hard in others, a very uncommon character 
worthy of the observation of the curious, as wel l as of the sa-
vant. The zoology and botany o f a Rpot,, habitable only for 
four months in the year, affords l i t t l e of interest. They are 
limited to a few lichens and mosses, and animals of an inferior 
class which may be attracted there only fur that brief period. 
The waters in most common use for general purposes come from 
various parts. They are cold, clear, withmit, smell, slightly 
styptic, kept a day they become turbid and insipid from the de-
posit of oxido of iron and escape o f carbonic acid. They are 
easily recognized from the red deposit o f iron on the surface 
over which they flow, and contain a small quantity of chloride 
of sodium, a base of carbonate of iron, and a little carbonic 
acid. They increase the appetite, improve the digestion, and 
although somewhat constipating they animate the frame, give 
color to the cheeks, and occasion sensations of perfect health. 
The mineral springs are numerous. They are sulphurous wa-
ters. Near them are several which give out steam saturated 
-with sulphurous acid, sulphur and sulphuretted hydrogen, and 
arc useful as vapor baths ; and not distant from these are live 
or six springs, one of them of a sulphuro-ferruginous nature; 
the rest sulphurous but cold, some containing more alltaline sul-
phuret, more or less iron, carbonate o f lime, or soda, &c. The 
temperature of the springs differs greatly, some nearly reach the 
boiling point, others are cold. Those most used range from 40° 
to 50° Reaumur (equal to 122 to 154^° of Fahrenheit). The 
sulphuro-ferruginous 30° Reaumur (99£0 Fahrenheit). The cold 
sulphurous 8° Reaumur (491° Fahrenheit). The mountain tor-
rent 0° Reaumur (freezing point Fahrenheit). The water of the 
spring known as the cauldron is 80° Heaumur (boiling point of 
Fahrenheit). 
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" The chemical analysis of Professor Domeyke gives the fol-
lowing constituents, viz.: 
Sulpluiret of Sodium, . . . . . 18.00 
Sulpliiite of Soda, . . . . 10.00 
Chloride of Sodimii, . . . . . 2.00 
O.irbonatc of Lime, . . . . CO.OO 
Oiirboiiii- of Soda, . . . . . 8.00 
Sulphate of Mogucsin, . . . . 1.01 
Iron and alum, . . . . . . 4.04 
Silex, . . . . . . 6.00 
Organic matters, . . . . . 0.09 
Azote, Cai'bouic Acid, . . . . Inappicciable." 
I t would appear from the temperature of these waters that a 
patient may he frozen or hoiled at his option; and hy inter-
mediate teTnpcraturcs a certain cure is promised of the following 
diseases: "llhcumatism, muscular and articular; white-swelling, 
gout, lumbago, pleurodynia, abdominal muscular rheumatism, 
uterine, and diapliragmatio. For treatment of diseases o f the 
shin these waters arc rcmarhahly applicable and satisfactory; 
in eczema, acute and chronic herpes, scabies, impetigo, tinea, 
acne, crusta láctea, pórrigo, ringworm, prurigo, lepra, lupus. 
I n syphilis they have been found powerfully curativo, although 
some physicians consider that sulpluu* and its preparations are 
indicated only in those cutaneous aifections which do not depend 
on syphilitic taint; but experience shows that tlioy do not only 
cure the symptoms of constitutional infection, but also contrib-
ute to malee them appear when suspected, simplifying them in 
severe cases, assist the good effect of mercurial treatment, and 
generally repair the bad effects produced by4116 improper ad-
ministration of mercury in cases in -which it might under 
judicious medical advice be considered contra-indicated. SUn^ 
orrhagias of long duration have yielded to the baths in from 
fifteen to twenty days. Venereal ulcers, primitive and consecu-
tive, have yielded to the bath in less than twenty days ; whilst 
i t cannot be denied that i t is inapplicable to some extensive 
syphilitic ulcerations, although pain in the bonés often yield to 
it when nothing else has been found efficacious. These baths 
have been found serviceable also in some forms of paralysis not 
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dependent on lesion of the "brain or spinal cord. The separation 
of osseous sequestra is facilitated by them, and old wounds often 
heal with wonderful rapidity in the Cordillera. They are un-
suited to consumption in its advanced stage?, find to acute affec-
tions generally; but pulmonary eatarrli, and often asthma, are 
greatly benefited. They are also serviceable i n affections bf 
the gastro-intestinal mucous mcinbrnne; functional disorders of 
the stomach, chronic gastritis. CJironic diarrhoea and dysentery 
generally yield to hip baths and enemas. The scrofulous, rachi-
tic, and scorbutic diatheses are greatly impiovcd by the waters 
of the Cordillera. Gonorrbcca, non-sacoharmc diabetes, spcrraa-
torrhtea, leucorrhona, uterino catarrh, lucniorrhoids, diarrhoea 
dependent on hepatic derangement, and severe discharges of 
various forms, have been greatly relieved or cured by these baths. 
Many other aflcefcions are curable by the use of the mineral 
Bulplmvous writers, but which we classify ns of probable cure 
only, since the observations which wo possess nrc but few in 
number, or carelessly noted. Mneteen cases of very persisting 
neuralgias of various hinds have been carefully recorded as per-
manently cured; and spasmodic affections, headache, epilepsy, 
hysteria, uterine spasm, and convulsive movements of the limbs. 
Chronio inflammations are very amenable to treatment in the 
Cordillera. Of hepatitis, metritis, cystitis, gas tro-enteritis, laryn-
gitis, we have forty cases noted. I n menstrual derangements 
the baths have acquired great reputation, also h i sterility and 
impotence. I n old ulcers, caries, necrosis, and i n affections of 
the bladder, in glandular affections and local cedemas, they are 
equally efficacious. These mineral waters are contra-indicated 
in all classes of fevers, in acute inflammations generally; they 
are inapplicable to haemorrhages, congestion of the brain, as 
well as ail organic affections of the heart and of other viscera. 
The waters are administered as drinlis, and externally as baths, 
general or partial; as lotions, fomentations, douches, enemas. 
The vapor baths are used externally and by inhalation. The 
alkaline sulphuretted mud is used externally by friction, anoint-
ing, and poulticing. I t must be allowed, however, that the 
pleasing impressions of travel, separation from business, from 
long-continued effort, and from habitual cares; the pure bracing 
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air of the Cordillera, the iafluenco of hope and expectation of 
cure, separation from the depressing influences incident to re-
maining where disenso originated and has long continued, regu-
lar exercise, methodic regimen, and rest, cooperate greatly in 
producing a successful result of the treatment by the internal 
and external use of these extraordinary mineral "waters." 
I have no comments to make on the long extract, the perusal 
of "which may have been repaid for the time given to i t , for i t 
wi l l have been perceived that professional men of the country 
arc not insensible of the duty devolved on them of thoroughly 
investigating the qualities and efleots of the valuable agent na-
ture has placed in their midst doubtless for wise purposes. Cor-
roborative testimony has reached me casually from several 
sources, of the wonderful efficacy of the Chillan liathfl of the 
Cordillera. 
After a night of as grateful repose as that of the peon at my 
chamber door, i t was a pleasant sight at dawn next morning to 
see the boiling kettle oilcring up its vapoiy incense from a little 
adobe hearth ostentatiously built in the patio ; a few fragments 
of charcoal, economically used in a country of not redundant 
fuel, sufficing to furnish coffee before commencing our last and 
most íatiguing day's journey to Tome. 
A t 0 A. n. we left, with feelings akin to regret, this pretty 
town with pretty women, and a beautiful country bordered by 
magnificent mountains, like a bright jewel in a setting of gold, 
for the Nevada of Chilian, the pride of the Nublean Cordillera, 
gilded by the rising sun, was seen in the east rolling off the 
massive covering of morning clouds from its hoary brow, like a 
giant awaking from his slumbers ; while the Coast Hange in the 
west lifted its burnished crest proudly above its mountain foot, 
that rested on a carpet of verdure outspread beneath. Our di-
rection was southwest over an avenue leading from the town, 
which was wide, level as a floor, and straight as an arrow for 
probably iive miles. I t was trenched on each side and em-
banked, serving the double purpose of draining the road in the 
rainy season, and protecting from intrusion at all times the fields 
of luxuriant vegetation that bordered the way. Every day's 
observation adds to the conviction that this groat interior valley 
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of Chile might be macla the granary and the vineyard of South 
America, by the construction of improved modes of inter-com-
immication, readier access to the soil by labor, and a superseding 
of the present rude modes of agricidture, the primitive plough, 
the reaping hook, the tri l la (tread-mill), the winnowing by hand, 
and sncli antiquated procedures, by the subsoil plough, horse 
reaper, thresher, and fan, alternation of crops, and the many 
improved methods accessible to every people ambitious of agri-
cultural excellence. 
A rolling prairie followed the level avenue, and then the 
Chilian river, twelve miles from the ciiy. Crossing this clear 
but moderate-sized stream, the road became rougher, and we 
soon began to ascend hills of suilicicnt height to indicate our 
near approach to the Coast Kange, over which our route lay. 
Along this part of the road many ox-carts wore overtaken, heav-
i ly laden with wool on the way to Tome for exportation ; and 
the poor oxen becoming stalled in the deep sand troughs of the 
outcr02>piug hills, endured terrible inflictions of the goad from 
brutal carreteros. 
A t twenty miles from Chilian the postilion counselled us to 
take advantage of the last opportunity that would be presented 
for breakfast; so stopping at a roadside casa-posada, of by no 
means tempting exterior, our repast was ordered—" whatever 
they could give us." One dish was certain to be placed before 
us, according to the custom of the country; and that conviction 
was strengthened by the outspread red peppers sunning them-
selves in the yard, as i f they were not sufficiently hot without 
the addition of solar caloric—a sight to make one wish himself 
near an ice-house. Very soon alter, the chickens were heard 
screaming for help, but in vain, for the bowels of compassion 
were all on our side—they were speedily guillotined, and on the 
way to casuela,) the favor being granted them of sitting in the 
pot on some of their own eggs, mixed with varied vegetables, 
of divers properties and abundant quantities. As i f several 
hours' boiling did not suffice to make the compound sufficiently 
heating, an incendiary portion of the red-hot pepper known as 
aji , was added—the clement and essence, sum and substance, of 
vegetable phlogiston ; and well might the weird sister who su-
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perintended this decoction of caloric, as she threw in the last 
fiery ingredient, have exclaimed: 
"For a charm of powerful trouble, 
Like a hell-broth, boil and bubble 1 
The casuel.i was at last taMed—not after the form of an ob-
noxious proposition in a deliberativo assembly, but in all the 
"pomp and circumstance of glorious war" . . . upon human 
endurance. AVUat ivas to be done? Strive or starve? Fast or 
feast ? l ie consumed by hunger or by fire ? The horns of the 
dilemma were before me, and suicide by either not being a ve-
nial crime, or an agreeable contemplation apart from moral con-
fiklerations, I seized the alternative of the red-hot compound in 
one hand and cold water in the other, and proceeded in the ex-
periment by the rapid application of water to fire in process of 
deglutition, to supply a natural want, and yet prevent an oth-
erwise probable combustion. Though rashly undertaken i t 
proved successful; and the inner man being thus fortified at 
least against freezing, we again took the road, and at twenty-
seven miles from Chilian reached the Klo Itata, a clear, placid, 
and beautiful stream between two and three hundred yards 
widc/in places appearing to have considerable depth, which wo 
crossed on a rudely-constructed rait of logs. This river rises in 
the Andes near the thirty-seventh parallel of latitude, and flow-
ing in a northwest direction separates the provinces of Nuble 
and Conception, until i t receives its principal affluent, the Rio 
Nuble; i t then changes its course to the west by north, which 
i t holds to the Pacific Ocean. 
The Itata is the eleventli river wc have crossed since leaving 
Santiago—tp which the largest river in Chile, the Biobio, subse-
quently seen, may be added—tito majority of them of large size 
and rapid current; and all of them having their sources i n the 
A?ides, running imshmrdly through the Coast Range, and emp-
tying directly, or in some instances by a union of two, into the 
Pacific Ocean, To these might bo added smaller streams, trib-
utaries of the above, flowing in the same manner from the 
Andes westwardly toward the Pacific. I t may well create sur-
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prise then to learn that Dr. J. J. Ton Tschndi liaa &tated— 
" Travels in Peru translated from the German by Thomasina 
Ross, London, 1847"—after remarking (page 292) that lie wi l l 
" call the westei'n chain the Oordillerá^ or the coast mountains; 
and the eastern chain the Andes" that (page 295) " I have in 
my last chapter observed that the Cordillera is the point of par-
tition between the waters of the Pacific and the Atlantic Oceans. 
A l l the waters of the eastern declivity of the Cordillera^ all 
those which have their source on the level heights, and on the 
western declivity of the Andes, flow from thence in, the dvreelion 
of the east, and work their way through the eastern mountain 
chain. Throughout the whole extent of South America there 
is not a single instance of the Cordillera being intersected hy a 
river." 
Now, bearing in mind that Dr. Yon Tsehudi has premised 
that ho denominates the Coast Range the Cordillera—(in which 
he difiera from the natives)—and the emphatic manner in which 
ho declnrcs that i t is the parti t ion 'between the waters of Hie Pa-
cijic and AtlanUc, and that there is 1(1 not a single instance of its 
being intersected hj a r iver" i t may be supposed that my aston-
ishment was great at finding exactly the reverse the fact, so far as 
relates to that large portion of interior Chile and its numerous 
rivers seen by me. 
But for the prefatory sarcasm upon other authors by the 
translator of Dr. Ton Tschudi's book, that he, " disclaiming any 
intention of making one of those travelling romances with 
which the tourist literature of the day is overstocked, has con-
fined himself to a plain description of facts and things as they 
came within the sphere of his own knowledge," i t would have 
been inferred from his general narrative, that lie 3iad not been i n 
Chile beyond Valparaiso, and as very justly remarked by Lieut. 
Gillíss of the United States Navy, " had been prevented from 
seeing much beyond the range of hills surrounding its bay "— 
the part, somctiines described for the whole, hy voyagers along 
the west coast. A n d so far from supposing that Dr. Ton 
Tsehudi designed to indulge in tliefctdon or extravagant imen-
tion o f statements, in which "romances" consist rather than in 
the pleasing, fervid, and embellished style i n which actual ob-
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servations, and their incident trains of thought, are presented, 
i t may he inferred from the general • accuracy of his Peruvian 
descriptions, so far as I may judge, that his error i n regard to 
the rivers of Chile resulted rather from some inexplicable^ tJiough 
hon-cst misrq?prehc?ision o f facts. 
Leaving tiie Itata Itivor, we crossed a succession of outlying 
Coast liange hills, some of them mgged and steep, •with inter-
vening valleys partially cultivated, ivith but few houses deserv-
ing the name of human habitations—brush-built huts being 
the shelter in which the people burrowed; and when they were 
soon in clusters, reminding us of the "bush-meetings" often 
seen in our Southern States, when, after harvest, planters indulge 
the negroes in their preferred and favorite hard-working religious 
revivals, and fanei fid mode of "getting good." These well 
ventilated dwellings may do for temporary occupancy in hot 
weather; but i f the alaves of the States were compelled to live 
in them in winter as are these freemen of Chile, they would 
soon sigh for the cozy quarters and cotton comforts of the-old 
plantation, and the quebradas would echo with their touching 
melody— 
" Oh! carry mc back to old Virginia, 
To old Virginia's shore." 
A small stream crossing our route showed the loose, glisten-
ing sand-shoals, indicative of gold diggings among adjacent 
hills, which subsequent information confirmed the existence of, 
hut not of California richness. Eight or nine miles of very 
broken and hut partially cultivated land, brought us to the foot 
of the Cuesta Parales, the chief by which tho Pacific is 
reached at this part of the Coast Range. The elevation, al-
though less than that of the Cuesta Prado west of Santiago, is 
yet so great as to make tho ascent steep, tedious, and dangerous, 
the abrupt serpentine windings being overhung by threatening 
clHFs, and overlooking precipices frightful to the timid^ and even 
startling to the bold. But the view from the summit repaid us 
for the toil and apprehension of the ascent. A t our feet was 
spread out the vast expanse of hills and valleys, over which we 
had passed after leaving the Itio Itata, deeply scarred with ra-
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vines from raountain torrents, ribbed wi th bald ridges that had 
stood nnchmiged the tempests of nnmimbered nges, and embel-
b'slied in sheltered nooks by patches of verdure that lent their 
emerald charm even to the ivwlnl majesty of desolation. Be-
yond was the bright, the beautiful, the bountiful Eden of Chile. 
And in the far east, the waving outline of that transcendent 
Cordillera, which had been our ic cloud by day and pillar of lire 
by night," whose mysterious power had swayed the heart and 
filled i t with strange joy, wonder, awe, and an unchanging wor-
ship, in that i t is the everlasting symbol of the incomprehensi-
ble sublimity of its Creator, 
Changing horses, and also the snail's pace at which we had 
climbed to the top of the Cuesta, to a gait more suitable to the 
necessities of our long journey, wc liurrictl along the summit, 
road of about eiglitcon miles, smooth, nearly level, and much 
like the old national road over our Alleghany glade region. On 
each side of the way were many well-timbered and cultivated 
glens, and even the vine was seen i n some places in luxuriant 
growth. On this upper summit road wc saw several trains of 
pack mules, and counted two hundred and thirty-three ox-carts-
cavrying produce and merchandise to and from Tomé, the sea, 
port of this region of the republic; wool i n large quantities, 
wheat, and mosto, from the interior, and return loads of hard 
ware, groceries, and drygoods. H o w jnuch better than this 
creeping carreta would be the more commodious wagon and 
powerful team, so long the mountain ship of the Alleghanies, 
and now of the far west sierras of ISTorth America? Sluggish 
oxen, pulling by the horns a miserable apology for a dray, 
mounted on a pair of wooden wheels that might be mistaken 
for the heads of flour barrels but for their thickness, flapping 
about like the wings of a surfeited condor, striving to fly with-
out the power to lift its overloaded carcass, must give way to 
some more expeditious means of interior exchange of commodi-
ties, i f Chile expects to profit by her extraordinary natural ad-
vantages. 
jBefore coming to the western elope of the Coast Range wo 
passed Rafad , a village of seventy or eighty houses, located in 
a picturesque little glen, looking l ike Oakland of the Maryland 
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Alleghany glades region, now being sought in summer by the 
residents oí' SouUieru States for its sequestered beauty and cool-
ness. I remember well the clear atmosphere, invigorating air, 
and delicious sense of enjoyment of that retired mountain vil-
lage of the oí ico proud colony of Lord Baltimore, for they are 
linked with the enduring recollection of a man met there, ehat-
tered in health from the cares of State, and apprehensions of 
the departing glory of our country, and prepared to lay down 
his life for the perpetuity of its nationality, i f the gathering 
storm which seemed to be threatening could thereby be allayed. 
IJis largo perceptions, comprehensive knowledge, calm and ana-
lytic renson, clear judgment, moral courage, inflexible purpose, 
and resolute will , united with a winning earnestness and sincer-
ity of maimer, led to a belief that i f events which seemed to be 
shaping a crisis in our history should bring about that calamity, 
and find him on the theatre of action, his great mind, pure heart, 
and just sense of right,, would place him in the front of those 
who wil l do battle for the constitutional liberties of his race. 
Wo now changed our course to the soutliwest, and a short 
distance beyond Kafacl were compelled to leave at a wayside 
posada two of our horses, broken down by eoutinuous travel. 
As tito long shadows told of coming evening, we began the pre-
cipitous and dangerous descent of the mountain, which was done 
with such fearful speed that in an hour wc reached Tomó at its 
foot, standing on the Day of Concepción, the largest and most 
secure harbor of Chile. Long before we reached the western 
declivity of the Coast Range, one of our drivers becoming.un-
controllably exhilarated by aguardiente or chicha, which despite 
our necessary precautions lie contrived to imbibe on the way, 
wc considered that personal safety required that he should be 
degraded from his alternate post of postilion to that of exclusive 
horse-drover. His potations fitted him well for the vociferous 
occupation, and his yells and whoops caused the mountains to 
echo as i f they were engaged in a drunken carnival. Thanks 
to the care and expertness of the other, our journey, ordinarily 
estimated to be four hundred miles, was accomplished without 
an accident; and, while wc did not forget the golden gratuity 
received by him with a grateful surprise, showing that with such 
21 
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the peon's palm is not familiar, wo gave him a written acknowi 
edgment of his faithfulness and dexterity, that other travellers 
might avail of his good qualities, and ho also ho rewarded for 
his worth. 
In , i t might almost bo said, OYIV flight—so rapid was the 
descent of the Cuesta—occasional glimpses were caught of the 
ocean spread inimitably to the west; its rejoicing waves seem-
ing to clap their hands, and greet -with welcome the messengers 
who brought with them tidings of their great brotherá of the 
Cordillera, awhile before seen by ug lifting their proud heads 
for the wreaths of clouds woven in tito busy loom of the Pacific, 
and borne to them on " the wings o f the wind." 
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TOM/Í, iu latitude 30° 40' S., is situated at the loot of the 
Coast Range of mountains, on the northeast shore of the Bay 
of Concepciónj which shall be described hereafter, and four 
miles to the cast of its main entrance. This flourislmig little 
seaport contains four thousand inhabitants, a few neat among 
many iiuliiferently built houses, and several hoclegas—large ware-
houses—for the storage of wheat, wool, and wine, the principal 
products of the neighboring rich provinces of Concepción and 
Nubló, brought here for exportation. Flour, manufactured in 
the vicinity, also enters largely into the exportation of Tomé. 
Here, too, arc received large importations of foreign merchan-
dise for the interior, particularly for the provinces above named, 
and for the southern departments of the province of Maulé. 
For purposes of general commerce'Tomé is the chief seaport of 
this part of Chile, both from the ready access to i t from the 
ocean, and from its intimate interior relations, while Talcakumio 
at the southwest part of the same bay is a greater resort for 
whaling vessels, in consequence of the greater facility afforded 
by its ti'anquil waters for the transshipment of oil, and for'refit-
ting. The former of these towns is increasing in size and im-
portance; while the latter, long the favorite resort of mariners, 
seems to he on the decline; its streets, when we crossed the bay 
ten miles to it the day after our arrival at Tomé, presenting a 
deserted appearance, and none of the commercial activity that 
characterized its bustling little neighhor. 
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Á small j>lazti, a fomitain, nnd alamctlft, tmá a pantheon 
•wliich has a semblance of Christian charity, in that i t tolerates 
a Protestant cemetery in its neighborhood, with a ceaseless clat-
ter of cracked church hells faithfully pummelled with stones by 
noisy religionists; these seem to put forth a quasi pretension to 
superiority for Talcahuano. over its ambitious and enterprising 
little neighbor Tomé. 
But to observing foreigners i t is apparent that unless a 
greater degree of stability is secured in the administration of 
the Government of Chile; unless the perpetually reenrring out-
breaks of revolution can bo prevented, ami greater attention be 
given by public functionaries to the cultivation of the arts of 
peace, and to the development of jiatural resources; and further, 
unless there shall be effected a perumnent good understanding 
with the neighboring warlike Indians, -who have dclied the 
power of the republic as they did that of Spain, and who eñbct-
ually paralyze the band of agricultural industry and mining 
enterprise to the south of the Biobio River, closing, too, avenues 
whereby Talcahuano and Concepción, of which the former is 
the natural seaport, are cut off from interior trade; unless these 
desirable results can be secured no prospect of commercial re-
suscitation can dawn upon this declining city; no chance be af-
forded of its profiting by the advantage it possesses in its safe 
and capacious harbor, over every other seaport of the republic 
except Tomé, on the same magnificent bay. 
With some friends in Talcahuano a visit was made to adja-
cent heights, to obtain a view of surrounding points of interest. 
The range of hills to the west of the town stretch northward, 
forming the peninsula bounding the Bay of Concepción on the 
west, and terminate at the distance of seven miles, in Tumbes 
Point. The most elevated of the hills is called Sentinelay from 
three hundred to four hundred feet high, situated at the base of 
the peninsula, and was formerly occupied by the old Spanish 
fortification, "Castilla"—which commanded tito harbor and 
city of Talcahuano; and with the circumvallation bristling with 
cannon stretching across the foot of the hil l behind the city, 
from the moro on Concepción Ba3r across to the Bay of San 
Vincente to the south, commanded also the entire land ap-
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preach to the city, as well as the Bay of San Vincente itself. 
This was the fortification to which the Spanish General Osorio 
made his escape with only one' hundred of his followers, after 
his disastrous defeat at the hattle of Maipu, before spoken of; 
and where he remained until the following September, 1818, 
when he destroyed the fortifications and sailed for Callao with 
the men-o'-war and merchantmen in port, and all the royalist 
families of this province who could raise money to accompany 
him, the prospect of maintaining the Spanish power in this part 
of Chile being considered hopeless. But two places were thus 
left unsurrendered to the Republicans; these were Yaldivia and 
Chiloc in the extreme south, which were captured in 1820, free-
ing the country entirely from Spanish possession, with no prob-
ability that its rccouijucst would ever again bo attempted. 
I'Yom the Sentinela may be seen to the east and below, the 
irregularly oval Bay of Concepción, ten miles long and seven 
wide, and a depth of water and capacity sufficient to accommo-
date the entire naval find commercial marino of the republic, 
where, and where alone in Chile, i f the entrances were properly 
fortified, they would be safe from capture by a stronger mari-
time power. The town of Talcahuano is on the southwest 
shore of the bay; Tomé on its northeast; Penco and Lirquon 
on its southeast; and the island of Quirkpiina, three miles long 
and one wide, like a natural breakwater, protects i t on the north-
west toward the ocean, leaving two entrances, one between the 
north end of the island and the main land, the chief passage 
about three miles wide, and a smaller one a mile wide, between 
the south end of the island and Tumbes Point, the extremity of 
the peninsula bounding the bay to the west. To the south of . 
Sentinela, beyond the little Bay of San Vincente at its foot, may 
be seen from that height those two mamillary eminences called 
the Paps of Biobio, nearly one thousand feet high, which form 
the remarkable and well known landmarks to mariners on this 
coast; and south of these the mouth of the Biobio, the largest 
river of Chile, navigable for steamers of fourteen inches draught 
a distance of one hundred and twenty miles. From thirty to 
thirty-five miles further off in the same direction, the island 
of Santa Maria is visible protecting the Bay of Arauco, on the 
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shores of whicli are the towns of Coronel, Playa Negra, Playa 
Blanco, Lotilla, and Lota, all famous for the inexhaustible sup-
plies of bituminous coal in their immediate vicinities, and from 
which large quantities are shipped ; an article of vast value to 
Chile, for without i t the steam marine of this coast -u-ould be-
come oppressively costly, the copper interest languish, and fur-
naces cease to realize .to their proprietors the immense wealth 
contributing largely to the general welfare. Still further off 
stands Arauco, one of the earliest colonial settlements, now, as 
then, contributing to hold in check the aggressive and revenge-
ful spirit of the unconcpicrcd aborigines. Following the wind-
ings of the Biobio liiver to the eastward, as seen from the Sen-
tinela, the eye rests on the white walls and waving alamos of 
Concejpcion, deemed immactilato by its boastful citizens, with 
the village of San Pedro on the opposite banli. And away in 
the dim distance in the same direction the Sierra Velluda was 
observed lifting its snow-clad summit above the horizon, with its 
less lofty but fiery consort of Antuco at its side. Active as the 
latter is known to be, the sentinel from this natural watch-tower 
might be pardoned for attributing possible ocular illusions at so 
great a distance to volcanic phenomena ; and unwonted retrac-
tions of light to reflections from the mirrored surface of the pic-
turesque lake, which, in its fearful sport, that volcano has formed 
to cool its burning sides. I t is known that the volcano of A n -
tuco within a recent period poured out a flood of fire which 
crossed the bed of the River Laja; and by congelation this lava 
walled in the river, forming thus by the accumulated waters a 
lake, which, I am informed by Col. Blakey, the intelligent 
United States Consul at Talcalmano, who visited i t in Decem-
ber, 1859, now covers all extent of surface twenty-one miles 
long hy from two to six miles wide, forming in adjacent valleys 
miniature bays, and insulating smaller detached summits, mak-
ing of them islets covered with verdure, the resorts of innumer-
able water-fowl. I t is not without reason that the inhabitants 
of the province through which the river runs into which this 
stream formerly flowed, are apprehensive that the dam of lava, 
deep and wide as i t is described to be, may give way from enor-
mous pressure, or from slower but not less certain causes, and 
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overflow the country in its course, producing great destruction 
of life and property. For scarcely a quarter of a century has 
passed since a flood of the Cachapoal l^iver, separating the 
provinces of Santiago cmd Colohngua, •was attended with such 
results in the month of Dcccmhcr—the summer of this re-
gion—when there had been no rain to account for i t . And 
the Go vem men t of Chile sent an able engineer, Sen or Cond ar-
co, to investigate tJjo causo of so extraordinary an occurrence ; 
who, after a diligent prosecution of his labors in the Andes, 
Imally discovered that the natural embankments of a mountain 
lake had given way, from the great accmnulat.íon of water inci-
dent to an nnusual thaw, and sent down the torrent that laid 
waste the country below. 
Otu- enjoyment; of the ontsprcad mngniiicenco of sea and 
land was interrupiod by the notice that friendsj who, had pre-
ceded ns to the hacienda da Twn7>es at tbo northern point of the 
peninsula, were delaying breakfast for us. A bracing ride along 
the undulating ridgo in tbo early morning air, with the sunny 
bay gleaming in silvery ripples that danced in very joy of the 
balmy breeze that kissed tfieir dimples, on our r ight ; and the 
broad ocean, breaking its blue swells to bathe the rocky shore 
in showers of foam, on our left, soon brought us to our destina-
tion. Although the mansion of the hacienda bad not been oc-
cupied for some time by its owners, we were not long in per-
ceiving that where the will exista Chilenas have a ready, pleas-
ant, and ciTcctive way of extending hospitalities. From this 
new standpoint wo soon discovered that, although some objects 
of interest that had contributed to recent gratification were un-
seen, yet we wore rej^aid for their loss by the Bight of others; 
and among these we recognized one of the majestic mountains 
of the Cordillera, for days an object of admiration and wonder 
while descending the great valley, inspiring a feeling akin to 
reverence in the memories of tbo past; and now again seen, 
looming above and beyond the Coast Rango to the east-north-
cast, with his snowy cowl drawn over bis head, as he lifted i t 
proudly and peerless above other gigantic monuments of sur-
rounding nature. I bad almost touched the hem of the glitter-
ing garment of the Nevada de Chillan ; and now that bis bold 
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Imeoment» wore again belield even at tlie clistanco of one him-
dred and forty miles, I longed to lay the tribute of adoration 
on the shrine of such unchanging grandeur. 
A summons to the morning meal disposed the pleasant re-
trospection, and approaching the antique, tile-roofed, Spanish 
mansion, looking down on the thatched reed outhouses, as 
superciliously as a proud old GasliUau or a modern upstart pre-
tendei', vro found the repast tastefully spread—as only these 
Caucasian señoritas understand the art of—under a ramada or 
temporary portico, erected for the occasion, to give us the inter-
est and comfort of out-of-door scene and air. I t was built of 
olivilla and mardoua rustic posts, supporting similar rafters; 
and roofed, and walled on the exposed side, to slicltcr us from the 
sun, with twined and thatched Chiquen and Amilana branches 
and leaves. Camela-̂  the first dish of a Chilean breakfast, soon 
tempted with its savory and provoking aroma a saucy appetite; 
but I had over-estimated my ability of endurance when I hastily 
sought to appease i t ; for the first appropriation of the liquid 
flame to the wants of the inner man, while i t brought a practical 
illustration of the " fire that is not quenched," brought also tears 
to my eyes. And when a mischievous señorita on the opposite 
side of the table, observing my internal combustion, wickedly 
tendered me an additional portion o f the accursed aj i to season 
the broth " more to my taste" I thought of the streams of lava 
consuming A n tuco, and the lake of icy waters he had gathered for 
their extinguishment, and felt a sympathy coming of realization 
of fiery affliction. A repetition o f the indiscretion was not in-
dulged in, and i t was a source of j o y when the cause of torture 
was removed, and a dish of mote coih leche—husked wheat boiled 
in m\W—came to soothe with its demulcent properties my blis-
tered throat. This reinstated confldcnco, and with becoming 
gusto abnraper of Champagne prepared the way for an unequalled 
mouton, served by the peon cook upon a natural spit of maqui. 
And that we might not slight any appendage of this extraordi-
nary quadruped, his feet fried in butter with flour and eggs, 
were next grandiloquently trotted on the table as Patitas de 
Cordero. Duly disposed of, with suitable contributions of vege-
tables, unequalled bread, and alfalfa butter fresh from the churn, 
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strawberries next appeared, nearly white, being but slightly 
blushed on the sunny side, with minute purplish seed sprmliled 
like beauty spots over the surface, and weighing dght to the 
pound ! That number quartered filled the largest-sized dessert 
plate, and, smothered in cream, was a repast of itself befitting 
surrounding scenery. The flavor of the Chile strawberry is 
perhaps a shade less rich than the best of our garden cultivation. 
But wliile you may talk of biting a cherry to express infinitesi-
mal division i f you choose, do not borrow the hacienda de Tum-
bes strawberry the size of a lien's egg, for your figure of speech 
to a Chileno; unless you design to have your knowledge of 
natural products impeached, and your metaphors ridiculed for 
their absurdity. Coffee followed, of Bolivian growth and flavor 
—the best in the world—and then the curling smoke of the 
cigarito threw its oblivious influence around to mar or make a 
further joy, as might be dotcrniincd by natural or perverted 
taste. Fearing, shortly afterwards, from certain significant signs, 
a purpose to " k i l l us with kindness," the stranger guests took 
leave of new made Talcahuano friends, and we literally " vamos'd 
the ranche." 
The city of Concepción¡ the capital of the Provinco of the 
same name, is but nine miles southeast by cast from Talcahuano, 
the road between them lying over a nearly level sandy plain, 
with the Bay of Concepción on its north side, and the river 
Biobio on the south, the distance between these latter 
being about five miles; the j-oad crossing this isthmus in a 
diagonal direction, to reach the city of Concepción, which does 
not lie on the bay as might be supposed by its name, but upon 
the north bank of the Biobio from six to seven miles from its 
mouth. The location of Concepción on the largest river of 
Chile, and so near to the ocean, might lead you to the belief that 
it is an important seaport; but that river, although navigable 
for light-draught boats to a greater distance, is obstructed by 
sand-bars at and within its mouth, rendering i t impracticable 
for navigation of large vessels; and hence Concepción is with-
out foreign commerce, and dependent on Talcahuano as a port 
of entry. Its imports and exports are carried, by the slow con-
vcj'ances of the country already described, across a nearly level 
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plain admirably, adapted for a railroad; ana on w l u d i o n e 
would be b m l t in six WOOICB in North America under the pres-
sure of a l ike necessity. 
The population o f Concepción is estimated at from twelve t o 
fifteen thousand. I t is difficult to obtain satisfactory in forma-
tion on this po in t anywhere in South America; as well from t h o 
unreliable basia of the census, as is the case in these countries 
where ignorance conceals the truth from fear of some ulterior cle-
sig11 by government oflicials, as from the fact that whatever state-
ments are published often embrace the population of the depar t -
ment wi th t ha t of i t s chief town. Tho streets arc regular, w i d e r 
than in any other c i ty of Chile, most of them well paved, raised i n 
the middle, w i t h pide gutters, and with good sidcwallcs of b r i c k 
or board. Aliandsomoplnza adorns the city, on which is erected 
a splendid mausoleum to a lost fountain, or perhapg to c o m -
memorate one that was never found. I t consists of a bronze 
fluted Corinthian column with classic capital, upon a pedestal 
supported by four colossal mermaids, trying certainly very i n -
effectually to b low l impid streams from sea-shells held to t h e 
mouth ; the whole being Burmounted by a statue of Ceres, w i t h 
sheaf and sickle, emblematic of tho agricultural character of t h o 
province. I t s height is nearly fifty feet; i t was cast at Munich; , 
and is a creditable monument of the taste and liberality of t h e 
municipality ; although i t cannot be denied that its cost appi*o-
priated to the introduction of pure water, would contribute m o r e 
to the health and comfort of the inhabitants. On one side o f 
the plaza stands a large cathedral, unfinished of course, a n d 
has been for one fourth of a century. Jolly priests, w i t h Ci i*at 
capon l ined," m i g h t become less demonstrative of good l i v i n g , 
i f churches had expended upon them the liberal bequests 
designed for their completion. Doubtless the unction is l a id t o 
the clerical soul that omniscience knows and approves the p ious 
otferinga, but iá indifferent to the application, needing ne i ther 
decorated arch nor columned portico to perfect His glory; a n d 
hence his servants, the administrators of the trust, arc excusable 
for diverting them to their own creature comforts. Tho t r a v -
eller through South America is often guilty of the sin of bel iev-
imr that i f there were not so many priests, there would be more 
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and better religionists; fewer saints, fewer sinners; not so much 
selfislmess and sensuality behind the altar, more charity and 
spirituality before i t . On the opposite side of the plaza to the 
cathedral stands the Intendencia, a capacious and handsome 
government house in process of completion. On a third side 
the extensive portales-—arcades—of General Cruz, the favorite 
citizen of Southern Chile, and nine years since the nearly suc-
cessful leader of the revolutionary party in overthrowing the 
Government. The fourth fsidc is occupied by shops, plain, but 
neat and cleanly, as arc most of the houses in the centre of the 
city; while the precincts, like those, of all Spanish American 
towns, resent with their reed, brush, and mud hovels, and 
•tattered and half-naked 2>°piilacc, a repugnant spectacle of 
squalid poverty and filth. 
In passing the Oasas de Jtgerdcios to-day, I remembered 
that I had not noted these houses o f spwiiual penance, to be 
found in all considerable communities in this country. The 
clergy, who no doubt arc in jiosition to liitow full well the ex-
tent of prevalent wickedness, not only think it necessary that 
such establishments should exist, where sinful flesh shall self-
inflict pumshmcnt by stipes, pinehings, hair jackets, hard beds, 
hard fare, and no fare at all, for moral delinquencies; but also, 
that it shall be made to -pay stated fees according to possession 
of worldly wealth, for the privilege of this exorcism of evil, 
under proper physical instruction, in authorized institutions. 
Strange as i t may appear to rational minds, (hese religious peni-
tentiaries arc sought by crowds of pious sinners, during the sea-
son of Lent especially ; who abandon for nine days their homes, 
and all the obligations of domestic duty, to engage in a system 
of i=clf-castigation, laceration, and deprivation, which accom-
plishcs nothing more than the lifting of one load of conscious 
wickedness from their souls, that they may the better hear that 
which is in contemplation for the future. 
Ecsidcs a beautiful drive, promenade, private gardens, and 
shade trees, Concc2>cion has in its flourishing college and ex-
cellent academics, ornaments of still higher merit. I n no part 
of Chile does the literary education of young ladies receive more 
attention. 
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This city is built i n the valley of Mocha under a spur of the 
poast Range of mountains; but, for the salce of more desirable 
elevation, as well as for the convenience of deeper water on the 
Biobio, i t would have been better placed on a higher plateau a 
little west of its present site; wlicrc i t would also have been 
nearer to the Bay of Conception, and to that of San Vincente. 
"With extensive and fertile provinces surrounding it , abounding 
in mineral and agricultural wealth beyond the pretensions of 
any other part of Chile—for immense coal-fields are located 
but a few miles south, and millions of acres of virgin soil in its 
vicinity await but their redemption from Arancanian control 
and the stretching forth the hand of industry to yield rich pro-
ductions of labor—with mountains of metallic treasure still 
acliuowletlging savago sway, and an nnused water power amplo 
for large manufactuvhig enterprise; what but the fostering and 
protecting care of Government, the energy and industry of its 
own citizens, and capital, and foreign skill, are wanted, to make 
Concepción what i t is designed by nature to be, the great city 
of the Republic, and its commercial, i f not its political empo-
riuiii ? And especially would this destiny become realized, if, 
astound national policy dictates, the Southern Railroad now in 
progress down the great valley should be continued to this point, 
affording an outlet for its great productions, and means of ob-
taining with facility for the undeveloped interior the improved 
implements, machinery, labor, instruction, and example of emi-
grants from countries that have the lead of Chile in the arts of 
civilized life. 
The following facts relating to the coal mines in this vicin-
ity, w i l l give some idea of the importance of Concepción as a 
commercial and manufacturing point. Lota is situated on the 
northeast side of Arauco Ray, which is about twenty miles wide, 
an inlet of the Pacific Ocean but little south of the mouth of 
the Biobio River. On this bay are situated also Lotilla, Cham-
bique, Colcura, and some other towns. 
The principal coal mines now (18G1) being worked are Cham-
bique and Lotilla, the yearly products from which are about 
72,000 tons, and increasing ; and i t is thought by many that the 
quality is fully equal to the English coal, as it burns with great 
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freedom, and generates steam rapidly. The coals from these 
mines supply the English and other steamers on this coast, and 
are also shipped to the ports of Coquimbo, Iluasco, Caldera, 
Chancral, &c., for the smelting of coirpcr ores. They are also 
exported to Peru and California. The price at the mines is 
$5.50 to $6 per ton delivered on board vessels.. The company 
hns built an iron mole three hundred feet in length, at the end 
of ivhich is a drop from which car-loads of two and a half tons 
each can be lowered into vessels moored there. "Vessels of 
twelve hundred tons have botín thns loaded in two days. In 
addition to this improvement, a steam crano is used for discharg-
ing copper ore, and for the shipment of fire-bricks. 
' There is also an establishment for the manufacture of firo-
brlch, the clay being obtained in the mines, from which 30,000 
are paid to he turned out per week, at §30 per thousand deliv-
ered on shipboard. T!iey arc considered superior to the English 
fire-brick, and supply the northern parts of Chile, and also 
Peru. A smeltino- establishment with five furnaces is also in 
operation here, and i t is the intention of the company to erect 
others. The copper oro is brought from the northern porta in 
return for shipments of coal. 
Carboncillo (small coal) is used in the smelting, refining, 
&c., of ores, and for the manufacture of brick. Coal is found 
at these mines from one hundred and five to one hundred and 
twenty yards below the surface. A t the Lota mine the tunnel 
is two hundred and seventy yards long. The Chambique coal 
is raised from below by a steam engine, and being deposited in 
cars they are drawn by horse power to the seashore. 
The mining company has also an extensive machine foun-
dry, blacksmith and other shops, where all necessary castings 
arc made. There arc six hundred employes in the various de-
partments. 
Although the Lota coal makes more smoke, i t wi l l raise, 
steam in shorter time than English coal. 
There is a vein of superior fire-brick clay about four feet in 
thickness under the vein of coal. The principal mine is that 
of Lotil la; in i t there are three scams of coal now being worked: 
the iirst is fifty yards beneath the surface, with a thickness of 
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four feet; the second, forty yards lower, averaging two feet ten 
inches; the third, nine yards deeper, is four feet ten inches 
thick, under which is found the fire-clay. The dip of the vein 
is westerly seven inches to the yard. About thirty inches above 
the third vein is found a bed of fossils, as regular as the vein of 
coal itself. These coal fields are very extensive, and it is esti-
mated that at the present rate of working, seventy years wil l be 
required to exhaust them. There arc several other mines of less 
extent and value. Colcura, is about one league west from Lota; 
formerly Hour was manufactured and shipped from this place. 
Timber is abundant in its vicinity. I t is situated at the foot of 
the Cerro Vi l l a Gran, wcli known as the scene of a fierce bat-
tle between the Spanish invaders under General Yilla Gran, and 
the uneonqueral Araucanian Indians, who still maintain their 
freedom in this vicinity, despite the arts of diplomacy and the 
power of their enemies. 
The location of Concepción i t is reasonable to presume wi l l 
eventually invite trade; its climate is very salubrious, but like 
many other cities of Chile i t has suffered greatly from earth-
quakes. That of 1835, which shook Talcahuano nearly to pieces, 
three immense sea-waves washing away what the trembling 
earth had spared, also laid Concepción in ruins. And Penco, 
seven miles off on the southeast shore of the bay, over whose 
unhappy people the arm of the destroying angel seems ever to 
have been outstretched, was at the same time crumbled into 
dust. We rode over to see the remains of this town, once the 
pride of the Spaniards, from the fine harbor on which i t stood, 
and its neighboring gold washings. I t was founded by Pedro 
Valdivia in 1550, and at thai Ume called Conc&pcion, which 
name i t retained through all its vicissitudes of fortune m i i i l 
lYG-l, when i t was l/ramferred to the present city of Concep-
ción on the Biobio, already described, which was then founded. 
Penco, as I shall, to avoid confusion of terms, call the town first 
founded by Valdivia under a different name, is as before stated 
on the southeast shore of the Bay of Concepción, near the 
mouth of the little river Andahen, on the southeast shore of 
the ."Bay of Concepción, and consists at present of about one 
hundred and fifty adobe houses and reed huts, with several ho-
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degas for storage of wool and wheat brought from the adjacent 
country for exportation. Wi th the exception of the old fortress, 
"wltich has chiselled upon two of its faces, "with the arms of Cas-
tile, the numbers 1G86 and "1087, iiidicati vo i t is presumed of ttyi 
periods of its commencement and completion, and the stone 
•walls of which—from five to ten feet thick—are gradually dis-
appearing to be used in other structures, rather than from nat-
ural causes or terrestrial phenomena ; we looked in vain for the 
" ruins " and the " fallen walls of temples and fortifications," so 
graphically described by a distinguished fellow-countryman in 
1S5Í. What he sato has been correctly and instructively pre-
sented, to the extent reasonably to be expected, of a stranger 
whoso opportunities are usually somewhat restricted. But in 
reference to these " ruins," as in some other matters about which 
from failure to examine for himself he has relied upon the state-
ments of others, he was greatly misled. The only " ru ins" we 
could find were those of brush huts, undeniably passing away 
with tolerable speed; and the probability is that by next month 
the place that knows (hem now " w i l l know them no more for-
ever." And as to the "temples," "fal len"or standing, they 
certainly escaped the scrutinizing search of four Americans, two 
of them Californians, who "prospected" Penco through and 
around for relics of the past. I remember to havo read this 
poetic description of the ruins of old Concepción to which I 
refer, with profound interest at the timo of its publication, and 
felt badly trcatod when the illusion was dispelled, and the fact 
was realized that Penco would not disinter some mournful me-
mentos with which to repay the long pent-up sympathy in her 
behalf. 
But although the proofs are not seen, having been crumbled 
into dust, washed away by the inundating wave, or appropriated 
to recent building purposes, Penco has been peculiarly a victim 
of desolation. Having been abandoned by Yil la Gran in 1554, 
after his terrible defeat at Marigucno, i t was burnt by the victo-
rious Araucanians. ."Rebuilt by the Spaniards in 1555, i t was 
shortly after captured by the young but formidable Indian chief 
Lautero, then only nineteen years old, who put to death the in-
habitants and again destroyed the town. Lautero was the young 
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Araucaiúan, who, we are told, ivlicn but sixteen years of age, 
rallied hie flying countrymen at the battle of Tucapel, changed 
a defeat into a victory, and made a prisoner of Valdivia, who 
commanded the Spaniards. A n Indian Ulmcn, high in author-
ity, having no confidence i n the peaceful protestations of Va ld i -
via for the future, despatched him with his wur-club, and thus 
terminated the life of this extraordinary man, who had -with a 
mere handful of soldiers penetrated the heart of Chile for more 
than one thousand miles, overcoming the resistance of the na-
tives and natural obstacles at every step of his progress; and 
having added a vast empire to Spain, had at last his triumph-
ant career suddenly brought to a CIOPC through the ngency of an 
Indian boy taught to believe that life was valueless without l i b -
erty, and who set an example of heroism to Ids faltering coun-
trymen that made them invincible even by the before xmcon-
cpiercd Spaniard. The deeds of the young chieftain Lautero 
were shortly afterwards visited with terrible retribution. Whi l e 
encamped on the banks of the IÍ,io Claro on his way to assault 
Santiago, he was attacked by Francisco de Villa Gran, whom 
he had previously defeated at Marigneno, and slain, with every 
man of the six hundred Àraucauians composing his army-
Penco was in 1557 rebuilt by Garcia de Mendoza, and fort i -
fied so strongly as to resist an Indian siege of fifty days. H u t 
alter the defeat of Loyola its governor (nephew of the founder 
of the order of Jesuits) when on his return from a visit to the 
interior in 159S, the Araucanians again succeeded in capturing 
and destroying it. Again rebuilt, i t was in 1730 swept away 
by earthquake and inundation. A n d once more restored by the 
Spaniards, i t was doomed to another destruction by earthquake 
in 1751; the inhabitants flying for safety to the neighboring 
hills in time to avoid death from the inrolhng sea, which washed 
off with its retiring wavo every vestige of habitation. For thir-
teen years the inhabitants remained undecided in purpose, and 
finally the majority of them resolved upon building the present 
city of Concepción seven miles off, on the Biobio River, in what 
they considered a more secure place at least from the ocean 
wave. A few of the people, with aflections still clinging to the 
scene of former varied fortunes, ventured to construct temporary 
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liabitatíons, tinis perpotuating the geographical identity of a 
spot ilistinguiehcd by extraordinary vicissitudes of fortune. 
About three miles to tito north of Penco is the fislierraan's 
village of Lircpicn, occupying a wide-mouthed quebrada. A 
flour mi l l near by gives employment to a busily-disposed little 
stream, that comes tumbling headlong down the valley as i f 
eagar for occupation. 
The number of vessels arriving at the ports on the Bay of 
Concepción, viz., Tomé, Talcahuano, Penco, and Lirquen, for 
one year, ending 1st April , 1800, was four hundred and forty-
two; of which two hundred and twenty-eiglit were foreign 
ships. Having described the surro mi dings of this fine bay, I 
now glide over its placid bosom, with my face turned toward 
my native land : which, however rick the resources of tliis lovely 
Chile ; however blest in its physical advantages by the Hand of 
a Beneficent Creator ; however beautiful its valleys, sublime its 
mountains, fertile its plains, numerous and enricliing its rivers, 
bounteous its minerals, salubrious its climate, diversified its 
scenery; however calculated to charm, still cannot draw affec-
tions from that northern home! For is i t not a land of civil 
liberty, political equality, and religious toleration? "Without 
the blessings of which what arc soil and scenery? "Wliat were 
hills even of silver, or mountains of gold ? 
22 
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ABOARD of the staunch American steamer " Jiiõbio "—Com-
mander George IT. Rogers—wo stood through the principal 
entrance of the hay to tho north-nortlnvcst, between Quiriquina 
Island and Lobería Head, and shortly after changed our course 
due north, and passed Cull in Point and Ooliumo Head, the 
coast trending first a short distance east, then south, and then 
returning on itself to form the small Bay of Ooliumo, which 
affords secure shelter for coasters i n heavy south westers. I t is 
back of this hay that the coal strata of Chile are first seen, which 
stretch to the south as far as the Island of Chiloe, upwards of 
three hundred miles. 
Prom Ooliumo Bay, for fifty-six miles north to Cape Car-
ranza, and even to the mouth of the Itata River, the shore line 
is high and partially wooded. Off Cape Carranza tho rock is 
found, about three-fourths of a mile from shore, on which the 
Chilean -war-steamer was wrecked in 185G with a loss of four 
hundred lives. Seventeen miles further north, in latitude .35° 
20', close in shore is a rock of imposing size, from its Gothic ap-
pearance known as La Iglesia—the church—-an opening like a 
doorway of corresponding architecture, contributing to the re-
semblance. And from half to one mile beyond are two pyra-
midal rocky masses, the one named Las Ventanas, from its 
window-liko openings, the other Piedra Lobos—being the resort 
of ficais ; they mark the mouth of the River Maulé. The Cerro 
Mutiin on the south bank of the river recedes in such a manner 
near its mouth, as to enclose a semicircular plain on which 
stands the town of Constitución^ often provincially called Maulé, 
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from tlie river. Constihicion has three tliousand inhabitants, a 
dirty plaza, unfmished cathedral, indifferent one-story liouses, 
bodegas, and ordinary corporate buildings. I t enjoys tbe trade 
of the largest portion of the Provinces of Talca and Jíai i lé; but 
until greater enterprise, industry, skill, and capital are brought 
to the development of these line portions of the republic; until 
Utc natives seek to put to better account the long neglected gifts 
of nature, and Government renders more accessible and safe 
this harborj Constitución cannot reap the great advantages its 
relative position as a natural entrepot would give i t . From 
Constitución north the boldness of the coast diminishes until 
near Algaroba Point, when i t becomes cliffy with high land in 
the neighborhood. About Cnrauma Head arc high cliffs also, 
and beyond i t the land rises steeply to the ranges of that name ; 
in the distance, i f the weather bo clear, the Campana (bell) de 
Quillota, six thousand two hundred feet, being seen; and even 
the far-off Andes may sometimes be discerned, with the majes-
tic Aconcagua in surpassing altitude. A few miles past the 
heights of Cnrauma is CnraumiNa Point, and seven miles fur-
ther Valparaiso Point bounds tito bay of that name, two hun-
dred and fifty miles from Taleahuano, making an aggregate of 
tbròe thousand miles of the Pacific shore of South America 
from Panama to the Pay of Arauco; all of which, and oven 
further south, is traversed by a continuous lino of British steam-
ers. The only opposition is on the short route from Valparaiso 
to Arauco Pay, by the North American steamer Blobio, Capt. 
Rogers, a thorough seaman and familiar with tho navigation 
and interests of this coast. What will be tho result of individ-
ual competition on a partial route witli a wealthy corporation 
that aims at monopoly, and a connected lino to support i t , must 
depend on the disposition of those interested in trade to main-
tain i t at remunerative rates of passage and freight, rather than 
patronize one which, whatever liberality i t may show when con-
strained by opposition, is sure to recognize in them only contrib-
utors to its oppressive exactions ivhcnovcr i t shall be in position 
to exercise exclusive control. 
One of the most valuable products of Chile is copper. I t 
may be useful to give the substance of information derived from 
one thoroughly conversant with tho subject, in reference to tho 
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extraordinary richness of Chile in this metal. The following 
tabic wi l l show the exports in a given period of the various 
forms of bars, regains, and ore : 
STATEMKST (in copper and content*) of the Exports of Copper Bars, Jtegulus, 
and Ores, from Chile, from 1848' to 1857, inelusivjt. 
Tons of 22 quintals. 
1848. 
Bars. Ilegulua. Orca. Tolnl, 
EngliiBfl, 1590 












2317 901 0147 
1849. 












7878 J018 098 10194 
1860. 
Bars, lirgulus. Ores, 
Engloml, 3247 2570 
United States, 42C(i 2G3 
France, 833 








8630 2962 400 12078 
1851. 
liars, JÍDífuhis. Ores. Total 
2805 1219 374 3758 
3552 355 143 4050 
59 . . . . 59 
09 202. 33 334 
6775 1770 550 8101 
1853. 
Bars. lícgulus. Ores. 
England, 3215 3112 
United States, 5763 435 
Franco, 103 









9530 3060 2168 15044 
1853. 
Bars. lícgulus. OroS. Total, 
714 2080 2158 4952 
4184 531 1213 6928 
98 . . . . 98 
754 302 173 1234 
5750 2913 3649 12212 
1854. 
Bars. JlcguW: Ores. 
Englftod, 1087 2819 3269 
United States, 4589 420 070 
France, 902 






7818 3933 4040 15797 
1856. 













8209 0954 5087 20250 
1859. 
Bara. liegnlus. Ores. Total. 
England 980 7964 3804 12814 
United States, 3684 1776 1151 6010 
Franco, 1431 112 131 1874 
Gcvmatiy, 124 133 683 840 
0226 9984 5729 2938 
1857. 
JJnra. lícgulus. Ores. Tolal. 
2133 10976 4138 17247 
1995 1517 1280 4708 
1560 62 28 1060 
322 943 M0 1805 
0016 13498 5984 25498 
N. R — I n the above Rtntemcut bars are considered as/i/ic cop/m; rcguhts as half 
c<>7""•'', and ore w such, iimiienlinl riflim-sp. 
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The exports from Chile for 1858, and tlie first nine montlis 
of 1859, collected from authentic sources, were, to w i t : 
Qui ii I ills, 1 Qnlntnls. 
RcguWis, 1358, •i2!7,G(>2 Giving fino copper, 215,757 
" To Sept., 1850,.. 2'79,8-i2 11 " 186,217 
Total, lOI/m Total copper contents, 301,974 
Or about CO per cent, for tho nvcrngo ley. 
QnintiiK QuiDlnla. 
Ores, 1858, 1,013,210 Giving fine copper, 220,4'!3 
" To Sept., 185!), 015,122 " " 136,005 
Or about 22 per cent, for the average ley. 
Of the whole importa of copper into England in 1858, i t is 
satisfactorily ascertained from Pitrliamcntary returns of that year, 
that Chile supplied 50 per cent. 
I n estimating the efiect of the copper production of this part 
of the world upon the copper interests of commerce at large, i t 
must be stated that Bolivia, adjoining Chile, exports copper 
largely, which for all business purposes is the same as i f i t was 
sent from Chile, for i t is eh icily produced by Chile enterprise; 
that is, by labor and capital of people living in Chile, cither 
natives or foreigners. Hence the importance of considering 
Chile as a copper producing country, in all interested calcula-
tions relative to this article. I f all the exports of Bolivia and 
Chile were sent to England, which is admittedly the great 
copper market of tho world, they would compose 70 per cent, 
of her enUrc imports; and including her own production and 
that of Ireland, with that of the rest of the world, the impor-
tation from Chile and Bolivia would amount to one-half o f all, 
both imported and produced. The truth is that, with copper 
riches perfectly fabulous, Chile has been too much overlooked 
by commercial statisticians. There ,is one mine alone in the 
Province of Coquimbo (Tamayo), belonging to a private indi-
vidual, which produces annually more than six times the entire 
imports of copper into England from Spain; and nearly as 
much as the imports hito England from Australia and Cuba put 
together. Yet tins mine has not been publicly noticed; nor has 
that either in the north of Atacam a recently discovered, and 
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belonging to another private individual, which yields as much 
copper annually (7,000 tons) as is imported into England from 
Spain, and all other countries^ except Australia and Cuba. Tliese 
two Chile mines together 'produce as much copper as is imfporíeã 
into ^England f r o m every oihei' country i n the world, except 
Chile herself! 
!But in esf-.iinating the importance of the Chilo supply, i t 
must be remembered that she exports largely to other countries 
as well as England, which influences the English market in two 
ways: first, by finding its way into England indwectty, but 
being credited to the country whence it last came ; and 
secondly, England, being the great copper market, whatever 
supplies Chile sends direct to other countries diminishes by so 
much the demand of those countries in England. 
Tho exact exports of copper produced by Chile and Bolivia 
in 1858, wei'o: 
Qu In litis. Qtilnlals. Tons. 
Bar Copper, 189,181 con turning 183,010 or 8,346 Pure Copper. 
Iteguhis, 431,181 " 217,340 " 9,879 " 
Ores 1,219,610 " 263,183 " 11,903 
Of these there were sent to England— 
Quíntala. Qnintnls, Tons. 
Bar Copper, 93,867 conUiining 91,051 or 4,139 Pure Copper. 
Iteguhis, 333,642 " 170,245 " 7,738 " 
Ores 807,132 " 163,185 " 7,417 " 
Pure Copper, 424,381 19,294 
I n other words, of all the copper product exported by Chilo 
and Bolivia to all parts of tho world in 1858, there was sent to 
England, in the shape of— 
Bur Copper, about 50 per cent. 
Rcgulus, " 77 " 
Ores, " • ' , . . 62 " 
Altogether in Pure Copper 64 per cent. 
Leaving 3G per cent., or 10,894 tons of pure copper for other 
countries. These statements would seem to indicate that the 
production of Chile must rule the copper market, and point out 
the importance of its consideration by all engaged in the trarlc. 
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A practical miner and smelter, who recently made a careful re-
connoissance of the new copper region in the north of Atacama, 
says that "the copper in this district may be measured by 
leagues," and the mines being near the coast are not so subject 
to the controlling influences upon mule transportation, of an 
arid country and an absence, of culturo—want of water and 
grass. And but a few days since, a gentleman who had been in 
that vicinity informed me that the copper ore did not lay in 
veins but was piled up in inexhaustible hilJs, from which i t was 
literally dug down. 
Number of furnaces in the Province of Capiapo 59—of 
which 20 are working, and 33 suspended for repair and other-
wise. 
Number of furnaces in the Province of Iluasco 30—of which 
18 arc working, and 12 Buspeudcd. 
Number of furnaces in the Province of Coquimbo 63—of 
which 11 are working, and 52 suspended. 
The loss of copper from furnaces not in operation is 16,160 
quintals per day. 
To avoid detention at Valparaiso by awaiting for tho next 
steamer, I took passage on the ship "Caroline Rccd" Douglas, 
master, bound for Callao, and getting out of harbor to be be-
calmed within sight of the city for twelve hours, i t was not 
until next day that a south-soulhwester came along which 
carried us before i t cheerily for a couplo of days. Baffling 
winds then followed, and finally almost a dead calm, and we 
were doomed from the 27° to the 24° of (south latitude to en-
counter almost literally the condition described by' Captains 
Parker and Pitz Roy, when, after saying that the winds from 
September to March generally blow from the soiith-southeast 
to southwest, yet add that, sometimes during the summer, for 
three or four successive days, there is not a breath of wind, the 
sky being beautifully clear, with a nearly vertical sun." Indeed 
during six days there was at times not suflicient motion of the 
air to give the ship steerage way, and she wallowed in a glassy 
sea at the mercy of the lazy swells; while occasionally, she crept 
along as if afraid of disturbing tho slumbers of the marine in-
sects which had extinguished their phosphorescent lamps, usually 
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illumining this part of the Pacific coast. The only noise that 
disturbed a quiet like that of Nature's death was the clatter and 
swaah of the ship's pump, at frequent intervals, giving notice 
that she was not seaworthy. Ucforo the end of this voyage the 
passengers had reason to regret the coniidence they had reposed 
in the declarations of the captain, who was also part owner, and 
who, by a large show of outward sanctity, managed for a time 
to conceal what afterwards proved to bo absolute rascality. 
By the testimony of two intelligent French passengers, this 
vessel was ascertained to bo leaking badly immediately on get-
ting to sea from Now York. Having received a coat of paint 
and tar after doubling the Horn, she was to bo sold on spccula-
tiou in the Pacific, to the bottom of which she wi l l probably 
make her next voyage. I t is not my purpose to write a tale 
of grievances, however annoying to others less favored than 
myself. Put having somo experience, I may advise others 
preparing for a voyage, to assure themselves beforehand of the 
condition of the ship and her supplies, and also the character of 
the master—his nautical knowledge, honesty, and regard for 
the decent observances of life. The usual winds at this season 
finally befriended us, and in fifteen days from Valparaiso we 
anchored in Callao harbor—distance fourteen hundred miles. 
The voyage in this direction is often made in much less time. 
The British steamer Lima was taken a few days after for 
Paita. We passed the unimportant little seaports on the Peru-
vian coast, of Huacho, Sape, Casina, Samanco, Santa, Huanchaco, 
Malabrigo, Pacasmayo, Lambayeque, no one of them worthy of 
special description, and reached Paita in two and a half days. 
At several of the towns above named, and at some other parts of 
the Peruvian coast, landing is effected with difficulty, and only 
to bo accomplished both by passengers and for merchandise, by 
Gdhillitos ¡ which aro bundles of reeds, lashed together and 
turned up at the.bow, and being very light are thrown from the 
top of the surf to the beach, when the boatmen jump off and 
carry i t beyond the next breaker ; or a stronger and larger raft 
called Salsa is often used, made by lashing together logs of the 
cabbage-palm, with a platform of thick boards or logs raised 
about two feet, on. which merchandise is placed. These often 
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are provided witli a large lug-sail, and tliey may frequently be 
seen going np and down tlic beach, and thvougli tlie surf, with 
impunity. 
Of Palta I have notliing to add to a previous description. 
I t is a wretched compound of clerical licentiousness and popu-
lar indolence and corruption, seasoned with a spice of foreign 
mercantile craft. I saw the rohed priest tie his game-cock at 
tlio church door, where he crowed a chorus to a solemn mass 
celebrated at a cost of four hundred dollars, for the repose of 
the soul of a deceased citizen, who it was understood was to be 
absolved from all his sins, including that of cheating his doctor 
—as the unfortunate medico himself said; while the passers-by, 
indiffcrcut to what was going on within, saluted the edifice by 
taking off tUeir hats and snaking a profound salaam, as they 
hurried on, sonic of them to the neighbouring cock-pit, others 
to the mole to gape at the shrewd stranger embark and dis-
embark the commodities of Paita trade, and the Yankee 
whaler transship his oil that he might bear away for another 
"catch." 
The bark "Dominga" being up for Tumbes, whither I was 
bound, I despatched business at Taita and sailed thence with 
her master Thomas Lee, who, after recent experience, I was 
rejoiced to "liiul united the deportment of a gentleman to the 
qualifications of a seaman. Doubling Point Parina and Capo 
Blanco, we steered north-northeast up the Gulf of Guayaquil; 
and two days after, the wind having died away, we came to 
anchor six or seven miles west of Mal polo Point, in lati-
tude 3° 20' south and longitude 80° 30' west, a sailing dis-
tance of one hundred and thirty miles from our port of 
departure. The following day bringing no signs of a breeze, 
Captain Lee and myself took the ship's boat, and coasted with-
in a mile or two of a low shore covered with scrubby trees, 
and rimmed by a continuous line of breakers; which, stretching 
further out at the Point broke high and wildly over the reef, 
growling a fierce wnvning not to ventare too near. Six miles 
northeast of Msdpelo Point brought us to the present mouth of 
the Tumbes P i ver, in latitude 3° 21' south, and longitude 80° 
17' west, off which, vessels touching here for supplies of wood, 
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water, and fresh vegetahles, usually anchor. Forraerly the 
river emptied into the so-called Bay of Tumbes, nearer to Mal-
pclo Point; but heavy freshets in the rainy season occasionally 
change the channel, and at present its principal mouth is found, 
as before stated, six miles from the Point. A n American ship 
and a bark were seen lying at anchor in the open roadstead off 
the mouth of the river, which is about three hundred yards 
wide; and across i t is a sand-bar, on which in stormy weather 
there is a furious surf, making the entrance dangerous even to 
well-manned and managed boats. "We were fortunate in our 
passage over the bar without getting swamped; an event for 
mutual congratulation, when, just within the surf, wo saw several 
sharks, and many alligators, for which tins r iver is noted— 
apparently awaiting with impatience the breakfast of which 
doubtless they would have been gratified to have had us to form 
the foreign dish. H a i f a mile within the river is striving to 
make for itself a new clmnnol across the low sandy peninsula 
which separates i t from the gulf on the west side: the next 
freshet may accomplish this cut off. A t high tide the breakers 
are even now seen to roll across the intermediate tongue of land, 
and mingle their foam at this part of tho stream with the 
turbid current of the Tumbes. One mile above, the river 
becomes narrowed to fifty or sixty yards, the dark rich alluvial 
banks being covered in places by a heavy growth of 3f(mgrove, 
while in others-they arc entirely concealed by dense thickets of 
intermingling verdure. The tortuous stream, doubling upon 
itself at every few hundred yards, precluded the view beyond; 
so that our progress was constantly revealing new scenes and 
objects of interest and beauty. Birds of gay plumage, rivalling 
the tropical verdure and flowers in richness and brightness of 
coloring, welcomed us with strange song; and the flag-roof 
bamboo huts, but lit t le larger than dove-cots, raised on posts 
Ave or six feet from the ground for protection against venomous 
reptiles and inundation, stood in small clearings to show that 
the humble occupants of these ranches enjoy the beauties and 
the rich productions of this tropical garden as well as their 
lordlier neighbors Don Mariano and Don Somontes; whose 
magiiiflcient chacras, adorned with the cocoa, lime, orange, 
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plantain, and banana, and shaded by groves of the algaroba, 
guachapelí, amariyo, secca, cedro, and cliaran, bordered the 
viver, in. whose mirrorod bosom they gazed on their own re-
flected charms. These country-seats showed affluence and 
taste. 
I t was at the plantation of the latter gentleman, Don José 
Somontcs, about three miles up stream, that wo stopped to pro-
cure horses to go by land two miles to the town of Tumbes, 
thus avoiding the moro tedious river route against tho current 
—by which the town is seven miles from the gulf. Horses 
were furnished, but not until a promise was exacted to return 
and partake of the hospitality of his house. Having been fer-
ried over the river we struck across a level, and at a short 
distance, from the river-bank an indifferently cultivated plain, 
for ono and a half or two miles, which brought us to the modern 
town of 2 'umbes. 
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TUMBES has. a population of abotit tlircc thousand, theve 
being hut few of the pure European blood, more of immixcd 
Indian descent, and still a larger portion of mongrels. The 
_ houses differ from thoso herctoibro described in that a greater 
number of them are two-story buildings; not because earth-
quakes are not both frequent and severe on this part of the con-
tinent, but from the facility of procuring cane and bamboo as 
building materials, which readily yield to such terrestrial 
motions and shocks without fall ing. Posta of atyaroba—com-
monly known as iron-wood^—crotelied at the upper end, arc 
planted deeply in. the ground. These, simply divested of bark, 
are used of their natural shapCj as ftxrm the rnctallic hardness of 
the wood no plane wi l l make an impression on i t . . And for the 
Siime reason, no nail being capable of penetrating it, the cross 
timbers are lashed to the uprights by withs of passai/a barl:y 
and twigs of the l&juoo j both of them being strong, pliant, and 
more durable than hempen rope. The •walls are made of inter-
laced bamboo sticks, plastered wi th mud, and sometimes white-
washed. The ceiling is of board, or muslin • the roof, framed of 
large guayacpiil cane, hollow and l ight , is crossed thickly with 
bamboo for the support of a thick flag thatch ; and the floor is 
made of large guayaquil cane, partially split into small ribs in 
such manner aa to allow its being spread out like a board with 
a bamboo substratum, on cane rafters, forming a compact, cool, 
and elastic, though rather noisy material to walk on. The 
light fantastic toe may not t r ip on i t — 
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"Nor stenltJiy pace 
Toward his design move like a ghost "— 
whatever its purpose. Tvifchont detection. Tito rude algaroba 
pillars "within the best-built bouses, are somctimea covered with 
marbled paper, as are also the walls, and put on quito a show 
of style. The form and adonmieuts may be peculiar, but cer-
tainly neither iron nor marble em be stronger than the algaroba 
column. The projecting roofs aro supported by posts in front 
of the houses; and when many of these adjoin, a continuous 
arcade is thus formed which protects pedestrians from sun and 
rain. Sidewalks and streets are unpaved. May other travel-
lers visiting this town meet with as kind friends as I did to ex-
tend to them private hospitalities! The Posada óf Tumbes is 
a wretched counterfeit of an inn. I f your dinner were cooked 
under your own eye, superintended by a greasy mulatto wench 
wliosc fat hung about her in folds, and who with the same 
-wooden spoon stirred, tasted, and stirred, ad infímtwm, during 
the interesting process, the various dishes designed for your 
usCj with a view doubtless of sensoning them toyourlihing, do 
you think you would like them at all ? Of course you would 
pay for the culinary exbibitioi)," and the natives would ho 
amazed that you had loft the meal untouched; and perhaps you 
would be somewhat surprised yourself, after having felt an hour 
before as i f no number of dishes of iish, flesh, and fowl could 
stagger your appetite. I t was necessary to work day and night, 
i n order to finish business in time to reach Guayaquil for the 
next steamer thence to Panama. But how to get to Guayaquil, 
•vvas a question not easy of eolution. Two means were possibly 
attainable—to hire a small one-masted river "buuquc," or 
" chata," with one large square sail, and no shelter but that of 
a thatched arch open before and behind ; or procure a row-boat 
capable of carrying sail i f the wind should favor. The latter 
alone could be relied on ; for i f becalmed, the bunque would fail 
to arrive in time for the steamer, and two or three weeks would 
elapse before another opportunity would be afforded of sailing 
for Panama. After some trouble, a boat and four rowers were 
hired to carry mo to Guayaquil, for fifty-six dollars; but no 
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temptation would induce tlio crew to start short of a day's prep-
aration; and i t was determined to occupy that interval in 
visiting the rums of the ancient Peruvian Temple of the Sun, 
on the site of the old city of Tumbes, now called ComUs, where 
Pizarro first landed in Peru in 1527. Our projected adventure 
made i t necessary to cross the river Tumbes, which we had 
ascended a few miles by boating the clay before, and which may 
he navigated by canoes eighteen or twenty miles beyond the 
town, where its falls interrupt further progress, although, head-
ing i n the Andes i t has a length of seventy-five or eighty miles. 
This river was the former Spanish line of Reparation between 
the Viceroyaltiea of L ima and Quito; and hence between the 
States of Peru and Ecuador, although the fovniev has for some 
timo claimed to the Miicava, about twenty miles further north. 
Since lho accession of Castilla to power, he is ever ready to make 
tins an excuse for intermeddling in the domestic affairs of Ecua-
dor. This disposition on the part of Peru has led to a proposi-
tion of General Plores for a union of the States of Ecuador, 
ÜSTew Granada, and Venezuela, for common defence against the 
aggression of more powerful neighbors, which would effectually 
arrest the encroachments of Castilla. 
Having crossed by the ferry-boat, "we found on the opposite 
side of the river horses i n waiting, "which had been provided by 
L. G. Sanford, Esq., United States Consul, and Dr. P. M. Co-
lumbus, a graduate in medicine of a KSTorth American Univer-
eity; with whom, and several other friends, I started for the 
ruins of the temple, after having refreshed ourselves at the 
chacra of the hospitable D o n Kanuel Rodriguez, with a luscious 
draught of cocoanufc water, fresh from trees growing in profu-
eion on the river bank. To see a native almost walk up the 
perpendicular trunk of a tree without any thing adventitious to 
assist him, and pluck the pulpy and juicy fruit from the tufted 
top seventy or eighty feet high, would lead you to think that he 
had been taking lessons of his fellow-couiitrymen of the monkey 
tribe. 
Our road was westwardly, and deep with dust, for i t was the 
dry season, and no rain had fallen for several months. Several 
well-cultivated chacras skirted the way, until we came to a very 
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heavily-timbercd Algaroba forest; tlie trees looking as i f they 
•were the memorials of ages tliat had gone before us, and had 
been moulded of iron, or been hewn from dark imperishable 
rock. Tropical vines were seen clambering up their knarled 
and stalwart trunk?, clothing them in verdure, and clinging with 
feeble tendrils to brawny limbs; while iris-hued flowers bloomed 
along the wayside, tit companionf; of tho birds that flashed their 
rich plumage from bough to hough. 
About ñvo miles brought us to the old bed of the river 
Tumbes, now dry, and since tho change of its channel only oc-
casionally containing water when the river is greatly swollen by 
heavy rains. Crossing this, dry-shod, we mounted the opposite 
bank of thirty or forty feet, and passing some bamboo houses 
sparsely scattered over a level of a half mile, came to hills, 
skirted hy the remains of on aqueduct eighteen or twenty 
feet wide, and seven or eight feet deep. Along this wo rodo, 
circling the hills, tho sides of which, in many places, appeared 
supported by dilapidated walls, built of large bonldera in some 
places, in others presenting the distinct rectangular outlines of 
large adobes, seamed with shinglo or cobblo stones. Somo of 
those may have upheld superincumbent structures now no more. 
On crossing over some of the least elevated of the hills, small 
quadrangular stone foundations wero observed, as of houses; 
while tho larger size, and perfectly regular and level surface of 
other places, indicated the probable existence there- of streets 
and public squares. A mile and a half fron) where we crossed 
the old bed of the river, we came to the foot of a hil l from one 
hundred to one hundred and fifty feet in height, commanding a 
fine view of the surroundings. Off to the west, five miles dis-
tant, J£¿ Punta Gm'rita formod the northern termination of a 
range of hills, the Padcvrones, which, stretching away to the' 
Eouthward, throws off a smaller spur to the eastward, npon tho 
several eminences of which the ancient city of Tumbes was 
built, supposed to have had one hundred thousand inhabitants. 
The h i l l on which we stood is tho northernmost of the spur, and 
is isolated from the rest by a narrow space hounding ifes south-
ern foot. To tho north of this isolated hi l l , four miles distant, 
is plainly seen the 13ay of Tumbos, in which Francisco Pizarro 
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cast anchor ^vhen he first feasted Ma eyes on this laud of prom-
ise. And spreading out from the Padarones Range on the west, 
to the river Tumbes on the east, a distanco of ten miles, is a 
level plain, -which, in the days of the lucas, was watered hy 
innumerable small canals, fed hy the largo' aqueduct circling 
the bill-sides before described, that tapped the Tumbes River 
at a height sufficient to distribute water to the town, and the 
outspread plain before i t , Nor m i t surprising that the beauty, 
fertility, and wealth o í bountiful nature and" human industry 
unrolled before him, shouLd have iiUcd the Spanish intruder 
with amazement; and that he should have become inspired 
with visions of the magnificent conquest that this tvanscend-
cntly beautiful portal of Peru opened to his imagination. 
On the level summit of the h i l l which we had ascended and 
carefully explored, were seen parts of a eymmctrical quadran-
gular wall of great thickness, seven hundred and fifty feet long 
and four hundred and twenty feet wide, enclosing the remains 
of massive walls, abutments, and arches, nearly all prostrated, 
rent, and crumbling, under the combined influence of human 
and natural causes; earthquake, fire, and storm aiding the hand 
of man in the work of destruction. There still are visible, 
however, some large adobe blocks, with intermediate water-
washed stones, doubtless from the gulf shore ; the size of these 
blocks justifying the presumption that they were parts of mas-
sive walls. Portions of walls, too, of the thickness of from five 
to six feet, are standing supported by huge abutments; and a 
descent of fifteen feet below the present general surface level, 
at one spot exposed a perfectly symmetrical arch of four feet 
radius,"with a part of the wall supporting i t on each side, in an 
excellent state of preservation. Near to this arch a tottering 
wall, resting against neighboring fallen masses, exhibits on its 
exposed side two well-proportioned and unbroken niches ; once, 
possibly, adorned with images of gold or silver. 
Mr. Prescott says, in his " History of the Conquest of Peru," 
in describing ancient Peruvian architecture, i n i t "there is no 
appearance of columns or of arches, though there is some con-
tradiction as to the latter point. But i t is not to be doubted 
that, although they may have made some approach to this mode 
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of construction by the greater or less iuclination of the walls, 
the Peruvian architects were wholly unacquainted with the true 
principle of the circular arch reposing on its key-stone." 
This is an error, for the arch seen by myself and friends 
amid the ruins oí* the Temple of the Sun, at the site of old 
Tumbes, so far from being a mere "approach to this mode of 
construction by the greater or less inclination of the ivalls," and 
showing that the l£ Peruvian architects were wholly unacquaint-
ed with the true principle of the circular arch reposing on its 
key-stono," domonstrates their perfect comprehension o f its p r i n -
cipies at the time of the building of that Temple, its circular 
sweep and key-stone; and shows its entire independence of 
"greater or less inclination of the walls," and that i t rests upon 
those of accurate perpendicularity as columns of eupport, as in 
the architecture of our day. 
And this observation sustains the statement found in the 
translation by l'rancis L. Hawks, D.D., I X . D . , of the work on 
"Penman Antiquities, by Mariano Edwardo Rivero and James 
Von Tschudi," viz.: " A general error among most historians, 
as well the ancient as the modern, is the opinion that the Peru-
Tian architects had not attained to the construction of arches 
and vaults; for in many JIuacas of stone we observe vaults 
very superiorly constructed." And further: " I n some of the 
larger ediiices you meet also with vestiges of arches, but i t is 
certain that their application was quito limited." I t may be 
added, that the publication of Rivero and Yon Tschndi is the 
ablest authority extant on Peruvian avcliitecture, and embraces 
the results of the most extensive researches that have been made 
i n modern times, by personal examination and study of Peruvian 
antiquities. 
The great extent of the building which occupied this emi-
nence, as indicated by the ruins, would justify the supposition 
that, as stated by Rivero, the Temple of Tumbes was among 
the most sumptuous of the nation; that at Cuzco, perhaps, alone 
surpassing it in size and richness. I t embraced, probably, be-
sides the chief section dedicated to the supreme Numen, the 
Btin, chapels for the worship of the moon, the stars, the thunder-
bolt, the rainbow; another section for priestly deliberations, and 
23. 
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finally one for those entrusted -with the alternate weekly relig-
ious services. And in the same enclosure there "was, no doubt, 
one of the " more than two hundred " royal palaces erected for 
the use of the Inca, in his journeyings between Cuzco and 
Quito; and also one of the monasteries of the Virgins of the Sun. 
And well might the religious devotion of the Peruvians 
consecrate to the uses of the sanctuary and its servants, an 
eminence of peculiar adaptation for beholding and worshipping 
the first glorious emanations of their rising god; and for wit-
nessing the proofs of his beneficence, in the rich productions of 
the magnificent garden spread far and wide, at the foot of the 
holy habitation of his golden and jewelled image.* 
Our ride was continued over other parts of the spur of hills 
before referred to; and showed, in the artificially levelled sur-
faces, prostrate and broken walls, vestiges of the foumlations of 
houses and drainngc-trcnchcs, the still lingering proofs of a 
large city having once occupied these heights. Some distance 
further south, one hil l appears to have been set apart for burial 
purposes; large urns of classic form, with large mouths, being 
found there, some of them containing Human remains in a sit-
ting posture with the chin resting on the knees. I n one instance 
we traced the root of a giant cactus penetrating an urn, where i t 
had revelled on the dust of mortality, and flaunted above the 
desecrated tomb its crimson-ilowcred banner in token of triumph. 
The traveller cannot look upon the still lingering proofs of 
the greatness and prosperity of the ancient Peruvians, about the 
site of Tumbes of old, without deploring the sordid passions, the 
love of gold, the fanaticism, which under pretence of extending 
civilization sent forth as missionaries those who were ignorant 
of its benign influences; to inculcate a Christianity, too, sadly 
* The Mithor has rccenlly becu informed by Dr. Cohimbug, that in 18G2 liimsclf 
ftml oilier citizens of Tumbes and TÍcinity formed a company for the exploration of 
the ruins of this temple. From thirty to forty laborera were occupied in the work 
of cxcfivEilion for more than two months. It resulted in the discovery of one iargc 
central npiirtnicnl, surrounded by many smaller rooms communicating by corridors, 
and lioving a large portal on tho cast, toward the rising sun, near which were several 
arches welt preserved. The walls were painted in red, representing Indiana and oui-
mala. The rooms had evidently been filled by gravel, conveyed from the seashore 
for the purpose of concealing tltc sacred treasures, &c., from (ho Spnninrds. Mnny 
gold and silver images of nnimnls and plants were also found, of great value; and 
(ilso enrthen vases of briçlit colors and beautiful design. 
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affiliated to the superstition, i t tlenounced, and more intolerant 
and vindictive than the idolatry i t despised. Missionaries who 
earned misery into this once peaceful and prosperous land, 
caused its rivers to run with blood, its fruitful fields to hecome 
desolate, its puhlic policy, 'wisely adapted to the necessities of the 
people, to perish, its domestic joys to wither, and a general ruin to 
Its vast empire of ten or eleven millions of people, and eight hun-
dred leagues extent from Quito to the river Maulé, to follow-
in the track of the invader, whose sole rule of action appears to 
have been the enforcement by bloody inculcation of his arbitrary 
will , and the appropriation of the property and the liberty of 
these people to the gratification of his mercenary longings and 
his unrestrained lusts. The page of history presents no such 
deed of perfidy as the capture of the Inca Atahuallpa, and the 
slaughter of thousands of his unarmed retinue, when that mon-
arch, unsuspectingly confiding in the good faith and hospitality 
of Pizarro, visited him at his quarters, to honor and welcome 
him as the ambassador of a foreign prince. And the climax of 
unequalled treachciy was completed, when, after engaging to 
free the monarch on the payment of one room full of gold and 
two of silver, he received and retained the ransom, worth more 
than sixteen millions of dollars, and then strangled him by the 
garrote—thus repaying friendship and hospitality by seizure, 
imprisonment, robbery, and death. When the apologists of 
Pizarro attempt to shield Iris crimes, and excuse his acts of 
cruelty by his religious zeal and holy purpose of extending the 
dominion of the cross, they may well he answered, that the re-
ligion was unworthy of adoption that required for its extension 
that the wife of the Inca Manco, then a prisoner in Pizárro's 
power, should be " stripped naked, bound to a tree, and in 
presence of the camp be scourged with rods, and then be shot 
to death with arrows I " This cold-blooded brutality—cmd to a 
woman—should brand his name with eternal infamy. And it ' 
was such deeds of inhumanity that finally deprived him of all 
sympathy, when retributive justice meted out to him a violent 
death, at the hands of his own cheated and incensed contem-
poraries. 
No one, when recalling the past, and reflecting on the pres-
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ent eonclition of this country, can fall to sec in the degenerate 
posterity of its conquerors, the indispntahlo deterioration of race, 
by admixture of blood "with an inferior and more numerous 
Indian population, destined probably, at no distant day, to 
absorb i t altogether; the impairment of the higher intellectual 
and physical attributes; tho substitution of indolence for activity; 
of cunning and intrigue for ability and boldness; of perpetual 
revolutions, war, and bloodshed, for stability, peace, and safety; 
proofs of the "just recompense of reward" which has overtaken 
both national and individual wickedness. 
On our return from the ruins of the Temple and other sacred 
edifices, whose gigantic remains arc still telling the history of 
the past—although Mr. Findlay, in his £< Directory of the Pa-
cific Ocean," says these " are now nowhere to bo seen "—an 
opportunity was aíTorded to look at the few cane huts scattered 
about and occupied by listless inhabitants, the impoverished 
successors of those who dwelt in the once proud city of Tumbes, 
whose very name has been taken from it , with its riches. And 
yet even amid their present poverty, there are proofs among the 
natives of a pride cherished by the traditions of ancient afilucnec. 
This is shown in the persistent refusal, even by the humblest of 
the Indian descendants of this district, to use any but the pre-
cious metals for 'many of their domestic purposes, whatever 
other deprivations they may have to endure. My companions 
on this excursion, to prove tho correctness of the statement, 
stopped at the wretched looking cane ranche of Julian Kosillo, 
having one earthen floor room for the joint occupancy of him-
self, wife, three nearly naked chiquitos, and such visitors as 
might choose to partake of his hospitality. Some maize chicha 
was asked for, which required a spoon for stirring. I t was 
brought in a silver vessel, and-with a silver spoon of purer metal 
than that nsed in more refined society. A yapa, and the 
promise of another when he should visit town, enabled Dr. 
Columbus to purchase the spoon, who presented i t to me as a 
proof of the consistent adherence of poverty to some of tho 
usages of ancestors; among whom gems and gold were the com-
mon ornaments, and silver the familiar metal in domestic use. 
The shades of evening fell over i t as we returned through 
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the Algaroba forest, and I did not remain lot in modern Tum-
bes -ud-ieii we crossed the ferry, but. proceeded on. to Santa Rosa, 
the beautiful chacra of Dou José Soinontcs, where my boat was 
to overtake mc with Mr. San ford, who had kindly offered to 
he my follow-voyager to Guayaquil. A cordial welcome was 
extended 4 o us by Don JOBO and his charming family, who 
offered every temptation of hospitality to prolong our visit And 
certainly i f the refinements and elegancies of life, and the graco 
ful cntcrtainnieut of an accomplished family, could have pre-
vailed over a sense of public duty, many days would have been 
given to the delights of Santa Kosa. I t is strange upon what 
rare spots of intellectual and moral excellence the traveller 
occasionally comes, in his passage over the great social waste of 
South America. I n other instances where superiority was ob-
served, foreign contact was recognized, and its influence was 
evident. And hero also the sensitive and sympathizing nature 
of Caucasian descent, was magnetized by the spiritual power of 
that exalted agency which the mere accident of occasional com-
merce brought into operation. 
Our boatmen's p-"' as they descended the river, came float-
ing, first faintly to us on the still night air, and then more dis-
tincily as they approached Santa Kosa, warning us that the 
hour of our departure had arrived; and near midnight, taking 
leave of a family and friends whose kindness enshrined them in 
grateful memory, we went aboard our boat and pulled down the 
tranquil river, reposing in the clear moonlight, with nothing to 
disturb its peaceful bosom "bvit the measured motion of the oars, 
as dipping in the silvery water they rose .again, letting fall the 
crystal drops that sparkled like diamonds as they returned again 
to their quiet slumbers. A j i hour sufliced to put us alongside 
of the Bark Dominga, in the offing, on hoard which we found a 
welcome berth until daylight. A t six A . M . W O cast loose our 
little craft—a frail one for a voyage of nearly a hundred miles— 
and turned her head toward Guayaquil. 
That large ocean expanse known as the Gulf of Guayaquil, 
is geographical J y considered as extending from the sea to a sup-
posed line drawn from Malpelo Point in Peru, to Punta Salinas, 
the southwest end of the Island of Puna. Between these two 
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points, the southern or main branch of the liver Guayaquil is 
described as emptying into the gulf. But any one contemplat-
ing the characteristics of the estuary presented licve, might be 
forgiven if, in his ignorance of geographical distinction, lie mis-
took the river for a part of the gulf itself; for the Island of 
Santa Clara (Amortajada or E l Muerto), which, like a shrouded 
corpse, lies a dead sentinel taking his eternal sleep at the post 
of duty the mouth of the river, is nineteen miles from Malpelo 
Point on the one hand, and seventeen miles from Pimta Salinas 
on the other, making a width of thirty-six miles; while the 
wave, the swell, the general ocean turbulcnec, and sea monsters, 
arc ever present to add to the deception of the voyager-
Pulling northeast by north, in eight hours we came off the 
Punta Arenas of Puna Island, and a southwest breeze striking 
us here, wo took in oars and set a mainsail, going before the 
wind at the rate of eight knots, coasting the south side of the 
island its entire length of twenty-eight miles without seeing a 
house or the sign of cultivation, until doubling Punta Española 
near its northeast end a neat cottage peeped out from its island-
wilderness. 
I t was upon this Island of Puna that Pizarro landed on his 
second voyage to Peru, to await the passage of the rainy season 
and the arrival of reenforcements, before penetrating into the 
interior of the country of the Inca for the purposes of plunder 
and subjugation. l i e found the island well cultivated, and 
blooming with cacao plantations and various tropical products, 
and inhabited by a warlike race of Indians who received the 
strangers in a hospitable manner. But a suspicion of Pizarro 
that the natives designed resistance to his arrogant assumptions 
of control over their dominions, led him, with characteristic 
treachery and cruelty, to seize and slay a number of their chiefs, 
which brought on immediate hostilities; and the watchfulness 
and implacable spirit of revenge on the part of the islanders 
keeping the Spaniards in a perpetual state of alarm, they hurried 
their departure and crossed over to the main land, but not to 
find the saino manifestations of friendship as at their first visit. 
•Distrust had evidently taken possession of the minds of the Pe-
ruvians in the mean time; a scene of desolation was presented 
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for the contemplation of Pizarro, the city of TunVbes was nearly 
deserted, dwellings were destroyed, and the great Temple de 
spoiled of its golden ornaments and jewelled images, which 
Spanish avarice had only left nntouched on their first discovery, 
that they might he made an easier and more certain pr when 
the necessary force was obtained. 
I t is surprising how completely this fine island of Pi i ., once 
inhabited by a immerons tribe of Indians, and the seat of an 
abounding agriculture, has become deserted, and reverted to a 
condition of original nature—the domain almost solely of the 
deer and the wild hog, as we were assured by our cholo boatmen. 
Extensive sand-bars were passed close in shore, on which 
myriads of water-fowl were collected; and whole armies of 
pelicans stood there, in lengthened line, erect, mute, meditative, 
and disciplined, like soldiers on parade; unintimidatcd by our 
approach, and as i f prepared to resist any act of aggression. 
Their martial appearance entitles these birds to the name of 
Tumbes soldiers, which American whalers have applied to those 
that bivouack and dri l l on the Hats of that river. 
Doubling Point Mandinga, the northeast end of the island, 
and the few huts called the town of I^una, on our left, we 
steered northwardly. * the channel of the river on the west side 
of Great Mondragon Island, and, night having overtaken us, we 
found the contents of our provision basket refreshing, and then 
wrapped in blankot-shawls we laid down in the stem of the boat. 
With the young moon pooping coquettishly from behind silken 
clouds to watch over us, and light the shadowy river, we soon 
fell asleep—for myself—to dream of alligators and river-robbers, 
of whose ferocity and desperate deeds in these unsettled revolu-
tionary periods our timid boatmen had not failed to narrate for 
our entertainment many fHghtful talcs. A t midnight, favoring 
gales died away, and our sail being furled and mast unshipped, 
the measured stroke of the oars as they struggled against an ebb 
tide and a strong current, was the serenade of a weary night. 
Propitious dawn came at last, to disclose the features of the 
river bank, the dim outline of which alone could be seen during 
the night. This was low, and supported an impenetrable wall 
of rank verdure—trees, shrubbery, vines, and Hags, being closely 
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twined and matted, ami studded wi lh M-ild-ilowora of creat 
variety and brilliancy of coloring giv¡Jlg B],clíor to l.irds of rich 
plumage offcTiiig thciv matin service of Mvcct son" In the coming 
day. The interest incident to constnnt.Jy vnv'vin.r RCOHO, yet 
always of rare beauty, marred only hy lho ocoasiounl stiiifl: of 
the mn-cudo orjepen, a diminutivo knal, whk-h, unlike flic mos-
quito, gives no musical T v a m i n g of Í(B atlaek, -n-as bioniilit to a 
sudden and nearly tragical coneWion. A n nlligatnr, unseen hy 
us before in the turbid stream, Peizcd an oar mid nearly pulled 
one of our rowers overboard; by tbo nssistiuicc of otiicrs the 
man was eaved, but the blade of the oar was mishcd to frag-
ment!?. The fright of the boatmen gave M-ings to our little craft 
for a few minutes, and altbough the voracious monster could 
not overtake us, ho pursued us with RUÍlicicut perseverance {p 
make us flousiblo that i f overtaken our fato niiglit bo that of 
others who have been ujwcfc and destroyed in the river Tumbes 
by these formidable reptiles. 
À gradual bend i n the river ns we ascended from' the north 
by east to north-north west brought into view in the distance 
the OeiTO de Santa A n a and the Cerro (Id Gtmnen, at the foot 
of which stands the city of Gm^aquil , Wc approached i t by 
the main channel between the western bank anil (lie Ipland of 
Sanfcaij opposite the city. Near the city the river banks arc 
low, imiddy, slimy-looking, spotted wi th an uninviting crop of 
alligators awaiting anxiously the chances of a breakfast to be 
furnished hy somo morning bather, and rapidly narrowing until 
at the city the stream is scarcely a mile wide. Several square-
rigged vessels and steamers, w i t h many bunrjucs, ehatas, and 
river rafts, were ly ing at anchor and along sliore. Seeing the 
Britiuh flag flying from the stern of one of the steamers, wo 
made fast to her, and going aboard found she was the British 
Steam Navigation Company's boat "Anne," to sail for Panamá 
the next day. I bore letters to her commander, Captain King, 
who gíivc me «1 hearty English welcome, and at once made me 
feci at home on board. 
"We were twenty-ninc honre making the run of niuety-sevcu 
miles, from the roadstead of Tumbes to Guayaquil; subject, i t is 
true, to some risks and discomforts, fur neither the foggy nnas-
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mata of night, nor the heat of a tropical sun by day, were 
pleasant realities; nor did river pirates, cither of the liuman or 
reptile d ass, aiford agreeable subjects for contemplation. 
The Ciiy o f Guayaquil, so called from its original cacique 
Guayas, in latitude 2° J 2' S., and longitude 70° 52' W., is the 
principal seaport of the líopnblic of Ecuador, contains twenty 
thousand inhabitants, and is situated on the west bank of the 
river of ibe same name, at the foot of a hi l l from two to three 
nuiles long, four hundred feet high, and having four distinct and 
characteristic elevations i.bovc the general height of its elongated 
crest. A t a greater distance off from the city, to the west, is 
another higher range of hill?, the Cerro de Ohongon, which is 
separated from the before-mentioned height by a narrow level 
tongue of land that connects two extensive savannas-—one situ-
ated northwest of the hills, the other etrctcliing Bcvcrah miles 
southwest and south of the city. The last of these savannas lias 
become memorable in the revolutionary annals of Ecuador, as 
the plain across which General Flores recently turned the posi-
tion and defences of General Franco, and achieved an easy 
victory, after having been foiled for fiovoral months in numerous 
attempts to captiu d-nayaquih 
This city extends north and south about a mile; its main 
street, about sixty feet wide, fronting the river and protected by 
a strong stone wall, forms the chief business mart and promen-
ade, under the name of the Jfalecm, or Alameda, I t is poorly 
lighted at night by numerous oil lamps, which, i f they are of no 
public use, are at least a public expense, and serve to coirpince 
the people what they need, by contrast with the brilliant gas-
lighted stores that border one side of the great thoroughfare, 
and lend to the corporation their excess of splendor until ten 
o'clock, when, night spreads her sable wing unhindered over the 
IMalecon. Several streets running parallel to the river are inter-
sected by many others at right angles, most of them being un-
paved; and such as have a rough apology for a pavement would 
liave been " more honored in the bvcacli." INumerous ravines 
•descending from the hill pass through the city to the river; and 
"being the receptacles of filth and offal, must, except when 
washed out by heavy rains, become very offensive. 
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Tho houses are veiy different from those seen elsewhere. 
Most of them are higher, many having three stories, and iVametl 
of the heaviest and strongest timber—in which Ecuador iihonnas. 
But i t is manifest that, i f instead of restricting themselves to 
perpendicular and horizontal framing exclusively, their hixildcrs 
were to uac ties and braces also in the construction of houses, an 
equal i f not greater strength would be secured Tvith much less 
consumption of material. A "balcony to the second-story o f 
each house, projecting over the sidewalk, supported by a rude 
colonnade, with a plain arch thrown from one column to another, 
gives the appearance of a continuous arcade in all the streets, 
and shelters pedestrians both from sun and storm. When a 
third-story is built i t projects beyond the second, and forms 
cither a room or open or eurtnincd balcony, as desired. A n d *as 
nn immensely heavy tilo roof, of six pounds to every eight square 
inches, in all casca projects even beyond tin's, i t follows that a 
considerable portion of the street is shaded by the" overhanging 
building. Another feature of these more commodious houses, 
described by an old resident, is, that in their joint-occupancy 
the lower story is always used for store-rooms and shops; the 
second floor is as invariably occupied by tenants of recognized 
frailty; while those of reputable character and unimpeached 
virtue pass the doors of the sinners to the higher apartments, 
conventional usage conceding to them the merit and the post of 
honor nearest heaven. There are no gardens, or even yards, 
and closets or corresponding conveniences for health and de-
cency, are novelties; the consequent debasement of domestic 
habits, the disregard of delicacy and cleanliness, may be inferred. 
The population of Guayaquil is essentially Indian ; that is 
demonstrated -wherever you wander, through and around the 
city, by the copper color, straight black hair, small dark twink-
ling eyes, high cheek hones, flat occiput, and sinciput bevelled 
to tho low forehead, small stature, and graceless gai t ; w i t h in -
dolence, indifference to instruction, and superstition. A n d if, 
in some instances, admixture of Caucasian blood has brought 
with i t a measure of intellectual and moral improvement, iu 
others amalgamation with the negro has degraded the Indian 
below even the standard of his original nature. Most of the 
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soldiers seen in passing tl\e barracks, on duty at ibe prison and 
at the guard-bowse, "«"ere negroes. An idle military and Ui 
flated sense of self-importance, arc congenial to their lazy incli-
nations and love of slio\r; their ignorance and incapability of 
appreciating the principles and blessings of constitutional gov-
ernment, make them ready and fit instruments of usurpation 
and arbitrary power ; and their brutal nature adapts them to 
deeds of cruelty, and to the hireling task of disturbing the pub-
lic pcacCj and murdering those especially "whose attributes of 
superior race they cannot hope to rival, and whom therefore 
they would destroy, i iu t for the prompt movement; of m y cic-
erone in turning aside the bayonet, I should have-been pinned 
to the wall of the guardhouse by one of these black ruffians, 
for simply looking in the gateway as wo passed by. 3Vty guide 
told mo that personal safety was more secure with a darker 
complexion, a white skin being cause of mortal offence to them. 
There is one college in little more than nominal existence ; 
and oncpicblic school̂  with forty pupils, who receive instruction 
from a fordign teacher; while one hundred priests i n seve?i 
churches solemiy' •© daily masses, without, as is said, an inculca-
tion of good wi l l <...d charity toward Protestant Christians, be-
yond the concession of burial when dead ; but without the priv-
ilege of the humblest building where two or three might gather 
together i n His name who is the God and Father of us a l l . 
I learned from* an intelligent source that in this, as i n a l l the 
other South American countries, nearly all those young men 
who are ambitious of education seek it abroad, most of them 
spending several years in France for that purpose; and i t was 
further stated that they generally return home regarding V o l -
taire rather than the clergy as authority for religious subjects. 
Indeed, educated men, and those of the highest respectability 
and influence, have no respect for the church, nor do they attend 
its ceremonies, except from policy on rare public occasions. 
They plainly perceive the fact that the priest, ignoring the Dei ty 
in practice, puts himself in His stead in regard to actual preroga-
tives and authority, and the deference and obedience due to 
Him. And although in early life they aro taught to regard His 
teachings with reverence, yet the experience of more maturo 
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years exposes the wortMessncss of tlie whole scheme as devised 
and maintained for the benefit of a soliish and too commonly 
licentious clergy. Women cling to the formulary, some from 
love of the virtue which i f preached from the pulpit is sadly 
violated in practice; others from idle ceremony, a solemn mock-
ery of both mind and heart; others aojain from ignorance and 
superstition; although the great mass, the lower classes of these, 
arc nnrcstrainecl in their depravity, and as acknowledged by the 
ciindid of the clergy, do not hesitate to rob and cheat the curato 
himself—who, i t is no libel to say, they have learned is not im* 
maculate. 
A newspaper publication has been projected at Guayaquil, 
and the benighted people were n few days since startled by the 
full blaze of a wcoldy a foot square. I saw a copy. I t has a 
portentous look of im early doom, for i t contains a criticism of 
a recent executive proceeding ! 
From the top of the Cerro de Santana, at the foot of which 
lies the northern or old Spanish part of the town, the two large 
aflluents, the J3odegas and the Vaule, may he seen rolling down 
their muddy torrents from the north to unite at the base of the 
Cerro to form the river Guayaquil. Both these branches are 
navigable for light draught etcamboats a considerable distance 
into the interior; the larger stream, the Bodegas, to the distance 
of eighty-five miles. Rafts were seen descending both streams, 
on which were built family huts, and storehouses containing 
cacaOy the great product of the country, on its way to market. 
This height having several pieces of artillery upon i t was re-
cently stormed by General Flores, after he had penetrated the 
city from the opposite side by a strategical movement. From 
the steep and otherwise difficult ascent an American would have 
considered such a feat impracticable, i f Franco's men had stood 
to their guns. But the redoubtable darkies did not stop run-
ning until they had pitched down the precipitous descent on the 
opposite side from their enemy, and plunged np to their necks 
in the river, where, revolutionary ardor becoming cooled, they 
cheerfully capitulated. 
A t the eastern foot of the Cerro del Carmen is situated tlio 
ostentatious Bmithcon, to which I last night saw a señora, l u i 
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four hours dearly borne to a hurried interment, on a bedizened 
hearse, driven by a liveried postilion in gold lace and coched 
hat, and lighted by man}1 lanterns carried by a procession of 
chattering boys of all sizes, colors, and costumes, who seemed 
to consider the ceremonial of ficpultuvc a clever amusement. 
And not far off is the little spot where Protestants arc now al-
lowed burial, Ind vjiihoui the performance of religious rites. 
To the northeast, from eighty to ninety miles off, may be seen 
on a clear day the snow-clad summit of Ohiniborazo, twdnty-
onc Ihonsand two hundred and forty-two feet high; consecrated 
by the genius of Humboldt, and long venerated by tyros as the 
greatest of mountains; but sadly fallen from its high estate, 
since science has announced the greater altitudcs^of the lofty 
peaks of the JI ¡malayas in Asía, Saliama and Pcrinaeota in 
Peru, Llimani and Sorafca in Uoltvia, and Tupungato and Acon-
cagua in Chile. 
The industry of this town is confined almost entirely to the 
extensive manufacture of cigars from native tobacco, showing a 
largo growth and consumption of that weed; and the cleaning, 
by means of large \ Mbrated ox-hidc sieves, of the cacao, anotli el-
and valuable product of Ecuador. The latter is extensively 
exported, as are also Panama hats, baled in hide zurones of fifty 
dozen each; sarsaparilla, cinchona (Peruvian bark), called by 
the natives cascarilla, and orchilla weed, now used in Eitrope as 
a valuable dye. Ecuador abounds in fino timber, ecvcral species 
of which are largely exported. A merchant in the lumber trade 
kindly exhibited to me specimens of many of these. Besides 
the light and dark canes extensively used for building purposes, 
there arc the Madera Negra (black wood), not excelled in dura-
bility even when exposed to weather. After having been planted 
in the earth as posts for houses for one hundred years, my in-
formant told me that he had found this wood perfectly sound. 
Guayacan of like qualities with the last mentioned, but of 
lighter color. Àlgaroba-, a dark and very heavy wood, com-
monly called from its weight and impenetrability, iron wood. 
Amaria^ the most beautiful veined wood of this country, used 
principally for ornamental furniture. Z^iguiroa^ of a dark 
brown color, close fibre, receives a fine polish, and is used for 
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tho interior of buildings. RóbU, Guayaciuii oalc, of & wliito 
color, and used also for building pm-poscs. SueKê  of a. beauti-
ful yellow, close fibre, and susceptible of polish, tificd in build-
ing. I saw columns for the interior of the cathcdrnl being made 
of tliia wood to replace others, which, I was assured, had been 
destroyed in a few years by the ravages of very destructive largo 
white ante. Q-uachapelî  something like North American white 
oak, used principally in ship building. Knees of any curve ov 
angle can be had of this timber. Maria, used principally for 
masts and spars; these can be obtained of any desirable sise, 
but the tree grows in mountainous districts, and the transporta-
tion to market is very costly. Mangle grows near salt water, is 
tall and straight, but is too heavy for ordinary uses; the larger 
trees arc frccpiently seen three fect in diameter and one hundred 
and fifty foot long, and aro used for keels of vessels; the smaller 
are used for house rafters. Palo ãô Vaca, a very hard, close-
grained wood, used chiefly for furniture, being susceptible of a 
high polish. Moral, of a light yellow color, grows to a great 
length, and is very durable. G U O A W K J O grows on the seacoast, 
is very hard, and much used when great exposure to weather is 
to be encountered. Pachiolte, very durable, and used chiefly in 
the construction of water-tanks and wells. Ebony is scarce and 
highly prized. There are also other woods, the names and uses 
of which I had not the opportunity of learning. B u t these are 
sufficient to show the importance of Guayaquil as a timber mart. 
The market for the sale of meats, fish, vegetables, and fruits, is 
well attended by sellers and buyers. The vegetable lungdom is 
especially well represented on the stalls. But the hour of de-
parture having come notings were abruptly brought to an end. 
Going aboard the steamer she slipped her moorings, and in a 
short time Guayaquil faded in the distance, and was soon gar-
nered in memory with other parts of this southern hemisphere. 
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# AT dawn next movning wo weve fitceving "between tlie 
islands of Pima and E l Muerto; find -wlien, pursuing a north-
west course, wo stretched, further out into the Gulf of Guaya-
quil, the close resemblance of the latter island to a shrouded 
corpse became very apparent. Afc six r. M . we doubled St, 
Helena, one hun^'*^'" and sixty-six miles from Guayaquil, the 
northern limit of tlie Gulf, a bold, barren, and distinctivo head-
land extending far out into the ocean; and connected to the 
coast line by a long, narrow, low, sanely tongue of land. Bear-
ing away to the north by west, we Itept on that course during 
the night, leaving the Isle do la Plata on the west, and passing 
Gape San Lorenzo. Then changing our course to the eastward we 
anchored next morning in the open roadstead of the little town of 
MoAita nearly two hundred miles from Cape St. Helena, having 
one large store-honse and about forty huts for a population of 
one hundred and fifty or two hundred people. This is the sea-
port of two interior towns; one, also called Manta, being an 
Xndian settlement four or five miles to the southeast; and the 
otber, and larger town, Monie Chrwii, containing a population 
of fifteen hundred, situated nine milea to the eastward, at the 
foot of a h i l l of the same name, fourteen hundred and twenty-
nine feet high., The exports of the port of Manta are hats, 
orchilla weed, starch made from the yuca, which is of two spe-
cies, viz., the iatropha nmnihoc, and the iatropha curcas—the 
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former produces the starch, the latter is a valuable esculent; 
caoutchouc, and cacao, products of the adjacent country. The 
hats generally known in commerce as Panama hats, arc not 
made in that place, which is merely an entrepot for their collec-
tion and exportation. Hor is the name Guayaquil, sometinics 
applied to these hats, more correct as relates to their manufac-
ture—their being sent from that place to Panama is a mere in-
ciden t of trade. They arc all made in this province, from the leaf 
of a pa lm known hero by the name of Ravtyyira. The leaf is 
about a yard long, and one-third of an inch wide, and is torn into 
chrcds of straw for use ; and according to the quality and fine-
ness of this straw, and the skill in plaiting, is the price set upon 
the hat. The iincst hat occupies many months in the manufac-
ture. The value ranges from two dollars to one hundred dol-
lars each, according to (piality. Dr. Bubio, an intelligent pliyf 
sician of Monto Christi, informed mo that many lives are an-
nually sacrificed by the manufacture of the finest hats, owing to 
the long-continued bent position of the workman producing 
pulmonary disease. Good palm straw is grown in the districts 
of Monte Ghristi and Santa Elena, but the best in that of Jipi-
japa (pronounced llvppiliappa); and the so-called Panama 
hats of all the various qualities, are manufactured in Jipijapa, 
Monte Ohristi, Manta, and Santa lilena, all in the Province of 
Manabi, in the Kepublic of Ecuador. Hats of this material 
cannot be made elsewhere, for a prohibitory penalty attaches to 
the exportation of the -unmamifactured straw. So much for 
commercial accuracy. A country of no large pretension to 
manufacturing skill and production might be conceded the small 
credit i t is justly entitled to. 
The hat market is held in the places named, at night. The 
purchaser, who is generally a merchant buying on speculation, 
goes to the market-place, usually the plaza, and taking his seat 
with a lantern in one hand, as well to attract attention as to ex-
amine the quality of the hats, he jingles a bag of specie, which 
alone is current among these primitive people; who, as some of 
us think very sensibly, disbelieve that the prolific and perishable 
production of a paper mil l can be as valuable as the more 
limited find unchanging issue of nature's golden depositories. 
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The Indian vender, attracted by the light, and the popular 
music of all countries, comes to sell, and asks four times as 
much for his goods as he intends to talic. The purchaser offers 
less than the actual yaluc, which, being refused, lie increases by 
decimals until i t gradually readies one-fourth of the price 
demanded, when the bargain is closed. A n .Indian considers 
himself a good salesman to have obtained a greater price than 
the purchaser first offered; and the buyer would undoubtedly 
be entitled to a fool's cap instead of a Jipijapa hat, who "would 
give the price originally risked. 
A sufiicient time is usually afforded by the detention of tlicr 
steamer at the port of Manta to allow passengers an opportunity 
to ride over to Monto Ühristi. Several Guayaquil hat mer-
chants landed at Man in, and having taken in freight and gone 
aboard, we hove anchor, and again bore away northerly one 
hundred and fifty-eight miles, which brought us, the succeeding 
da3r at two r . M . , to the mouth of the river Esmeraldas; just 
within which, on the south bank (latitude Io 4' north), is the 
small town of the same name, with a population of about three 
hundred, Indians and mixed breeds. 
"When not turbid i heavy rains the water of this river is 
of a deep green, hence its name, as explained by gome persons; 
while others refer i t to a mine of emeralds on the south side and 
not remote from the river, which once yielded a large number 
of these gems—the pure waters, 
"Aa on they flow, 
Cntching the gem's bright color, as they go." 
But the superstition of the natives, who believe that i t is 
guarded by a dragon dealing in thunder and lightning, has for 
a long-time deterred them from working i t , and even from 
guiding the more courageous into its neighborhood. Las Esme-
raldas might derive its name also from the rich green of its 
picturesque hills, which lift above and around their terraces 
clad in unchanging verdure, from the perpetually alternating 
sunshine and shower of an endless summer. The contrast be-
tween the seacoast of Ecuador north of Manta and of Kew 
Granada, and that of Peru, Bolivia, and Chile, is very marked. 
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The former presents a continuous wall of trees and shrubbery, 
covered ivitli luxuriant foliage, courting the sweet sea-breeze 
and shading the billow that sports at its foot; while the latter 
stretches away in sterile slopes, or raises its rochy and metallic 
buttresses to hold the ocean at stern defiance. 
After a brief detention, we steamed out of the harbor of 
irregular and doubtful depth, with tho same care that was re-
quired on entering, to avoid the dangerous bar at its mouth; 
and standing away to the northeast, found ourselves early next 
morning passing to the west of a group of islands in latitude 
Io 51 ' K , and longitude 78° 40' W., the northernmost of which 
—"Morro Grande—we doubled by steering cast and then south, 
passing close along Us eastern shore for about five miles, through 
a narrow channel between the island ami the mainland. 
ITaving reached its southern end—Morro Chiquito—a fourth of 
a mile to the south of which, on the island of Tumaco, stands 
the town of that name, we dropped anchor in the almost com-
pletely land-locked harbor. 
Less than a hundred yards from shore, off the northwest end 
of Morro Grande, stands a tall and graceful rock sculptured by 
nature's hand, lashed by envious billows that break abashed at 
its base. I t is J?l Yirgenciia—the little virgin—like the being 
whose name it bears, a type of loneliness, subject to the buffet-
ings of rude surroundings; and a strange beauty i t has in its 
desertion, for a chaplet of verdure rests on its summit, and fes-
toons drop gracefully around, like ringlets from a maiden's brow. 
The whole Island of Morro Grande is an emerald thicket— 
trees and shrubbery completely mask it—leaving a mere rim of 
clearing near the shore for the bamboo huts of the indolent, 
half-clad mulatfcoes and zambos, who have but to stretch forth 
their hands, and take from the coco anu t-palrn,. the. -banana, 
plantain, mango, orange, and other fruit trees, the food and 
beverage that bounteous nature brings to their very doors. 
The town of Tumaco, off which the steamer is now riding at 
anchor, is said to have a population of one thousand. From its 
Btnall number of cane and bamboo houses, one would not sup-
pose that i t contained half that number; but these natives have 
a great facility of packing in a small space; the artificialities of 
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civilization have not made muclt progress in Tumaco, althougli 
by a governmcut docree in 1844, i t was declared a free port 
until 18G1. 
I t is its past history, however, and not its present condition, 
which gives to this Island of Tumaco its interest for the travel-
ler. When Pizarroj during his second voyage of discovery, 
determined to explore the interior of the continent in the vicinity, 
of the líio do San Juan, while Almagro returned to Panama for 
further assistance, he sent his sagacious and resolute pilot Bar-
tholomew Ruiz (who did not receive his full share of the honor 
of these hold adventures) to prosecute discoveries along the 
coast to the south. I t was then that Ruiz discovered the Island 
of Gallo now called Tumaco y and i t was hut shortly after that 
he fell in with the strange craft, hnown ever since as the Imlsa 
of these countries, on which he found a number of natives; and 
among them those two from the Peruvian port of Tumbes whom 
he took aboard of his vessel and detained, and from whom the 
information was obtained which led to the subsequent discovery 
of Peru. When Pizarro, rejoined by both Almagro and Ruiz, 
prosecuted his further voynge along the coast, and reaching the 
thicldy-populatcd neighborhood of Tacamez, in the Bay of St. 
Matthew, found t^at he must have reenforcements, and again 
sent for these to Pc. " ma, he determined to avail of the insular, 
and therefore more defensible position of the Island of Gallo, on 
which to remain until the arrival of assistance. And here i t 
was that the remarkable deed occurred which stamped Pizarro, 
even in that age of hardy and brave adventure, as a man of 
extraordinary courage, indomitable energy, and unswerving 
perseverance. For when the Governor of Panama, discouraged 
by the failure thus far to discover the land of Peru—the famed, 
but by him and most of his contemporaries, then considered 
fabulous region of gold—and deploring the loss of many Spanish 
cavaliers who had embarked in the enterprise, sent orders for 
the return of the expedition; Pizarro, still borne above mis-
fortune by confidence in its original purpose, determined to 
prosecute i t to the end, to sulTcr every exposure, deprivation, 
and hardship necessary for its accomplishment, and to dare 
official displeasure rather than abandon the enterprise. With 
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Ins sword, tracing a line from cast to west on the sand of this 
tsland, otherwise obscure, but thus made historic by à deed 
which ennobles human nature, and has done more than any other 
act of his life to dignify big character, he called to Ids comrades, 
and said: " O n that side are toil, hunger, nakedness, stonn, de-
Bcrtion, and death; on this side, case and plcnsnre. There lies 
.Peru with its riches; here Panama with its poverty. Choose 
each man what best becomes a brave Castllian. For my part 1 
go to the south." Stepping across the line he was followed by 
thirteen only of his companions, including his heroic pilot. The 
remainder returned wi th the governor's messenger to Panama. 
Such is Prescott's record of the act of Pizarro. But M r . 
Arthur IIolps, in h i* history of the "Spanish Conquest i n 
America," published since Mr. PresentI-'B " llistoiy of the Oou-
(jucat of Peru," says that the foregoing statement is " according 
to the invincible passion for melo-drainatic representation which 
people of second-rate imagination delight in, those especially 
who have not seen much of human affairs, and who do not know 
in how plain and unpretending a manner the greatest things 
are, for the most part, transacted." As Mr. Helps tells the 
story, i t was the commander of the vessel sent to convey the 
Spaniards back to Panama, who, "pitying the straits to which 
Pizarro was reduced," drew a line on his vessel, allowing that 
terrible conqueror and those who chose to follow his desperate 
fortunes to withdraw beyond i t . Mr. Helps' hook proves him to 
have delved deeply into old records. He certainly has a curt way 
of disposing of distinguished authority; and one feels disposed 
to regret that a doubt has been thrown over Mr. Prescott's 
effective representation, and that the beautiful coloring of moral 
grandeur he has given to i t should have been thus dimmed. 
Be this as i t may, certain i t is that, deserted but not dis-
mayed, delayed but not doubting; abandoned by the timid and 
the heartless, for i t was wi th difficulty that they begged even a 
small portion of ship-stores to support life; and without the means 
of prosecuting their voyage, but sustained by brave hearts, and 
undiminished conlidence in 3ong-cherislicd hopes, and with faith 
in their compatriots Luque and Almagro, the little band of un-
daunted spirits awaited for seven months the coming of prívalo 
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succor from Panama. Twenty-iivo leagues north of QaUo, and 
five leagues from the continent, was the island of Gorgona, also 
discovered by Ruiz, which, being better supplied with water 
and fruit, they deterniined to reach i f possible. And having 
accomplished this on a raft constructed for the purpose, they 
there remained until a small vessel was despatched to them, 
"with which these iearlcss and unsubdued spirits once more pur-
sued their trackless way over an unexplored ocean, in search of 
E l Dorado, to which, slowly but surely, accumulated presump-
tion as undoubtedly pointed in their opinions, as inductive 
philosophy resting on assured facts to certain conclusiong. 
Except by that of the discovery of the western world, the 
record of this constancy, devotion, courage, and final success, is 
not surpassed by any which adorns the proudest page of Spanish 
history. And i f its object had been solely the glory of discovery, 
the opening of mutually advantageous commercial avenues, the 
extension of the blessings of a higher civilization, or of "peace 
and good-will to man," Pizarro, as the moving spirit of the great 
achieveraent, would have placed his name among the most re-
nowned of earthly benefactors. Put, animated by avarice; im-
pelled by a cupidity whetted to the keenest relish, and craving 
for possession; dreaming dreams and seeing visions of gems and 
gold in his excited imagination, until their fancied existence was 
regarded as a demons ^ed fact, the discovery of which was to 
entitle him, i n his opinion, to the right of estate, without refer-
ence to other human ownership; lie failed to recognize after 
wards, in his relations with the unhappy victims of his invasion, 
the righteous principles of justice and mercy, and thus branded 
liis own name with the infamy of most shameless perfidy, 
robbery, and murder. The events of the conquest, recorded by 
the unprejudiced pens of Spanish historians of that period, point 
to the general fact that the condition of the Peruvians at the 
time of the discovery showed a singular freedom from vice; they 
were mild, docile, industrious, and placed by the policy of gov-
ernment beyond the possibility of destitution or of want; public 
prosperity and personal happiness prevailed throughout their 
empire, until the lust of concpicst, stimulated by the love of gold, 
and encouraged by a bigoted fanaticism, rather than restrained 
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and guided by tlie benign influences of n pure and exalted ve-
ligion, broke the spell of encbimtmcnt ivliicli bad long rested on 
the country beneficently—however despotic the sway—and swept 
over it as with a tempest, carrying dismay, desolation, and 
death to every habitation. 
The river Rosario, coming from Ecuador, and receiving the 
Gaunnpi brnncb which flows from New Granada, empties into 
the soa opposite the Island of TIsmal, a few miles northeast of 
Tumaco. The Kosario is represented on sonic maps as tJie di-
vision line between the nhovo-iiaincd licpuhUcs. But such an 
assumption, of necessity throws Tumaco under the Government 
of Ecuador, off the coast of which i t would in that case l ie ; 
while in fact it has always boon recognized ami governed as a 
part of Wow Granada. .Ami J have the iissitranco of a very in-
t.cliigcnfc Spanish citizen of New Granada, who lived for somo 
time in Tumaco, that the true division lino between the Pacific 
Provinces of these two countries is the river Carchi, which emp-
ties into the ocean a few miles southwest of Tmnaco. 
Our detention here was short, and putting to sea again we 
headed for Buenaventura, passing at midnight the Island o f 
Gorgona, in latitude 2° SS' K., five or six miles long and half 
that width, said to be a paradise of tropical verdure. As al-
ready stated, i t was to this island that Pizarro and his brave 
comrades came from Tumaco to await the expected assistance 
from Panama, before ho could prosecute his discoveries. Here 
now live a German and his Grranadian Eve, literally insulated 
from the world, the New Granadian Govcrnmenfc having be-
stowed the island upon him for services during its war of inde-
pendence. We ran close to this Eden, the bine wave dancing 
joyfully around it, its dark undulating outline distinctly defined 
in the clear moonlight showing the depth of shadow of its per-
ennial luxuriance, and the air breathing balmy summer "wafted 
from that happy isle." 
Very difl'erent have been the experiences of weather in my 
southern and northern voyage. That to the south besides being 
attended with constantly diminishing temperature, was at times 
very boisterous and rough ; while pleasant breezes, wi th the ex-
ception of a few days of calm off the coast of Chile, have served 
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on the return to temper agreeably the increasing heat. Some-
what more than a day's steaming brought us to the Bay of Bue-
naventura, in latitude 3° 50' N . , and running eight miles up 
the Buenaventura Iliver, with a varying width of from one to 
two miles, but a very narrow channel for navigation, we an-
chored, at 2 r. M.j in the pretty harbor of the town of Buena-
ventura : distance from Tumaco one hundred and sixty-eight 
miles, .Here clouds and water-spouts gatlier, to malte i t at all 
times the place par excellence of modern deluges. We thought, 
on entering tho harbor, from the unclouded sky and clear at-
mosphere, that there would he an exception in our favor, and 
that one day of tho three hundred and sixty-five of the year 
would pass without rain. But as we were leaving our anchor-
age in the evening, tho storm rolled up its dark masses, and the 
lightning flashed its signals to tell that Buenaventura was to 
sleep that night as usual under a wet blanket. 
One-half of the New Granadian navy was lying at anchor 
in this port: to wit, a schooner mounting six guns. I t was said 
that she was guarded every night by fifty soldiers, from an ap-
prehension that the revolutionists intended to swim off and take 
her by surprise! The other half of the navy—another schooner 
—hacl sailed, probably to some place of greater security I 
The town is at tho northeast part of tho harbor, and has an 
insular position between the Bio Buenaventura and one of its 
affluents, the Rio Daguire. The Bio San Antonio and Rio 
Cayman also empty near by, aiding in the formation of that 
water expanse called the Port, which extending to the eouth-
west under the continued name of Rio Buenaventura, finally 
empties into the bay eight miles further. The town formerly 
contained five hundred people, but the commander of the 
schooner stated that the requirements of military service i n 
these troublous times, together with revolutionary desertions, 
had reduced the number one-half. No addition to our freight 
or passenger list was made here; and it may be remarked that 
there has not been thus far any great manifestation of commer-
cial activity, or of pleasure travel on the route of this boat. Jf 
any North Americans are looking to this coast with reference 
to the establishment of steamer lines, let them carefully exam-
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ine tlic various routes liefore embarking in the enterprise. A t 
present the British "Pacific Steam Navigation Company" have 
tlie nearly exclusive steam navigation of the west coast of South 
America. From Panama to Valparaiso they have a continuous 
line of splendid hoats ; the fare from Panama to Callao being 
one hundred and sixty dollars, and from the latter port to Val-
paraiso one hundred and thirty dollars : returning, the fare is 
twenty dollars less in each case in consequence of the usually 
favorable winds shortening the time of voyage in this direction. 
This line stops at but few ports on the route. But in termed i ate 
lines of smaller Bteumcrs run respectively from Panama to 
Guayaquil; from Guayaquil to Callao ; from Callao to Valpa-
raiso ; from Valparaiso to Puerto Monte in the fnr south of Chile; 
and these call at all the smaller ports on the coast where there 
is nny trade, or any prospeeí; oí' developing ifc. iSomo of the in-
terniediaio routes uro unproíitable, and such necessarily are a 
burden upon the continuous and more profitable line, which 
carries the greatest number of passengers and the largest and 
most valuable cargoes at the highest rates. On two of the 
shorter intermediate routes opposition boats from the United 
States are now running ; and it may be that these experimental 
lines, i f entirely successful, wi l l form the nuclei of a continuous 
opposition steamer line along the whole coast. But a careful 
examination of the proposal, and good judgment i n the decision 
of the question, wil l be required, as well as staunch and fast 
boats, and skill, punctuality, and an accommodating spirit in 
their management, to justify the undertaking. The " Pacific 
Steam Navigation Company " have at this time a fleet of twelve 
steamers; the length of their line of travel is neardy four thou-
sand miles, and the ports at which they stop on that long route 
upwards of fifty; and i t should be stated, to the credit of the 
chief manager, Mr. Petrie, of Callao, and of the commanders 
of the steamers, that on no corresponding steamer route in. the 
world, especially in view of the want of light-houses, and the 
prevalence of fogs on this coast, have so few disasters occurred. 
The etcamora are of the first class, strong, well-appointed, com-
modious, and comfortable; the commanders skilful, attentive, 
and polite; the officers generally, faithful and orderly, and the 
lines avo run with singular punctuality. 
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Many nearly naked products of practical amalgamation, of 
lines well suited to tlte occupation, haying coaled the steamer, 
we hove anchor at six v. M . , and stood westwardly until fairly 
clear of the entire coast; and then we Lore away west-north-
west, and fuially north-northwest for Panama, three hundred 
and forty-five miles distant. 
The observations of the first and second days out showed the 
warping iniluenco of unlooked-for currents upon our direct course, 
and illustrated the necessity of multiplied examinations, and 
further study of thf; ocean drills of this part of the Pacific—in 
the opinion of navigators much needed. But few parts of the 
coast of the western hemisphere are as unimportant commer-
cially, at present, as that embraced within the termini of this 
Btcamer route—(íiiayaqiiil and Panama. The ports are but lit-
tle reaorl.ed to, ami ¡IB exehrnhm from the IHmílinríties of trade 
renders the ignorance of its harbors, shoals, rocks, winds, and 
currents of less, practical importance now, although i t may he 
regretted in the future. 
The English Admiralty surveys of Kellctt and Wood have 
not been repeated nor verified by others; and though more cor-
rect in many particulars than the old Spanish char is, yet they 
are regarded by some experienced seamen as imperfect. I t 
might prove a useful question both for the North American and 
British Governments, to determine i f some of their naval ves-
sels had not better be employed in verifying or correcting the 
above surveys, and adding further observations for publication, 
than in yachting about classical seas familiar to every schoolboy, 
or lingering iu inglorious ease about harbors where manly ser-
vice degenerates into capering " nimbly in a lady's chamber to 
the lascivious pleasing of a lute " ? 
The acknowledgment should he made, however, that in the 
matter of surveying foreign coasts and harbors, the British 
Admiralty are governed by a wiser policy, and exact more 
active service at the hands of their naval officers than the 
United States Navy Department. This may depend upon 
longer official service of executive authority, and therefore larg-
er experience and more comprehensive knowledge and apprecia-
tion of marine necessities and duties. Certain i t is that in nn-
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surveyed harbors, or wlicre the surveys arc of doubtful accuracy, 
and sometimes for the improvement of young ofiicers in this 
branch of service even when further information is not actually 
needed, British commanders detained long in port are expected 
to form surveying parties for actua1! duty. And I am aesurcd 
by those conversant with such matters, that many an ofiiecr is 
able to trace Ins promotion, and (he subsequent special favor 
and confidence of his Government, to oiHcial records of his com-
petency, activity, industry, perseverance, and accuracy, when 
engaged on such duty in the early years of his professional 
life. 
I t is an unfortunate fact that some of our linest. specimens 
of naval architecture, the appearance of which in numerous for-
eign ports would give to the unrcading and ignorant a proper 
appreciation of onr national power, arc required to linger in-
gloriously in harbors that might be named, until the original 
anchorage, i t lias been ironically suggested, has undcrgono a 
geological change; and a heaving of the anchor embedded in a 
glassy stratum would have warranted the supposition of a vitri-
fication of the sand bottom by volcanic heat, hut for the not 
irrational intimation that long accumulating ale and champagne 
bottles had something to do with i t . And this naval inactivity 
has not even the apology of a xiseful incidental employment to 
palliate i t ; which, while i t would promote personal health, 
official efficiency, and professional improvement, would advance 
also the interests of general commerce, contemplating the 
development of the natural resources of the Pacific Provinces of 
Ecuador and New Granada, 
Our progress "was retarded by head-winds anĉ  cross cur-
rents. The latter, in particular along the coast of JSTew Granada, 
our commander thinks are but imperfectly understood. In 
this field of inquiry there is need of the inspiring influence and 
suggesiions of our own Maury to give impulse to investigation, 
his assiduity in collecting and collating its results, his analytic 
mind to unfold the secrets of nature, and his comprehensive 
intelligence to simplify to others her phenomena, and frame 
rational theories and sound rules of practice. 
C H A P T E R X X I I . 
NEGRO S L A V E R Y — I T S ANTECUIHvSTS A S O ( lAÜSB 1M SI'ANJSII AMERICA—CONSF-QOF.SCBS 
P F K M A N C i r A T I O N . 
I N rcturuing to t.l\o stiwting point of my southern tour, 
mind Imsics itsnlf with a rotrospcction of tlio incidents and 
obsorvntionH of the iiderval. Among other things, the condi-
tion of the negro, and the influence he is exercising on the 
social and political state of the countries visited, having been 
inquired into, have led to reflections reasonable in one "whose 
own people are interested in that subject. 
In New Granada, Ecuador, Peru, and Chile, as well as in 
the other Spanish-American colonics^ negro slavery existed and 
became an inheritance of iliq ensuing liepuUics. Indian sla-
very likewise existed under the Empire, although in a letter of 
Cortez to the Emperor Charles the Fifth he says: " Considering 
the ca/pacity o f the Mexican Indians i t appears a grave tiling to 
compel them to serve the Spaniards." Nevertheless, the press-
ure of necessities of revenue and importunities of followers, 
compelled him, us he further says, " to place on deposit to the 
Spaniards the lords and natives of these provinces." This was 
the commencement of that system of servitude in Mexico known 
as the " encomienda," and which was subsequently extended to 
the other countries discovered and colonized by the Spaniards. 
True, the Emperor issued an order that no Indian captive was 
to be held as a slave " throughout his dominions; " and an his-
torian of that period regards this " a considerable step in the 
up-hill work of humane legislation," although he withholds all 
comments on the numberless cruelties, oppressions, and exac-
tions, whicl} placed the Indians i n a far less humane relation 
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than would liave been a wisely and benevolently ordered sys-
tem of servitude. Subsequently Ponce de Leon "was sent to 
Mexico as residencia, and he was instructed to inquire into the 
subject of encomiendas, and " i n case he should determine that 
the Indians were to be given in encomienda, he should then 
consider whether they should remain as they were, or be given 
as vassals or by way of lief." 
In 1533 Charles " authorized the grunting of encomiendns 
in Peru j " and on the appointment of Antonio de Mendoza as 
"Viceroy of JVlesico, we are told that the Emperor secretly gave 
him the power of dealing with the subject, which sliows tlmt the 
question was still open as regarded the inhabitants of New 
Spain. I n 1535 Charles the Fifth undertook an expedition 
against Tunis, i t cannot be proved that tliat expedition had 
any iniluctiee on the fate of the Indies; but in the next year a 
law was passed which may have been due to the want of money 
at homo, or to the want of attention to colonial affairs. This 
was the law of succession proclaimed at Madrid in 1530, which 
gave encomiendas for a second life, and was applicable to all 
the Indies. Thus, an actual personal, as well as political en-
slavement of the millions of natives of these newly-discovered 
countries was established, subject only to the laws of r&parti-
miento, which assigned the specitíc service and its duration. 
The countries thus enslaved embraced atnoug them the two 
great centres of Indian civilization, Mexico and Peru; not the 
Peru of our day, but that of the Incas, extending from Quito to 
the Maulé, nearly two thousand five hundred miles. Both in-
habited by races whose intelligence, customs, social and political 
institutions, by their general advancement and adaptation to 
the wants of the people, surprised their discoverers. I t was a 
usurpation of dominion in the "West, and a subordination to its 
own seliish purposes by Spain of teeming millions of people, 
having no parallel except in the aggressive and appropriating 
policy of Great Britain in the East. Although conquered and 
controlled by Spanish hardihood, prowess, and superior agencies 
of war, yet from approximative physical and moral equality of 
the Indiana to their conquerors, intercourse by marriage and 
otherwise was not insuperably repugnant to the instincts of tho 
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higher race, and thus resulted in great part that extensive 
mongrelism wlüeli is the moat striking characteristic of the pres-
ent population, and which, from the interest of neutralization 
and accumulation of power and influence, has overthrown the 
system of servitude founded in the first instance upon the greater 
diversity of race. 
Owing to the rapid disappearance of the Indians in some of 
the Spanish colonics, particularly in the West India Islands, 
from depressing inilucnces and harsh treatment, a royal grant 
allowed the importation of negro slaves to stipplj necessary 
labor. Many of these in time found their way to the continent, 
and thus anotlicr clement of mongrelism was introduced on the 
great theatre of Spanish-American practical amalgamation. Yov 
although (he gap lietween the extremes of the human races— 
the Caucasian and the .Negro—could not readily bo filled; not 
merely because of instinctive repugnance, but because of the oper-
ations of natural law, which counteract the violations of the or-
dinances of God, who dotermiiicd the distinctions, relations, and 
purposes of Uis beings, in the development of plan has created 
"every thing after his kind," and has also provided to preserve 
them thus; yet the existence of the intermediate Indian facilitated 
the temporary closure of i t The Indian's approximation to the 
White on the one hand, gave to their hybrid offspring a higher 
vitality than could be possessed by the mulatto; and his corre-
sponding approximation to the Negro on the other hand, gave to 
that hybrid offspring also a higher vitality than that possessed 
by the mulatto. And taken in connection with the greatly pre-
ponderating aboriginal element in the populations of the Span-
ish-American countries, the imperious self-preservatwe Imo of 
nature, i f European and African immigration should be arrested 
or greatly restricted, wi l l surely assert its power and. restore the 
native blood to its original state, and surrender again to its 
representative man the control of his own destiny. 
This event appears likely to bo hastened by the abolition of 
negro slavery since the achievement of the independence of the 
Spanish-American colonies. For his emancipation, by freeing 
him from the control of a master capable of regulating his 
actions for their mutual good, handed him over to the debasing 
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mastery of his own passions, which, by the universal testimony 
of the intelligent and candid citizens of these countries, are pre-
cipitating his extinction. 
Successful in its effort to shake oiY the political oppression 
of the inother-comitry, the Caucasian race, which originated and 
was the chief agent in executing the scheme of colonial inde-
pendence, has in its organization of government and modiiieation 
of Jaw, merged the question of domestic bombgo, as applied to 
an inferior race, i n the general proposition of political slavery 
considered in its relation to equals in creation. I n the Spanish-
American republics somo apology may bo found for this in the 
wide-spread mongrelistn already referred to, which shaded away 
the marked dííTercuccs of original rncc, temporarily elevating 
the lower at the cost of (he higher organization ; and where but 
few were left imtninl.od by deleríonttioii, smdiny WÍIH deprived 
of a motivo for activity. And if, by some, distinctions were 
readily observed, the policy of interest, or aspirations for place, 
and power, taught them silence and submission to the many; 
who, however degenerate, had become through numbers the con-
trolling element of the State in its new form. I t is not surpris-
ing that mongrels should overlook the inferiority of one of the 
elements of their own ancestry. Their ignorance of natural 
laws governing the physiological relations of races blinded them 
to evils which could not fail to become aggravated by the social 
equality necessarily resulting from the exercise of equal politi-
cal rights by the Negro. The intensity of their new-born zeal 
for freedom made them reckless of acts destined to deprive 
invested capital and useful enterprise of necessary labor, and in 
its stead to increase the burdens of society by idleness, poverty, 
debasement, and consequent disease. They failed to foresee the 
additional corruptions, social convulsions, and perpetually re-
curring political disturbances, certain to follow an equal grant 
of civil rights to those who, from inherent defects, know not 
how to use them for the general good, and hence become ready 
instrumenta of evil, of usurpation, oppression, persecution, and 
revenge, in the hands of the designing and wicked. Deteriora-
tion and its inherent prejudice, and the want of means of 
knowledge, made them ignorant of the causes of the human deg-
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radation in tiicir nudst, and Uie increased debasement to which 
the abolition of ucgro slavery and the elevation of that lowest 
type of in an to equal political and social privilege with the highest, 
must necessarily lend. From ctnancipation and legal equality, 
the tendency ia unavoidably to social level, mingling of Hood, 
hybridism in the direction of the preponderating element; and 
after a long endurance of punishment consequent on the perpe-
tration of crimes against the laws of organization as decreed by 
the Creator, an ultimate extinction of the feebler race, a repara-
tion of the outrage inflicted on nature, and a return to the 
original type. 
Certain physical differences of color, hair, form, feature, are 
maniiest to all. Uut of the brain, the seat of mind, and of its 
associate nervous apparatus, and their physiological laws and 
niMiiifeslatioim of nobler being, I.IKS jowci" .nicen know nothing; 
and the uneducated even of a higher arc too often ignorant from 
neglect of investigation or Lhe force of unreasoning prejudice. 
And yet these are distinctive and peculiar in the races, and as 
undoubted to those who seek for truth and knowledge, and arc 
not the victims of a conspirney against exalted nature, rational 
freedom, and progress, as are the physical differences above 
named to the thoughtless looker-on. 
.But i t is strange that so nuiny to whom information is accessi-
ble, and who have the capacity, have failed to apply inductively 
certain well known facts. Let them comparo peoples of Cau-
casian origin, of any period known to history, with what we 
know of the Negro. Can any such examples be pointed to 
among the former of such degradation and debasement as arc 
presented by the latter? Does the history of man, since the 
flood, furnish the record of a White community without some 
recognition of a Supreme Being; without law, order, or govern-
ment, as the explorations of travellers have shown to be the fact 
in many instances among Negroes? Has any such Caucasian 
monster been known as the Negro king of Dahomey, shown by a 
late discussion in the British Parliament to celebrate his "grand 
Gustoms" by sacriiicing two thousand persons, and collecting in 
a pit their human blood suflicient to float a canoe? and who, 
by the testimony of Lord Pahnerston, was accustomed to "ornar 
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meat his palace with the skulls of his victims sacrificed on these 
occasions." When Adalianzen cited, two hundred and eighty 
of his wives were butchered before the arrival of his successor, 
and the remaining wives were buried alive. A t the " T a i n 
customs " every noble sacrifices a slave; and scarcely has one 
barbarous and bloody custom been abandoned from the earliest 
period of which any thing is known of them. Is there any 
historical or traditional account of any family of the White race 
being found, as in the case of some Negro tribes, habitually 
naked, and without shelter for women and children other than 
a hollow tree, or a covering of bushes, as provided even by the 
Kshiego Mbouve ape; without some manifestation of relig-
ious sentiment, or form of worship ; without some social organi-
zation ; without some knowledge of agriculture, and mechanical 
skill beyond the making of a wooden spear or bow and arrows? 
Yet in such a condition millions of negroes have been found 
during past ages, and aro still being brought to the knowledge 
of civilization by European travellers in Africa. Surely i t wi l l 
not be pretended, for i t cannot be maintained, that this near 
relationship to brutal nature is dependent on the influence of 
slavery, when these negroes have shaped their own destiny, and 
most of them roam as free as the ourang on tang that disputes with 
them the dominion of their wild empire. Happily for the ad-
vocates of diversity of race, and the equal diversity of mental 
and moral power, the white man has been a stranger, and his 
influence nnfclt in interior Africa. The negro has been left to 
determine without control the problem of human disparity. I n 
no instance has ho made any near approach to the arts, sciences, 
literature, religion, or any of the manifestations of a higher 
civilization of the white race. On the contrary he has grovelled 
in ignorance, sensuality, and savagery, in their most revolting 
forms. From the period of the destruction of the plain of 
Sodom, when its cities and inhabitants, as "an example, suffered 
the vengeance of eternal fire," because of their "giving them-
selves over to fornication and going after strange flesh," the race 
of Ham has illustrated the low instincts of brute nature. And 
writers, both sacred and profane, Moses, the prophet Ezekiel, 
Herodotus, Sonnini (authenticated by the great biblical critic 
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Adam Clarke), Gale, Bocliavt, and Homo's recent Researclies, 
bear testimony to the bestiality of the negro: tlie last-named 
author adding that there arc districts of country in África in 
which apes and baboons live in the mud-huts of the negro na-
tives, as i f members of the same community. 
I t would be difficult to conceive a finer climate than that 
found in the republics of New Granada, Ecuador, Peru, and 
Chile; in many parts of these countries i t is actually delicious. 
Throughout the most of this great extent of continent the soil 
is surpassingly fertile, the products necessary to man's comfort 
and luxury, flourishing, with even inrperfect culture—siich ils 
sugar, cacao, coifee, the cereals of all kinds, rice, maize, cotton; 
and fruits of every description, luscious and nutritious, growing 
spontaneously and bountifully, making of the country a vast 
Eden, were i t not for the indolence and debasement of the peo-
ple. Man alone is not as decreed by his Creator. Overstep-
ping the limita oí' His assignment—an oífenco pardonable in an 
ignorant and degraded being, who has no knowledge of the 
laws of reproduction, and no prompting but animal instinct 
coupled with a vague sense of improvement—the Spanish con-
querors of America committed treason against their race ; for, 
i t involved the destruction of its supremacy, its absolute debase-
ment; and is compromising now the peace and prosperity of 
these countries, and the permanency and extension of Kepubli-
ean government. Unfortunately, the first settlers of the colo-
nies were mere adventurers—usually the outcasts and moral lep-
ers of society—and those of Spanish America never exhibited 
the restraints of self-respect, and preservative instinct of race, 
through which the Anglo-American has more perfectly guarded 
his integrity. The former, therefore, amalgamated with the 
Indian in all the colonies; and repugnant as the Negro may 
have been to him, from low sensualism and generally vicious hab-
its, the Spaniard intermixed with him too, to the still greater 
degradation alike of his own moral and physical nature. I t 
should be said of Chile, that the last deterioration exists there, 
notably to a much less extent than in the countries north of it . 
The climate of that country is colder, and less adapted both to 
the negro and to slave-labor ; hence fewent negroes, fortunately 
25 
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for that State, were carried to i t ; and a happy consequence of 
that exemption from his presence is perceptible in. its superior 
population to that of any other South American Republic I 
visited. But wherever the negro, and the negro compound 
are found, freed, as they now are by acts of emancipation, from 
the control of superior beings, there have they become the vic-
tims of their own crimes, indolence, and sensual appetites; 
which, although in the West India islands where they are the 
dominant race, are returning them to a state of bíirbarism, as lias 
been fully shown by abundant published testimony, yet in the 
continental countries above named arc bringing about their ex-
tinction. I n the mean time, until that is accomplished, they 
arc destined to be disturbers of the public peace, tools of mili-
tary lymtmy, thieves, nmrderors, vagabonds, blots on the body 
politic. 33ut still, so long as they remain on the stage of action, 
as heirs of l£ impartial freedom," to such is confided in part the 
experiment of self-government, on the result of which the hopes 
of loftier man depend. 
From the existing stand-point the eye of earnest desire can-
not look beyond and behold a cheering promise of the future, 
so far as the questions of self-government and of constitutional 
liberty rest for their solution, with the Pacific Republics of 
South America. And this results chiefly from the deterioration 
of nobler faculties, and the impairment of the capacity of higher 
race for the fulfilment of the trust created and confided to it by 
nature. Regardless of the imperious mandates of destiny, whose 
violations never fail to decree their own punishment, and faith-
less to the duty of preserving in its purity, elevating, and enno-
bling that exalted humanity from whom they sprang, they have 
betrayed their high calling, become common levellers, seek to 
degrade that glorious emanation of Supremo Wisdom they 
should guard, and impiously defame the temple at whose altars 
they were appointed to minister. 
Humanity, fashioned by the Creator, cannot be improved by 
the devices of man; and political government, reposing upon 
the ordinances of that creation, and upon the precepts of Divine 
Revelation, as did that which was framed by a strange -wisdom 
and bequeathed to us by Washington and his compeers of im-
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mortality, aud whiclv Ecrvcd for a time as the model of later 
republics, could not be violated without danger to the whole 
fabric once securely resting x^pon i t xims it is that a conse-
quence of disregarding nature's laws, and wise political arrange-
ments in conformity thereto, is seen in the deplorable condition 
of the countries of which we have been speaking, and of #hers 
of Spanish settlement. 
While the Southern States, Cuba, Porto Rico, and Brazil, 
with slavery entailed on them hy the acts of others, have en-
joyed, through an intelligent and "benevolent direction of i t , an 
extraordinary degree of prosperity, and mutual happiness and 
reciprocal bcnoíLts have prevailed, what is the condition of other 
countries in which i t has been attempted to nbrogato the dis-
tinctions of natural and civil law? I t would bo truo to Ray 
that while in all deterioration nnd evil have resulted, in most of 
thorn the freed negro is sunk i n moral corruption, and is abso-
lutely rioting in his own ruin. Even i f i t were appropriate in 
this connection to dwell on what has not passed under my spe-
cial observation, the welldtnowri fads would render i t unneces-
sary to refer to distracted, desolated, impoverished, and perish-
ing itfexico ; to torn, wretched, and insignificant Central Amer-
ica ; to savage Ifaytl reverting to heathenism, and "becoming a 
waste, where the sugar-cane and coffee-tree once flourished in 
unequalled luxuriance ; to Jamaica and other English islands, 
blasted in agriculture, ruined in trade, and oidy kept from sink-
ing into the same pollution and barbarism with l i ay t i , by the 
pride and power of the misguided Government which impover-
ished thousands of its prosperous, educated, refined, and loyal 
white citizens, and blighted fair gardens of tropical agriculture, 
that it might gratify the vain-glory of a mock philanthropy by 
restoring to the negro his native right of indolence and licen-
tiousness, and ticlde the fancy o f "groundlings " with a show of 
love of liberty and equality, while i t takes special care to con-
cede even to these white dupes but a meagre privilege of poUti-
cal right and & stern realizatioiv o f social degradation. But the 
obligations of personal narrative and observation demand that 
I should point to New Granada, ever harassed by revolution, 
and trembling on the verge of dissolution ; one part of i t the 
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victim of one military dictator, while another part groans under 
the oppression of a rival chieftain—both lawless, both cruel; 
and such is the universal national impoverishment, that, but for 
the annuity of an American railroad across the Isthmus of Pa-
nama, the Presidential usurper who rnay happen to hold the 
eapi|pl for the time, would not have the means of paying the 
expenses of his oflicial state. Why speak of Ecuador, known 
rather as the territory on which Clmnborazo frowns, and whore 
Cotopaxi -pours forth its volumcd flame and ashy cloud, and 
heaves and rends the earth, as i f in punishment, of man's neg-
lect of this glorious and perennial garden of earth; where truly 
he has paid no tax of human effort to improvement—no tribute 
commensurate with Supreme Beneficence? And Pent! Has 
even its ancient grandeur survived modern humanitarianism ? 
"Where aro its unequalled roads and ninguiiicent eanals? the 
happiness and prosperity of its contented millions? W i l l the 
evidence of a Spaniard be taken against the policy of his own 
countrymen, whose precepts taught and example illustrated the 
wickedness of disregarding the distinctions of the Almighty? 
Ho had no grievances to redress—no sense of injustice to dictate 
false representations. He had received his portion of plunder, 
for ho originated the saying, " he plays away the sun before ris-
ing," by losing at Cuzco the golden, image of the sun of the 
great temple, in one night's gambling. What says this witness, 
Capitán Maneio Sierra de Leguizamo, in his last wi l l and testa-
ment ? " We found these kingdoms governed in such a manner 
that throughout them there was not a thief, nor idler, nor a 
vicious man ; neither was there any adulterous or bad woman. 
The lands, the mountains, tho mines, the pastures, the houses, 
the woods, were governed and divided in such a manner that 
each mau knew and kept to his own estate. There were no law-
suits about property. The affairs of war did not hinder those 
of commerce, nor those of commerce those of agriculture. I n 
every thing, from the smallest to the greatest matter, there was 
concert and arrangement." He then adds, " the Spaniards have 
destroyed people of such good government as were these na-
tives of Peru." And what have flowed from amalgamation and 
its consequential political and social equality of antagonist 
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races ? Is i t necessary to answer the question after -what has 
been already said of this republic1? Scarcely lias i t taken a 
position among the family of nations, when i t is found to be 
hastening to premature decay. Religion is a. thing of form. 
Morality has no national existence. Yirtue, like the diamond, 
is buried, and unrecognized in overshadowing darknoss. Per-
sonal safety and justice have no guarantees. Agriculture, in a 
comprehensive sense, has ceased. Commerce languishes. The 
political rights oí the citizen are not respected by public author-
ities. Literature and science are not of personal knowledge or 
of practical utility, and in the library of Lima "sleep the sleep 
that wi l l know no waking " in the near future 'of Peru. Gov-
ernment is the football of military usurpers. Freo government 
and sol [-government arc popular illusions, while despotism stalks 
abroad guarded by mail-clad cuiraRsciirs, as brutal as they aro 
black, whoso sabres carry on their points tho answer to all re-
monstrances and appeals for redress against arbitrary power. 
And the State, despite extortionate exactions, would become 
bankrupt but fur the deposit of guano which ancient Peruvians 
bequeathed as an everlasting legacy of fertility; but which tho 
present Government is thrusting upon the market of the world 
with the improvidence of a spendthrift, who has mortgaged Ids 
estate for the means of indulging the profligacy of to-day, though 
beggary may be the doom of to-morrow. 
I t would bo wise for all'who are interested in the question 
of the correlation of the races, to examine with a view to the 
ascertainment of truth, and to consider dispassionately the ex-
periment by others of political and social equality, and thus 
supplant closet speculations by a practical knowledge, which 
alone should be relied on to determine how far i t is meet that a 
Caucasian freeman should become not merely debased i n blood, 
but also a bondman of labor to the negro. Thus far reliable 
testimony sustains the conclusion that when this inferior ele-
ment of society is liberated from diBciplinary and intelligent 
control, his native tendency to still greater degradation drags 
him, and others whose destiny may bo inseparable from his, 
down to ruin. Occasional instances of wiongrels educated by 
extraordinary effort, are not to bo regarded even as exceptions 
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to the rule of tusgro inferiority, certainly they do not disprove 
free negro depravity. Vice, crime, and pauperism devolve 
upon white laboring classes evils incident to the development 
of these in their midst, from whatever cause; and while the 
burden of their own support hecomes increased by the with-
drawal under a system of free negroism of productive laborers 
from pursuits to which they are, and whites are nut adapted, 
their burden of taxation likewise becomes increased by addi-
tional expenses of prisons, aims-liouses, and other penal and 
charitable institutions, demanded by the social condition re-
ferred to. 
Better, far better than these, or than the war of races com-
ing; of them—whether waged by nature or by the vindictive 
passions of man—that, the counsel of Paul the Apostle of Christ 
Rhoiild be taken, and that slaves should be tniight to " be obe-
dient to them that are (their) masters according to the flesh, 
with fear and trembling, in singleness of heart, as unto Christ. 
Knowing that whatsoever good thing any man doeth, the same 
shall he Receive of the Lord, whether he be bond or free." 
"We are i n the Bay of Panama, a hundred miles wide at its 
mouth, from Cape Garrachina on the east, to Cape Mala on the 
west; and nearly seventy miles in length, from these wide-spread 
arms to the city of Panama, which stands at its head. Steering 
up the bay, the archipelago of the Pearl Islands is seen to the 
eastward, about fifty miles from Panama. This archipelago, 
including rocky islets, is numerous. The 'Isla del Rey, the 
principal of the group, is seventeen miles long and ten wide. 
This is one of the most valuable pearl fisheries of the world, the 
product being $150,000 annually to the divers. The profit of 
the pearl merchant is still greater. 
These Pearl Islands stand off the mouth of the Gulf of San 
Miguel, an arm of the Bay of Panama, and remarkable in the 
history of America as being the watery expanse to which Yasco 
Nuñez de Bilboa was conducted from Darien, when, acting on 
information derived from the Indians, he undertook the journey 
which resulted in the Spanish discovery of the Pacific Ocean 
on the 25th September, 1513. Travellers, in making the jour-
ney from Aspinwall to Panama, wi l l sometimes have pointed 
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out to them, ntor Panama, tlic lieight from which Vasco Kuñez 
first saw the great ocean spread inimitably at his feet. But i t 
is not to be seen ou that Hue of transit. The isthmus was first 
crossed by the Spaniards at least a hundred miles to the south-
east of the line of the railroad; and among the rich presents at 
tliat time made to them by the Indian Caciques living on the 
shores of the Gulf of San Miguel, were two hundred and forty 
largo pearls, derived doubtless from the neighboring pearl fish-
eries. 
Francisco Pizarro accompanied Vasco Nuñez on this first 
expedition to the Pacific; and it is stated also that he was pres-
ent iit an earlier period when iNuiicz was informed by the son 
of the Cacique Comogre, that by traversing the great sea, of 
which the Spaniards were then for the first time informed, to 
tho south ward j they " would find a land of great richuess where 
the people had large vessels of gold, out of which they ate and 
drank; where, indeed, there was more gold than there was iron 
in Biscay." And doubtless i t was the information thus received 
that led to the subsequent arrangement at Panama between Pi-
zarro, Almagro, and Luque, which resulted in the discovery and 
conquest of Peru. 
There are the white caps tossing their silvery spray over the 
dark sea-wall of the depot of Pacific treasure, now, as of old. 
And there arc the towers of its crumbling churches. And there 
dips the cross of St. George on the " A n n e " in salutation ; and 
now the stars and stripes of the " Lancaster " in response. 
We have been nearly nine days in making the voyage from 
Guayaquil, Rather a tedious voyage i t would have been, but 
for its novelty, oif of the usual route of travel, and the fine so-
cial qualities of our commander, Captain King, than whom a 
more skilful seaman and agreeable companion has never been 
baptized by the " white sea-foam." 
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" The morn is up ngnin, the dewy morn, 
"Willi breath all incense, and wHU cheek nil bloom, 
Laughing the clouds away with playful scorn, 
And living as i f earth contain'd no tomb— 
And glowing into day; we may resume 
The march of our existence; and thus I , 
Still on thy shores, fair Isthmus I could find room 
And food for meditation, nor pass by 
Much that might give us pause, i f pouder'd fittingly," 
BÜT this may not be. However beautiful the attractions of 
this sunny clirae; though, the fascinations of the verdure-adorned 
ruins of Panama, and of the remembrances of its past history 
are difficult to overcome, and the hospitalities of friends hard 
to escape from, yet the obligations of duty are imperious, and I 
return from the South of the Spaniard's descendant to seek with-
out delay the North of the descendant of the Saxon. A golden 
key in both cases opened the portal of a new region to the tide 
of emigration, which flowed in the one through a channel of 
rapine, lust, and cruelty, to present degeneracy, and civil and 
religions oppression; what is to come of the other and later, 
setting steadily and sternly to meet the coming current of the 
Mongolian and Malay, on the glittering strand of California, is 
yet to he revealed. 
"Without waiting for the steam-tug which conveys the rail-
road passengers from the depot wharf to the San Francisco 
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steamer in the offing, I put myself as oft times before, under the 
care of my good '5'iend Flag-Oílíecr Montgoraciy, and crossing 
at high tide the reef whicli surrounds tlic peninsula on which 
the town is built, and which at low water is bare for half a mile, 
went aboard the " Lancaster," bearing that veteran officer's blue 
pennant, to take leave of friends who were tho first to greet me 
with a cordial welcome when coming from the far-off South, 
and now gave me the adios of countrymen when about to seek 
the distant North. 
Domiciled aboard the steamship " Golden Age," I found her 
to be one of the largest and fastest on the Pacific, and much 
superior in all her appointments to those on the Atlantic end 
of the line, with accommodations for from one thousand to 
twelve hundred paRsongcrs. A largo family to be cared for dur-
ing a long voyage; and yet ad seem contented and happy—good 
order, discipline, and regard for the comfort of passengers char-
acterizing the government of our new scadiome. The com-
mander, Captain AVatluns, being asked the secret of Ins success, 
replied—"If such I have, i t is duo to a constant effort to com-
mand myself—the first duty of those in authority." Every day 
this model officer inspects his ship, with tho same scrutiny ob'-r 
served on board a man-o'-war by its executive officer. 
Late in the evening we stood out of the Bay of Panama 
under an easy head of steam, the rollers lifting their golden 
crests as they encountered the onward movement of the ship, 
whose dark way was thus brilliantly illuminated by the gleam-
ing phosphorescence for ^hich this harbor is noted when agi-
tated. 
Early next morning found us doubling Cape Mala, the 
southwestern point of land bounding the Bay of Panama, and 
we pursued a varying westerly course along tho coast of Azuezo 
—a province of the State of Panama—during the day; lofty 
hills in the background advancing their gradually diminishing 
swells clad in tropical verdure, to bathe in the blue waves that 
broke in foam at their feet. Evening brought us off the Island 
of Ooiha. 
Beyond this, although our course bore west-northwest an'd 
northwest by west, corresponding to the trend of the coast, and 
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not a great <1 ¡atanco from it, wo only occasionally saw the dim 
and apparently barren outline of llio remainder of Central 
America. The skies were clear, and the breezes as i f wafted by 
a lady's fan, until on a lino with Laico Nicaragua, over whoso 
bosom the nor then? from the Gulf of Mexico reach the Pacific, 
less shorn of their strength than where mountain barriere are 
interposed. Here a stiff gale disturbed the sea pomewbat, but 
by tins time the voyagers had learned to bear n little rough and 
tumble, and there were no eimdidatcs for sea-sickness and sym-
pathy. 
On the fifth day out from Panama wc rounded Guacalate 
Ünr, and entered lho Gulf of Tchmtntepcc; and on the sixth 
constod within ten or twelve miles of its monutain shore, ready 
to take advnntiigo of friendly shelter under the lee of the Coast 
liinige, i f tlio win^Ej which in winter particularly often como 
iicrccly through JAI Chivóla Pa-ss, should disturb uncomfortably 
this notoriously riotous gulf. During the more tranquil summer 
the conreo of the California steamers is in a direct line across 
the mouth of the gulf, from Guacal ate Bar to Port Angeles, the 
headlands which mark east and west the geographical mouth 
of this wide indentation of the coast"; a route by no means sate 
when a violent winter norther, blowing through the mountain 
gap, sonde a rough sea against the incoming ocean swells. The 
strife of waters at such a time is described as being terrific. 
Port Angeles having been passed at nine r. M . , W C steamed 
within three or four miles of the dark mountainous shore of 
Mexico during the night, sensibly feeling the deprivation of the 
refreshing breezo which came to us during tho previous day 
through the gorge of Chívala, invigorating intertropical travel-
lers, and causing tho very billows to dance in joy of the deli-
cious dalliance. During tho entire seventh day we skirted a 
low sca-shoro, resting against an undulating mountainous back-
ground, sometimes raising on high lofty and distinctive peaks; 
and at six r. M . made Point Diamant, a bold rocky cape, which 
marks the entrance to tho Port of Acapulco, although the ¡in-
mediato pillars of the narrow inlet to that fino harbor are linija 
Point on tho cast, and Griflin Point on the west—Griffin Island 
lying a little further seaward, and dividing the entrance into 
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two channels, the "great" ami the " little," both of which hav-
ing suflicient depth of water for vessels of tho largest drauglit. 
The harbor is as nearly btwMiwkcfl as possible to admit of 
ingress and egress, and is about three miles long and one wide; 
but only the smaller west end, called the Bay of St. Lucie, is 
ordinarily used for anchorage, on tho north shore of which 
stands the City of Acapulco. The anchorago is commanded by 
a fort built on a small tongue of bind at tho entrance of the 
inner harbor, and looks as if it. might once have been n fortifi-
cation of considerable slrength, though now greatly dilapidated, 
after the fashion of every other great work, whether road, bridge, 
clmveh, or fortress, since Spanish America threw off the govern 
mcnt of the mother country. 
Although nearly encircled by land, and ordinarily regarded 
as aflording perfect shelter for shipping, yet hurricancfi of fear-
ful force sometimes sweep over the surrounding mountains, caus-
ing vessels to drag their anchors. Neverlhclcss, from the facil-
ity of access, great: depth of water even within a ship's length 
of shore, freedom fro in bar*, rocks, currents, and heavy ewcils, 
this harbor must bo regarded as one of the liuost on tho Pacific 
coast; and from its nearly equidistance between tho Pacific ter-
mini of tho California route, it will probably continuo to be, as 
it is now, the chief intermediate coal and provision depot of this 
steamship line. 
Tho city of Acapulco is in latitude 10° 55' N . , and longitude 
90° 'IS' "W., fourteen hundred and forty miles from Panama, 
has an estimated population of perhaps twcnty-fivo hundred; 
lies at the foot of steep hills ribbed with rock, partially mantled 
with.shrubbery, belted below with tho broad-leaved banana and 
the plumed cocoa-palm, presenting a picturesque tropical scene, 
doubtless especially pleasing to those returning from tho north-
ern regions of quart?: rock and pine. Tho streets are narrow, 
irregular, and bordered by mean-looking, low, one-story, mud-
bedaubed, whitewashed houses, with roofs of red tile or thatch 
projecting over uuoven sidewalks of a height above tho level of 
tho street, that in the event of a trip and tumble would lead an 
unlucky night-walker to think that he had gone on a voyage of 
discovery into a cellar, l int tho etrangcr may he comforted by 
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tho íissnvanco that wliatevcr oUicr pitfalls may lio in wait for 
Mm—with wliicli all ecaporU abound—cellars aro not of tho 
number, for earthquakes forbid these rcarty-inade graves in vol-
canic countries; so that Pat and his shovel have no chance of 
cniploj'mcnt hereabouts—there being besides neither railroads 
nor canals—unless with charactcnstic pluck he attacks the bow-
els of Popoeatapctl and Orizaba, in search of tho phcnonicnii 
of terrestrial convulsions. 
Tho scene presented at night on landing from tho steamer, 
was novel and exciting. Lifted high and dry on the sandy 
beach by a gentle roller, tho moinont of its retirement was 
Bcizcd to leap from the launch and escapo, ere another should 
catch the hntcrer, and inflict the penalty of a foot-bath for tres-
pass on ocean's skil l.. Opposite the himh'ng stands a large shed, 
with latticed and palisaded fides, dignified by tho name of cus-
lom-hoiiBO. I t is tho depository of tho few goods destined for 
the interior, whither they are conveyed on mules. This rude 
public storo bounds the sandy plaza on one side, two other sides 
of which aro occupied by petty variety stores, dirty-looking eat-
ing houses find dramshops, while the fourth is dignified by the 
cathedral, a one-story adobe building, with a squatty tower from 
which came tho ceaseless clatter of an afllicted bell, which—like 
some " Scribes and Pharisees" at home, wdio make a virtue of 
rfwoboying the Divino injunction to " go into their closet and 
pray to their Father who is in sôwct" and who for " a pretence " 
make long prayers every day in the week in public places, and 
according to a published programme—stood at the street corner, 
and in tho abscuco of any devotee within tho sanctuary, con-
tinued noisily responsivo to a murky saint, who pummelled as 
much piety out of its cracked sides as burthens the souls of somo 
simctimomous sinners who thank God that they " arc not as 
other men." Senseless ns seems this perpetual din of bcll-niefal 
in Spanish America, it may yet bo, iu tho absence of positive 
harm, a more acceptable service in tho eye of heaven, than tho 
frequent teachings in our own land of a desecrated pulpit, which 
awaken in tho human heart the wildest passions of fanaticism 
mid iutoloranco. 
Tho plaza is the market-place, where were seen flowers, fruits, 
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and RIICUS , on mats spread on the ground, with the venders 
squatting or stand i ng about, seeking purchasers. The whole 
was i'antasl ieally arranged ; and the gay and varied intertropical 
coloring illuminated by many candles made quito a pretty scene, 
the novelty of which was heightened by the dark-complexioned 
flower-girls, who familiarly buUou-holed a readily detected stran-
ger, and dropping JI bouquet in his bosom, hinted payment in 
his country's coin, " un t/hnc." 'Hie intimation was irresistible, 
coming from descendants of (ho Aztecs, the ancestry of many 
of whom could be recognized in their diminutivo size, delicate 
conformation, approximative Indian features and complexion. 
Most of these people live upon the products of sale of BUCII 
trilles to lho Americana in- irav-i/'fu, who land at Acapulco for a 
few hours, during the coaling, watering, and provisioning of the 
steamer. Their general nppeamneo and their houses indicate 
poverty. But their wants are few, and readily supplied in a 
warm climate by skirt, shirt, pants, sombrero, thatched shelter, 
spontaneous fruifs and nutritious roots. They take no heed for 
the morrow, what I hey shall eat, nor wherewithal they shall bo 
clothed—and the only instance I heard of in which this scrip-
tural precept was departed from was that of a French-Yankee— 
a lusus natura;—wdio, following in the wako of tho American 
army from Matamoras to Mexico, remained in tho latter city for 
a while after the treaty of Guudalupo Hidalgo, and finally 
drifted to Acapulco. Here, with the combined smartness, 
shrewdness, and skill of both his inherited and adopted nation-
alities, he is successfully conducting the only restaurant whero 
unsurpassed chocolate, and good squabs, eggs, and shorry-col)-
blcrs, can bo had ; and here, with tho assistance of an active l i t -
tle Itelpuiate of a wife, who shows her partiality for shirt and 
trousers by wearing them, ho is rapidly layiifg up treasures on 
earth. 
Many half-naked, dirty-looking, idle negroes were seen sann-
tering ahout, indíflerent to the chance of employment afforded 
by the entrance into port of the 11 Oolden Age," and that of the 
downward bound steamer which camo in a few minutes after. 
They are the worthless survivors of an industry that existed be-
fore tho abolition of negro slavery in Mexico, when, under tho 
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direction of t-Iio superior intelligence nnd energy of Spanish 
mnst-cin, the fertile valley a heyond tlic cofvst range of mountains 
giivo to comincrco their rich productions. 
As our launch skimmed over the placid hay on ourrcturn to 
the Bteamcr, with the bright torches of rapidly plying boats 
ilashing their long linca of light iicrnas the glassy surface, the 
dip of the oars letting fall as they rose again phosphorescent 
drops as i f of molten gold, and moving in measured liarniony 
lo lhe prolonged cadence of a colonial Cast ¡lian tongue, the 
nicniory of that Instoric period was a wakened, when, floating 
on those still waters, guarded by yon fortress, and embosomed 
within these lofly surroundings which hid them from the eyes 
of the bold buccaneers Drake and Anson, lay those treasure gal-
leons lading with the imnicusc riches of this, one of the two 
iwmt lungniiiccut dependencies ever owned by an earthly power— 
dependencies, utrong in their aficctions for the mother country, 
and which now might have liceu the brightest jewels of her 
crown, had wisdom directed the administration of her high trust 
of Bovercignty, and the just rights coming of equal race been 
conceded. Put recognizing no law but the dictate of selfish-
ness, no restraint within the limit of despotic will, no justice 
but that of tyrannical prerogative, royalty finally broke the 
bond of love which had held these colonics to Spain; and every 
effort to restore the political union by the sword, served but to 
alienate moro entirely their aflections, to provoke a fiercer re-
sistance, nnd to arouso an intense and enduring hatred. I t is a 
fact significant of evil, when nations become forgetful or regard-
less of tho lessons of history. Government, however consti-
tuted, is too apt in the exercise of power to overlook the rights 
of the governed, and thus arousing in tho aggrieved a determi-
nation of self-protection nnd resistance, i t often aggravates tho 
ovil by tho application of coercivo measures, alike unjust and 
unwise—at variance with the inculcations òf a benign religion, 
Rtimuhifing to human passions, destructive of social peace and 
prosperity, and even of the foundations of the political fabric. 
A union of government and people essential to national welfare, 
or of the different parts of a great empire, whether of original 
association or colonial, can only be secured by mutual confi-
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dcnco, crpiity .11 id aflcction. A political union of States, to bo 
permanent, must result from attraction, not from compulsion. 
True, tlie latter may enforce it lor a time, if of sufiicient power; 
but it is tlio weUlinp of an iron deapotiBin, and nlthotigh i t may 
not bo pnndcrcd on the instant, flio slower asaauUs of timo and 
the corroding innuenc.ea of difícontent and aversion, will oven-
tnally and surely destroy it. 
On rcentharkinnj found several of tlio Mexican church 
party on hoard, who were cac'ipin^ from the reestablished liberal 
Government. It is remarcable how imitative the officiala of so-
called free Goveniments arc bee01 mug of arbitrary rulcnS. Ille-
gal arrests, decrees of banishment, military executions, and 
practical repeal of all eonstitntional rights, are as common in this 
distracted country as under any known absolutism. 
During iho eighth and ninth days out from Panama, tho 
bold shore of the Mexican States of Guerrero, Miehoacan, and 
Colima, along which we passed, appeared but a few hundred 
yarda off, giving iv feeling of Bafety to timid travellers. Great 
depth of water is always found on tho Pacific coast, where 
mountain ranges approach close to tho ocean ; shallows invaria-
bly skirt the low lands. Noon found us opposite tho extinct 
volcano Colimst, twelve thousand feet high, and thirty leagues 
distant, hut distinctly seen towering loftily above the peaks of 
nearer spurs. At evening we were abreast of Mamanilla, a 
small seaport from which tho specie of tlio adjoining country, 
and particularly of the largo interior city of Colima, is shipped 
in tire CaKfonmi steam ere once a month, in return for merchan-
dise, from San .Francisco and Europe. During tho night wo 
were approaching Capo Corrientes, the eastern point of the Gulf 
of California, from which at eight A . jr., on tho tenth day, wo 
took our departure across the numtli of the Gulf, At night it 
btjeame much cooler, and on tho evening of tho clovcnth day of 
our voyage, as we neared Capo St. feúcas, in latitude 22° 52' N., 
tlio low temperature made a change from linen to woollen cloth-
ing necessary to comfort. I t is on this part of tho California 
route that many passengers sufier impairment of health from 
neglect of necessary precautions. From the relaxing effects of 
heat on the physical frame, and predisposition to diseaao inci* 
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dent to malarious exposure during aw intertropical transit, det-
riment to liealtli may reasonably be looked for when, the atmos-
pheric temperature fiills suddenly from 90° to 60°, unless warm 
clothing be put on, habits of temperance observed, and night 
air on deck be avoided. 
The large Island of Margarita, nearly closing the mouth of 
Magdahna Bay, showed its bold outline off our starboard side 
on the afternoon of the twelfth day., Shortly after a dense fog 
prevented a sight of 8arb Lorenzo Point in latitude 24° 50', and 
enveloped us in a veil of such thickness that a ship under full 
sail was unseen unti l she swept under our bow like the flying 
Dutchman—" a moment seen, then gone forever." A n instant 
later and she would have gone down, and not known what sent 
her there. 
A deep bight indents tho coast of Lowor California north of 
Point San Lorenzo. Having stood across this northwest half 
west on the thirteenth day out, we steered along the west side 
of the large Cedros Island, in latitude 28° 21/ l i . , the two small 
Islands of JBrnito lying off our port side, lifting into the air 
their little pinnacles and domes in miniature imitation of moun-
tain scenery. 
Our route lay now north-westwardly across another deep in-
dentation of the shore line, always a pleasant departure from 
the low shore to those who know that the charts of the coast 
from Panama beyond this point, although of London publica-
tion, are made up from old Spanish surveys, and equally unre-
liable individual sources, and are not issued on government or 
admiralty authority. I t is discreditable to tho United States, 
that in the navigation of a coast in which they have the largest 
interest, in life and treasure, both its naval and commercial ma-
rine are dependent on such imperfect foreign guides; and that 
they are constantly liable to shipwreclt from unknown sunken 
rocks and shoals; and to impediments of navigation from im-
perfectly understood currents. I t is mortifying to reflect that 
there have been officers of their navy who might have conferred 
benefits on their country and the world, and acquired profes-
sional reputation, i f actively engaged in coast-snrvey duty; who, 
under existing regidations and'usages, have been victimized by 
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ennui, disabled hy diseases of indolence, or prematurely incapa-
citated "by intemperate habits and artificial excitéments, and 
have been finally " retired" from service discredited, i f not dis-
graced. 
A t nine A . M . of the fifteenth day from Panama, we made 
the well-known group of Santa Barbara Tslmds off the coast 
of the State of California; the dark outline of San Glementê 
showing its seventeen miles of peak, imdnlation, and elevated 
level at the distance of thirty miles on our starboard bow; *wliile 
the dangerous Goriez shoal, whose breakers were concealed by a 
donse/t*? hank that lifted its black wall above the sea in a man-
ner to cheat a landsman with the belief that 'he was under the 
lee of a bold bluff, lay some fifteen miles away on the port side. 
The archipelago of Santa Barbara lies off that part of the coast 
where are situated the towns of San Diego, Los Angeles, and 
Santa Barbara, and consists of eight islands, destined to play 
a conspicuous part in the future activities of this coast. 
In fair weather the northwardly route of the California 
steamers is usually inside of this group, not merely to avoid the 
current setting southwardly to the outside of the islands, but to 
take advantage of its supposed sweep around their south, and 
upward set along their east sides. In the thick fogs, however, 
which are frequent, the danger of running ashore is great; and 
consequently the outward route is usually selected by careful 
commanders, at the cost of a somewhat longer passage. The 
through steamers do not now, as they did formerly, stop at the 
ports above named ; of course we did not see Deaclr-marfs 1st-
mid at the mouth of San Pedro Bay, the port of Los Angeles— 
so called, not because of its resemblance to a shrouded corpse, as 
in the case of E l Muerto in the Gulf of Guayaquil, but because 
there lie buried many Americans whose lives were lost i n the 
service of their country in the war with Mexico, and who found 
a resting-place on this sea-girt spot, for protection against the 
ravages of the coyote, a species of wolf that infests the mainland, 
and, like the hyena, revels on human remains. 
I n the afternoon we ran along the seaward side of San Nich-
olas, a sterile-looking island. The Island of Santa Kosa loomed 
up dimly in the distance towards evening; and after dark we 
26 
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passed on the west side of San Miguel, the outermost of the 
Santa Barbara nrchipelago. The lighthouse on Point Concep-
tion of the mainland was seen in the small hours of the morn-
ing of the sixteenth day, beaming forth an evcr-checring wel-
come to the mariner; and Point ArguiUa was passed about five 
r. jr., alter which a low, sandy, and barren-looking shore at a 
few miles distance was coasted for thirty-five miles to Point San. 
Luis Obispo, from which to Point Sur, in latitude 30° 20' N . , 
eighty-five miles further north, the shore a mile and a half off, 
looked bold, rugged, seamed with deep ravines, occasionally dis-
closing a green valley from the early sprouting wild oats, and 
of a height varying from a thousand to fifteen hundred feet; ex-
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cept Avliere the two 8malt bays of listeros and San Simeon indent 
the coast, where it is lower and edged with verdant ranches, 
l'oiut Sur being passed at ten r. M., the wide mouth of the Ptay 
of Monterey was crossed during the night, and at daylight next 
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morning—the seventeenth day—an iimifmally long voyngo be-
cause of our having in tow from Acapulco a disabled steamer, 
ivc wore off Point Atmo Nvcm, thirtj-ciglifc miles beyniuí 
whicli brought us to the vocfcy l ' o in l San Pedro; thenco tlic 
const line dips slightly to the eastward, and ten miles further wo 
entered that celebrated inlet to mineral and commercial wealth, 
the Golden- Gate, which, in eleven years, has excited a greater 
interest, and become better known to nation?, than any other 
geographical point on [lie map of the world in a like period. 
Two miles and a quarter wide at its entrance, between Point 
Bonita on the north and Point Lobos on the south, and extend-
ing eastward a distance of two miles and a half, -with a bold, 
abrupt, rocky shore on the left as yon enter, and n somewhat 
lower aiid iindiilatiug shore line on the right, there is a gradual 
diminution of the width of the passage, until ono mile only sepa-
rates Fort Point on the south, on which stands a formidable) forti-
fication, and Lime Point opposite, the northern pillar of the nar-
row inlet, a spot somowJiat renowned in the ammls of senatorial 
speculation. These two and a half miles of funnel-shaped en-
trance form the magnificent portal .appropriately called Golden, 
for through it. the white-winged messcngent of the seij aro per-
petually passing, bringing the riches of commerce, and bearing 
away the wealth of exhanstless mines. Pour miles within the 
gate, guarded midway the channel of the bay by another for-
tress of great strength, which crowns the Island of Alcatras, 
thero is brought into view, on doubling North Point to the 
right, tho young Queen City of the Pacific, occupying a level 
space reclaimed from the bay at the foot of steep hills, whoso 
cresceu tic sweep belts a dense mass of substantial buildings; 
while scattering houses climb the surrounding heights, showing 
the resolution and perseverance with which tho eitizens of Ban 
Francisco aro surmounting, tho natural diilicultiea of placing 
here the cmpor'mm of western commerce. Such she is, as at-
tested by the forest, of masts swaying to and fro, responsive to 
the swell of the proud waters whoso chief adornment they arc, 
and giving to the winds the bamicrs of a varied commerce, des-
tined ere long to swell to an unsurpassed trade with five hundred 
millions of people of Eastern Asia and its adjacent islands, long 
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a sealed volume in the history of national intercourse and pro-
gresa. 
For a distance of several miles before entering "The Heads," 
as the outer limits of the funnel-shaped mouth of the Golden 
Gate are called, the. crowning hills of the otherwise black and 
bleak-looking seashore lifted up their cultivated fields, to look 
out upon the expanse of ocean as i f to challenge a comparison 
of its aznro beauty -with their own rich emerald. And telegraph 
poles, too, standing at intervals upon the wavy summits of dis-
tant heights, outlined against the sky like mile-stones on the 
highway of advancing civilization, with stations and light-
houses ; and all around below, swift pilot-boats, hovering about 
a fleet of inward and outward-bound vessels, pursuing their si-
lent and trackless way; these served to tell us that wo had 
passed from the dominion of the Spanish-American to that of 
the Anglo-American ; from the proofs of degeneracy coming of 
mixed breeds, to those of the exalting influence of preserved 
purity of superior race; from the region of indolence and sen-
suality to that of industry and intelligence; from countries of 
oppression and intolerance to one, let us hope, of iinchanging 
liberty, liberality, and law. 
C H A P T E R X X I Y . 
C I T Y O F S A N F R A N C I S C O — H A T OF S A N F l l A N C I S C O — B A Y O F SAN P A U L O — M A R E I S L A N D 
S T R A I T OP C A R Q U E S K ? — B E N Í C I A — S U I S U N D A T — S A C R A M E N T O R I T E R — C I T Y OF S A C -
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I T lias required but a brief survey of surroundinga to bring 
mo to the conclusion that my mode of journalizing must be 
changed. A n old America lias been seen " of gray and leafy 
walls, where I lu i i i greenly dwells," and where moral sense seems 
i r r e s p o n s Í Y C to the inspiration of a lofty civilization. I n examin-
ing what " Young America" is doing with that part of the hemi-
sphere into which lie is infusing a new life, and the resources of 
which he is developing in a manner to astonish the world; where 
change and progress arc written ripon every thing, and the real-
ities of to-morrow may contradict the descriptions of to-day, we 
must deal more in generalities than specialities. I n this man-
ner alone wi l l my California narrative of what I saw, avoid the 
ridicule to which i t might otherwise bo subjected by the presen-
tation of " dissolving views," whoso realities, apart from nature, 
are merged in other scenes as the eye rests upon the picture. 
But a few years have passed since this State was peopled by a 
few wi ld Mexican half-breed herdsmen, who roved over ranches 
bounded only by mountain ranges, or the streams which broke 
from their untrodden solitudes, to wander through immense 
plains, and who slaughtered tens of thousands of cattle for hides 
and tallow alone. Now four hundred thousand inhabitants, 
nearly all of Caucasian nationalities, led and stimulated by 
American example and success, are disembowelling the earth 
of its mineral treasures; developing unsurpassed agricultural 
wealth, and establishing the means of free intercommunication 
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between nil parts of the State, ami with neigliboring territories. 
Looking at San Francisco, the traveller beholds apparently in-
Biipcrablo barriers to. improvement diflnppcariiig as i f by the 
touch of an enchanter's wand—lofty hills vanishing before the 
Btca7ii-paddy, which sends its trains of railroad cars to fill np 
marsh and shallow; wooden buildings of earlier date seeking 
sulmrban retirement with wheel and lever, to give place to store-
houses of iron and granite; palatial residences ppringiug up as 
i f by magic, embowered in shrubbery and flowers; hotels of 
metropolitan dimensions, succeeding each other with a rapidity 
of construction showing an cxtraonliunry flood of travel and 
pressure of demand ; eighty-three thousand people, a dense 
mass of busy artisans, enterprising incrchauta, and men of va-
ried pvofessionp, cultivating the arts of peace, promoting the in-
terests of trado and of social happinesa, and establishing the 
cnipiro of knowledge and civilization, where, but twelve years 
ago, the eddying sand, sporting in the gale that rushed through 
tho wind-gap of the coast range, built its mimicry of nature's 
grander scenery undisturbed by man's intrusion ; and where the 
wavelet, unbroken by the rollicking oar, kissed the silent shore 
with silver ripple. 
Standing upon Telegraph Hi l l , or upon Rincon H i l l , the 
north and south horns of a deep crescent of hills, the concavity 
of which was formerly a harbor where vessels rodo at anchor 
and discharged their cargoes, and looking down upon the ware-
houses, foundries, and machino BIIOJJS, now occupying tho entire 
space, pushing the water front to a straight line from one ex-
treme point to tho other, tho observer is amazed at tho immense 
results of labor and perseverance in a brief time. Yet San 
Francisco must be regarded aa in a transition state, for here lin-
ger still many mean-looking houses, the mementoes of its days 
of hurry and hardship; ungraded, unpaved, or defectively 
planked and dangerous strecta; badly built and unfinished 
whavvca intcvecptiug filthy pools, the receptacles of garbage and 
offal, and sources of evil to a magnificent water front, which 
should be carefully guarded for the uses of the vast shipping des-
tined to adorn it if it bo not destroyed by neglect or unwise leg-
islation. Sand hills and drifts also remain in populous thorough-
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fíircs, recalling experiences of desert travel; and pioneer cus-
toms of all sorts, illustrative of enterprise and adventure, in-
tentness, selfishness, rudeness, recklessness, jostlinga, and general 
abandon of go-ahead-a-tiveness, ignoring collaterals and conse-
quences. Jiut p ililo we tiaco in these San l-'rancisco 05 s/ie was, 
yet can wc not fail to contémplate her as s/ie ia to Ic-̂  in the wide 
and well-paved avcnucii seen in the rajmlly improving parts of 
the city, bordered by substantial edifices and fancy stores filled 
with the products of Asia and its isles, competing with the man-
ufactures of Europe and America for the golden prize that Cali-
fornia holds forth to the trade of the world. As seen, too, in 
the scattered clusters of architectural residences which would 
grace the " west end " of Atlantic cities, adorned with gardens 
of perennial foliage, and flowers that never ccaso to bloom; in 
the improving material, stylo, and arrangement of public etruc-
tures; in beautiful chmches looking fvom surrounding heights 
upon the outspread proof of man's progress, and the improve-
ment of his moral nature which they have had their share in 
elevating; in the unintemiptcd, abundant, and cheap supply of 
pure water, (lowing from distant sources to every door, a spring-
tide of health and enjoyment, when but a few y cara since n 
draught was a costly boon; in well-lighted streets; in an efli-
cient police to control the disturbing elements of society, with-
out, as formerly, inconsistently trmyplmg law underfoot to pun-
ish lawlessness, thus justifying in practice what i t profcases to 
denounce, and violating the sanctity of a principle which is the 
only sovereign of a freeman, and, professing to obey which, ho 
cannot disregard in practice without the establishment of a pre-
cedent, eventually detrimental to the cause of constitutional lib-
erty. We see the foreshadowing of her future in city passenger 
railroads, places of rational nmuscmcnt, and public gardens of 
unusual attractiveness ; in markets of great variety, abundance, 
rarely equalled quality, and moderate prices—tlio fruits and 
vegetables generally of California attaining a wonderful growth, 
and the salmon of its waters being unequalled; in numerous, 
excellent, and cheap restaurants; in public schools, libraries, 
asylums, hospitals, and an active fire department. In all these 
the growtfi of twelve y cure—no, not more than nino years, for 
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thia city boa been three times nearly, and twice entirely destroyed 
by fire—we have proofs of a creative and reproductivo power, 
which entitles San Francisco to the post of honor for unequalled 
activity, onterprise, and success. And in them we read also the 
signs of her inngmficent destiny. Diligent iiifpuvy and obser-
vation have led mo to the conclusion, that the luxury of living 
may be had hero for a family at about a third above New York 
prices. Those who arc content with the necessaries of life, and 
of induBtrious and provident habits, cannot fail of acquiring 
competence and comfort, with the probability of their experience 
transcending any moderate expectation. As to men unembar-
rassed by families, i t may be confidently asserted that, nowhero 
in tho United States can such live at as small expense as in 
San Francisco, provided they are willing to occupy furnished 
rooms, and talco their meals at restaurants unsurpassed for cxccl-
lenco and unequalled for cheapness. 
For tho purpose of visiting some part of the mining and agri-
cultural regions, a faro of one dollar was paid for a passage which 
formerly cost thirty, to Sacramento, on board a steamer of speed 
and accommodation equal to a Worth Kivcr boat. Casting loose 
at four r. M . , our route lay northward up the Bay of San Fj-an-
cisco, tho uninhabited island of Yerba B\wnay destined to play 
a conspicuous part in tho future annals of the city, lying to the 
right, and serving as a partial wind-screen for the town of Oak-
land on the cast side of the bay, against the blasts, which, dur-
ing the summer months, come fiercely through the narrow en-
tranço of tho harbor. To this island, called Yerba Buena by the 
Spaniards from its production of a peculiar plant, the later 
Saxon settlers gave the less euphonious name Goat Island. But 
this and like efforts to despoil the Spaniards of an incidental 
honor of discovery and occupancy is not likely to provo success-
ful, for their footprints are too deep to he effaced from the new 
world; and their renown will continue to be proclaimed through 
all timo, by tho sublime language that speaks from its moun-
tains, valleys, and rivera—from every sea, island, and headland. 
Further on than Yerba Buena, and to tho left of tho steam-
er route, is Angeles Island^ of several hundred acres extent, sep-
arated from tho western shore of the bay by tho narrow, but 
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deep liacooii Strait, throngli which flows ti strong tulfil and 
river current, to ho duly considered by vesficla entering the Imr-
l>ov on an chb tide, to avoid being driven on the south shore of 
the inlet. The island shuta from the view of tlio nscoriding nav-
igjitor of the hay tho little harbor of Sawdiio, off its west pide, 
where formerly whalers of tho North Facilie, and subsequently 
the founders of Kan Francisco, oiitaincd supplies of fresh water. 
Thirteen miles from tho oity, on (he west side of tho bny, just 
after passing nn insular " lied Koek," stands Point St. Qunitin, 
on which is built the Slate Penitentiary; and about three miles 
to the northwest of this, at the head of a snug littlo harbor, the 
village of San liaiacl is scon nestling in a pretty setting of ver-
dure-clad hills. A short distance north of Point St. Quentin is 
the narrow entrance to tho Jiay of San Pablo, ft diflerently 
denominated, part, of that beautiful expanse of water usually 
known as the Day of San Francisco. The passage is bounded 
on the cast by Point San Pablo, and on tho west by Point San 
Pedro / two rocks near the former and two near the latter cfiíled 
The Prolhers and l'ho Sista's) by a littlo stretch of fancy, may 
be regarded as being occupied in tho pious duty of washing the 
feet of the apostolic fathers. Many rocky islets scattered over 
the face of the bay add to its picturesque scenery; and the back 
ground of the shores being ofishooting spurs of tho Coast Kongo 
of mountains on both sides, adds to the beauties of tho scene by 
their graceful undulationp, and especially when their foothills 
arc clad in tho livery of early spring. Tho Bay of San Pablo 
looks like a vapid and muddy ombonchure of tho great Sacra-
mento liivcr, bearing tho Hoods of its turbid tributaries to tho 
ocean through a vast valley of tho Coast Mountains. Steering 
northeast, Mare Island was soon reached, on which is located a 
United States navy yard, embracing extensivo shops, store-
houses, and a sectional dry dock. A strait separates the island 
from the main land, on which, opposite to tho public buildings, 
is the old town of Vallejo, now inhabited by most of tho work-
men of the navy yard, and a reumant of tho former Mexican 
population. jVajxi Creek, which drains a part of the fertile 
valley of tho same name, and aflords water communication by 
Btcambont between that rich country and San Francisco, emp-
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tics into Mare Island Strait a short distance above the town of 
Vallejo. Leaving all these to tlio left of our route, we passed 
eastward through the /Strati of Cargucnez, six miles long, and 
varying from three-quarters to two miles wide, communicating 
with Suisim Bay. On the north shore of the strait ptands the 
town of Beniciay so called in honor of the wife of the brave 
old Mexican frontiersman, General Vallejo. líenícía ia fifty-
eight miles from San Francisco. I t was here that it wns for a 
time intended by interested parlies to establish the commercial 
emporium of the Pacific, and also the capital of the State of 
California. I3ut the laws of trade, too imperious to bo over-
ruled, elected San Francisco for the former ; while the machin-
ery of party, moved by a controlling personal interest, decreed 
that i t was advisable to expend tho State appropriations in the 
erection of legislativo and executivo buildings where there was 
n probability they would be washed out occasionally by an over-
flow of tho Sacramento River—a process of purification known 
to be needed by tho experienced in partisan legislation and po-
litical corruption. Penicia has several fine academies; there are 
also in its immediate vicinity the extensive machine shops and 
foundries of tho Pacific Mail Steamship Company. A fleet of 
their steamers was seen moored along shore. Tho United States 
Pacific Military Headquarters, consisting of barracks, arsenal, 
magazine, and etorehouscs, are located near the Steamship Com-
pany's works. Opposite to these, on the south side of the strait, 
is tho neat little town of MwlineZ) the county-seat of Contra 
Costa. 
I t waa night when -wo passed from the Strait of Carquencz 
into Suisun Bay and tho Sacramento River, which, having been 
ascended during the dark honre, remained a sealed book until a 
subsequent opportunity waa afforded to see its generally low and 
level banks of rich soil, but liable to overflow in high water. 
We readied the city of Sacramento at 2 A . M., a ten hours' run 
of one hundred and twenty miles from San Francisco. 
The city of Sacramento is situated immediately below tho 
junction of the American River coming from tho east, and tho 
Sacramento River flowing from the north; and is built princi-
pally on the east bank of the latter, south of the former river. 
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These rivers uro greatly swollen jit tin's time, from heavy rnins 
mid the sprmg thaw of the Sierra Novada enow. The high-
est water hitherto known here was in 1854, when it rose to 
twenty foot above low water. I t is now equally high, and threat-
ens to submerge the plain on which tho town Is built. In 
December, 1801, a flood of these rivers did overflow tho levee 
and inundate the city; and in tho following month, January, 
1802, an unprecedented rise to twenty-four feet above low-water 
mark, converted the city and adjacent country into a vast lake, 
flooding every dwelling and store, destroying probably millions 
of property, and rendering coinnmnication impossible except by 
boats. The Sacrament i nos must be made of pretty resoluto 
& tu ft', i f their purpose to make this city the capital of tho State 
can survive such a drowning out. 
The streets of Sacramento aro laid oft' at right angles, des-
ignated by letters and muñerais: thoy are wide, .mostly un-
paved, with plank Rido walks, covered with shed awnings in the 
business part of the town j and a plaza of abundant mud ami 
dirt, reveals a lingering attachment to Spanish American fash-
ions. Most of the houses are weather-boarded frame, and the 
suburbs arc far from prepossessing ; but there are substantial 
stores in the heart of the city, and some fine brick dwellings 
with pretty flower-gardens, for winch tho Sacramcntinos seem 
to have a passion. 
The present capítol building furnished by this county for the 
use of the Legislature, is unworthy of the character and re-
sources of the State; but a new one is in process of erection at 
a probable cost of half a million of dollars, tho foundation walls 
of which are already np, and which it is expected will bo fin-
ished in about three years, unless the Sacramento and Ameri-
can Itivcrs—not originally consulted in tho promises—should 
docroo otherwise. Whether the omission to take into considera-
tion the influence which these important agents might exercise 
on the (piestion, was dependent upon tho want of wisdom and 
cxpeiience in the Legislature, usually tho attendant on mature 
age, I know not; but certainly i f there was an old man in that 
honorable body, lie could not be distinguished among tho slal-
wart-framed, ruddy-complcxioucd, and dark-haired members. 
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Indeed, i t is rnvo to meet with a wrinkled brow and vcncrablo 
locks anywhere. Tho young, the vigorous, find the resolute 
appear to have taken possession of tins new land, which is rap-
idly becoming the activo theatre of that civilization destined to 
confront and conquer the errors and prejudices of Asia. 
Taking the seven A. M . boat for Marysvillc, we found on 
board that human speciality tliG newsboy—long lost sight of. 
He has scaled the Rocky Mountains, and awakened the echoes 
of the Sierra Nevada with his startling summons. His next 
leap will bo to the Hawaiian Islands; and then may Buddha 
and Joss shako on their shrines, for it will not be long before 
Japan and China will respond to an inihience more powerful 
than that of tho missionary. 
Having ascended the Sacramento River fifteen or twenty 
miles, tho Coast liango ATountains could be seen in tho far west, 
a portion of tho chain breaking into spurs as it approaches San 
Pablo Ray, some of them passing along the west side of the bay, 
while others descending obliquely along its head seek tho Strait 
of Carquenez, and leaping it form the great Mount Diablo 
Range, which runs along the cast side of tho Bays of San Pablo 
and San Francisco, through tho counties of Contra Costa and 
Alameda, to unite again in tho far south with that chain which, 
in consequence of its bordering more closely the seacoast on the 
west sido of tho bay, properly retains the name Coast Range. 
I t is thus by tho connecting Gabelan spur, that tho subdivisions 
of the great northern Coast Range, which separate to embrace 
the Bays of San Pablo and San Francisco, again coalesce ; and 
after having by their reunion formed the southern boundary of 
the magnificent valley of Santa Clara, pass on to receive still 
further south the gradually approaching Sierra Nevada. I t is 
in tho Coast Range that those breaks arc found, at Bodega, the 
Golden Gate, Monterey, and San Pedro, well named wind-gaps, 
through which the sea-breezes seek tho great interior basin, thus 
mitigating tho extremo summer heats which would otherwise 
be iimupportable. 
' On each side of the Sacramento River tho overflowing water 
was seen, as we ascended it , covering tho adjacent country in 
many places from ten to fifteen miles, giving the appearance of a 
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succession of lakes. The (rilmtiiries of this groat river fire nil 
similai ly swollen, n,ml the dcstructioii of property on tlictr bunks 
must be immense. Fleets of bridges, fences, ilumes, fttul cro])g 
passed us, and even fin ocettsional liouso was scon launched on 
the swift current, " bound to San Francisco mid a market."-
Orchards, vineyards, gardens, and thousands of acres of rich 
bottom lands arc under water, ami probably ruined by the de-
posits of sand and clay brou^ht down from the mining districts 
and spread abroad by the iloud. 
About twenty-five or thirty miles above the capital the Sac-
ramento River receives one of its largest aflluenta, Feather 
Kiver, which we ascended, and found also to be rolling down a 
swift tide of turbid water, think with sediment from the gold-
belt of the mountain region, the great soureo of sand-bars and 
general lifting of the river bed and obstruction of the channel, 
thus impeding steamboat navigation, as well tis injuring se-
riously the agricultural interests of the State by increasing the 
liability to overllow. 
The discovery of the precious metals has done much for Cal-
ifornia by attracting immigration, and leading to an oxamina-
tion of her other resources, l int it is feared by somo of excel-
lent judgment, that the permanent interests of tho State are 
sustaining great detriment by the injury to navigable water-
courses incident to mining and consequent Hooding of valuablo 
lands, by the diversion of labor from agriculture, by the cher-
ished spirit of speculation and improvidence,_and their common 
attendant demoralization, and by the abnormal attraction of 
professional men, including professional gamblers and profes-
sional idlers, resulting from a continuance of the golden enthral-
incnt and the suprernaoy of tho mining interests. California is 
capable of producing cereals far beyond tho demand for home 
consumption. From July, 1800, to March, 1801, she exported 
two miliion six hundred thousand bushels of wheat, and of 
barley a very large ijnantity. As to potatoes, tho whole Pacilic 
coast of America muid rely on her without approhonsion of dis-
appointment. Why n!iould she send millions of dollars abroad 
for cured meats, butter, cheese, wines, dried fruits, tobacco, rice, 
when her river bottoms can produce abundantly of corn, and 
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onk foreste furnish thoiisnnds of tons of mnst for fattening hogs; 
when her luxuriant valleys can pasture innumerable herds; 
when her hill-sides, basking for months in a warm and rainless 
sky, would rejoice in the vine and grow jocund with the grape ; 
* and when a virgin soil and propitious climate await but the 
hand of the husbandman to fill i t with the richest rewards of 
industry, however applied? I t is manifest that the greatest 
want of California is labor. 
Largo timber is only occasionally seen along the river banks, 
and this differs from that of the Atlfintic States, in the gnarled 
and scrnggy appearance of the trees. The usual inhabitants of 
these forests are the Digger Tndiam^ whose lodges—if such-they 
can bo called, which arc merely hollow mounds of earth into 
which they burrow I]irough a hole—stand in clusters of five or 
six, giving sheltcr to the most wretched-looking of the native 
race, whoso food is the acorn and such esculent roots as they can 
dig from the earth, seasoned occasionally with a worm or grass-
hopper ; and whoso clothing, i f clad at all, the tattered cast-off 
garments of the miner, picked up on the wayside. 
IfarysvMe, at the junction of Feather .and Yuba Rivers, 
was reached in eight hours and a half from Sacramento—dis-
tance about seventy miles. Rapidly accumulating deposits in 
the rivers may soon mako it necessary for this town to rely upon 
railroad communications for its prosperity, which it has hitherto 
had as much from the fiicility of receiving its supplies of mer-
chandise by the Sacramento find Feather Rivers as from its 
proximity to many of tho richest gold mines of the State. Ma-
rysvillo is the chief town of Yuba County, the most important 
in the northern part of tho State, and poBsesscs an extensive 
area of tho finest mineral and agricultural lands. The town is 
situated on a nearly level plain, sufficiently above high water to 
protect it from river freshet, except those few parts in the vicin-
ity of slougliB. Its present population is six thousand. The 
streets arc wide, intersect each other at right angles, are un-
paved, and designated alphabetically in one direction and nu-
merically in the other, which facilitates the finding and recollec-
tion of places. The sidowafku arc paved, and substantial brick 
buildings occupy the business part of the town, while the dwell 
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ings in otlicr parts arc of brick or frmnc in cottago style, nml 
have fine gunlcns. Several clunclica arc well designed anrl HHIV 
stantial, as is al̂ o the conrt-houRC; and well-conducted hotels 
arc found, in number and accommodation equal to those of some 
Atlantic cities with twenty fimc3 the population. Marysvillo ¡3 
liglitcd by gas, and la entitled to be considered a neat, wcll-or-
dcrcd, and prosperous town, creditable to its inhabitants, and 
giving promise of a growth and influcneo correspondent with 
the destiny of the Stale. Already two railroads arc being built; 
one to connect it with Folsom and thence with Sacramento, and 
whatever improvement may penetrate the great valley of San 
Joaquin to the south, or climb the Sierra Nevada to the cast; 
and the other to run to üícnieia or to Vallejo, as may be deter-
mined ; in cititer case giving a more certain, frcrptcrU, and a 
shorter coinmunieation with San Francisco—the steamboat con-
nection between those places and the commercial metropolis 
being always nnintorruptcd. A third road is being projected 
to Oroville in the interior. I t wotdd have been pleasant to 
have lingered longer in (his fresh and vigorous little town, 
where, in my "prospecting" California, I found " a nugget of 
pure gold " i n one of the truest of friends and best physicians 
who ever emigrated from his native State of Maryland. But 
duty would not wait on pleasure, and the " word which must 
he and hath been," had to be spoken. 
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As wo left Mftiyavillo the Jlig Butte was seen thirteen miles 
to tlio northwest, lifting its dark brow nineteen hmiclrcd feet 
above the surrounding plnin, on which i t stands a majestic and 
lonely monarch, as i f proclaiming to its giant brother of Shasta^ 
visible ono hundred and fifty miles off in the far north, and 
fourteen thousand three hundred and ninety feet high, that they 
alono reign within the great interior valley of four hundred 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
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miles extent, which Inya its tribute at, their feet. Tho following 
is from the pen of JI gcntlenmn of ítíirysvillc, an hour spent 
with whom, where all Riirrmmdinga were bright and joyous, wnft, 
in hia own language, like 
"sunlight on 
Tlio goklcn si reams that Ihrougli Hie vat leys glide." 
Genius can weave no more fitting wreath for Shasta's imperial 
brow: 
" Behold the (Ircail Mount Shastn, where it etauda 
Imperial midst the lesser heigh ta, and, like 
Some mighty, nniinjjasaioned mind, conipanionlesa 
And cold. The storms of Heaven may beat in wrntli 
Against it, hut it utamls in impolltttcd 
Grandeur alill; and from tlio rolling mists up-heaT-es 
Its tower of pride e'eu purer than before. 
The wintry Hhowers and ivhitr-ivinged tcmjicsts kavo 
Their fro/en (rilmtcs on iU liniw, and it 
Doth make of (hem an everlasl i rig croivn. 
Thus dolh it day hy day, and age by ago, 
Defy each stroke of time—still rising higher 
Into Heaven) 
"Aspiring to the eagle's cluudlcaa liciglit, 
No human foot hath stained its snowy side, 
Nov human breath has dimmed the icy mirror 
"Whicli it holds unto the moon, and stars, and sovereign 
Sun. Wc may not grow familiar with tho secreta 
Of its hoary top, whereon the Genius 
Of that mountain builds his glorious throuol 
Far-lifted in the botmdlcas blue, he doth 
Eucirclc, with his gazo supreme, tho broad 
Dominions of the West, that lie beneath 
His feet, in pictures of sublime reposo 
No artist ever drew. lie sees the tall, 
Gigantic hills arise in silentneis 
And pence, and in the long review of distnnco 
Haugc tlieniHclveH in order gramV lie sees tho Biin-light 
Play upon (he golden streams that through the valleys 
Glide. He hears the music of the great and solemn 
Sea, and over-looks the huge old western wall, 
To view the birth-place of undying Melody I 
27 
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" Itself nil liglit, snvc when Bomo loftiest cloud 
Doth for fi while embrace its cold forliidding 
Form—tlmt monttrch-mountnin casts ita mighty 
Shadow down upon the crowfilcss peaha helow 
That, like inferior minds to some grout. 
Spirit, stand in strong contrasted littleness! 
AH through the long nnd suiumcry months of our 
Most tmnqnil year, i t points its icy shaft 
On high, to catch the dazzling beams that fall 
In showers of splendor round that crystal cone, 
And roll, in floods of far magnificence, 
Away from that lone vast Hcflcctor in 
The domo of Ilcnvcn. 
" Still watchful of the fertile 
Vnlc, ami undulating plains below, the grass 
Grows greener in its shade, nnd sweeter bloom 
' The flowers. Strong Purifier I From its snowy 
Side the breezes cool tire wafted to ' the peaceful 
Ilomes of men,' who shelter at its feet, and love 
To gaze upon its honored form, aye standing 
There, the guarantee of health nnd happiness I 
Well might it win communities so blest 
To loftier feelings, nnd to nobler thoughts— 
The great material symbol of eternal 
Things I And well I weeli, in after years, how, 
In the middle of his track, the ploughman, 
In some sultry hour, will pause, and, wiping 
From his brow the dusty sweat, with reverence 
Gaze upon that hoary peak. The herdsman 
Oft will rein his charger in the plain, and drink 
Into his inmost soul the calm Gublimity ; 
And little children, playing on the green, shall 
Cease their sport, and, turning to that mountain 
Old, shall of their mother ask, ' Who made it ?' 
And she shall answer, ' God I * 
"And well this Golden State shall thrive, if, liko 
Ita own Mount Shnata, sovereign law shall lift 
Itself in purer atmosphere—so high 
That human feeling, human passion at its base 
Shall lie subdued; o'en pity's tears shall on 
Its summit freeze; to warm i t e'en the sunlight 
Of deep sympathy shall fail; 
Its pure administration shall be like 
The snow immaculate upon that mountain's brow!" 
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Crossing to Uie south bank of Yuba Kiver, wo pursuetl an 
cafttorly route, with i it river frequently in view ; first over a 
level tract of country not rcniarkablo for cultivation, and then 
over low Ibot-liills, R O I U C of which were very rugged, and most 
of them bearing marks of mining claims, ditches, diggings, an 1 
ftumcft, with cud lesa heaps of washed bouUlcrs, cobble, and 
gravel, sjiowing the enormous labor and wealth that have been 
expended in prospecting and plurm- mining in this county. I i" 
there has been a correspondent expenditure in the other aurif-
erous regions of the State, the aggregate, if so appropriated, 
would have been sufficient to have placed California in railroad 
communication with the valley of the Mississippi long ere this. 
A drive of eighteen miles brought us to Timbuctoo, a town in 
the eastern part of Yuba County, of from four thoiisand to íivo 
thousand inhabitants, in and around it, engaged in mining and. 
kindred pursuits. 
The modo of mining chiefly pursued hero ¡3 that called Ay-
draulic, which consists in washing down the gold deposita by 
projecting against them strcamw of water, and then directing 
the sediment by water currents through wooden troughs, called 
Jhtmcsy where the particles of gold become disengaged and de-
tained by riffles of quicksilver. This mode of mining was first 
used at Nevada in 1852, but the primitivo arrangement of raw-
bide hoso and wooden pipe has been since much improved on; 
and whoever it is applieablo the results, as compared with the 
early processes of pan,, rocke)\ and long-torn^ are remarkable for 
increased production. AVe were conducted over the extensive 
and rich Antoine claim by a resident of Timbuctoo, largely en-
gaged in mining. The claim is located, with twenty-four oth-
ers, on Timbuctoo Hi l l , having a height of five or six hundred 
feet, and a diameter of about one mile at tho base. This small 
mountain, which by its largo yield of gold has proved one of 
the richest depooits in California, was once placer-m\r\(i(\ over 
its entire surface; and now, for that which is imbedded deeply 
within, is being so rapidly disembowelled by tunnelling, and nn-
dermincd and washed away by streams that have been turned 
from their channels for this purpose, that i t is computed that in 
from two to throe years the whole will be levelled to the bed of 
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the ndjíiccnfc river, and •\vhcrc tlin mountain now stands will bo 
found it might but a plain of bonklers. Tmlcod there arc geolo-
gists who believe that tins will bo but a return to its original 
condition, and that it is in fact an upheaval of a water bed, as 
i t is formed of corresponding rock of various inclinations, 
washed into holes eimilar to those of the present bed of the 
Yuba River, mingled with rounded stones of all sixes, and with 
gravel and sand. 
Alter clambering over cnormons quantities of boulders, the 
refuse of ilumes scattered broadcast at the foot of the bill, wo 
penetrated an artificial cleft in the rock and hard cement, of 
great length and depth, through which water and rolling stones 
were rushing with the noise of a mountain torrent. Having 
aHcended this gorgo in constant danger of falling fragments 
from tho ragged walls above, and slipping and sliding over an 
unctuous pathway, we emerged upon a plateau fronting which 
was a perpendicular bluff of gravel and boulders, sand and clay, 
renting on ft substratum of hard white cement This bluff" was 
one hundred and thirty-five feet high, from three to four hun-
dred feet wide, and against its base, men clad in india-rubber 
cloth, standing sixty or seventy feet off, were directing four 
streams of water from pipes of threc-and-a-fourth inch nozzles. 
The water thus used is furnished to miners by a canal company, 
and is conveyed in canals and flumes a distance of thirty miles. 
Tho cost of water for the Antoine mino is eighty dollars per 
day, and, including other necessary charges in the working, i t 
foots up an aggregate expenso to the proprietors of eleven hun-
dred dollars every ten days. The product amounts to three 
thousand dollars for the same period—tho " run," as it is called, 
at tho end of which a cleaning up takes place—that is the boul-
ders which have become jammed in the flume arc removed, tho 
amalgam is taken out, retorted, and quicksilver replaced in tho 
flume preparatory to another run. 
The head of water gives a pressure of from seventy to one 
hundred and forty feet, and it is conveyed from the reservoir 
through a thirty-two inch diameter riveted boiler iron pipe, 
thirteen hundred feet long, to a rubber hose of seven inches di-
ameter, from which it is thrown, as before stated, with such 
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forco thíit four &trenins prorlucc a rnsliing nrul crashing of lioul-
dors lilio the tour uf a cataract, -'Clio ppectator realizes lho 
mlghi of thc.-c sircanis when, al'tor a procesa of undermining 
for a few miiml.es, ho sees tlioiiwrnds of tons forming n terrific 
laiul-sluio of rock and earth, Ikll with deafening crash. Tho 
disintcgratod in¡m Buhjoct to fiio continued play of tho pipe-
men, is gradually washed at IheAntomo mino into a deep cut 
which traverses the plateau, ami thenro through a cleft of an 
adjacent port of the hill to a utmngly-braced wooden trough 
having u rnpid fall. This ís lho jhunc; it is. about fivo feet 
wide and three, deep, and five or six hundred yards long. Across 
the bottom are placed blocks of hard nut pine, four or five inches 
thick, intercepting small spaces well jmcked to prevent leakage, 
into which quicksilver is put, which attracts tho particles of gold 
rushing along the Humo with the mass of debris, forming an 
amalgam, which, from its metallic weight, rests securely in the 
little spaces between tho blocks until the expiration of tho run, 
when it is carefully collected, and tho gold and quickuilver sep-
arated by beat. Eight hundred pounds of quicksilver are used 
at the Antoine mino during every run of ten days, from which 
sonic idea may be formed of tbo immense quantity consumed* in 
the State, and the importance of tho almost simultaneous dis-
covery of that metal with gold in California. 
Tho cost of opening tho Antoine claim was seventy-five 
thousand dollars before operations could ho commenced. The 
day for picking up gold on the surface of tho earth has gone by, 
ami tho investment of large capital is now required to bring 
about the remunerativo results rarely to bo secured without the 
adoption of improved methods. 
Hydraulic and rjuartz mining—tho latter yet to bo seen— 
I am informed arc attended "with many accidents from falla, land 
slides, and rock blasting ; perhaps in no equal mimbor of opera-
tives as among mineix, aro tho services of tho surgeon so fro-
qucutly required. 
Next morning wo stiirted for Grass Valley, a quartz rock 
gold region, eighteen miles distant in Nevada County. Tho 
usual passenger conveyance of this country of rough and deeply-
rutted roads in the wet season, is >vlint is hero called a mud 
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•wngon, ¡i wider ftiul more capacious veliiclc than the fitage-coach, 
witli a body resting on stiffcr springs, and not so bigb, lioncc 
ICPS liable to capsize. Passing Such'v FUd and Empire lianchc, 
three miles brought us to Mommy's Elaly wlicrc are found nu-
merous still productive claims. The road is precipitous and 
rocky, and the hill-sides are seamed uith ditches and tail-wash-
ings, the great canal of the Excelsior Company before referred 
to being sometimes seen in its earthen channel, at others leap-
ing by aqueducts, supported on treaties fifty feet high, over 
wide valleys, lluiiioiis" as these arteries of impoverishing sedi-
ment now provo to agriculture, the time wil l probably come 
when the glittering attraction shall have ceased to exist, that 
they may become converted into means of irrigating vineyards 
and other fruitcrics, destined to flourish throughout tins foothill 
region, tho soil and climate of which, in the judgment of resi-
dents, aro well adapted to their cultivation. And who can 
doubt tho moro extended and enduring benefits that will come 
of this nobler industry? Immense rocks were occasionally seen 
bounding tho wayside, their sides and feet washed by mountain 
torrents for centuries, standing like buttresses of iron supporting 
massive walls and defying tho vain assaults of storm and flood, 
while above the accumulating moss of long years gave a look 
of venerable grandeur to their stern brows. Sometimes a pretty 
opening revealed itself, verdant in grass and foliage, like a pic-
ture of youth in an antique frame ; and the neat cottage, flower 
garden, and cultivated field near by, told that gold had not en-
grossed all thought and labor. A toll-gate was not wanting to 
exemplify man's adherence to usage, rather than to demonstrate 
improved highways in these*outcroppings of tho Sierra Nevada. 
But a truer sign of progress was the liny thread of the telegraph 
stretched through tho wilderness, and beyond the mountain 
limit that nature for ages had assigned to man's empire, to unite 
tho extremes of a continent in instant intelligence, sympathy, 
and interest. Stately pines waved their graceful heads, and 
lordly oaks—live, white, red, and black—stretched abroad their 
brawny arms, while extensive undergrowths of manzanita, buck-
eye, and chaparral served to shelter tho wild tenants of the for-
est, occasionally startled by our intrusion. Nor were spring's 
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wild flowers wanting to hciglitcn lho bcmity of tho scono. Nn-
turc's gorgcoua embroidery of erimson, and yellow, and purple, 
was spread on (lie sunny liill-side; wliilc pink, and blue, and 
white nestled in sluuly IIOOICP, to tell thai, no part of earth ifl left 
by the JiountH'ul ( i iver of (iood without these bcnntiful cm-
l)lems to reinind us of the lovely and pure depnvted. 
Thnnks for tlio pift of ilowcre— 
F o r the bright, lovinp, holy thoughts, that breathe 
From out their pcrfuni^il Ijcmity, liko a wreath 
Of sunshitic on life's houinl 
Thanks for the way eido handwriting of goodness along tho gar-
den path, to tcacli childhood its earliest lesson of Supreme Bc-
neiitienco, and inspire its heart with tho Wo of beauty and 
sweetness, brightness, joy, and gentleness; and that puts its 
record for man on roc It and hill , forest and field, mountain and 
valley, that lie may be taught " whatsoever things aro pure and 
lovely—to think oil these things" I And that seeing all perish 
too, and fall before the wintry blast,.he may also bo reminded 
.<~f his own passing away 1 
Twelve miles cast of Timhuctoo wo came to Rough and 
lleathj, a BmaU mining villago of littlo clso than ehanttca—from 
its rocky Burroundings certainly deserving of tho first half of its 
name, and not less entitled to tho last from tho ready manner 
its inhabitants are said to havo of deluding tho unwary with the 
idea of proiitable investment in gold claims, more remarkable 
as stone quarries. Hundreds of acres of boulder and gravel, 
and leagues of useless ditches and diggings, showed the vast ex-
penditure of timo and labor in prospecting, and on abandoned 
claims—the victims of disappointment doubtless being often tho 
children of luxury and refinement, whoso dreams of aíBuenco 
having faded into realities of penury and destitution, becoming 
tho hirelings of moro fortunate speculators, to avoid starvation. 
California has been lho theatre of diversified oxperionco, and no 
part of i t has seen more suffering and disappointment than this, 
liugged and Rascally would have alliterated as well, and been 
equally euphonious and as truthful a name as Rough and Heady 
—appropriate as that is. The road beyond, though not aa 
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rocky, continued iníry from licavy riuns, and CJnuss Yalley wag 
not reached until 4 j - . si. 
Tlie town of G/ws Valts.ij is tlio second in importiincc in 
Nevada County, and luna a population of five thousand. The 
Btorcs arc substantially built, and contain an abundant supply 
of goods; and the dwellings, many of them pleasantly located 
on the gently-swelling hills bordering the valley, arc tasteful 
and Biirroundod with tine gardens. Among the latter may be 
seen the cottage built- and occupied for a short time by Lola 
Montos, tho erratic, ciist-ofl" imsLvoss of 'Bavarian majesty, who 
appears to have girdled the earth almost with coquetries and 
liaisons, and at her final hour to have been canonized as a saint 
by New YorU piety. Placer gold mining was for a time.suc-
cessfully conducted in this vicinity, but the accidental discov-
ery of gold-bearing quartz in 1850, soon led to the erection of 
mills, firat driven by water power, and subsequently, as the ex-
tensive gold quartz deposits were developed, steam power was 
found necessary to meet the great demand for those agents in 
the separation of the precious metal. Within tho space of live 
miles square as many as sixteen quartz-crushing mills have al-
ready been erected, doing custom as well as private work, and 
thirty-five steam pumps aro also engaged in freeing tho mines 
from water, and in raising rock. As quartz mining is one of the 
two improved methods in use for the procurement of gold in 
California—the hydraulic having already been spoken of—a 
brief description of this may be given. 
At certain distances beneath tho surface of the earth in the 
gold region, a layer of rock is found. After the first hap-haz-
ard period of surfaco scrainblings, scratchinga, and scrapings, 
tho fact was stumbled on by tho early ad venturera, that lho gold, 
from its superior specific gravity, gradually precipitated itself 
down to tho rock, and was often found occupying its crevices 
and depressions in such groat quantities us to lead to a system 
of " coyoting "—in California miner's phrase—or subterranean 
burrowing after the rich deposits; and when the bed-rock was 
at a great depth a moro extensive and scientific system of tun-
nelling and harrowing, and sometimes even railroad horse-car 
convoyance, was int roduced for the purpose of securing the treas-
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urc ciirllt, for filuirinc; or su di oilier incaiiH of sepanition na were 
most íicec-pible. Tlu; next step in discovery was tlmt of tho rock 
wealf.Ii itself, occasionally oufcrojiptng, hut generally at a couaid* 
criil>lo depth, and was followed by lb o sinking of eliafta to luin-
dvcdft of feel in some instances, and blnstiíijí. The (|uartx rock 
tiuis separated was lirst, raised by hand and horse power, and 
now in many cases by steam. When brought lo the mtrfaee and 
carried to mill, it is there broken into mnaller fragments by band 
labor with hainnicrs. Many persons now regard tins quart?; 
rock as the " mot her of gold," and that the precious metal was 
first formed in or with quartz ; and by the exposure of the lat-
ter to \tuler, tcncstrial chemical agencies, and atmosplicrie in-
fluenccs, disintegration has ensued, and the gold thus liberated 
has been distributed abroad by physical agencies» The rock 
differs greatly in the quantity of metal it contains in different 
localities—in snme minea paying but a small profit over tho ex-
penses of worlting them, while in othoiu tho proprietor are 
speedily enriched. After quarrying tho auriferous quartz ami 
breaking it into iragments two or tinco inches in diameter, tho 
remaining process for obtaining tho gold consists in pulverizing 
the rock, and separating the metal from it. Tliís is accom-
plished by phovolling tho broken rock info a sloping box that 
serves as feeder^ down which it ulidcs into a battery of iron, in 
which arc arranged numerous heavy upright iron stamjjers. 
These stampers are lifted by " cams " or arms, attached to a re-
volving iron shaft turned by water or steam power. As each 
stamper reaches a certain height it is released by tho continued 
revolution of the shaft;, and lulls with its weight of several hun-
dred pounds upon the quartz resting on tho iron bed-plate of tho 
battery, which thus becomes speedily reduced to powder. I f 
the dry process be adopted, an arrangement of niaehinory for 
subjecting the powder to the operation of amalgamation with 
mercury is used, and reduction of the metal by retorting then 
follows. .But i f the more common mode of wet crushing be 
adopted, a conlinuoiis supply of water is íurntehed to the bat-
tery, by which the finely-crushed powder is washed through a 
part of the battery along which a vertical wire sieve is arranged 
to prevent the coarser particles from passing until snfliciently 
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pulverized. Oilier smaller strciims of water outside of the bat-
tery bear the Bomi-fluid mass wliich has escaped from the bat-
tery down an inclined board plane, on wliicli arc spread woollen 
blankets. These entangle that portion of flic tailings that is 
richest in gold, and at stated periods flioy arc removed and 
washed in vats or tanks containing wafer. The acdiiueiit is 
scooped from these tanks into anolher receiver called an nmal-
gnmator, where, by a revolving cylinder armed with Fpirally-
arranged blades, it is freely mixed with ijuielisilvcr, and the 
amalgam thus formed is duly retorted, I lie pure gold obtained, 
and the mercury reclaimed by vaporization and condensation. 
The refuse of amalgamation, and that portion of the semi-fluid 
powdered gold rock which lias escaped from the blanket trays, 
aro conveyed to a largo iron basin called a Chifó mill, in which 
are two heavy iron wheels or rollers, connected to and kept in 
circular motion by a revolving pivot slmft. I n this the quartz 
sand is again subjected to further pulverization and amalgama-
tion with mercury. 
Such aro the chief features in the method of obtaining gold 
in Grasa Valley and its vicinity, the prosperity of which is 
mainly dependent on quartz mining. The munificent resulta 
of enterprise and investment of capital, in the extraction of gold 
oven from the foundation rock of this region, have been so won-
derful in some instances that a statement of them would ecem 
like romancing. I t were better that wc should leave Grass Val-
ley than take the hazard of this imputation; merely adding that 
although the search after the precious metal has hitherto en-
gaged the attention of the inhabitants hereabouts almost exclu-
sively, yet aro they now becoming sensible of the agricultural 
resources of this part of the State, and manifesting a disposition 
to promote the comforts and secure the luxuries of life, by a 
cultivation of all the fruits of a temperate climate, which aro 
said to thrive hero in a remarkable manner, by raising heavy 
crops of the cereals, and by promoting the grow tí i of the vine, 
which it ia thought will soon yield one of the richest products 
of California in remunerative quantity and quality. 
Instead of taking the public stage for íolsom wc hired a 
private conveyance, that we might deviate from the direct road 
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for the piivi>oso of Kconig n, ponicwlmt. venmrknbic cavo recently 
discovered in El Dorado County, Our route wag due notith from 
Grass Valley, first twenty-four miles to Auburn, the county 
town of riiie.cr County, witli nUoiit liltccn himilied inlmbitantfi. 
Tlic ro;id was fleeply cut by numerous heavily-loaded six and 
eight horse, w.-ignns, and wan bordered in many places by fino 
timber, various kinds of oivk, manzanita, and mngnificcnt pines 
a lumdred and íiRy to fwo hundred feet hi^Ji, and from three to 
four feet, tlirnuirh at ihc butt. Bear Kivcr, a considcmblo'nfllu-
cnt of I'Vather Uivor, was crossed sixteen miles from Grass Yul-
ley, and teamsters in arreara of toll for crossing the fino bridge 
that spans it, were reminded by the publication of their names 
on a placard at one end of the bridge, to " pay up like men, and 
have their names blotted from the book of remembrance." 
Two miles from Auburn \vc left the main road to Folsom, 
and passing two and a half miles to the east, and scarcely as far 
to the south, crossed tho north fork of the American Kivcr, 
after its confluence with the middle fork, by a fine suspension 
bridge, at the formerly somewhat famous mining locality, inoro 
significantly than classically named Whiskey l i a r . Striking 
there the Georgetown road, a further distance of two miles, 
brought us to the cave. The entrance to tho " Alabaster " or 
" Coral" cave is near to the roadside. A guide accompanies 
visitors with necessary lights. A reception room is first entered, 
of thirty or forty feet length, sixteen or eighteen feet width, and 
ten or twelve feet height, having walls of dark elate stone and 
an imsymmctncal arclrcd roof of veined Hmcstone with petri-
fied water streaks. From this autcchamber the explorer passes 
into a larger room, probably a hundred and fifty feet long, with 
an average width of seventy-five, and a height varying from ten 
to twenty feet. The floor of uneven slate rock, intorspcreed 
with irregular masses of crystal limestone, supports several short 
columns of similar marble. The ceiling is of white limestone, 
permanently streaked with gray and yellow clay penetrating 
water frescoes, while stalactite crystal pendants hang from ita 
arches in great variety of size, shape, and color. Over tho en-
trance to this grand cathedral is a projecting platform of rock 
fifteen or twenty feet wide, and extending nearly across the 
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room, which is tho orchestral giillciy. Through a passage thirty 
or forty feet long by eight wide, near which JNaturo has jilaccd 
a chaste marble baptismal font, we entered a crystal chapel of 
exquisite beauty. Jt is oval shaped, about a hundred feet long, 
thirty wide, and twcnly-iivc feet high. Its walls and coiling 
ore frescoed with permeating water stains; tho former being 
also richly decorated, pilastered, and panncllcd with crystal limc-
stonc frostwork, resembling varied forms of coral, iloss, scalloped 
and spiculatcd SIICIIB, moss, leaficls, and multiform frosty veg-
etation; while the marble ceiling, repeating this beautiful sculp-
ture, is hung likewise with crystalline stalactite pendants, giv-
ing i t tho appearance of a magnilicent vaulted chandelier stud-
ded with myriads of diamonds. Toward the lower end of the 
chapel tho arched roof opens into an irregular oval dome, the 
deep shadow of whose interior contrasts strangely with sur-
rounding splendor. Near the entrance to this apartment is a 
rude stoiio stairway, by which the visitor may ascend to what is 
called the pulpit of tho'chapel. This stands on a pedestal of 
limestone, and looks like an oval-shaped mass of alabaster, seven 
or eight feet high and three or four in diameter, of rare chisel-
ling and graceful proportions, from the lower part of which falls 
an inimitable semi-transparent drapery of like material. The 
appearance of this chamber when illuminated by torches is gor-
geous, and reminds one of the gem-lit idealities of romance. I t 
was natural to feel the inspiration of such a sublime revelation 
of Supremo Power, and excusable to strike a chord where for 
thousands of years silence has reigned,»none having awakened 
tho sleeping echoes of this sealed solitude. 
Cavern of tlic crystal hall, 
Gleaming with a mirror'd wall, 
Say, who Inmg thy «parkling roof, 
"Weaving in its frosted woof 
Nameless gems of radiant hneí 
Strangely carved and frescoed too I 
Who, thy coral cornice made? 
Who, thy marble fount arrayed ? 
Whose tho sculptor hand did trace 
Types of forest and of sea, 
Leaf and shell of wavy grace 
In (liy ceiling's imagery ? 
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Wlio milirriví!'! yon sliatlowy dome— 
Older than imperial Komn— 
OVr tlty al;il>aF>lcr llironp, 
Wrajiperl in i n n r M c driipery? 
Sikneo H H I ^ I M ! He alone 
I t o l i t M l in li*;lit. 111:111 may not HCP, 
AVI10 Hie vnuK of Ilenvrn iuing 
AVitU a dinilem !>f Rolfl, 
Ami uroiuul its florira íliuifí 
Krc llis nifilil. ila alars unrollM I 
Lo I Hie mystery of Clod, 
On llie rock tliy foot hnth trod, 
Traces tlieie Ihn Trulli Divine;— 
Mortal rend I Hcfore His filirinc 
How thy kneel " The, work is Mine!" 
There being no hotel immediately at hand 'wo proceeded on 
our way without further del ay, one tnilo bringing us to the El 
Dorado valley turnpike, and Mien ten miles to Folsom, crossing 
.Bald Mountain Ridge, no called from its entire destitution of 
trees, composed of lulling hills with an extenaivo Btihstratnm 
of limestone. From this elevated ridge a fino view of distant 
scenery is had, especially of the great Sacramento valley, un-
folding in the spring ifs mantle of verduro at tho foot of the 
mountain, with Sutter's Ihittes in lho dintaiit northwest, and 
Mount Diablo in tho southwest looking proudly down on tho 
scene of beauty. Having descended tho ridgo, tho mining dis-
trict of Nigger Hi l l was passed, a half mtlo beyond which, by a 
wire suspension bridge two hundred feet in longtli, wo crossed 
the south fork of tho American Tiiver—at a point twenty-eight 
miles west of wliero gold was first discovered in California on 
that stream—and entered the town of FoImmy on its loft bank, 
in Sacramento County. 
Folsom has a population of twenty-fivo 1m tul red persons, 
many of whom nee Chinese, a people thus far scon in consider-
able numbers wherever wc have been in this State. They aro 
diligent seekers after the precious metal which has attracted 
them from their far-off home, and are usually fonnd working 
the abandoned claims of others hi the primitive methods of pan 
and cradle; preserving their national habits of dress in loose 
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coarse cottons, long queues, skull-caps, or little peaked felt hats, 
and slip-sliod slioes; tliey eat rice, drink tea, and the people 
hereabouts say steal pigs and poultry. Host of them are hired 
in China by capitalists for a term of years. The capitalists pay 
all their expenses, farm out their labor for their own benefit, and 
according to contract send them back to China at the end of the 
specified term, dead or alim, They seem to he conceded hew-
ers of wood and drawers of water, the slaves in fact of Cali-
fornia. 
Although there are gold diggings about Folsom, they are 
not as rich as those found elsewhere. "Valuable granite quarries 
in the immediate vicinity are worked to great advantage. And 
i t is the great central point from which the lines of travel di-
verge to all parts of the State, north, cast, and south—a place 
of hurry, bustle, and excitement—without temptation to tarry; 
and heneo after a night's rest we took the Y A. M. railroad train 
for Sacramento, and passing over a thickly-settled and well-cul-
tivated level country, a distance of twenty-two miles, reached 
the capital in time for breakfast and the noon steamboat to San 
Francisco, where we arrived at 10 r. M. 
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NEXT morning another exploration waa propoeecl, this timo 
in a southerly direction on the Tvest side of the Bay of San 
Francisco, through the counties of San Francisco and San Ma-
teo, to the "Valley of San José—also called Santa Clara, from 
its being in the county of that name. Starting from the city of 
San Francisco in the 12 jr. stage-coach, we skirted for eight 
miles the bay shore, the road winding also along foot-hills of 
the Coast Range, sometimes over their slight acclivities, at 
others along the level margin of little "water-inlets, and in places 
stealing from green slopes barely sufficient space along which to 
-wind "with cautions step above the tide that washed their rocky 
base. Luxuriant quebradas bordered the road-side, and wild 
flowers were scattered broadcast over the miniaturo prairies we 
sometimes crossed. Many well-enclosed ranches were seen, and 
herds of fat cattle revelled on the vernal grass. Fifteen miles 
from San Francisco the coast-station of San JBruno unrolls its 
cultivated fields for the traveller's admiration. And the village 
of San Mateo at twenty miles' distance from the city, in natural 
scenery, vale and lawn, grove and streamlet, and in the decora-
tion of art, i n cottage, garden, path, enclosure, flowers, shrub-
bery, and general culture, presents a picture of beauty rarely 
equalled. 
The " dirt-road " over which we travelled, must become very 
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heavy and Blow of pnssage in tho wet Reason; but ft rail road, for 
the building of which the requisite sum has already been sub-
scribed, will soon place San Francisco and San Josó in uninter-
rupted and rapid communication. 
Considerable live-oak and post-oak limber was seen on this 
part of tho route; and immense droves of cattle were passed on 
their way to the market of the metropolis, where, I was informed, 
tho price ranges from one to iivc cents per pound on the hoof, 
during the entire year. As wc approached tho village of Red-
wood, so called from the valuaMc timber of that name in the 
neighboring Coast Kangc Mountain, myriads of ground squirrels 
were seen—said to infest many regions of California, and to be 
very destructive to crops. Redwood is thirty miles from San 
francisco, and lies in a fino agricultural district 
AB tho villago of May field, at tho distanco <# thirty-five 
miles, was approached, the bay, which had been for some time 
lost sight of, was again seen a few miles to the east, with both, 
rnnges of tho Coast Mountain, one on its east, and the other on 
its west eido, plainly in view, embracing a valley which, as the 
bay becomes rapidly narrower toward its lower end, appeared on 
tho west side to grow wider as we progressed toward tho south, 
and to become continuous with that of Santa Clara; which soon 
after unfolded its surpassing beauty and agricultural wealth for 
our admiration until evening closed in just before reaching tho 
town of Santa Olara, distant from San Francisco fifty miles. 
Tho present neat and flourishing littlo town of Santa Clara, 
of 1,500 inhabitants, is tho seat of the old Catholic mission of tho 
samo name; tho first established in tho interior, after and be-
yond that of Monterey, and which afterwards foil under the 
ecclesiastical jurisdiction of San Francisco. The establishment 
of the mission was duo to the Jesuits; but on the suppression 
of that order by tho Spanish Government, it foil into tho hands 
of tho Fvanc\Bcans, nearly all of whom connected with it hav-
ing died, the archbishop transferred i t again to tho Jesuits, who 
by the events of political revolution wcro permitted to hold it, 
and, under a constitution guaranteeing religious liberty, still 
have it in possession. But these transfers of jurisdiction by no 
moans imply a corresponding conveyance of domain; for, 
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tlirougliout (lie v.u ieíl contests nwl altcrimte fiucccsace ot'riviil 
factions, fbllowiiig the ftttcmpt, of Snntn Alum, in 1835, to cen-
tralize the (íovermnent oí* Mexico, down to the fiiml SUCCORS of 
the federal parí y, one purpopo anini.itcfl all ndmiiuHtmtore of 
the gf)veriiment, in reference to tiie missions; atul that was to 
secnlurize their extensive property, and ahmg.ito all hut Htrictly 
spiriturd privileges. Kven before tltey were stripped of (heir pos-
session 3 and iidluence, the Fathers, rightly interpreting the 
signs of the times and foreseeing the catastrophe, became indif-
ferent to the care of their inunenso estates, neglecting their cul-
tivation, recklessly shmghtering their cattle for hidra and 
tallow, and carelessly granting away (heir property, or Belling 
i t for trifling sums of money. In the final proceedings of 1845, 
•which cfleetimlly destroyed the original orgnnization of the mis-
aions, the government distribution of the proceeds of sale or 
rent, assigned a specified amount to educational and clmritable 
uses. The good which has come of this proceeding is strikingly 
illustrated by the successful csfablishmcnt of the Santa Clara 
College—a literary and scientific institution, ably and aúeccwt-
fully conducted by the Jesuit order of the Catholic clergy; in 
which the youth of California may nequiro a thorough classical, 
mathematical, philosophical, and generally accomplished literary 
education, without the risk and cost of travel to the Atlantic 
States. A visit to the college mid an examination of all its de-
partments, showed an excellenco of arrangement, order, neat-
ness, and cleanliness of buildings and grounds. Kcception, 
study, recitation, reading, music, and drawing-rooms; dormito-
ries, baths, and refectories; Idtehcn, bakery, infirmary, and phar-
macy; mechanical shops, armory, and gymnaaitim; library, la-
boratory, and philosophical apparatus; vineyard, garden, and 
playground; all arc as perfect as neatness, liberality, good taste 
and good judgment can make them. I f this college is to bo 
taken as a sample of the means of education California is fur-
nishing her children, her citizens must become as dístítiguished 
for intelligence as they now are for hardihood and enterprise. 
I t was gratifying to recognize the evidence of public apprecia-
tion of this institution in the large classes in attendance. The 
healthy and delieious climate of this beautiful region of the 
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State, seem to fit i t peculiarly for the resideneo and physical 
and mental development of youth. Ilcncc oilier educational 
inatitutions havo been founded in this and the neighboring town 
of San José. Among the most ilourislung of these ia the Uni-
vcrsity of the Pacific, with a college of arte and Bcicncea in op-
eration at Santa Clara, and—it may bo noted here—a medical 
department flucccssfully conducted in San Francisco by physi-
eiana of distinguished reputation. 
Three milca from Santa Clara, on the site of the old pueblo 
of San José—a Fcttlcmcnt of retired soldiers of ihvpresidio, 
with other whito settlers, on a land grant of the fathers of the 
mission—stands at present the beautiful (own of San Juséy one 
of the most flourishing in the State, and in the centre of an ag-
ricultural district unsurpassed in the world for productiveness. 
An avcnuo connects the two towns—wide, perfectly graded, 
Blinded by two rows of willow and cotton-wood trees, closely 
resembling a South American alameda. In the days of the old 
friars, who paced its paths in meditative and prayerful mood, 
four rows of ornamental trees mellowed the bright sunlight with 
their deep umbrage; but the flood of Anglo-Saxonism, as i t 
rolled onward to the region of gold, uprooted many of these 
long-cberislied objects of affection and pride, and the vandal 
axo laid others low to feed the camp-fireB of reckless pioneers. 
I t is gratifying to observe that the better taste and more consid-
erate care of the present inhabitants are striving to preserve the 
remnant of the chief ornaments of this handsome avenue. 
Within a mile of San José, on the south side of the avenue, the 
Agricultural Society's grounds, covering a hundred and sixty 
acres, aro situated. Every necessary building is connected there-
with for the purposes of its establishment, and in the complete-
ness of their arrangement they would not Buffer in comparison 
with those of tho Atlantic States. San José has five thousand 
inhabitants; tho streets intersect each other at right angles; 
they aro wide, well graded, and gravelled. The stores are sub-
stantially built of brick, and well filled with merchandise; tho 
dwellings of weather-boarded frame, are tastefully designed, and 
nearly all have flower and fruit gardens; tho churches are many, 
and as in Protestant countries generally, of as great diversity 
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of stylo m of forrm of faith, c;ich striving to outdo the other in 
external show, as it k hoped their living sectaries do in internal 
righteousness. Education is at a premium, and the Catholic 
young Indies' " Colegio de Ninas " ia a model of management. 
The eelohratcd Almadén quicksilver mino has itfl two romark-
ablo veins of Kiircquita ami (Juatlalnpo nhout twelve miles from 
San Jose, in the west range of the Coast Mountain, which forma 
the western bouudarv of tho valley of Santa Clara; while the 
Mount ."Diablo range of that mountain, descending on tho east 
side of the liny of San Francisco, forms tho eastern boundary 
of that valley, its northern limit being the bay, and its Bouthcrn 
limit the (¡ahilan spur, a connecting link near San Jnnn, about 
forty-fivo miles south of San José. Tho valley of Sanja Clara, 
though not on so grand a scale ns tho great interior valley of 
Chile, yet reminds tin.! Iravollerof parts of that great basin in 
its mountain walls, its picturesque scenery, its wonderful fertil-
ity, and delicious Himato free from extremes of temperature. 
Although there is a steamboat plying between Alviso landing, 
eight miles from San José, at tho head of a slough branching 
from tbo foot of the bay, and San Francisco, wo preferred re-
turning thither by the land route, that wo might BOG tho country 
on the cast side of tho bay. Our route crowed Cayote Creek a 
short distance northeast of the town. Passing over a level part 
of tho county of Alameda at eleven miles from San José, we 
ascended a moderate foot-bill of the eastern Range to tho first 
station—tho Warm Springs—a watering place of considerable 
resort for San Franciscans. Continuing on nearer to tho moun-
tain than to the bay shore, at fifteen miles wo entered the seat of 
tho old Catholic mission of San José, a spiritual establishment 
and jurisdiction entirely distinct from the pueblo of tho entno 
name already described, which was a villngo of tho populace, as 
contradistinguished from a settlement of priests. A few crum-
bling adobe buildings, a dilapidated tile-covered church and con-
vent, are the only mementoes of this onco rich and flonriehing 
ecclesiastical establishment whose formulary of external observ-
ance was tho religion of the simple natives, whose unnumbered 
cattle covered the rich savannas extending for leagues along tho 
bay shore, whoso flocks whitened the adjacent hills, and whoso 
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wil l was the sovereign law of the land during the dominion of 
Spain in America. I t is in this vicinity that Ifission Gap is 
found, the mountain pass through the Range "by which commu-
nication is had between this district and the great interior basin. 
The extent of level land between the Mount Diablo Kange 
and the Bay of San Francisco, is far greater than that between 
the Coast Range proper and the west shore of the bay. The 
soil, however, on both sides is of equal and great depth and fer-
tility, and the probability is tiiat the waters of the hay formerly 
covered the whole surface of the valley from Range to Range, 
and that their retirement within the present limits left the rich 
alluvial deposits, the agricultural wealth of which Spain showed 
that she.was duly sensible when her Government sought to en-
courage their cultivation for the supply of her Paciiic marine, 
by a liberal bestowmcnt of land grants to emigrants. Five 
miles beyond the old mission we passed through the pretty little 
village of Oentreville; and still further five miles we saw in the 
distance, off to the left of the road, and near the bay shore, the 
small town of Alvarado, in water communication with San Fran-
cisco. The agricultural capacities of this part of Alameda 
County, and of the still wider part of the valJey further north, 
are represented to be unsurpassed, and this we found confirmed 
by the continuous unfolding of affluent fields and meadows, 
abounding gardens, and luscious vineyards. 
A t the distance of thirty-five miles from the town of San 
José the village of San Leandro, the county seat of Alameda, 
was reached, sitting prettily on the bank of San Lorenzo Greek, 
at the foot of the Mountain Range. Seven miles more of flat 
country, requiring much drainage, brought us to Oakland in 
Contra Costa County, the Brooklyn of San Francisco, situated 
immediately opposite to that city, on the eastern shore of the 
bay, ten miles distant, and in free communication with the city 
by a steam ferry established and still conducted by Mr. Charles 
Minturn, one of the most enterprising citizens of the State, to 
whom California is chiefly indebted for the introduction of many 
facilities of travel. The name of this appendage to the com-
mercial metropolis is derived from its magnificent groves of live 
oaks, which are not merely ornamental, but really subserve a 
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useful purpose for parts of the town, in screening tliem from the 
fierce winds that in the Biimmer come through the gap of the 
Golden Gate, and to the force of which Oakland is especially 
exposed. There can be no doubt that this town is destined to 
play a conspicuous part in the future of Pacific commerce, in 
which San Francisco will be the chief actor. 
A necessary product of every commercial and manufactur-
ing country is coal,,for the generation of steam. The enterprise 
of California has been held in serious check for some time by 
the high cost of this clement of prosperity, most of i t hitherto 
used having been shipped from great distances, chiefly from Bel-
ling]mm Bay in the north, and Chile in the far south. Hecent 
geological explorations, however, have resulted in the discovery 
of valuable, coal beds in Contra Costa County, and I was led, 
by the general interest felt in the announcement, to examine 
how far they were likely to realize the promise of important re-
sults made for them. 
The afternoon boat for Sacramento landed a San Francisco 
friend and myself at the little town of Martinez, opposite to 
Benícia on the Strait of Carquenez—heretofore spoken of—where 
we spent the night at an excellent hotel. Next morning we 
took the road toward Mount Diablo, a drive of five miles hrin g-
ing us to the hastily put together town of Pacheco, containing 
four or five hundred people, in a valley of twelve by seven 
miles, much of the land being still in a state of nature; soine of 
i t being a portion of an old Spanish grant of iiine leagues to 
Seflor Pacheco, who, desirous of keeping intermeddlers at a dis-
tance, refuses to sell any part of hia vast estate. He occupies an 
unpretending rough-cast adobe mansion, with many natural, 
but no artificial surroundings of beauty, unless a bee-hive bake-
oven can be so considered, which occupies a conspicuous position 
before the front door. The old JViexican is said to have been, 
from some unexplained cause, singularly exempt front the nui-
sance of squatters, a free and easy class of humanity, indigenous 
to the United States. But the remark does not apply to the 
quadrupeds of that denomination, for millions of squirrels 
were seen as we crossed the estate, sitting in squads on their 
haunches, and chattering as i f in consultation about our intrusion, 
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and then, on nearer npproAcli, darting into tlioir Imrrows with .13 
Bolf-aatiaficd a discretion, and quite as much intelligence as a 
Digger Indian dodges into the hole of his cartlicn habitation. 
On climbing the Big Sulphur-Spving H i l l , hejond the Pacheco 
grfint, wo saw traces of coal; and Boon came upon the Peacock 
Çímm^ where wo found a tunnel two hundred and thirty-livo 
lect long through alato and rock, with a declivity of thirty-six 
degrees, into a five feet and a half vein of ejtcellent bituminous 
coal. The nearest point of shipment for this coal is the Embar-
cadero of Pacheco ; tho difliculty of convoyanoo to which, to-
gether with the labor and cost of mining and raising tho coal, 
will malte tho flpeculation of working this claim unprofitable. 
Crossing the ridgo of fifteen hundred feet height just beyond 
tlio Peacock Claim, a fino view was ailbrded of far-off objects, 
and especially of tho Sacramento ami fían Joaquin valleys, the 
Strait of Oarquenc;! connecting tho extreme arteries of inland 
navigation with their great heart, and tho long mountain ranges 
mellowed by distance; itself being overlooked by the near 
Monte Diahlo— 
Stern in loneliness— 
Btnnding nparfc from umiling slopes and glades, 
Wiiicli, cloLhed in verdure, seek t' cmbraco tlic foot 
That rudely spurns tho beautiful caress: 
Lifting its darkened brow with scornful mion, 
And lofty pride, o'er nature's timid gaze, 
That upward looka as i f in fcnrlulncsa. 
Agco have scarred its bare and blackened sides, 
And set their seal e'en on its Lnuglity bead; 
And yet It stands in conscious grandeur still— 
Defiant symbol of lone majesty— 
As when Creation, with mysterious wand, 
Touched tho foundations of tho circling earth, 
And lifted them above surrounding things, 
Ou descending tho oastern face of tho ridge, and at a height 
of twelve hundred and fifty feet above the level of the uea, we 
camo to tho " Cumberland " coal mine with a vein of four and a 
half foot thick, where wo found a tunnel four hundred feet long, 
six feet high and five wide, strongly timbered—for protection 
against crumbling elate—with eighteen shoots at right angles 
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connected by cross tunnels, find communicating with iur-slmfU 
for ventilation. Tlio perfect grado of tlic mino allows of an easy 
removal of the coal by rail ; more than a tliousand tons have 
already hecu Pont to the Sim Fmieiwo market, where i t brings 
twelve dollara per ton ; and the farther tho minora proceed, the 
harder and richer is the coal. About three-quarters of a iniio 
beyond, the Bam o vein hns been opened at " lilack Diamond " 
mine, being four feet thick and somewhat harder than tho Giim-
berland. No timbering is required at this mine, in consequence 
of tho sandstone rock formation which makes tho tunnel self-
snpportivc. About a mile oil", tho "Adams," " Clark," and 
" Cmikshank " mines arc also fuvnishing coal of excellent qual-
i t y ; and it is expected that when a projeeted railroad is com-
pleted to the shipping point, aspiring to the metropolitan namo 
New York, five and a half miles distant, near tho coniluencc of 
the San Joaquin and Sacramento Rivera, coal will bo delivered 
in San Francisco at a greatly reduced price, in largo quantity, 
and of a quality equal to any imported into that market. A 
thriving little village—Carbonéale—is being built near tho 
mines, which promises to rival in business activity, black dust, 
black hands, black faces, black deeds, and black guards, ita At-
lantic namesake. I t is situated one mile and a half northeast 
of Monto Diablo—tho sight of which alone repaid us for our 
day's ride of thirty-two miles to the coat region and back to 
Martinez, where wo arrived in amplo timo for tho call of tho 
evening Sacramento boat to San Francisco. 
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A TRAVIÍLLEK AVIIO Ima luifc littío timo aíForclccl to liiiu for 
siglit-Becing must not tarry long in one spot, but keep on the 
move. Happily the points of interest are so numerous in Cali-
fornia that one cannot go in any direction without being repaid 
for adventure. Among the many curiosities of this State are the 
Geysers—spouting springs of boiling water in Sonoma County. 
Those of Iceland near Mount Ilecla have been regarded as among 
the most remarkable of phenomena. I availed of the few re-
maining days before sailing for the Hawaiian Islands to visit the 
not less wonderful Geysers recently discovered here. 
Taking a iine steamer of Mr. Mintuxn's line to Petaluma, we 
proceeded up the bay, passing among other places heretofore 
mentioned the State Prison at Point St. Quentin ; which, unless 
greatly improved in buildings and discipline, w i l l scarcely repay 
one for the delay of a visit. I n the erection of buildings, no 
special design appears to have been adopted with reference to 
the introduction of either the improved Auburn or the Pennsyl-
vania system of prison discipline. The prisoners mingle freely in 
shops, dormitories, and cells ; uninterrupted intercourse seemed 
to bo the rule, and criminal education, disorder, and danger of 
outbreak, are necessary results. This disregard of moral isola-
tion and reformatory effort is the more to be regretted because 
of the bold, daring, debased, and dangerous social elements, to a 
large extent the refuse of other countries, introduced into this 
State by its unusual attractions ; and for the control of which 
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a more tlian ordinary judicial strictness and penal infliction are 
demanded. The practice of leasing the labor of the convicts to 
the highest bidder, or to some favored partisan, has also hitherto 
been at variance m t h reformatory result; for discipline is not 
like]y to be enforced by a lessee intent alone on profit. The 
realization of tin's fact by the present able Executive of the State 
has led Governor Downey to cancel existing contracts, and to 
take the management of the prison, both disciplinary and indus-
trial, into the hands of the legitimate authorities. I t is reasona-
ble now to anticipate better results, morally and financially, to 
the State. The presence of a strong guard of musketeers, and 
artillerymen "with several twelve-pounders loaded "with canister, 
on the outside of a prison-wall twenty feet high, to intimidate 
the convicts who might scale i t , is certainly a sad commentary 
on the cificiency of the prison discipline. Wi th such models of 
penitentiaries for study as can be found in some of the Atlantic 
States, there should be no ignorance here on the subject of their 
construction and management. 
Passing from the Bay of San Francisco into that of San 
Pablo, we crossed the latter bay in a N . N . W. direction and 
entered Pctaluma Creek, one of its affluents. Eight miles from 
its mouth and thirty-one from San Francisco brought lis to Lake-
ville, a passenger and merchandise depot of a country rich i n 
grass and grain, and with " cattle on a thousand hills." The 
creek, which at its mouth is about half â mile wide, rapidly 
contracts above Lakeville to a hundred and fifty, and in many 
places to fifty yards. I t is very serpentine and has numerous 
miniature bayous which are favorite hauntã of water-fowl. The 
banks of the stream are low, of dark rich loam aild clay, often 
caving in when not matted by tule roots, from the swash of steam-
boats that frequently almost touched them, so narrow in places 
is the channel. Here, as elsewhere in California, the absence of 
barns denotes an invariably dry autumn, during which the har-
vested grain is stacked and thrashed in the open air. Five miles 
above Lakeville the navigation of the creek is interrupted; and 
here passengers for the town of Petaluma, i n Sonoma County, 
land and are conveyed to their destination, two miles further, in 
stages. 
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Petahm.a> is a flourahing and freali-looldng town of twenty-
five hundred people, and the point of divergence of numerous 
routes of travel to the surrounding interior country. As a fair 
speeimcn of this, the Sonoma Talioy was selected to look at. A 
Kentuckian, a rare sample of nature's noblemen, was my cice-
rone. Two or throe miles in an easterly direction brought us to 
the foot of a not very elevated ridge dignified by the name of 
Sonoma Mountain, ascending which by a good road, in dry 
weather, the magnificent Sonoma "Valley was seen from its sum-
mit stretching to the eastward as far as the Napa spur of the 
Coast Eangc ilountain, which separates i t from the like beauti-
ful and fertile valley of Napa, in which are some of the finest 
farms of the State, and also the medicinal springs that have 
made Napa the fashionable watering-place of California. While 
descending the eastern slope of Sonoma Ridge, an opportunity 
was afforded to see a rodero, a Mexican custom of driving up 
herds of wandering cattle, lassoing, marking, and branding them. 
On such occasions notice is given to neighbors, that they may 
attend for the identification and protection, of their like prop-
erty that may have strayed from their ranches; and, i f they 
choose, to partake of the dainty of cruelly caught and primitively 
cooked " mountain oysters "—always found in great abundance 
where many calves are herded. I t is a scene of intense excite-
ment. Thousands of almost wild animals are crowded into one 
corral; and being run down by fleet horsemen—especially dex-
terous when they happen to be remnants of the old Mexican 
tribe—are twined by the unerring lasso, flung, hacked by the 
rudest rhinoplastic surgery, forming superfluous noses, abbrevi-
ated ears, and cervical pendents of strange shape, and otherwise 
degraded, cauterized, and branded by the red-hot iron, sinking 
deep into the quivering flesh and hissing an acçompauiment to 
the cries of the suffering victims; while the frantic bellowing of 
the surging herd around startles the very air with fear, and fills 
the inexperienced spectator with commingled terror and pity. 
Mr. S , on whose ranche this barbarous enforcement of prop-
erty identification was practised, was one of the twelve Ameri-
cans who, on the anticipated outbreak of the Mexican war, un-
dertook, and, as i t resulted, successfully achieved, the hazardo"1' • 
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adventure of seizing General Vallejo in his hed at Sonoma, and 
making prisoners of Ins guard of'thirty soldiers. The stars and 
stripes were relieved from the responsibility and odium of the 
fillibustering procedure by hoisting the pioneer flag of a grizzly 
bear, progressive—more significant than i f couchant. The prop-
erty that came of this daring deed to Mr. S has an extent 
of twelve thousand acres of virgin land, on which .there now 
range fifteen thousand sheep, five thousand cattle, and six hun-
dred horses. 
Sonoma Valley is seen to great advantage in descending So-
noma Mountain, shut in by that spur on the west, and that of 
Napa on its east side, the valley extending norths and South 
twenty miles, and having an average width of about six. The 
central ptirt, with a declivity to the south barely sufficient to 
give necessary flow to the water of Sonoma Creek which mean-
ders through it , is an agricultural garden of wonderful luxuri-
ance ; while the bordering slopes lift up their vineyards, as i f to 
dispute with Los Angeles their boasted preeminence of producing 
the nectarcd grape of California. I n the middle of the valley 
stands the little village of Sonoma, which is slowly changing its 
Spanish American habits and habitations.for Anglo-American 
customs and cottages. The opportunity was availed of to visit» 
near to the village, the extensivo vineyard of an enterprising 
Hungarian who is doing much to promote the cultivation of the 
grape in California, and whose manufacture of wine amounts to 
two hundred and fifty thousand gallons annually. He has four 
hundred and fifty acres of his estate of five thousand planted 
with the vine, one hundred and sixty being in full bearing at 
this time. A superb cellar of low temperature is made in the 
side of the mountain, in which are stored large quantities of ex-
cellent still white wine, champagne, port, sherry, and also brandy 
of native production. -
Chinese labor is employed on this vineyard. These people 
are more docile and manageable than the whites, and they can 
be had at lower wages—the usual wages being twenty dollars 
per month and find themselves, while the white laborer demands 
thirty dollars and his board also. A Chinese agent makes the 
contract for his countrymen,- and receives the pay on their behalf, 
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a single failure in the punctual stated settlement of which ren-
ders them totally worthless; otherwise great confidence may-be 
felt in their industry and fidelity until they have accumulated 
what they have learned to call their "pile"—which is three 
hundred dollars for each person—when, considering themselves 
rich, most of them "become indifferent to this land of promise 
and long to return to the flowery kingdom. I t is not the least 
interesting of the novelties of this country of strange sights, to 
see sixty Chinese laborers—the number employed in Col. Haras-
thy?s vineyard—engaged in their well-disciplined work, dressed 
in wide blue cotton pants of abbreviated pattern, corresponding 
jacket, and high peaked cano or leaf hats with brim of tran-
scendent width, peering out of their little almond-shaped eyes at 
the passcr-lvy, and chattering an unintelligible lingo wit l i inveter-
ate volubility, as i f vocal utterance were an essential accompa-
niment to physical labor. Their sleeping apartments and furni-
ture, and kitchen arrangements, arc neat and orderly ; and they 
are represented to be remarkable for personal cleanliness, two 
baths daily, before and after the day's work, being commonly 
used. 
Sonoma Valley contracts at its north end to a narrow pass, 
by which i t communicates with the valley of Los Guillicos, 
three miles long, and one and a half wide, which in turn is con-
tinuous with that of Santa liosa. The valley of Los Guillicos, 
set in a circlet of hills, is a little clysium of secliision, covered 
with verdure and orange-colored wild flowers, forming a rich 
carpet of green and gold. The sole proprietor of this magnifi-
cent estate is well fitted by courtesy and liberality to dispense 
its munificent hospitality. I f one were disposed to repine that 
another, rather than he, is the owner of this bright spot, the 
remembrance of Tennyson's "Two Voices," while looking forth 
on its beautiful nature might make him a happier man; 
A etill small voice spake unto me ' 
" Thou art so full of miaery 
"Wore it not better not to be ? 
" Thino anguish will not let thee sleep, 
Nor any train of reason keep; 
Thou canst not think, but thou wilt weep." 
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A second roicc was at mine ear, 
A little whisper silver—clear, 
A murmur, " Be of better cheer." 
Like an .¿Eoliíiu harp that wakes 
No certain air, but overtakes 
Far thought with music that i t makes, 
Such seemed the whisper at my side : 
" What is it thou knowest, sweet voice ? " I cried, 
" A hidden hope," the voice replied: 
So hciwcn-toncd, that in that hour 
From out my sullen heart a power 
Broke, like the rainbow from the shower, 
To find—although no tongue can prove-
That every cloud that nprcntls above, 
And vcileth love, itself is love. 
And forth into the fields I Trent, 
And Nalui'c's living motion lent 
The pulse of hope to discontent. 
I wondered at the bounteous hours, 
The slow result of winter showera: 
You scarce could see the grass for flowers. 
I wondered, while I paced along : 
The woods were filled so full with Song, 
There seemed no room for sense of wrong. 
So variously seemed all things wrought, • 
I marvelled how the mind was brought 
To anchor by one gloomy thought; 
And wherefore rather I made choice 
To commune with that barren voice, 
Than him that said, " Rejoice I Rejoice 1 " 
Keturning to Petaluma, tho next, morning we started for tlie 
Geysers, near the division line between. Sonoma and Mendocino' 
counties, passing in a northwest direction up the valley of Peta-
liima, its well-fenced fields, covered with luxuriant crops of 
wheat, barley, and oats, and its numerous vineyards indicating 
great fertility. Occasional groves of live and scrub oak were 
seen, but timber is not abundant. This valley, lying between 
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the Petaluma and Sonoma ridges—spura of the Coast Range, 
running in a soutbeastwardly direction—lias a length of ahout 
twenty-five miles, and an average width of between four and 
five. "West of the former ridge lies the Bodega country, cele-
brated for its production of potatoes, unsurpassed in quality and 
quantity, the coast fogs favoring their growth throughout the 
dry season of the interior. 
A drive of sixteen miles brought us to the flourishing little 
town of Santa Rosa, the county-seat of Sonoma—certainly now 
undeserving Bayard Taylor's designation of a shabby place— 
embosomed in a superb valley of the same name, well culti-
vated, through which we passed iu a still northward direction. 
This valley of Santa Rosa is wider than that of Petaluma; its 
timber also is more abundant, and of larger growth; the pa-
triarchal oalcs of the forest shaking in the wind their venerable 
locks of long gray moss, to tell of their heritage of centuries. 
Crossing the Russian River, a clear, wide, and strong stream, 
fordable only in the dry season, we entered the Russian River 
Valley, and swept along its magnificent bowling green, until , at 
the distance of fifteen miles from Sauta Rosa, we passed through 
the town of Ilealdsburg, of four or five hundred people, built 
in the shade of a large grove of madrones and oaks. The Rus-
sian River Yalley is the third in the ascending series from the 
bay shore, which in fact form but one continuous whole—with, 
occasional narrowinga from encroaching spurs of the opposite 
ridges—of like physical characteristics and fertility, and should 
be called by but one name. Although thus far the proofs of 
agricultural industry have been seen scattered on either hand, still 
the great expanse of uncultivated land along our road shows the 
pressing want of labor to develop the latent resources of this as 
of other parts of the State. And labor wi l l be had by the gov-
erning class who have wrested this wonderful country from the 
•Mexican. Of what race, hue, and relation i t wi l l come—whether 
i t wil l be furnished by peon, serf, coolie, Hindoo, or Moor, 
as controlled by Spanish-American, Russian, Englishman, ¿r 
ÍVenchman, or wi l l be had of the negro, must remain a ques-
tion for timo to settle. But labor w i l l be sought of some com-
plexion and form, either ebony, copper colored, or questionable 
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tint, and of personal or equally objectionable potitieal bondage^ 
to bring about the grand results awaiting its application in this 
magnificent field, on which the light of human, progress is now 
dawning. 
Less than, a mile beyond liealdsburg the plain is studded 
with many volcanic blisters, isolated and grass-covered, except 
at the summits, several of which are crowned with roclc lami-
nated vertically, as i f burst through by upheaval force. Wind-
ing along a somewhat rougher road in a still northerly direc-
tion, four miles further brought us again to the Kussian River, 
which for a while had been lost sight of, and which we recrossed 
to the cast side. A gradual climb of two miles up a winding 
acclivity brought us—seven miles from Healdsburg—to the 
roadside house of Jo]in Ray, who gave us a hospitable bilt very 
homely backwoods reception. Travellers in the Geyser Moun-
tains who do not tarry at liealdsburg, to which point a public 
uonvcyance may he had, usually stop at Ray's for the night. 
But iuiding a pack-mule driver on our arrival about to start 
thence for the Geysers, we determined to avail of his guidance 
over the uncertain mountain path. Hir ing fresh horses and 
leaving our buggy we took the saddle at p. M., and started 
with the loaded pack-mule in the lead, followed by his mounted 
driver, my companion next, while I brought up the tear of the 
single file in which our narrow way compelled us to travel. 
This mountain journey at night was a bold undertaking for the 
Uninitiated ; but he, who with brief time at his disposal would 
see the wonders of a new country, must not cotmt the cost in 
comfort and the risk of danger. 
I n a quarter of an hour aftár starting a thick coast fog came 
sweeping along, rendering the gathering gloom of evening an 
almost impenetrable darkness. And when, shortly after, i t con-
densed into heavy rain as we ascended the steep and dangerous 
Geyser Ridge, our guide expressed his fear that, as inexperienced 
mountaineers, we had probably xtndertaken' all adventure wo' 
should regret, and advised our return. But we knew "no such 
word as fail," and, already wet to the huff, declined to discuss 
the proposal to turn back. Onward we went, over rock and 
ravine, moor and morass, amid trees and through chaparral, as i t 
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seemed to me from sounds and scrapings; for night had gathered 
her black folds around, veiling all tilings, while the rain pelted 
us with momentarily increasing fall, as i f in punishment for ob 
stinacy. Of surroundings nothing could he seen by man, what-
ever the instincts of our beasts may have taught them. I was 
sensible only of darkness and drenching, watcr-spouts and weari-
ness, plunges, stumbles, and multiplied inflictions of twig and 
thorn on face and limb, and of the necessity of keeping a tight 
rein to prevent my horse from falling, holding on, ignoring con-
sequences the consideration of which would have encouraged 
timidity, and plying my spurs diligently to avoid falling too far 
behind those in advance, and thus being left to sjiend the entire 
night in the mountains with the uncertainty of being able to ex-
tricate myself even by daylight. 
Four hours and a half of time and twelve miles of such a 
rido brought us to the Geyser Hotel; and i t cannot be denied 
that, when we dismounted, wet and weary, we were of opinion 
that nothing to be here seen could repay us for the discomforts 
and risks of a storm-night in the Geyser Mountain, 
" Tired nature's sweet restorer " and a good breakfast con-
tributed much to renew hopeful anticipations, and we started on 
our tour of observation next morning with buoyant spirits. 
From the plateau • on which the hotel stands, facing north, 
and looking down a nigged bank of ninety-seven feet, a bold, 
rapid, and clear stream—Big Sulphur Creek—is seen below 
dashing over a bed of rocks with noisy revelry, whose note is the 
ceaseless serenade of the sleepers of the mountain house near by. 
The opposite bank of the creek is formed by the foot of Geyser 
Ridge, on which He the objects*of interest that are the attrac-
tions of this remarkable region. Descending trom the plateau, 
the stream was crossed by a foot-bridge resting on natural abut-
ments and piers of massive rocks. Having attained the north sido 
of the stream opposite to the hotel, we entered the mouth of a 
canon debouching at that point, in which are situated several 
bath-houses. Leaving these to the left, the bank of the canon 
was ascended to the right, and, following a path running north-
eastwardly about twenty paces, ahold spring of strongly impreg-
nated sulphur water of a temperature of 110° Fahrenheit was 
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found, ivliicli througli suitable pipes flowed to tlie batli-liouses 
below. Ascending still in the same direction, the large ravine 
or gulch called Devil's Canon was seen off to the left, farmed of 
two branches which circumscribe a large, irregular, and entirely 
insulated mound of commingled red and white sterility, which, 
in the vocabulary of the place, is set down as the Mountain of 
Fire. Leaving this also on the left, and proceeding toward the 
east about eighty paces, wo came to a depression of uneven sur-
face, rocky, and bounded on one side by a reddish colored earth 
embankment Numerous basins at the foot of this contain water 
of various inky shades, and in every degree of ebullition, accom-
panied by hissings and puffings of escaping vapor which rises to 
the height of a hundred feet. These are the DeoiVs 'Wash-tubs, 
and, in a space of about eighty or ninety feet circuit, there are 
ton of them of diííerent sizes, from a few inches to several ffcet 
diameter, surrounded by ledges of friable reddish clay blackened 
on the surfaco. Large quantities òf sulphur, alum, magnesia, 
ammonia, and oxides of iron arc found in this vicinity, some of 
them of beautifully crystalline form. Wo did not linger long at 
his infernal majesty's laundry, for the tremblings of the crust on 
which we stood—certainly not in the mind of Macbeth when he 
apostrophized the " sure and firm-set earth "—and its insupport-
able heat to the thinly shod, together with the' subterranean 
rumblings and grumblings -as of discontent at intrusion into this 
outdtouso of Pandemonium, made i t uninviting, and we moved 
on thoughtless of the adage that one may "jump out of the fry-
ing-pan into the fire." 
Retracing our steps a few paces toward the north of the 
Mountain of Fire, i n a shallow ravine were seen two clefts of 
nine or ten inches, and two feet asunder, in the side of a stiff 
clay and unctuous rocky bank, giving vent to volumes of steam 
with roaring noise mingled with that of deep subterranean boil-
ing. These arc known as the DeviVs Tea-hettles / and tradition 
has i t that, so strongly were the Indians of this region imbued 
with the superstition of the Evil Spirit's abode here, that death 
was deemed the certain penalty of trespass—a belief and appre-
hension in no sense partaken of by their, white brethren, whose 
latter-day progressive temerity seems rather to court the privi-
29 
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lege of exploration of Satan's undoubted dominions. About 
seventy feet soutliwest of the Tea-kettles is a depression of the 
surface twenty or twenty-five feet deep, and nearly forty in di-
ameter, rimmed by a considerable quantity of iron slag and seorifo 
of all hinds, and thickly traced wi th brimstone, alum, potash, 
and magnesia—having also about i t several minute steam vents. 
This spot is called the Grater / i t is on the summit of the Moun-
tain of Firej and probably was once the seat of remarkable ter-
restrial phenomena. Even now a stamp of the foot gives re-
sounding proof of dangerous hollowness ; and lióles made by 
forcing a walking-cane a few Inches through the unresisting 
earth gave vents for escaping vapor indicating close proximity 
to a steam-boiler, that might at any moment give the curious in-
vestigator an undesirable elevation. 
Passing from the Crater in a west by north, and then in a 
northwest direction, and descending from the Mountain of Fire, 
wo wound around the head'of the Devil's Canon, passing on the 
way a little spring rivulet of pure and cool crystal water, looking 
strangely out of place in this region of boiling inky pools. A 
short distance further brought us to a pretty grove oí' Shitüm 
trees, where the heated and wearied wanderer may tarry and 
rest, and determine, i f i t please him, i f these furnished the tim-
ber of which " Bezaleel made the ark of shittim-wood " as com 
manded. A colossal boulder—fit mile-stone for the surrounding 
scenery—will direct the explorer a few paces further to a bab-
bling mountain brooklet, which at the crossing mingles its pure 
stream with the offensive waters of a sulphur spring at that spot. 
Forty paces of rugged pathway brought us to Avalanche Avhor; 
an enormous land-slide having occurred here recently, precipi-
tating thousands of tons of rock from the mountain summit 
above, and thus relieved the lover of the picturesque from future 
danger in his wanderings about this secluded spot. The arbor 
has several massive rocks on one side and a magnificent bay-tree 
on the other, with its low-hung thick-spreading branches and 
dense foliage, forming a bower for those who would meditate in 
solitude and shade on the mysterious powers at work beneath 
them. Hastening on, a few steps brought us to another little 
brooklet dashing on from the mountain above—like thoughtless 
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youth in a reckless career—unaware of the polluted fate await-
ing i t in the Devil's Cañón below. And here is found the place 
of temporary memories, where a inagniiiccnt colonnade of trees 
is marred by the carvings of the vulgar, capable of no other 
power of making their perishing names known than by burden-
ing a beautiful nature with the disgraceful catalogue. 
The explorer a short distance beyond comes suddenly on a 
projecting rook in a rapid state of disintegration, standing about 
two hundved feet above the bed of Devil's Cafion ; from which, 
facing the south, he looks into the depths below with emotions 
of awe and terror, mingled with wonder and delight. A t his 
feet he beholds a scene of decomposing forces—of death and 
desolation—the proofs of a power transcending previous concep-
tions j while in the distance, beyond .T3ig Sulphur Greek, that 
winds along the foot of the ridge, he sees a fresh creation ; roll-
ing hills, clad in richest livery, fanned by waving groves, and at 
their base mail's beautiful handiwork—his temporary abode— 
embowered in live oaks, firs, pines, madrones, and alders, and 
garnished with, the adornments of the garden, presenting a con-
trasted picture of production and life. Grass, foliage, and flow-
ers beyond, breathing the vapors and gases of decomposing 
nature at his feet, the creative elements of growth, of verdure 
and bloom, lleve may science study lessons on a scale of vast 
grandeur, while in the scene an immovable stumbling-block in 
the path of scepticism is also recognized. 
Descending into the canon by a steep and narrow-ledged 
track, safe, however, for the courageous and sure-footed, we 
passed on the way that fearful exhaust-pipe of subterranean 
steam called the Steamboat Geyser. Here the escaping vapor 
issues from a hole about two feet in diameter, nearly midway 
the height of the right wall of the caiion, and in the midst of a 
large quantity of clinker and slag. The noise of this emission 
is terrific—a continuous, tremulous thunder, of commingled 
shrill hoarseness, running through the gamut of a thousand Mis-
sissippi high-pressure steamers in rivalry of explosive discord. 
The column of steam shoots with resistless force to a height of 
more than one hundred feet, visible in the face of the noonday 
sun ; and, in the cool air of early morning, i t lifts its white cloud 
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even five hundred feet above the canon, to meet the first beams 
that glance over the adjacent mowi tain-spur, and form of its 
baptismal mist a rainbow—a harbinger of promise even in tins 
scene of desolation. 
Tins is undoubtedly the greatest steam-vent of the wonderful 
terrestrial boiler wi th in ; although, in truth, the walls of the 
Devil's Caíto» present several hundred small blow-boles of steam, 
as i f the vast generator were riddled with perforations, making 
of the whole canon a huge vapor-bath. 
A short distance below the great steam-pipe, and directly be-
neath the DemVs Peal\ from which the view before spoken of 
is had of the entire canon, an alum spring is found—a rock pot 
one foot and a half in diameter, of black, powerfully astringent 
boiling water, from which arise the most oilensivc of gasop, sul-
phuretted hj'drogon, and steam, as from other springs, of difier-
en t properties, in this vicinity. Huge masses of amorphous 
rock, of all colors and shades, slimy and slippery, track the way 
of the explorer; but lie who would see the Geysers must sur-
mount these obstacles, or he wil l have accomplished but a part 
of the object of his visit, and have realized hnperfedly the sub-
limity and terrors of the place. I f he pause here to debate the 
chances of peril or escape, increasing timidity may determine 
him to turn back ; but he should bear in mind that the descent 
of this valley of the shadow of death is easier than a returning 
ascent; and he had better imitate Bunyan's " Mr. Grcathcarfc " 
and push ahead than get involved in the difficulties o f" Mr. 
Timorous," trusting to the helping hand of some good friend 
" Faithful" i f he should " slip by the way." Many demons wi l l 
seem to menace him with hissing, wheezing, whistling, roaring, 
rasping, rumbling, puflmg, and moaning ; but he must stop his 
cars to sounds, and trust to quick sight and steady nerve to put 
him through in safety. From a little below the Alum Spring 
the rocky obstacles increase in number, size, and confusion ; and 
the panting, heaving, and throbbing of the earth appear to 
threaten a breaking up of its solid structure. If , baffled in sur-
mounting tho impediments- in your path—the heterogeneous 
components of which have been melted, mingled, and baked in 
tho eternal fires beneath—and, faltering, you stand with sus-
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pended breath ou the groaning and trembling crust; or you hurry 
on over yielding substance, softened by the boiling water burst-
ing forth all around, thrcatcmng a solution or sinking of the sur-
face on which you plant your heated foot; or, displacing a 
stone, you open a new vent and suffer the painful contact of 
scalding steam and gas, giving warning of dangerous proximity 
to fearful agencies of mischief; if, with such experience, one 
fails to recognize the neighborhood of Tartarus, he is not likely 
to bcconic a believer in ancient mythology. 
I f the attention of the adventurous explorer can be withdrawn 
for awhile from the bolder features of the surroundings, from the 
steep sloping canon walls at the narrow bottom^threaded by the 
litt le mountain stream from above, now the Pluton Creek- of 
smoking waters, to their height of from two to three hundred 
feet, stained with red, rust, slate, green, ash, and the many col-
ored marbling of nature's wonderful art ; from rock, and stream, 
and bubbling pool; i t may be directed for awhile with well-re-
paid interest to the less striking, but equally instructive speci-
mens of strange chemistry sent forth from the vast laboratory 
beneath, and lying along the rugged pathway. Sulphur of all 
qualities and forms, from the delicate feathery crystal to the 
crude mass, is found on every hand, and alum, magnesia, lime, 
iron, ammonia, and varied salts, with acidulates of vitriolic 
strength, as the indiscreet at times determine by cauterized 
tongues and burnt garments. 
Proceeding on, the puffing and panting of the Loeomotwõ 
Migine is heard on the left of the descent, as i f impatiently test-
ing its capacities ere starting on the race before i t ; the earth 
around i t shaking in sympathy as with the tread of a giant. 
And lower still, on the opposite side of the ravine, with a smoke-
stack open in the front, is the Witches* Cauldron, a rock-pot 
seventeen or eighteen feet in circumference and of unknown 
depth, filled nearly to the brim with a fetid, Stygian, semi-fluid, 
sooty substance, boiling, bubbling, and swashing in terrific com-
motion. Opposite to the cauldron is Pluto's Pulse Glass, a 
stone cylinder of six or eight inches diameter, communicating 
with interior steam passages, and throwing up its intermittent 
jets of scalding fluid occasionally to the height of several feet, 
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its greater or less ndivity being rioubtJcps do]>eiHlcjit on (lie ac-
cumiilntion and condition of tension of Ft cam in the subterrauenn 
reservoirs and their channels of conimunicíttion. 33ut for flic 
great vent of the Steamboat Kxhausl-pipo already described, (he 
Fafety-valvc of which is always open, it is probable that the 
Pulse Glass, Witcbcfi' Cauldron, and all oilier pools in which 
rising vapors arc condensed, and winch arc merely kept in a 
fílalo of ebullition or jet by (he vis a fc>'{?o} would thcmsclveri 
become fit cam-vents of more or less power. The ))eviV& Jhtl'c 
Oven, a short, distance farther down the cañón, consists of an 
excavated vertical rock with an overhanging ledge, within which 
invalids have sometimes taken snlphur vapor-baths formed of 
escaping steam from the foot of the roeU. The bath is had 
without cost, except that of a pariial parboiling; and a gratu-
ity is also ftflbrdcil io the lover of physic at a spring near by, 
fd' a doso of JCpsom salts dissolved in chalybeate water. After 
passing tito region of hot-baths and steam-baths, a narrower 
part of tho cation is reached where the eoimningled waters, 
duly tempered by admixture of hot and cold currents, and 
medicated by various elements, acid, alkaline, sulphurous, and 
ferruginous, precipitate themselves over a rock five feet high 
into a pebbly basin, a superb tepid douche-bath, such as the 
invalid can nowhere obtain from the baud of art. A few 
steps farther down the pathway by which the stream is dash-
ing, tho cafion is roofed by two largo bay trees that have fallen 
across it, rcatiug their limbs on the opposite sides, while their 
roots still cling to their mother earth and to vitality. The 
close and high walls and thick leafy ceiling, give to tho canon 
a twilight shade even in brightest day; and tin's spot might 
have been consíclered, in the early classical age, the favorite re-
sort of the bride of the presiding genius of tho place—the ruler 
of AvernuB. Having rested in J^rowrpinc'a Grotto, tho explorer 
thou proceeds a few paces to the IChjsiati Tiaffi, a rock-girt pool 
t weidy feet long by iivc wide, in which the temperate water of 
lho pnmllcr ravine which bounds the east side of the Mountain 
of Kiro—and in which is a chrdybcato alum spring, said to be a 
specific in chronic ophthalmia—mingles with the warmer water 
of the great canon ; and lie who has not, when exhausted by 
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intense cxcitcinonl-, and wc:iric(l l>y long clambering, plunged 
into sndi a lilissful íind renovai ing fltrnam, knows not the great-
est liixury of life. Tlio wnlcr of tliig pool is conducted to tho 
liatli-lioiisea nlrcrtdy spoken of, for tlio uso of those who forego 
tho delights of tho clysian hath ratlicr than encounter lho torrorg 
of night in the Dcvila Canon. 
Having thus nmdc fiio circuit, of the chief points of interest, 
and partaken of an excellent dinner, yvo started again with our 
guide a hundred yards up that bank of tho Big Sulphur Creek 
on which fitands the botch Opposite to us numerous etenm 
venís were peen on the inountain side, and dark Bulpluuous 
streams tracked it, tho foul overflowings, probably, of the Pcvil's 
Wash-Tubs situated above. These streams it h proposed to 
unite and convey across tho creek in an aqueduct, for tlio sup-
ply of batli-houscs on this pido of tho creek, moro acccwihlo to 
invalids, who thus—and by the use of a puro win to sulphur 
water of ngrceablo coolness for drinking, found near tho hotel, 
at the foot of the plateau on which i t stands—will bo relieved 
from the discomfort and cflorf. of seeking the watcrfl at an incon-
venient, distance. I t may be stated in this connection that about 
three-quarters of a mile, on the opposite side of tho creek above the 
hotel, there is another very large white sulphur spring, very closely 
resembling the famous Greenbrier White Sulphur Spring in Vir-
ginia. Turning in the opposite direction, we now proceeded down 
tho creek on its left hank, and nearly half a milo below crossed to 
the opposite side hy wading, for tho want of n "bridge or boat. 
A quarter of a mile below the crossing wo climbed a hill cov-
ered with heavy-headed wild oafs of rank luxuriance, and then 
descended its opposite declivity into a glen shaded by a thick 
grove, a milo and a quarter from tho hotel. Hero is a large 
spring of black sulphur water, tho escapo of which from the 
earth is unattended with noise, and which, when it mixes in an 
adjacent pool with apure cool stream coming down tho little 
valley, yields a white sulphur precipitato wdiich gives tho water 
a milky appearance. This is tho Tndian Spring, famoun as n 
place of resort for the sick of former neighboring tribes, who 
feared to approach tho more tumultuous and tlireatening Gey-
sers, believing as they did that intruders there becamo the vie-
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tims of tlie Evil Spirit who controlled the inextinguishable Uvea 
•within. The afflicted Indians, generally snfFering from rheuma-
tism, wore wrapped in blankets, steamed over the hot spring, and 
then, divested of the blankets, were plunged in the tepid pool, 
from which they were conveyed in dry blankets to their tempo-
rary lodges .on the high ground in the vicinity. 
The value of the waters of the California Geysers in the 
medical treatment of chronic rheumatism, chronic liver affec-
tions, and some eruptive diseases, cannot well be overestimated, 
and doubtless time, with intelligent observation and research, 
wi l l determine their adaptation to a wide range of human afflic-
tions. Many of the most celebrated mcdicimtl springs of the 
world find here, within the space of a lew hundred acres, their 
counterparts, both in properties and temperature, medical and 
thermal charactcristies. .But there arc rcipurcd capital, enter-
prise, good judgment, professional investigation and skill, to 
apply properly this vast laboratory of nature—to adapt i t to 
public iVants and to give profit to its proprietors. Unless the 
Geysers shall be niade more accessible by an improved road for 
vehicles, the sick, those who most need the restorative virtues 
of their waters, w i l l be unable to reacli them; and unless proper 
facilities are provided when there, for their convenient, safe, and 
skilful application, benefit cannot come to the patient seeking 
relief, nor pecuniary gain to the owners, whoso patronage must 
come of such success. 
Will ing to leave the examination and decision of the ques-
tion, whether the varied phenomena of caloric witnessed here 
are the results of volcanic or of chemical action, to the scientific 
gentlemen whose official duty i t is to solve the problem, and 
whose capacity and opportunity fit them for the task, and hav-
in'g had sufficient exercise to forego the temptation of trout-
lishing and a hear hunt, thrown out by our obliging landlord to 
detain \is among these highlands of the Coast Kange, we bade 
adieu to the Geysers, duly sensible of the indisputable claims 
California is rapidly putting forth for recognition as a land of 
wonderful natural curiosities, as well as of vast natural re-
sources. 
After having ascended the steep hi l l that bathes its foot in 
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Eíg Snlpluir Creek, and bounds in part the deep gorge tlirongli 
which that stream nlshcs wildly in places, in others meanders 
as gently as i f courting repose after a tiresome race, we came, at 
the distance of more than a mile, upon that narrow riflgc of 
nearly two miles' length, called the Hog's liaclt, presenting in 
some parts a mere spine fur our bridle path, bounded on each 
side by precipices, the knowledge of which would not have con-
tributed to diminish the appvehensions of our fcarl'ul adventure 
over the same road two nights before. A short distance to the 
right of our way, among other objects of interest, were seen ab-
rupt red-colored blufl's, abutting in ravines of the mountain 
spur, and which mark the locality of the Geyser quicksilver 
imues, represented to produce an exceedingly rich cinuabar. 
On this samo route, three or four miles north oast of Kay's Sta-
tion, are the Pino Iflat mines, where extensivo deposits of pure 
fpiieksilvor arc found in the rock. I t is thus seen, that Califor-
nia is not dependent on the Almadén mines for the necessary 
supply of this metal in her gold-mining operations. 
Somewhat less than a mile from the Hog's Back, on our re-
turn, brought us to the foot of Godwin's Peak, one of the lof-
tiest of the Miakmus or Geyser Kangc, which walla in the Rus-
rian .River Valley on the cast. The peak is three thousand four 
hundred and ninety feet high, and from its summit, which may 
be reached by a rugged side-path, through dohso chaparral, an 
extended view is had of numerous mountain spurs and glens at 
its foot; of the Coast Range in the distant west, with its foot 
dipping in the blue ocean, while its long line is lost to the sight 
in the far-off north and south; of Mount St. Helen's to the south-
east, with its transcendent form of symmetry and grace; and of 
the valleys of Napa, Sonoma, Los Guillicos, Petaluma, Santa 
Rosa., and that of Russian River, threaded by its silver stream, 
all unrolled below and presenting a continuous picture of bright 
verdure, broken only by oce¡isÍonal deep shades of relieving 
forests. 
From Godwin's Peak to Little Sulphur Creek—a mountain 
trout stream of considerable size, two miles from the Peak and 
six from the Geysers—the road has a rapid descent. And 
thence to Ray's, six miles farther, after a slight acclivity, i t bo-
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comea declivitous again, but with a general improvement of 
condition most acceptable to returning excursionists. We were 
glad to exchange wearied nags for our buggy and fresh horses, 
and with but little delay were soon making good speed along 
the bowling greens seen from the top of the mountain; and 
over which, ere long, a railroad will probably convey the pas-
senger still more fleetly from the Russian River region to Peta-
luma. The distance from Petaluma to the Geysers is fifty miles. 
Returnhi^ to San Franci-L-o by the üi-.-.t tiay'n .-tc,ir..cr. pas-
senger ship tbr .Ilonohilu \vu.~ Joinni ready t«j sai], 1 forth-
with went abiiiird. Uut as. on my return to San KraneiáCO 
from the Hawaiian Island-s, an op]>urtunity wa? afforded to visit 
the Valley and Falls of Yo-Semito, it is deemed be¿r, for the 
sake of connection, to "out here upon the record what I saw of 
them. 
C H A P T E K X X V I I I . 
ROUTE TO THE TO-SEMITE TALLE Y—STOCKTON—KSIGHT'S FERRT—STANISLAUS R I T E K — 
TÜOLCJLNE R I V E E — D O N PEDRO'S BAR—COCLTERTILLE—CHINESE IMMIGRATION. 
NEAULT every country can boast of some great attraction in 
nature or art inviting the investigations of the learned, or the 
transient observations of the passing tourist. The disinterred 
remains of the buried past, the crumbling monuments of anti-
quity, and the imperishable proofs of its genius and power, have 
caused Egypt and Europe to be tracked for centurie.s by the 
footsteps of the curious. While the highlands of Scotia; the 
vales of fair Italia, looking on which.'; full flashes on the soul the 
light of ages;" and the grand old mountains of Switzerland, 
the unsealed fortresses of freedom wrapped in everlasting snows, 
and shaking from brow and shoulder the avalanche and the me)' 
de glace, the coronet and robe of grandeur and might, with tran-
quil valleys sleeping at their feet lulled by the music of count-
less waterfalls—the commingled mv=teries of the sublime and 
beautiful—have awakened the enthusiasm of travellers, and in-
spired the pen of genius to record the strange companiou=liip 
and the so verei crntv of nature. 
Europe may well rejoice iu its scenery, as well as in its civ-
ilization. But the Creator has placed elsewhere also, in this 
great world of ours, the proofs of His Power, and annual dis-
coveries in this latest of territorial acquisitions show that Cali-
fornia is not left without these voiceless teachers of truth. 
Among these is the Yo-Sem-i-te Valley in Mariposa County, 
among the foot-hills of the western slope of the Sierra Xevada, 
two hundred and fifty-two miles from San Francisco. The route 
to^it from that city is by steamer one hundred and twenty-fire 
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miles to Stoclôion, a flourislnng to-svii of ibur tliousaScl inliabi-
taiits in tlic interior on a slougli of the eastern arm of San Joa-
quin, tlie second river in size and importance of tlie State; 
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thence by stage-coach to Coulterville, or to Mariposa, or to Big 
Oak Flat, at which places the public conveyanec stops, and 
another must he sought. The Coultervillo route is preferable 
for economy of time, cost, distance, and for greater co^ifort. 
Starting from Stockton at C A. M:, an hour after our arrival 
by the boat, with a fine team of horses, fair samples of Califor-
nia size, speed, and bottom, we travelled first east by south, 
and then east-southeast, over an extensive tract of bottom lands 
of alluvial deposit, bearing abundant testimony of rich growth*. 
Seventeen miles of unpaved road, parched, cracked, and dusty, 
in the long summer dronght,-brought us to a rolling and less 
fertile district, with fewer evidences of thrifty husbandry; and 
at thirty-six miles from Stockton we came to KnigMs Ferry, a 
town of about a thousand inhabitants, at "which a fine bridge is 
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thrown over the Stanislaus River, the clear waters of which 
from the Sierra, flow over a roclcy bed onward to the San Joa-
quin to be lost in its ever turbid current. 
Abandoned diggings, sluices, flumes, gravel banks, and 
heaps of boulders, showed how diligent had been the search for 
gold in this vicinity. Beyond the river the country is still more 
rugged, the road to the Crimea House on Kentucky Ranche 
fourteen miles from the ferry, being skirted for a long distance 
by upheaved laminated rocks of various sizes, looking like tomb-
stones of a vast cemetery, some as i f designating the graves of 
giants, while-others modestly marked the resting places of in-
fancy. From the Crimea House the coach continued on the 
main stage-route in a northeast direction to Sonora, while wc in 
a small mud-wfigon took a soutlicast coursOj passing over a 
much more hilly country, and crossing the beds of many email 
streams which have existence only in the rainy seasons. A t 
ten miles from the Crimea IFouso we reached the Tuolumne 
River, heading in the Sierra and ilowirig west to the San Joa-
quin of which i t is one of the largo branches. The little t o ™ 
of Don Pedro's Bar has grown up at this crossing from placer 
and river mining, which, not being among the most profitable of 
such operations, is chiefly in the hands of Chinamen; andas 
they were seen shovelling, and rocking their cradles on the river 
banks and shoals, for the discarded remnants of wealth borne 
away by more fortunate enterprise, a curious fellow-traveller 
inquired whether the river had given their integument, or it 
had given the river, a dingy hue ? From the Tuolumne River 
the road is more mountainous, frequent foot-hill spurs being en-
countered stretching westwardly from the Nevada and giving 
steep ascents to climb, and gorges and ravines to be threaded by 
narrow defiles, or turned by tedious windings, for fourteen miles 
to Coiãtcrville, where wc arrived at 9 r. M.—in fifteen hours 
from Stockton—distance seventy-four miles. 
At Coulter's Hotel wc were received, in the absence of the 
host, by a fine specimen of young America but thirteen years 
old, who registered our names, ordered supper, and showed us 
to our chambers, with remarkable intelligence, and much more 
politeness than is usually observed by older employés of these 
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frontier caravansaries; in which mankind arc regarded, as a live 
lumbcrj -without feeling or claim to comfort, and under an obli-
gation to submit to rudeness, neglect, and extortion. The town, 
situated in a wild mountain gorge, whore gold was found as 
early as 1849, has three or four hundred inhabitants, exclusive 
of Chinese, of whom there are about as many more, in and 
around it , engaged in sand washing with cradle ami sluice, 
along the little creek that Hows through the gulch. 
Public opinion here, as in other parts of the State, is divided 
in regard to the character of Chinamen, and the desirabicness 
of their immigration. "While some Americans denounce them 
as petty thieves, and otherwise troublesome interlopers whose 
notions and habits are at variance with those of the whites, and 
whoso inferiority of race unfits them for social and .political 
equality, others contend that among them are to be found nu-
merous and remarkable examples of probity and intelligence, 
and that in the general their morals are not of a lower grado 
than those of other immigrants, while the vices in which they 
indulge a7-e not more degrading, and the crimes of which they 
are guilty are neither as atrocious nor brutal as those perpetrated 
by Europeans and Americans. Perhaps, from natural organiza-
tion, the Chinaman is neither as capable of touching as low a 
degree of debasement as the Caucasian, nor, on the other hand, 
of mounting to the same height of moral and intellectual excel-
lence. There are between forty and fifty thousand Chinese in 
California, and their proportion of criminals in the Penitentiary 
is less than that of the white population. 13ut this fact is 
merely sufficient to warrant a conclusion of comparativo convic-
tions, not of actual crirninality. 
Chinese labor certainly constitutes a prominent element in 
the development and promotion of the material interests of this 
State. Unlike the Caucasian, the Chinaman must work or 
starve. No provisions of corporate charity, sectarian benevo-
lence, or more enlarged associate philanthropy, are made for 
him, and <£ root pig or die " becomes the law of his denizenship. 
The avenues of most profitable and honorable employment and 
enterprise arc, except to a limited extent in the field of com-
merce in San Francisco, closed to him by the jealousies of the 
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dominant race, so that lie falls of necessity into the hiatus of 
hardship, ivheve other productive industry wi l l not come, and 
•whichj but for him, would be left unhlled. Tims he beeomçs 
the honse servant, the held and vineyard hand, the general la-
borer or Asiatic Irishman, the follower in the wake of the white 
minor who has appropriated the golden nuggets, and discarded 
impoverished sands; and he rc-digs abandoned placers, and 
drains and washes neglected river-beds, seeking industriously 
their scattered and less valuable deposits, which, in the aggre-
gate, however, contribute largely to the moneyed wealth of the 
State. For, by the payment of passenger fare to and. from Cal-
ifornia, of freight of Chinese supplies through American ship-
pers, and of their import duty, of steamboat and coacli fare to 
the interior, along many of the routes of which they are the 
greater number of stage travellers; their outlays for transpor-
tation of goods by wagons, for State license of four dollars per 
month each for the privilege of mining, for house and land rent 
to American owners, and for provisions to farmers—for these 
purposes currency is given to a large amount of gold, whicli, 
but for Chinamen, would lie useless in gorge and stream. But 
although these facts would seem to indicate the impolicy of 
overlooking the general results of labor, however.applied, in the 
nart'ow con tempi adon of temporary selfish intcrestSj there is 
another view of this question of Chinese immigration of far 
higher importance to the race into whose "hands this fair land 
has fallen, which should not be disregarded, and that is, how far 
i t w i l l comport with the preservation of that highest type of 
mankind, with the protection of its exalted physical and mental 
attributes, to concede equal political privileges to the eastern 
Asiatics with whom the American lias now been brought face 
to lace, who could spare to California more millions of peo-
ple than the population of the United States, and not be sensi-
ble of the loss; and who, thus becoming the governing class, 
and through a consequent social equality the producers for a 
time of a hybrid race, would finally, by an inevitable law com-
ing of numerical strength, extinguish every trace of the nobler 
type of man. With this nobler type now rests the determina-
tion of his owii future destiny, and the preservation of his pu-
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rity and exaltation, by disregarding a false liumanitarianism 
and a fanaticism "wliicli impugn the distinctions of the Creator, 
and h j the adoption and enforcement of laws for their protec-
tion. A commercial intercourse mutually advantageous to 
China and Caiiforníaj and to some extent industrial interchanges, 
may take place compatibly with a justly administered natural 
law of self-preservation. I3ut if, as appears to bo the fact now, 
differences of opinion are to exist among'Californians in regard 
to the status of the Chinaman, a question might he put here of 
equivalent import with that especially interesting to another 
part of America, i . e. i f the white race eanno't agree about the 
negro, wi l l i t ever be able to agree wit/ t him? 
Coulterville is the tormimis of the public stage Hue, and the 
tourist must here seek other means of getting on to the Yo-
Sem-i-tc. Fortunately ho wil l find hero excellent horses at the 
liveiy-stablo of JVTcssrs. Smith & Scott—just and reliable per-
sons—who furnished me a suitable outfit, and all the informa-
tion necessary to make a safe and satisfactory trip. True, i t 
was discouraging to learn from a returned excursionist, that the 
homicido of an Indian by a white settler in the neighborhood 
of the valley, and a manifestation of hostile intentions on the 
part of the tribe, had induced the whites to leave the two houses 
kept therefor the accommodation of visitors. But Mr. Thomas 
W. Long, a resident of Coiüterville, and a fearless son of the 
" old Kentucky Statd," experienced in frontier life, kindly offer-
ing to accompany me, i t was determined to go forward and feel 
the way, and next morning we started to make an easy day's 
ride to the stopping place for the first night—" Black's." 
Our east by north road was ascending from Coulterville, 
eighteen hundred feet above the sea-level, to the Yo-Semite, 
which is said to be twenty-three hundred feet above the sea. 
Five saw-mills within seven miles of Coulterville, furnish four 
millions of feet of lumber annually for the supply of the Tuo-
lumne and Merced Yalloys. A t ten miles a trail alone marked 
our route, and that in places was quite indistinct. A t twelve 
miles from Coulterville there is a " cavo " about a hundred yards 
to the left of the path, which would scarcely be considered such 
but for the close board fence that shuts in its front, and gives to 
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its interior the necessary "d im religious light," on wliioli some 
sensationol guide-book yet to be printed wi l l go into raptures, 
to lighten the purses of California tourists. A short distance 
beyond the trail enters a dense forest of fine timber, seen also 
skirting the road in places before reaching tliis point; and wind-
ing over steep rocky hills for more than a mile? a slightly roll-
ing surface was reached, covered with trees twined with vines, 
and sheltering a thick undergrowth. Pines, stately and straight, 
still clinging to their favorite green, stood round, mingling with 
lordly oaks clad in the yellow and imt-brown foliage of autumn; 
with dogwood and wild honeysuckle dressed in gayer hues of 
scarlet and crimson; while crystal rivulets leaped across, or ran 
murmuringly by our pathway, courting a willing admiration of 
their wild music, and tempting, too, the thirsty palate. 
A t seventeen miles from Ooultorvillo a pretty glen, sur-
rounded by pine-covered hills, was reached, two narrow defiles 
opening into it from opposite directions. And near the border 
of a streamlet that seemed fondly to linger in the sequestered 
spot, so placid was its flow, wc found the unpretending but hos-
pitable house of Mr. Black, at which wc put up for the night. 
Here i t was ascertained that the To-Scmito Yallcy was de-
serted by white visitors, and that no persons were there but some 
straggling Indians of a Digger tribe, engaged in gathering tlicir 
winter subsistence of wild roots and acorns. The information 
previously received of the killing of an Indian, and the medi-
tated revenge of his friends upon the whites, was also confinned; 
hut i t was accompanied by the gratifying intelligence, that at the 
instance of an influential frontiersman they had been induced 
to await a promised trial and punishment of the offender by 
due process of law. Mv. Jílack haying been assured, by a 
friendly Indian, that under these circumstances no retaliation on 
the neighboring whites need bo feared for some time, we deter-
mined to continue our journey; and the proprietor of the first 
cabin built in the valley for the accommodation of visitors hav-
ing placed it at our disposal, wc hired a pack mule, and having 
procured of Mr. Black the necessary creature comforts of food 
and blankets for the trip, were cn route again early next morn-
ing for the great valley, with the addition to our company of 
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anotíier Kentucky^ volunteer, Mr. James Lamb, whose laiowl-
edge of tins region and its native tribes ivas a guarantee of 
safety, and who proved an adept in managing the domestic 
economy of our future cabin household. 
I t cannot be denied that the charge of unjust and cruel 
treatment of the Indian race by our countrymen is truthfully 
made. Inferior to us in blood, in culture, and in power, the 
original possessors of the land, and ever ready to extend the 
hand of hospitality and friendship to the stranger who came to 
them in the spirit of peace seeking benefits; sufferers, too, from 
the vices of civilization, more studiously taught to them than 
its virtues, they deserve at our hands as a people, an extension of 
the most benign policy, and individiiaHy protection, charity, and 
mercy; instead of which tlicy are the victims of systematic fraud, 
persecution, and frequent atrocity, rapidly loading to their ex-
termination. The murder of an Indian at the hands of a white 
man, i f not magnified into a merit, receives no punishment; 
but the killing of a white man by an Indian, whatever the mit-
igating circumstances, calls for tlte blood of the oifender, and 
brings a new curse upon his tribe; while the kidnapping of 
Indian children and selling them to service in California, has 
been made the subject of newspaper comment in San Francisco, 
and they arc sometimes seen unaccountably in domestic 'em-
ployment, the stealing and carrying off of a white child by 
the Sioux or Chippewas, iills the whole land with lamentation, 
and calls for a Presidential decree, sacrificing a hecatomb of 
human victims. Shall we continue thus indifferent to the in-
culcations of justice and mercy, and wilfully incur the retribu-
tion which in some form or other will surely follow ? 
Our route from Black's was up Bull Run, well known as the 
old Indian trail to the Mono Lake region, on an important£< di-
vide," more easily travelled in winter and earlier ia spring than 
others on which the snow is heavier and lies longer. À short 
distance brought us to a deep gorge between ridges, covered 
with pitch and sugar pine, the latter so called from its yielding 
a sugar of turpentine, which is both purgative and diuretic, 
cedar and black oak timber, charred bark of stand big trees, 
many black and fallen trunks, and the ashy earth'swept of un-
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dergrowtb and grass, showing tlio wide desolation resulting from 
careless camp-fires. The feet of the ridges were washed by a 
clear, cold stream, that ran flashing ovèr a smooth and continu-
ous rock channel, along which we passed hctweèix four and five 
railes, whence a less precipitous and wider avenue led to Deer 
Flat, six miles from Black's, a prairie level of about two hun-
dred acres, with a log cabin, shovel, pick and pan, indicating a 
miner's residence. Half obliterated blazes marked the trail be-
yond, which passed, six miles further, over a shaded hazel-green, 
and which soon became rugged, and wound tortuously among 
ridges, heading ravines, and passing over low hills, but -with a 
gradual ascent, until, seventeen miles from Black's, we reached 
the highest altitude between Coulterville and the To-Semite, 
whence can be seen the white cliffs fifty miles distant, marking 
the head of the Stanislaus River in the Sierra Kevada; and, 
where the timber allows, the course of that river, and the di-
viding ridge between it and the Tuolumne River. A mile fur-
ther brought us by a slight descent to a level of three or four 
hundred acres, called Crane Flat, where we procured grass and 
water for our horses, and where a little untenanted clapboard 
house, " pro bono publico," and a grove of pines and cotton-
woods, offered to ns the temptation to rest and lunch. 
A splendid forest of pines, both pitch and sugar, firs, cedars, 
and black oaks, overshadowed the trail beyond, many of the 
former lifting their heads two hundred and fifty feet above us, 
their massive trunks of seven and eight feet diameter, standing 
as straight as monumental shafts. The beauty and grandeur 
of these trees are marvellous, and yet I am told by my compan-
ions, that thus far we have but entered the vestibule of the great 
forest temple, which California for ages has been building for 
the worshippers of these giant monarchs of vegetable nature. 
I t is painful to witness the ravages of fire, commonly" the conse-
quence of neglect to extinguish that which cheered a night's 
bivouac, and sometimes of purpose to uncover hidden game, on 
this magnificent timber. Often a blackened and limbless trunk 
was seen standing like an iron column of incomparable propor-
tions. A n d then again a shaft prouder than Pompey's pillar, 
whose root alone the same destroyer had touched with wither-
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ing blight, dropping its bark and branches, and bleached by tho 
aun, from which no friendly foliage now screens it, lifting on 
high its seeming marble to perpetuate its own great memory. 
While occasionally tho scene was made instructivo by one of 
these voiceless types of majesty, sapped by natural decay, fold-
ing around itsolf an evergreen winding-sheet of moss, to tell 
that though material forms may change, elementary life docs 
not perish, and thus reminding the passer-by of the " mortal 
that must put on immortality." 
The trail from Crane Flat continued very tortuous, and the 
trees along it wore frequently RCCJI to bear the nearly obliterated 
crucial blaze of the old Mexican pioneers. The undergrowth, 
too, in many placea was observed to bo flattened and matted to-
gether so closely by the weight of winter snows, as to form per-
fect shelters for wild nnimals, and such dangerous coverts for 
tho dreaded grizzly, that they are often designedly burnt along 
tho lino of the trail, to get rid of their fierce denizens. 
About eight miles from Crane Flat, and three from the high-
est point of tho trail, and fifty or sixty yards to the right of i t , 
tho first glimpso is caught, through an opening in the trees, of 
the Yo-Semite Ynlley in the distance; A sensational writer, 
after the fashion of eastern guide-book authors, calls this the 
" Stand-Point of Silence;" but, as i f to contradict his own des-
ignation of the spot, he seems to have fallen into quite a foqua-
dous fit of rapturo over it. Tho truth is, i hat at the distance, 
none of tho grand features of the scene are visible—the valley 
appeal's to bo nothing but a vast misshapen cleft in the earth's 
surface, and rather calculated to disappoint expectation. I t is 
a mistake to strive to manufacture a preliminary enthusiasm 
and Rontiment over it . The 'Yo-Scmito should be left to create 
its own impressions on the mind and soul when they come, as 
they will in duo lime, within its mysterious inlluence. " Good 
wine needs no bush." "We were aware of tho importance of 
reaching our destination before nightfall, and the knowledge of 
the many miles yet to bo travelled warned us not to linger on 
tho wayside. Two miles further brought us to a headlong and 
sparkling little mountain-stream called Cascade Number One, 
and another milo to Cascade Number Two, which raced over its 
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rocky bed i f eager to reach first the Merced River, for which 
wo were all bound, though not exactly by the anmo route. Hc-
yond a rugged little elevation, we came again on a level (rail 
which soon forked, a finger-board telling us that the left led to 
the Mono Lake gold district, fifty or pixty miles to the north-
east, while the other, a half milo further, brought us to the 
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commencement of tlie steep descent into the cliasm wo liad been 
long and weariedly seeking. And here we realized the fact that 
the Yo-Semite was not a valley of gracefully curving and sloping 
boundaries, a waving tracery of verdure, but an awful cleft of the 
earth, ten miles long, of varying depth from three thousand to five 
thousand feet, whose perpendicular granite walls, so near were 
they, looked as i f about to rermitc and close the vast terrestrial 
crevice, into whose dark depths we peered in vain for the revelation 
of its wonderful creation. This colossal cañón can be entered 
readily only at one point at its cast end, and from cither side of 
its western outlet. .As we came to i t upon the Coulterville trail, 
we made the descent from the north side. The patli is wind-
ing and precipitous, the angle of inclination being not less than 
thirty degrees, and in many places as great as forty-five. Nearly 
all explorers dismount and walk, as well for personal safety as 
to relieve their horses from the distressing shoulder-weight of 
their burdens. Half way down, a main fork of the Merced 
River, which for ages has flowed through the valley, is heard 
lifting its wild music from its bed of giant boulders, as i f re-
joicing at its prospect of escape from prolonged imprisonment, 
to run through natural meadows a few miles to the west, whose 
wild luxuriance is their smile of welcome to its coming. Two 
miles of descent brought us to the bottom of the abyss, which 
shall be described as i t unfolded itself in our further progress; 
its physical features as these may be presented by language, not 
the impressions of its inconceivable sublimity, which can be 
written upon the soul only by the wondrous manifestations hero 
displayed of Almighty Power. 
C H A P T E R X X I X . 
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ABKIVED at the foot of the trail, down which so rapid is the 
declivity that i t is difficult to avoid running—a pace that'would 
be indulged in with the certainty of a ilyiug leap over the cli if 
that borders one side of the Ecrpcntine path—a river is seen 
malting its escape through a narrow gorge to the right, whilo 
to the left, so Kttlc north of cast that i t may with sufficient pre-
cision be said eastward, the valley of Yo-Semite stretches in 
dim distance and perspective for ten miles, with a varying width 
of from three-quarters of a mile to one and a half. But in con-
sequence of the mountain height of its perpendicular granite 
walls, the valley really appears to he but a few hundred yards 
wide. Its level floor spread with a carpet of wild grass, and 
adorned with groves of pine, iir, alder, oak, cedar, cotton-wood, 
willow, and ash, is threaded throughout its entire length by a 
stream, clear and cool, from the snow fountains of the Sierra 
jNevada—a mirror in whose crystal dejHhs the bold features of 
Burroundmg grandeur arc reflected with wondrous distinctness; 
while every blade of grass that borders its banks, and. the over-
hanging boughs, seem pencilled on its transparent bosom. 
One of the first objects arresting the attention on reaching 
the foof! of the valley by the north trail, is the waterfall nearly 
opposite on the south side, called, not inappropriately, " Bridal 
Veil ." I t is also known, by those who prefer the Indian no-
menclature for the chief objects of interest here, as the " Pohono 
Fall," from an evil spirit supposed to exercise a malign power 
over a little stream of the same name that rises ten or twelve 
miles to the southward, and, crossing the Mariposa trail, hurries 
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on to form tliife waterfall, by leaping over the edge of tlic 
cliff, pitching its continuons JCIB downward nine luindred and 
fifty feet, that breale into mist and ilo.it like waves of gauze 
to the rocks beuoatli, wkick kavc for ages been gradually lift-
ing higher their colossal abutment to meet the falling spray. 
Tlio avalanche of foam at first plunges with arrowy speed, then 
seeing to rest an instant, then starts again on ita fiight; clothed, 
too, iti varying tints, as eunskinc painta the rainbow on the 
fleecy drapery, or shade reveals its eiiowy purity. "Wondrous 
as is this magic veil, yet is there a fascination in the majestic 
rocks which look down from their gray heights upon this scone 
mvnit Rcrsr. 
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oí' bounty, tlmt draws tho gaze upward to tlieir etorn and »n-
iiiovcd features. 
POfiOKO—OB BIUDAL-TEM- F A I . U 
A sltort diataiico weat of the waterfall etands a bold cono of 
granite nearly tlireo thousand feet high, like a watch-tower at 
tho entrance of tho valley. And near it to the cast ia a perpen-
dicular blttff two thousand nine hundred feet high, crowned 
with spires and minarets several hundred feet higher, giving a 
tapering grnco and architectural finish to the grand Bubstruc-
turo. Tho special names applied to these by somo tourists are 
in bad taste. To call tho whole group "The Cathedral Rocks" 
is suflicicnt to distinguish them from others of like interest. 
On the north side of the valley, opposite to tho Bridal Veil, 
is a truncated mountain of granito three thousand six hundred 
feet high, projecting boldly beyond tho general line of tho val-
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ley wall. I t is massively buttressed, and standing at it« foot 
and looking up at its stern brow, it seems as i f about to plunge 
forward and fill up the vast chasm at itn foot. Tho size of 
" Tu-toch-ah-nu-lah," or " El Capitou," as it is also called—tho 
captain of the grand array of columns that uphold tho northern 
wall of tho valley—may be judged of by tho fact that it occu-
pied a quarter of an horn- to ride at a brisk trot round its base. 
The mercantile marine of America, England, and France could 
bo loaded with its debris, and the tonnage of the world could 
not carry El Capitán itself. 
-.-'.".--íVV ^ I ^ i 
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Tho trail abovo this point leads to tho river, -which is enwaed 
by ford or ferry according to the stage of water. " Tho slmdes) 
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of night wore falling fast" when we reached it, and wo notified 
our wearied nags by a reminder of the spur that, further partic-
ular observations would bo deferred until another day. As 
darkness gathered its deeper folds within the depth profound 
along which wo sought our way in Rome perplexity, the kindly 
stars phone forth with unwonted brilliancy, and the brow of the 
valley, darkly outlined against the azure sky, became radiant 
with a jewelled coronet. A fire-glow in (he. distance, and then 
the wavy line of burning grass, gave notice that Indians were 
in the valley clearing the ground, the more readily to obtain 
their winter supply of acorns and wild sweet potatoe root— 
" huclilmu." This unwelcome discovery was soon after con-
finned by lhe barking of dogs, that came echoing from the walls 
of Ibis grand corridor in startling reverberations. Then we 
came to eanip-fircs, and blanketed warriors, squaws, and pap-
poosep, standing and squatting around thcra j their swarthy feat-
ures discolored with ashes, in token of mourning for the mur-
dered member of their tribe. Silent and unmoved, they scarcely 
gave sign of noticing our intrusion. A hundred yards from 
thciv bark and brush lodges, stood the cabin of which we were 
to be the occupants during our stay in the valley—a rude clap-
board frame of two rooms, liberally ventilated by defective car-
pentry'—the hastily-abandoned cooking utensils, table, benches, 
and imbedded bedstead, of which, with a few other traps, we 
found to have been undisturbed by the untutored savages with-
out; an immunity that perhaps would not have been conceded 
to them by civilized barbarians, under like circumstances of des-
titution and provocation. I t was an omen of good neighbor-
hood, which we sought to strengthen by smoking the calumet 
of peace, and bestowing a few favors in return for information 
of a suitable meadow.in which to picket our horses, and for 
wood, and a fagot from their camp-fire wherewith to make our 
own. Coflee, slapjacks, and broiled ham passed rapidly through 
lho process of cooking to that of digestion, which did not wait 
long on tho mountain appetite, coming of our rough ride of 
thirty miles from Block's—our stopping-place the night before— 
to the foot of tho valley, and six miles beyond to the cabin. 
And then, wrapped in. our blankets, wo laid down to sleep; 
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and then, to dream; and such dreams 1 Of canons, and cata-
ract?, and eoppcr-sUiml Jívit this is to bo a narrativo of what 
I saw, not what I fancied. 
We rose with the dawn; that is, with the dawn that cam o 
down into tho deep valley, while the first rays of the rising eun 
were tipping with nulimiee thcRpíroHaml pinnacles arourçd, which 
ecoincd to bo lifted into mid-heaven to catch tho first coming of 
the glorious emanation. A little to tho west of north " Elcacha" 
raised ils three cones, called " Tho Tlireo lirothcra," three thou-
sand four liumhed and thirty-seven feet, to receive their golden 
crowns. While to the south, hnmedintely behind our cabin, 
j 3 -i- •••urñ 
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" E l Sentinel," a symmetrical needle of granito standing like a 
lone sentry on a battlement three thousand two hundred and 
Bcventy feet high, keeping his watch and ward of unknown ages, 
welcomed the warm glow of morning that chased the clouds 
of mist, which rolled upward to his brow from the matchless 
watcrfalj of the " Yo-Scmitc," on the opposite side of the val-
Ef. SENTINEL. 
ley. Just oast of that •waterfall another spire, three thousand 
two 1 inn d red feet high, was also burnished by the first rays of 
tko still unseen sun. 
Despatching our morning meal, cooked by a camp-fire of 
grateful warmth to us in the cool atmosphere of this mountain 
region, and saddling up for our day's work, wo started for the 
waterfall in view, the point of interest next in the order of the 
ascending scries. The valley was crossed from the south to the 
north sido by fording the stream meandering through it. In 
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autumn this may bo done in several places, but not when it is 
swollen by winter rains or the spring thaw. To approach near 
enough to realize the great height from which the water leaps, 
wo were compelkxl to dismount and clamber for some distance 
over huge rocies that had from time to time fallen from the cliffs 
above. 
The Yo-Semlte waterfall and the valley aro so called from 
the tribe of Indians formerly occupying this district of country. 
The name is said by some to niean Great Water, I t lias been 
attempted recently by fastidious etymologists to show that Yo-
Jlamite was the name of the tribe, who alono for a timo arc 
supposed to have known, and to have held the key of entrance 
to the valley. But the designation Yo-Semite given by the 
first white explorers who visited, i t , appears to be too firmly fixed 
on the public mind to bo unsettled. Nor, so far as I can ascer-
tain, arc there any sufiicicnt reasons why it should be ehanged, 
while conscrpiont confusion and uncertainty should forbid the 
attempt. On the score of euphony nothing would be gained by 
the chancee. 
The stream which forms this waterfall heads in the Sierra 
Nevada, nearly twenty-five miles oil"; and although in the dry 
season it dwindles to a brooklet, forming in truth but an insig-
nificant cascade in volume, yet when in full flow in winter and 
spring, and even in June, as I am assured by. one of my com-
panions who has several times crossed, it , i t is fordablo with diffi-
culty, and pitches a torrent over the precipice, forming an unri-
valled cataract. I t is not by a single bound that the flashing 
sheet of foam roaches the valley that clothed in beauty wel-
comes the sparkling tribute. First plunging perpendicularly 
fourteen hundred and ninety-seven feet, it then rushes madly 
through a cafion having an angle of fifty degrees, and a total 
perpendicular of four hundred and sixty-two feet more; and as 
i f impatient of partial restraint, i t leaps ngain at another bound 
of five hundred and eighteen feet into a rock-walled basin, 
whence floats on the undulating air the wild music of its rejoic-
ing to a whispering gallery in the vaulted cliff, which echoes it 
with startling distinctness. 
There is some diversity of statement about the height of this 
a 
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and oilier objects of interest in this valley. The measurements 
here given are taken from the record kept at the valley. Mr. 
Long, one of my companions on this excursión, who was for-
merly engaged in surveying this and neighUoving counties, con-
siders thorn correct. The whole height of the Yo-Semite water-
fall thus given, is two thousand four hundred and seventy-seven 
feet. But it should bo said that Mr. Hutchings, in his published 
" Scenes in California," states the height to be two thousand 
five hundred and forty-eight feet. Either measurement makes 
i t the highest watei'fidl known. The cascade of Orco,in the 
Alps, having the greatest fall of which we have any record, has 
a less height by seventy-seven feet than the least measurement 
given of the Yo-Scmite, while that of JSvanson, also in the Alps, 
is only twelve hundred feet high; the Falls o f Tequendama, on 
the Itivcr Funza, near the plain of Santa líe de Bogota, but 
five hundred and seventy-four; and that first discovered by 
Gonzalo Pizarro in his famous expedition to Quito, on the Jiiver 
Na/pO) a tributary of the Amazon, rising near the volcano Co-
topaxi, in Ecuador, and heretofore considered the highest in the 
western hemisphere, but twelve hundred feet high. I n regard 
to the last-mentioned estimated height of the FaUs of Napo, i t 
may be added that Mr. Prcscott, in a note to his." History of the 
Conquest of Peru," says in reference to i t , that he t£ finds noth-
, ing to confirm or to confute the account of this 'stupendous cat-
aract in later travellers, not very numerous in these wild regions. 
The alleged height of the falls, twice that of the great cataract 
of the Tequendama in the Bogota, as measured by Humboldt, 
usually esteemed the highest in America, is not so great as that 
of some of the cascades thrown over the precipices in Switzer-
land. Yet the estimates of the Spaniards, who, in the gloomy 
state of their feelings, were doxibtlcss keenly alive to impressions 
of the sublime and the terrible, cannot safely be relied on." 
Until the yet untrodden solitudes of the Himalayas shall 
reveal a loftier claim to distinction, the Yo-Semite waterfall 
may at least be recognized as entitled to the palm of altitude, 
however inferior to Niagara in might and majesty. And yet 
there is a sense of the vast and infinite, as well as of the tran-
scendently beautiful, realized by the mind when gazing on the 
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long lino of ílasliing foam that seems to slioot from the vaulted 
iirmament, ami sparkles with countless gems ; and which touches 
the yallcy's skirt only to mount in clouds of silvery spray, that 
falls again in misty baptism upon the emerald scene below. 
Passing up the valley, its granite wall, having a gray color 
in somo places, especially on the south side, is nearly white in 
others. This is more marked on the north side, which is exposed 
to the direct rays of the sun. Everywhere i t is veined with 
water-marks by melting snow rills holding discoloring sub-
stances in solution, so that, in places, i t may be comp;ired to the 
marbled facing of a vast uncovered corridor. Three miles east 
of pur cabin, and nine miles from where we entered the valley, 
or great cauon, as i t deserves to he considered, i t forks; or per-
haps i t would be more correct to say, that at this point i t ap-
pears to be formed of two canons of less size, which, running in 
different directions, converge here. One of these comes from 
the northeast, the other from the southeast by east; but the lat-
ter, after having a short distance up received another cailon 
coming from the south, which is thus designated, changes its 
own direction and assumes that of the main canon or valley, 
running ffom the east by north, being in general grandeur of 
features, extent^ and interest, as well as in direction, the repre-
sentative aud continuation of the main cafion. 
Just before reaching the entrance of the northeast caiton, in 
passing up the valley, the north wall is seen spanned by a ma-
jestic arch, of perhaps fifteen hundred feet radius; and beyond, 
at the exact point of divergence of the gorge, an immense semi-
circular pilaster of granite nearly three thousand feet high, 
stands like a mighty pillar to support, with the arch near by, the 
peerless Worth Dome, towering above in symmetrical grace and 
grandeur to the height of three thousand seven hundred and 
twenty-nine feet. The proudest dome of religious power, that 
of St. Peter's, would fail to touch with its topmost cross lifted 
to four hundred and thirty feet, even tlio vaulted pediment on 
which that of the Yo-Semite stands in everlasting majesty: 
" Simple, erect, severe, unclianged, sublime— 
Slirinc of the Indian—temple of the gods 
To Tvhom lie bowed—spared and blest by time; 
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Looking tranquillity, while falls or nods 
Arch, empire, each thing roimd thee, and man plods 
His way through thorns to ashes—glorious dome I 
Slmlt thou not Inst? Time's scythes and tyrant's rods 
Sball shiver on thee—sanctuary and home 
O f nature's sanctity—purer than lhat of lióme I " 
The nortUcast canon is five or six miles long, and has an av-
erage width of about half a mile; i t is through this cafion that 
Lhe shortest and host trail from Mariposa to the Mono Lake re-
gion lies. A small stream, rising twelve or fifteen miles toward 
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the Sierra, comes down the gorge, and is the north branch of 
the middle fork of the Merced River, which flows through the 
main valley. This north branch forms a picturesque little 
"Mirror Lake," a short distance before reaching the mouth of 
the northeast cañón. I t is near this miniature lake that the 
best view can be had of the " Semi-Dome of Tissaack," which 
faces on the southeast the entrance of this cañón, and looks as 
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if .1 mountain of granito, liigher than Monte ^Diablo the 3ono 
monavcli of Contra Costa, lifting its head of iiitjicn'.slml)^! rock 
four tliousaml nine hunclrcd and pixl-y-sevon fed, oven into (he 
clouds, had been riven from summit to biiRc, and one-half re-
moved, leaving the other standing, clear, cold, stately, stupen-
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dous; the most wonderful of all monuments of the massive 
masonry of creation. When you behold the clouds flitting 
across ita changeless face, far below its bold and barren brow*, 
you realize its loftiness; but its own voice of powor^ that calls 
back in tones of thunder the peals of the tempest, and repeats 
the prolonged reverberations of answering peaks, alone can tell 
the vnFtncRS of its strange sublimity. There shall i t stand and 
gaze while time may last, into 
The Miiror LHUP, TIIKTC slam and moiiiitains view 
T!\c at illness of their grandeur, ¡nid the line 
InipemliaW)' pure Uiyond all tilings below, 
Trucnd in the crystal wnvc of cold Nevada's snow. 
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When nliout ío pnss from the lio.ifl o f Mio great valley or 
cafioii into tin other bnmcli, tlie ¿oulhoast caflon, one cannot, fail 
to have his attention nrrcsled by tho immenso bluíT forming tho 
fiouth wall ; rising lo tho ^rcat altitude o f four thoimnd four 
humlrod aiul oi^hfy-foiu- feet, B i i p p o r l o i l hy an unbroken, R i n o o t h , 
and in many places polishrd abut menl., itself having a height of 
two thonpaiul five hundred feet, an anglo o f elevation of at least 
seventy degree?, and an extent in tho direction of tho valley o f 
a mile. Tahen in connection with the North Dome and tho 
Semi-Dome of Ti^sanek, these three objects, arranged round the 
head o f the great valley, f o r m perhaps, as a distinct class, the 
most striking features of this wonderful panorama of nature. 
On entering the southeast canon, a continuation is found of 
the level meadow spread across tho main valley, presenting al-
most a park-like appearance in places, from the clusters of tree?, 
especially along the banks of tho middle fork of the Merced 
Eiver which ilows down this cafíon. Horses must hero bo teth-
ered ; and fortunato will he find himself who has been well-
trained to the rough pedestrianism of further exploration. Tho 
Merced, which wc have already seen receives a littlo tributary 
from the northeast canon called tho Nortli Branch, is joined also 
in tho southeast cafíon, a milo from its entranço, by a South 
Jjranch, which comes to it from that direction down a narrow, 
rocky, and almost impassnblo gorge, along which it rushes in 
wild tumult, after having plunged by an unbroken fall, accord-
ing to the valley record, of cloven hundred feet from the vertical 
cliifof the unsealed terminus of the chasm. This third waterfall 
of the scries, enumerated from the foot of the valley, is called tho 
"South Fall"—by some tho Indian name " Tooluluwach " is 
retained. 
Near to the confluence of flic South Branch with the Merced 
River, the southeast canon ehirtigcs its course and runs cast by 
north, the direction of the main valley, of which it is regarded 
as the continuation. It is but little over a half-tnilo wide at this 
point, walled in by mountain cliffs as elsewhere, and it dimin-
ishes rapidly in width to tho Vernal waterfall a mile further. 
Tho trail is steep, one thousand foot of elevation to the milo of 
distance, paved with boulders and fenced with fallen rocks, many 
4 SO YO-ñEMlTE 
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of them e.vccciliiig in weight the twenty-five thousand tonnngc 
of the Great Eastern ; eomo too, burdened with the names of 
wouUl-bc immortals—dolts still more leaden. 
Forest shaded, wild iind \aricd, 
The beauties nrc of this defile; 
And flowers there perfume the nir 
That never felt lite sun's warm smile : 
while the swift river speeds onward, flashing and foaming over 
its granito bed, a continuous rapid, Reeking with eager haste to 
join the sparkling streams that fling their crystal tribute into 
fiie vale below. The trail ijnallj' terminates at a narrow ledge 
running for a short distance along the face of the south wall of 
the cafion, and at a considerable height above the channel of the 
river; tin's leads to the foot of a perpendicular precipice over 
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which the " Venial Yn\{ " pitches its fleecy jota six hundred feet 
into a p e l l u c i d basin, clothed in hofiliiw; rainbows. The phowcrs 
n f ppvay, f a l l i n g p e r p e t u a l l y upon the B c n n t y soil around, Tiur-
tu rcH an endless verdure that lias pi ven the name to thia beauti-
ful w a t e r f a l l — 
"Tlmt mounlfl in pprny ilir: nkin, mid tlictiro tifím'u 
Hctiinis in nn tnicoasin^ ahowcr, winch roiuitl, 
With Us uncmptiod cloud (It gentío ruin, 
Is nil cfi'i'iial A])ril to llic fironiid, 
MalíiiifT il. nil onn ciiicraM—hnw profomul 
Tim gulf! and hnw thn giant clement 
From rock to rork leaps witli dcliiiona limiud, 
Crushing the clitTs, whidi, downward worn and rent 
"With his fierce footsteps, yield in chasms a fearful vent! " 
VERNAL FA L I -
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Hero would the footsteps of ihc explorer bo niTeslcd, hut that 
ladders have been erected which, with an intornicdiatc platform 
of the cliff, aflbrd the incana of Bcaling it, and looking in Bafely 
from behind a granite parapet down on the shadowy Pccne of 
the frightful abyss stretching in dim perspective beyond, 
NEVADA F A I . I , . 
I t must not be supposed that in eurmoimtrng this precipice 
the upper level has been attained. On the contrary a new scene 
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is unfolded fo the view, it secret oli.'inibcr whore worsliipjicrs at 
tbo inner K l i r i n c alono intrude ; wliose everlasting walla, crowned 
with beetling battlements, for unknown npea were uimcalcd pavo 
by (ho wild pymphony of the crashing cataract and tumultuons 
r:i])i(ls, w h i c h roll (heir notes of revelry o v e r peak ami pinnacie 
io cheer tlio c o m i n g o f lYcvada'H flood. 
Tln'ii upper gallery o f t h e canon h wider than tlyit pari 
t h r o u g h which it m u s t he reached. At ¡(s cas t end, lew* than a 
mile from the Vernal Fall, is nitualed (he "Nevada Fall," 
iurmed by (he middle fork of the Merced River, nsinr; in Lake 
Tehuayia in the Snowy Sierra, and casting its first triimto into 
the Valley o f Yo-Scmite at t i n s portal, over which it fchoots, 
rapid as the light, a sheet of foam, healing the air with dewy 
wing ere falling on its granite bed. As if to conimeinoriUo the 
grandeur of surrouudiug n a t u r e , a pyramid of two thousand feet 
Btands near the waterfall, by the .side of which tho largest of 
Egypt would sink into insigniiicanco. The laughing stream, 
broken into dimples by the sportive breath of its own zephyrs, 
hastens from its rocky basin, dashing over the massive frngnienta 
of mountain debris, and then darts through an exquisitely formed 
natural granite aqueduct, to spread itself like a floating apron of 
silver tissue over an inclined ¡dañe as i f of polished marble, down 
which i t glides into the placid bosom of a miniature lake; wheve, 
so tranquil ia its face, it secijia to sleep ero taking its "Vernal" 
leap and resuming its race in the canon below. 
Olí 1 thou Nevada ! in thy coolest wave, 
Of the most limpid crystal that wag cVr 
The haunt of Indian nymph, to gaze and lave 
With loved and loving Nature—thou dost rear 
Thy grassy hanks, whereon the ancient acor 
Sought I he Clroat Spirit in tho peaceful water— 
Gentle, serene of aspect, and most clear. 
May e'er thy river, m i profaned by fllnughter, 
Be mirrored bath fur Freedom's favored daughter ! 
The mysterious influence of this spot hold us with charmed 
spell, untii tho slanting beams of the setting sun touched but 
the summit of the great Pyramid with a departing glory, and 
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warned us to descend to the lower canon- before its fast coming 
twilight should deepen into night. 
As we sought our cabin in the bosom of the rallcy, the 
young moon arose to add her testimony to the unrivalled gran-
dour of Yo-Semite; crowning its domes with subdued radiance, 
tracing a silver cornice on its brow, and pouring a liquid light 
into its. depths to woo the spirit to a fitting worship. 
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TAKING leave of our dusky neighbors, who did not seolr, je t 
accepted with becoming spirit our surplus provisions, slowly 
and siidly wo passed down the valley—for here are the oracles 
of a higher wisdom than man's—and at early dawn sought the 
Mariposa trai), by which we proposed to return circuítously to 
Coultervillc, visiting the most rcmarltablo of tlie groves of Cali-
fornia Big Trees on the route. A t the perpendicular height of 
fifteen hundred feet in .nscending the Btecp acclivity, a fine view 
was afibrdod of the tout ensemble of Yo-Semite, and among 
these the /Soutk Do?ne} somo distance behind El Sentinel, appro-
priately so called because of its relative position to the others, 
and not visible at all from within the main valley. About four 
miles up the trail, "which skirts for a short distance the vast 
canon, the last and perhaps the most comprehensive view was 
obtained of this " temple not made with hands "-—whose tran-
scendent architecture of everlasting Avails and columns, spires 
and minarets, towers and domes, 
" Cimic of tlie fiat that gave instant birth 
To the fair sun and his attendant earth"— 
and among whose imperishable arches swell the mingling sym-
phonies of joyous floods, a ceaseless anthem at the shrine of 
Him who "hath made His •wonderful works to be remem-
bered." 
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About a mile beyond the point at •wbicli ivas taken tlte last, 
long, lingering look of tbis most marvellous FCCIIO, the trail 
crosses the Poliono Creek, rushing fleetly on to i v c a v c with mys-
torious art, in airy loom, the gauzy fabric of the " Bridal Veil ." 
The well-beaten trail was across the ridge dividing the South 
from the Middle Fork of the Merced River, and proceeded hi a 
Boulbwcstwardly direction up, down, and around secondary 
bills, covered with forests of magnificent timber that would, i f 
within water conveyance of the &ca, become a source of wcaUh 
to this State but little less valuable than its mines of gold. A t 
the eoimncnccmcnt of the route the Sierra Nevada w a s often 
ficen lifting its bleak and barren peak on high, patched even 
through summer boats with sbcUered FUOW drifts. Many grassy 
openings, (on, were seen in the wood-land; one of these known 
as the jfiig Mmâow, live miles from Poliono Creek, resembling 
a glade of the great. Alleghany Mountain—where man and 
horse may well refresh themselves for their further journey; that 
is, i i ' the former lias been as provident for himself as nature 
has been ibr the latter. A t ten miles from the Rig Meadow the 
descent from the general upper level of the " divide " commen-
ces, and two miles more must be passed of steep declivity be-
fore the South Fork of the Merced, a bold, clear mountain river, 
is reached, which is crossed by a strong corduroy bridge. The 
left hand trail, within a quarter of a mile, leads to "Clark's 
Camp; " this was the first habitation seen by us since starting 
from the Yo-Scmite—distance, including five miles within the 
valley, twenty-seven miles. The " Camp " consisted of one log 
cabin of primitive size, structure, and uses; one apartment 
being alike kitchen, bed-room, and parlor, for the hermit occu-
pant—a man wedded to sincerity and solitude; of that commin-
gled sense and sensibility which spurn the social unrighteous-
ness they wil l not imitate, and often ehun, by seeking the com-
panionship of pure and undisscmbling nature. The frequent in-
trusions of wayworn travellers of the Mariposa trail on Mr. 
Clark, induced him to put up a tent for their use as a refectory, 
and another for a dormitory in common for sleepers who may 
not prefer to sit on a big log before the camp-fire all night, and 
perform the pantomime of " nid, nid, noddin." He received us 
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with (he easy politeness and unaíTcctcd welcome characteristic 
of nature's noblemen ; and doing the duties as-well aa the hon-
ors of the hermitage, wo wore soon enabled to appreciate the 
laeility with which an earnest purpose can accommodate itself 
to the prompting of hospitality, and the obligations i t imposes. 
"Wcarine^ and watehmg, with which our journey to and fro and 
our three days of valley wandering had made us familiar, were 
both appetizer and anodyne, and made the homely fare sweet, 
and a rude cot reiVeshing. The cock's clarion summons, of un-
wonted shrillness in this clear and traiupiil air, called us forth 
to break the ico for our morning wash ; and then to luxuriate 
in the glow of a camp-fire that knew no rrstrictiou of fuel where 
fallen forest trees were cumberers of the ground. 
Tircakfast linished, vrc saddled up for the "Mariposa Mam-
moth Trees," our guide in the lead disdaining dependence on a 
horse, and with his unerring rifle in band to replenish his larder 
with a boar, should one cross his path ; his head uncovered by 
hat, though well lined with knowledge; and his heart respon-
eivc to generous emotions, and humane impulses, though beat-
ing under a check shirt solely. First, over a wild meadow, and 
tJicu in a southeastwardly direction up a gradual ascent of 
probably twenty-five hundred feet above the bed of the South 
Fork of the Merced, we rode five miles, when a slight descent 
brought us suddenly upon the remains of n mastodon of the 
vegetable kingdom. I t lay, as i f to challenge amazement, at 
the threshold of the forest whoso wonderful precincts wc wcro 
about to enter—measuring seventy-five feet in circumference at 
its butt, and two hundred and fifty-nino feet in length to an 
end of its trunk, marked by the ravages of fire. There have 
been three groves of these Mammoth Trees discovered and ex-
plored in Oalitbrnia. One, of a hundred and three trees, with-
in an area of fifty acres in Calaveras County, discovered in 1S52: 
a second, that I am now describing, discovered by Mr. Galen 
Clark our host and an exploring companion, and then situated 
in Mariposa County—hence its name—hut now embraced with-
in the limits of the new County of Frczno, and containing six 
hundred and thirty trees in its two subdivisions, covering a sec-
tion of land of six hundred and forty acres: and a third grove, 
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ÍVIBO U\ Frezno County, about eight in ilea south of the last 
named, discovered also by Mr. Clark, called the Trczno Grove, 
and numbering about live hundred trees. Another considerable 
grove is said to have been found about twelve miles east of 
the Frczno Grove, on the head waters of the San Joaquin 
River. 
'While Bonie botanists consider the Mammoth Tree as form-
ing a new genus, others regard it as belonging to the family of 
Taxodiuma, and have designated it " "Washingtonia gigantea." 
The wood of the Ij ig Trees is of a light reddish color, not dense, 
and so devoid of sap moisture as to appear reasoned as they 
stand. The hark is from a foot to a foot and a half in thickness, 
and nenrly as light, and dry ;is cork. The nearest approach to 
them in general appearance, but not in size, is presented by the 
Arbor Yihc cedar, of which numerous /ino specimens arc found 
in the vicinity ; yet the bark of the cedar although of the snrne 
chmamou color, is more deeply furrowed longitudinally, while 
itB limbs arc moro numerous and branch from the trunk lower 
down, and the Üh'g Tree foliage resembles more closely that of 
the pine. The author of an "Overland Journey to California," 
says he "believes these trees now bear no seed-cone, or nut, 
whatever they may have done in Scipio's or Alexander's time, 
and there is no known means of propagating their kind." And 
in an explanatory note, adds: " I saw no cones on any of the 
giants, though they wevo season." Mr. Clark, one of the dis-
coverers, and the guide and guardian of the Mariposa Grove, 
expressed his surprise at this statement, pointed out to us 
numerous seed-cones on several of its patriarchs; and in further 
correction, while it showed his accuracy of aim, raised his riñe 
and brought one of them to the ground from the brow of the 
"Grizzled Giant." Mr. Clark has a standing order from tho 
dealers in seed in San Francisco for all the cones he can furnish, 
to supply tho great demand on foreign account for public ari'd 
private parks, While America is negligent of all means to pre-
servo from destruction by fire this great connecting link of the 
ancient world with tho present, Europe is studious of efforts 
to perpetuate the grandeur of its creation, in her own soil. 
The author above referred to says also that he " did not per-
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ccivc a single young tree coming forward to talco the place of 
the decaying piitriarehs." This wan not surprising, i f his exam-
ination of the grove was as Inirried and imperfect as that of the 
Yo-Scmilc. There arc all growths, from tiio hirchen rod in 
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size to tho stalwart tree; and the former might l>e appropriately 
applied to the shoulders of one, who, by his own acknowledg-
ment, arrived at the Yo-Scinitc at one o'clock A. M. and left it 
at two r. M. of the same day, fhirtecn hours only being devoted 
to Bleeping, breakfasting, dining, and—Oh I marvellous man !—to 
exploring the Yo-Semitcl Mr. Clark expressed the opinion 
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tlií^t tlicso trcca once liad extensivo existence in the Nevi\<1a 
Kan^c of Stountains, and Hint llicy had been n e a r l y all de-
stroyed by cjirfliqnakcs and b y (lie fires of olden tribes of In-
dians. A Vil I not California devise some means of preserving the 
remaining bequest, of wliidi she has become the residuary 
legaleo ? 
Thorc arc of her kinds of troca scaflcred about—firs, pines, 
and cedars, bcautifid speeimena of their species, but p i g m i e s b y 
tlie side of the giants of which we have been speaking; the 
undergrowth in iacl. of these forest niammotlis. The size of the 
reiiiiiins of the " I'rostnito "Monarch " at (lie entranço of the 
grove has been r e f e r r e d to. The following arc my own measure-
ments o f a few o l h e r s , a m o n g the m o s t conspicuous met with in 
our r a m b l e . That known as the " Grizzled Gi;mt" measured, 
nt three feet above the ground, ninety feet in circumference. 
Tho "Faithful Couple," united below and separated above, 
have n ciicuinference near the earth of ninety-eight feet. 
j\not!ier tree near by, a sliort distance above the ground gave a 
circumference of Jiiuety-one feet. The " Hiding School," still 
standing, although much burnt inside as well as outside, has a 
diamMa* within, of thirty-three feet in one direction, and thirty-
four feet in. the opposite. Our three horsemen rodo through its 
charred doorway and trotted around its interior. The'^ircat 
Western Smoke Stack," burnt down to a height of fifty feet, and 
charred within and without, measured eighty-four feet in cir-
cumference. Tho "Grizzly's Won"—known as the former 
haunt of a bear—a partially burnt trunk broken into two pieces 
by falling, formed the section of a tunnel of twenty-iive feet 
length, at eighty feet from the stump, through which we rode 
with head-room to spare. Another fallen trunk, partially burnt 
at one hundred feet from tho roots, leaving an arch above liko 
tho span of a bridge, afforded sufíicicut height for a hoj-scmnn 
to rido under without boing able to touch i t with the tip of his 
finger, though standing in his stirrups. A tree of beautiful pro-
portions which had escaped tho scathing ilames, measured, a 
yard from the ground, nmety-scven feet in circumference. Tho 
prostrate remains of the "Forest Mastodon," nearly destroyed 
by fire, were examined with great care and interest. Its diam-
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otcr íit the butt by iiccurato mcis^roment Í8 thirty-throe foot, 
divested of Biip-wood and bark. Add two feet on eacli side for 
tliCRc—a miniimim allowanno foe a troo of tins size—gives a 
diameter of thirty-seven feet; whieti multiplied by three and its 
proper deriiunl, shows Um ciiT.iHnfcvenee of tins monster tree, 
fii-iriy above the swell of ils roots at the surfoco of tho earth, to 
h.'ivo liceu ôiw hun(h'('tl ami shicrji feci and ninety-seven one 
Jnmdreths. Nearly a Itundrcd feet of the trunk still remains; 
which, with (he trench supposed I o have been formerly occupied 
by that part which hns boon destróyer], and a presumptive csti-
nmie of lis branching portion, justify the conclusion that, when 
it stood the monarch of tin's forest, its height probably exceeded 
four hundred feet. 3fc was observed that these lingering monu-
ments of past ages occupy a basin of the ridge wo ascended to 
reach them, where they have been sheltered from fierce winds; 
which, in consctpiencc of Ihcir groat height and weight they 
could not have so long withstood, on hill-side and summit. 
Numerous family grou pa of two and three ti'CCSj doubtless hav-
ing sprung from the same seed-cone, arc found, which contrib-
ute to diversify this forest scenery. 
We returned to the camp shortly after nightfall; and tho next 
morning parting from our host with a respect which strengthened 
with our st ay, wo struck a nearly duo west courso for tho town of 
Mariposa, twenty-five miles distant, crossing first the South i'ork 
líidgo, in descending which glimpses were caught of the undulat-
ing outline of the Coast Mountains from sixty to seventy milesdis-
fcant; while the magnificent growth of pines, cedars, and balsam 
firs, long our finger-posts of altitude, gradually disappeared, 
and were followed nearly iiltogcthcr by oaks in tho CliQwchilla 
Valley. The author of an " Overland Journey " was astray of 
geographical accuracy when he stated that from this point his 
" range of vision extended ttoidh to the Tuló laico, or immenso 
morass i n which Hie 3an Joaquin has its source" Whatever 
former guess-work may have represented, it was established at 
tho time of his writing, bfy United States " Explorations and Sur-
veys for a railroad route from the Mississippi Kiver tò the Pa-
cific Ocean," published by Congress, that tho San Joaquin River 
rises i n the Sierra JYcvada, east of the point indicated, not south 
32 
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m the Lake Tulare ; nor docs it at any part of its course approach 
nearer than probably fifty miles of the lake. My engineer 
fellou' traveller informed me that a late State survey, made to 
nscert-rtin i f tlui lake and its morals could he drained by a canal 
into the San Joaquin, resulted in the discovery that the reverse 
would occur i f (he canal were dug, Hie lake occupying a lower 
level than the river, ur, far ns lhe confluence of the .Merced l i iv-
CT with the latter. King's Kivcr, wJn'ch rises but a few miles 
from the source of the ÍHan tToiupun in the Sierra Nevada, 
actually Hows Routlnvestwardly inio the lake. 
In crossing (he dividing ridge west of Chowehtlla, Creek, we 
observed, as in sonic other pads of California where oaks and 
pines are found in the sanio localities, the singular results of the 
industry and providence of h'l. ('avpinU'ro—so called by the 
$p;inish settlers—the carpenter of the feathered family: the 
triuilis of pine trees having their soft baric bored over the whole 
fuirfncc except- near (he ground, as if with brace ami bit, by this 
Cal i furnia wood-pecker, which is seen in uuUiinn with its red, 
white, and black plumage, gleaming in the sunshine, the busiest 
of the busy, foraging about and depositing in every hole an 
acorn. I t has been denied by some that this cache-my is to be 
regarded as an insfinc.tive storage of food for future use. But 
6uch objectors attempt no explanation of this invariable habit 
of that bird; while the argument that the acorns often remain 
unconsmncd is without force, for if the crop has been very abun-
dant, and the ground uncovered by BIIOWJ there is no need of 
the provision stored away. ]3ut even in that case, the worms 
formed in the acorns in the spring, are used as food especially 
for the ,young bird. The Mariposa hermit, a close observer of 
nature, is my authority for this statement. 
Mariposa Creek succeeded the " divide " on the line of our 
route, along which were seen unsightly heaps of boulders and 
gravel, Bcnrved hill-sides, and trenches, destructive of the 
beaiiliful face of nature, while they mark the untiring ecarch 
for gold wherever water could bo matlo tributary to its disen-
gagement from earth and stone. How widespread the surface 
from which the soil is being removed, and where quartz is heing 
pulverized in countless tons, to pollute the crystal streams, i i l l 
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up tlio channels of rivci-s, and form flats and bars in tlio straits 
.and bays of tins State! A niilo and a Imlf further brouglit us 
to the town of Mariposa—distance from (Mark's Gamp twenty-
five mile?—with a population of four hundred pcrsoiie, chiefly 
engaged in mining and furnishing supplies to miners. 
We found a good hotel at Jfariposa, at which wc rested for 
tlio night. Next morning we slnrtcd for Ooultcrville, twelve 
miles and a luiIf-westwardly (o IJear Valley, and thence the 
same distance in a generally northwest direction to our destina-
tion. Nothing worthy of mention was scon oa the now well-
travelled road to the village of Jíear Valley. A short distance 
beyond it we began the long and steep descent to the Merced 
River, passing through the Mariposa gold quartz mining prop-
erty, tlio title to whicli,'bought of a Mexican by Gen. Fremont, 
as a cattle ranche on the fine hottom landft, the latter, prompted 
by " prudential considerations," is said to have "engineered" 
BO as to embrace a gold, quartz vein, subftcqucntly discovered in 
the adjacent hills. A very preeipitous and dangerous looking 
railroad track of several miles, convoys tlio rock from its quar-
ries to mills for crushing and the other necessary processes of 
separation of the metal. There are seven mills on the estate, 
two run hy-water and five by steam-power, making a total of 
one hundred and sixty-eight stampers. The gold product of 
this estate has been represented to be large, though there are 
many persons in California who believe that to promote politi-
cal aspirations i t has been greatly ovei-statcd, while the almost 
universal opinion is, that whatever may be the product, i t all 
passes into the hands of mortgagees, the property being so heav-
i ly encumbehxl by debt as to be profitless to the nominal pro-
prietor, who thus is seen in more ways than one to have "hold 
a barren sceptre in his gripe." The estate was designated by 
the old Spanish settlers, and is still known as Txis Mariposas— 
the Buttcrilics. I t lias certainly proved a butterfly to Gen. Fre-
mont, with gilded wings, too, which bear i t oft' to beautify the 
gardens of other persons. 
An occasional opportunity has been afforded on this road to 
see the primitive Spanish-American method of quarU crushing 
by the rastra, which consists of a circular trough paved with 
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flat stones, in tlio centro of which is an upright revolving shaft, 
through which a horizontal pole passes, a short end being 
chained to a heavy granite block within the trough, while the 
longer end serves as a lever by which a mule on the outside 
draga the heavy stone around the circular trough, and reduces 
to powder the gold-bearing quartz, broken as for the stamping 
mill and thrown within. Quicksilver thrown in amalgamates 
the gold particles, -while the pasty pulverized quartz flows off 
with the water turned in for the purpose. The more expedi-
tious iron stainping-niill has nearly entirely superseded el rastra. 
Descending the south hank of Merced ]liver from the Mari-
posa mills, the method of turning the; course of large rivera to 
explore the bottom for gold was seen. Dams arc built, the river 
of courso not being in freshet, and the entire stream is thus di-
verted into caunls along the river hank, or into strong flumes 
built, above the middle of the bed of the stream. Undershot 
wuterwhcclft, placed over these, arc turned by the flow of the 
artificial currents, and by means of horizontal shafts work pumps 
to keep the river-bed free of water. Thus every pocket and 
crevice may be searched for the golden deposits washed down 
from the hills, or worn from their b:isest and from the outcrop-
ping quartz rock which sometimes traverses the river-bed. 
Sluices and amalgamation, as already described, finish the work. 
Four miles down the Merced was crossed by a ferry-boat. 
Thence by the north bank of the river a great part of the way, 
the road with slight improvement might be travelled in a btigiry 
to Coulterville, where wc arrived at 5 p. sr., and lefl at one next 
morning by stage for Stockton, which we reached at 3 v. M., 
with an hour to aparo before the starting of the steamboat for 
San Francisco. Wo descended the San Joaquin, which, with 
the other principal river of California, the Sacramento, and 
their numerous eafitcvn tiibutavies, drain the auriferous region, 
and run through tho great interior basin of the State, which has 
a length of three hundred and fifty miles, and a breadth vary-
ing from fifty to seventy; and finally after flowing, the San Joa-
quin north, the Sacramento south, they meet midway, to mingle 
their over muddy streams, and make their way westward through 
ft gap of tho Contra Costa and Mount Diablo Coast Mountains, 
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and then between them and tlio San Francisco or Coast Range 
proper by the líays of San Pablo and San I'Vancisco, and finally 
by tlio Golden Gate to the Ocean. 
San Francisco was readied early next morning, the trip to 
the Yo'Scmito and tlje Mariposa Big Trees being not hurriedly 
made in thirteen dayp. 
C I I A P T E l í X X X I . 
rOTAOF. TO TIIF. I I A T C A H A N ISLANDS 
REGULAR Liners profess to run between San Francisco and 
Ilonoluhi; but tlic fulfilment docs not n.lways correajiond with the 
profession, henco paascngei-s often avail of chance traders for 
that voyage to avoid detention, and the extortion of monopo-
lists. The clipper ship " Rapid " sailing Tinder the Danish flag, 
was up for Hong Kong, via the Hawaiian Islands / and being 
hound myself 
" From tlic orient to the drooping west 
Making (lie wind my post horse, to unfokl 
The acts commenced," 
I took passage on board of her for Honolulu, the capital of the 
islands. Tho Hawaiian Kingdom, a constitutional monarchy, 
and acknowledged independent government, conducts its func-
tions and maintains its international relations, under that name, 
derived from its groat island of Hawaii, which forms two-thirds 
of its territory; and thus designfiting the group—Hawaiian 
Islands—it is, to say the least of it , an impertinence in foreigners 
to insist on calling them Sandwich Islands, a name having no 
fitness beyond that too common among Anglo-Saxons, coming 
of self conceit, national vanity, or the motive of personal interest 
prompting a servile flattery. Because Captain Cook, the discov-
erer, desired to manifest his gratitude to his patron, the Earl of 
Sandwich, is no sufficient reason to the rest of mankind for the 
unwarrantable presumption. And qp to the incorrect orthogra-
phy Owhyh.cc for Hawaii, i f pardoned in view of inisapprehensiou 
at tho time of tho discovery, it certainly should not be perpetu-
ated in any of the geographical publications of the present day. 
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A steam-tug would have carried our ship to sea in less than 
an hour, but between baffling winds and flood tides she did not 
get outside of (he "heads" without such assistance for more 
than a day after we went aboard. Parsimony in tins matter is 
sometimes bad policy, especially when the chances aro consid-
ered of being beached in beating through "The Gate" under a 
compulsory pilot law, whose often incompetent agents are the 
oilspring of p a r t y machinery, a n d who a weolc ago succeeded in 
piloting three vessels ashore. 
Our good ship once fairly out, bore away southwest by south, 
and sprung upon her l o n g course of from two thousand, to two 
thousand two hundred miles to Honolulu, according to her 
steerage, T i n d e r a stiff west by north breeze at a speed of nine 
knots, which was increased next day to ten knots. Most of the 
passengers paid the usual tribute to Jsrcptunc, and manifested then 
sympathy with his reckless and upheaving'ocean by correspond 
cut deeds. Even the Oh in a m e n , of whom (here were many on 
board, who had be fo re crossed the Pacific in quest of golden 
favors, were, after being duly purified of sins against their na-
tional dietetic usages, compelled to seek in the ship's hold the 
forlorn hope of relief allbrded by darkness and a bunk. A few 
days of favoring wind wailed us to the li horse latitudes" of 
seamen, about -¡0° north, more appropriately called by Maury, 
the "Pelt of Oahm of Oanccr." And here wo were destined to 
realize the truth of that distinguished savant's theory of atmos-
pheric circulation as applied to this tropical region; and i t was 
gratifying while reilecting on the illustration before us, to road 
in the last number of Blackwood*s Magazine, which formed a 
part of our mental sea-stores, the following well-deserved com-
pliment. Contrasting Captain Maury's Sailing Directions with 
the British Manual fo r Naval OJiccrs, tho reviower says : 
" How different it is in the American work boforo us! Hero is 
a subject, in the abstract hopelessly dry, treated in a manner 
that, from the opening of the book to its close, never tires; and 
we shut i t with a determination to know more of tho many in-
teresting features of tho ocean. The American hydrographcr, 
in nervously eloquent language, has summed up the evidence of 
man upon the laws governing the great watery element called 
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occ.in,amlof llioatmospltcrc winch envelopes it, and well describes 
the close nfUnity between the two. .lie dwells upon the tcmpcr-
aUircof each, and its life and death creating consequences—of the 
winds which blow over the surface of the waters, and of the 
climates through which they together roll. Not only docs he 
treat of the animate and inanimate producís of the sea, and of 
the cuiTcnts which circulate through its waters, and impart life 
and action to its uttermost depths; but to Captain Maury wc 
are indebfed for much information—indeed Cor all that mankind 
possesses—nf the crust of the earth beneath the blue watci-s of 
the Atlantic and .Facitic Oceans. .11 opclessly scientific would 
all these subjects be in the hands of most men ; yet upon each 
ami all of them Captain Maury enlists our attention, or eh arms 
us with cNplanations and theories replete with originality and 
genius. His is, indeed, a muiticnl manual, a handbook of the 
flcn, investing with fresh interest every wave that beals upon our 
fihorcs; and i t cannot fail to awaken in both sailors and lands-
men a craving to know more intimately the secrets of that 
wonderful clement. The good that Maury has done, in awaken-
ing the powers of observation of the o ft veers of the royal and 
mercantile navies of England and America, is incalculable." 
Such candid compliment is as honorable to the reviewer as 
to the reviewed. How superior to the jealousies and detractions 
of a narrow-minded national antagonism ! 
Truly did wc, at this part of the voyage, verity the declara-
tion of the preacher—" The wind gocth toward the south, and 
turncth about unto tho North; i t whirleth about continually, 
and tho wind rcturneth again according to its circuits." For on 
entering this mar tranquilla, we found that the passage winds 
which had thus far swollen our welcoming sails, had either 
folded their wings in sleep, or like their feathered comrades, 
weary of following the patient vessel on her changeless course, 
or obedient to natural laws, had started on their upward and 
homeward stretch to cool themselves again in polar regions; 
leaving us to tke careless sport of the ocean swell, whoso " rise 
and fa l l" like that of railroad stocks, gavo little promise of reali-
sation of hope to those most interested—the representatives of 
boiiajidá investment. Wc spent four days, including a Sunday, 
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in a patient wiiiling for the dcsirccl activities of tlio morrow; 
faitlifully observing Mint Sabbath according to tho npjirovcd 
formulary of Fjomo Rrlf-eomplaceut sanctimotiions communities, 
wlioso sleep OH that day, at home ami in clmvch, is tho rule of 
practico, as well as the (mat coinmiUcd oflcneo n/rainst God; 
mtcrniptcd it may be by occasional rcllcctions on a meditated 
speculation, or on a loss venial scheme of mercantile fraud, or nf 
political fraud or partisan atrocity, devised in moments of pro-
fessed sanctity, to be matured and executed regard lew of divino 
inculcations. 
A breath of air scarce^ reeognized by tho dog-vane, a barely 
discernible surface cun'ciit, and passive swells moving in gentio 
undulations in the same direction, finally hove us over the south-
ern edge of the min i holt in latitude 2f;<> north, and the gleesome 
trade roind from the northeast camo whistling through the rig-
ging to cheer with its merry strain, and remind us that nature 
has her unvarying compensations. The flapping sails of tho 
" Rapid," answering to the summons, swelled in graceful curve ; 
while spars bending, and cordage Lightening under the inspiring 
impulse, away she darted again ; and many a thought waa giv-
en as wo were wafted by the steady trade wind—tho mariner's 
constant and unfailing friend—over tho blue bosom of this 
majestic ocean, to the incidents of discovery which havo invested 
it with a Btrange interest, and even romance. And from thought 
of the adventures of Cook, La Perouse, Adams, and Vancouver, 
it was natural in a specially utilitarian age, and tinder the in-
fluence of contact with Californiau energy and progress, to reflect 
on the rapidly-developing wnnU of this vast theatre of com-
merce, and on the results to flow to the nationalities on its bor-
ders, when they shall be brought by projected enterprises into 
free intercourse with each other. England and France bursting 
the chain which fetters Asiatic trade, while also engaged in open-
ing another and shorter avenue of intcrcouvso with tho hundreds 
of milUous peopling that great continent and its neighboring 
islands ; while Kussia and America, with tho same object in 
view, Beck to remove oriental prejudice and suspicion by a moro 
persuasive appeal and policy; California too bringing to her 
shores tho misguided victims of restriction, to realize tho advan-
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tngcs of commercial interchange, and a new and extended field 
of industry. 
Itowcxiiltcd must be the spiritual enjoyments of the early 
mvigfttora who discovered the Pacific island?, if permitted to 
hchold the part they are fast taking in the development of hu-
man iníercourso I Depots of mipply, dock-yards of repair, life-
buoys of the shipwrecked, resting-places of the weary, iinger-
popts fur the doubtfu], ami t r u l y emerald spots of hope ami 
promise t o tiic mnrincr, causing his eye to beam with joy as they 
rise upon his R i g h t , and moisten with sadness as t h e y fade again 
from view. And n o n e of t h e m aro^more important in t h i s 
pledge and reality of usefulness, than those of the Hawaiian 
g r o u p ; B t a n d i n g as tliey d o midway b e t w e e n Panama and 
China, and on the r o u t e , and one-third of the distance between 
the most cntevpnsing and the richest portion—whether in re-
gard to mineral or agricultural resources—of the Pacific front 
of America, and that opposite const of Asia, the productions and 
Ircasures of which, fabulous as they arc represented in oriental 
talen, nfay be surpassed b y the rcsulls of an impulse imparted 
to industry b y contact, with European and American civiliza-
tion and improvement, science, skill, and enterprise. 
Our voyage is not wanting iu variety. Wc are happy in 
having a polite and intelligent commander, Captain iloller, a 
Dane, and a Danish crew, quiet, sober, orderly, obedient, and 
active Bcaincn. lícsides the cabin passengers, there a re inoro 
than a hundred Chinese on board; yet s u c h is the attention to 
cleanliness, ventilation, ami general good management, t h a t wo 
would be insensible of their being fellow-voyngcrs, b u t for their 
occasional presence o n the forecastle, in quaint b l u e nankeen 
jacket and wide trowscrs, queue long enough to tickle thoir heels, 
religiously preserved through all vicissitudes of fortune, and 
without which disgrace would attend their return to their na-
tivo hmd; with conical l i n t , or skull-cap, and a demure de-
meanor, quite puritanical iu its type. The study of their hab-
its from the use of chopsticks in eating to the oblivious onjoy-
ment of opium smoking, for which many of them, like our 
whiskey drinltcra, will mortgage body and soul, served to vary 
the monotony of the voyage, which was also spiced b y the va-
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rieücs of n, sea not :ilwayfl pacilically juclinçtl, whatever its name 
may imply ; for old Ocean, disposed to assert for a time its pre-
rogative of capriciously administering penal inflictions, rcminrtcd 
mo of tlie rough discipline of a pedagogue—may Ins committed 
cruelties, as well as his omitted duties, no longer rise in judg-
ment against him !—who once reined and ruUd'm my nativo 
town. The words are to he (alten Htevally, for he achieved a 
perfect success in reMraimmj the young idea, by beating the 
pupil with a ruler he was thus familiar with the uso of, in a 
manner Ihnt dwarfed any germ of knowledge that may have 
taken root in his aching brain. Our experience in latitude 23° 
N . was like a practical boxing between seas coming from two 
opposite points of lhe compass, alternately trying which could 
hit the "Kapid" the hardest blow, and produce the greatest 
consternation in state-room and cabin. Going directly before 
the wind, with no opposing force to steady the ship thus receiv-
ing lateral shocks, the largest latitude of rolling ensued, with a 
consequent vacation of berths, hi disregard of the propriotiea 
of toilet. A-R to the peribrmauces of the diitncr-tablc, when the 
curtain rose on that " comedy of errors," the manner in which 
dishes danced, castors capered, plates polka'd, claret chassíí'd, 
decanters dos-a-dos'd, and all, including the passengers, finally 
participated in a promiscuous ho-down, those only can judge o f 
who have been actors in such n scene. -Fortunately a day o f 
such infliction was all wo were at this time called on to endure, 
or despite the steward's precautions of table-racks and sand-
bags, the " Rapid's" entire pantry would probably have served 
to exemplify the poet's "wreck of matter." 
The propitious trade-wind bore ns to the north of the island 
of Hawaii, not seen in the distance, against the highlands of 
which it " caromed," rehomuUug with dimiimbed forco on our 
port side. With less of headway wo then skirted the islands of 
Maui and Holokai, and passing through the channel between 
the latter and Oahu, were caught up again by a spanking breeze 
and wafted along the breaker-bordered shore of that island, lofty 
hills rising in the background to batho their brows in the va-
pors of the northeast trades. But a brief apoco elapsed cro pass-
ing Coco Point, when a pilot coming aboard off the little ercâ-
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ccntic Bay of Waialac, ho took the helm and doubled the bold 
headland of Diamond Point, an extinct volcanic crater abruptly 
terminating a range of hills running from the interior toward 
the sea, From this point, five or six miles from Honolulu,' the 
(shore line for nearly that distance was seen prettily bordered by 
the tropical cocoa and tutu i trees; the ocean swells brealúng 
over the coral reef, and rolling their white fringe up the yellow 
sands to kiss the feet of those waving banners of peace that 
cease not to welcome the weary mariners of all countries. A 
reinarlvablc entrance through the reef to tlte harbor of the cap-
'ital has been left by nature, a tortuous channel a mile long, 
from one hundred and tweniy to two hundred and twenty yards 
wide, the least depth of water being twenty-two feet, opening 
into a port of perfect security, with room for two hundred ves-
sels. The fact that an entering vessel would have to sail in the 
"wind's eye " coming down the Nnuami Valley, and incur the 
risk of going on the reef, has made a steam-tug a necessity of 
navigation for safety.. We threw it a hawser when it puffed its 
high-pressure salutalion across the bow of the "Rapid," which, 
furling sails, surrendered herself to the blustering little craft, 
and passing from the deep blue of ocean to the green of Eound-
ings, and then through the milky-tinted wafers of the submerged 
reef, bounded on each side by a more superficial coral bank, we 
auchoTcd in the inner harbor on the thirteenth day of the voyage 
from San Francisco. 
C I I A r T E R X X X I I . 
H A W A I I A N I S L A N R S — l l O N O U U . i ; ASI) ITS KNVIRONS t U W A I l A N CUfTTOUH—TIIF KIt IO — 
A T U I . U A l t J>Il 'T,OMAT—IIONOI.CLU S O C I K T I — P U D L I O D U I L D I H O S — N O U A N U T A I . l . K Y — 
TÍTE I ' A f . l — - W A I K H U — f . t U U l — W A I M . A R — W A 1 A 1 . V 1 P K — M A H O A TALLF.r—OA1IU COLLKOR 
— M I S T A K E N SYSTKM OF EPUCATIOil J 'UAII I . 
Trin Hawaiian Muiuls arc grouped iiv a somewhat ercscentic 
form, with a convcxif.y preseiiting to the nortlieaat, muí lio be-
tween the parallels of 18° 50' and 22° 20' north latitude, and 
west longiiude 154° 5.°»' and 100° J5'. Thoro nro eleven of 
them, of wlueU three arc hut barren voclts and iniiuhablted. 
The other eight, named from northwest to Bouthcast, aro Kiihau, 
Kauai, Oalut, Molokai, Lanai, ."Maui, Kahoolawo, and Hawaii. 
The whole embrace an area of nearly sixty-one hundred square 
miles, of which Hawaii contains two-thirds, its supcrfifciftl extent 
boing four thousand s<juarc miles. 
Although Hawaii is most distinguished for flizo, agricultural 
capacity, and physical grandeur, Oahu, from its moro central 
position, and from the influence of general maritime interests 
and trade, has asserted political supremacy, and on it is the cap-
ital of the kingdom, ííonolulu^ a name implying, it is said, "on 
the hack of, to leeward," because it is beyond the mountains, 
and protected by them from the northeast trade-winds. 
Ño cqvudly small part of the New World lias boon BO mi-
nutely described as the Hawaiian islands. The Pacific com-
merce has Bought their welcoming harbors wherein to fold its 
weary wings, while whalers, worn with toil, have gladly escaped 
from polar storms, to rest and refit in their genial atmosphere. 
The mariner has ofttimcs told his talo of wonder, and awakened 
in the homes of civilization a peculiar interest in the beings who 
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people these fairy isles. The American missionary, too, has 
penetrated, their every nook, and unwilling to hide his light un-
der a-bushel, lias multiplied and magnified descriptions to super-
fluity. I f to these sources of information lhe labor of the his-
torian be added, for Hawaii lias now a recorded past, and the 
official reports of scientific explorers, i t may well be supposed 
that tho proposal to write any thing new on this subject would 
be hopeless, especially i f undertaken by one who hut skims the 
surface before him, with an eye rarely withdrawn from an ob-
ject of special duty. l in t the figures of the kaleidoscope please, 
•although each turn of the toy, while i t destroys one illusion, 
gives no trace of connection with another. Knch presents its 
distinctive attraction, and comes of asepjirale creation. Tims it 
is with what is presented in the rapidly-changing scenes before 
me, novel, perhaps, and exciting, though disconnected and val-
ueless ; Bkctcbcd, too, by «1 rude artist. Yet in some respects i t 
may be tho turning of tho kaleidoscope at least for my ammc-
me?it'. 
Tito Hawaiian Islands arc indisputably of volcanic origin, 
and present accordingly the bold and diversified features of that 
character of creation. They seem to have been uplifted from 
the ocean successively from northwest to southeast, Kauai having 
been the first in the order of appearance. And this opinion is 
supported by the fact that that island, while it has but two visi-
ble craters at its southeastern part only, all tho olhcrs, which 
doubtless formerly existed, being obliterated by age or concealed 
by forests, possesses also in proportion to its size a greater pro-
portion of arable land, deeper soil, and more vegetation. Oahu, 
the next island to the cast, presents more numerous and pal pa-
able proofs of volcanic action. Maui lifts its magnificent crater 
of Ilaleakala, worthy of being called by the natives " the house 
of the sun," more than ten thousand feet above tho sea to attest 
its origin ; and Hawaii, the last and greatest of the insular se-
ries, fitill exhibits in fearful activity the sublime agency to which 
its creation is due. I t is probable that these islands are in truth 
the loftiest volcanic peaks of a sub-oceanic mountain range, 
stretching from Nühau and Kauai, in the extreme west, to Ha-
waii, in the southeast. Oahu, on which we first Handed, is dig-
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niíicd hy the residence of Tíinvaitan injijoaty; it is fortj-pix 
miles long ¡iml l^enty-iivo miles Iiromi. Iferc is (lie enpiul 
find chief eommcreial Umii , Honolulu, Rtanding orí the Routhem 
shore of a plain sh-ctehing nine or ten miles ewt and west, and 
varying from one to two miics wide, at the foot of n eorrc-
fipoudinp; mountain van«e, whieli latler is el eft in twain hy a 
deep gorge, con tin nous with the beautiful Nuuanu valley that 
ilchouehe^ at Hie hack uf the town. The plain is ovrrloolted to 
the cast hy Diamond Head, and to the norlli by I'mieli-howi 
Hill, two now exlinct craters, the eruptions of which doubtless 
in jjast iigcs Conned them, as' shown hy the suhstfrita of lava, 
ashes, and cinders, overspreading the deeper eoral fnrmfitions, 
mingled with sea sediment, bones of fishes, and marino shells. 
The aeeumulatcd mineral and vegetable decay of eenturica haa 
covered the plain :ind lho valley, which opens upon it, with a 
rich soil, I lie cultivation of which forms a petting of flowers and 
verdure to the capital. 
Honolulu proseuis features in strange contrast, while sonic 
are such mere shadings of diversify as to malic i t diflicult to 
determine in what, the dilleience consistí;. On landing, tho 
traveller is surprised at the many signs of Hitropean civilization 
in men, manners, and pursuits, for the Caucasian ¡ 3 Been to have 
transplanted himself here with his social habits, and I U B me-
chanical, manufacturing, and mercantile enterprise. "While 
gazing at f lic busy BCCUO , m disdain of servile labor, stand tho 
sorrowing descendants of the once haughty and happy island-
ers, listless spectators of doings in which they can only partici-
pate as slaves, subject to the will of those who with specious 
promises have lured them to corruption and decay, and whom 
they have learned to regard as the destroyers of their race. 
True, mongrclism is filling up the gap; and while it is approxi-
mating the extremes of physical characteristics, is also moulding 
tho weaker nature into conformity with tho customs of the 
stronger, or is eniiOnng it out hy that process of extinction 
•which comes of vices inculcated in greater proportion than vir-
tues. Many houses of modern style, commodious and conven-
ient, are Been, built of dressed Inmhei', or of eoral rock quarried 




ai-cUitccts, the reef-baildiug polyps, liavc been through long 
ccntuvics roaring those wonderful sea-walls. But the native 
hut, with its thick wall and roof of thatchod grass, admirably 
adapted to exclude the tropical heat of day, and the cool air of 
night, is st i l l seen to as&ert its claim of priority, while the rival 
tastes of Old and of New England are struggling for predomi-
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nance, "both, however, engrafting on their fityleg the essential 
verandah of the tropics. A regard for the beautiful of nature 
is observed, too, many of the residences being embowered in 
shrubbery and flowers, and some of the gardens are enriched 
by exotics of wonderful beauty and great variety, preeminent 
among which for variety and beauty are the extensive parterres 
of an Irish lawyer and a German physician, 
"Whose Siindfil groves nm\ bowers of spice 
Miglit be iv Peri's Pfiradise." 
The population of Honolulu and its suburbs, as shown by a 
late census, is fourteen thousand, including two thousand Bcven 
hundred foreigners. As the latter are shaping the political des-
tiny of the natives, so liliowise are they striving to direct their 
religious sentiments aitcl social customs. 
The Government of the Hawaiian kingdom is a constitu-
tional monarchy, formed upon the model of that of Great Bri-
tain, being vested in a king, house of nobles, and house of rep-
resentatives, while many of the features of its judicial system, 
as well as its customs and municipal organizations, are borrowed 
from those of the United States. The first constitution adopted 
in 1840, guarantees liberty of conscience in religious opinion, 
and the new laws of King Kamehamcha I I I . provides that "a l l 
men residing in this kingdom shall be allowed freely to Worship 
the God of the Christian Bible according to the dictates of their 
own consciences." These are in conformity to the spirit incul-
cated by the faith of that religion; and it would have been well 
for its interests, and for the welfare of the people i t was in-
tended to redeem from error, i f Protestant missionaries had in 
all things-been as consistent in practice as they professed to be 
in doctrine, and thus exemplified the graces of charity. As to 
social customs, these in part still illustrate the past. "With many 
of the natives there is a transition affectation of habits and man-
ners, grotesque in the extreme, while some have overcome en-
tirely their repugnance to foreign arrogance of superiority, and 
strive to excel their exemplars in the absurdities of modern fash-
ion. Europeans and Americans, at first shocked at the sight of 
nude specimens of mankind, soon became reconciled to the study 
03 
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of physical development; and the illusion of a fig leaf, in the 
"manmcki"—brccch-cloth—of women, ami "muro" of men, 
"with the native brown complexion, aids in the conciliation of 
delicacy'by heightening the fiction of bronze statuary. "With 
Borne mi interest is felt in even a closer investigation, for the 
Hawaiian figure, particularly in the young, in consequence of 
freedom from the restraints of drew, and from free indulgence 
in tiie aquatic fiports of the surf, is generally faultless. The 
inhabitants of the towns being in closer contact with furcigncrs, 
arc mare subject to their example and influence; henco in ihcsc, 
even among the poorest of the populace, some kind of garment 
is worn in most instances; by the men, "kanakas," a coarse 
cotton nhirt and trowscrs; the women, "wahineSj1' wearing a 
calico blip, the gaudier the color the more prized, falling loosely 
from a yoke at the shouldci-fl, and without girdle or gathering. 
Thus simply and singly attired, the wahines might by the stran-
ger bo thought unattractive, but their profuse raven hair, usually 
bound by a gay bandelet of feat hoi's or ohia blossoms, fioftly 
expressive dark eyes, pleasant countenance, erect iigure, graceful 
and steady carriage, coming of unsandal'd feet, soon command 
for them that admiration of the gazer, more commonly given 
than sought. I t is ou the occasion of an cquestmu gala-day 
that a Hawaiian belle shows to the greatest advantage. Satur-
day afternoon is the time usually devoted to foals of horscinan-
slrip and general racing. Honolulu is in the saddle on that 
day—that is i f saddles can be had ; i f not, the bavebacks of all 
horses, imilcs, and donkeys are sure to bo in demand, without 
reference to caparisons; the steed, however, may not complain 
of tins naJced exposure, for his rider is often in the same dilem-
ma. Urchin and adult seem emulous literally of " kicking up 
the greatest dust," and the principal avenues of the town, and 
the plain east of it, become as invisible in the distance as i f twi-
light had fallen upon them. The mariner Hearing the Boutliern 
coast of Oahu during such a revel, might well suppose that the 
crater of Punch-bowl H i l l had awakened from its long sleep, 
and was again belching forth its clouds of ashes over tho devoted 
city. Nor is the kanaka and his youthful rival of the same 
sex, thosô alono who at such times display feaU of skill, daring, 
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and flcctncRS. Tlie wnlunc ilispuLca with them tho palm of su-
periority, and as, astr'utc of licr i ly inj ; sfend, she startles ttio 
t imid Btrnngor with Iior holdnosB and addrcM, her voluptuous 
bust bonding forward in graceful eun-c, supporting an un-
daunled bead bound with a brilliant bandeau, and her " tie," a 
ridiug-rolxi of orando, or ftritnsnu ealieo encircling the waist, 
hips, and lerrs, and thenee suspended, waving on each sido like 
triumplnd banners in token of confident victory, a new-comer, 
linused to such scenes of excitement, may justly concede to hor 
surpaspirig horsemanship, and its attendant intensify of anima-
tion, an admiration they never fail to challenge. The innova-
tion of side-saddle, wi th its awkward pommel, embarrassing 
riding-habit, ñtiflcnnd eorsíigo, cravat, and jockey cap, may Bcem 
very civilized, but unlucky wi l l she prove who thus eapariBoncd 
undertakes a t i l t of equestrianism with a wild wnhine, as free 
and as fleet as the trade-wind that fans hor open brow. 
Tho domestic eeunmny of the Hawaiian who contemns for-
eign fashions is very simple. A grass hut of one or two apart-
ments serves for shelter ; a split lauhalla leaf mat for bed and 
ottoman, calabashes for cupboards and bowls, and poi as tltc 
standard national food, compose the chief, and in most instances 
tho only requisites. Pol is a dish prepared from the root of tho 
taro (arum escnlentum) somewhat resembling tho potato m con-
sistence and nutritive properties. These roots aro bect-Bhapcd, 
from six to ten inches long, and three or four thick. They have 
an acrid and pungent taste when uncooked. This is removed 
by baking or boiling. I t is when subjected to tho former pro-
cess in a shallow excavation of the earth lined with heated 
stones, and covered by the fíame, and subsequently reduced by a 
stone pesflc to a pulpy mass, which is allowed to become sour 
by fermentation, that it forms the staff of life of those islanders ; 
who, however they may relish roast dog, pig, and dried fish, on 
the occasion of a " luau," or feast, when intensest sensualities 
rule throughout the nigh!, yet return again to the pleasures of 
poi with renewed zest; and as they stir their fingers in tho cala-
bash to secure its portion of the preehms paste, ere poising it 
w i t h wondrous dexterity above the uplifted mouth awaiting to 
receive i t , seem radiant with joy that they t i ro not as that un-
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natural part of mankincl, who prefer forka to fin gora, and pud-
ding to poi. 
But i t must not bo supposed that tlio cultivation and refine-
ment of modern civilization lias no observers among these 
swarthy islandci's and their lighter-hued descendants. The king 
and queen arc well educated, intcih'gent, and courteous ; of dig-
nified manner?, bccoiuing their position ; and possessing a proper 
appreciation of the influence of their example over their people. 
Xho king has excellent judgment, good tnstc, kimlncsfl of inan-
nor, and affabilily in social life; and on occasions of state, a 
calm, thoughtful, self-possessed, gentlemanly, and impressive 
deporlmcnt, commanding respect and admiration, and which faf 
eurpasscft in nppropvialcncps the ostentatious awkwardness and 
rude arrogance of some who are, unfortunately for their more 
pretentious nationalities, appointed to represent these at his 
court. On the occasion of an official presentation, i t was with 
mortification that several Americans -witnessed the reception of 
a Cominissioner, newly accredited by their Government, whoso 
vulgarity was signalized by a Bowery costume of the rowdiest 
style, by repeated expectorations of tobacco juice at the foot of 
lúa majesty, to whom he was addressing a speech in the "name 
of the President, and by his emphatic aniiouneement of gratifi-
cation that " during the short ^ime that had elapsed since his 
arrival in the kingdom he had been surprised at. much that ho 
had seen, and especially by the fact that lie had found the peo-
ple of theso islands not to be half as savage and heathenish as, 
from what lie had heard and read, ho expected to find them." 
Kamehameha I Y . doubtless considered himself sulliciently re-
venged for this insult, by the self-disparagement of the Ameri-
can Government in the appointment of such a representative; 
and appreciating his own self-respect and dignity too justly to 
notice the impertinence, could not have failed to observe also in 
the palpable mortification of the late Commissioner, of the Flag 
Ofiicer of tho Pacific Squadron and suite, and of others pres-
ent, a sulRcicnt commentary on such ofllcial blacliguardism. 
To account for this diplomatie faux pcut, it miiy be mentioned 
that the incumbent, in his emigration from tho northwest to 
Oregon, had always Iccpt ahead o f civilisaUon, and that his 
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occupancy of the chair of a frontier partisan iiowspapcr, could 
scarcely he expected to lit him for minisicml duties. Jf, how-
cver, such arc to he rcgardod hy (.ho appointing power as prool'a 
of iitnesa for positions of dclicafo and responsiblo trust, the 
United States must expect an estimate to ho put upon them by 
foreigners, corresponding U> the characters of thoso they accredit 
abroad. 
The better educated few of the Hawaimna, especially the 
women, mingle on tonus of equality with foreigners in their 
social circle at Honolulu; nor is that circle disparaged by the 
association, for in the lighter graces of fashionable life, music, 
the (lance, sprightly conversation, and pleasing deportment, i t 
would have hcen diflicult at the private entertainments and pub-
lic assemblies I attended, to have selected among their Caucas-
ian sisters more attractive examples of these than were presented 
by somo of tho fairer specimens of Jlawaiian belles. 
Glmrches aio sufliciently numerous, and worshippers profess 
as divcrsllicd belief, and maintain their opinions with an inten-
sity of bigotry and bad logic, conlbrmablo witU tho example of 
the teachers who train them. J.ut of religion in these islands 
something may he said when other opportunitiea shall Imvo been 
afforded to obtain full and satisfactory information. The royal 
family have a preference for tho profession of faith and tho rit-
ualism of the Ohiireh of England ; and at their instance a 
bishop of that Church, under the auspices of Queen Victoria, 
was sent to the Hawaiian Islands in 18G2 formally to establish 
and "further the good work of the English mission," This has 
been the cause of a most, extraordinary manifestation of jealousy 
¡uul il l temper on tho part of tho KG v. Secretary of the Amer-
ican Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, who in a 
recent book (18(J f) on the Hawaiian Islands, designates i t " a 
breach of that courtesy which is due from one Christian body 
to another," and charges further that " in tho hour of their vic-
tory a body of professed allies comes to us from the land of our 
fathers, with the evident intent, if it he possible, of taking pos-
session of the field." Really such contracted feelings aro mi-
worthy of the professed objects of the enterprise in which the 
Rev. Secretary boasts of having been long engaged. 
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The royal palace scarcely deserves the nnmc. Tt is a plain 
but commodioua building, tlie chief mnterial being the coral 
roclc whicli borders tho senshorc. Tiio grounds arc ample, 
adorned with trees, shrubbery, and flowers, substantially en-
closed, and guarded by sentinels in showy uniforms. 
A monument of the king's good taste and liberality, as well 
as of his humane regard for the welfare of Ids subjects, is a 
largo, admirably planned) and well-conducted hospital, in which 
gratuitous accommodation and medical attendance are furnished 
to those whom poverty and disease have made fit objects of sym-
pnthy and care. The Government buildings, whether national 
or municipal, deserve no special notice. 
A principal object of natural curiosity on (his island, is the. 
Pal i—a precipice from pix to seven miles from Honolulu, at the 
north end of a vast gorge of the central mountain chain which 
travei-scs' the island from east to west throughout neaHy its 
whole extent. The traveller may make the trip on foot or 
horsobaclv—the latter being preferable unless he is a good pedes-
triau. Leaving the city in a northerly direction the Nuuanu 
valley is soon entered, the ascent of which from its southern ex-
panded embouchure, at first gradual, soon becomes steep; while 
the sloping foot-hills nearer the plain on which Honolulu stands, 
become lost in the nearly perpendicular mountain heights, 
which, as the Pali is approached, encroach upon the rapidly-
uavrowing pass like ghmt walls, covered with all shades of 
shrubbery and wild grass, that preserve a perpetual verdure 
from, the ceaseless distillation of the clouds always hovering 
about the lofty summits overhanging the valley. 
The pretty villas of foreign residents that stud the wider 
part of Nuuanu valley nearer the city, give place beyond to the 
grass huts of natives, past whose doors mountain rmdets 
hasten with merry note, giving welcome tribute to groves of 
Koa, Tutui, Hibiscus, and Lauhala, sparsely scattered along the 
way; and to the simple and patient people, who desire no 
sweeter beverage, and who by little artificial canals divert them 
from their course to water their sunlten beds o í (aro, returning 
them again to their natural channels to be similarly used by 
each successive cultivator of that indigenoua plant, which is 
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both bread and moiit to the IlüWíiiían. Small cascades occa-
sionally seek the admiration of the passer-by; while one water-
i'all, that of Kcahuamoo, of more ]>retcnBÍon tiian the rest, chal-
lenges the excursionist some fifty or sixty yards ofF to come and 
look at i t tumble from a perpendicular rock of fifty feet height, 
into a pebbly basin beneath. 'J'ho road becoming narrower 
and rougher, finally leads to a rocky ledge, turning round which 
to the right, a scene alike beautiful and grand is so suddenly 
brought into view as to excito mingled awe and admiration. 
Standing upon a small volcanic rock plateau, the trade-wind 
rushing through the narrow gorge through which i t is 
approached, with a fierceness that endangers his foothold, the 
spectator sees so near that his brain grows dizzy at the sight, a 
fearful precipice—known on this island as the Pali—of six hun-
dred feet nearly perpendicular height from the plain at its foot; 
the latter falling gradually ns it stretches away to the north 
many miles even to the ocean, so as to give the Pali an elevation 
above the sca-lcvcl of eleven hundred feet. 
The picture beyond is placidly beautiful. Sward and hil-
lock, grove and fitroamlet, hamlet and pathway, nature's wild-
ncss and man's culture, blend in tranquil harmony, and present 
a landscape of rave attractions; enclosed to tlio south by a Ucs-
centic sweep of the mountain chain ; and far seaward as i t soft-
ens in the distance, limited by a changeful edging of snowy foam, 
that touches the dim outline with a new and fadeless charm. 
And then, as i f nature designed to startle man by her contrasted 
creations, gazing upward ho beholds overlooking even his own 
elevated standpoint the frowning peak of Konakuamii, proud 
and unbending, as when first the central fires lifted i t four 
thousand feet above the sea, to bathe its brow eternally in the 
trade-wind's misty breath. And on the opposite sido of the nar-
row gorge, the pointed basaltic rock shaft, Nuuanu nearly 
rivalling Konahuanui in magnitude, and surpassing it in stem 
and stately grandeur, looks sconifiilly too on the tranquil valley 
of Kolau, and as the blast howls through tho wild defile at their 
feet they seem thus to giro utterance to"their contempt of its 
humility. 
A rough, circuitous, and steep path, along tho face of the 
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cliff on tlio cast Bide of the Pali, is the avenue of communication 
with tlic district beyond tlie precipice. Over this the natives pasa 
to market with tlie products of Kolau, principally carried in 
Uug© calabasbes swung in netting from the ends of a shoulder 
pole. The existence of this pathway, in the opinion of some per-
sons, refutes the tradition, commonly believed, that i t was over 
tho precipice of the Pali that many warriors of this island were 
driven, and thus perished, after their defeat in a battle which 
was fought near the cascade of Kcahuamoo for independenco, 
against their invader K.imchamcha the Great. Put i t is alto-
gether reasonable to suppose that many might thus have per-
ished in tho confusion and panic of a general rout, from tho 
crowding of persons in the narrow pass and on the small plateau 
of the Pali, all of whom could not escape by one steep and con-
tracted pathway. 
Tho imvarying Borean blast that bursts through the narrow 
gorge formed by the riven mountain for more than two-thirds 
of its height, and sweeps.clown the Nuuanu valley to temper the 
tropical heats of tho capital, together with tlie daily recurring 
showers which cover with perennial verdure that valley and the 
mountain heights, are phenomena suggestive of inquiry, and 
may be accounted for by the northeast trade-wind finding itself 
hemmed within the vast crescent formed by tlie northern face 
of tlie mountain chain, which thus becomes an expanded funnel 
to gather and direct the steady gale with tlie force of a hurrieano 
through the contracted neck of the Pali pass; the condensa-
tion of moisture drank by the trade-winds in their long ocean 
passage, being due in part as well to partial compression with-
in the northern arc of the mountain, incident to impeded 
escape, as to contact witlx the colder objecta of an elevated 
region. 
Tho Hand of the Creator, among these everlasting records 
of His power, paints day by day with the sunbeam on tlie show-
er, the arc of His Covenant of Mercy. How happy the native 
race, fast passing away before the malign agencies directed by 
their more powerful fellow-man, i f they can sec in this symbol 
the promise of a more blissful destiny hereafter ! Then will 
they, as they gaze in wonder and devotion at its imperishable 
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radiance, seek to preservo in the retirement of nature, tiway 
from the haunts of civilized vico, their fiimplc and unvitiatcd 
habits. And as they cultivate the verdant plain below thoy will 
r e c o g n i z e in its productiveness the gooducsfl of Him who phmted 
their land with nbundancc; and behold there also the proofs of 
J Tia power and design in the miniatuvc mountains scattered 
broadcast, evidently the remains of those cones of eruption often 
seen in the cratevs of a c t i v e volcanoes, sometimes disappearing, 
but finally becoming mouunients of previous phenomena, 
when other outlets occur and the elcmonls of destruction cease 
to overthrow them. I t is prohahlo that tho whole plain between 
the Pali and tho. ocean was once an immense crater, of thirty o r 
forty miles circumference, tho southern semicircular rim of 
which only is now visible, the northern having been destroyed 
by unrceogmzed agencies, and huricd in tho depths of the sea 
that now rolls its surf above tho F u n k c i i ruins. 
In years gone by the whole seashore of Oahu was an unre-
stricted bathing-place, where the guileless islanders sported in 
the surf, seeking health and vigor from tho nlluring \vavc8. 
Modern ministers of religion, assuming, often as unfoi'tunately 
as gratuitously, to interpret and euforco modem civilization, now 
wielding a power wrested from tho ancient Hawaiian priesthood, 
have tf}f>oo\l the universal custom, and proclaim the sin of ablu-
tion—exeopt according to the gregarious lísagesof n fashionaltlo 
watering-place, ooiisequentTy tho tropical island of Oahu has now 
its duly appointed bathing seasoti, and ita duly assigned bathing-
place. WaiJáfá—interpreted sjmitiruj water, from the rollicking 
breakers' feathery foam—about three miles eastward of Itonoluiu, 
is the renowned spot at which its dusky denizens "do congre-
gate," when dust and dirt have sullieieutly accumulated, accord-
ing to the established code, to make a general washing appro-
priate. A drive over a good road through surhurbs of grassliuts, 
among taro patches, and across salt marshes that might by 
moderate eutcrpriso and iudustvy be converted into productive 
rice fluids, soon brings the visitor to a cocoa-nut grove, within 
and beyond whic.li, on the seashore, are tho cottages for the 
accommodation of the bathers, who provido themselves with 
bed and board in the absence of hotels—a lucky necessity (or 
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tliosowlio need dietetic restrictions and renovation, rather than 
the poisonous pandering to the palato of tlicso modern caravan-
saries. Nearly three miles cast of Waikild and beyond the old 
native village of the same name, projects the bold promontory 
of Diamond Head—the Hawaiian LeahÍ—among the most con 
spicuoufl and distinctive objects of this island, and once &ecn 
by the mariner remaining an nnforgotten landmark. Dia-
mond Head is an extinct crater, about a thousand feet above 
the sea at its highest point, and may be nscended by any one of 
moderate strength and perseverance. A volcanic pit, two hun-
dred feet deep and probably fhrec-fourths of a mile in diameter, 
ia found at its top, lined with vegetation, except at the middle, 
•where a Binall freshwater lake is ibrmed. 
A vide round the Head enables the excursionist to sec its 
massive buttresses, and the deep channels of its ancient lava 
streams; and scattered about its foot beds of volcanic rock min-
gled confusedly with coral, forming a barrier to the encroaching 
sea, the tides of which, however, flow among the gigantic frag-
ments, uttering their hoarse song of triumph over its long since 
extinguished fires. 
Off the eastern face of the headland, in the sands of the sea-
shore, beyond the reach of ordinary high water, an immense 
trench is found, in "which lie innumerable human bones piled in 
indiscriminate confusion, and in every degree of disorganization ; 
some few of them being perfect in structure, and bleached by 
the sun, where disinterred by the northeast wind, forming inter-
esting ethnological specimens. Are these the remains of the 
victims of war in the earlier battles of Kamehameha, who landed 
at "Wiakiki, and Kalanikupulo, the king of Oahu, for the pos-
session of this island ? Or do they mark the resting-place away 
from the homes of the panic-stricken people, of thousands who 
were suddenly swept away by some epidemic pestilence? 
Further along the shore, the few hamlets of Waialae aro 
seen nestled in a pretty grove. And a short distance beyond, 
the grass huts of Waialupe cluster near the high hil l of Manna 
Loa, from the southern foot of which a ridge extends still far-
ther southwardly to the hold and lofty capo named Coco Head, 
the eastern boundary of the beautiful bay of Waialae, of which 
Diamond Head, already described, forms the western. 
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Kctuming to Honolulu ncrops tlio ridgo wliich unites Dia-
mond Head w i t h the highlnmls of the interior, an opportunity 
was alTorded of seeing nature in lior rugged garb of crurnMing 
scoria, filuipelcss poipliyry, and hasaltic boulder, in B t r n n g c and 
perplexing contiguity. I t is a mantle of mystcriouB texture* 
covering (he probably yet u n s t a b f e crust beneath, find may well 
deserve the investigations of those who sock in such testimonials 
the revelations of Nature. The lover of panoramic display may 
also from this e l e v a f i o u behold unfolded a r o u n d him a «cene of 
rare v a r i e t y , and of wondnms beauly find sublimity. To the cast, 
the dimpled w a t e r s of Waialae .Bay seem joyful in the protec-
tion of the embracing shove which throws its verdant arnis 
around, that tempests may " not visit them too roughly." To 
the north the verdure-clothed motuitnins look out from the misty 
cowls that, wrap their lofty heads, gazing as i f in pride upon the 
bold Leahi in the s o u t h , planting his fear]ess foot ngamst the 
sea, defiant, of its p o w e r , while far away the waves roll on their 
countless battalions, tossing their "spouting water " over coral 
barricades, and retiring to renew again the censcless afisault; 
and to the west, beyond an outspread plain of man's adornment, 
Honolulu, mellowed into queenly beauty in the distance, is seen 
to rest against the shadowy mountains of Wnianno, behind 
wliich, as I beheld the enchanting tyeno, tho sun was sinking to 
its rest, clad in a gorgeous livery of clouds. 
3Living crossed Telegraph Itidge, so called because it is tho 
signal station of vessels a p p r o a c h i n g Honolulu from the cast, 
the valley of Manoa was seen to the right, slumbering in tho 
deep shade of forest green, emulous of tho rich emerald of the 
mantled earth, over which the crystal water was weaving a web 
of Btreamlets, whose l i m p i d tribute gave to tho spot a fresh and 
lasting charm. A footspur of Tantalus Hi l l seeks ineffectually 
to bar the entrance to Manoa's grateful shades and inviting sol-
itudes. Happily these are open to the wearied pupils of Oahu 
College at Puuahou, established in 1812 as a school for tho chil-
dren of missionaries only, but B u b s e i p i e n t l y , in Í848, enlarged 
for the accommodation of others, both foreigners and natives, 
and finally in 1850 c h a r t e r e d by the Hawaiian Government as 
a college. The buildings, plain but comfortable, and grounds 
I 
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neatly kept and cultivated in shrubbery and flowers, lie near 
TanialAcs .Hill, a spot no doubt deemed well chosen by some 
who tread the academic groves at its foot, and who, despite their 
efforts to drink of the waters of knowledge, iind, like that myth-
ical personage, the refreshing draught ever to retire from rcacli. 
The course of instruction takes a wide range for a school so 
recently organized, and the pupils exhibited excellent attain-
incuts at a public examination held during my visit. Both boys 
and girls are educated at this college, separate buildings being 
provided for their accommodation, üíut a striking d i if eren cc is 
observable between the white and Hawaiian children, the for-
mer in general having the wasted physique and thoughtful 
countoiiauee of close study, mind cultivated at the expense of 
body; white the latter looked cheerful, healthy, and fully devel-
oped. By and bye; as the pressure of discipline is brought to 
bear on them more forcibly, the artificialities and restrictions of 
a false system of training will hurry them, too, along the path 
of destruction crowded by their unhappy race, since puritan ism 
first undertook to enforce its harsh and uaeompromising decrees. 
Once during the torture of the public exhibition, when the men-
tal cords seemed to quiver and crack with tension, a calistheuic 
interlude relieved the strain, and showed that the graceful girls, 
who went through their changeful drill and inanccuvre, with 
Zouavc-liko precision, to the varying music of their own voices, 
both grave and gay, had in their hearts a lbuntain of happiness 
and joy, whose sparkling flow i t were wickedness to restrain. 
And long will " a sigh in the heart," of which little Cell's en-
chanting melody told the plaintive talc, linger with the stranger 
who on that day had awakened within him slumbering and sa-
cred memories. I t comes alike of an ignorance of the laws of 
health, of mistaken morals, and of an austere and absurd relig-
ionism, to bind the young by a rigid formulary of thought and 
manncre, that fetters or destroys every impulse implanted by 
beneficent nature for its own wise purposes. Neither measured 
movoincnt nor sauntering is exercise, anymore than loafing is 
work, or fancy dreaming is thought. Yet exercise is essential 
to well-developed forms, bright eyes, clear complexions, active 
limbs, sound lungs, and a healthy and vigorous brain, as well as 
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to diccrfiil Rpirita, Jt is exercise the young need and must 
have, i f they are to fulfil the nobler destiny awaiting them ; the 
exercise of all youthful creatures of whatever hind, free, unre-
strained, glecsomc, and intense, And he whose great privilege 
it ia to shnpc for manhood and womanhood the beings who are 
to redeem the obligations of their creation—ho who burdens a 
sensitive, aspiring, and intclligcul, mind, with the cares of an 
afllicted and feeble frame, through narrow and cvroneoua views 
of religious duty, commits a fraud upon his fellow-creature, and 
violates a natural right. 
The last object of interest on the route of my rçtum, as it 
was also the first on my leaving Honolulu in the morning, is 
Punch-Bowl Hill , a more expressive than elegant name for the 
Hawaiian Puahi. I t is an extinct crater, somewhat east by 
north of the town, and in its suburbs. I t is not more than five 
hundred feet high, and is easily ascended at its less precipitous 
side. A concavity ornipies the top, having a diamoter of nearly 
a half mile, the decomposing lava and earlier vegetable forma-
tions ailbrding sufficient soil for pasturage, on which goats and 
cattle were seen browsing, happily insensible that Punch-Bowl 
might, like some other well-known craters, suddenly become the 
recipient of ingredients too hot for a refreshing beverngc. Tins 
hill was once the site of a fortification intended for tho defonco 
of tho capital; the position is a commanding one, and by mod-
ern military engineering and a largo expenditure of treasure, 
could be made impregnable from the sea, A few old and indif-
ferently mounted cannon are all that remain of its equipment, 
and these seem to be preserved for the sole purpose of saluting 
foreign men-o'-war coming into the harbor, and for occasional 
salvos in lienor of Hawaiian royalty. 
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DKI-AHTUHK FROM HONOLULU—ISLANDS OF MOLOKAI AND J.AKAI—I-AIIAINA—SEAPORT OF 
T I I E ISLAND OP M A U I TEMPTATIONS 01? l l E S i D K N C K — T F - M r K l l A T D n E — K l M m C I T l T OF 
NATIVR IIA11ITS—ADVENT OP THK AVIIITE MAN A CUUSF, TO THE NATIVES—UNITED 
RTATE3 CONSULS AND I I O S r l T A i a JN FOUEICIN COUNTHIES—OFFICfAL MALFEASANCE, 
THE object of my visit to Honolulu being accomplished, 
duty forbn.de the gratification of a wish to linger longer among 
the attractions of tins politically chief island of the group, and 
iu a commercial Bensc, as before stated, its most important, for 
it is the principal resort of the great whaling fleet of the Pacific, 
which in the palmy days of whaling was sometimes represented 
in the harbor of Honolulu by more than one hundred vessels, 
valued, with their cargoes, at ten millions of dollars, riding at 
anchor within .its protecting reef. Such prosperity, however, is 
not likely to bo realized in the future, although Oahu may re-
tain its relativo commercial importance, for the rapidly-dimin-
ishing "catch" of whales, owing to their disappearance from 
the seaman's favorite fishing grounds, together with the growth 
of San Francisco, and the opening of other Pacific ports, are 
woHdng revolutions in trade, and affording depots of supply and 
transshipment that cannot fail to operate disadvantageously upon 
the shipping interests of the Hawaiian Islands, so far at least as 
rebates to this particulai" source of their prosperity. 
Leaving Kauai to the northwest, an island of great salubrity 
and ngricultural capacity, the first in the order of creation of 
tin's group, as i£ was also the first in that of modern discovery, 
we steered in the little Hawaiian steamer " 'Kilauca" out of the 
harbor of Honolulu, bound for Lahaina, another port at which 
the United States have a resident consul. The king was aboard 
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with some of Ills courtiers, on tlicir way to another part of his 
dominions, where, in accordance with usage, lie proposed to 
speml .'i part of the summer. Punlii tlmndcrcd its farewell, re-
peated long and loud in the echoing caverns of Konalmanui, 
while the crowd of natives on the pier sent after their beloved 
monarch the boisterous tokens of their dovotion. The king 
himself seemed touched by (heir attachment, and as he waved 
his hand in adieu, ennobled Ids sovereignty by the undisguised 
tenderness of human nature. 13of.h in his official and personal 
relations, Kamehamcha I V . shows much intelligence on gen-
eral subjects; and while preserving at all times a becoming dig-
nity, his manners in social life arc characterized by a winning 
yet always courteous aíFaUtlity. 
Fading in the distance as we bore away to the eastward, 
Oahu looked like an emerald set upon the heaving bosom of the 
ocean; and as the sad strain of a fellow-passenger floated on the 
breeze to mingle with the plaintive melody of the sea, i t gave 
a sense of mournful reality to the poet's inspiration— 
11 Still tlic MUG wave tlnnccd nround mo 
'Slid tlic sunbeam's jocund Binilc, 
Still the air breathed balmy summer 
Wafted from that happy isle ; 
"When some hand the strain awaken'd 
Of my own, my native shore, 
Then 'twas first I wept Oh I Naxos, 
That I ne'er should see thec moro." 
Night closed in upon us before entering the channel between 
the islands of Molokai and Lanai, so that nothing of them was 
Been but their dim outlines, ns the Kilauca rolled and pitched 
through a sea, roughened by a northeaster coming fiercely 
through the Molokai-Maut passage. But no disappointment 
was felt at the deprivation when, alter the lapso of twelve hours, 
we anchored in tlic roadstead of Lahama at daybreak, and 
looked back at the former, fitill in view, presenting no special 
features of interest; nml the latter, whose look of tamo sterility 
might well account for its almost total depopulation. I t is the 
presence of these islands in the vicinity, and that of Kalioolawo 
Btill further off, to the southeast, that makes the roadstead out-
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sido of tlie reef a Biifo ancliovage; oxccpt wlicn win cia nncl. soas 
conic unusually strong from the imdcfcndctl sonlh, when vcssoU 
liavc somo (liíliculty in holding on. 
3/ihnina is celebrated for her fearless find skilful watennen, 
who besiege every newly-arrived craft, with oiTcra of service, and 
jnit passengers ashore either in acauoe or a whale-boat, and over 
the crested breakers or through a narrow channel of the reef, 
according to the spot at which a landing is desired. "White 
riding in conscious security upon the curving swells, and listen-
ing to the melody of the natives' vowclletl language, which 
"Sounds .ia i f i t liad been ivrit on s:\i.in 
"With ayllfiblos that breathe of the sweet south, 
And gentle liquid!) flowing .'ill RO pat in 
Thiit not a single accent seems uncouth," 
the stranger cannot fail to have the cbnrm of his immcdiato sur-
roundings heightened by the scene ho is approaching. Nearer 
to him stretches the bright seashore edged with rippling foam; 
the quaint hamlets of the islanders with interspersed buildings 
of more modern style, dotting a higher level, seeking the south 
wind's daily tribute that cools the tropic sultriness. Cocoanut, 
plantain, banana, broad fruit, tutui, koa, and lauhala trees, are scat-
tered through the town, and cluster in groves beyond, tempering 
with grateful shade the unclouded sunlight of a level plain ex-
tending to the green foot-hills of the interior highlands of the 
island ; while the last lift their steep and scraggy brows to catch 
the welcome vapors of the "trades," and quench the thirst of 
the green valleys that deck their rugged sides. Many and 
magniiicent are the revelations of natural scenery, in which the 
stupendous and the lowly commingle in harmony, presented by 
these insular sportings of volcanic power. 
Lahaina and its adjoining district have a population of 
about three thousand five hundred, the proportion of ibrcigncra 
being less than at Honolulu. The isfand of Maui, of which i t is 
the chief town| is forty-eight miles long and thirty miles broad, 
and is estimated to have a population of eighteen thousand. 
The town consists principally of one long street running parallel 
with the shore—a few cross streets, being aven uca of communi-
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cation with the country, having but few houses upon thorn, and 
BOOH degenerating into rugged lauca, strewn thickly, as well as 
fenced, by lava rocks oí" all sizes and shapes; while the Btrceta 
thcniselve?, marvellously paved with an unknown depth of reddish 
dust, would constrain the utterance of Hamlet by the win'to 
resident, when regarding his Hawaiian neighbor—" to this com-
plexion we must come at last"—were i t not for tho luxury of a 
34 
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brcakcr-batli gratuitously brought to his threshold by beneficent 
nature. 
* To the stranger strolling through the environs of Lahaina 
tho acknowledged fact becomes confirmed, that this formerly 
prosperous ficaport is on tho declino. Dilapidated houses and 
fences, neglected taro patches, abandoned premises and banana 
orchards, neglected sugar-cane iielda, and a general return to 
the wiklness and waste of tropical vegetation, meet l i im in what-
soever direction he may go ; to show that demand has censed, 
and that labor, no longer rewarded for its toil by the whalers 
who formerly sought supplies and the facilities of transshipment 
at this port, has lapsed into a neglect and indifference coming 
of the consciousness that a half acre taro patch, well lined with 
beaten clay to make it water tight, wil l furnish food enough for a 
family of iivo or six persons with an expenditure o f h i t two hours 
effort per week, including the timo consumed in preparing the 
poi. When commerce has failed to stimulate production, excite 
and direct industry, and develop the usual beneficial results— 
accompanied unhappily .with their evils too—of contact with 
civilization, mere religious missionary enterprise addressing 
itself to tho idealities of human nature, has done little else than 
substitute one form of bigotry and intolerance for another, 
although it loudly proclaims tho praises of its beneficent achieve-
ments, which the d isi uteres feed, close, and candid observer here, 
fails to realize. Practical virtue rather than theoretical, and a 
religionism adapted to the improvement of man's condition 
here and thus affording tho sole promise of happiness hereafter, 
and that, illustrated by example as well as taught by precept, 
must form the foundation of any rational hope of beneficial 
proselytism. 
The soil and climate are well adapted to the cultivation of 
sugar cane, cotton, and the vine; and the natural growth of the 
banana and bread-fruit, with the cheapness of labor when not 
oppressive—one dollar per week for a man, and half that stun 
for a hoy, who furnish their own food consisting of poi—offer 
strong temptations of residence to the possessor of a small in-
come. And to the valetudinarian, especially if afflicted with pul-
monary disease, these are increased by the trivial deviations of 
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temperntm-e; Üio higltcst mean Umipcraturc of an entire y cay*} 
as shenvn by a carefully kept meteorological table, having been 
83£0 P.ihrenhoit, while tlio hnvest wns 00°—the mean variation 
being thus seen to have been hit 174° throxtqh all seasons— .̂ 
deviation from absolute imiibnnily f a r less for the whole, year, 
than frequently occurfl in most parts of tho United States on a 
single day. Perhaps, however, tho contrast of climate between 
the two countries will appear more strikiup;, by presenting the 
annual variation 17J0 of tlrifl island, in opposition to that com-
mon in lhe States—from zero (o Hood-heat. 
I t may be stated that the extremes of temperature at ITono-
Uilu arc certainly not greater than they are at Lahaina; while 
during one year, a meteorological table published by R. 0. 
WylUe, Minister of Foreign Kolations, shows that the variation 
at the former place was less than the above mentioned. I t 
must be added, however, that the changes of temperature are 
more sudden at Jlonolulu than at Lahaina, induced by the gusts 
of wind which frerjitcnlly reach the city by the Nimanu Valley 
from the gap of the Fali, charged too as they often arc with 
mist or rain. This fact should not bo overlooked in making a 
choice of residence for health by those of extreme sensibility to 
even slight vicissitudes. 
I t is probable that ere long these islands will become places 
of resort for invalids from the rigors and vicissitudes of an Ameri-
can climate. Indeed the lives of many have already been pre-
served by a residence in their genial atmosphere; and some 
were met with whom no temptations of social rank, political 
position, and accumulated wealth at home; no seductions of 
continental plnasiirc, fashion, ami refinement, could allure from 
the balm}' airs and tho delicious physical cxistenco of these ely-
sian islands. 
The appearance, habits, and dress of the native inhabitants 
of Lahaina resemble those of the Honolulans. Those most fre-
quently in contact with foreigners imitate partially their usages; 
most of them, however, cling to the customs of their fathers. 
Happily these arc inexpensive; an almost gratuitous repast is 
spread for them by creative bounty, and the simplicities of cos-
tume, or none at all, sufliec for tho exigencies of weather; a 
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cotton slip is n woman ŝ abundant wardrobe, and breeches arc a 
superfluity when the absence of imperioxis foreigners Icavea the 
wearing of a tapa (bark cloth) maro, a sufficient observance of 
the modesty of nature. 
I t is well that the Christian duty divinely inculcated " I 
was a stranger and ye took me in," is practically observed here, 
otherwise, in the absence of publicans, the visitor would fare 
badly. The citizens generally, both foreigners and natives, are 
found willing and anxious to contribute to the comfort and 
pleasure of all respectably accredited travellers. An Knglish-
inan, now a Hawaiian citi/.cn and judge of this district, po-
litely tendered to me the hospitalities of bis house, and I am 
indebted to him for many attentions and much information. 
But tho claims of nationality made mc tho guest of a fellow-
countryman, and here, as at Honolulu, with a noble-minded 
Virginian, I am made to realizo the fact that in distant lands 
tho tics of a common country arc synonymous "with a bond of 
brotherhood. My apartments aro in the palace of the former 
Queen Kcopuolani, standing on the seashore in a grove of shade 
trees, and looking out upon tho breakers as they lift their white 
crests above the coral reef, and roll their flowing tido within, to 
form a fitting bath, formerly for the queen and her maidens, 
and now for one who, however much they and their people may 
have been traduced by the designing, uncharitable, and vainglo-
rious, believes that they have been " more sinned against than 
sinning." 
The palace may be described as a specimen of the better class 
of native houses. I t is from forty to iifty feet square, and built 
of strong round posts several inches in diameter, and eight or 
ton feet high, planted in the ground three feet .apart, and inclin-
ing very slightly inward. The upper concave ends of these re-
ceive horizontally-placed timbers, and on these rest rafters, form-
ing tho frame of a high-pitched roof, the posts, beams, and raft-
ers being lashed together, and tho latter to the ridgepole of the 
roof, which rests on two or three stronger and taller posts, in 
the middle of tho building, by ropes and twine of twisted co-
coanut fibre, vines, and tough grasses. Smalt poles represent-
ing lathing, aro similarly tied crosswise the posts and rafters, to 
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tlio outside of wlncli are secured large banana leaves, that servo 
aa a rude wall-paper, and then eight or ten inches thiclcness 
of thatching, formed of pandamis or sugar cane leaves, or bun-
dled or plaited g r a s s , for walls and roofing. In front, the 
thatched roof is made to project over the doorway, and being 
R u j i j i o r t c d b y columns of small mukesfled tree trunke, prcswnt» 
the appearance of a rustic portico. Stripped of itfl thatching, 
my residence would look from the interior like a huge bird-cage; 
in its completeness i t resembles o n the outside an architectural 
hay-rick. Since the palace papscd into the possessioti of foreign 
p l e b e i a n s i t has been modernized, three apartments being par-
titioned oil", h a v i n g as many windows, and it can likewise boast 
the luxuries of floor, tables, chairs, and bedsteads. When shel-
tering sovereignty the necessary domestic economy demanded 
but one large room, and the mat-covered earth snfhced for sit-
ting, eating, and sleeping. To Hawaiian royalty of the past, 
lulled by the song of the melodious sea, there were needed " no 
perfumed c h a m b e r s nor canopies of costly state," and its lowly 
couch gave a blissful rest unknown to him of England, who 
sighing said, 
" Uneasy lies tlic licrul that wears a crown." 
But the same even tenor of content and obliviousness of i l l 
arc not the realities of the prcaeut day. The ccaBolcss moan of 
the surf as i t rolls its fitful tide over coral beds, and whispers 
sighs upon the golden strand, seems in the silence of the mid-
night hour, when sleepless memory calls np the traditions of the 
Hawaiian, and justice weighs the deeds of his fellow-man, like a 
plaintive wail of the gentle and confiding natives, because of 
conscious degradation, and for the independence and happiness 
fast passing away before foreign aggressions, innovations, and 
constrained customs not adapted to their wants, nor promotive 
of their enjoyments. Impartial observers are saddened by the 
reflection that the missionary has given them no equivalent for 
their deprivations, and for the promiscuous evils of which they 
have been made the victims by the vanguard of civilization, too 
commonly the worst o f larlarlnns^ because of its commingled 
power and wicked disregard of all law, human and divine. Tho 
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test of excellence is in the result of effort. Are the natives 
purer and happier, more truthful, inclustrious, honest, hospita-
ble, prosperous; have they increased in number and in good 
works since the advent of the white man? Or are they not 
simply more subservient to the selfish purposes of the crafty and 
avaricious foreigner; more deceitful, mere formalists in religion 
to deceive the preacher and acquire iñfluen'ce through his favor, 
perseverance, and adroitness ? Are they not disappearing before 
a moral pestilence as destructive as the plague, and which has 
brought in its train as grievous physical evils ? The affirmative 
of these questions is painfully true. I f the depopulation of 
these islands to the extent of four-jifihs since their discovery^ 
and, under the operation of Jike causes, the probable extermina-
tion o f the remamder in the next twenty or thirty years, and a 
consequent abolition of paganism, are to be regarded as proofs 
of prosclytism and redemption from habits and customs fearfully 
and extravagantly pictured to horrify Christendom, certainly 
the efforts of the missionaries and their profane confreres must 
be regarded as having proved eminently successful. 
Although an abundance of sawed lumber is now brought to 
these islands from Oregon, and used by foreigners for building 
purposes, yet the natives prefer grass huts, commonly, however, 
of less size and more simple structure than the queen's house 
above described, the kitchen consisting of the capacious outside 
aud a cook-stove of heated stones. 
foreigners, both at Honolulu and Lahaina, arc abundantly 
supplied at small cost with vegetables by natives, who daily 
bring to the houses in large calabashes, bananas, melons, plan-
tains, potatoes, figs, grapes, taro, and even poi for those who 
fancy finger-dipping according to the fashion of the country. 
A school at Lahainaluna, two miles from Lahaina, for the 
education of native boys, is said to be in successful operation. 
I t is conducted on the manual labor plan, as well to assist in 
the support of the institution, as to give the pupils a knowledge 
and habits of industrial employments. 
There is at this port, and also at the capital, a hospital for 
distressed and destitute American seamen. Into the condition 
and management of these, aud of those on the west coast of 
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Soutli AmericAj in}' commission required mc to examine. T in 
is one othev yet to be visited, "which is an aolmowledged exc> 
tion to the practice of frauds aud abuses prevalent e]¡?ew]]e 
and the investigation and correction of which have long engag 
the attention of Government. Probably the history of no co 
mcrcial nation furnishes such gross examples of violated tin 
as is presented by the United States consular administration 
the relief trust at the above places ; a fact the more diggraceJ 
because the humane intentions of Congress are endanger 
thereby. I t has been my duty to consider the remote, aa w< 
as the proximate causes of this official malfeasance; and t] 
acknowledgment is demanded by candor, that the prevale 
practice of appointing incompetent persona to consulatesj ai 
the system of indiscriminate rotation in office, which Beems 
have become incorporated with the administration of publ ic i 
fairs, arc the probable and chief causes of the evil. 
The Jjritish and French Governments, and I am informe 
the Sardinian also, exact especial requirements for the conaub 
office. Knowledge of general connnerco and commercial lav 
clerical qualiiications, and acquaintance with the language o 
the nation to whom lie is accredited, as well m graramatier 
accuracy in his own, are, together with assured good cliaractei 
necessary pre-requisites for the consular office, after h a v i i ^ 
served a prescribed term as consul's clerk. And when one 
appointed to consulates of inferior rank and importance, t h 
certainty of retention and promotion in office are held o u t a 
incentives to official improvement, industry, and in tegr i ty 
Thus these countries, in justly rewarding merit, secure to t h e m 
selves competent and faithful service. 
I t is the opposite of this usage, the appointment of Uni tec 
States consuls without reference to special qualificationa, anc 
too often despite recognized incapacity, questionable character, 
and immoral habits, that leads to the defective and discreditable 
performance of duty. Further, the periodical removal of these 
officers merely to reward clamorous partisans, invites to a l l pos-
sible appropriations of forbidden pay and perquisites of office, 
and leads to a system of bribery on the part of subordinate em-
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ployos, who can well afford to pay tho wages of flislionesty from 
exorbitant receipts. 
And in proportion to the brevity of the oíííeial term, and 
the distance from supervisión, has been the recklessness of oflí-
cial delinquency. The door once opened by a predecessor to 
successful peculation without detection and punishment, Ids 
Bucccssor having no hope of reward for fidelity in expected re-
tention beyond his four years of appointment, imitates the exam-
ple that has been set him, and seeks to realize as speedily as 
possible a sum suflicient to meet the contingencies of the future. 
Á result correspondent to that commonly witnessed in South 
American republics, consequent on frequently recurring revo-
lutions ami ofTicial changes incident thereto; each successive 
band of rulers, hurplea of the State and creatures of a day, in-
dulging in tho grossest abuses, frauds, and peculations. 
Tho passage of a. law hy Congress years since, authorizing 
the appointment of consular pupils* indicates the opinion then 
entertained by the members of that branch of the Government, 
that a suitable education was a necessary pre-requisitc for.the 
oflico of consul. And the excellent regulations relating to con-
sular pupils contained in the " Manual for Consuls," is signifi-
cant of the importance attached hy the framers of that code to 
a proper education of candidates for that oflice. 
Unfortunately no appropriation has at any time been made 
by Congress for fulfilling the law so wisely enacted, and hence 
the benefits to the country, of which it gave promise, have not 
been realized. I t is not the promulgation of an opinion through 
legislative enactment alone, however indisputably sound, that 
will secure practical benefits, And a sense of duty will compel 
mo to say in a final report, that unless legislative and executive 
action go hand in hand, to the end that the country may secure 
the serviceB of honest, capable, and faithful agents, any abstract 
plan of service which may he proposed, of efiicicnt and econom-
ical relief of distressed and destitute American seamen, will fall 
short of the objects designed by the Department of State in 
instituting the investigation with which I have been charged. 
The question to some may seem absurd—Is political liberty 
compatible with good government? Yet foreign experiences, as 
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well as Romo at homo, the rcciollcotiona of which arc by no 
means calcuLitcd to pf-rcngthen dcmocvatic faith, frequently ob-
tvude lho inquiry. The sister republics of the South, who have 
with us enteral on the work of asserting and inamttumng pop-
ular rights, are perpetually distracted with revolutions, entailing 
upon them evils, than which no monarchical despotism could 
inflict greater. The specialty of service of our own (Jovern-
ment abroad, coming under my exuniniatinn, lias, in the opinion 
of all who liavo knowledge of what is passing, become ftynony-
mous with a system of licensed plundering and stupid blunder-
ing; while the tendency at home, m the general and local ad-
ministration of public affairs, is to deterioration, ignorance, and 
corruption. This avowal will he thought by the time-serving, 
impolitic, and may bo denounced by demagogues as unpatriotic. 
I t is at least consistent with vpright •principle, at all times a 
nobler motive of action than policy, and as to patriotism, the 
fearless expression of truth in regard to national evils is among 
the best proofs of it. 
I t is certainly a mortifying consciousness tliat our country-
men have so far degenerated since tho days of their fathers, who 
gave them both liberty and law, as well as example how to per-
petuate them. And it is perhaps because of departure from 
professed principles of political faith and virtue, and a resort to 
despicable and degrading expedients, that tho ignorant masses 
might bo used for tho attainment of party triumphs, that this 
lamentable state of things has been brought about. For when 
the unenlightened multEtuclo are taught, as they have been, by 
their superiors in knowledge, that triclt is a warrantable, and 
often a surer means of success than truth, cunning better than 
consistency, polic}' than principle, and even violence than vir-
tue, and that these concessions are made to them as possessors 
of numerical power, they do not fail to profit by tho lesson, and 
thus become, through demagogues catering to their low instincts, 
dictators of the futuro destiny of the country. Leaders of par-
ties who can find a merit in a coflin hand-bill, hickory tree, 
fllcdgc-hammor, hard-cider barrel, log cabin, or Uncle Tom's 
cabin, must expect eventually to realize their level with tho 
agrarian mob to whom such arguments are addressed; and, in 
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the general scramble for place, and its honors and profits, they 
should not be surprised i f muscle triumphed over mind. 
And this result has been hastened in the United States by 
the culpable indiíTercnco to passing events which arc pimping 
the future life of the nation, of the misnamed conservative 
classes of the people, whose devotion to the aocumulaticm of 
money—truly when government springs from tlic people, the 
"mammon of unrighteousness "•—and the inglorious case and 
selfish indulgencc9 which come of it, has been so deadening 
that it seems as i f they would not awaken to the fact that they 
have an interest in the political condition of the country, and 
should participate in a jealous supervision and control of its gov-
ernment, until it may be too late to avoid their virtual i f not 
absolute disfranchisement. 
Not only do the festering elements of political and social 
disorganization, at work among the uninformed native popula-
tion, and even better educated fanatics, yet slaves of passion, 
prejudico, and impulse, require it , but the onward ilood of rabid 
republicanism from abroad, the foreign refuse radicalism, long 
pent up and onco set free, submissive to no restraints of reason, 
acknowledging no deference for constitutional obligations, im-
periously demands of the more enlightened, reflective, and dis-
creet citizens, the exercise of those conservative duties necessary 
to hold in check the spirit of destructivism seeking to set aside 
the precepts of the wise and the inculcations of history. And 
i f the duty shall not be fulfilled, the United States will proba-
bly soon learn, that by urging too far the doctrine of popular 
sovereignty, by pushing to excess a single principle irrespective 
of correlative duties, however true in itself, and however valua-
ble its wise application, conclusions may follow which will 
amount to the overthrow of the principle itself, and thus tyranny 
be made to trample on popular rights. 
Once more in the periods of time the experiment of demo-
cratic government is being tried. Wc of America must bear 
our individual share of responsibility connected with i t , and 
withhold neither action nor testimony bearing on the question. 
However mortifying then the confession, it must under the obli-
gations of truth and candor bo made, that i t has been my mis-
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forttmt1 to j i a v c jivcscntcil cojistantlj' reclining proofs of national 
(Icgcnonu'y, in (lie low state of morals, manners, and capacity 
of Atnoiican officials abroad ; ami unless the causes loading to 
this ami other like evils, coming of a ilagrnnt system of politi-
cal levelling, and disregattl of iimlcmable disfmctions ami the 
inculcations of duly and wisdom, siiall he reformed, the page of 
history will probably Boon record another decline and fall of a 
a great nation. 
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THE rosy dawn of an unclouded summer morning revealed 
tlio steamer Kilauea at anchor in the roadstead of Laliaina, 
awaiting passengers for I l i lo and intermediate ports. Going 
aboard at 8 A, M., but few cabin passengers were found, all for-
eigners, except two, who were Hawaiians of noble rank. The 
dccltrload of natives was numerous, perhaps two hundred, from 
infancy to premature decrepitude; the former not in the tisnai 
proportion to adult age, as observed on other occasions, for the 
connubial relation is less fruitful than before the advent of civ-
ilization, and the latter has not given the natives the knowledge 
and the means of care of offspring. 
Partial observers say that the fewness of children is owing 
to the use of abortives, and to improper violence, in aid of "ac-
couchement. I f these practices were of native origin, like effects 
should have sprung from like causes, and these islands would 
have been depopulated long since; and if of modern introduc-
tion, it becomes a rational and just inquiry before indulging in 
harsh censure, how far may the teachings of strong-minded 
women of our day, and of itinerant lecturers to ladies exclu-
sively, on the laws of Hfo and reproduction, and their regula-
tion, have been deemed worthy of propagation among the 
heathen, with tho other articles of faitii and practice taught by 
zealous disciples of the school of progress ? I t wil l scarcely be 
admitted by any one who has witnessed (he rapid revolutions 
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of the "hub of the universe" and its radiating spokes, that 
l l av im has travelled faster tlian New England. The seliool-
master is proclaimed to bo abroad, and the schoolmistress, too, 
and it is boastfully asked who furnishes them ? Nono will deny 
" Uy their worbi ye sliall know t hem." Anatomy is no longer 
a mystery; the hand of maiden modesty, forgetful of the primal 
law, lifts the ve'd of its nakedness, that by the familiar use of 
virtue it may become fashioned into nature itself. Alas 1 for 
the purity of virtue taught in the school of a model artist. 
Physiological law, too, has become common law, HO that ]>liysi-
eians, still clinging to the ancient ethics of thoii' profession, are 
often made to blush from indignant shame, at questions repug-
nant alike to delicacy and morals ; and yet, with the possession 
of forbidden knowledge, America, shows no sign of becoming 
childless. 
The above charges against the Ilawaiians, as a nation, I 
have the authority of many fair-minded foreign residents for 
saying arc slanders, whatever individual exceptions, as in the 
case of others, may have occurred to give color to them.. There 
are other causes in operation to produce barrenness, diminish 
births, and hurry prematurely to the grave tlioao who aro born, 
about which intelligent resident physicians agree. The most 
common among those is that scourge of lust, to wUich the 
islanders were strangers until introduced among them by the 
pioneers of civilization, as i f to clear a path for the readier in-
gress of another race ; and which, in their ignorance of reme-
dies, cursed them, and has continued to curse their children's 
children to the present generation, sapping the foundations of 
health, poisoning the fountains of procreation, and interrupting 
its processes i f begun. Along with this may be mentioned, as 
destructivo of infantile life, the prevalence of epidemics for-
merly unknown in the islands, or of which there arc no tradi-
tions; a growing disregard of the preservative instincts of race, 
under a conviction of increasing national degradation and sub-
jection to foreign impositions; and a want of BUÍ table hygienic 
and strictly medical provision, against the ravages of diseases 
brought to their shores by others, and of which they have no 
knowledge. ITencc it is unjust to cast upon those hapless peo-
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pie roproaches, duo ratlicr to tlic eclf-riglitcons intraders among 
them, always prone to " behold the mote in their brother's eye, 
but consider not tlic beam in their own." 
Our deck-passenger com pan ions of voyage arc natives, and 
the majority of these are loafers, "who having realized a dollar— 
the unvarying fare, for such freight—by the sale of pig or poultry 
which lias' grown to their hand without the labor of production, 
Rpcml it ¡n the habitual luxury of idleness, or of passive motion, 
calculating upon unbought fish and poi enough to preserve ani-
mal existence, when landed at the end of their money's worth 
of travel. These aro literally í?<?<?&-passcngcrs, and have none of 
the comforts or conveniences furnished for such on the California 
steamers. The deck is their bench, board, and bed; on it they 
sit, cat, and sleep. Small is the spot allotted to those who pay 
the cabin fare of eight dollars from Lahaina to Hilo, certainly 
not largo enough to "turn your partner." Calabashes of food 
and water, "with a miscellaneous mixture of humanity, a few 
flashily bedizzened with ribbons and bugles, others prouder of 
natural charms, monopolized the remainder of the deck so 
entirely that the hand-rail was the bridge of transit fore 
and aft. 
Coasting along the eon them shore of the island of Maui wo 
soon passed from under the lee of the western highlands, and 
across the mouth of the watery inlet that nearly divides the low 
hour-glass contraction of the middle of the island, which unites 
the smaller west district to the larger, known as East Maui. As 
the mariner hugs the southern shore of East Maui, he again finds 
the mountains shutting off the northeast trade-wind, and plac-
ing him, when without the aid of steam, at the mercy of calms, 
currents, and swells. And here, i f weather-bound, the impover-
ished looking little villngc of Ulupalakua will receive him, off 
which the steamer stops to land passengers destined for that 
neighborhood and for the remarkable volcanic mountain IMca-
kala—house of the sun—seen rising behind and above the vil-
lage to the height of ten thousand two hundred feet; its extinct 
crater having a circumference of nearly thirty-five miles, hold-
ing within its concavity of two thousand seven hundred feet 
depth, cones of scoríno from five hundred to six hundred feet 
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liiglij and in it Lomlon iniglit be buried entirej while St. Paul's 
steeple would dwindln into insignincancc. 
Fassiurr Uhii>alakiia a n d leaving tlic rocky islet of Molokini 
to tlic R o n t l i w c s t , and farHicr oiT in the Fíame direction the island 
of Kahoolawe, used as a shncp ami goat range by the present 
worthy chancellor of tlic kingdom, wo bore away southenstcrly 
across the clinnncl between the islumls of Maui and Hawaii. 
This m a y be considered the Pacific counterpart of the English 
channel. The norlhcusi. tnulcs blowing between these islands as 
through a funnel, and glancing f r o m their respective highlands, 
becoming fitful and ballling, aided by changeful currents and a 
swaggering swell for which these passages arc notccj, causo short 
chop Reas, rough and boxing, well calculated to test the powers 
of endurance of oven veteran seamen. The right kind of a eca 
and the right kind of a craft, are the necessary provocativeg of 
sca-sickncss, and one is fipt to find them after long seeking. 
Our captain said that many an "old salt " who had belted the 
globo, íinally paid tribute to Neptune in passing this part of his 
dominion in our jumping Jenny of a steamer, which is ahvayf) 
out of time to the ocean polka, and keeps bobbing up and down 
like a fishing-cork in a wind ripplo; and twisting, wriggling, 
and rolling, in incalculable variations. But for the mildness of 
the climate this interinsular navigation would be attended with 
great hardships to seamen compelled to keep tho deck on sailing 
vessels. Storm, sleet, and snow, would be cheerless accompani-
ments to tho roughness and delay in beating about these 
channels. 
Closing in under the lee of'Hawaii wo coasted its west shore 
southerly twenty miles more pleasantly, and by moonlight 
entered the little bay of Ifawaihac, to land freight and passen-
gers at a town of the same name. I t was a rare picture pre-
sented by the nearly full moon peering from behind a fleecy 
cloud, like beauty from its silvery veil tossed aside by the 
capricious breeze, and crowning with softened eifulgcnco the 
summit of Manna JIualalai In the background, lifted ten thou-
sand foot to meet the radiant gift. While scattered lights of the 
villagers, who were startled by the shrill signal of the steamer, 
threw their long rays upon the shaded shore-bound waters, as if 
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in rivalry of the moonlit billows in the clear offing, that danced 
in pride find joy of the sublimity that looked down upon 
them. 
Kcturning on our track during the night, v;c found ourselves 
at sunrise next moring doubling Kohala Point—the north cape 
of Hawaii—and having landed some of the live cargo at the 
town of Ilonoipu, the steamer bore away east by south with the 
island full in view, grass huts, and stone-enclosed patches of 
land rarely under cultivation, being seen bordering the rocky 
beach; but beyond, the country is without houses, and shows 
none of the usual signs of ngriculture. Stone landinarks and 
walls, and dilapidated foundations of houses, were seen with 
a good glask, far inland ; but the once numerous inhabitants 
have disappeared before, what, paradoxical as it may seem to us 
now, truth requires should be acknowledged as the desolation of 
civilisation j but which a more enlightened, pure, and merciful, 
a lesa fid fish and pharisaical future, will probably regard as 
pi'oof of a barbay îsm, more fruitful of evil to its unhappy vic-
tims than that under which thoy increased and multiplied. "íhe 
population of these islands, estimated by Captain Cook in 1779 at 
four hundred thousand, and corroborated by other voyagers, the 
accounts of old natives and the indications of the country, was 
found, by the census of 1800, to have been reduced to sixty-nine 
thousand eight hundred. And even i f the opinion of the 
American historian of the Hawaiian Islands bo correct, that the 
estimate of their discoverer was " vague," and that one of 
" thrco hundred thousand would have been nearer to the truth," 
still the ravages of contact with so-called civilization, have been 
well calculated to check further self-glorification, and teacli a 
lesson of humility; especially in view of the fact, that extraor-
dinary missionary efforts from the year 1820, when the popula-
tion was computed to be at least two hundred thousand, have 
not contributed to arrest the withering blight of an arrogant, 
but pernicious and false philanthropy, stimulated rather by 
luet of conquest, power, and profit, than by a disinterested love 
of fellow-men, and fast hurrying the Ilawaiians to de-
struction. 
I t seems to bo overlooked that the duty of uprooting hea-
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thcnism docs not require <nii oxtonnination of the hoiitlicn. 
Neither is it imperative, nor the most miceessíul means of incut-
eating religious truth, intolerantly to denotmeo and tyrannically 
prohibit usiiges not incompatible with it, indeed harmless in 
themselves, interwoven with national existence, adapted to the 
simple; nature of the people, ami contributing to their happiness 
and perpetuity. The severity of discipline of tiie Puritan, iu 
domestic and social life, and his rigid exactions of conformity to 
a harsh and reptignaut religionism, made up of n formulary of 
long prayers and long faces, and an austere inculcation of un-
ending penalties, have not assumi the holiness of those who 
have drunk deepest of their bitter waters. How then can the 
stranger, even of a false faith, be expected to draw from such a 
Dead Sea creed and practice the precious draught of eternal life? 
Better, far Ijcttcv for him, had the professed disciples of a now 
dispensation borne in mind the divine precept—" neither cir-
cumcision avaibth any thing, nor uncircumcision, but faith 
which worheth hy love." 
I t is by no means a pleasant duty to condemn the acts of 
American missionaries, especially in view of the favorable opin-
ion generally entertained at homo of their labors, founded of 
course mainly upon their own representations, promulgod in 
every form of speech and publications, by their sectarian parti-
sans; accompanied, too, at times by a fulsome adulation as vio-
lative of good taste, as i t is detrimental to their cause.in the 
estimation of people of good senso. 
The gentleness, kindness, charity, and excellent judgment, 
as well as purity of life, of some of these laborers, and the un-
questionably upright motives of action of others of loss modem-
tion and prudence, should not preclude the expression of a can-
did opinion as to the general means and agents of regeneration, 
formed from visible results, and from views entertained by 
many impartial observers long resident in the islands. The in-
terest felt by all philanthropists iu the spread of truth and 
knowledge, as means of promoting the welfare of mankind, de-
mands that nothing should be withheld calculated to enlighten 
the public mind as to the enterprises undertaken for these 
ohjects. I t is impossible to witness without condemnation the 
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ecclesiastical domination extensively exercised over the natives; 
the virtunl bondage in which these are held by those whose pro-
fessed object it is to confer benefits. To confer benefits! Aye 
—but not "without money and without price." For which 
" titlies of mint, anise, and cnmniin " arc exacted, while " the 
weightier matters of law, judgment. vurcyy and faith"—the 
faith of the Apostle " shown by works"—arc omitted. I t is a 
violation of the plainest dictates of humanity, and assuredly 
of the precepts of Christianity, to levy and importunately 
collect, a tax on the paltry production, or pittance, of the poor 
native, for purposes of scliisli display or accumulation. Yet 
such is the usage of some missionaries, though under cover of a 
motive designed to sanctify the deed. The natives often express 
disbelief in the sincerity and bcncüt of any scheme for their im-
provement, associated with such acts. And they sometimes 
shrewdly suggest, that the contributions professedly exacted of 
them " for the spread of the gospel and the love of God," much 
more frequently spread the missionary's table with luxuries, and 
gratify his love of a line house and showy furniture ; while the 
poor natives are taught to partake of their primitive poi, and 
repose on the ground floor of their grass hut, and to offer thanks 
morning and evening in " long prayers," and " vain repetitions 
as the heathens do," f o r these mei'ciful dispensations. Verily 
might tliey be pardoned if, from sad experience, the victims of 
such hypocrisy, feeling the necessity of divine interposition, also 
prayed that they might " Beware of false prophets, which corao 
in sheep's clothing, but inwardly arc ravening wolves." 
A perversion of truth is unhappily not an unusual resort of 
those who seek to magnify their works, and obtain an influence 
and reward transcending desert. The Hawaiian islands, from 
their remoteness from the great centres of observation and knowl-
edge, have afforded a ready theatre for mystery and misrepre-
sentation in religious matters. A common error pervades the 
public mind of America—how propagated i t might seem invidi-
ous to suggest—that the suppression of human sacrifices, tho 
taboo (a priestly interdict), and idolatry, among the Ilawaiians, 
is due to the labors of missionaries. While i t would be unjust 
to detract from any deserved praise of others, i t would bo 
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equally wrong to stvongtlicn a ilchinion having its origin in a 
sclfÍBlmcss unhcconiing tlio professed objects of tho missionary 
cnterpi-iso, rmd cabmhitcd to mislead tlic liumano in future under-
takiti^, at the samo time thai. it. would contributo to the with-
holding!; from an unfortmiafo people the ercdit to which tliey 
are enlitlcd, for a bold :ind spoulnneous movement to arrest the 
cnu'llies and supevslitinns of barbarism, and l i l t thcmflclvcft 
from dcgradationH ¡n which a priesfly government, cunningiy 
dovisod ;md despofir-jilly on forced, had suiik them.. 
It is a fact. ofhisMurical record, tmivcrfiaHy accepted, that the 
miwiiunnries did not arrive in Hawaii until March, 1820. The 
great King Kamchumeha died noarly a year before tha{. timo. 
I t ia also matter of history that altbougli lie continued tlirougli 
his reign hia devotions to idols*, yet he " acknowledged their 
worth IcssnesSj and doubt less viewed the By stem as a powerful 
engine of govcrnmenl, morv of politics than piety mingling i n 
his later views." I t is further stated that " toward the latter 
period of his reign, a general laxness ia regard to the tahoos 
began to prevail," and that " in lien of human vietimp, a saeri-
ficc of three hundred dogs attended hia obsequies." T-Yhat shook 
his fiith in the religion of his ancestors is unknown. Whether 
some faint tradition of centnricft, telling of shipwrecked utran-
gcrs who worshipped an unseen Ood, and of which present his-
torians profess to have traced some probabilities j or some word 
dropped, or look or sign carelessly made by still later tran-
sient but profane visitors of the coast was told to him, and thus 
put in motion the secret springs of a mind of great activity and 
power,'as shown by the achievements of his reign ; or some in-
herent and mysterious agency of thought or spirit startled con-
viction, and shook the foundations of the false faith in which ho 
had been educated, i t cannot be doubted, in view of -weH-estaV 
lished facts, that the light of truth had dawned upon him, al-
though the required policy of government, as ilhistratcd by the 
history of more enlightened nations, veiled i t from general rec-
ognition. 
And these views arc supported by stibscquont events, for wo 
find that those who it is reasonable to suppose received their 
first impressions, i f not their matured opinions from him, his 
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queens and his son Liholiho, who Buccecdcd to the throne after 
the death of ]iamehainelia, acted more defiantly of priestcraft, 
and after a temporary hesitation on the part of the son, boldly 
renounced pagan ceremonies. Kaalmmanu, the favorite queen 
of the deceased sovereign, in ÍTovember, LS19, cast aside the 
idol of the new king, Liholiho making no objection; and suhsc-
qncntly the latter deliberately violated the sacred interdict which 
forbade the sexes feasting together, by seating himself at the 
tabic of the female chiefs, partaking of their food, and directing 
tliem to do lilccwisc. Mr. -farves, in his History of the I la-
waiian Islantl», gives the following dcscriplion of what, ensued: 
"The highest had set an example which all rejoiced to follow. 
Tb.e joyful shout arose, ' the taboo is broken I the taboo is bro-
ken IJ Feasts were provided for all, at which both sexes indis-
criminately indulged. Orders were issued to demolish the 
heiuus, and destroy the idols; tcmplca, images, sacred property, 
and the relics of ages were consumed in the llames. The high 
priest, Ilowahcwa, having resigned his o nice, was the first to 
apply the torch. Without his cooperation the attempt, to de-
stroy the old system would have been ineffectual. Numbers 
of hifl profession, joining in the enthusiasm, followed his exam-
ple. JCaumualii having given his sanction, idolatry was forever 
abolished by law, and the smoke of heathen sanctuaries arose 
from Hawaii to Kauai. A l l the islands uniting in a jubilee at 
their deliverance, presented the singular spectacle of a nation 
without a religion." 
Such was the reformation begun and in progress in Hawaii, 
when on the 20th of the following March, 1S20, the first mis-
sionaries arrived ; and the historian proceeds to say further that 
" the cheering intelligence of the abolition of idolatry, and the 
favorable condition of the native for the reception of a now re-
ligion, reached thotn that evening. Ilcwahewa (the chief priest) 
wim cordial in his welcome to his ' hrotlier iwicsis? as he called 
them. He possessed an uncommon liberality of mind; five 
omniliB before he had counselled the king to destroy the idols, 
publicly renounced heathenism himself, and acknowledged his 
belief in one Supreme Being, and said that be knew ' that the 
wooden images of our deities, carved by our own hands, wcro 
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incapable of supplying our wants, l)ut I worshipped them because 
i t wns the custom of our fathers; they made not the halo to grow, 
nor Hcnt ng rain; neither did they bestow Hfo or health. My 
thought has iilwajK been—Akaln walcno Akua—inii iioka o ka-
lani—there ¿1 one only (treat God dwelling i n the fcavensJ " In 
the tar-oiT islands of (lie sea tin's Hawaiian priest believed with 
the prophet Jeremiah, " that the Lord is the true God, he is tito 
living (Jod, and an everlasting King." And that 11 the gods that 
have not made the'heavens and (he earth, even they shall perish 
from the earl 11 and from under fheso heavens." Thus, through 
Christian testinnniy, is (raced (he downfall of heathenism in 11a-
waii, by an inherent power of reformation. What the great chief-
tain failed fully to aeeom[)]ish himself, the surviving inspirations 
of Ids spirit did, (hrough the will of his son, Riistained by the 
faith and devotion of woman, to whom lho world has often been 
indebted for lhe success of rcforniutions, and .aided by the pro-
phetic counsel and countcuanee of one of the purest representa-
tives of priesthood, from whose life many of our day might take 
lessons of disintercsled goodness; one who, surrendering an 
almost unlimited power with the pnganism tinis prostrated, and 
without the aid of that preaching which was " to the Greeks 
foolishness," laid hold of the great truth that confounded their 
•wisdom, and set at naught their vaunted philosophy. 
In the face of siieh facts, now becoming more extensively 
made lenown through the candid criticism of fair minded and 
disinterested persons, i t may well excite surprise/and oven bring 
reproach on a cause worthy of approval in itself, that the sup-
porters and partisans of these missions should have spread abroad 
the error that through them Hawaiian paganism perished ; and 
that the special agents of the trust sliould have disingenuously 
countenanced, by a failure to correct, the perversion of truth. 
Giving to the noble Ilawamms already mentioned, and to 
those oflicinl natives who cooperated with them, the exalted 
praise which is their due, for having stricken down the heathen 
rites of idolatry, human sacrifice, ami the taboo, and which, by 
the Government machinei'y of centralized power, they could 
effectually and speedily do, the moat that can bo claimed for 
the missionaries, is their subscrpient aid in trampling the mins 
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in the dust, and giving clircction to the future religious belief 
of the people. * And surely this might have been dcemecl suffi-
cicnt honor, i f the latter duty had been wisely and faithfully 
performed, in strict fulfilment of the Divine commands they 
professed to obey, and the righteous precepts i t was their duty 
to teach. JIow far their practice conformed to the obligations 
oHhch- religious profession, may, in some other particulars than 
those already adverted to, bo rcinarlied upon hereafter. In the 
mean time the opinion may he expressed, that if, apart from the 
cardinal truths of religion, which cannot be moulded to suit the 
diversities of man, the missionaries liad adapted their system of 
moral training, duty, relations, and pursuits, more in consonance 
with the simple minds, amiable disposition, passive nature, and 
inyjocent pastimes of the natives; and i f they had labored more 
níísiduouflly and Ruccessfully to control their own countrymen 
wlio visited tho islands for commercial and maritime purposes, 
and used tho arts, tho power, and the resources of a superior 
raco to gratify an infamous licentiousness-, and who sought by 
every mode of craft and corruption to cherish and strengthen 
their own idolatry of the almighty dollar, as repugnant in its 
practices and damning in its effects as that abolished idolatry 
of heathenism, the fall of which was hailed by the shouts of 
applauding millions: i f such had been the aims of mission-
ary effort, happier results, it is believed by many foreigners res-
ident in the islands, would have been secured than can now be 
rightfully claimed. 
I t might bo well to consider i f Christianity and civilization 
ought not to be regarded na convertible terms—expressive of 
personal purity and a righteous performance of duty here, con-
templating a hereafter of endless joy and exalted being. I f this 
bo conceded, and the deeds of tho latter conform to the known 
precepts of the former, we cannot fail to recognize the " law of 
love which worlceth no i l l to his neighbor," and the observance of 
which tho Divine Author of the Christian religion proclaimed 
to ho an essential of goodness mid celestial approval, as tho solo 
and imperative rule of action, in shaping the destiny of those 
over whom the modern spirit of progress has usurped control. 
Having passed tho district of Kohala, that of Hamakua, to 
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tlio eoutlienst, presented a Fcashoro bluff of blfick, brown, and 
gray laminaled lava rock, appearing porous, ant] washed into 
caverns by the incessant beating of the waves. And still fur-
ther in the last-named district the coast i s faced by a rock of 
more uniform dark color, of from one thousand to two thousand 
feci perpendieiihir height-, looking liko an iron barrier against 
which the huge swells rolled and broke, flinging their spray high 
into the air to meet tiny waterfalls leaping from tbeir dizzy 
heights, and seeming like silver threads pencilled on the rocky 
wall. A t "Wiiipio one of these pictuvcsfpie easciules springs from 
a height of iiftcen hundred feet, hack to the matcmat bosom of 
the sea, from which in mantling clouds i t had been bomo on 
the wings of the wind, to bathe with genial showers the hoary 
brow of Kauna Kca, and break the fúleucc of shadowy solitudes 
that clothe his rugged pides, with murmuring melody or shouts 
of joy, as on i t humes to join again the revelry of winds and 
waves. 
At the foot of a steep bluff which divides the outlet of "Wai-
pio valley into two parts, a large, towered missionary church lias 
been erected for the accommodation, I mn told, of twenty to 
twenty-five families living in the valley ; and on the upper level 
about three miles furtlicr to the southeast, is seen another tow-
ered church, with hut three houses between tho two, and none 
beyond tito last church that a good telescope revealed. What 
these two churches have been built there for is beyond rational 
conjecture, unless, indeed, as telegraphs, to notify the passing 
voyager that the missionary is abroad; certainly a eufficiently 
well-attested fact at home, both by pulpit and press, as also by 
the ceaseless calls for contributions in aid of missions in foreign 
parts, which many now think would bo better appropriated in 
converting the citizen heathens of our own country. "When it is 
considered that this sparsely-populated district of Dftmakua— 
ono of the six into which the island of Hawaii is divided—has 
thirteen churches, it will probably bo thought by many a poor 
widow and shoeless child, who gave their hard-earned pittance 
for " the spread of tho Gospel among tho heathens of tho Sand-
wich Islands," that these islanders have been BUperabundantly 
supplied with the means of grace, and that it will in future ho 
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wiser lo bo moro gracious to themselves, and not allow either n 
one-idea fiiuatieisni, or the specious appeals of self-interest, to 
make them miserable about the " lost souls " of (hose who, there 
aro reasons for believing, were happier, and better too, before 
than since intruders came among them, to introduce diseases 
from which they had never sufíered, vices of which they were 
ignorant, and discontent with a form of governmental landed 
proprietorship, adapted to their wants and parental in its char-
acter, and which taught them by precept and example a provi-
dent industry, and not to fail to prepare for the wante of to-
morrow by planting to-day. The iiuliQcrence to cultivating the 
soil, the innumerable neglected taro patches, and abandonment 
of cocoamit-tveo planting, prove how unwise was the policy 
hastily introduced and pressed to adoption by foreigners, of re-
leasing an unprepared people from the inllucncc ami control of 
their higher chiefs, and handing thorn over to listlessncss and 
indolence; or to a dependence on the chances of subsistence 
resulting from traflic with or employment by whalers, who have 
for some years found it to their interest to resort to these islands, 
hut who may at any time for a like reason forsake them, con-
venience or gain attracting them elsewhere. Indeed, the strange 
disappearance of whales from former fishing regions, and the 
great facilities offered to shippers to seek the great Pacific port 
of San Francisco, are already operating unfavorably on the 
whaling interests of the Hawaiian Islands. I t is not every 
change that brings improvement!; nor arc the usages, the modes 
of control, and reforms of one race of mankind always adapted 
to another of different nature and capacities. I t would have 
been wiser, then, i f the few foreigners had duly weighed these 
truths, and also that i t was the good of the many, the natives, 
which deserved tho first consideration, and was to be most ma-
terially affected by proposed changes. Expcrimouts involving 
a total revolution of government and morals, and the relations 
of mankind subject to these, having no support of experience, 
are of doubtful propriety. But when these come of specula-
tions at variance with the distinctions of nature, and violative 
of laws enacted by her, they prove not merely hazardous, hut 
sooner or later disastrous in their results. The fate of the Ila-
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\falians will probably cxcmjilif)' the correctness of tins posi-
tion. 
Steering more Boul-herly along the coast of the district of 
Hilo during the evening, at midnight wc doubled Makakanaloa 
Point, and again cluingcd our (.'nurse to the south-southwest, 
piiasingup Waifilcca AV///, in exfent iVom (do point above named 
on the north, to Loloiwi Point on the south, twelve miles, and 
from the line of these poinls on the east to tho head of the bay 
westwardly, eight miles. I t wart to tins ])ay) known and called 
by tho celebrated Vancouver, as by the natives before him, 
Waiakea—hroad wain'—that the less appropriate personal name 
of the English navigator Capt. Ihjron was given, on the occa-
sion of his subsequent visit to it in the British frigate " Blonde." 
Tins is a cheap custom of transmitting one's name, in the ab-
sence of any deed deserving rciuembrauce ; and many a hmublc 
headland, hil l , and rivulet would bo "more honored in the 
breach than in the observance" of it, especially by English and 
American explorers, who have a ridiculous fancy thus to apply 
their unmeaning "harsh, hissing, grunting, guttural" cogno-
mens, even to the suppression oiteu of nativo ajvpcllations, both 
expressive and euphonious. 
A submerged coral reef extends from Cocoanut Island on 
the south, to within half a mile of the north side of the bay, 
leaving a passage of that width for vessels of. tho greatest 
draught; and there is within tho reef a harbor of one anda 
quarter by two miles in extcht, in which ships of any size may 
ride at anchor in perfect security. On tho west side of this 
harbor stands tho town of Ililo^ and on tho south tho little vil-
lage of "Waiakea, a creseentie beach bordering and lying between 
them, on which tho breaking surf looks in the distance like a 
fringe of frosted silver. 
The quaint-looking thatched houses, with others more mod-
ern and of tasteful design, having ample grounds and gardens, 
rise above each other on an inclined plane on winch Hilo stands, 
embowered in tropical shrubbery and trees. Among the latter 
are tho broad-leaved banana and tho decp-shaded bread-fruit, 
above which tho tall cocoanut waves its graceful branches, wel-
coming, as I looked on the beautiful picture, the first coming of 
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tlie awcct Bca-broczo of the morning;, whose gcnifil breath cliecri^i 
the cliillccl but!, and gave brighter bloom to the blossom, rudely 
shaken by the cool night wind from the mountaina. Jlilo is 
the gem of Hawaii, and sublime is the mirrounding in which 
it, is Bet, when at early dawn the coming voyager loóles above 
and beyond it, his eye resting on the majestic Mauna Kca^ 
thirty-five miles to the north of west, raising upward, 13,953 feet, 
its bold turrets defiant of storm, and its proud pinnacles Rceming 
to pierce the lightninge dwclling-plaeo. And when, turning to 
the south of west, lie beholds the surpassing dome of Mauna 
Tjya-, sixty milcstdistant, and having a base diameter of like 
extent, rising in gvandeur to a height, of 33,700 feet, illumined 
by the coming Run yet below the horizon; while hills and val-
Joya are unrolled beneath, clad in verdure of darker and richer 
hue, from the shadow in which they still repose. 
I t stands, 
A mighty mount—trnnscciulcntly eublime. 
. The very sun, a3 though lie worshipp'tf there, 
In homage lingers on its dome of snow, 
Gilding the radiant roof na i f with gold; 
And through iU strangely column'd corridors, 
And o'er its vast volcanic cnpiliilp, 
Shedding the glory of his tropic beams. 
An everlasting temple, thus it seems, 
Lifted above the shadowy earth, that spreads 
Before its still unfmished porticoes 
An emerald enrpet for its worshippers. 
And long and clear will also remain the remembrance of Mauna 
Kea's surpassing majesty, when, eliortly after the sun had risen 
above the sea, gatliering clouds from the northeast came rolling 
by, and the grand old mountain in stately sovereignty folded 
them AS a mantle about Ins brawny shoulders, and lifted his 
cold brow above, bound with snow and ice, that gleamed in the 
golden sunlight like a burnished coronet. 
From witnessing the grandeur of creation, to thoughts of the 
Power of the Creator, is a natural transition; and from emo-
tions incident to a human appreciation of these, I was startled 
by the summons to go ashore. Passing from the anchorage to 
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the boodi in ÍI shore-boat, I wna borno through tho Biirf on a 
native's shouldcvftj tlio Jlawniííin Government Jiaving left I l i lo 
without wharf or mole; anil the town not yet tolerating a hotel 
as a practical reflection on its liospitality, I was taken in charge 
by Captain T. Spcucei-, an American resident, on whoso gener-
osity I can safely tniat for pardon for this mention of him; and 
.who is tho impersonation of oufspoken opinion, commercial en-
terprise, and belief in the "manifest destiny" of a country ho 
will not forswear for local advantages of Hawaiian allegiance, 
as fiomo Americans have done of more noisy and intolerant 
patriotism. 
C U A P T E K X X X Y . 
TF-MPFfUTUHK—AOTlICUI.TUil A I , TRODUCTIONS OF H A W A I I — H I S t í l O N ARY I N T P I l H K D D L I N a 
I N r O M T I C A L AKFAIRS—UKCOIU» OK r U I U T A N I S M — M I H S I O N A H Y INTOI.ERAKCE AND TFAl-
SKCUTION. 
(ÍCCUJPYING d coininamling fiitc with extensive grounds on 
the ])rincipnl aveuuc of the town, the hospitable residence of 
wliieh I became unexpectedly a guest, was found replete with 
comforts and luxuries. A batli of extent and depth for swim-
ming, to which a mountain stream brings its crystal tribute, 
and verandahs, on which the refreshing sea-breczc never cease 
to blow, except to rest when cooler airs from the snowy heights 
of Mauna ICea como down at night to brace the nerve of sleep, 
make weariness a name, and cause forgetfulness of being in a 
tropical climate. My examination of i i carefully kept thcrmo-
mctrical record showed 81° Fahrenheit to have been the highest 
temperature of the year in this latitude of 19° 42', while 55° 
marked the lowest temperature of several years, that of a well-
remembered and exceptional cold day; thus, embracing this alto-
gether unusual low temperature, the thermometrical range has 
been but 2G0. I n speaking of the climates of Honolulu and 
Lalmina, statements were given of the diversities of mean tem-
perature at those places respectively. That a comparison of 
temperature may bo fairly made, i t is necessary to add that the 
observations of Dr. Eooke ehowed the mamimum temperature 
of one year at Honolulu to have been 80° and the minimum 
02°, tho variation being 24°; and at Lahaina a meteorological 
journal of tho Rev. Kr . Baldwin gave for a like period 87° as 
the maximum and 01° as the minimum temperature—variation 
20°. Thus it is seen that while the absolute extreme variation 
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of temperature is precisely alike at Hilo and Laliaina, that at 
Honolulu is set down at 2° less—a diilcrcuec undeserving of 
consideration as nffecting tlic quosl ion of compavativo ndvantngD 
for invalids. The Pali Inirricnues which soiuctimcs reacli die 
last-named city, cauKiiip; more sudden vicissitudes, are certainly 
to be reganlcd as of greater importance; and the quantity and 
frequency of rain througliout (he year at I l i lo may make a res-
idence at Honolulu and Laliaina more desirable, at least to tlio 
extent that this Oict may bear iijiou tiic particular case. Jiut in 
sonic other respects, and especially for surpassing loveliness of 
nature, Jli lo and its vicinity arc without a rival in these islands. 
"Verdure is the unchanging; mantle of earth—green of endless 
shades, in grass, shruh, vine, and tree, the elucf adornment, 
gemmed with ilowcrs of richest hues. 
A ride through the adjacent country revéala the bread fruit, 
bananas of the Hawaiian, Tahitian, and choice Chinese species ; 
the orange, lime, pineapple, cocoanut, and guava, taro and ar-
rowroot, and also the coflee-tree and sugar-cane. 
The coilcc-trce, apparently hopelessly destroyed in these 
islands hy a blight which first appeared in -1857, and which the 
Hon. K. G. Wyllie, llinistor of Foreign Affairs, expressed to 
me an apprehension would not recover, it was gratifying to find 
on my arrival at the island of Hawaii, was presenting in many 
instances a vigorous growth and an abundant crop of berries, 
with no sign of the insect producing it, which had anddenly 
made its appearance. A very intelligent physician and natural-
ist, Dr. Hillebrand, of Oahu, remarked to me that i t was prob-
ahle an antagonist and more powerful insect would appear and 
prey upon and destroy the present insect oaxising the blight. 
This is not an unconnnou experience of botanists, and there are 
indications that i t may he realized on this island. The Ha-
waiian cofleo has a fine flavor, by some thought to rival that of 
Mocha, and to be interior only to the Yungai eoflco of Bolivia. 
Its successful cultivation would add greatly to the wealth of this 
kingdom. 
The sugar-cane is of sure, rapid, and neb growth, eight and 
nine years being here the limit of its productiveness ; a longer 
time, however, i t is said, than on the other islands of the group. 
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Thcro nrro four sugar estates on Ila-waii, sevcu on i laui , and 
tliree on Kauai, producing nearly five thousand tons of sugar 
annually, of the finest qusility, for homo consumption and the 
California market. Large tracts of land suitable for sugar-cane 
planting are to be had on this island at from two to five dollars 
per acre. Some of these aro convenient of access to the port 
of I l i lo , a consideration of much importance in a country where 
good roads, it might almost bo said with truth roads of any 
kind, arc a great desideratum. Some of the most fortunate ad-
venturers in this branch of industry arc Chinese. I t may be 
that their success is due to the greater facility with which they 
can ohtayi laborera from among their own countrymen. The 
diiliculty of securing certain and reliable labor has no doubt 
deterred others from engaging in the business. 
Tho district of Hilo is the most fertile of this island, and 
best adapted to tho growth of sugar-cane, and the northern part 
of tho district, that above the AVailuku Hirer, surpasses the 
Roulhern in both depth and richness of soil. This river appears 
to have been the limit of tbc later volcanic eruptions from 
Manna Loa, which on tho eastern side of tho island appear not 
to have passed north of its bed. While the slumbcring^or per-
haps extinct volcanic action of Mauna Kca, has left that region 
of country, north of the river, long undisturbed ; subject only 
to the changes of surface incident to decomposition and veget-
able growth and decay, creating and ripening a virgin soil, 
which may bo irrigated to any desirable extent by descending 
mountain streams, and which requires but the application of 
skill and industry to produce remarkable results in any branch 
of agriculture. I f the primitive habits of the natives must be 
abolished, and their inclinations constrained, i t is experienced 
and scientific representatives of labor that are most needed. 
This kingdom is dotted all over with ajficial-s o f fo re ign hir th— 
legislative, ministerial, judicial, magisterial—indeed generally 
administrative. But, for the good of the country,/br evwy om 
Bitch in tho service of tho Government, there should be om hmv-
drcd well informed and faithful lahorers, engaged in developing 
the agricultural resources, not in consuming its vitality, its cap-
ital and its credit, and endangering its hypothecation to the 
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"WorWfi banker, to ^vJiorn rt l^itiific maybe as desirable 08 a n 
Atlantic líenmulu, for money to defray tlvc expenses of a gov-
• eminent transcending i(s rcvoipU : laborera to set tlio poor na-
tives, now fluhjeetcd to an irresistible revolution, an example 
of industry and practical morality, and to teach them how to 
avert threatened ruin. 
^Besides the product ion of sugar and coftec, of large crops of 
potatoes, both sweet and Insli, and of nearly all the garden veg-
etables grown in the United States, I have seen cotton of excel-
lent staple growing wild and neglected; and responding to in-
diílerent cultivation, choice wheat, tobacco of approved cpiality, 
and an experimental crop of rice that would have been consid-
ered satisfactory in Carolina or China. 
As Jo the grasses, their luxuriant and perennial growth on 
this ishmd, and also a genial climate, arc shown by the fact that 
cattle and sheep brought hero by Vancouver and other naviga-
tors in the latter part of the last century, multiplied so greatly 
as to have become valueless except; for hides and tallow, and 
running wild and without ownership,-were lassoed and slaugh-
tered by thousands to supply the Oalifoniiu demand incident to 
its recent great immigration. 
The town of Hilo has a population of about one thousand. 
I t has two churches, occupying commanding positions, and ri-
valling each other in size and display of towers; these form tho 
showy architoetunil features of the town when approaching it 
from the sea. They both sprang from missionary enterprises, 
the one being Catholic, the other Protestant; but from tho man-
ifestations of sectarian animosities, it would seem as i f tho Chris* 
tian duty of charity and brotherly love had not been duly incul-
cated therein, I have heard a theological controversy between 
two excited parties of natives on the street, in which warlike, 
i f not convincing words, were freely bandied; and fearing that 
something harder and more efleetivc in ending tho disputo 
might follow, I speedily placed myself beyond tho reach of 
knock-down arguments. Such disgraceful scenes result from 
the too common intolcraiico and denunciation of tho pulpit, 
shamefully perverted from its sacred trust to the engendering 
and. stimulating of prejudices and passions in the ignorant and 
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deluded people, who come to "gather grapca" lint are given 
" thorns; » to pluck (< figa," but iiml " thistles." 
How itir antichristiiin lessons were taught, and to what ex-
tent iniRsionary intcvtneddling with the aifairs of political gov-
ennnent in these islands once existed, are questions so intimately 
connected with the propagation of the Gospel, and witli a just 
oxcrcisc of human rights and the prevalence of free principles, 
a-s to deserve some notice from one not interested in propagating 
erroneous statements. Next to the grain of mustard seed of 
civilization, presumed rather than proved to have been planted 
in Hawaii through a Spanish shipwreclc, the genu of which is 
Rupposcd to have been strengthened by the subsequent discov-
ery of Cook, and occasional visits of commerce and curiosity, 
came lho first systematic attempt of the American missionaries 
to Cliristinnizo the islanders. Their movement was regarded 
with great interest, general civilization and commerce anticipat-
ing good results from it, and America especially contemplating 
a further extension of liberal and elevating principles of self-
government, as a natural consequence to follow the benign inilu-
ence of a true Christianity. The Foreign Secretary of the 
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions favors 
this view by saying that " the Protestant eon mum i ty on these 
islands is responsible for sdf-qovcrnmenl in all matters of the 
church, as well as iu ail matters of the State. I t should be hold 
to this."* The establishment of enlightened views of govern-
ment, conformable to those of the political constitution of their 
own country, depended in part upon the faithful administration 
by the missionaries of their special trust, as assuredly did the 
bestowal of religious truth, for -which the natives were awaiting, 
having, as already shown, on their own motion deposed the idol-
atry of their fathers. 
True, i t was not appropriate for the missionaries to interfere 
in political government, and they were expressly instructed by 
their Bupcriors in authority to "withhold themselves entirely 
from all interference and intermeddling with the political afiairs 
* Tlio ITawniinii Islnnila, under niissioiinry labore, by liiifuB Anderson, D. D. Bos-
ton, 1864. 
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and party concerns of the nation," and from following, as tho 
historian of tho Kawaüau Manda has pointedly expressed it, 
" the example of the Jesuits, and creating at onco a church and 
state." Adopting an opinión of Mr. Jarves, who, however, i t 
is to be regretted for the sake of his own reputation, too often 
sinks tho historian in the partisan advocate of tho mission arios, 
but from whoso pages, nevertheless, I shall draw material facts, 
although our conclusions will Boinctiincs differ widely, it must 
be admitted that the prohibition of the missionaries from inter-
meddling in politicnl affairs "was a good rule." Yet i f we 
were disposed to grant their obedience to this instruction, they 
must still be held accountable for any injury sustained by sound 
political principles and practice, resulting from a, failure to in-
culcate, both by precept and example, the Divine lessons of the 
Founder of the Christian- relig i on ̂  the observfmeo of tho rules 
oí justice and love, instead of that hatred and all unckaritahle-
iiess which arc as fruitful sources of jtolitieal as of social evil. 
But did not the missionaries conimit political Bins as well as 
omit religious duties? Authentic records declare that tho prin-
cipal riders oí' the islanders " were favorers of tho mission and 
converts to Christianity." That the Queen Regent Kaahu-
miinii, " in the days of her heathenism, a cruel, haughty, and 
imperious woman-—the glance of whose angry eye carried terror 
to all her obscrpiious and crouching vassals, not a subject, how-
ever high his station, during to Aico her frown," became a con-
vert to tho new faith, and "warmly attached to the missiona-
ries, the sanie activity and iirinness which were infused into all 
her former acts being manifested in her Bubscquent govern-
ment. That tho machinery of tho old system, which centred 
all power in the hands of the chiefs, in whom it may with pro-
priety be said the nation was individualized, was brought to aid 
in the moral reform. The will of the rulers being the will of 
the populace, the revolution that followed waa not surprising." 
To this startling account 0 / despotic machinery the historian 
adds, " The rulers had providentially become Christian," a siif-
licient consideration i t would appear in his judgment to justify 
the extreme exercise of tyrannical power; and ho then further 
states, what must certainly be regarded as an unfortunato com-
3(i 
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montnry on his text, though announcing a very natural result of 
Buch an antecedent, "its pure (Christian) doctrines were mani-
fested in the livea of a few of all degrees, but with the mass i t 
was an external habit, like tlie cfothes borrowed f rom cimliza-
t-iofi." Kor is it wonderful that the missiouarics were led from 
such data to exaggerate the moral revolution they presumed 
they had inaugurated; and -that they misunderstood what they 
supposed was the " perceptible influence of Christianity upon 
the acts of the Government, and the character o f the, nation." 
About four 3'cars after the arrival of the missionaries a 
charge was made against tliem of meddling in governmental 
matters—a charge sustained by the general opinion of foreign 
residenUs expressed in my hearing, nnd of which the historian 
of the Hawaiian Islands says, " so far as their iniluencc affected 
the eh ids this was true. That they gave advice in emergencies 
when asked, ia evident from the humane iniluencc they exerted, 
imd the encouragement they afforded the loyal chiefs in the late 
rebellion at Kauai." Although even this unsophisticated apol-
ogist of most of their acts, condemning them for calculating 
timidity and two-faced-ness, states that " they were 7iot always 
sufftcieuüy franlc and open, in it , and shrunk unnecessarily from 
encountering boldly the opposition when their oKsistancc would 
have been serviceable to the chiefs, or they rendered it in too 
cautious and noncomndtial a manner for it to avail much at a 
crisis, though i t effected much in the general issue." 
Tho historian proceeds further in proof of the political asso-
ciation of priests and people, although he strangely, and, as we 
think, ungenerously charges tho illiterate and simple-minded 
authorities with the errors of execution—" in the early stage of 
their career the strong attachment of the rulers for their teach-
ers, andtlie in&eparabh policy of tlie Gowrnment with the relig-
ion i t fostered, caused its precepts to be felt in every political 
movement; thê missimaries were indy and rightfully the active 
carnes. No moro positivo proof çxists of the hold which the 
mission was acquiring in the atfections of the Government, than 
tho aid furnished in furtherance of their views. So far as tho 
missionaries were faithful to their cause they became identified 
with Government; for it was only to them, and the transient 
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visitors of intelligence at tlio islands, that the chieis could safely 
apply for disinterested advice." And again, in detailing the 
proceedings of a general council at which i t was proposed to re-
duce eerl.ain gubernatorial edicts into a national code, it is stated 
that :' two years before, an attempt had been made to introduce 
a municipal code of a similar character. The regents had in-
vited somo of the mis-sionartcs it) ho present at the council at 
which the several claufset were to bo discussed." 
"With such evidences of intermeddling m Lho a if airs of Gov-
ernment by the Anterioan missionnries, furnished by a historian 
prone to strain criticism, i f not historical accuracy, to a j^artial 
judgment of their acts, i t is not surprising that a general dis-
content should have arisen among foreign residents who thought 
their proceedings at variance with tho professed objects of a 
religious enterprise, calculated to mar tho benevolent deBÍgna of 
its originators and patrons, and to convert i t into a machine for 
the accomplishincut of selfish, fanatical, and unhallowed pur-
poses. And it was reasonable to expect that Knglish, French, 
and American resident oflicials, with such facts patent to them, 
would unite with others in an expression of disapprobation; and 
as was the case, even to manifest a spirit of nntagonism to a 
' cause, the professed agents of which were engaged in procedures 
determining a governmental policy and purposes greatly to bo 
deprecated. 
Nor phould such opposition have been regarded by tho advo-
cates of n two-fold missionary Bchcmc—political and religious— 
as a <l wholesale condemnation of creed or sect," as has been said. 
Diifereuces of opinion as to the expediency of measures may be 
honestly entertained; and a belief in personal incompetency, in 
errors of judgment and practice, docs not justify a charge of in-
fidelity, or denominational hostility. 
l int how stands the tpiestion with reference to tho other side? 
Aro the missionaries free from the attaint of intolerance and per-
secution? Has their conduct presented an example of consistent 
profession and practico? Have their lives illustrated a benign 
Christianity? That they were sent to establish; and to do 
which the secretary for Foreign Missions says, moro than one 
million of* dollars have been expended, while, by the testimony 
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of ono of their most eloquent fnendSj " i n the course of six 
years preaching he had admitted hut a singlo individual into 
the church "—so few were tbc reaUy converted and deserving. 
Let us seek an answer to the questions; and in so doing we may 
ascertain some additional reasons for the signal failure of the 
scheme—as one of ábsolule good—exemplified by the above fact, 
and others heretofore mentioned. 
The attention of the Roman Catholic Church in France was 
drawn to the Hawaiian Islands as a desirable field for the prop-
agation of their faith, and in 1827 several missionary priests 
were despatched thither, two of whom arrived at Honolulu; 
and, as stated by the historian^ in langiiagc for such au 
authority remarkably indicative of partisan feelings and ungov-
crncd prejudices, " with an effrontery that showed a sad want of 
moral principle," insisted on remaining; although by command 
of tlio haughty and imperious Queen Regent, the favorite con-
vert of the American missionaries, the proverbially "new and. 
good Kaahumanu," an order had been given " fo r tfieír ex-
2>itl$io?i." 
Although these missionary priests arc thus charged with a 
"sad want of moral principle," yet the same author, and upon 
the same page of his book, strangely declares, that " they appear ' 
to have been men oí simple mid pious habits, desirous of effect-
ing good in accordance with the mandates of their Church. 
Had they been dropped among an entirely heathen tribe, tlieir 
seal, instructions, and puri ty of lives, would have wo?i respect, 
and success crowned their labors" 
And a kindly appreciation of these " simple and pious 
priests" appoara to have been entertained at first by the Ameri-
can missionaries also, for i t is said of them that they furnished, 
the former " witli copies of their works in the Hawaiian tongue 
to enable them to prosecute their studies." 
But when it was found that a small congregation was gath-
ered by the priests, who conformed to their communion, and 
that occasional converts were made among the natives who 
attended their instruction, then, as we are told, was "strongly 
urged upon Hie Oovernment the impolicy of allowing the intro-
duction of this new religion, about worshipping images, and dead 
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men's bones, and taboo on meat." And then nlso, as ia further 
and ratlicr censoriously recorded by the bistorian, "some with 
more, zeal tJutn propriety tavglit the Governvicni of tbe long and 
bloody persecution a of Europe, the inquisition, crusades, papal 
supremacy, and all the iniquities of its most corrupt age. Thcae 
Bimlc deep into their minds, and their fears, magnified by igno-
rance of history, conjectured like evils for their dominions. As 
the proselyfcism of natives slowly progressed, and the Romish 
mission gave indications of pennanency, the Protestant mis-
sionaries by force of argument, teaching, and all the influence 
they could lawfully employ, endeavored to arrest its progress. 
Ser—.jim defending tlio theology of Protestants, and attacking 
ohe dogmas of tlie hostile Churchy were uttered from evo-y •pulpit; 
tracts gave further civculation to their opinions, and a war of 
disoussiojv was commenced and actively 2?ursued. Government 
lent its aid, and unfortitnatcly for the principle) though necen-
sarily f o r its support) Church and State viere more closely united 
than ever"—a sentence expressing in brief apposition as candid 
an admission of what all liberal minds deplore, as solemn a truth, 
gross a falsehood, and lamentable a consequence, as ever foil 
from the pen of an author. The lievcrcud Secretary for Foreign 
Missions in his book already referred to, in the face of such facte 
uublushingly declares that the misstonavics have abstained from 
" interference with the political affairs of the nation," And in 
comparing the operations of missions bo says that, certain "wri-
ters have " overestimated the successes of Romish missions and 
their comparative power, in the same field with missions," by 
him designated as "of the evangelical or Purita/n stamp" 
I t would have been a praiseworthy example of Christian can-
dor, calculated to direct more justly the action of Hawaiian 
rulers, i f the American missionaries of that time, whilo telling 
them the faults of others, and with extravagant harangues ex-
citing them to acts of persecution, had revealed also the frauds 
and violence, the bigotry, intolerance, duplicity, and shocking 
barbarities, practised by the Pilgrim. Puritans from whom they 
sprang; whose chartered privileges—merely those of a mercan-
tile company—were granted in the royal hope, unhappily dis-
appointed, that their example would toin the aborigines of New 
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England to the knowledge and obedience of the only true God. 
Suck was the " royal intention and the adventuvcra free pro-
fession." 
But it seems not to have suited their selfish purposes to make 
known that the worst of Romanist oifeneof* against the spirit of 
Christianity have been sternly imitated by Protestant fanaticism. 
It was not told to the islander, whose ignorance i t was the pro-
fession of the missionaries to enlighten, that the Puritans clan-
destinely and illegally transferred a charter, to be subsequently 
perverted to purposes of heinous oppression and crime, in a far-
off country where observation and authority could not readily 
reach them.* 
Nothing was said of the disfranchisement of all who. refused 
to burden their consciences with that covenant, the fell Rpirit of 
which instigated the enactment that "none should be admitted 
to tho liberties of tlrts commonwealth (of Massachusetts) but such 
ns shall bo members of some of the (Puritan) churches within its 
jurisdiction." And no matter what their material interests at 
stake in the community, they had no security of pvoporty or 
person, but became, from want of " covenant grace," a degrad-
ed caste. 
The Ilawaiians were not told that the criminal law of Puri-
tanism, when popery had not yet intruded on its sanctified do-
main, was steeped in blood; that witchcraft, blasphemy, adul-
tery, perjury, conspiracy, cursing or smiting, rebellion of chil-
dren against parents, and such like offences—strangely found in 
its holy precincts—were deemed deserving of the same penalty 
affixed to the crime of murder. Even tho islanders, whom it was 
sought to purge of heathenism, would have stood aghast at the 
rclatiònof such acode, and trembled with forebodings of the san-
guinary carnival which would have been inaugurated by its adop-
tion among them. Nor did tho American missionaries, in de-
nouncing tho other iniquities of popery, think the wicked insinua-
tion worthy of notice, that n Puritan censorship of the press had 
been dcemcdnccessary to thepurificationof " the eradlo of liberty." 
Neither wafl it told, with suitable commentaries, that whipping 
• Rco Ilistovienl Review of tlic Puritan Government in MussacliuscLls, by Tctcr 
Oliver, Boston edition, 1850. 
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even naked through t!ie streets—baniahmcnt, fines, imprisonment, 
branding, bodily nnitilation by cvdting ofi" tlio cars mid boring 
the tongue with a red-hot iron, Clio pillory, selling into slavery, 
and even the gallows—punishments coming of bigotry and intol-
erance, disgraceful to tbe model mission of "a Puritan stamp" 
were inflicted upon men and women, for religious opinions, for 
which they were accountable to God alone; and imposed by 
those, too, who claimed to have freighted the ships in which 
they fled from their own country to raise altara in a wilderness, 
with that most precious of human l ights, liberty of conscimce. 
The cruelties of Puritan " persecutions, inquisitions, crusades, 
and supremacy," would have been hut a fair offset to those of 
European Catholicism proclaimed to the Hawaiians by the 
American Tniwionavies; and certainly as appropriate a theme 
for puh it denunciation. They did not sketch, even in outline, 
the horrors of the exterminating wars prosecuted against the 
rightful possessors of (ho soil, by those who had it ever on their 
lips, that theirs was the mission to " Go into all tho world and 
preach the gospel to every creature." Nothing wns said of the 
Puritan plea of Christian right u by tho grand charter of God," 
to despoil the Indian of his forests, fields, and waters. Nothing 
of the sad fate of the Pcquod tribe, who, as the Pilgrim "Win-
throp afterwards said, " had done JTassachusctts no injury," and 
yet every warrior and old man of whom was slain, tho women 
being distributed as slaws, and tho male children, sold to the 
Bermudas. Nothing of the cold-blooded murder of tho two 
great Narrangansett chiefs; tho perfidious resolution " to blot 
out that tribe from existence, although the ink with which a 
treaty of peace had been ratified was scarcely dry," tho merci-
less slaughter of nine hundred warriors even when defence of 
their homes and their lives ceased to bo maintained, and the 
horrid burning of the captives, old men, women, and children. 
Nothing of the deliberately predetermined extermination of tho 
"Wampauoags, hunted like wild beasts by tho dropping shots of 
the chase; nor of the fate of their King Philip's son, "the last 
of the race of Massasoit—that kindly and kingly entertainer of 
the Pilgrim Fathers—who was sent like a bruto without a soul, 
to toil in slavery under the burning sun of tho Bermudas." 
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Fortunato indeed, would i t have been for these simple, trust-
ing, and faithful children of nature, if, like King James of Eng-
land, they had known those'with whom they were dealing. 
" M y son," said that monarch addressing Prince Henry, " take 
hoed of the Puritans, very pests in the Church and Common-
wealth, whom neither oaths nor promises bind, malting their 
own imaginations the square of their conscience"—then would 
not one hundred thousand human beings hare been sacrificed 
in fifty years, to gratify a ferocious fanaticism; nor would their 
land have become crimson with innocent blood nor reeking with 
the fraud of false-hearted intruders. 
And fortúnalo would it have been for the Ilawaiians i f Ameri-
can missionaries had presented the two pictures in candid com-
parison ; that they did not dniw of Puri tan intolerance, fanati-
cism, and cruelty, with that by them so vividly portrayed of 
Catholic bigotry, folly, and persecution; then might the rulers 
of these misguided people have avoided the perpetration of per-
secutions, for which their only excuse is to be found in the dis-
ingenuousness of those whom they trusted. 
I t is not Burprising that the unfair and persistent efforts of 
an established mission to control a centralized power for selfish 
purposes should have inaugurated what was subsequently called 
" the persecution;" nor that, as a consequence, the party in the 
state hostile to the Government, should have been increased by the 
accession of many previously indiifcrcnt observers of the contro-
versy, who were prompted by liberal and generous sentiments 
to side with the oppressed. But this manifestation of sympathy 
strengthened the resolutions of intolerance, and inflamed the 
imperious Kaahumanu ; by whose command the " natives were 
forbidden to attend the religious services of the Papists." The 
arbitrary will of Kaahumanu, directed by the missionaries, who 
availed in all things relating to their interests, of the Kamcha-
inchian policy of supreme control and unquestioned domina-
tion, was not to ho resisted; and accordingly, Government ini-
2>ose(l fines and invprüonnieiti upon converts to Catholicism. 
The history of that period shows that such converts " were con-
fined and set to work making stone walls, repairing roads, and 
fabricating mats, aggravated by filthy lodgings, bad food, and 
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the contempt and rudeness common to tho lowest orders particu-
larly of natives, ivith whom malevolence to the unfortunate had 
always been an active principle. ' They were punished for their 
idolatry, and they who repeated the oflenco five times, cither by 
worshipping at the chapel or indulging in their old rites, were 
obliged to remove tlw fil th of the f o r i with Úieir hands. Roman-
ists to the number of thirty men and women were incorporated 
in the ranks of common malefactors^ and from time to time/or 
several years made liable to siim'lar jntnislmcnts" 
The partial historian of this persecution for conscience* salte, 
imblusliingly attributes the "mildness" of this inhumanity, in 
comparison with the harsher punishment which would have 
attended such offences a few years before, to the " humanizing 
spirit of the Chrisiianily " introduced hj the missionaries. The 
saving clause of the sentence, is in f lic kind of Christianity tMts 
introduced. But. at the inauguration of the new faith, i t would 
have been moro appropriate that some other namo had been 
taken, and that the religion of the meek and lowly one of Beth-
lehem liad spning and flourished of its own benignant spirit, 
and not from the rankness of ovil passions; had como at its own 
time and in its own way, with healing on its wings, not to he 
emitten by the rude blasts of persecution; had made known its 
own messages of peace and good will to all men, and not have 
been shamed by curses and cruelties meted out to the oppressed. 
I f Christianity had come thus, not only tho inioleranco of Ro-
manism, which American missionaries liad enriched tho Hawaii-
an tongue with new epithets to denounce, but intoleranco in all 
matters of religious faith, would never have raised its head. 
And i f a purified and enlightened public sentiment and not the 
inhumanities either of legal enactment or of arbitrary will , 
had been the means of reformation, tho historian would not 
have been required by truth reluctantly to acknowledge in ref-
erence to the above-recited punishments, that "there were indi-
vidual instances of missionaries whose minds, illibcralized by scc-
larianism, looked on with reprehensible apathy." 
Meanwhile, the pair of patient priests, protected as they be-
lieved by the panoply of truth, and sustained by an inward con-
Bciousness of duty, pursued their path of piety so meekly and 
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uncomplainingly, so entirely in harmony with the merciful and 
loving spirit of tho Gospel they professed, that a conviction of 
their goodness coming of a true religion, seized upon many, and 
thoy still gained converts, despite the inflictions of the civil 
authorities, controlled by fanaticism. Embittered by their con-
tinued success, a misguided Government next determined to 
send them out of the country; and as they declared themselves 
without the means of going, they were by direction of the rulers 
in 1832, forcibly put on board of a vessel and banished. An 
act which the historian—Mr, Jar ves—pronounces " for barbari-
am, a humane consideration;" strangely overlooking his previ-
ous record of the priests' " simple and pious habits, their zeal 
and purity of lives;" and also that lie liad called the rulers, 
Christians, and pronounced the Queen Regent's "character so 
entirely altered, and hor deportment so consistent with tho prin-
ciples of her faith, that none could doubt its sincerity." Who 
wcro tho "barbarians"? The priests, or the princes? And 
will Mr. J. inform us further, in what consists the " humane 
consideration " of banishment fo r religious opinion ? 
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CONSEQUEN CES OF Mie.SIONA.nY Etl i lOna A N U rEItSfi CUT I O N S — M I S S I O S A R T PUTT—MISfJION-
A K Y CONTHAST. 
Tins Kameliameliian rulo of government—arbitrary decrees 
and pinmlimcnts—the liandmaid of tlio American nnsaionarics 
in tlicsc irlanda, was not restricted to the catholic clergy alone. 
We arc told by Mr, Jarves that Kuakini, the brother of the 
self-willed Kaalmmanu, and her governor of Oalm, being " fully 
equal to the task of subduing the impertinence of lawless whites, 
his rigorous enforcement of the letter of the law gavo cause of 
oflcnco to many foreigners." Briefly told, his agents rudely 
entered private houses, seizing and carrying off forbidden bev-
erages. J f orscs were forcibly taken from owners who rode on 
Sunday. Avmcd bauds paraded the streets and "violently sup-
pressed houses obnoxious to puritanical ordinances. I t is not 
surprising that under such an enforcement of fanatical despotism, 
the annals of that period should present the acknowledgment 
" that the strong arm of Government was not capable of infusing 
order and sobriety into a dissolute population; that secret 
means of indulgence were sought out; that the governor's meafi-
ures met a strong opposition, and many continued to be evaded." 
That it should have been declared that the apparent moral con-
dition was entirely owing to tho absolutism of the chiefs; and 
that the historian of the time was compelled to say, " that this 
was partly true, no missionary could deny. They numbered 
but few real convcrls, though tlicy justly claimed the ameliora-
tion of manners, the desire of instruction, and much of the grad-
ual change for tho better, to be the result of their labors. Still 
following the example of the rulers, i t had become fasMonabU 
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to le of tJieir Idief; a l l mvportant offices were i n tíieir hands, 
(Mid interest more than intelligenco conspired to produce an 
oviwm'd conformitj to morality. "While numljers, to the best of 
ificir ctfñlitics, wcro Christians, thousands joined their ranks 
f rom unworthy motives / perhaps in no instances have the 
united cunning and mendacity of the Hawaiian character been 
more strikingly displayed than in their stratagems to deceive, their 
religious teachers. By fraud, by even giving Tip mnch-lovcd 
siiiB, and by ready knowledge of the Scriptures, many managed 
to become church members, because by it their importance was 
increased, and their chances of political preferment bettered. 
This is too Christian a practice for civilized inen to wonder at. 
JJcceived by appea?'ances the friends o f the mission exaggerated 
their sucecss" W i l l i the obligation of presenting such a record 
upon him, i t is rcmarkablo tliat the historian should at any timo 
have attempted to gloss his subject. I t was at this time that a 
condition of civil and moral anarchy is stated to have prevailed 
tliroughout the islands; schools were deserted, teachers relapsed, 
congregations were thinned, excesses abounded, several elm relies 
were burned, and in some places idolatry was reinstated. And 
this result has been referred by the apologists of missionary 
errors to the sweeping away by others of moral restraints and 
municipal regulations in a well-ordered community; and that 
in the face of the above-cited acknowledgments of fraud, false-
hood, and hypocrisy, assuming the mantle of morality and piety 
for despicable and mercenary purposes ; of admitted inhumanity 
and tyranny that could not fail to kindle a spirit of resistance; 
and of conceded religious persecution, the offspring of fanati-
cism and the parent of evil. Could i t have been rationally ex-
pected that people would fall in love with the demon of all-
uncharitableness, equally repugnant with the idolatry they had 
repudiated 2 Itather might we suppose that they thought—If 
these white priests who claim to Jiave been taught o f God̂  can 
teach us no better precepts than these, no purer and nobler pr in-
ciples of action, nothing imre deserving of reverence than that 
religion which we have voluntarily discarded as worildess and 
wicked, they cannot be reliable inteiyreters o f wJiat the 11 One 
Great God dwelling i n the Jlemens" considers pure cund good. 
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He cannot Imve revealed Himself unto them, as they profess ; 
they are hutu blind leaders o f t/10 blind." And truly was it said, 
that in 183(1 the missionaries liod carried tlio nation to a point 
when i t became nccessnry- for now influences to operate, for tlio 
accomplishment of desirable results which they had been unable 
to reach. And why? Because "the strenuous opposition to 
the progress of the Gospel was gradually changing its character, 
and settling into apolitical animosity to the chiefs; who had 
unfortunately mid unwisely submitted to ecclesiastical control, 
and shaped their governmental policy according to ecclesiastical 
dictation." Because, as candidly confessed by the historian of 
Hawaii, " laws, people, and government, partook of tho puritani-
cal caste of their religious teachers." 
Such was the lesson taught by the missionary experiment up 
to this period that a change of progrnmmo was demanded; and 
such, comprehensively expressed—the puritanical character of 
the movement—was the cause of the failure of the work of re-
ligious civilization. I t became necessary to regenerate individ-
uals through personal conviction and purification, rather than 
to move the unwieldy and paRSÍvo multitude through arbitrary 
authority; to obey the I,1oundcr of Christianity, and "vseek tho 
lost sheep of tho house of Israel—to heal the sick, cleanse tho 
lepers, raise the dead, cast out devils," instead of courting "Prin-
cipalities and Powers," and devising political engines full of 
human conceits to move the unthinking and indifferent masses 
in conformity to despotic will , that the missionaries might make 
"Christendom resound with their triumph," and magnify their 
achievements. 
Subsequently to these events, information having been con-
veyed to the banished priests that i n consequence of an under-
standing between the king and tho commanders of a French 
sloop-of-war and a British frigate, they could return to the isl-
ands, these clergymen in Í83Y again visited Honolulu, in a ves-
sel under English colors ; but much excitement having thereupon 
ensued, their rcembarkation was ordered by the governor, and 
a proclamation of perpetual banishment was issued. To this 
the priests entered formal protests before the English consul, 
who counselled a disregard of the edicts of Government For-
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cible expulsion followed, and also a severo ordinance cflfcctually 
to prevent tlio introduction of the Catholic faith. The histori-
cal record of those events shows that " a number of the natives 
were arrested and confined for their adhesion to the doctrines 
of the priests. They manifested a dogged obstinacy to the au-
thorities, and a contumely which brought upon them unneces-
sary seventies. They were few, ignorant, and powerless; the 
menials of tho governor frequently apprehended them when 
they were detected in the exercise of their (religious) rites, and 
carried them before him." 
Soon after these occurrences, the Hawaiian rulers, now en-
tirely under tho influenco of the missionaries, who unhappily 
considered their interests at variance with all others, and secu-
lar views and policy as necessarily of Satan, determined upon 
the appointment of tho Rev. 'William Kichards, one of tho 
American missionários, as " chaplain, teacher, and translator of 
the Government; " and the year 1838 miirkcd the epoch when 
tho missionaries emboldened by previous successes, and the 
rulers pleased with the executive bauble gilded with novel 
usages, determined to throw off the cloak which had but illy con-
cealed previous relations of cause and effect, lay aside further 
disguiBe, and establishing an official connection, thus fearlessly 
proclaim the union of Church and State. Mr. Kichards' act, 
ostentatiously proclaimed, of " dissevering himself from the 
mission by the advice and consent" of his missionary brethren, 
was a device too thinly veiled to prevent detection, i f a cover 
were designed. I t was plain to all disapproving of the step, 
that the relations of sectarian interest, sympathy, motive, pur-
pose, and plan, remained the same as before; and that the osten-
sible djsassociation but strengthened their bond, by enlarging 
..their power, and confirming their obligation to each other. 
Profession is not always to be regarded as the test of sincerity. 
Wo have already seen that the missionaries were instructed by 
their patrons in the United States " to withhold themselves en-
tirely from all interference and intermeddling with the political 
affaire and party concerns of the nation." The taking of office 
under Government by one of the mission, was therefore a viola-
tion of his sacred trust. Mr. Kichards intended to occupy of-
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fice, either iruo to tlio ca i i se of tlie miesion, or false to it. I f 
the former, then ho forfeited the coníiflenco reposed in him by 
the lords of the vineyard, who had commanded him not to BOW 
thistles among grapes—not to bring upon their cause the odium 
of moving in political matters; and that his connection with 
the Government ivas considered as bearing that complexion, is 
shown by the act of disseverance deemed necessary by the mis-
Bionarics. And if, on the other hand, ho designed to abandon 
the spiritual objects of the enterprise for selfish and temporal 
purposes, then unhappily lie must be numbered among those 
of whom Christ said, " l i e that entcrcth not by t l i ^ door into 
the shecpfold, but elimbeth up some other way, the Bame is a 
thief and a robber." 
TVc leave to others the determining of Mr. Richards1 truc 
position, after reading that page of Hawaiian history on which 
it is recorded that, alter the missionary power became para-
mount, and the Kev. ]\lr. Kichards had talceu ofTico nndor its 
modest title, " his injlucncô on the foreign policy of the chiefs 
became considerable^ and in i t he was sustained by his brethren-. 
Each missionary was generally tho friend of somo chief living 
in his neighborhood, and over whom ho imperceptibly acquired 
that iniluence which moral couíídcnco is sure to engender, so 
that without liiiowing exactly how i t was, he felt himself pow-
erful in his little field. The missionaries being united in policy, 
were thus enabled to affect iJie tone of tlie public councils, through 
t/ie voices of ih-eir individual friends" 
.As shown by the records of the time, other members of tho 
mission are designated as wielding great influence; but i t is not 
necessary, beyond the general testimony already presented, to 
show the responsibility of the American missionaries for many 
errors of the Government, to do more than to name one more 
personal example, that of the Rev. Mr. Bingham, referred to by 
Mr. Jarves, as " long known by the soubriquet of King Hiram, 
who had ftequircd great prominence in the affairs of tho mis-
sion, enjoyed the confidence of the chiefs, and was devoted to 
the cause in which he had embarked. But i t must bo acknowl-
edged he possessed a tenacity of opinion a)id a sectarian zeal, 
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which at'times separated him in some degree from his friends, 
and marred his usefulness." 
"With this foreign sectarian influence and intemperate zeal at 
woríc, stirring up the bitter waters of strife, engendering preju-
dices, and exciting evil passions and religious intolerance, i t 
was but reasonable to look for international difficulties. I t was 
not to be expected that repeated persecutions of her subjects, 
under whatever pretexts, would be submitted to by France 
without interposition; and heneo those proceedings which sub-
sequently modified the policy of the Hawaiian Government, 
released i t from the shackles of bigotry, and shaped it in accord-
ance with the liberal spirit of the age, developing in truth the 
now era, the dawn of which was contemplated by a sensible in-
timation that the missionaries were unable to carry the nation 
beyond a certain point—one that every enlightened mind wi l l 
admit, having been once reached, wiser counsels were demanded 
to shape its future. 
I n 1839 the French frigate " Artcmise " arrived at Honolulu, 
her commander, Laplace, having been instructed by his Govern-
ment to put an end to the i l l treatment to which its citizens had 
been subjected in the Hawaiian islands. His complaint stated 
that the rulers of the islands had been misled by perfidious 
counsellors, that French subjocts had been made victims of un-
warrantable persecution, and in violation of the usages of civil-
ized nations had been forbidden, the exercise of their religion, 
while Protestants enjoyed every privilege; "for these, all favors 
—for those, the most cruel persecutions." 
Captain Laplace was certainly wrong in saying, as he did in 
his manifesto, that "among civilized nations there is not even 
one which does not permit in its territory the free toleration of 
all religions," unless indeed he designed to exclude from the 
pale of civilization certain nationalities, especially of South 
America, in which he should have known religious freedom is 
not allowed. But Catholic intolerance in those counfries should 
not be imitated by others who condemn i t ; and as he was not 
himself the representative of a national religious exclusivencss, 
we should not quarrel with Ins efforts in behalf of religious free-
dom, however we may diiTor with him on a point of fact. 
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The commander of tho "Artemiso", demanded that French 
citizens should be permitted to enjoy tho privilogea grunted to 
otliers ; find that a guarantee for the faithful performauco of tho 
engagement entered into should bo given. Ag tho consequence 
of a refusal on the part of the Jlnwaiian Government was to be 
an immediate declaration of war, asylum and protection was 
offered on board the French frigate to friendly foreigners. But 
in the tender of such to tho American consul at Honolulu for 
his countrymen, the French commander expressly stipulated, 
and I refer to it in proof of tho political character of mission-
ary proceedings, that he " did not include in this clnss the indi-
viduals who, although born in the United States, make a part 
of tho Protestant clergy of tho Chief of tho Archipelago, direct 
his coufisels, injlitcncc his conduct, and are the true authors of 
the mmlt given hy him to France^ " For mc," ho further said, 
"they compose a part of the native population, and must un-
dergo the unhappy consequences of a war which they shall have 
bi'ought on this country." 
"Deplorable" aa this demand lias been pronounced by tho 
Rev. Secretary for Foreign Missions, nnd ungenerous as consid-
ered by others, in view of the feeblcnesa and incapability of 
resistance of the Hawaiians, yet i t surely does not become 
Americans, the special advocates of civil and religious liberty, 
to deny the justice of the French claim to bo placed on a foot-
ing with others. And as to immunity to perpetrate a wrong, 
the weak have no more right to i t than the strong. They are 
equally at fault for acts of injustice, and should bo subject to 
a like penalty. I t is a sickly statesmanship that concedes the 
claim of tho feeble to violate with impunity the unchanging 
principiei? of international right. 
Tho Hawaiian rulers had set a bad example in granting no 
privilege of conscience to their helpless people; and having 
adopted the rule that might made right, in their own Govern-
ment, they were not entitled to complain that a machinery cor-
responding to that, of their old system, which centred all power 
in the hands of the chiefs, and which was approvingly claimed 
to have been "brought to aid the moral reform," tho machinery 
37 
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of arbitrary will and power, should also liaTO been brought to 
bear upon them to enforce equity. 
The display of naval power, with the purpose to use i t i f 
necessary, led to the wise decision to secure peace on the terms 
demanded. A treaty was entered into between his Hawaiian 
Majesty, who had passed from his wardship to the throne as 
Kamehameha H I . , and the commander of the frigate on behalf 
of France, when the latter sailed from Honolulu, after having 
received from the foreign residents opposed to the missionary 
policy of the Government a letter of thanks, containing the fol-
lowing significant passage: ""Wo arc willing to hope that the 
horrifying realities of persecution and torture for conscience' 
sake, will , by your firmness and justice, have been forever 
crushed, never again to show its hydra-head; and that the sim-
ple and confiding children of nature in these islands, so long 
deluded by designing and interested counsellors, will sec the ne-
cessity of immediately retracing their steps, and taking a manly 
arid nobly disinterested example you have set them for their 
guide, that tho blessings of freedom, of peace, and prosperity 
may bo henceforward the interesting portion of these hitherto 
deluded people." 
Thus we seo that i t was left for the representative of a pro-
fessedly Roman Catholic country to plant and maintain relig-
ious freedom in a field first occupied by American Protestant 
laborers, and where they had sown the seed of a spurious Chris-
tianity, to talco root in tho evil passions of human nature, and 
produce the bitter fruits of malevolence, discord, and persecu-
tion. Under the blighting shadow of such a tree the hopes of 
a people seeking regeneration must have perished. And it is a 
mortiiying reflection for Protestant Americans that their mis-
sionaries, born and bred irnder a political constitution forbidr 
ding the passage of any law "respecting an establishment of re-
ligion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof," should havo 
failed to bear to others that glorious decree of human wisdom 
and of human privilege, with the blessed inculcations of peace 
and good wil l toward all men. 
The remarks upon Protestant missionary intolerance in these 
islands are consistent with the condemnation of like illibcrality 
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in the Catholic clergy of some other countries herein spoken of. 
Sectarianism, creeds, and confessions of faith—"winds of doc-
trine"—may both pleasantly and profitably bo passed unheeded. 
I t is only violations of the common rights of humanity, and of 
the Christian principles upon which they profess to build their 
respective churches, that it is deemed ã duty to cxposQ. I f 
Protestants condemn " the example of the Jesuits in creating at 
once a Church and State," they must not expect their imitation 
of i t to be approved by the impartial and just. Let them not 
be "forgetful hearers of tito word," but tiwèwvc fo r ^radical 
useSj rather than for the vanity of pulpit oratory and sensa-
tional declamation, the sublime instruction, " For with what 
judgment ye judge ye shall be judged; and with what measure 
ye mctg i t shall be measured to you again." "First cast out tho 
beam out of thine own eye, and then shalt thou seo clearly to 
cast out tho moto out of thy brother's oye." 
I f the "poor heathen" is to be benefited by religious pro-
jects of civilization, the executors should remember that thougli 
they "have the gift of prophecy and understand all mysteries, 
and all knowledge, and have all faith, and have not charity, 
they are as nothing." Not the cheap charity to Uoateã loealih 
of alms-giving, unattainable by righteous poverty) but that to 
which all may aspire, both rich and poor, which the apostle 
tells us "sufferoth long and is kind, envieth not, vauntcth not 
itself, doth not behave itself uusccrnly, thinketh no evil, endur-
eth all things," and exceeds in righteousness even fai th, the 
cherished foundation of the Christian's reward, and hope, with-
out whose blessed promises his earthly probation would bo drear 
and desolate. Tho "Poet's Creed," read in tho "Polynesian," 
is true, every word of i t : 
" I hold that Christian grace aliountla 
Where charity is seen ; that when 
"We climb to heaven 'tis oa the rounds 
01' love to men. 
" I hold nil else named piety 
A ad fish Rcheme—a vain pretence : 
Where centre is not, can there be 
Circumference ? 
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"This I moreover hold, and dore 
AfHrm where'er my rliynic may go— 
Whatever things be sweet or fair, 
Lovo makes them so. 
" Whether it is the sickle's rush 
Through ivhcat-fickb, or the fall of showers, 
Or by some c¡ibiii-door a bush 
Of ragged flenvers. 
"'Tis not the wide phylactery, 
Nor stubborn fast, nor stated pray ere, 
That make us snints ; wo judge the tree 
By what i t hvara. 
"And when n man can live apart 
From works, on thcologíc trust, 
I know the blood about his heart * 
Is dry as dust." 
. I f higher find nobler motives of action cannot be presented 
to mankind than those which spring from selfishness, malevo-
lence, and vengeful passions, to induce them to change their 
religion, truth might well stand by heedless of the result of the 
effort. Happy in the possession of a delicious climate, and a 
bountiful nature bestowing a rich return to moderate industry ; 
easy, healthful, hospitable, with unrestricted moans of gratify-
ing his sensuous inclinations; and an absolution from pains and 
penalties for nonconformity to the selfish decrees of a priesthood, 
"whose taboos were abolished and absurd theology exploded by 
the highest iu authority, i t may well be doubted by the philan-
thropist i f the Hawaiian derived any actual advantage iu the 
substitution for these of polemical subtleties he could not com-
prehend; petrified creeds impenetrable to his perceptions; con-
flicting interpretations by professed disciples of a common Chris-
tianity, and therefore stumbling-blocks in his way; mutual dc-
minciatious, pereecutions for conscience' sake, and punishment 
of himself for his inability to determine who of his white broth-
ers was right and who wrong, while each professed to be the 
only true interpreter of the new faith. In view of existing 
facts the Rev. Secretary for Foreign Missions may well say that 
" the shadows were perhaps never darker than they are now, 
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even wliilo wo arc rnising tlvc cvy of victory." Kor is i t sur-
prising that with BUCII antagonisms in operation, Christianity 
became polluted by an nlmoat universal hypocrisy; and that to 
this day, as recognized by every intelligent observer, and ac-
knowledged by the disinterested and candid, a conformity to a 
Christian church requirement and ceremonies is to be regarded 
rather ns the cloak of pride, interest, stratagem, and deceit, than 
as the garment of sincerity and true piety. Witnessing this 
shameful corruption of morals, and contemplating its causes in 
the gross perversion of the real objects of the missionary enter-
prise, one is reminded of the warning of Jesus to the multitude, 
" W o unto yon, Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites 1 For ye 
compass sea and land to make ouo proselyte; and. when lie is 
made yo make him twofold more tho child of liell than your-
selves." 
The sincere friends of this nntch-abuscd people hoped for 
them a better return for the kindness and hospitality extended to 
the discoverers and other early voyagers to theso islands,* and 
especially was i t due to them, in view of the many and irrepar-
able evils brought to their homes by vicious and heartless guests. 
There arc many foreign residents who frankly acknowledgo the 
force of the obligation, nnd who think that i f missionary efforts 
are to be continued the Divine injunction should be remem-
bered, that " Not every one that saith Lord, Lord, shall enter 
into tho kingdom of heaven, but ho that docth tho wil l of my 
Father which is 5n heaven." And what is that will? "Thou 
shalt love the Lord thy CJod with all thy heart, nnd all thy soul, 
and all thy mind. This is the first eonimanchnent, and the sec-
ond is like unto it—t/iou- shaft love thy neighbor as thyself." 
Love is the golden thread interwoven with the whole woof of 
Christianity, as i t came from the Hand of its Divine Author; 
and man is not in his proper relation to his Creator, nor to his 
fellow-man, until, discarding the stony theology of Ecctarian 
dogmas and creeds, he goes fearlessly forth to fulfil, i n its sim-
plicity and truth, the Xaio of Ĵ ovc. 
My information, derived from several Protestant sources, 
was that the Catholics arc more successful in making proselytes 
than Protestants; and this was accounted for in part by the 
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facta tliiit in their domestic habits the priests have adopted the 
simple and inexpensive customs of the country, their genial 
demeanor and benevolent offices arc better adapted to the native 
notions of "goodness, and they do not levy on their church mem-
bers assessments; this conduct establishes confidence in the dis-
interested character of their purposes, and in tbe sincerity of 
their professions; while, on the other hand, the large families of 
most of the Protestant clergy requiring for their support, and 
the gratification of the vanities of personal and household dis-
play, a much larger expenditure, has led in some cases to a sys-
tem of church taxation and levy on labor considered by many 
natives oppressive, and indicative of an unchristian seeking 
after treasures on earth rather than a patient waiting for those 
more precious in the world to come. 
This great success of the Catholics in these islands, reminds 
us of the inoro glorious results attendant on the mission of 
priests than on that of the Puritans in North America. While 
the former, through the benign influence of genuine religion, 
and a reasonable conformance to the outward life, simple habits, 
and natural instincts of the Indian, possessed themselves of the 
door of human nature, the heart, and by kindness, sympathy, 
persuasion, and rational appeal, passed through i t to the inner 
seat of his convictions; the cold, unbending, unpitying, and un-
compromising disciple of puritanism, sought to attain the samo 
end by dictatorial harangues on election^ justification., m d sanctifi-
catioiiy unintelligible to themselves and incomprehensible to their 
hearers; and by harsh decrees, fierce denunciations, and finally 
by the practical enforcement of death and damnation. The 
results of these two systems of proselytism are matters of rec-
ord. The former, introduced by the French Franciscans, on the 
rocky shores of Maine, was subsequently borne thence along the 
great valley of the St. Lawrence and the lakes, even to that of 
the Father of Waters, by the Jesuits; winning the confidence 
and love of the untamed savage, guiding him to the peaceful 
contemplation of truth, and along the path that leads to eternal 
•life. While the latter wrote in blood the record of aboriginal 
repugnance, and of their own persecutions, oppression, and final 
extermination of a race whom they professed to seek with the 
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Gospel of Peace, but in fact destvoyed with tlio weapons of "war; 
and wheu at a later day they seized the happier fields of Catlio 
Jic missions along the St. Lawrence and the lakes, there too they 
blasted the fair face of a benignant Christianity, by tho terrors 
of uncompromising hcartlcssness, intolerance, cruelty, and sel-
fishnesa. As a New England historian * has asked in regard to 
the contrasted spirit of the missions of that clay, equally appli-
cable to the missions of which we have been speaking in the 
Hawaiian Islands—" Can we wonder that Rome succeeded and 
that Geneva failed 1 Is i t strange that tho tawny pagan fled 
from tho icy embrace of Puritanism, and took rcftige in tho 
arms of the priest and Jcsuit ?" 
* " Tho Puritan Commonwcaltli, by Peter OÜTer," Boston, 18(50. 
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AMONG tlie most usel'ul and best condacted of tlio benevolent 
institutions of these islands, is the Mamial Labor Scbool at I l i lo , 
under tbo suporintendence of Jfr. and Mrs. D . 13. Lyman, to 
"whom great credit is due for its judicious organization and excel-
lent arrangements. I t was conducted for a time under great 
disadvantages, but was incorporated in 1848, and obtained from 
the Government a grant of forty acres of land, on wliicli the 
present buildings are erected. The main building was after-
wards destroyed by fire, and in 185G was rebuilt at the expense 
of Government, aided by contributions from resident foreigners 
and natives, and from the American Board of Foreign Missions, 
who also pay the salaries of the principals. The edifice is plain 
but commodious and neat, occupying a healthy and command-
ing position. Well cultivated lands, tasteful houses, and gar-
dens surround it , with the bay stretching away before i t to wed 
the ocean that forms the distant horizon; and three lofty extinct 
craters rise in the rear, now clad in verdure, yet serving to re-
mind the young Hawaiians, who dwell in their eliadow, that 
their fatherland was upheaved from beneath the deep sea that 
now surges against its rocky sliores, in vain efforts to recover its 
lost dominion. The average number of pupils is about sixty, 
who arc selected from the common schools of this island, and 
who labor from three and a half to four hours per day. They 
cultivato and cook their own vegetable food, furnish their own 
bedding, make, mend, and wash their own clothes, and perform 
some minor mechanical labor, the proceeds of which pay for the 
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animal food tHej consumo. Their ncadoinicol instruction ia in 
tlio Hawaiian tongue, but they arc taught also the English lan-
guage on payment of a email fee, which is said to be charged 
for the purpose of prompting to productive industry. This is 
one of the foreign enterprises for the benefit of the natives, 
which must bo pronounced popular and successful. 
Rather moro than a mile from Hilo, on the south shore of 
the harbor, stands the ancient villngc of Waia/cea consisting of 
eighteen or twenty thatched houses, commanding a fine view of 
natural scenery, and so well protected by the natural break-
waters of reef and rock as to show that the old Hawaiiana liad à' 
prudent consideration of safety, as well as a nice appreciation 
of the picturesque and grand. The soil of its vicinity is very 
rich ; and with Mauna Kea crowned with eternal snow towering 
in majesty before it, while Mauna Loa, to the left, lifts its ever-
lasting dome to the "heavens in surpassing grandeur; with old 
Ocean rolling his restless breakers against the opposite and dis-
tant shore, bordering a verdant landscape, the tide moving with 
gentler swell to kiss its own sheltered beach, and a climate dis-
tilling an atmosphere of balm, no spot perhaps on these islands 
offers greater natural inducements for residence, to taste and 
affluence. 
Foreign residents are not insensible of the value of this har-
bor to commerce. And i f a proper consideration were given to 
this fact by the public authorities, Hilo would probably become 
the emporium of the Hawaiian islands: for not only is its har-
bor the largest, deepest, and easiest of access, but its pilot and 
port dues are less, with no expense to be incurred for a steam-
tug, as in the case of entering the port of Honolulu against an 
invariable head wind, and through a narrow, sinuous, and dan-
gerous channel of the surrounding reef. This island too, from its 
greater size than all the other islands of the Hawaiian archipelago 
together, and from'its fertility, and frequent showers over a 
great part of its surface, furnishes the largest quantity of supplies 
for shipping, always cheapest where grown. And ita relative 
position making it more accessible to vessels from the east, com-
ing down with the northeast trade wind, and not liable to be-
come becalmed as on the lee side of other islands, or baffled by 
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inter-ingular winds and corrente, would seem to point ont Hilo 
as the port most likely eventnally to beoome the intTft̂ >ceanic 
stoppmg-place of the California and East India trade on its out-
ward passage. But a brief time waa required to finish official 
business here, and wbile awaiting a return passage an oppor-
tunity was afforded to visit several otjecte of interest in the 
vicinity. Among these is the river scenery of the Hotfuht— 
water of destnuMon—so called from frequent suction and drown-
ing of bathers in a whirlpool, although periiaps no people in a* 
high a degree as the Hawaiian*, T****» the natnnti gift* of 
fühes. This river is twemy-live or thirty miles in length, ano' 
of considerable size, formed mainly of the melting snows and 
rains of llauna Kea, and flows eastward to the ocean, into 
which it empties about a mile and a half from the town. A 
bridge spans it near its mouth, a half mile beyond which, and 
close to the seashore as i t stretches northward from the mouth 
of the Yiver, is seen what is traditionally considered a sacred 
grove of trees; and near by, a large quantity of stones, which, 
on like authority, are regarded as the ruins of a former heiau. 
These temples were usually built near the sea, or on elevated 
sites forming conspicuous objects, and the absence of eimilar 
stones in this vicinity, which on the contrary presents an un-
broken surface of soil on one side, and ocean expanse on the 
other, indicates that these must have been brought from a con-
siderable distance and by great labor; such as was not likely to 
have been given to any other than a religious object, in a coun-
try where large or substantial edifices of any other description 
are not known to have been erected in the olden time, and 
where grass houses, it is believed, were alone used for dwellings. 
Many of the stones now seen here are large, and each one must 
have required the united effort of many persons for its move-
ment; but they were in their natural state and without any 
marks indicating the uses to which they had been put. Thev were 
lying in confused piles, as i f massive walls had IkHcii in detached 
parts at different times, and they occupied a high hill, alfording 
an extensive view of land and sea. This opinion of these ruins 
is sustained by the better preserved remains of such structures 
found in other parts of the island, of which we have authentic 
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accounts, in which, the thick and high stone walls are seen to 
have outliyed the perishable buildings within, used merely as 
priestly or idol residences, and which were constructed of 
materials not more durable "han those ordinarily used by the 
people at large, 
The grove, not more than fifty paces from the stony ruins, 
occupies an oval space of about two hundred by one hundred 
and fifty feet. A majestic okia stands in the middle, lifting its 
stalwart trunk aloft and stretching its giant arms abroad, as i f 
to protect trees of smaller growth, the more yielding bodies 
and pliant limbs of which bad been bent and intertwined, while 
yet young, so thickly and inextricably as to form an overhanging 
roof of foliage, and a dense surrounding wall of truuks, branches, 
twigs, and leaves, impenetrable to intrusion except where a rude 
portal is found on the side next to the ruins of the temple, by 
means of which access is had to the interior of the grove. 
Whether this was a place of retirement in moments of 
priestly relaxation, or for meditation on subjects connected with 
their holy functions, or in some manner associated with the sac-
rifice of human victims of frequent occurrence before the reign 
of Kamehameha the Conqueror, but discontinued by him, as were 
other usages of idolatrous worship, there are now no means of 
determining. But the grove is rapidly passing into neglect and 
decay, with a discontinuance of the uses, whatever they were, to 
which it was devoted; as are all others of the ancient sacred places 
rapidly crumbling into ruins, under the decisive measures* 
adopted for the abolition of idolatry by Liholiho at íhe insíiga-
^tion of the high-priest Hewahewa. 
Having returned to the south hank of the Wailuku, and 
ascended it a mile and a half, the river was seen from the cliff 
that walled it in, coming from the west through a narrow cafion 
and forming a rapid of between one and two hundred yards; 
it then pitched over a precipice to the depth of a hundred 
and four feet. The basin below and its surroundingg presented 
a scene of marvellous beauty, and we sought it by descending a 
lateral ravine, observed to open below a short distance down 
stream. An obscure trail was found leading between high and 
nearly perpendicular walls of rock, trellised and festooned by 
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tho climbing Iwhoi, the thick foliage and pendant nuts of whicli 
frescoed and nearly concealed tliem. Through a network of 
promiscuous undergrowth, the meshes of "which were closely in-
terwoven by an unending season of vegetation, a way was 
forced, up and down and around rocky IVagments, the more 
startling and perplexing because nearly concealed by the dense 
jungle through which we broke and crashed until suddenly 
brought to a stand-still, or a tumble over a fallen fern-trunk, 
forests of which were scattered around-to challenge the over-
confident footstep. Through this labyrinth of obstruotions, 
veiled in twilight—for even the mid-day sun could not penetrate 
the closely-walled and covered aisles through which wc sought a 




Trojan problem—we groped along, finally reaching the mouth 
of the ravine -which opened below on a bed of volcanic rocks, 
where we gladly seated ourselves to look on a scene of rare 
beauty and sublimity, that fully repaid us for the vexation and 
fatigue endured in reaching i t . 
Facing the ivaterfall—appropriately called Waimmmue, sig-
nifying rainbow water, from the iris that spans its mist when the 
Bun sends its long risen beams into the deep recess, to cool them-
selves in this rarest of nature's rock-en compassed baths—the 
sparkling Hood is seen to take its fearless leap of more than a 
hundred feet over a broad ledge of rock, vertically cut and 
faced as i f chiselled by tho hand of art. Split in twain by a 
projection resembling the architectural dental of a marble 
entablature, the descending water break's into foam, which, re-
uniting, forms à wavy column as of snow, whose myriads of 
minute flakes fall and vanish in the deep and dark waters below 
—looking deeper and darker from the shadowy surroundings of 
rock and verdure of this wild gorge. This waterfall has about the 
"volume of that at Niagara known as the í£ Centré Fall," and like 
the precipice, too, over which i t shoots, this is excavated behind 
the falling sheet into a deep cavern; which, however, .surpasses 
the " Cave of the "Winds " of the Centre Fall in beauty, from its 
vaulted wall and roof being lined with moss, the rich green òf 
which, contrasted with the snowy foam, gives another charm tó 
this bathing place of zephyrs. 
The basin is oval, with diameters of about two hundred and 
one hundred and fifty feet; enclosed, except at the outlet, by a 
perpendicular wall of rock a hundred and fifty feet high, hung 
with a tapestry of vegetation, and corniced with flowers, over 
which a tropic foliage sports in the breeze. 
From tins rare chamber, in which the wearied waters seem 
to sleep, they finally flow placidly through a narrow porta^ 
after having glided around the base of a basaltic column. This 
colossal shaft is formed of immense superposed hexagonal and 
pentagonal blocks, rising to a height of a hundred feet above a 
graduated peristyle of compactly-adjusted pillars of like forma-
tion, similar to those of the famous Giants' Causeway in Ire-
land, and forming a fit pediment for a monument that suitably 
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commemorates the grandeur of creation which i t proudly 
overlooks. 
"We turned from this enchanting abode of solitude with the 
feeling, that the spell put on our hearts by the religion of nature 
there taught, would long remain, 
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THE object of surpassing interest in Hawaii, indeed one of 
the wonders of earth, is the Volcano Idlauea. To ^isit i t , some 
preparation is necessary; for neither on the way to i t , nor 
when there, are bed and board to be had; hence a blanket, 
food, et cetera, must be provided at I l i lo , where precise infor-
mation can be had of your purveyor as to the essentials of com-
fort. À suvc-footccl and hard-hoofed horse must b^ provided, 
otherwise lie should be carefully sliod for a .road that looks as i f 
i t had been paved with iron for half the distance. And the 
excursionist should be particular in the selection of a competent 
and faithful guide, who wil l also carry baggage and provision 
in. two large calabashes hung by netting from the ends of a 
shoulder-pole. My experience justifies my speaking favorably 
of KaiJdkaoli, a native Hawaiian living in the suburbs of Hilo. 
Since my trip to ICilauea I have heard that Mr. Hitchcock, an 
enterprising citizen, intends to provide relays of horses, and 
better accommodations on the road for visitors. 
Suitably equipped and provisioned, and with Mr. Lyman, 
principal of the native manual labor school, as my intelligent 
companion, 1 started for the volcano on a delicious summer 
morning;, pursuing a southerly course over a rugged trail, 
through tangled shrubbery of oi, amau-mau-fem, H, and 
quama, with tho silvery-leaved iuiui trembling like the aspen 
in the background. At the distance of rather inore than four 
miles wc entered a forest, through which a wide avenue three 
miles long has been cut, along tho greater part of which is a 
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causeway nino feet wide, bui l t of volcnnic stones, with gigantic 
fern logs thrown across corduroy-road fashion. This cause-
way facilitates travel over an uneven, and in places, marshy 
surface, but i t is overgrown by rank grass and weeds. 
The principal timber of this forest is the indigenous ohia 
from fifty to seventy feet high, looking jnnch l ike the oak, hut 
without its distinctivo brawniness and strength. The tulxd, 
dressed in bright green foliage, seeming brighter by contrast 
wi th surrounding dark verdure, and w i t h the deep shade of the 
spreading lauhaUa upheld by its numerous props, and having 
long lancinated leaves resembling those of the pine-apple radiat-
ing thickly from the ends of branches, and forming a canopy of 
urnbrclhis, giving shelter to the traveller against rain and sun. 
The long leaves of the lauhalla tree—the Hawaiian pandanus 
—smoke dried, trimmed, and split, aro used for making tho 
coarser mats of the country, i n common use. F e ? ^ abound i n 
great var iety; the aman mmiy distinguished by the beautiful 
architectural scrolls into which its tender branches and young 
leaves aroi coiled for protection, and the g i t l u f e r n wi th its 
scrolls cased i n silken armor to guard them even from winds 
that might visit them too roughly, being most remarkable for 
luxuriance. B u t in al l this dense growth of vegetation nothing 
surpasses in grace and beauty, and i n instructive lesson too, the 
depending ie^ which twines its golden vine around the stalwart 
trunk, and clasps wi th t iny tendrils the rough hark of the oh ia ; 
while its long and delicate leaves, springing spirally l ike those 
of tho lauhalla from twigs, expand' into sun-shades to shield 
while they adorn the stern forra to which tho creeper clings. 
A n emblem of tho feeble, lovely, and tender, who, while they 
seek support of ruder man, yet throw around h im their own 
graces, and strive, to shield h im from unkindly influences. A t 
seven and a half miles from Hilo—three hours i n time—we 
emerged from the forest, and dismounted i n the shade pf a cocoa-
nut grove for refreshment. 
Aga in in tho saddle our course lay next west o f south over 
a path choked wi th w i l d grass, and across a plain on which the 
amau fern and tho t i struggled for dominion; the latter 
mingling wi th tho former for miles, looking like a wilderness of 
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Indian corn aft i t swayed its sapling stalks to and fro i n swagger-
ing merriment, and gave tlio slender leaves o f its tufted tops l i k e 
banners to the breeze as i f i n boastful t r iumph over its rival. 
B u t as the road showed diminishing soil and signs of impover-
ishment i'onr or five miles further, the fern shook its nodding 
plumes as master of tito field, a few scrubby olnas, l ike sentries, 
standing guard i n the distance. À tuft of the t i leaves w a s the 
flag of truce in the former wars of the islanders; and from its root 
an ardent spirit called oholehau is distillcd^rcsembling whiskey 
in color, strength, and flitvor, and once much used by the natives 
for its intoxicating effects. The root possessing considerable 
saccharine juices, has also been used for food in times of scar-
city ; and the leaves make wrappers i n cooking according to 
the native mode of baking, and for taro and Btiff poi i n t rarc l -
l ing . 
From the tenth to the twelfth mile our road was l ike the 
proverbial one to Jordan—hiy-d to travel. The almost daily 
rains, and animals following each other i n the samo tracks, 
make deep holes wi th intervening ridges, perplexing to the poor 
beasts and dangerous to riders. The former sometimes stick 
fast on this part of the route, and the latter occasionally plunge 
headlong into a mndhole, and to extricate themselves are com-
pelled to " follow i n the footsteps of their illustnous predeces-
sors." Where the fern is the solo vegetation a waste of lava i s 
seen, wi th no soil but that which exists i n the clefts and crevices 
of the metallic-looking çrust. Beyond thiâ as far ás fifteen 
miles and a half from H i l o the surface is a slightly-inclined 
plane, apparently of iron, modified by small elevations and de-
pressions, ridges and cfiasms, metallic-looking plates broken and 
bent, and of various shapes; swells, wavelets, and ripples, some 
circular, others serpentine ; as i f a black tenacious fluid, i n every 
condition of obstructed flow, had become suddenly solidified. 
Compared w i t h the reality on a previous part of the road i t was 
a transition from soft to hard, and after debating the question 
w e were left in doubt of the relative advantages of mud and 
metal as materials for road-building. A t the end of this stage 
of our journey—fifteen and a half miles from I l i l o — w e came to 
the stopping-place for the n igh t ; time, seven hours and three-
38 
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quarters; gait, EV walk nearly al l tlie way, and a slow one too, 
the guides on foot carrying from forty to i if ty pounds eacli of 
baggage and provision, i n calabashes two feet i n diameter, abso-
lutely distancing our horses. 
O f half a dozen thatched huts we selected the largest, and 
dismounting and g iv ing our horses to the guides to be tethered 
and grassed, wc entered, wi thout any notice being taken of our 
intrusion by the native occupants; one of whom, engaged i n 
pounding and kneading taro, had his nakedness very partial ly 
hidden by a much abridged garment—the shortest specimen of 
that mystery which has neither definite form, fit, fashion, nor 
r ight to be recognized, and even to name which is forbidden by 
the fastidiousness of an affected refinement, except when the 
plaintive "song pf the s h i r t " sometimes touches our heart-
strings. Another native similarly attired, wi th the vague addi-
tion of a " maro "—a Hawaiian device which has superseded the 
primit ive jig-leaf—was transfeiying 1 poi from one calabash to 
another, making a dipper of his hand. A n d a th i rd , a gray-
haired old woman i n long loose slip, was occupied i n assorting 
the vegetable ingredients of a decoction, slowly and thoughtfully, 
as i f preparing " a charm of powerful t rouble" for some misera-
ble martyr. Perhaps she belonged to the sisterhood of modern 
medicine. ' L ike the " strong-minded " new-lights nearer home, 
she 
" Looked gravely dull, insipidly serene, 
And carried all her wisdom in licr mien." 
I t was an agreeable reflection that we were not depend-
ent for the creature comforts of food on the manipulated poi 
before us. B u t the contemplation was not pleasant of a plat-
form of logs—a " hikiee "—occupying nearly one-fourth of 
the room, on which was spread dried fern leaves and a mat 
for our bed; the common bed o f the country, as i t was to be 
our bed i n common. N o r were our anticipations of " balmy 
sleep " enhanced by the knowledge that seven kanakas, includ-
ing our guides, and three wahines, were to be j o i n t occupants 
of the one apartment of the hut for the night. Necessity is a 
great leveller, however, and teaches the wisdom of adopting a 
practical philosophy and conforming cheerfully to imperious 
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circumstances. So, after discussing the merits of a rough road as 
a surpassing appetizer, over a cold cliiclcon and a cup of tea—for 
tlio making of which wo found a kettle at hand, the only cooking 
utensil on the premises—we wrapped ourselves i n our blankets 
and courted the slumber tendered by a corduroy bedstead ; after 
having'concluded that the lady who undertook a journey to the 
volcano showed neither wisdom, love of adventure, nor amiable 
adaptability to unavoidable reipiiremcnts, who, on reaching this 
halfway house, and seeing no American hotel elegances, would 
not enter, but burst into tears, and, l ike Rachel, "refused to be 
comforted." .Ladies must forego a sight of the world's greatest 
wonder, or forego criuolme, and turn bloomer i n dress, daring, 
and disregard o f the customs and conveniences of fashionable 
life. 
The l u r i d l igh t of the Lake of Fire, when at night wo looked 
abroad, was seen reflected by the overhanging clouds i n the dis-
tance; and a throe of that vast mystery .which' sensibly lifted 
our platform of logs, made us th ink that our Hawaiian hotel, 
although i n t ru th " b u i l t on a r o c k " o f lava, might nevertheless 
be readily toppled over. The novelties of our situation, w i t h 
the anticipations o f the coming day, made sleep a stranger to 
m y eyelids that n i g h t ; and seeing the swarthy figure of a na-
tive crouching by the fire that glimmered from a shallow p i t i n 
the middle of the earthen floor, ro l l ing its smoke upward to 
escape through the thatched roof, and observing his painfully 
thoughtful countenance, which seemed to te l l of memories of 
the past of his race, and meditations on the fate that awaits i t , 
as the tide of Caucasian civilization rolls on to bury i t beneath 
its resistless surges, m y mind, following a similar train of thought, 
recalled the strange vicissitudes of nations who had risen, flour-
ished, and fal len; and a profound sympathy for the doomed 
Hawaiian before me came of the reflection, that then my mvn 
country, surpassing i n its progress to prosperity and power al l 
that had preceded i t , was endangered by a convulsion which 
would shake i t to its centre, and might shatter i t into fragments. 
-Never was the day more cordially welcomed than when, 
looking forth, the morning was seen successively to pu t on its 
garments of gray, and roseate, and g o l d ; and coffee, our own, 
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of course, and cold viands having been taken, and four reals 
each paid for the novelty, i f not the luxury of a hiltiee, we 
mounted at six A. M . , and rode over a rough causeway of vol-
canic clinker and coke, w i t h fern trunks laid crosswise, for some-
what more than a m i l e ; then followed a rocky pathway, paved 
as i f w i t h the broken castings of uumberless iron foundries. 
A t twenty-two miles from H i l o we cutercd a dense o/da for-
est of large growth, "with the p u l u f e r n also in great number 
and size, some of them twenty feet high, and from one and a 
half to two feet in diameter. The j y u l u of commerce is ob-
tained from this fern, and is extensively used as a substitute for 
feathers and hair, i n tfie making of beds and mattresses, and 
stuffing of sofas and chairs. I n the natural state the pu lu forms 
a snuft'-eolorcd sillton envelope for the young and tender branches 
of the fern, which grow from the top o f the stalk or trunk, 
forming beautiful scrolls u n t i l of sufficient strength to super-
sede the older branches and leaves that droop on al l sides like 
graceful plumes. I n gathering pu lu the natives cut from the 
top o f the fern t runk the tender scrolls i n mass, then strip off 
the soft fibrous wrapper that protects them, which they loosen 
by picking, and expose for several weeks on platforms to the 
rain and sun. Prom two to four pounds are gathered from a 
full-sized tree. When perfectly cleansed and dry, i t is bagged 
aud sometimes baled for shipping, and is much sought after for 
the California market. 
A mile or so of woodland shade was a pleasant rel ief from 
a warm sun, and then a better road, over which we travelled at 
a faster gait than our previous snail's pace, soon brought us, at 
twenty-five miles from H i l o , i n fu l l view of Manna Loa i n the 
distance before us, w i t h snow-banks scattered over its magnifi-
centdome l ike an emblazonry of pearls. So vast are the pro-
porFions, and so grand the outline of this wonderful structure 
of creation, that by scientific explorers who have ascended to 
its summit i t was found to possess a horizon of its own. 
Cheered b y the prospect of a speedy end to a wearisome tr ip , 
we cantered along an excellent bridle-path, the first Ave had met 
wi th , and at ten A. M . , four hours i n t ime from our stopping-
place of the n ight before, and twenty-eight and a half miles i n 
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distance from H i l o , we carao suddenly and while r id ing over an 
apparent level surface to an immense p i t of about nine miles 
circuit, sunk nearly seven hundred feet i n the earth, walled 
throughout almost its "whole extent by perpendicular rocks,, 
floored as i f w i t h black marble, and rol l ing up from more than 
a hundred vents of cone and chasm dense clouds o f smoke and 
steam, to te l l of the terrific fusion below. I t was K i l a u e a ! 
and well may the visitor hesitate to dismount in such, fearful 
proximi ty to the most wonderful active volcanic crater of which 
we have authentic history, 
A few yards from the r im of the abyss stands on a slightly-
elevated plateau an unoccupied hut, bu i l t for the accommoda-
t ion of visitors, who are charged two dollars each per day for 
the use of i t , by a native who accompanies them from the stop-
ping-place of the night before for that purpose, and who fur-
nishes a mat to lie on. This may he called extortion, but for-
eigners have earned this penalty of Imposition. I n the olden 
t ime hospitality was religiously practised by Hawaiians. W i t h 
them " the string of the latch was never pulled i n ; " every house 
was a shelter, every mat a resting-place for the weary, and every 
calabash o f poi was open to the traveller, without recompense 
of reward; and those informed of these matters assure me that 
such is s t i l l the usage of the remote in te r ior ; but wherever the 
influence of foreign example has frequently reached, there a cor-
respondent greed of gain has been engendered ; and, as i n the 
case of foreigners, extortion is the more gross and glar ing from 
their irresponsibility to any restraining public opinion, and from 
eagerness to accumulate and depart, so w i t h the native, under-
standing the foreigner's practice and motives, ho plucks freely 
to-day the b i rd that w i l l not roost under his roof to-morrow. 
The vicious examples of our countrymen have been much more 
influential for evil among these people, than their precepts have 
been for good. 
L i k e the usual habitations of the country, this volcano hut 
is bu i l t of the lightest materials, and in a manner to adapt itself 
to, rather than resist the terrestrial tremblings and shocks to 
which from its situation i t is constantly liable. Hustic posts 
and l ight cross-timbers, w i t h walls of thatched f e r ^ lined w i t h 
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long flag-looking leaves of tlie indigenous u7d} and roofed w i t l i 
j n l i grass; t l ie materials of wal l and roof "being "bound to a/io 
la thing, which is also similarly fastened to tlie posts by ie and 
.huihui vines, that make excellent cordage; thus constructed, 
lightness and elasticity are secured. Even i f thrown down, the 
weight could not injure the occupants. 
"While our attendants were finding grass for the horses, and 
preparing lunch, a stroll to the rear of the hut showed us sev-
eral vents under a low hank, from which volumes of steam were 
issuing and. condensing on .overhanging and adjacent rocks, 
forming l i t t le crystal pools, from which water for culinary pur-
poses was obtained, and where chickens wrapped i n leaves may 
he readily cooked by steaming. 
Several hundred yards further west, under a contimiation of 
the same bank, hut at this point presenting a steep bluff, that 
by somo visitors has been described as an outer r i m of the cra-
ter, but which cannot be traced i n cont inui ty around i t , there is 
an immense sulphur mound, w i t h offshoots and facings of the 
bluff o f the same substance. The whole surface i n this v ic in i ty 
seems studded "with apertures and crevices, from which sulphur-
ous gases and vapors escape, and where may be collected r ich 
specimens of feathery and acicular prismatic crystallizations, of 
a l ight yellow color. Some of tlie finest and largest tetrahedral 
pyramids are found under the superficial, crust, hut i n conse-
quence of the suffocating atmosphere and great heat, especially 
near the apertures, the pursuit of these is not often persisted i n . 
Further to the west on the same level, large cracks and even 
chasms are seen, traversing a considerable extent of surface, 
from which columns of steam ascend, which, condensing as i t 
rises, falls i n showers to nourish the grass and flags i n the vicin-
i ty , and form l i t t l e pools of water for the thirsty traveller. A t 
times, indeed, BO great is the quanti ty of vapor that i t forms a 
dense cloud, concealing completely t l ie neighboring bank of the 
crater. The surface openings of this neighborhood, often hid-
den b y vegetation, and sometimes covered by a t h i n and friable 
crust o f lava that gives way under slight pressure, demand of 
the excursionist great caution in his rambles even during day-
light, and at night enforce a confinement to the small space 
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of this upper level immediately about the hut i n which he 
lodges. 
I n the same direction and at the distance of about a mile 
and a ha l f from the house, the highest point of the r i m of the 
crater is reached, from which the best view of the tout ememr 
Me is obtained, i f i t be not designed to malte the entire cir-
cuit, and unless more than four days arc given to the excursion, 
poiuls of greater interest should not bo neglected for this b y the 
general and unscientific explorer; i t is better to return to the 
starting point for refreshment, and to be ready as wo were at 
meridian for descending into the great abyss, whose revela-
tions, however appalling and terrific they may be, servo bu t to 
strengthen the desire to penetrate more deeply into nature's 
mysteries. I t is a remarlcable fact that the most t im id and ap-
prehensive at the commencement of the exploration of Kilauea, 
become insensible of danger during its prosecution, such is the 
strange fascination of even its frightful features. 
I was informed by m y companion, M r . Lyman, and also by 
M r . Coan, another intelligent obsevver of tlve phenomena of this 
crater, that so sudden, frequent, and great are the changes occur-
r ing in i t , that a visitor is apt to become distrustful of the state-
ments of his predecessors. Hence i t was determined to disre-
gard the descriptions of others, and examine the features o f the 
changeful scene presented at the time of our exploration. 
Standing on the northeast r i m of the crater and looking into 
and around i t , a first thought was its unlikeness to the general 
notion of a volcano derived from those w i t h which, travellers 
and readers are more familiar. No lofty elevation was seen, 
w i t h steep conical acclivity and narrow truncated top, from the 
open mouth of which ashes and stones were being thrown. B u t 
a vast cleft or p i t — Z a a P e l é , Péló 'e pi t—four thousand, feet 
above the sea, on the nearly level ilanlc o f Mauna Loa, -which 
soars ten thousand feet above i t , was before us, seven hundred 
feet deep, egg-shaped, somewhat more than three miles long, 
and two and a ha l f wide at i ts larger end. Blaclcness seemed 
to reign wi th in , and stupendous ruins to floor i t , as i f some great 
ci ty wi th in its bosom had been consumed. by fire, leaving a 
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charred and smoking wreck and fitful flames to te l l of t l io 
mighty conilagration. 
A feeling of disappointment is said to be experienced b y 
many on first beholding this crater. The same xomark applies 
to visitors to Niagara. Nature fails sometimes to produce i m -
pressions on the instant, correspondent to her wonderful crea-
tions. B u t a final acknowledgment of the surpassingly marvel-
lous and fearful cannot be withheld by those who come to look 
on this work of her hands. 
A t the northeast r i m of the crater, the point usually selected 
for the descent into the abyss, the visitor, imagining himself 
standing on the front cornice of a vast cathedral, l ike a Grecian 
temple, without dome, tower, or roof, and looking directly down 
three hundred and i i f ty feet, sees below a plateau extending 
from side to side, and half a mile i n width , covered w i t h veg-
etation as w i t h a carpet. This may be regarded as the orches-
t ra l gallery, beyond which and about three hundred and fifty 
feet lower st i l l , is seen the dark marble floor of the great tem-
ple stretching away two and a half miles further, and pierced 
near its extreme end by a lake of fire, whose i l lumined smoke 
rises as i f from an eternal censer to H i m who was alike the 
Divine Architect and Builder. 
Descending to the plateau by a rough and steep declivity, 
in doing which the free use of hands was necessary to prevent 
too rapid locomotion, and shrubbery, roots, and rocks proved 
excellent substitutes for a handrail, we crossed over i t by a tor-
tuous path, carefully Avoiding holes and chasms that beset the 
way. On this plateau are found scrubby ohia and sandalwood 
trees, dwarf ferns, and a creeper of the same family, called b y 
our guides leukaeuwau, together w i t h ohei"!) bushes bearing bev-
ries of a blended red and yellow color, and of size and taste 
somewhat like the cranberry, but sweeter. They are very grate-
fu l to the palate o f a wearied and thirsty explorer. These ber-
ries wore formerly held b y the natives sacred to the uses o f Pó lé , 
the then worshipped goddess of this volcano, who was supposed 
to wield its terrible agencies of fire, and thunder, and l igh tn ing , 
at w i l l ; and into whose fearful abode every native i n passing 
threw some of the berries gathered above, as a propit iatory offer-
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ing . U n t i l tins w s done the tasting of the fruit h j n native 
was deemed sacrilege. A t the commencement of the religious 
. reform of these islands, the daughter of the K i n g of Kauai, a 
chieftess o f highest rank and excellence of character, is said to 
have been the first native, not on ly to descend into the crater, 
but to cat of the ohelo hemes freely,- and without offering any 
to P e l ó , i n condciniiation and contempt of the idolatry then 
doomed to extermination. 
From the plateau above spoken of, explorers usually descend 
to the lava floor of the crater, and proceed directly to its great-
est attraction, the lake of fire, l í u t to save time and to i l , and 
yet not fail to look at every t h i n g deserving of attention, our 
guides left the beaten track and led us close to the east wal l of 
the crater, towering several l u m d r c d feet above us. Warned 
not to linger for fear of fal l ing crags, we soon reached a path 
• up a steep el i f f of probably two hmxl red or two hundred and 
fifty feet height, along which we hastened, and then proceeded 
a quarter of a mile further on a level bed of clinker and cin-
ders, to an old crater known as I f i l a u e a l i d — s m a l l Kilauea—in 
contradistinction to K i l auea JVui , which is the great crater. 
The Kilauea I k i , which is a short distance removed from and 
to the cast of the true volcano Ki lauea , is not now active; and i t 
is the last of a series of extinct craters stretching from the sea-
coast i n the district of Puna, up to this point. I t is a deep p i t , 
l i k e that of which we have been speaking, w i t h walls but l i t t le 
less elevated, though more sloping, and now covered w i t h veg-
etation. I n shape, as viewed f rom abovè, i t is elongated, and 
contracted i n the middle l ike an hour-glass. I ts lava floor is of 
a black color, and of comparatively recent formation, an erup-
t i o n having occurred i n 1832, at the level o f our standpoint 
near the western end of its southern r i m , which divided into 
t w o streams, one of which flowed into and floored anew this 
crater, while the other ran westward to the great Kilauea, and 
p lung ing over its lofty wal l formed a cataract of fire, one of the 
most awful of nature's displays o f m i g h t and grandeur, which 
faced the cl iff of several hundred feet height, as i f wi th iron, 
leaving above and below its ineffaceable-footprints in the ever-
las t ing billows of its majestic tor rent . 
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' Crossing this bed of lava in a southerly direction, we ascended 
about fifty or sixty feet from Byron's ledge—the gigantic part i-
tion wal l between the two craters—to the upper level on its 
southern side, and skirted the eastern r i m of the large crater 
for nearly a mile, over volcanic stones, clinker, coke, and cin-
ders, and descending gradualjya sloping surface; and finally wc 
slipped and slid down a steep bank to the depth of two hundred 
feet, over beds of clinker and cinders, sometimes leaping from 
rock to rock, or coasting ovôr an ashy or pasty soil i n a more 
humil ia t ing posture. The bottom of the crater was thus reached 
at the only place of descent except that by which persons usually 
go down from the plateau or gallery already referred to ; and i t 
landed us near an enormous sulphur bank on the soittheast side 
of the crater, that looked like an abundant magazine for al l 
earthly purposes of war and pharmacy. Various earths and .salts 
—such as gypsum, aluminous, magncsiau, and ammoniacal sul-
phates, are also found mingled w i t h this chief element and prod-
uct of fusion, or incrusting neighboring crags. The heated 
surface on which we stood, and surroundings of steam and dele-
terious gases escaping from vents, and permeating the sulphur 
bank itself, which looked l ike an enormous tumulus of variega-
ted l ime in process o f slacking, soon reminded us that curiosity 
might not be gratified, certainly wi thou t great discomfort, and 
possibly danger. • . 
F r o m this deposit of sulphur we struck across the solid lava 
i n a southwestward direction. A n d as I stood for the first 
time on the dark floor which, recently i n a state o f fusion, was 
then cast into its present form by the hand of Omnipotence, I felt 
au awe even at the threshold, befit t ing a human intrusion into 
such presence. M y description may fal l short of the reali ty of the 
scene, yet i t must'bo attempted to preserve the thread of the narra-
tive. However even the surface ove^Hvhich we toiled, clambered, 
and leaped, appeared, when first seen from the upper r i m of the 
crater, yet viewed from below i t looked l ike a tempest-tossed 
ocean that had become frozen, blackened, and burnished; i n 
wavy outline i n some places, i n others lifted and broken by re-
sistless forces into fragments which became fixed again i n gran-
deur o f chaos. The river of Niagara i n winter faint ly images 
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t l ic w i l d disorder, its icy crust crashing and crumbling before 
the mighty torrent, which piles the w h i r l i n g masses oh high, on 
bears them i u strange confusion welded again w i t h seams of 
frost. Wherever we turned our steps, cracks, fissures, and 
chasms, traversed the floor of consolidated lava, from many of 
them sulphurous vapors, gases, and smoke issuing; whi le somo 
of the larger venía revealed, far below, a sea of molten lava i n 
the terrific throes of iU red agony, and breathed forth vast 
volumes of steam to tell what would be the convulsions o f earth 
but for those sufety valves. The access of water to immoasura-
ble alkaline and oarthy bases i n a state of igneous fusion, gener-
ating a resistless pressure of steam, together w i t h liberated sul-
phurous gases, would probably blow Hawai i to atoms, but for 
the millions of openings that allow of their harmless escape. 
I n many places immense cakes and blocks of lava, thrown ou 
end and part ly embedded i n substrata, formed impassable barri-
ers; i n others they w e r e submerged, making deep trenches and 
pits, which compelled a deviation from direct progress. Some-
times w e encountered cones and domes from twenty to forty 
feet in hcight,-upheaved by subsurface agencies, and increased 
from time to t ime by fresh projections of l iquid lava, cooling 
and forming successive laminai, which were pierced by apertures 
making of them huge chimneys for the escape of hot and stifling 
gases from the vast laboratory beneath. A n d occasionally these 
structures were Reen to have fallen i n by their own weight, or 
to have been undermined by flows of the fiery torrent, leaving 
their jagged and craggy foundations of more solid lava rock 
surrounding the ruin , to war l i the explorer of the awful abyss 
below. Many fissures and chasms were recoguized by the fresher 
and more cellular lava, to have been perfectly closed by a well-
i ng up and par t ia l flow of the consolidating fluid. A n d wide 
spread over the surface i n several places, was observed the 
spongy and bronzed layer of an eruption that occurred but a 
few months since, showing the extent to which the boi l ing flood 
had flowed from these lava ducts, and diffused itself i n wavelets 
and ripples, and in coiled, or i n smooth and even currents of 
more porous and lighter lava known as the Pahoelwe, or satin 
stream. • 
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The laminai thus formed have become so numerously and 
th ick ly superposed of late years, and the great floor of the eruter 
has been so much upraised by the lava tide beneath, that the wide 
ledge, which i t has been stated once projected like a black, mar-
ble mantle from the "wall of the crater throughout its entire cir-
cuit , at a height of three hundred and forty-two feet above the 
bottom, and which was particularly described in 1810 in the 
Report of the Uni ted States Explor ing Expedition (o the Pacific, 
i f i t has not fallen and thus disappeared, is now eilher buried 
beneath the present floor, or b y submersion has been melted 
down, except at the western w a l l for a ptnall extent; where a 
shallow black l ine is seen, l ike the wash-bom-d of a room, fdi'>w-
ing itself sl ightly above the floor m it is now Innnd. 
St i l l pursuing the same gcnoral direction over the moro re-
cently Rolidified lava, that crackled under the feet like Mtflit 
snow in frosty weather, wo enmo, wi th in about half a nnlo of 
the narrowest southwest end o f tlio crater, to mas-iivc |>ilc« of 
gray, slate, and black colored rocks, solid and eompnet, having 
evidently been subjected to great pressure, and overhanging nn 
oval chasm of about one thousand by seven hundred and fifty 
feet diameter, bordered by a narrow black r im which looked like 
u shelf projecting inwards from the bottom of the surrounding' 
rocks. Many of the latter of great size and weight, craggy and 
toppling, threatened to fal l and crush the black ledge at the 
foot of the cliff; the whole r u i n indeed as wel l as ledge seemed 
of uncertain stability, i n the presence of the resistless forces 
palpably at work i n its v ic in i ty . 
These rocks i n 1851 formed the colossal foundations, walls, 
and abutments o f a dome, bu i l t by volcanic power, which at 
that t ime spanned the chasm now seen. The wonderful struc-
ture was described to me, by one who then saw i t , to have been 
on a scale of transcendent grandeur, and to have been sur-
mounted by several conical chimneys for the escape of smoke, 
gases, and sometimes flame. B u t fall ing from its own ponder-
ous weight, or having been shaken into pieces by that dread 
power which raised i t as i f i n sport, there is now revealed again, 
what for a brief time was hidden, a lu r id lava flood, which, as wo 
gazed upon i t , boiled and bubbled w i t h fearful activity, spout-
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i n g its crimson streams and heaving its fiery crests l i i g l i in to 
the air, r iva l l ing the sun "vnth bri l l iant coruscations. A n d re-
sponding to the deep pulsations of earth's mighty heart i t surged 
to and fro, swallowing up and melting, as i f they were flakes of 
snow, the adamantine rocks of the adjacent cliff, that fell upon 
its bosom, and dashed its gleaming spray against -the surround-
ing walls to ran down in streams of startling contrast w i t h their 
blackness, as i f i t sought to burst or burn the barrier that con-
fined i t ; under which, indeed, on the side opposite -to that 
were we stood, could be seen consuming fires i l lumin ing deep 
caverns, and enlarging the domains of the terrific element. 
I t was the " Lake of Fire " on the br ink o f which we stood ; 
and contemplating its red glare, and terrific commotion, the ex-
cited fancy might well compare i t to that of Revelation, in to 
which, " whosoever was not found writ ten i n the Book of Life, 
was cast." I was told that sometimes the Lake of Fire rests for 
awhile, motionless and noiseless, apparently sleeping, w i t h a 
leaden looking scum like a silken coverlet, upon i t , and causing 
disappointment to the expectant explorer. B u t as beheld by lis, 
i t was fearfully aroused, tossing its huge bulk from side to side, 
and lashing its fiery flood into heaving billows, that: wrapped 
around and under them, to disappear i n an instant, the t h in film 
that feebly strove to hide its terrific features from view ; v ind i -
cating its claim to be considered the wonder of both the learned 
and unlearned, the cause alike of awe i n the civilized religion-
ist, and terror to the superstitious heathen. 
A n d its contemplation inspired profound reflection, as we l l as 
intense emotion; for i t is the palpable manifestation of that ele-
ment, winch, flung into space i n the morning of t ime, when 
this planet was " without form and vo id , " had whir led around 
its axis, and circled in its orbit for untold ages; moulding into 
shape, crystallizing, and consolidating its original materiais» 
w i t h which, too, the destiny of man is l inked, on which the tem-
poral objects of his creation are enacted, and whence, a nobler 
longing and conviction te l l h im, he may rise to a more exalted 
and immortal being. 
I t demonstrates, also, the geological t ru th o f internal fusion, 
for i t is the wel l ing up of that ocean of fire on which the crust 
\ 
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of earth is floating; and w i t h i n this crater the lava flood and 
its transformations illustrate also, f rom t ime to time, the "won-
drous phenomena of terrestrial development Here may lie 
seen i n miniature the gradually-encrusting surface, and the con-
solidating rock; the upheaved mountains, and intervening 
valleys; ro l l ing prairies, and outspread plains; ravines, nnd riv-
er-beds. A n d although in this grand dissolving view of nature 
—representing the imperceptible t-ranaition from chaos to order— 
the reality of barrenness s t i l l predominates, and rocky cliff, cow, 
chasm, cavern, pinnacle, parapet, tower and turret, b:ii-e and 
black, present the str iking features of the slowly-unfolding pan-
orama ; yet, when disturbing ngeneios allow, (In1 fype H id^o pmi 
of that advent of morning and evening, wheiij in the lotig gen-
erations that liavo gone before us, ( íod paid, " L o t the enrtli 
bring forth grass, the herb yielding seed, nnd íhe fruit tree 
yielding fruit after its k i n d ; " for, in tthelteríng erevieoti, the 
pioneer fern is seen t im id ly to l i f t its scarcely-recognized form, 
and t remblingly look abroad over the dark dominion on which i t 
has been the first to plant the banner o f vegetable life. 
Dense volumes of smoke and steam ri^e from the lake of 
fire, and from neighboring cones and vents, and are waited from 
the explorer's usual standpoint by the prevalent northeast wind. 
I t is on the south side, over -which these clouds are blown, that 
the choicest specimens o f that singular production called Póló's 
hair—because formerly believed by the natives to ho portions 
of the combed locks o f that goddess—are obtained. I t is a 
capillary glass formed of small detached portions of molten lavn, 
projected from the lake and cones of eruption, unfolded and 
drawn out into fine-spun semi-transparent brownish ojtve threads, 
as i t is borne on the currents of heated air, and finally deposited 
i n chasms and caves; and sometimes i t is carried by the winds 
even to a considerable distance beyond the crater. The delete-
rious gases, smoke, and vapor, that usually fill the southern part 
of the crater, make i t sometimes unsafe to seek there this rauoho 
o P é U — h a i r of Pé lé . yy 
Appalled as the visitor may be, when first be looks upon the 
terrific agitation, and shrinks hack at the fierce heat of the lake 
of fire, yet he w i l l soon become spell-bound, and unconsciously 
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dare destruction, for tlie red charra of its gleiiming and surging 
tide. N o object i n nature perlmps tlirows oyer the soul sucli 
wondrous fascination, and extinguishes so completely the sense 
of great and undoubted dunger; for who can te l l that the " foun-
dations of this great deep," which have been often loosened 
w i t h i n the memory of man, may not on the instant be again 
"broken up," and the floor on which ho stands, though of rock, 
be shattered into fm^monts, for re-fusion and re-casting i n new 
and stranger fashion ? Y e t despite this thought i t was reluct-
antly that wc Uu'ned away, to proceed by another and more 
direct path bach to our humble tenement, which looked i n the 
distance l ike a mole h i l l on the upper r i m of the great crater. 
Objects of interest similar to those already described were 
seen as wc passed along, representing varieties of nature's fan-
ciful art and flowing graces, fixed as in iron while i n the act 
of disappearing. A strueturo th i r ty feet high stood on-the 
left of our track, bui l t apparently of largo plates o f corrugated 
watch-spring steel, superposed in endless relative positions, and 
bent and welded together, g iving beauty of outline and security 
of strength. Clambering up to an opening i n its side, we saw 
burning on a furnace hearth a br ight fire, surrounded b y an 
abundant supply of sulphurous fuel and reagents, indicating 
that a grand manufacture of gases and chemicals was going on 
i n this unique laboratory. 'Not far off another edifice, bu i l t by 
the wonderful and plastic power of eruption, looked l ike a 
church i n process o f demoli t ion; but i ts s t i l l standing remains 
of walls and abutments, spire and minaret, to ld how surpassing 
the design and structure of that temple must have been, when, 
through its lengthened aisles and lighted arches, the earthquake's 
diapason once resounded. A n d further on to the r ight , lay long 
ridges and huge piles o f slag, scoriso, clinker, -vitreous refuse, 
and broken castings, w i t h masses of basaltic rock, as i f all the 
foundries and furnaces o f England had been tumbled down; and 
thrown together i n promiscuous confusion of material for nearly 
a mi l e ; while to the left, i n a nearly correspondent ridge, those 
of Pennsylvania seemed to have heaped up their contribution 
of a century's rubbish. Many caves were also seen, a few of 
which we explored, and which appeared formed by the upheaval 
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of the thick surface lamina, or by the subsidence of that below, 
leaving extensive intermediate spaces, i n some instances distinct, 
i n others formizig a scries o f apartments commimica í ing i r i t h 
each other. I n these a beautiful process of the finer and more 
delicate modelling, moulding, and casting lins been conducted 
by a secret process, probably a l iquciied condensation, and final 
solidification of the purer lava vnporfi, holding in solulion ine-
tallie bases, which have penetrated into these eiiamiiers through 
imperceptible fissures leading from lower depth?. The results 
are imitations of nature's stalactite and stnl.i^iniíe ereatimis in 
the crystal caverns of upper earth; yet •more euriuiif* in pome 
instances, i n that a greater tenneity bofnre luial roiiHolidntion 
has given greater variety of curve and outline. Mrmy ex<piitito 
resemblances to familiar ol)jcetfl of art have been obtninoO in 
these caves fiinco their discovery by the oflieem of tito l l n i t w l 
States Exploring Expedition to the l'iieiHc. 
Hav ing reached the northern end of the (niter, wo pat down 
to rest on the last swell of a recant lava tide, fixed in enduring 
bronze un t i l another ilood shall consume or sweep it again into 
the ocean o f fire from which i t came; then slowly nscendiug 
the steep acclivity to the plateau, which at the outset òf the 
exploration we comj^ared to an orchestral gallery of n vast 
cathedral, we crossed i t to the bottom of the rough natural stair-
way leading to the upper level, which we climbed, wearied and 
footsore, glad to reach our habitation for the night, just as the 
shades of evening were gathering around to borrow from ICi-
lauea a crimson l ight , for the golden beams which the setting 
sun had borne beneath the ocean that bathes w i t h crested b i l -
lows, and strives i n vain to stay the fiery mountain's boldly en-
croaching foot. 
Supper, seasoned by an appetite coming of t o i l , having been 
despatched w i t h rare relish, we d id " n o t wait upon the order 
of our going," but Haole and Hawaiian, employer and employed, 
sought at once, and without ceremony, such repose as might be 
had from blanket and mat. 
Often during the night we. rose to look upon the strange 
painting of surrounding nature, as, pencilled w i t h the red l ight 
of inextinguishable fires, i t raise^ on h igh its bold and glaring 
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features, above -which glimmered, "with sickly beam, the stars, 
that paled as they looked upon this sublimo spectacle of earth. 
Gazing upon the columns of smoke ro l l ing i n i l lumined gran-
deur upward, to meet tlio first coming of the gray dawn, we 
beheld to the west of the laico a pi l lar of fire suddenly leap 
through the vent of a spouting cone, its burning shaft perhaps 
a hundred feet high, shedding a radiance abroad as i f to add its 
tribute of adoration to the coming day, and then falling, i t spread 
abroad a crimson sheet, to darken and disappear i n the morning 
haze. 
A n d when the rising sun was seen to touch the topmost 
dome of Manna Loa, l ifted nearly fourteen thousand feet to the 
skies, and g i l d i t w i t h outspread gold, i t seemed to pause in 
admiration of the departing glory that gleamed from the flank 
of that majestic mountain, ere i t sent its brighter beams below, 
to dim for a time the splendors of the Place o f Fire, which, 
" day unto day uttevcth speech, and night unto night showeth 
knowledge," and is the " testimony of God making wise the 
simple," and proclaiming " that Thou, whose name alone is 
JEnovAir, art the Host H i g h over a l l the earth." 
"We added to our breakfast strawberries of delicious flavor 
gathered about a mile off, and after packing our travell ing equi-
page, and extinguishing our hearth-fire—'a necessary precaution 
for the safety of a grass house—we quitted our banquet ha l l at ten 
A. M., and stopped that n ight at W a i u l i , two miles beyond the 
half-way house on returning, where, being much, fatigued, my 
guide proposed to subject me to the native manipulation called 
i n Hawaiian l o m i - l o m i ; and lie really did gently and soothingly 
rub, punch, grasp, tickle, knead, and generally magnetize me 
from head to foot into a sweet slumber, f rom whicl i I was awa-
kened some t ime after entirely refreshed; and ready for a hearty 
meal. I n tho saddle nest morning at seven o'clock, we reached 
H i l o at half-past eleven, but l i t t le more than three days from 
the t ime we started for the volcano. 
39 
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VOLCAN10 R R U P r i O N S IN H A W A I I — N A T 1 V K H U T — M A T H — H A W A I I A N F O I t ^ r — L A T A PTPÜAH 
F R O M T H E C U A T m MOKIIAWKO W E O OF MAUN'A L O A — W A I I A K I I n i T T R — - V A U f l A L 
U R I D O E K F . F A U K E A — L A U ] O L E T A L I . H . 
O F t.ho thrco volcanic mountains on tlio Irtlíind of flfiwni!, 
two o f thorn Imvo long ulcpt. Thoro in no dofluito inlornmtiím 
to bo liad o f tlio last eruption oí' Mumui JCon, ll ioujil i thoro arc in-
dioatlona tbat i t was probably in action during tlio last ceutury. 
Hualalai , now quiescent, poured forth a torrent of lava na late 
as 1801, wl i i c l i laid waste the country i n its progre^s to the pea, 
and is said to have filled up an extensive bay, and formed a new 
headland several xailes beyond the former line of the const. 
Mau na Loa alone seems s t i l l disposed to assert i ta prerogative 
of remodelling the great island i t has contributed largely to 
fo rm; and seven times w i t h i n the last forty years i t has Pent 
forth its fiery agent to destroy and rebuild much of its earlier 
work. I n 1823 an eruption took place from its crater of KÍ-
lauea, the lava reaching the surface of the earth some miles 
south of the crater through subterranean, passages, flowing 
through the district of K a u to the sea. I n 1832 an eruption 
occurred both from the lateral crater ICilauea, and from that on 
the summit of the'mountain, the stream of the first named flow-
ing, as stated i n my description of that crater,"into l i i l auea I k i , 
and part of i t back again in to Eilauea ITui , some persons sup-
posing from the great subsidence of lava i n the great crater that 
there was also probably an escape by subterranean channels 
under the sea. The flow from the summit took place from 
numerous vents, diffusing its l igh t to such a distance that it was 
visible even at Lahaina. I n 1840 there was another eruption 
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from Kilanea, part ly siibtemmean, whicl i destroyed the village 
of Nanaivale, and rearranged the features of tlie coast "where i t 
reached the sea. I n 1843 an outbreak took place from the sum-
mit , the stream subdividing and flowing severally i n the direc-
tions o f Manna Kea, Waimea, H i l o , and Hualalai . S t i l l another 
eruption took place from near the summit of the mountain i n 
1852, flowing eastward about fifty miles, but stopping short of 
the sea. I n 1855 another eruption ooenrred from the old crater 
of Mokuawcoweo, which, i n the quanti ty of lava thrown out, 
lias not been surpassed, i f indeed i t has been equalled, by any 
happening since the residence of foreigners on the island. The 
Rev. M r . Conn, who saw i t , i n describing this outbreak says, " a 
vast chasm opened horizontally on the top of the mountain, and 
along the yawning fissure stood series of elongated, jagged, and 
burning cones about a hundred feet high, rent through this larg-
er diameter, and throwing up dense columns of blue and white 
smoke, which, covering the mountain's sum w i t , rolled i n fleecy 
masses down its sides, and spread out l ike the wings o f chaos 
over unmeasured regions. S t i l l no fire was seen i n the fountain 
crater. W e could feel i t everywhere, and hear escaping gases, 
but the throats of the cones were clogged w i t h hot masses of 
cinders, pumice, and ashes, w i t h cracks and crevices for escaping 
smoke. The fusion had found vent i n a lateral subterranean 
duct, several hundred feet below the r i m of the crater, and in 
this covered way i t flowed off un t i l i t made its appearance two 
miles down the side of the mountain." The torrent of lava 
appeared on the surface at about ten thousand feet above the 
level of the sea; i t flowed eastwardly to the distance of forty 
miles by its windings, not stopping un t i l w i th in from six to 
seven miles of H i l o , and destroying every thing in. its course for 
at least three hundred square miles. The last eruption from 
Manna Loa occurred i n 1859, from the new crater Pé l é -hou , on 
the northern slope, about six thousand five hundred feet ahove 
the level of the sea. I t is said to have been remarkable for its 
fountain-like ejection of lava i n a perpendicular column of vary-
ing height and appearance from two hundred to five hundred 
feet, and i t was judged by one observer to have once reached a 
height of even eight h imdrcd feet, w i t h its capital sometimes 
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simple and flowing, at others involved and occasionally efílorcs-
cent, casting above and beyond its own j o t of crimson lava, red-
hot boulders of hundreds of tons' weight, to burst and scatter 
their fragments like gory spray abroad. The course of the lava 
stream was about northwest, passing between Mauna Kea find 
Manna Hualalai, and running between fifty and sixty miles to 
the ocean, in to which i t poured for a w id th of a ha l f mile, heat-
ing the startled billows, and sending up clouds of steam hun-
dreds of feet into the air. 
Approaching, as the lava flood of 1855 did, to wi th in from 
six to seven miles o f H i l o , before its flow was arrested, nml l i f t -
ing its imperishablo proofs wi th in so short a diatanco of thnt 
town to te l l that the island of J l a w n ü in not yet fin fall ml, I 
devoted the last two days of my sojourn in Hawai i to an exotir-
sion to the i ron river. The route indicated by my cornpftntoti, 
Judge Hitchcock's famil iar i ty w i t h this region, omhrnced nino 
the n a t u r a l fa^iâge o f Kepaukea^ and the Lauiolc f a l l s of tito 
W a i l u k u River, objects of great interest rarely visited by stran-
gerá. 
B y a tortuous and broken bridle-path we proceeded west-
wardly over an uncultivated country, w i t h the exception of a 
few upland taro patches, wi thout enclosure, save long bamboo 
stalks run through holes i n scrubby-looking posts. I f theso 
are land boundaries, they certainly do not preclude proprietor-
ship i n common w i t h promiscuous quadrupeds, the younger 
members of the swine family being generally t ied by the h ind 
leg to the door-posts of the huts, no doubt for the security of a 
pig's head when wanted to adorn the more delicate and savory 
body o f roast dog, for the entertainment of dainty foreigners, 
the uninformed among whom partake o f that dish w i t h great 
gusto. A short distance on the way a heavy shower made us 
take shelter i n a native hut , bu i l t o f sugar-cane-blade thatched 
walls, and fern roof, w i t h one ample apartment for the accom-
modation o f family.and friends, from the central earthen hearth 
of which rose the fumes of taro smothered i n t i leaves, sweating 
between a bed and covering of heated boulders. A r o u n d the 
room hung a score of calabashes of a l l sizes, from ha l f a foot to two 
feet i n diameter, serving as cupboards, closets, pots, trunks, and 
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general table ware, where table there was none, and these con-
tained the few essentials of Hawaiian housewifery, w i t h such few 
gewgaws and trumpery as imported taste and fashion made sig-
nificant of the higher law of civilization, sometimes as disgusting 
i f not as base as that other "higher l a w " coming of a new and 
odious political proposition, which sneers at the saeredness of 
constitutional compacts and tramples good faith under foot. On 
the ground, covered w i t h mats that had never known the purifica-
t ion of water, sat an old crone whoso skin looked l ike the copper 
on a ship's bottom covered w i t h barnacles, from the effects of a 
hateful disease introduced by foreigners into these islands. She 
was occupied i n t r imming and split t ing smoke-dried lauhalla 
(pandanus) leaves for a couple of young, l i the, and bright-eyed 
wahines, who, i n apostare between kneeling and squatting, were 
plai t ing them with groat dexterity into large, neat, and durable 
iloor mats. The best qual i ty of Hawai ian mata, very fine and 
beautiful, on which the chiefs recline, are made on the island of 
N ü h a u , and are sold at from five to eight dollars each. The 
coarser mats used by the common people can he had at half a 
dollar apiece. Several Kanakas were lounging arotmdj' engaged, 
according to the wont of these household miisances of the mas-
culino gender, i n jabbering w i t h extraordinary vo lub i l i ty and 
vehemence their vowclled vernacular. M y companion partici-
pated i n the colloquial comedy, un t i l j perceiving that the rain 
had ceased, we resumed our ride, and having proceeded five 
miles from H i l o , our horses were left w i t h a native to be brought 
to us next day at a designated place about a mile east of the falls. 
W i t h a guide i n the lead, and followed ourselves by two other 
Kanakas carrying camp equipage and provisions^ we then, on 
foot, entered a forest, through which, for a distance of about two 
miles, we had l i teral ly to thrash and cleave our w a y ; for al-
though at the time the lava was i n actual flow, parties of curious 
and hardy adventurers broke and kept open a track through the 
forest, yet in the time since elapsed, and stimulated by ceaseless 
showers and contimious warmth, such rank vegetation had 
sprung up as not only to obliterate every trace of path, but act-
ually to erect a barrier to progress, which had to be beaten of 
hewed down at almost every step. 
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The recognized forest trees were the koa, tu tn i , and oliia, o f 
larger growth than I had seen elsewhere, several of the latter 
having trunks five feet i n diameter, overtopping and spreading 
their brawny arms abroad, protecting less vigorous growths, 
and w i t h the t u tn i , furnishing a dense foliage impenetrable to 
the sun. Ferns, of numerous speeies, raro growth , and vary-
ing shades of green; the fragrant leaved maile, of which the 
favorite necklace and coronal of the Hawaiian maiden is made ; 
the w i l d ginger, more agreeable for its subdued ppioiness; the 
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w i l d taro, the original o f the plant now cultivated and yielding 
the chief food o f the islanders; the w i l d raspberzy, and the 
w i l d banana., were al l found i n this forest growing luxur ian t ly ; 
and above them was seen the beautiful parasite ekaha, opening 
outwardly from i ts root-latticed base, its long green leaves i n 
symmetrical scrolls l ike hanging-baskets suspended b y a delicate 
cordage of ié which hung from tree to tree. The ulehihi and 
the i é were the principal creepers; the latter, i n some parts of 
the forest, clothing many of the trees i n an entire l ivery of green, 
and masking completely their distinctive features; and so nu-
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meroiis, wandering, and tangled "wero its roots, that weary and 
weak from elipping and sticking i n mire and mud-hole, our feet 
became often entangled and tripped, causing tumbles that went 
far toward dispelling the pleasing fancies indulged on a former 
occasion about this same plant. Indeed i t was suggested that 
the cl imbing of the ió resembled that personal propensity which 
aspires to notice on another's merits, and that its clinging to 
venerable trees typified the dependence of children o f larger 
growth, the lazy and selfish, who overburden parental inf i rmi ty , 
and hasten the death of those who give support. I t is not 
uncommon for a stately tree to become the v i c t im of this 
parasitical tenacity of the ie, which suffocatfes i t w i t h clustering 
vines and foliage, appropriates its inherent v i ta l circulation, and 
consumes the nourishment of surrounding soil. 
To increase our annoyances, after two hours of clambering 
over fallen, trees, crawling through branches and undergrowth 
slimy w i t h moss and moisture, and floundering through pools 
and mud, our guide said that he had lost his way. Wi thou t 
beaten trade or blazed tree to direct, or the br ight sun pene-
t ra t ing this dense forest to l ight h im to recognition of familiar 
things, he had become confused in its labyrinth, doubtful of pur-
pose, and wandered without definite result. Cl imbing a tree 
he looked abroad for landmarks, and started again on his ex-
ploration, this time alone, leaving us to such rest and comfort 
as practical hydropathy, administered by a drenching rain and a 
saturated moss-covered stump, could give, I n due time, by 
hallooings, at first distant and faint, then near and louder, the 
guide was enabled to return to the spot about which we had 
been revolv ing; and assured by his observations, he struck: a 
bee l ine—which, however, even w i t h that l i t t le insect mathema-
tician, and encompassed by corresponding obstructions, could 
not have exemplified the " shortest distance between two points " 
—for the bed o f lava; and after the expiration o f four hours 
from the time of entrance, we made a joyfu l escape from this 
forest of but two milca breadth, i n which we had very fairly 
illustrated the law of centripetal motion. - - . 
Dark and dismal as was that unmoMng and immovable 
river of lava, on the b r ink of which we stood, and which had 
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unrolled the blackness of desolation over this region, yet was i t 
a welcomo sight; for i t removed doubt, and released us from im-
prisonment, as wel l as from an oppressive eense of the absence 
of animal life, there being no birds there to cheer us "with their 
song, and naught else but a few lizards, centipedes, and scorpions 
—not even a snake being seen, none htCving been found on these 
islands, and i t is said only one imported, which was instantly 
k i l led . I t is surprising how the feathers were obtained of which 
the two royal robes of the Hawaiian monarch were made; es-
pecially i f i t be true, as stated, that but two feathers are found 
i n each b i r d suitable for the purpose, one under cacli wing—a 
story, however, probably more sensational than true, as a Hawaii-
an naturalist assures mo that the bird futiupiiing tlio matcrml ot 
the r i ch fabric has a t u f t o f foatherfl under each wing. 
Bending our utepn over BWCUB, trOuglm, niul inoiíndn of lava, 
the i icry flood was Been to havo cleaved its way throngli the 
grand old forest w i t h a sword of flame. I t s results wero curious, 
as i n its progress i n different degrees of liquefaction and move-
ment i t assumed varied forms, which became apparently cnM-
ings i n i ron to te l l to future generations the talc of cause and 
eifect: confirming its t ru th by an imperishable causeway of 
forty miles from the source, ten thousand feet above the level 
of the sea, whence i t flowed front the great central Jiro that has 
burned since this sphere was thrown into space by the hand of 
Omnipotence. I n one place were seen parts o f a great dome, 
which had once stood, as might have been supposed from their 
massiveness, i n imperishable sol idi ty; but which from later flows 
of the resistless flood had been overturned, and scattered abroad 
in ruins. I n another the mould o f a noble tree that had been 
felled by an axe of fire, and then was wrapped i n the red stream 
to be consumed as that became congealed and solid. Then we 
traversed an immutable sea of i ron , its waves, and troughs, and 
maelstroms, the colossal castings o f a river, a rapid, and a cata-
ract ; billows, eddies, ripples, and successive circles o f flow; 
whose outlines, seen through the refractions of l igh t produced 
by rarefied air rising from the sun-heated black surface, cheated 
the eye i i i to a belief of fluidity and motion. Here lay an iron 
rope and there a coiled cable, and further on a shattered pyra-
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mid, prostrate temple, and dilapidated fortress, a l l bui l t as i f i n 
sport, and then overthrown, revealing the entrance to a series 
of tunnels, vaults, and caves, whose secrets may one day excite 
the surprise of the idler, and the inquiry of the savant. A l l 
these, and more of the wonderful displays of this plastic power, 
lay ahout our way. Final ly, passing along a narrower flow, 
which reminded us of what the Rapids ahove the " W h i r l p o o l " 
at Niagara may look l ike, when the icy fetters of the great river 
are "broken to fragments and re-welded while dashing i n w i l d 
career over gigantic ledge and boulder, we halted wet and weary 
at sunset a mile further on, at the foot o f a mound forty or fifty 
feet h igh thrown np by the lava i n the last moments of its .work, 
a monument of expiring power. 
A l i m p i d stream of water running for miles through secret 
channels of the black crust hidden from observation, escaped at 
this point, furnishing both bath and beverage; and near i t , 
upon a smooth Jloor of lava, we pitched our tent¿ and proceeded 
to bu i ld a camp-firo of fallen timber from lava girdled trees 
gathered near the border of the flow. A bright blaze cheered 
the night, and enabled us to dry our wet clothee; and a supper 
of Baltimore ̂ oysters, Hawaiian coffee of delicious flavor, and 
excellent bread of Hawai ian wheat, made us forget the toils and 
annoyances of the day. Soon aftçr, wrapping myself i n a blan-
ket, I laid down to rest on fern leaves gathered boyond the l i m i t 
of desolation, and spread on the lava rock—lulled by the mur-
muring of the l i t t le stream seeking escape from its confinement 
beneath us, and by the du l l flapping o f our canvas roof in the 
chi l l night-wind descending from the icy halls of Mauna Kea. 
But sleep would not be wooed to compliant favors. The flinty 
hardness of our couch repelled the courted slumber. Busy mind, 
too, kept unfolding anew so v iv id ly the panorama just witnessed 
of creation's wonderful developments and startling truths, that 
"Nature 's soft nurse " could not " steep m y senses i n forgetful-
ness." A n d more than theso to hinder sleep, there was in the 
river of death on whoso dark bosom we seemed to float, a sym-
bol o f the moral as well as physical desolation now sweeping 
over our own once happy l and ; of the wickedness, coming of 
fanaticism and passions, laying waste the fair fields of national 
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prosperity planted b j the hands of ancestral wisdom. T ru ly 
did the gory flood recently bursting from the mountain's sido 
i l lumin ing its own hideous carnival, blasting plains, levelling 
hills, and filling valleys, leaving no trace o f the wondrous beauty 
of this Eden, seem but a type of the red carnage i n which is 
being wri t ten a history of horrors, and which threatens general 
ru in to the hopes o f a great people. Recalling the records of 
fratricidal strife, more terrible than those of international wnr, 
the heart's prayer from that dread river of death ascended often 
that night for peace. Aye—as sung by one whoso harp was 
then attuned to melodious measures, but whose now "discord-
ant noises jarrest the celestial harmonies" of his younger 
muse— 
"Peaca I and no longer from its brazen |)ortulrt 
Tho bliiflt of wnr'fl great organ nlinkefl tlio flkien ! 
But beautiful ns aongs of the imniortalB, 
Tho holy melodies of love arise. 
"Were'half the power that fills the world with terror, 
Were half tho wealth, bestowed on camps and courts, 
Given to redeem the human mind from error, 
There were uo need of arsenals nor forts, r 
"The warrior's name would be a name abhorred I 
And everj7 nation, that should lift again 
Its hand against n, brother, on its forehead 
Would wear for evermore the curse of Cain I " 
W e rose to welcome the dawn, and enjoy i n tho clt i l l 
morning air the grateful warmth o f a glowing bed of coals from 
a quarter of a cord of wood thrown on by our Kanaka cook. 
Hav ing taken breakfast from a table as black and polished as 
ebony, we struck tent, packed camp-traps, and started again 
over the desert of lava for the "Wailukn E ivcr , which i t was pro-
posed to descend to the natural bridge which spans i t some 
miles below. A .short distance from our camping ground the 
lava was found to have been piled up to the height and shape of a 
considerable r idge; formed probably by the blowing up of tun-
nels by the confined streams, and the subsequent additions of the 
congealing currents, bearing on their bosom the broken masses 
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and crumbling debris detached from other parts of ihe great bed. 
Sometimes these ridges are doubtless formed by the covered 
flow penetrating chasms and cracks of the tunnel wa l l , farmed 
by contracfcion in process o f cooling, and laying above these, 
stratum upon stratum of lava; and sometimes, perhaps, by the 
accumulating masses borne upon an upper rapidly-thickening 
and slowly-moving current. 
These phenomena of physical formation are not so str iking, 
I am informed, near to the source of the stream, owing to the 
greater fluidity of the lava nearer its source, and the more pre-
cipifcous declivity of the higher parts of the mountain. A n d the 
same causes w i l l account for the greater distance of t h i r t y miles 
over which the stream passed on the first n ight after the eruption. 
The flow continued more than a year, but did not extend beyond 
forty miles, owing chiefly to obstacles "thrown i n the way by its 
own consolidation, which caused i t to spread in somo places to a 
width of ten miles, and contribute greatly to the formation o f 
the ridges before referred to. "Wc diverged from the main lava 
stream by a lateral tongue running northward, and about a mile 
from our encampment the night before wo came to the river. 
Naught but lava blisters, bubbles, Bwells, exploded ducts, and 
broken plates, were seen along this part of the route, save an 
occasional sprig of fern seeking to establish a "squatter sover-
eignty " in a chink or cranny of t i le lava. 
A t the river we found that the tongue of lava which guided 
us to the "Wailuku divided into two small branches, one of which 
when i n a state o f fusion had evidently flowed across the chan-
nel, and str iking the opposite bank was there arrested. The 
other branch diverging somewhat from the last named, was seen 
to have leaped down the bank where i t reached the river, and 
then to have plunged over a fall of fifty feet in to a basin one 
hundred feet i n diameter. This basin is thought to resemble 
somewhat a reclining human head; whi le the Stream flowing 
from the basin through a narrow outlet is compared to a neck; 
and then expanding again presents an appearance not unlike a 
body, from the upper part of which on the north bank a r ivule t 
looks l ike an arm, and finally the r iver a short distance below 
divides into two streams representing legs; the whole taken 
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together being thought so l ike à gigantic human figure na to 
have obtained for i t a place among the native water divinities. 
The cervical part of this deity is shut i n hy h igh banks so closely 
aa to make i t impossible to pass through the gorge dry shod, 
except by mounting the guide's shoulders. Mine waded waist 
deep, bearing me along a narrow submerged ledge of rock that 
bordered a threatening looking depth of the river. The " Old 
Man of the Sea" did not clasp more t igh t ly w i t h his legs the 
neck o f the unlucky " Sindbad" than I d id Piimoku's, i n fear 
of baptism by immersion. A n d had I not strangled the words 
in utterance ho might have begged me not to sacrifice h im lo 
this object of former idolatry. As i t was, when released, he de-
clared that rather than submit again to such an embrace, the 
sacrilege might be perpetrated of my swimming down the tliront 
of the ancient ITawaiiau'God. 
The division of the river below diminished so much the water 
i n the left channel, that wo wore able to pass a considerable dis-
tance from rock to rock along the bed o f the stream, un t i l com-
ing to an abandoned hut on the nor th bank we rested awhile 
wi th in its simple architecture of a few forked posts, supporting 
l ight cross timbers, roofed and clapboarded w i t h Koa bark, so 
perfectly stripped from that valued tree as to furnish slabs nine 
feet long and three wide, when outspread and dried after re-
moval. Our guide entertained us, here as elsewhere, w i t h tra-
ditional lore, not immingled w i t h proofs of the clinging super-
stitions and faith of his forefathers, despito the influence of what 
many of his kindred s t i l l deem a profane civil ization. H e was 
a choice specimen of native loquacity and good humor j and his 
stentorian oratory and shouts of merriment shamed the less 
noisy babblings o f the YVailuku, and awakened the echoes of 
the adjacent hil ls . V o l u b i l i t y was a physical necessity o f P i i -
m o k u ; his capacious mouth fu l l of vowels ro l l ing over each 
other i n continuous and blended sound i n their struggles for 
utterance; a, e, i , o, u , and sometimes w , bu t ?ioè y , seeming to 
be the elementary material, and the completed fabric of his lan-
guage. Such was his incorrigibly loquacious propensity—sound 
alone being often the measure of sense—that I found to my 
great grief, as a fellow occupant of the same flinty couch on the 
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riiglit before, -when " tired nature's sweet restorei*" slirouded 
l i i m i u blessed oblivion, and the vocal organism, wearied and 
exhausted h j its day's labors, sank to a l ike deep repose, that 
ever mindful assertor of digni ty and disdain, which never slum-
bers on its post of duty, but snuffs afar off impertinence and in-
sult, and often gives startl ing proof of sympathy w i t h its Jess 
capable neighbor, " t o o k up the wondrous tale," and made our 
abode hideous wi th its vicarious utterance from dewy eve t i l l 
rosy morn. 
Aga in on the route, wo were soon forced by the fulness of a 
reunited stream to abandon the rocks, â nd for a short distance 
take to the neighboring bush, nearly as dense, tangled, ob-
structed, tortuous, uneven, and mi ry as that through which we 
toiled the day before. Extr icat ing ourselves from this, we trav-
elled along a more passable part of the r iver channel, and so 
continued, alternating between rocky bed and bushy bank, ac-
cording to the comparative facilities of passage, for a distance 
of two miles from the point at which wo struck the stream, and 
three hours and a half i n time from our camping-ground, when 
we reached the bridge named by the natives Kepaukea—the 
hole tlie God went through. 
I u the distance specified, the r iver has a great desfeent over 
rapids and falls, as many as seven of the latter having been 
seen; one of them between fifty and sixty feet high and exceed-
ingly picturesque, being called in Hawaiian, Hiola , signifying 
malanohe, from the snowy plunge o f its waters. 
The natural bridge is a grand and imperishable structure, 
evidently bu i l t by volcanic agency, Manna Loa, the wonderful 
architect of this region, having in some remote age unknown to 
tradit ion poured forth its fused materials to be moulded at this dis-
tant spot into massive abutments, arch, and keystone, defying the 
fury of flood and the slower ravages of t ime. From the south bank 
of the "Wailuku the torrent of molten lava flowed across, welding 
itself and becoming incorporated w i t h the opposite rocky w a l l ; 
the river is thus completely obstructed for perhaps four-fifths of 
its w id th of one hundred and twenty feet, the bridge resting to 
that extent upon the bed o f the stream, and forming a corre-
sponding impassable barrier, the water being directed along its 
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face toward the nor th bank, and escaping under a perfectly 
turned arch of about twenty-five feet span, and of varying 
height from the surface o f the r iver according to its fulness. 
The length of the arch is nearly two hundred feet, and midway, 
as we passed through i t i n a canoe, conveyed to the spot for the 
purpose, there was seen piercing its graceful curve above, a slcy-
l ight of ten feet diameter, Uued w i t h moss, and adorned wi th a 
chaplet of flowers to welcome the stray sunbeams peeping in at 
the placid stream. I t is probable that when this arch was 
formed, the s t i l l fluid lava of the subsurface flowed out, leaving 
the more superficial and solidified portion standing as at pres-
ent constructed, thus allowing the escape of the river, which 
otherwise would have been dammed up completely, and over-
flowing the obstruction added another watcrfull to the ninny 
now found i n tho vic ini ty . 
A t tho lower end of tho natural bridge wo disembarked from 
the canoe, and clambered over rocks for a few hundred yards 
along the r igh t hank of the river, to the Cataract o f LauioU, 
where the "Wailulm takes a leap of OJIO hundred and thir ty-two 
feet, changing the snowy garment i n which i t wraps itsclt' in its 
w i l d jj lunge, for a mantle when i t reaches the foot of tho cliff, 
whose coloring seems borrowed from a wilderness o f foliage that 
rises on either hand below. I n its passage over the precipice 
the stream is broken into two falls by a colossal column of ba-
salt, clad in verdure and bejewelled w i t h spray from its base 
washed b y sportive wavelets, to its capital, crowned w i t h flowers 
and foliage. From an overhanging rock of tho deep abyss tho 
Bay o f H i l o may be seen far beyond and below, looking, under 
a richly-clouded canopy, and w i t h alternations of l igh t and 
shade paint ing its quiet bosom, l ike a blue and purple foot-
stool embroidered w i t h gold, for the -wearied Wai lukn , as, clad 
i n its garment of green, br ight and gay at our feet, grave and 
shadowy in the distance, i t danced onward to the strain of 
its own w i l d music, w h i r l i n g through the mazes of defiles, leap-
ing down precipices, dashing over rocks, then to a gentler 
measure of breeze and bi l low, moving t ranqui l ly to its ocean 
repose. 
Turn ing from the waterfall we crossed a small, thicklv-wooded 
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island, to a wide floor of rock orer wMch flows a branch o f the 
river, when, from floods, i t cannot empty ita accumulated wa-
ters through the arch of the natural bridge and breaks over i t , 
f i l l ing this as well as its customary low-water channel. . A t such 
times another cataract is formed by this southern branch of the 
river, of greater height than that already described. 
Looking from this upper terrace at the bold scenery at our 
feet, and the beauty o f that mellowed by distance, as i t lay clad 
i n the " essential vesture of Creation," the heart cannot wi thhold 
its reverence from H i m who said, " Let the waters under the 
heavens be gathered together unto one place, and let the dry 
land appear," and who shaped and is s t i l l fashioning these by 
such wondrous agencies, that finite man trembles even at the 
threshold of H i s revelations. 
Some H i l o frienda coming by a nearer route met ns at the 
Lfiuiole Fa l l , and curiosity having been gratified we bade adieu 
to the w i l d valley of the Wa i lukn . Slipping, sliding, t r ipp ing , 
and t ramping through wood and marsh, deemed by the ladies 
of the party "perfectly awful ," but i n t r u t h very tolerable for a 
patient pedestrian, compared w i t h the pathless forest and jung f t 
i n which we had wandered the day before, we came to a branch 
of the W a i l u k u Eiver; which as a l i m p i d streamlet had furnished 
our beverage as i t bubbled from its aqueduct beneath the field 
of lava we had visited, and which now, after miles of meander-
ing and gathering of t r ibutary rivulets, was again met, no longer 
a mere brook. I t was the water of this stream that was kept 
at a scalding temperature for months by the hot lava, w i t h which 
i t was i n constant contact during the eruption of 1855, and into 
which a native accidentally fall ing instantly perished. H o w 
diflercnt its condition when crossed by us 1 Cool, placid, trans-
parent, seemingly a polished mirror , i n which the coquettish 
ferns overhanging its banks gazed admiringly at their reflected 
beauty, that looked up from the crystal depths so bewitehingly 
at our gentler companions borne across by a stalwart native, 
that one might have fancied they sought to seduce these sister 
spirits to dwell w i t h them. 
H a l f a mile further brought us to our awaiting horses, and 
mounting into the saddle we hastened to H i l o i n an unlooked 
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for yet not unusual shower, reaching that bi jou of a village nest-
l ing i n buds, blossoms, and shrubbery, and fanned by cocoanut 
trees that waved in the sweet sea-breeze as the rain, ceased, and 
evening's gay baimer was flung from the western sky to add 
another charm to the scene. 
C H A P T E R X L . 
H O M E W A R D V O Y A G E — H I O F I T S AXD PLEAROi lKS A F L O A T — H E S O E J K C K S AND D E S T I N Y O F CA1> 
I F O B N I A . 
A E O A K D tlie br ig " Francisco " bound for San Francisco just 
as tlie morning opened her rosy gates to welcome the coming 
of the glorious sun, and anchor hove, we boat out of t l ie bay, 
and bore away under the auapicious trade-wind, Hawai i , tlie 
jewel of this island group, long and d imly seen i n the distance, 
at last vanishing from sight, but leaving its beautiful image 
traced uniadingly on the memory. 
The nervous, t i m i d , and those of excessive gastric i r r i tabi l -
i t y may doubt, nevertheless i t is true, that i n nearly al l cases of 
general lassitude and constitutional debility, unattended by or-
ganic or grave functional derangement, a sea voyage w i l l prove 
the most valuable of tonics and the surest restorative. The 
rapid motion, breathing of a pure air, mental relaxation, bodily 
repose, awakened interest i n new scenes, excitement incident to 
changeful breeze, b i l low, and nautical manoaüvring, and the sys-
tematic and disciplined habits of a well-ordered ship, contribute 
greatly to the renovation o f a human frame wearied of monot-
ony, wasted by disenso or debauchery, and exhausted by inces-
sant to i l . For the v ic t im of mercantile anxiety, overexertion, and 
misfortune; t l ie surfeited and exhausted votary of fashion; the 
pale, prostrate, and drooping devotee of literature and science ; 
the exhausted practitioner of an exciting profession; and for him 
whose mind and heart are harassed w i t h care and steeped i n 
sorrow, a sea-voyage is a soporific, tonic, sedativo, awakener of 
new interest, and a general renovator. Even a fail ing post-me-
ridian life w i l l often find i t to possess a power of rejuvenescence. 
40 
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The fashionable places of resort thronged by a motley crowd of 
foolSj fiddlers, à n d faro-bankers, present n o such probabilities of 
restoration for those namedj and for the summer inval id , as a 
» sea voyage. True, the occasional sameness of sea life may hang 
heavily on those who have difficulty i n disposing of t i m e ; but 
n o t so w i t h others who have minds to shape their own joys, and 
souls to respond to their blessed inspirations; and i t may be 
that even the listless may find a refugo from ennui i n the per-
sonal peculiarities o f fellow-passengers and incidents growing 
out of them. The " Francisco" was not wi thout examples oí 
such, yet however varied the entertainment they afTbrded to 
some, others preferred the companionship of nature, a n d at al l 
times its eloquent instruction. 
Our course from the Tsbuuls to the Nor th American conti-
nent was tho usual o n o northward, to g e t lho westerly wind a n d 
bear away before i t for our port of destination. " The trndesf•, 
which had borne üs steadily on , gradually fell off for three days, 
a n d finally died away altogether i n latitude 33° 2 1 ' , thirty-tlireo 
miles beyond the parallel of San Francisco, a calm following, 
i n which the s e a w a s spread out smooth, glassy, and motionless, 
save i n inherent sympathies, which i n scarcely perceptible undu-
lations responded to the pulsations of its mighty heart afar off. 
A mirror , too, i t seemed, o f the overhanging canopy, set in a 
r im of clouds that bordered the horizon, st i l l as the heaven 
against which, they leaned, pure as the snow, unlike in form, and 
y e t akin i n faultless beauty. There lay the sea, i n t ru th 
" A glorious mirror, where the Almighty's form 
Glasses itself in tempests; in all time, 
Calm or convulsed—in breeze, or gale, or stofm, 
Icing the pole, or in the torrid clime, 
Dark—heaving; boundless, endless, and sublime— 
The image of Eternity— " 
reflecting from i t s blue, unfathomable depths, besides the radiant 
sky a n d clouds, a semblance of the patient vessel that sat upon 
its polished bosom, gazing w i t h i n upon the likeness of its taper-
ing spars, its drooping sails, and slackened cordage; a listless 
revelation, mocking the helplessness above that passively awaited 
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favoring gales. The birds which had borne us company, skim-
m i n g umvcariedly the crested wave, deserted us, dr if t ing to other 
latitudes where they could spread their nnmoving pinions to the 
gale that bears them up i n circl ing flight. The-sense of want 
of nature's accustomed proofs of presence became painful. 
Naught but ocean's own remained, and those of frailest organi-
zation, as i f too delicate to go where wind and wave might visit 
them too roughly, or so low i n the scale of creation as to be 
akin to surrounding lifclessncss. The ocean water-spider, unseen 
at other times, ran unharmed on the smooth sea, or, contracting 
its l i t t l e body, sunk below the transparent surface, fleeing as 
fleetly and as visibly as before. That harmless l i t t l e sea-craft, 
inappropriately called the "Portuguese man-o'-war," in safety 
spread its semilunar sail of gossamer so skilfully athwart its 
t i n y oval blue h u l l , that gentlest zephyrs could not breathe wi th-
out aiding the capillary propellers that moved their minute 
screws beneath. Myriads of barely perceptible monads, invisi-
ble when the ocean is disturbed, revealed to the microscope 
through their transparent gelatinous bodies, a rudimentary vas-
cularity and a motion, showing that the apparently, dead wave 
teemed w i t h elementary l i fe ; and tangled skeins of fibrous-look-
ing mucilage floated abroad to feed the unseen creatures of the 
great deep ; while lower stil l , touched by varying shades of l ight , 
and gleaming at times as i f a sunbeam gilded them, lay motion-
less but to the mind not voiceless, other and startling mysteries— 
The semblances of forms familiar, . 
That, loosened from their ocean tombs, arose 
To tell how perish victor and Tanrjuish'd, 
Feeble and strong, timid and bravo, alike. 
A n d although they did not reveal the secrets of that eternity 
of which their sepulchre is the symbol, though of these immor-
tal mysteries they were silent, as is tho sun i n its daily erra.nd 
of goodness; and the moon, sailing through ,tho upper deep, 
which tells no tidings of the ethereal waste; and the stars on 
their night ly rounds, uttering no syllable of the limitless w o r l d 
of which they are the unwearied sentinels • yet these floating 
fragments of mortal i ty d id speak to the soul of the river between 
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this life and tlie eternal, which no hoat but Death's shall cleave, 
^and o f the immortal spirits— 
"That none return from tlioae quiet shores 
Who cross with the hoaLman cold and pale; 
We hear the dip of the golden oars, 
And catch a gleam of the snowy sail— 
And lo 1 they have passed from the yearning heart; 
They cross the stream and arc gone for aye; 
"We may not sunder the veil apart 
That hides from our view the gates of day. 
We only know that tíieir barks no more 
May sail with us o'er life's stormy sea, 
Yet somewhere, I know, on tlic unseen «liore, 
They watch, and beckon, awl wait for mo. 
" And I sit and think, when the nmiset's gold 
Is flushing river, and hill, and shore, 
I shall one day stand by that water cold, 
And list for the sound of the boatman's oar: 
I shall watch for a gleam of the silvery sail; 
I shall hear the boat as it gains the strand ; 
I shall pass from sight with the boatman pale 
To the better shore of the spirit land : 
I shall know the loved gone hence forever, 
And joyfully sweet will the meeting be, 
When over the river, the peaceful river, 
The Angel^of Death shall carry mc." 
The contemplation o f the great deep, when not wrapped i n the 
lethargy which sometimes drops its leaden pall on parts of the 
wondrous whole, leads the mind from the fleeting interests of 
time to sublimei* conceptions, although the veil that hides the 
realities of eternity may not be penetrated. For, as i n the begin-
ning " the Spiri t of God moved upon the face o f the waters," 
so now even finite apprehension recognizes there His presence, 
teaching man humi l i t y and wisdom. W e behold in the sea, 
thus consecrated everywhere by the Spiri t of its Creator, and 
i n Galilee by the footsteps o f the Saviour, the boundless bosom 
into which the countless rivers of earth pour their waters un-
heeded, to be mingled w i t h the floods that have gone before, 
and shall follow after through a l l ' t ime . H o w l ike to eternity 
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i n which ages shall end from everlasting to everlasting, and yet 
whose vastnesa heeds not their number or the measure of their 
years! A n d the waves rol l ing on their unending legions, com-
ing and going in ceaseless agitation, or l i f t ing ' their crests of 
foam to be a moment seen, then passing away forever—are not 
these l ike the generations of men ? A span of feverish restless-
ness and death make np their brief record. "Wave and life 
are merged in ocean and eternity, which remain the same un-
changed similitudes. I n the presence of such a symbol of life 
and death, of the perishing present and everlasting future, that 
soul must indeed be dead while i t livetb, that fails to take in 
the solemn responsibilities of the hour and determine wisely the 
future foretold by the " l o n g i n g after immor t a l i t y " w i t h i n us ; 
and as we listen to the symphonies of the melodious billows, 
and the ceaseless cadeneo of the surge that welcomed creation's 
dawn, the transported spirit seems to dr ink i n the celestial strain 
that greets the coming of the just, and swells the anthem of 
eternity; and thus i t , too, would w i n the g i l t that lifts " t h e 
crystal bar of Eden." 
For two days our vessel sat silent, unmoving, powerless, on 
the wide waste; and when the favoring west w i n d came at last 
to awaken the sleeping ocean, and w i t h gentle breathings dim-
pled its fair face as w i t h a smile, ere st irr ing the depths of its 
strange strength, i t seemed a reflection of hearts rejoicing i n the 
goodness o f H i m whose " way is in the sea, whoso path i n the 
great waters." 
Though sailing as close to the wind as possible we were 
driven -westward to the 159° of longitude, 3° 21/ beyond the 
meridian of I IUo , while our destination was far away to the 
cast. Our captain was not long, thoreforo, i n changing our 
course as soon as favoring gales allowed, and clothing our craft 
i n her fullest r i g o f canvas. Br igh t skies and propitious winds 
make happy voyagers, whose hearts beat responsive to the joy-
ous serenade of sea and ficamcn. 
On the nineteenth day of our passage we ran near the I teed 
lioclts, i n latitude 37° 21 ' , and longitude 137° 22' against which, 
i n navigating this part of the Pacific, a ship is apt to stump her 
" forefoot" unless a sharp lookout is kept from the forecastle. 
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The Farmlones Islcmcls, tweiity-scvon miles oft' the coast of C¡ili-
fornia, were made after midnight of the twenty-fi i lh day of the 
voyage, the revolving l ight on South Parralon having been seen 
but a few miiiutes When a dense fog, cominou on this coast, 
came up, shutting i t from view, and compelling ns to stand olf 
for safety un t i l daylight and less haze showed us again our 
whereabouts. The seven or eight guano covered rocks called 
the Northwest Í V r a l o n e s were on our port side and South l a r -
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ralon on the starboard as we steered northeast by nor th along-
side of the Middle Rock, nearly midway the channel of eight 
miles between the extremes of the group. South Farralon is 
about a mi le loug, and looks i n the distance l ike a lof ty edifice, 
w i t h low wings. A lighthouse stands on its summit ; the guid-
ing star dur ing the dark hours, o f the busy commerce covering 
this part of the greatest ocean, as the islands themselves are the 
conspicuous landmarks by day. A few hours after passing the 
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Farralones we shot t l i rougli the Golden Gate, w i t h a north-
wester that, thoroughly stirred the sandy depths of San'Fran-
cisco. AVe dropped anchor in the harbor of that Queen City on 
the twenty-sixth day after parting w i t h onr p i lo t olí' H i l o ; twice 
the time having been taken to run the two courses of three 
thousand one hundred miles on the return voyage that was 
needed to make the scarcely deviating stretch of two thousand 
two hundred miles to the Hawai ian Islands. The regular 
winds were l ight on the home passage—nsnally the case i n 
August and September—and the customary triangle was traced 
by the outward and inward voyages. 
Hav ing again looked OIL this, land of promise, i n amazement 
at the proofs of progress starting up as i f by enchantment, the 
golden portal of California was repassed homeward bound, to 
close a public trust in fulfilment of the terms of its acceptance. 
A twice-told tale of incidents of voyage on the i i e w Y o r k and 
San Francisco steamer route can add no interest to this narrative. 
I w i l l merely say, i n conclusion, that California, having attracted 
the particular attention of nations chiefly because of her depos-
its of gold, has commonly bc^n regarded solely as a source o f 
mineral wealtli . B u t a loftier distinction, w i l l bo hers; for she 
is destined i n the progress of events, and that wi thou t compro-
mising her own good by Quixotic eilbrtfi to reform others, to 
carry a higher civilization to the teeming island population o f 
the Pacific, and to the hundreds of millions who inhabit tho 
regions beyond. I t may not be extravagant to say, that i n the 
past "eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither hath i t entered 
into tlje heart of man to conceive" of tho wonderful resources 
and promise of greatness of this glorious land. I f wo regard its 
mineral wealth i n precious and ponderous metals, its agricul-
tural capacities, or its geographical position, fronting the most 
populous parts of the eastern hemisphere, and by reason of that 
position destined to become a chief agent in the distribution of 
their rich productions to other countries, through their nearest 
and natural gateway of foreign commerce; i f wo consider its 
constitution and laws, modelled after tho wisest of older States, 
while avoiding their defects; its freedom from sectional jealous-
ies, and its exemption from lho dominant influence of questions 
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wli ic l i have j>roved under pernicious agitation destructive of the 
harmony and welfare of other parts of the country ¡ its fertile 
soil, and immunity from atmospheric vicissitudes detrimental to 
agricultural production; its remarkable adaptation to varied 
growths; its population, nearly al l of the Caucasian race, the 
most' elevated and best endowed of the human family: from 
whatever point we view the future of California, and of its great 
emporium, San Francisco, through which the trade of that and 
adjoining States, of the vast region between the Sierra 'Nevada 
and !Rocky Mountains, and of an extensive Pacific coast must 
pass, and pay tribute i n its transit, we are constrained to believe 
that their history w i l l be illustrated by unsurpassed grandeur, 
i f they prove true to the mission confided i n the progress of 
events to them, and i f they adhere to the objects of al l good 
government—the political welfare, and the moral and social 
elevation of the people ibr whom í t 'was specially organized — 
without embarrassing its operations by schemes of transcendental 
humanitarianism proceeding from partial and .distorted views of 
t ru th and just ice; which, however plausibly presented, but re-
semble the prismatic colors of a sunbeam, whose adaptation to 
human wants comes not of the separate and showy hues i n 
which i t may he exhibited by the cunning art o f man, but of 
the immaculate perfection w i t h which i t emanated from H i m , 
who said, " L e t there be l igh t . " 
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